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The establishment of the Asiatic

Society by Sir William Jones in

the eighteenth century, the pro-

duct of the early Europeans in

India, to acquire and disseminate

knowledge of Indian history,

customs and manners of the

Indian people left a blazing trail

through its journals and proceed-

ings. The coming centuries

witnessed several savants delving

deep in the subject and as a result,

besides many books, several

articles were published in the ever

increasing journals and periodi-

cals. To wit the untiring efforts

of Cunningham, Max Muller,

Stein, Princep and others can be

cited.

Thus by the early twentieth

century books, journals and

periodicals had become so vast

that it became a Herculean task

for the scholars and researchers

to find in one place all relevant

materials required for their

subject of research, particularly

about Indian history and culture.

They had to wade through an

ocean of publications.

To alleviate the distress of these

knowledge craving scholars Dr.

Narendra Nath Law started a

Quarterly— The Indian Historical

Quarterly. The principal aim of

this quarterly was to publish

articles, notices, etc. dealing with

Indian history and civilization.
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It is proposed to publish the December issue ot the

Indian Historical Quarterly as a Commemoration Number

dedicated to tho memory of the late Mm. Dr. Hara Prasad

Sastri, c.I.e. It is intended that it should comprise articles

contributed by Indologists, who were colleagues, friends,

pupils, and admirers of Prof. Sastri. As we are expecting a

largo number of contributions, it has been deemed necessary

to restrict the size of each contribution to the Commemora-

tion Number to about 8 pages of the Quarterly.

We are inserting this notice with the ardent hope that

scholars will kindly oblige us by sending papers or notes,

however short they may be, before the 31st October, 1932.

Editor
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Sasanka, king of Bengalt

Sources of Sasdiika's History

The sources utilised for gathering the history of Sasanka consist

chiefly of

:

(1) the accounts of the Chinese traveller, lliuen Tsiang (Yuan

Cliwang) as we find in his Records and Life,

(2) the historical romance, the Harsacarita of king Harsavardliana’s

court-poet Bana,

(3) some of the epigraphic and numismatic records of the times,

and

(4) the BoJhimtt i'a-Pitnkdcutayisaka or Maujusri-M ithiknlya. The

53rd chapter (Patalavisara) of this treatise contains interesting and

important materials for the ancient history of the various parts of India.

The accounts of the kings and peuple given in this unique treatise of

Mantric texts aie fuund recorded, just as ws find in the Brahmanic

Puranas, in a prophetic manner, as if the events described will he

happening in future. The names of kings are often mentioned in a

very abbreviated form (e.g. Rakaradya and Ilukarakhya kings standing

for Rajyavardhana and Harsavardliana respectively) and sometimes

+ A Dacca University Public Lecture delivered on February 27, 1931.

I.H.Q., MARCH, 1932 1
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given in synonyms instead of in their originals (e.g., Somakhya lot

Sasahka).

Af+er tlie gradual decadence of the glory of the Imperial Gupta

dynasty on account of the incessant inroads of Hie White Hunas upon

the etnpne and its complete ovei throw by the boastful chief,

Yasodhannan of Malava, towards the middle of the sixth century A. I).,

the imperial title of a universal sovereign isamrat) was assumed by that

aspirant after he had successfully usurped all the Gupta provinces and

lfuna territories and declared himself as an independent emperor of

Mori horn India. This fact may better he described in the exalting words

of his own court-poet (Vasula), who says that Yasodhannan “enjoyed

those countries which were not in the possession of the ijll-powerful

Gupta sovereigns and which the power of the Huna kings who kept

many a tributary ruler under subjection could not penetrate” and that

“the adman tax (vassals) of t he different parts of the land, from the

Lauhitya (the Brahmaputra) in the east to the western ocean in the

west, and from the Himalayas in the north to the Mahendra mountain

in the south did him honour”. After the unknown end of this monarch,

the empire of Northern India, which he tried to consolidate, again broke

up into seveial parts, each becoming independent with their respective

rulers. So the Vardhana family of SthanTsvara (Thaneswar), the

Maukharis of Ayodhya and Kanauj, the Later Guptas of Magadha and

the people of Gauda gradually increased their power and prepared them-

selves for entering into a contest for paramount supremacy in Northern

India. The kings of Malava in the south-west and Kamarupa (Assam)

in the extreme east were not also sitting idle at the time as mere

on-lookers.

Probable t'vie of the rise of tiaddnka

All rulers of the Vardhana and Maukhari dynasties before

Prahhakaravardhana and Isanavarman respectively used the title of

maharaja implying that they were simply local chiefs (it may or may

not be that they owed any allegiance to any liegeMord) and it is these

two kings who first used the paramount title of mahdrajdilhiraja . They

wrere making conquests of neighbouring and distant lands and by defeat-
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ing the rulers of those places were trying to bring them under their

own vassalage. During the latter half of the sixth century A.D. we

find the kings of these various dynasties entering into battle against

each other. King Kumaragupta of the Later Gupta family fought a bat-

tle against the Maukhari king Isanavarman whose army he completely

routed. A little later his son, Diimodaragupla, also had to fight against

a Maukhari ruler, but he died in the battle-field. Still later, we find

another conflict between Mahasenagupta (son of Dunioduragupta)

of Magadha and a Kamarupa king named Susthitavaman (father of

Bhaskaravarman) in which the latter sustained a heavy defeat. We

also know from the famous Apshad Stone Inscription of Adityasena

that this Mahasenagupta’s son, Madhavagupta, made an alliance with

Harsavardhana of Thaneswar, probably to fortify himself against his

Kamarupa and other eastern enemies. It appears \ery plausible that

since the time when Isanavarman during a clash with Kumaragupta of

Magadha had proceeded, as we learn from the Ilaralia inscription of

this king dated 564 A.D., up to North Bengal (Gauda proper) and

compelled the (iauda people to be driven towards the sea wiping off

the future hope regarding their landed properties (“A'rtru cdyatimocitd-

sthaUiblnn'o (xtnujdn savmdrdsrtdn
M

). The Bengali people had lost their

previous hold in North Bengal where the Bengal Kings reigning in the

latter part of the sixth century did not wield much political influence.

All kingly influence that we also find to have ever been exercised by

Mahdi'djddlriraias Dharmaditya, Uopacandra and Samacaradeva was

• i.nfined mostly in hast, South and Central parts of Bengal (i.e. in

Samatata, Karnasuvarna, etc.) and not so much in North Bengal (Gauda

or Pundravardhana) . It was at a time when a race was thus being run

amongst the chief ruling houses in Northern and Eastern Indian pro-

vinces for .supremacy and aggrandizement of power lor achieving

paramount suzerainty that Nasuhka, mentioned by \uan Chwang as

the king of Karnasuvarna in Eastern India, extended his political

jurisdiction by occupying Gauda (North Bengal) and later assumed the

lofty title of Gaudad/njm . The Harsacariia tells us that during this

time (about the last quarter of the sixth century A.D.)

Prabhakaravard haiva of Thaneswar also made extensive conquests

in all directions by fighting successfully against the Hnnas
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and also the kings of Sindhu, Gurjara, Gandhara, Lata and

Malavn. Bfuiabhatta informs us that Prabhakara once entrusted upon
A

his eldest son, the Crown-prince Rajyavardhana, then 18 years old, the

leading of an expedition, in the company of his hereditary ministers and

loyal feudatories, against the Hunas. In describing the setting of the

sun and the rising of the moon on that terrible day on which, on arrival

at the royal court, ItiYjya met his younger brother Harsa, then aged only

about 15 years, and learnt of the untimely death of the monarch and

thedr mother, Bana makes an allusion to the gradual rise into eminence

of king Sasarika’s mandala (or circle of political jurisdiction). Nowhere

in the whole of this hook has Bana made a clenr mention of the name

of the Gaudadhipa who was an inveterate enemy of his patron king’s

family, except in the following sentence where, like the rise of the

moon, the rise into political prominence of $a£anka, the king of Gauda,

has been expressed, though in a veiled manner, by a few words involved

in puns. The passage runs thus:—
WWIWA wnqwm. fe.ap. vil.

The rising political circle or sphere of king Sa4ahka was attaining

prominence in the political horizon of India, but with its infamy mani-

fested before the world. There is sly hint in many passages of the

Harmcarita that the political power of this Bengal king could not be

steady as he could not attain greatness because of his mean character

and cowardice. Bana emphatically but in a covert way give* the cause

of the unsteady nature of Sasanka’s royalty which, according <o him,

was not to last in its perfect fullness for more than two days, like the

beauty of the 8asanka (moon) of the sky. He says:—
“ wnw g tptstsw* far fawwft f*w«T awt:

”

(chap. vi).

So Snsfinka is here described as po<se sing as timid a heart as that

of a deer and in also being insincere, though outwardly honest and

pure.

Family of SaJoiika

Who was this Gaudadhipa SaAanka is a puzzling question to his-

torians. Yuan Chwang has named the kinf of Karnasuvarna (described
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as “recent”) as &asanka. A commentator of the Hartacapita has .also

named the Gaudadhipa by the same name but the kite Dr. Biihler

mentioned (in the Epigraphia hulica
,
vol. 1, p. TO) that in one manus-

cript of the Harsacarito the name of the Gauda king is stated

as Narendragupta. Eitz-Edward Hall exposed his opinion that the

king was a descendant of the Gupta family (Imperial, or of the Eater

Guptas of Magadha not ofeourse mentioned). One of the three gold

coins (the second one, the first being undoubtedly of Sasahka) discovered

in 1852 along with several others belonging to some of the Imperial

Gupta rulers in a village in the district of lessore, bears t he legend

N arendravinata inscribed on its reverse side. According to Allan, this

coin belongs to Sa&ihka. Mr. N. K. Bhattasali reads on the obverse of

this coin the name, Samacaradeva, on the strength of which as well as

the bull-emblem used therein, lie feels inclined to conned 8asanka with

the family of Samacaradeva of East Bengal. The late Mr. K. D.

Banerjee, however, tried to prove with somewhat greater force of argu-

ment based on numismatic evidence that 8asanka 's second name was

Narendragupta and he thought that he was probably either

a son or nephew (brother’s son) of king Mahasenagupta ot

the Eater Gupta dynasty of Magadha. Dr R. K. Mukherjee

went a step further and accounted for Sasauka’s combination

against Rajya with the king of Malava by saying that he had

blood-relationship with the latter, both being of the Gupta lineage.

The late Mr. Banerjee also referred to the opinion of some numismatist

who held that the inscription on the alleged 8asahka coins reads

.Xarendraditya and he infer* ed, with some degree of probability, that

8asahka, like the former Imperial Gupta rulers, enjoyed a second name

with an fuhtya title. I have in this connection to offer a suggestion as

to whether the compound word “durnarendrabhiblmvorosttoh" meaning

“enraged by the humiliation offered by that wicked 'Narendra”, used

by Bana as an adjective to Hnrsavardhnnn, refers under the garb of a

pun to Sa6anka. The allusion involved in the epithet had been used by

the poet wFhen he described Harsa as having flown into terrific rage on

hearing of the treacherous murder of his elder brother, Rajyavardhana,

by the Gaud king. He compares Harsa with a snake (<fdivisah ) who

is also
,lduT7taTendrubhibh(tvoTOHtah

,y
i.e. whose anger has been excited
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by the repulse of a snake charmer Narendra. In case of Harsa tlie

word Narendra may mean either simply a ‘king’ or ‘a person of that

name’, but it refers in either case to King Sa^ahka. It will not be out

of place here if I try to connect Sa6anka with another king of

Karnasuvarna, named Jayanaga, one of whose copper-plate inscriptions

was published by Dr. Barnet in the EpigrapIn’a Indica (vol. xxvii,

p. (JO ff.). In that epigraph written in characters of the well-formed

upright Gupta type prevailing in the latter half of the sixth century

A.l). the king is described as possessing the epithets Mah drd jadh ifa ja

m\d Earamabhagauata. The seal of this plate contains in an effaced

condition (he standing figure of Laksml or tfri with two elephants

making KuwhliCibhiseka

.

As Dr. Barnett remarks, we know nothing

of any king of the name of Jayanaga from other sources. But in the

Manjvsrinnllnkalpa we find a clear mention not only of a Gauda king of

the name of Jayanaga Tilling at such a time but also the name of a city

called Gdumbara (magatlha/n ja tatpaddtp. prdpya pvt-c vdamhmdh rayp)

probably wrongly located here in Magndha (some portion of which

might have also been included in t lie Gauda kingdom) which is men-

tioned in this copper-plate grant as being the name of Yixaya of which

the administrator was Jayanaga ’s Samanta called Narayanabhadra. A

verse in this book runs thus:—

vrit aw w fas' araTqrcwfofgsft u

The author, as it appears from the loose Sanskrit of the book, means !<•

declare in the usual prophetic strain that there will become a Gauda

king whose name will commence with the syllables “Jaya” and end in

“Naga’\ It is clear then that Jayanaga who is refeired to in the above

inscription as staving in Karnasuvarna is described as a Gauda king in

this Buddhist treatise, just as Sasahka is mentioned by the Chinese

traveller as king of Karnasuvarna, but at the same time described both

by Buna and the author of this Buddhist work as king of Gauda. We
may now plausibly connect the coins (as has been suggested to Dr.

Barnett- by Mr. Allan) which resemble to a very great extent those of

Sasahka but which bear the abbreviated name Jaya on the obverse and

a seated Laksmi with an elephant sprinkling water on her on the
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reverse, as belonging to king Jayanaga of tlii^ inscription and

the Buddhist work. The ManjusrimCdakalpa makes Jayanaga almost a

successor of &a&anka, but in our opinion he and his son (stated to have

leigned only for a few months only) preceded Sasfihka as kings

of Earnasuvarna at a time when Prabhakaravardhana or his father

Adityavardhana was ruling as a king of Thaneswar. The Maukhari

king I&inavarman probably drove the Gauda people towards the sea-

side during Jayanaga’s reign. It cannot be stated definitely that

SaSanka could not have any blood-relationship with this Jayanaga of

Bengal and used only an aditya title, viz., Narendraditya in the manner

of the ancient Imperial Gupta monarchs. But this can only be more

positively proved to he a historical fact by further discoveries, for

which we must have to wait. Sasahka might have been a Gupta or a

Naga, or neither of the two.

Extent of his domain

Let us now examine as to how far iSasanka succeeded in extending

the sphere of his political influence. Though he had his first adminis-

trative centre established in Earnasuvarna (Rarigamati near Berhampur)t

he gradually extended his power by occupation of Gauda (or Puudravar-

dhana) in the North, and some places in South Bihar e.g. Gaya,

ltohistasvagiri (or Rhotas hill) even up to Benares in the West, and the

whole country, in the South, up to Eongoda province situated in the

modern Ganjam district, South of Orissa. But we must remember that

at first Sasanka was a feudal chief or a local independent ruler, having

find the use of tire title Mahasamuntu only (used by smaller kings in

place of the title Maharaja) as is evidenced by the inscription cut in

reverse found at the hill-fort of Bin tasgadh in the Shahabad district.

It is a stone-mould or matrix for casting copper-seals in relief meant,

to be attached to copper-plate charters. It bears the inscription &rl

mahdsdmunta &a$ankadeva*ya, the letters belonging to the Gth-7th

century A.D. We are also told by the Manjusrimulakalpa that the

heroic king Soma (i.e. Sasanka) will rule over the Gangetic valley up

to Benares. This extension of his dominion and influence must have

taken place before he came into conflict with king Har$a. Within

about a decade from this conflict, thc^t is, in Gupta era 300, i.e., in 619
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A.D. we find Sasanka a powerful monarch enjoying an imperial rank

having feudal rulers acknowledging his suzerain authority. For, we

learn from the Ganjam copper-plate of Mahdraja-mahdsdmanta

Madhavaraja 11 of the Sllodbliavakula granting a village to a

Brahmana on the occasion of a solar eclipse in 619 A.D. (the charter

having been issued from the seat of (he provincial government in

Kohgoda on the river 8alima) that he was the provincial ruler in that

region under the suzerainty of Mahdrdjadhirflja Sasanka, who was then

ruling “on the earth encircled by the girdle of waves of' the four oceans

and containing islands, towns and ports”. 1

So we see that Sasahka was wielding great power as Gaudadkipa

with the epithet Maliarajadhirajt., at least, up to the year 619 A.D.

Whether and how wan ltdjya cardhana murdered 1

In his glorious days Prabhakaravardhana of. Thaneswar was able

to keep the king of Malava (probably Devagupta and not Siladitya of

West Malava as suggested by Dr. R. K. Mukherjee) in check, and on

one occassion compelled him to give his two sons, Kumaragupta and

Madhavagupta as companions of Rajya and Harsa, their other intimate

companion being their maternal uncle’s son, Bkaudi. Owing to

Piabkakara’s great political power, the Maukharis remained somewhat

in submission to him for, we find him giving his daughter Rajya£ri, in

marriage with Avantivarman’s son, king Graliavarman, then ruling in

Kusasthala or Kauyakubja (Kanauj). But it appears that the Malava

king was not very obliging to Prabhakara and that he always harboured

a spirit of rebellion. When Piabhakara died of fever and the news

reached the ears of Sasanka, he became anxious to enter into an alliance

with thr king of Malava for overthrowing the kingdom of Thanesvar

and become, if possible, the emperor of Uttarapatha (Northern India).

As soon as (lie news2
of Prabhakara’s death was spread, the Malava king

—Epigraphiu Indtca vol vi.

2 gfawfafrlt gpwrt |<[WWT STSW-

anfirct: i *ra^rf?*Tsfq

^WrTpirf^ 4m *rcroi chap. vi.
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proceeded towards Kanauj and killed its king Grahavarman and threw

liis wife, Rajyasri into dungeon, with iron fetters on her feet like a

brigand’s wTif'e? liana further states that it is said that the Malava

king was planning an attack on Thanesvar also, for lie thought that

Prabhakara’s demise had left the army of Thanesvar without a leader.

On hearing of the disaster befalling his sister liajyavardhana placed

Harsa in charge of the administration of the kingdom and himself

started, taking only Bhandi with him and a troop of ten thousand

cavalry to give battle to the Malava king. Long after, a cavalry officer

delivered to Harsa the message of the murder of his brother by the

king of Gauda, who was no other than our Sasuhka.’*

Murder of Rajyavardhana

This messenger told Harsa that his brother (liajyavardhana) sub-

dued easily the army of the Malava king and that his trust was increased

by a show of false civilities. Then unarmed he approached his enemy,

alone, hut was slain by the king of Gauda in his owm residence (camp).

We shall now examine whether Sasahka did really assassinate Rajya-

vardhana ‘treacherously’. Buna has very cleverly evaded giving a clear

account of the reason for Rajya’s acceptance of an invitation for going

to the camp of such a powerful adversary as SiiSahka. It has been stated

before that the Bengal king combined .with the Malava king after

Prabhukara’s death, and the first fruit of this political alliance was the

death of Grahavarman caused by the Malava king. It is more likely

that the alliance of these two kings (of Gauda and M/alava) took place

after the death of Grahavarman. After this, Rajya and Bhandi

marched against the Malava king, defeating and capturing the latter.

It is not clear from Buna’s description whether the Malava king was

killed by them in action. On the presumption that the Malava king’s

alliance with Sasanka took place after the death of Grahavarman,' it

may he suggested that the Bengal king, after such an alliance, left

Bengal and laid a seize upon the Maukhari capital, Kanaivj, gild in that

fcrfct fw«l ww q* arcrt wnm chap. vi.

I.H.Q., 14.AHCII, 1932 2
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connection funuuitteil the most foul murder of Grahavarman’s brother-

in-law, kino; Rajyavardliana, who had only recently succeeded to the

llimne of Thanesvar and was thinking of the prospects of annexing more

dominions to his already extensive hereditary kingdom. It seems that

this murder of Rajya took place in or near Kanauj. liana says that a

raid was made by the Gauda king and his followers on Kusasthala or

Kanauj. At this time Rajyasrl, who had been kept enchained in the

jail of her own capital by the Malava king, was rescued by a Gupta

nobleman who seems to have been a kind-hearted person although a

partisan of the Malava or t lie Gauda king. It may be that this Gupta

Ixiifaputra was a friend of the Maukhari family. After her release

Kajyasri heard of her brother’s murder and then fled away towards the

Vindhya forests.
r

L he Malava king occupied the town of Kanauj after

killing Grahavarman and kept close vigilance on the ex-queen, but be

was made to leave the city by the arms of Rajya and Bhandi. In ihe

meantime, Sasahka proceeded towards Kanauj either to join the Malava

king on the way, or to wrest the kingdom from the bands of Rajya who

was now in charge of his sister’s kingdom. AVe have remarked before

t hut Bunabhatta did not clearly stale as to how llujyd accepted the invi-

tation of Sasahka for coming over to his camp. It is quite clear from

Buna's record that Bhandi was not with Rajya when the latter was

invited by Sasahka. At that time Bhandi was sent back by Rajya4
to

Th anesvar with all the booty including' flic whole force and royal

equipage of the Malava king. Hhandi on being asked l>v Ilarsa
’
1

related

later on that he had only heard from the people that lfajyasri being res-

4 stores *133vsraaifSid wifai snawasq—gqqfa,

chap. vii.

wfe 1 «•. 1” «

?j*rtw g gfft qftsuq q**WTg.fa?w»u;
4lr

«qfar?T sficr fft strait qrwtowrai, 1 at Jnjjn: hIwtsrt

sn«Tfq 1 qjgqf^fw, q« «t as

q%W5i«t?gT: wwt «ntsqrft 1 wnTqfq wqwrtrro iwftd i^Trfwgot ” Fgtpr g

5R»irc qnsigqvnqj”—fforfui, chap. vii.
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cued fled towards the Vimlhya forest. Elsewhere also* it is narrated that

during the raid by the Gauda king either on Kanauj or on a kingdom

near about it, she was rescued by a nobleman named Gupta. We agree

with Rai Bahadur R. P. Chanda in the view that Rajya at first defeated

the Malava king and then sent back his cousin Bhandi to Thanesvar, and

then marched towards Kanauj to effect release of his sister. But we

cannot accept the Rai Bahadur's views, which have been supported by

Dr. R. C. Majumdar, that Rajyavnrdhana was possibly “defeated in

a fair fight" and subseqently killed by Sasahka while in a captive

state. Had it been a case of death in fair fight, Ilarsa probably would

not have at this tender age started on an expensive and elaborate ex-

pedition against Sasankn. He undoubtedly obtained ready help from

his vassals and other independent rulers because of his appeal to them

in the name of the treachery committed by the Bengal king. There

was no record of any fight fought between Rujya and Sa&mka and it

may be presumed that after Malava king's defeat by the enormous army

of Rajya, Sasanka did not consider it expedient even to enter into an

open fight, llotli these writers are reluctant to hold the view* that there

was at all any treachery played by Snsahka in killing Rajyavnrdhana,

inspite of the clear accounts of both Bana and Yuan Chwang. Dr.

Majumdar remarks that we should “revise the opinion about Sasanka

as handed down by the historians". The spirit of Buna’s work is to

give vent io his patron king Ilarsa’s as well as his own wrath against,

tfasahka for his foul action. It is only on account of his treachery

that Bana gives him the contemptuous epithets like Gandadhenna and

(Jenidab/nijfihyn. Mr. Chanda and Dr. Majumdar think that it was not

possible for Rajya to have entered his enemy's camp with his weapons

laid aside (nmktasastni). Let us in Ibis connection refer to a very signi-

ficant passage in the Ilnrsocarita in which Harsa declares that none

but that Gauda king, who was a designer of black courses (krsnavartma-

§$3^K fofarara wrn *

shuhmRwhw frwoftqwipijN , umfrows qrowWtawmf

qftlPW -fWfcl, clmp. vii.
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jirasutih) could lay low such a king with post records of' undissembling

heroism to his credit, when lie was unarmed. The passage runs thus:—

JfBWF* JJ^T *p^e$n—

gfafui, chap. vi.

1I
7
«5 it a treacherous murder by tiasaiila?

i’roip the statements of Buna we find that neither Ilarsa nor Bhandi

knew clearly about the allurement offered by Sasfmka to ltajya. Buna

in his book collects a series of historical and other traditional instances of

political murders brought about by enemies by taking advantage of the

foolishness or inadvertence on the part of murdered kings. These illus-

trations were placed before king Haisa through one of his trusted and

able officers named Skandagupta, for his careful consideration on the

eve of liis pieparation for an expedition against Sasanka. lie

was specially requested “to dismiss universal confidingness”, so agree-

able to the habits of the people of Thanesvar and springing from their

innate frankness of spirit.

He cites these cases as “disasters due to carelessness” and lays special

stress upou “the blunders of heedless men on account of women”. He

would not have invited the pointed attention of Harsa to them unless it

was a fact that Buna was conscious of the affair that ltajya ’s owrn death

must have been due to a cause which involved his heedless action con-

cerning some woman? An old commentator of the llarsncarita

(Sankara hv name) while explaining the two introductory verses of the

sixth chapter names the murdeiei of ltajya as Sasanka who, he say's

enticed the Vardhana king through a spy by the offer of his daughter’s

hand. He adds that while the unlucky king with his retinue was paiti-

ci pa ting in a dinner 7
in his enemy’s camp, he was liked by the Uuudu

7 The commentator says— I TOTfif

« mrnFTTOT HWfa'rfa: i wjafansd dmwRtoji

ita TOif'si Iwaia qrityk* irsftfiml

wft ^ ffinrr sqrml^j: i”
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king in disguise. The famous verse in Harsa's own royal grants (the

Banskhera and Madhuvana copper-plaies issued in the 20th regnal year

i.e. in 020 A.D.) states that Rajyavardhana after having defeated liis

enemies and made Devagupta and others captive gave up his own life

in his enemy's camp where he went to keep his word of honour. It is

quite plausible that during a period of truce the offer of the hand of his

daughter to Rajyavardhana was made by Sa&inka and lest Rajya-

vardhana's heedless compliance with such an invitation sent through a

messenger should be considered as a reflection on the reputation of the

king, Buna refrained from giving full details of this incident in his

book. But the poet did not fail to remind Harsa that his elder brother

acted foolishly in placing conlidenoe on the false courtesies of SaSafika.

The Chinese tinveller, Yuan Ohwang, has also narrated that Rujyu-

vardhana “soon after his accession was tieacheiously murdered by

Safari ka, the wicked king of Karnasuvarna in East India, a persecutor

of" Buddhism". So there ought not to remain any doubt about Buna’*

statement that Sasahka, inspite of his greatness as a conqueror, adopted

a very vile and treacherous method of killing Rajyavardhana Wo
do not also feel inclined to support the view of Rai Bahadur It. P.

Chanda that the Gupta nobleman’s rescue of RajyasrI from the prison

was made at the instance of Susan ka who, in his opinion, thereby showed

a noble instinct of heart, so hard to expect during war time. We rather

think that t lie Gupta nobleman belonged to a family which was friendly

to the house of the Muukharis or the Vardhanas or to both. Even sup-

posing he was a partisan of tfasahka, lie did this noble deed at his own

instance and not at his king’s bidding.

Harm's expedition against Sasanka

jSasahka could not succeed to the throne of Thanesvar and establish-

ed his universal suzerainty in Kanauj. lie had to remain veiy much

afraid of an attack of his eastern kingdom by Harsa, who on pressing

requests from the state-ministers accepted the kingship after Rajya’s

death. Bent on avenging his brother's murder he started with a vast

army against Sasanka. He issued a proclamation through his Minister

of Peace and War (mahdsandhivigrahadhikrta) to all known kings that
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they should either surrender or give him battle. When the first day’s

march was over, Harsa received an emissary from the court of Bhas-

karavarman, king of Pragjyotisa (or Kamarupa = Assam) who wanted

to enter into an alliance with him, and sent him innumerable

presents, Ilursa accepted this offer ox friendship, and sent back the

messenger uith many presents in return. It wati an alliance for their

mutual good as they were neighbouring adversaries of their common

enemy Sasauka of Bengal. After Ilarsa had marched for a few days,

he met Bhandi who was returning with the booty obtained in his war

against the JIulava king, and heard from him every thing about his

brother’s murder and RujynsrI’s escape. The king requested Bhandi to

proceed against the king of Bengal and himself entered into the Vindhva

forests in search of his lost sister, whom lie at last succeeded in discover-

ing there. Harsa rejoined his camp on the banks of the Ganges. Buna

abruptly closes his narrative here. From his account it is clear that

ftasuuka withdrew towards his kingdom without any success at Kanauj,

which Ilarsa occupied and from where lie administered the empire in

company of his sister. Very probably, Harsa removed his own capital

from Thanesvar to Kanauj after his return from the first expedition

against Sasahka.

Result* of the campaign

Now let us see what were the results of the elaborate military ex-

pedition of Ilarsa against Gauda. Mr. R. D. Bauorjee was of opinion

that Bliaskaravarman joined Ilarsa during the latter’s march, because

lie was himself hostile to the king of' Bengal, Sasahka From the

M/tnjnsrlvi ulakalpa, we find that in this great campaign against king

Sasahka, Harsa proceeded towaids Fast India and reached t ho town of

Pundra and caused a great havoc amongst the Bengali people. Then

this Buddhist treatise sums up the results of this war in the following

lines:—
Wawrora fiqtn i

fafar. riton-sift n

faW SSRKTW I

wkw) TT: $WT II

JRTW 4TI
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The author here means to say that Ilarsa defeated Soma (Sasahka),

the follower of wicked deeds who was forced to remain confined within

his own kingdom and prevented him from moving further towards the

west
;
and Harsa himself, not being honoured with welcome in these

eastern frontier countries returned leisurely to his own kingdom with

the satisfaction that he had achieved victory. Dr. V. Smith’s inference

that Sasahka “escaped with little loss” and that “his kingdom became

subject to Harsa at a later date” appears to be correct. Hence, there

is no doubt that as the result of the first campaign Harsa could not

establish political supremacy over Gauda and Karnasuvarna. It was,

probably, after Sasahka’s death (which must have taken place sometime

between 019 A.D. and 037 A.D.) Yuan Clnvang travelled over Magadha

and Karnasuvarna. Hence, he referred to Su&mka as a ‘recent’ king.

Sasahka enjoyed overlordship in eastern provinces up to the Ganjam

district in the south-east, because in Kongoda the Muhusumantn

Madliavavaiman was only a feudatory of his in 019 A.D.

Karnasuvarna occupied hy Bhdskaracarman of Assam

That Kan. a suvaina was occupied by King Bhaskaravanmm

oi Kumarupa, can be explained from the fact that the Assam king

issued his royal charter (copper-plate grants discovered in Xidhanpur,

Nylliet) from his victorious camp in Karnasuvarna. "We have shown else-

where (Dacca Review, 1913) that “Harsa, after taking possession of

the kingdom of his brother's murderer from his own hands at some

later date (during Sasanka’s life-time) or (after Sasanka's death) from

those of his unknown successor, might have made i^over to Bhaskara-

varman”. If Harsa hud taken possession of Karnasuvarna during

Sasanka’s life-time, lie must have done so by his second campaign with

bis ally Bhaskaravarman. Later on Sasahka lost bis overlordship in

Kongoda, fc: the Chinese pilgrim says that Ilarsa led an expedition in

(143 A.D. against this country and succeeded in extending his own

dominion up to that limit. Sasahka’s defeat is also indicated by the

gold coins which were debased by a large mixture of silver. So with

his lofty aspirations Sasahka, achieved, in the beginning of bis career,

some success in establishing an extensive Gauda dominion, which lasted
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only for 17 years and a few months and days (according to the

Man}usrim ulahilpa) . Ho passed away leaving probably no successor,

his own kingdom of Karnasuvarna slipping into the hands of the

neighbouring king of Assam. The latter’s family could not retain it

long, for we know how Beingal and Magadha gradually grew into a

great empire under the Tala kings about a century later. From Yuan

Chwang's accounts we find that our modern Bengal Presidency was

divided into a number of smaller states, viz., Kajangala, Punch avar-

dhan, Samatata, Tamralipti and Karnasuvarna. The pilgrim does not

mention the name of any king of these states, probably because all of

them, except Karnasuvarna, which was subject to the king of Assam,

formed parts of the empire of Harsavardhana.

Sasdhka
,
a persecutor of Buddhism

Let its now proceed to examine another allegation against the

character of Sasanka, viz., that he was a persecutor of Buddhism.

From the bull-emblem on his coins and Yuan Chwang's statements, it

is clear that this Bengal king was a devotee of Siva, as also was his

Mahasamanta Madhavaraja. The Manjusr'imulakalga calls him

dvijdhvayah

,

i.e. Brahmanic, meaning thereby that he was a follower

of the Brahmanic faith. Sasanka had the ill repute of being a hater of

Buddhism, almost bent on a total destruction of that faith in the places,

wfiere he went for victory. The Chinese traveller has said in one place

of his accounts that king Haisa got an oracle, as it were, from the

image of a Bodhisattva to the effect t fiat lie should accept the

sovereignty i.nd “then raise Buddhism from the ruin into which it had

been brought by the king of Karnasuvarna”. In another place he says

that “at Kusinagara lie felt distressed because by Sasunka’s extermi-

nation of Buddhism, the groups of brethren were all broken up.” It

is also narrated by the pilgrim that “in recent times king Sasanka

having tried in vain to efface the foot-prints caused the stone to he

thrown into the Ganges”. This refers to the stone with Buddha’s foot-

prints at Pataliputra.

The pilgrim further relates that at Bodh-Gaya “in recent times
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ftasanka, the enemy and oppressor of Buddhism, cut down the Bodlii

ti'ee, destroyed »ts roots down to the water, and burnt what remained”,

and that the king had “the image (of Buddha) removed and replaced

by one of Siva”. Because the pilgrim was himself a Buddhist,

Messrs. Chanda and Banerjee could not fully rely on his statements.

Mr. Chanda has also suggested that at the root of Sasahku’s ill-feeling

towards the Buddhists was probably the fact that the Buddhists of

these places in Magadha and elsewhere entered into some conspiracy

with Harsavardhana against him and he, therefore, wanted to punish

them by such oppressive persecution. Otherwise, it is not quite pos-

sible to explain such persecution in the seventh century when followers

of Brahmanism, Buddhism and Jainism lived side by side in perfect

peace and amity almost in all places in eastern India. The Chinese

traveller refers to the existence of Buddhist monasteries side by side

with Deva temples not only in Magadha and other parts of Bengal but

also in Kurnasuvarna, the capital of Sasahka. The M<m)usri-

inulakalpa* also slates in a prophetic style: “The wicked person,

who will be a heroic king in countries on the banks of the Ganges

excepting Benares, will destroy beautiful images of the great teacher

(Buddha). Relying on the heretics he will also cause to be burnt many

a holy trace (or relic). Then this irascible, gieedy, self- sufficient and

ill-esteemed man will break down all monasteries, gardens and shrines

and also the dwellings of the Nirgrantlias on earth, and thus put an

obstacle to their religious profession”. We think that the author of this

(Mrapng fiwrwft mlm: n

faumwrtw wwl gftt

AJahfusrimTllakalpa, p. 634.

l.U.Q. uahch, 1932 a
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Buddhist treatise, written approximately in the 12th century A.D.,

could not have cherished any special ill-feeling against Susanka as has

been ascribed by some scholars to Yuan Chwang. and Banabhatta. In

our opinion, it will not he justifiable to exculpate Susanka from his cruel

actions, although we may admire his great heroism, but his impolitic

and impious actions, no persons much less the historians should support.

Th e social and economic condition

We shall now examine briefly the general social and economic con-

dition of the Bengal people at the time of Sasahka. The people of

Bengal and other parts of eastern India lived both in villages and large

towns. There were in the towns, large structures made of stone and

brick with artistic ornamentations, rendered more beautiful by the

images of gods, both Buddhistic and Biiihmanie, carved on them. In

Bengal, there were both Buddhist monasteries and Biahmanic Deva

temples. The Buddhists in Bengal belonged to both the llinayana

(iSammitlya) and the Mahayana schools.

The north-western portion of Bengal, then known as Kajahgala

(Itajmahal side) was low and moist, yielding good crops. The climate

was warm. The people were straightforward and esteemed learning.

North Bengal (Bundravardhana) had a flourishing population with

“tanks, hospices and flowery groves’*. Jack-fruits were available

in plenty. Besides the Buddhists and the Brahmanas there lived in

north Bengal many lligamhara Nirgranf has (Jainas). 2 Belief in oracles

was current.

Further east in Assam (Kamarupa) the same climatic condition

prevailed and the people were honest, small in stature and black-

looking. Their speech (littered a little from that of Mid-India. Their

disposition was violent, but they were persevering students and were

believers only in l)evas and not in Buddhism. There was not one

Buddhist monasteiy in Assam; and those who were devoted to

Buddhism had to perform their acts of devotion in secret. Even the

D This is testified by sonic Jain relics discovered in North Bengal and

deposited ia the Museum of the Varendra Research Society, llajshahi.
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reigning king Bbuakaravarman is described by the Chinese traveller as
<4
a Brahmin hy caste”, hinting thereby that he was also a believer in

Brahmanism. Elephants of war were available in the south-west of

Assam. On the western side of Kuniasuvarna also, i.e., in the woods ot

Oampa (modern Bhagalpurt large wild elephants were found. Kongodu
in south Orissa, “produced large dark-coloured elephants which were

capable of long journeys”.

hast Bengal then called Samatata situated on the sea-side con-

tained adherents ot the Sthavira school of Buddhist monks and Digam-

bara Nirgranlhas and also followers of Devas. A place of trading ami

commercial importance of those days was the port-town of Tamralipti

(modern Tamluk) which stood on a hay. “Hare valuables” weie

collected here and as it was a trade-rent le people of this place were

generally prosperous. Farming in this part of Bengal was (juite good,

and hud" and flowers abounded; the climate was hot and the people

were rude hut courageous. As legal ds Sasahka’s own centre of adminis-

I ration in central Bengal, viz., the count iv of Karnasuvarna, it is des-

cribed as being “well-inhabited”, full of rich people and having a

tempera le climate. The people were men “of good character” and

“pillions of learning.” The adherents of Buddhism belonged to the

NammiUya school; there were followers id vaiioux other religions will.

Devfn temples in large number.

In three of the Buddhist monasteries of this part of Bengal, milk-

products were not taken as food in accordance with the teaching of

Devadatta. By the side of the capital city was the Ijo-tn-mo-t

i

(Kaktamrtt ika-Karigamatl) monastery which was “« magnificent

and famous establishment, the resort of illustrious brethren”.

The hilly country of Kongodu is described by the Chinese travelle*

as “hordeiing on a hay of the sea, with regular harvests and having a

hot climate”. The people here, are described as “tall and valorous and

of a black complexion, having some sense of propriety and not very

deceitful”. There were in this country many towns, in which “there

was a gallant attny which kept the neighbouring, countries in awe, and

‘O there was no powetful enem\”. “As the country was on the sea-side
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it contained many rare precious commoditieft” and the currency was

“cowries and pearls*’. From this general survey we can say that the

Bengali people and the neighbouring inhabitants of Assam and Orissa

had a high standard of culture and civilisntinn in the seventh century

A. I).

l)i conclusion, it may he pointed out that when the Kamarupa

rulers in the east, 1 lie Magndlui kings in the middle and the Mnukluiri

chiefs in the near nest were measuring one another's military strength,

there arose in the political firmament of Bengal a moon-like king

(named ftassmka) with some spot in his character, who aspired to out-

shine all of them, hut who was ultimately forced to lade away in t lie

glittering light of the sun-like Harsavavdhana who alone succeeded in

establishing a very extensive North Indian empire, which unfortunately

could not last longer than his own life, just as it was the case with

Yasodharman of Malava n century before him.

K.\miA<a>vT\i>\ H\s\k
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•I

Jt is now generally admitted that the names Culukyn and Caulukya

are synonymous and that the Calukyas are a branch of the Gurjuias.

Mr. J. Campbell 1 quotes a numbei of evidence from the traditions

preserved by the Rajput lmrds in order to support the Gurjara origin

of the Caulukyas. Dr. Bhandaikar, also a supporter of this theory,

makes the following observations :

- “It was evidently in the time of

the Caulukya sovereigns that Gujarat came to be called after Gurjaras.

The Dohad inscription 3
of the Caulukya Jayasimha, dated A.l). 1140,

narrates that the king was a ruler of Gurjaramandala. It is therefore

quite intelligible, that a portion of Lata, when occupied by the Gui-

jaras, should be called Gmjaratra alter them. 1 say a portion of Lata,

because from t lie above it will lx* easily pel reived that as the province

hold by the Gurjaras included lMmlka. Kapadvang, Ahmedabad, Patau

and Cambay. It did not extend to the south-west of Mahi. Ami quite

in consonance with this view, we find Lata mentioned in inscription

during the Caulukya period side by side with such expressions Gutjara-

desa and vo forth. It is thus clear that a portion of Lata first came to

be (*alled after Guijara when it came under the sv.ay o i 1 he Caulukyas,

conclusion is therefore iiresistihle that the Caulukyas were Gurjaras.”

As a matter of fact there is no direct or indirect evidence to ptove

t lie Guijara origin of the Caulukyas. The nature of the evidence,

from which Mr. Campbell has drawn his conclusions, does not merit

any serious consideration. Dr. Bhandarkai 's observations, if examined

with other evidences, which he had evidently missed to take into con-

sideration, do not stand criticism. It is true that the territory known as

Sarasvatamandala had assumed the name Guijara since the 11th
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eenluvy AJ). 4 Jinadattasuri’s Ganadharasardhasataka mentions

Anahillavadn. (modern Patan in Gujarat) ns the capital of OurjnratrA

when Durlahha was inline there.
5

It is significant that as soon as

Sfuasvatamandala assumed the name Gurjara, tlie ancient Gurjarntra

in Eastern Rajputana gradually became loss known as such, and was

divided into small territories under various names as Medapaja,

Sapiidalaksa, etc. This suggests that a large number of Gurjara popu-

lation migrated from the Eastern Rajputana in the lOth and 11th

century A. I), to Sarnsvatamandala, to which they gave a name after

their own.

Quite contemporaneously with the Caulukya rule in Gujarat,

another Caulukyn family to which Baif.pa and his successors belonged,

governed the country of Lata, independent of foreign control. Lata

retained its name as such till the 13th century A. I). If the Sarasvata-

mandala changed its name as Gurjara due to the establishment of the

Cnulukyas there* it is inexplicable why Lata failed to follow the same

course. Similarly the Deccan, Andhra and Kalihga where the

(Tilukyas had numerous settlements are not known to have ever borne

a name having any reference to Gurjara.

While there is no evidence to prove the Gurjara origin of the

Calukyas on the one hand, we have on the other a record which

negatives it. The Aihole inscription* of Pulikesin of' Bada mi, dated (id!

A.l)., narrates that the king belonged to the Calukya family and glori-

fies him for defeating the Gurjaras. This carefully dist inguislies

Pulikesin a?»d his family from the Gurjaras. Fnder this circumstance,

the Calukyas cannot be regarded as to have belonged to the Gurjara

f i ihe.

The Calukyas established numerous settlements in different parts

of Tndia.

The Eastern Calukyas were a collateral branch of the Western

Calukyas of Badami. They also, like the other medieval dynasties of

4 lA., vol . VI, p. 191; of. M.. vol. XII.
i».

'>!».

o .JliimAS vol. XXI, p. 126. f> vol. VI, p. 11.
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India
, (meed their <lescejit from a mythical i*iilin<** family. The tellur

plates

7

of Vlrucuda, dated about 1100 A.])., give the following intorma-

tion al>uui Uieii origin. The earliest personage of the family wa>

Buddha. He was followed in succession by Pururavas, Ayu, Nairn*;*..

\aya ti, Puru, Jaiiamejaya, Praclsa, Nainyayati, Hava pat i, Nftna-

hhauma, Jayasena, Mahabhauma, Aisanaku, Krodliunann
,

Dovaki,

Rbhuka, Rksaka, Mutivara, Katyayana, Nila, Du*\ant;»,

Uhuruta, Bhiimanyu, llastin, Virocaim, Ajamilha, Samvarunu,

Sudhunvan, Parlksit, Bhiiimsena, Pradipana, ttaiutunu, Vicitruvlrya,

Panduruja, Pfiiidavas, Ahhimanyu, Pariksit, Jnamejaya, Kseinuka,

Naravahana, Satanika, Pdayana. Udavana was followed by

fifty-nine emperors on the throne of Ayodhya. After their reign had

elapsed, Vijayaditya, a king of this race, migrated to Daksinapatha

and invaded the kingdom of Trilocaua-Pallava. But unfortunately, he

fell fighting in i lie battle-field when his queen, who was then with

child, accompanied by her family priest and the old ministers, fled to

an Agrahara called Mudivemu. An ascetic named Visnubhatta-Nomaya-

j i ii gave the party adequate shelter where the queen gave birth to a

son known as Visnuvaulhana. In that buy was infused the ambition

of a great king who when grew up a man, established a sovereignty

o\ei the Deccan having defeated the Kudumha, (xahga and other

princes. Son of this king was Vijayaditya. His son was Pulikesi-

vallabha whose son was Klrtivarman. Prom Kirtivarnian was born,

Kuh ju-Visnuvardhana, the founder of the Kastern Calukya dynasty.

The first part of the above report can be dismissed as manifestly

fabulous. The leal history which deserves consideration begins from

Visnuvaulhana. Pulikesi, referred to above, was evidently the first great

king of the Calukya dynasty of Yatapipura, the modern Badami, in the

Bijapur District.* He was succeeded by his son Klrtivarman in ottt

A.D. Klrtivarman fought with the Nalas, i.e., the people of the

N al avail i country in the direction of Bellary and Karnul, the Mauryas

of Kohkau, the Kadambas of Vuuavasi in North Kanaru, Kalinga,

7 Cellur plutes of Vira-Coda in .SD.. vol. 1, pp tl) tl.

8 El ., vol. VI, p. 6, V. 7.
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Kerala, Pandya, Dramila etc.
9 He married tlie sister of the llajti

Srlvallabha Kenunanda of the Sendraka family, who gave birth to three

suns Pulikesin II, Kubja-Visnuvardhana and Jayasimhavarman. , °

Klrtivarman was succeeded by his younger brotiier Mangalesa in

VJT-thS A.D. Maiigalesa was also a powerful king. He tried to secure

the succession to the throne for his own son by superseding the claim

of his nephew Pulikesin II.
11 This led to the out-bleak of the civil war

between him and the sons of Klrtivarman, in which Maiigalesa lost his

life (008 A. I).). Xo sooner Pulikesi ascended the throne than he had

to encounter another trouble. Taking advantage of the civil war

Appayika and Govinda invaded bis kingdom to the north of the Bhai-

marathi (Bhimarathi). The Calukya army, however, succeeded in

repulsing that invading force,
1 * Pulikesi besieged YanavasI and Puri,

and to his arms submitted the Garigas, Alupas, Kohkana^, Maun sc*,

Latas, Malavas, Gurjaras, and the king Harsa. 11 All these successful

enterprises made the Calukya prince the master of the ihrce

Maharastrakas with nine and ninety thousand villages,
14 attached 1 o

th' j m. lie then installed his younger brother Yisnuvavdhaiia as

‘ Yuv.naja’. and made him the governor ot a province in the neighboui-

imud ol the mode! n Blu-r Stale, in the Bombay presidency, probably to

keep in check Appayika and Govinda. The head-quarter of that pro-

vince seems to have been at Kurumarathi which cannot be identified

nuw. 1, An inscription
11

'

»>f I lie Yuvaraja Yisimvaidhana was found al

Sutaia. the chief town of the District of that name in the Bombay

Presidency. It states that Yisnuvardhana-Visamasiddhi, while resid-

ing at Kurmnaiatlii, on the full-moon tit hi of Ivarttika, granted the

village Alandatlrthn, in the 8rinilayabhoga, on the noith of the

agrahura of Anopalli, and on the south bank of t lie Bhimarathi, to

tlie sons of Laksinana-Svamin. The record was written in the eighth

!> /Sum. <i'lit., vol. I, part IJ, p. 34.5.

10 I.1., vol XVII, )-. •-'«>. II El., veil. VI, |>|>. K-0.

12 /bi'l. 1.1 El., vol. VI, pp. 8-0.

14 EI.. vol. VI. p. 10. 1.5 I.A., vol. XIX, p. 310.

10 Ibid.
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year of the glorious Maharaja who is to be identified with

Pulikesin II.
17 Mr. Fleet identifies Alandatirtlia with the modern

Alundali, five miles north-east of Blior, the chief town of the Blior

State, and about thirty-five miles north of Satara. 18 Blilmarathi is the

modern river Bhima on the north bank of which the battle between

Pulikesin and Appayika and Govinda took place. 19 The date of t lie

record corresponds to GIG-17 A.D.

Pulikesin, having settled his affairs in the north, turned his arms

against the countries in the east. He marched into Kosala, the

modern Raypur District, in the Central Provinces, and conquered it.

Ilis younger brother Yuvaraja Visnuvardhana was despatched east-

ward for further conquest. 2,1 Visnuvardhana invaded Kalihga which

fell to his arms. Kalihga was at that time the country hounded by

Kongoda, the modern Ganjam District, in the Madras Presidency, on

the north, and the river Godavari on the south. 21
Its capital was

situated 1400-1500 li, that is, 233-250 miles to the south-

west of Ganjam. 22 Mr. Cunningham suggests that this place might

have been either Uajamahendii on the Godavari or the Korihga on the

sea-coast. llajamahendri was founded by the Calukya Amina I

(918-925 A.l).). Pistapura, the modern Pithupur, in the Godavari Dis-

trict, was a place of great importance during that period, and had been

enjoying pie-eminence since the 4th century A.l). 23
1 think it was the

capital of Kalihga during that period, and t lie description of the

Chinese traveller in this connection does not militate against this

assumption. Pistapura possessed a stioiig fortress. Visnuvardhana

besieged it and easily brought it under his subjugation, lie next

marched southwards and ravaged the country around the Kunala lake

which Mr. Kielhorn lightly identifies with the modern Kolleru lake,

17 Cf. inscription of Maiigi Yuvaraja, M., vol. XX, p. 106.

IS Ibid, p. 304. 19 El., vol. VI, p. 9.

20 El., vol. XVIII, pp. 258, 260.

21 Cunningham’s Geography ed. by S. N. Mazumdar, p. 590; Walters'

Y turn Cllining, vol. II, p. 198.

22 Cun., Gro., p. 590; Julien’s Ilium Tunny, III, 92.

2‘i Ci. Ragholi Plates of fiakativarman, El., vol. Xll, i> . 3.

I.H.Q. MARCH, 1932 4
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situated between t lie Godavari and Kistnii. 2 * The country between

these two rivers was known as the Andhradesa, tlie capital of which was

Verigi. Vehgi is identical with ‘Viiigila* as mentioned by Hiuen

Tsang. 2A
It is the modern village of Vegi or Pedda-Vegi, seven miles

nortli of hi 1 loro, the chief town of the Klloro Taluka of the Godavari

District, in the Madras Presidency, and about ten miles, to the north-

west, from the Kolar or Kolleru lake. The Aihole inscription
24 of

Pulikesin, dated 5*5. 55G—(>34 A.D., states that “through the excellences

of their householders prominent in the pursuit of three objects of life,

and having* broken the pride of other rulers of the earth, the Kalingas

with the Kosalas, by His (PulikesPs) army were made to evince signs

of fear. Hard pressed by Him, Pistapuia became a fortress not difti-

cult of access: wonderful (to relate), the ways of the Kali age to llim

were quite inaccessible! Ravaged by Him, the water of Kuna la

coloured with the blood ol men killed with many weapons, and the land

within it oveispiead with arrays of accoutred elephants was like the

< loud-covered sky in which t lie red evening-twilight has risen”. 27

Pulikesin’s inscription, dated A.D., gives us to understand that

the above conquests weie made by the Yuvaruju Visiiuvardhana. - *

Doth the countiies of Andhra and Kalinga seem to have been under the

suzerainty of the Yisnukundin dynasty, when Visnuvardhumt invaded

them. Madhavavurman 1 was the founder of this dynasty, llis

mother was a princess of the Yakut aka famijv. 2 * Yakatakas were a

powerful dynasty, who ruled over a territory which extended upto the

‘it \ol. VI, p. 3. 25 Watters' Vuioi Chuaiaj, vol. li, p. 210.

20 A*/., vol. VI, p. 11.

27 Grliinain sva

—

svii-gunais trivargga-tmigfi viliit-anyaksitipjlla-inanabliaii^rqli) ubhavanii upajata

-bhitiliiigfi yad-anikena sa-Koisa) bill Kalinga(h) 11 23 Pi^aip Pistapurain vein,

-bhitiliiigfi yad-anikena sa-Ko(sa)lah Kaliiiga(h) If 26 Pisfaip Pistapurain vena

jataip durggam adurggaman citrani yasya kaler vrttam jataip durgganm-

durggamam II 27 Sannaddha-varana ghatastbagit-antaralain nan-ayudha-ksatu

-nara-ksataj-fuigaragam asij jalam yad-avamardditam abhra-garbhrp Kaunfdam

ambaram iv o(j)ita sadhyaragam 11 28 El., vol. VI, p. 6.

28 El . ,
vol. XVIII, pp. 258, 260. 29 EL, vol. IV, p. 197.
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Narmada on the north, Raypur in the Central Provinces on the east,

the Bhima on the south-west and Apavantn on the west. ITarisena, who

ruled from about A.D. 475-500, is the last known Vakataka kipg. 10
lie

conquered Kalihga and Andhra. 11 From about A.D. 300 to the middle

of the 5th century the Salankaynnas held sway over the Andhra

country. 12 They were overthrown by the Pallavas of Kanci, who

annexed that country into their dominion in the latter part of the 5th

century A.D. 13 Hnrisenn’s adversary in the Andhra country must have

been these Pallavas, who were completely ousted by him. After that

glorious victory he handed over the tin ones <>f Kalihga and Andhra

to his relation Madhavavarman I of the Visnukundin family. After

all, no doubt can be entertained that the Visnukundins held sway over

Kalihga and Andhra in the (>th century A.D., i.e., in the period between

the fall of the Pallavas and the rise ot the Eastern Calukyas in those

countries. Madhavavarman I was succeeded by Devavarman, Madha-

vavarman II, Vikramendravarman I, and Indrabhattarakavarman.

The last mentioned king issued grants of lands in the Vizagapafam

District, in the Madras Piesidency, which was within the ancient

Kalihga. 11 He was succeeded by Vikramendravarman II, who issued

grants from a place near Vehgi, in the Andhradesa. 35 Successors ot

Vikramendravarman II were Govindavarman, Madhavavarman IIT

and Mahcannabhattaraka. Madhavavarman III granted lands in the

Guddavudi Visaya to Sivasarma, son of DumaKarmii/ 6 The Calukya

Ivubja Visnuvardhnua’s .son Jayasimha (A.D. ti33-b(i3) also granted land

in the Giuldavadi Visaya to Rudrasarmu, son of Sivasarma and grand-

son of Damasarma. 17 There is no doubt that Nivasarmu mentioned in

Jayasimha ’s grant is identical with that in Madhavavarman Ill's

30 JUAH.. 1914, p. 328. 31 .IS 117., vol. IV, pp. 53, 124, 129 {Ajantn insc.)

JUAS., 1914, p. 330.

32 Hti. } 1925, p. 73; Ancient Hhtoty of the Dcavn by O. J. Dubreuil, trans-

lated into English by V.S.S. Diksitar.

33 IA., vol. V, p. 154.

31 FA.
y

vol. XH, p. 136. 35 Ibid, vol. TV, p. 195.

36 Jour. Andhra. Ui*t. U.S., vol, VI, p. 19.

37 Ibid. vol. IV, p. 76.
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plate. This places Madhavavarman Ill’s reign in the latter part of

the Gth and in the early years of the 7th century A.D. It ie tolerably

certain that Mancannabhattaraka was the ruler of Andhra and Kalihga

when Visnuvardhana invaded those territories. After their defeat in

the hand of the Calukyas, the Visnukundins lost their position as a

ml i lift* dynasty.

Now, Visnuvardhana, who was the Governor of Maharastra under

his brother Pulikesin, chose to establish a kingdom in those newly

conquered provinces of Kalihga and Andhra for Ilia own. He forthwith

settled himself there, of course, with the consent of his dear elder

brother Pulikesin II, and administered the country as a subordinate of*

the Western Calukyas of Badami. The Ivopparam plates’
18

of Pulikesin

II, dated 029-30 A.D., states that “PrthivTduvaraja having defeated

the circle of enemies by his arm ("which was) n churning-stick of the

wicked people of the Kali age, (and) which was skilled in daring

(deeds) in many battles, (and) which was wielding the drawn sword,

has secured the kingdom to the lineage of his son”. It further tells us

that Pulikesin made Prthividuvaraja the executor of the grant through

which a village in the Karmarastra is given to a Brahmin. Karmn-

riistra corresponds to the southern part of (lie Guntur District, Madras

Presidency. ‘Duvaraja’ is a Dravidian ‘tadbhava’ of ‘Yuvaraja’. In

the Kasnkudi plates ‘iuvarasan* corresponds to ‘Yuvaraja’ in the

Sanskrit portion. 39 The Sntara grant40
of Visnuvardhana I, dated

GIG-1 G A.D., mentions him as Prthivivallabha Visnuvardhana YYiva-

raja. It is known from other sources that Karmarastra formed a part

of t lie kingdom of Visnuvardhana about this time. Hence there can-

not be any doubt that Prthividuvaraja referred to above was identical

as the Prthivivallabha Visnuvardhana Yuvaraja.

'JS \ idiftu)m a^tu \ allablia (hlie) Sa»ia(ks)-Hvastiest hi) to vidhivi(va)t

saOnlpradattfi niaruta (matlia) kali-kulanam unekn-sainKrama-Kfiliasa-dukspini

ava-sut-Finvavo prat ipiia-riljyasya prifpr)tliivif]ii(yu)variijani <»U\ EL, \ul.

xvnt, p.

S1L, vol. H, .No, 7d, cf. lines 10;* and 1O0; EL, vol IV. p ISO, tn 5.

40 IA., vol. XIX. p S09
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Visnuvftrdhann. obtained this new fortune in A.D. 41
. He

^nd his successors are known as the Eastern Calukyas who ruled their

kingdom for more than six centuries.

The territory over which the Eastern Calukyas held sway, extend-

ed, in the flourishing period of their rule, up to Mahendragiri, in the

CJ anjam Distiict 911 the east
;
the Bay of Bengal on the south

;
Manneru

river, in the Nellore District on the west;42 and the holders of the

Nizam’s State of Ilaidernbad, Bastar State, and the Central Provinces

on the north. This comprised the southern part of the Ganjam Dis-

trict, the whole of Vizagapatnm, Godavari, Kistna, and Guntur

Districts and part of the Nellore District, in the Madras Presidency.

Madhyama Kalinga was the name of the territory which corresponds

loughly to the modern Vizagapatam District.
41 The designation was

probably given to this province in order to distinguish it from the

south and north Kalinga which corresponded roughly to the modern

Districts of Godavari and Ganjam respectively. These three divisions

seem to have constituted the country known as Tri-Kalinga. The

Kistna District was known as Andhra. The capital of Andhra was

Veiigi which was aho the name of the Mandala, in v • Yh it was

situated. The Eastern Calukyas weie generally designated as the

rulers of Vehgi. Sometimes the name Tri-Kalihga was added with the

name Veiigi.
44

J)lim Nl>K\ Cl!\N]>N.\ (tAXOCI Y

41 I:l., vol. XX, p. 95.

42 Oiihik/a Jtfijarnja, the king of Veiigi, who flourished in the latter part of

the 11th century A.D. addressed his subjects who lived in the countries between

the Manneru river and the Mahendra Mountain, while issuing a grant. (El., vol.

VT. p. 342): Ma(nne)ti Mahendra-Madhyavarttino Uastrakutaprnmukhan

Kutiunbinas sarvavan Samahaya niamtrrpurohita sennpati yuvarajadauvarika

pradhanasamaksamitthamajnapayati) Manneti is the Telugu genitive of Manneru.

43 EL, voi. VI, pp. 227, 358: $E , 1918
. ,> 132 : $E.. 1909

. p. 1 00

44 $11 . , vol. I, p. 40,
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Introduction

The Jaina astronomical treatises correspond in many respect* to the

Jyotisa Vcddnga, presumably the oldest specimen of Indian astronomi-

cal literature, and may, if minutely examined, yield valuable material

for the general history of Indian ideas.
1 The Jyotisa Veddnga2

is the

name of certain works or classes of works. It mentions the place of

the winter solstice at some ancient date, which gave rise to good deal

of comment and speculation. According to its author, the cycle con-

sisted of five years of 1830 apparent solar days. The year was tropical

and began with the white half of the month of Mdgha and terminated

with the dark half of the month of Pavsa (verse 5). The year which is

the fifth part of the yaga contains thioe hundred and sixty-six days,

six seasons, two ayanas (the northern and the southern progress of the

sun), twelve solar months (verse 28); while the sun accomplishes five

tropical revolutions, the moon does sixty-two synodical and sixty-seven

periodical revolutions and the whole period comprises sixty-one sdvava

months of 30 natural days each (verse 31); the yuyo begins with the

winter solstice and the new moon of Mdgha
,
the new moon taking place

in the first point of tfravistha. This indicates that the Veddnga Jyotisa

was composed in the twelfth century B.C\,—a conclusion confirmed by

the Bodhdyana Sranta Sutra. 14*3 15 6
The object of the Veddnga Jyotisa

,
in the words of Max Muller, is

not “to teach astronomy”. It has a practical object which is to convey

such knowledge of the heavenly bodies as is necessary for fixing the days

and hours of the vedic sacrifices.
3 But the Veddnga Jyotisa gave astro-

nomy the highest place among the sciences forming the vedanga. In it

Jyotisa has been defined as the science of calculation of time (kdla-

1 8ee Weber, Indian Studies, 1867, x, 254f.

2 The text is given in Thibaut’s article on Jyotisa Veddnga {JASB. y 1877);

1\7/11*1 Jyotisa by Sudhfik&ra Dvivedi and Jyotisa VedHAga by Lala Chote Lai.

3 Max M filler's History of Ancient Sanshrit Literature.
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oijndna sdstra).
4 The culture of the various branches of knowledge grew

up among the Hindus as a help-maid to the religion and was subsidiary

to it. But later on, all the sciences outgrew their original purposes and

were being cultivated for their own sake. A new orientation had indeed

set in, in the later part of the vedic age. Among the various sciences

and arts

5

studied by Narada, astronomy (naksatra-vidyd

)

has been men-

tioned. Narada is not known to have ever led a worldly life. He was

from childhood an earnest seeker of the supreme knowledge, the science

of all sciences. Therefore, whatever Narada learnt, was with a view

to reach his great goal. He learnt astronomy for the same. In ancient

India, the culture of the science of astronomy or of any other branch of

secular science, was not considered to be a hindrance to the attainment

of spiritual knowledge. In the vedic literature, the astronomer is known

as the naksatra-dmsa (the star-gazer) or ganalca

*

The term naksatra -

darsa sometimes refers to the astrologer. In the Buddhist literature the

word naksatra-pdthaka (reader of stars) means the astrologer. 7

In the wake of Jyotisa Vedaiiga came the astronomy of the Jainas.

The Jaina astronomical treatises, however, contain some strange cosmo-

graphy. In them as in the Puranas, Mount Meru is placed at the centre

of the earth, and round Meru are seven concentric annuli. Of these,

the innermost, Jambudvipa, is divided into four quarters, of wdiicli the

southernmost is Bharatavarsa
;
the heavenly bodies move parallel to the

surface of the earth, with the centres of their orbits at Meru,

which intercepts their light. This scheme presents certain difficulties

in explaining the alternation of day and night
;

these difficulties the

Jainas tried to overcome by the assumption of two similar but opposite

suns, two mooiis, two sets of stars, etc. By these the system of the

Jainas could easily be distinguished from similar other Indian systems.

It is referred to and controverted in the Siddhunta The early Christian

writers exhibit also similar absurd cosmological notions. Aetius

writes: “Xenophanes says there are many suns and moons according

4 Jyotisn Vcdungv, verse 3.

!i Chdndogya Upa hisad, vii, 1, 2, 3, 4.

6 Vujasuneyi Samhitfi, xxx, 10, 20; Taiititiya lit., iv, 5.

7 Mahaniddesu
, p. 382.
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to the regions, divisions and zones of the earth”:* while Aristotle says

“Many of the ancient meteorologists were persuaded that the sun is not

carried under the earth, but round the earth, and in particular our

northern portion of it, and that it disappears and produces night be-

cause the earth is lofty towards the north. ”• Lack of reasoning is met

with in the infancy of every science; otherwise a man like Aristotle

would not have said “the motions of the heavens is towards the right,

because this is the more honourable direction.”

The world, which, according to the Juinus, exists eternally is figured

by them as a spindle resting on half of another; or, as they describe it,

three cups, of which the lowest is inverted; and the uppermost meets

at its circumference the middle one. They also represent the world by

a woman with her arms akimbo. 10 Her waist, or according to the des-

cription first given, the meeting of the lower cups is the earth. The

spindle above, corresponding to the superior portion of the woman’s

person, is the abode of the gods; and t-lie inferior part of the figure

comprehends the infernal regions. The earth which they suppose to be

a flat surface, is bounded by a circle of which the diameter is one raja.

The lower spindle comprises seven* tiers of inferior earths or hells, at

the distance of one rajtt from each other, and its base is measured by

seven rajus. These seven hells are liatna-prabhd
,

Sarkara-prablid

,

Bdluku-prabhd
, Pahka-prahha

% Dhuma-prabhd, Tama-prabhd, Tama-

tama-prabhd. 11 The upper spindle is also seven rajus high; and its

greatest breadth is five rajas. Its summit, which is 4,500,000 yojanas

wide, is the abode of the deified saints; beneath that are five Vimdnas,

or abodes of gods; of which the central one is named Sarvartha-siddha
,

it is encompassed by the regions Apardjita
, Jayanta, Vaijayanta

,
and

I ijaya. Next at the distance of one raja from the summit follow nine

tiers or worlds, representing a necklace
(yraiveyuku ), and inhabited by

gods, denominated, from their pretensions to supremacy, Ahamiudra.

lliese nine regions are Adilya
, Prltviikara

, Somanasa
, Sumanasa,

8 Heath, Greek Mathematics
, p. 56.

9 Heath, Aristarchus of Samos
, p. 41.

10 See the Saiirjrahani-ratna ami Lokaudtha-sHtra .

11 Some say Tamaprahtid and Mahatamapiubha.
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Suvisala , Sarvatobhadra
, Manorarna, Suoravaddha and Sudarsano

.

Under these regions are twelve other regions, in eight tiers, from

one to five rajus above the earth. They are filled up with viinanas, or

abodes of various classes of gods, called by the general name of Kalpa-

vasis. These worlds, reckoning from that nearest the earth, are, Suu-

dhama and Iaana
;
Sauatkumara and Mahendra

;
Brahma; Lantaka

;

Sukra
; Sahasrara; Anata and Pranata

;
Arana and Acyuta. Then, of

the four classes of deities distinguished by the Jainas, the third, the

Jyotisls (or Jyotiskas) comprehends five orders of luminaries; suns,

moons, planets, constellations, and stars.

The earth i3 conceived by the Jainas to consist of numerous distinct

continents, in concentric circles, separated by seas forming rings be-

tween them. The first circle is called Jambudvipa, with the mountain

Sudarsa Meru in the centre. It is encompassed by a ring containing

the salt ocean, beyond which is the zone, named Dhatukl-dvlpa, simi-

larly surrounded by a black ocean (Kalodadhi) . This again is encircled

by Puskara-dvipa, of which only the first half is accessible to mankind,

being separated from the remoter half by an impassable range of moun-

tains, called Manusottara-parvata. Dhatuki-dvipa contains two

mountains, similar to Sumeru, named Vijanga and Acala
;
and Puskara

contains two others called Mandira and Vidyunmall. 12

Without any acquaintance with these notions of the Jainas, it is

not possiole to understand their conception of the setting and rising of

stars and planets caused by the mountain Sumeru. The Jainas allot

two puns, two moons, and two each of planets, stars and constellations,

to Jambiidvipa
;
and believe that they appear, on alternate days, south

and north of Meru. They similarly allot twice that number to the salt

ocean; six times to Dhatukidvlpn
;
twenty-one times to the Kalodadhi

and thirty-six times or seventy-two of each to Puskara-dvipa.

Culebrooke collected this short account of the cosmological ami

astronomical system of the Jainas from various Jaina works and included

it in his “Observations on the sect of the Jainas*
1 (Miscellaneous hssays,

Vol. II). This account, though accurate as far as it goes, is very

12 Oolebrooko, .1f rlhm rou, 7'Vrn/.«\ vrl IT, “Observations on the Jainas”,

pp. 198-200.

I.H.Q. MARCH, 1932 5
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insufficient for a complete knowledge of the astronomy of the Jainas,

since it chiefly refers to the one doctrine of the Juinas only, which has

at all times struck the readers as strange and absurd, viz., the assertion

that there exists two suns, two moons and a double set of constellations.

The Jaina astronomy belongs to the 5th century B.C., an age when

scientific, knowledge was very rudimentary. Edward Biot, a hrench

astronomer, drew attention to the striking resemblance which the

Jaina cosmological and astronomical conceptions hear to those

contained in an old Chinese work, Tcheou-Pei. He has published a

complete translation of this work in the Journal Asiatique (1841,

pp. 592-039). It consists of two parts, written at different periods; the

second part, according to Biot cannot be later than the end ot the second

century of the Christian Era. It treats of a cosmological and ustrouo

mical system similar to the Jainas. According to the Tcheou-Pet, the

Min describes during the course of the year a number ot concentric circles

of varying diameter round the pole of the sky. On the day of the

Summer solstice the diameter of this circle is the smallest ; it then in-

creases during the following months, up to the day ot the winter solstice

when it reaches the maximum. Beginning from this day the diameter

again decreases, until on the day of the next summer solstice it has

reached the original minimum. Between the innermost and outermost

circles there lie five other circles, which the sun describes in the months

intervening between the two solstices, so that there are altogether seven

circles; the six intervals between these are said to correspond to the

months ot the year (2x0 = 12). So it appears that the 1 cheou-Pei

assumes separate solar circles for each month only, and not for each day.

"When the sun in his daily revolution has reached the extreme point, it

is mid-day in the northern region and mid-night in the southern region

;

when lie has reached the east point it is mid-day in the eastern, mid-

night in the western region ; when he has reached the south point, it is

mid-day in the southern, mid-night in the northern region; when he has

reached the west point, it is mid-day in the western, mid-night, in the

eastern region. The two systems may he compared thus: In the Jaina

system the sun revolves round Mem while in the Chinese round polar

circle; both the systems slaie the dimensions of the circle described by

the sun; both hold the same opinion about the alternation of day and
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night in the different parta of the earth. But there are also important

points in which the two systems differ. Therefore, the fact of the

similarity o-f the two systems in certain points does not warrant us in

drawing a historical connection between the two until and unless a solu-

tion of a number of cognate problems is made. It, is sufficient to mention

here that the mental tendencies of the ancient nations wore almost

similar in an early age, when all of them conceived plausible theories,

in reality devoid of f'oundaton, by which they Iried to account for puzz-

ling phenomena. This accounts for the somewhat absurd notions of the

Jaina system which, at an early period, made generalisations from all

kinds of suppositions.

Place of Astronomy in Jainism

The religious literature of the Jainas is generally classified into

four blanches, one of which is Ganitd-nuyor/a or the “exposition of the

principles of mathematics. " The knowledge of Sn rnlhynnn (literally,

“the science of numbers", meaning arithmetic) and jyotisa (astronomy)

is one of the principal ae« omplishments of the Jaina priest. 1
' It is laid

down in the Urlmspali smrli 14,
that the king must show honour to astro-

nomers before entering the court. In the Buddhist literature,

aritmetic (yanana, somkhydna) is regarded as one of the noble arts
1 " to

be acquired by a young house-holder. But the Buddhist monks were

advised to refrain from the study of astronomy. 1 *

13 BluHjaratl-suira, 90; Uttaradhyuyana-sutra xxv, 7, 8, 38. It is noteworthy

t hut the knowledge of astronomy was considered necessary for the Jaina priest

for exac tly the same purpose as it was lor the vcdic priest, viz., to find the right

time and place for the religious ceremonies. Thus it is observed by Santicamlra-

gnna (T595 A.C.) in the preface to his commentary on the Jambud clim

I raiiinpfi : “Suddhaganita siddhc prasaste kale grhitani pra.4astaphalani svuh,

knlas< ajyotiscaradhinah, sa oa jamhuvipadiksotra-dhinavyavastha stenayam

kalaparapai yayo ganitanuyogah

14 Jtrhn.ifHitismrti, i, 20.

15 Vinaynpifaka ,
ed. Olden berg, vol. IV, p. 7; Mnjihima Xikuya

,
vol. 1,

p. 85; t'uUaniddesa
,
p. 109.

10 Rhys Davids, Dhdoyves of the Buddha, vol. II pp. 20ff., where astro-

nomy and astrology have been condemned as low arts (tiracchana vijjfO so Inr as

bhiksus are concerned. He more specially condemned astrology (f bd/orm/'/u, v.
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The study of Mathematic* and Astronomy was held by the Jainas

in high esteem. Tho Jaina priest has to study astionomy for ascertain-

ing the proper time and ])lai:e lor the religious ceremonies. Bhadrabuhu

attributes to the founder of their religion a sound knowledge of the

science of astronomy. 17 The author of 1 he Gan ita-saru-mtinym h

a

(i. 2)

says that Mahavlra was known to have been a great mathematician

and astronomer. He was reputed to have written several works on

mathematics and astronomy. All these show t hat the da inns valued the

culture of astronomy.

Sources

The only work on Jaina Astronomy available at present is the Stlriui-

pnijiUipti. It is written in Jaina Prakrt and divided into twenty books

(prabhrtas). Dr. Thibaut says that this hook must have been written

before the Greeks came to India, as. there is no trace of Greek influence

in this \vork. Its authorship is attributed to Mahavlra. There are two

other works on Jaina astronomy, viz., Camlmprajiiapti and lihfulra-

hahavi Samhita of Bhadrnbahu. That there wore other works may be

inferred from a few quotations made by Varahamihira, Brahmagupta,

Bhuskaracarya and others in course of their refutation of the Jaina

theories.

In the Utli chapter of Varahamihira’s Panrasidtlhuntika (sixth

century A.O.) he refers to the Jaina astronomers in these words: “If

according to the doctiine of the Arhats, there were two suns, and two

moons rising by turn, how then is it* that a mark made in the polar cons-

tellation by means of a line drawn from the sun revolves within one

day?” 1
* Ihahmagupta (508 A.O.) refutes the theories of the Jainas once

J'L it in the t ’bun/.* 7V.rt.s-, Sacred liuoks of the Knst Series, vol. x\, p. 1 VJ). Later

on tic modified liis opinion and made it a rale of conduct tor the bbikMis dwelling

in the woods thut they must, learn elementary astronomy.

17 hat ftitifif m ot Bhadrabrdm (< .‘lot) B.(Y), Knglish translation bv Hermann

•1 aeob;
,

it, \i)\Sjih., vol. XXX11 p. 1
JL, 1).

i h surging ffl i

tcrfe*
-

tl

qafasjfaw, u ^ i
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in a verse in the Dusaiiu adhyaya oi‘ his Syhutu&iddhunta thus :
— ‘There

are fifty-tour naksatias, two risings of the sun; Ihis which lias been

taught by Jina is untrue, since the revolution of the polar fish takes

place within one day.” 19
Sripatl (c. 1040 A.C.) speaks of the theories of

the Jaina astronomers in these words:—“The Jainas assert that

the earth is not fixed, but descends perpetually in space, there are two

suns, two moons, two sets of stars and planets and the Meru is of

pyramidial shape.” 20

Bhiiskaracurya also refuted this absurdity. I L is refutation was

based on that of Brahmagupta. He said:
—“The naked sectaries and

the rest affirm that two suns, two moons and two sets of stars appear

alternately
;
against them I allege t his reasoning. How absurd is the

notion which you have formed of duplicate suns, moons and stars, when

you see the revolution of the polar fish.
” 21

Bhaskara refutes also the other notion of the Jainas that the earth,

being heavy and without support, must perpetually descend. In his

SirfJluintu siromani
,

22 he says: “The earth stands firm by its own

power without other support in space.*' (verse 2). “If there be a

material support to the earth, and another upholder of that, and again

another of this, and so on, there is no limit. If, finally, self-support

must be assumed, why not assume it at the veiy beginning? Why not

recognise it in this multiform earth?” (verse 4).

“The earth possessing an attractive force (like loadstone for iron,

-ay.', the comnientator on Bhaskara), draws towards itself any heavy subs-

tance situated in tin* surrounding atmosphere and that substaw e appear*

i >; vnft gg: qam? ^ fswta' ng i

-*'> ’XW- <Rf»rq: 3f«IT: I

?! wi^it ftsq, 11

°l Siddhuuta siromani, Goladhyava.

VV Sitltllulnt'i siromani
,

iJvhVthd ;/<7 !/n, Chapter JTT. Here we may mention

t let t in tin* Puranax the serpent, Ananta, js supposed to be the .supporter ot this

earth. This must he an allegory and means no doubt that the earth stands with-

out Mipno:* in spare, as the meaning ul ‘Ananta’ is also space.
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as it it tell. Rut where can the earth fall, in ethereal space which is

the same and alike on all sides?” 23 (verse (i).

Such references from later astronomers like Varahamihira, Brahma-

gupta, Bhaskura and others go to show that there were several Jaina

agronomical works, which are not now available.

'rite Htmdrahahavl Samhitd was written hy Rhadrabahu. Accord-

ing i< the traditional calculation, the date of Bhadrabahu \s death is

LTD A.V. t-loT RAN) i.e., 170 years after the death of Mahavlra.

According to Ueincundra (died 1 172 A.D.), Mahavira died in 4OS 13. C.,

then the date of Rhadrahahu’s death falls in 298 B.C. Bhadrabahu was

a very prominent personage in the history of the Jaina religion and is

reputed as the last of the Srufakevalin, i.e., those who could produce

from memory the whole of t lie voluminous canonical literature of the

Juinus. He was the religious preceptor of Candraguptu when the latter

towards the dose of his life became a Jaina Bhiksu. Bhadrabahu is

known to he the author of two astronomical works: (1) a commentary

on the S Ct rya -pro j n nyh, and (2) an original work called the Bhadra~

Indian Samhitfi. Neither of the work is available at present. The

former has been mentioned hy Malay agiri in the opening verses of his

commentary on the Surynprajiiapti and, in fact, he has quoted a few

lines from that work. 24 Rubier is said to have found a work called

- 1 In chapter (It of the itolihllnjCujtt
,
reference has been made to a similar

r oner pi inn held 1
. v a Buddhist astronomer, who, on observation ot the revolution

• u Jl.e tar., held that the eanii hud no support and chat it fell in ethereal space.

N<> work ot any Buddhist astronomer is available and it is generally believed tlmt

in eoinequcnce ot Buddha's forbidding the* monks to the astronomical science,

a , a means ot livelihood or influence, possibly no Buddhist astronoinn al work

ever preserved. 'I'he passage rum, thus: “Whence dost thou, () Bauddlia,

pet this idle notion, that because any heavy substance thrown into the air tails

*o the earth, thorciore. the earth itself descends!'” (verse !)).

Bhaskara in his ! r7.su m) fihtlsi/n
, avs further “for, it the earth were

tailing, an arrow shot into the air would no, return to the earth when tin* pro-

i
•. *

* t
•

! * * iorce was exhausted, since both would descend. Nor can it he said that it

tuo\ i *s slower and i ; overtaken hv the arrow, lor heaviest bodies tall <|uicke-t and

the. earth I* the* heaviest.”

'H Sutra II, < omnicntarv

The commentary written bv Bhadrabahu on Sn lyaprm na j»h is believed to he

the hmt M.iiimeutary on the work,
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Bhadrahahaci Sainhita, 2* but its authenticity lias been doubted by

modern scholars on the grounds that (1) it is of the same character a>

the other samhitas, (I?) it lias nut been mentioned by Varaham ihira (olio

A.C.) who has referred to many writers,
26 and (3) it contains the date

of its last redaction, viz., 980 A.V. (
= 51 ‘2 A.(\).“

7 Certain passages

from a work attributed to Bhadrabahu have been quoted by BhaHotpabv

in his commentary on the Brhut Samhitdr *

The famous Jaina saint and mathematician Bhadrabahu first lived

at Kusumapura (modern Patna) in Magadha; but about 155 A.V

(=313 B.C.), when a terrible famine lasting for twelve years devasted

the realm of Magadha, Bhadrabahu at the head of a section of the Jaina

community emigrated to Southern India and settled near Sravana

Belgola in Mysore.

Another Jaina astronomer of the name <d Siddhasena has been re-

ferred to by Varahamihira in his lirhat smnhita, Bh«<Uotpala has

quoted the corresponding passages frmu the work of Siddhasena.

Therefore it must have been in. existence at t hut time, it is now lost.

The Jumbudvipa prajnapti 20
(c. 5t)t) B.( .) gives elaborate specifications

of the dimensions of the different dvipas or lands of t lie fantastic cosmo-

graphy of the Jainas.

Our present knowledge of Jaina astionomy ’s derived chiefly from

the Suryaprajnapti, an important astronomical hook of the Jainas.

Though the treatment of the subject is not systematic and the text is

full of tedious reiterations, it furnishes ns with the details of the astro-

nomical and cosmographitrisT speculations of t lie Jainas.

2-i Itc port on Sanskrit Manust np ls
<

1^74-7o, p. ‘JO.

JO Vide a paper on ‘The Jaina School <>t Mathenmtn **. h\ P«. I » ' hhu i j

if hie han Dutt, lUiltrfin of the (\dcutia Mathematical So, n I v. voi. XXL no

1!»JO.

J7 Kaljmsut ra oi Bhadrabahu, edited by Jacobi, Leipzig, 1^07, introduction,

p. 14.

2* Brhat sunt hi to of Varahamihira with the commentary ot Bhat totpala.

edited by Sudbiikara Pvivedi, *p. JJG. Jacobi in his nreiace to the translation oi

Kalpasutra remarks that the Bhadrabiihavi So minta was a woik on astrology

29 Jrtm

h

ildvipaprajnapt

i

with the commentary of Santieamlra tlani, edited hr

Aganiodayasamiti of Mohasana, J.918, sutra, 10-12, 16.
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Topics discussed

The main topics discussed in the Surycprajnapli are the two suns,

two moons, and two sets of' constellations.

The- theory of the two suns is thus explained: “There are two

suns, Bhaiata and Airavata. They both move through half a diurnal

circle in the course of ‘10 ni nh raids ; i.e., in the course of 00 muhfirtas

or 2 days, they complete a full diurnal circle. That sun which move*

in the outermost circle in the southern hemisphere is called Bhurala,

because it illumines the Bharat akhanda. Tim other which moves

through the same outer circle in the northern hemisphere is called

Airavata, because it, illuminates the Auava<a ana. The Hharala is

visible to us. The imaginary circle through which this sue moves is

divided into 124 divisions. It is also divided into four- parts 1>\ draw-

ing the vertical and horizontal diameters ulanmhu). Of these tom

parts the southern containing 29 diurnal circles, the nnrth-westei n 91,

t lit; north-eastern 02 and south-western 91. Of these' circles the Bhaiata

in the second half of the year moves through 92 circles and the Aira-

vata 91 circles. Likewise in the north-western division, the Airavata

moves through 91 circles." 30 This peculiar assumption is dm* obviously

to the Jaina notion that the sun, moon and stars revolve round the Mount

Merit. The prevailing opinion, represented, for instance, by the

ruranas, was that the whole revolution is performed in twenty-tom

hours, so that the sun describes during the time when it is day in

Bharatvarsa the southern half of his circle, and during the time when

it is night to the south of Mount Merit, and day in the countries north

of it, the northern half.
31

The Jainas, however, took a different view of the matter They

thought it more appropriate to hold that as there are four direct ions,

the sun's circle should be divided into four quarters, corresponding to

the four divisions, and that the sun should bring day in succession to

the countries to the south, west, north and east of Meru. But on the

30 Suryupminnjtti with Malavagiri’s commentary, pp. 22, 23.

31 Vide G. Thibaut’s paper on tfii/i/opruuiu/rfi, JASJi vol. XLlX No. 3,

1880, *p. 110.
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supposition of the sun’s passing through each of the four quarters at the

same time, the Jainas could not realise how the sun could appear to rise

again in the Bharatavarsa after <he lapse of a period just sufficient to

advance his place hy one quarter of the circle and therefore they assum-

ed that the sun appearing on a certain morning is not the same which

had set on the preceding evening, but a second sun similar in every

respect to the first one. The whole circle is thus described by two suns,

separated from each other by half the circumference, each of which

appears in the Bharat varsa on alternate days. The mime reasoning led

to the assumption of two moons and two sets of stars.

The next topic of importance is the astronomic chronological period,

viz., the well-known quinquennial jjuya of cycle which is the same as

that of the Jyotisa V cdaiiya * 2 and the difference that the Jaina Calender

has in some respects from the Vcdic and Pauranic Calender, viz., the

various kinds of years, the length of day and night, the months, the

seasons, both solar and lunar, and the year-beginning.

The division of the sphere into Nakwitras or constellations is then

discussed. The order begins with Ahhijit in the cycle of the Jainas.

A detaled explanation is then given of the hypothesis which accounts

for the appearances due to the various motions of the heavenly bodies,

beginning with the sun. The three diffrent kinds of motion of the sun

are thus explained, (i) the daily motion from east to west; (ii) the

annual motion through the circle of the naksatras
,
from the west to-

wards the east ;
and (iii) the motion in declination according to which

the sun ascends northwards during one half of the year and descends

southwards during the other half. Then a statement is made regarding

the velocity with which the sun moves in its different circles, lu this

connection the various opinions prevailing about the rising and

setting’ of the sun are given in detail.

Then the motion of the moon is considered. Although the greater

part of the Sfu yaprujua [>!

i

treats of the moon, specially of the places

she occupies at different times in the circle of the oaksat nts, a detailed

connected account of her motions is not given anywhere. It has been

JJ2 The same eyrie is desenljed in the bath hit(\ and the / (litCuimhu

Small it ii .

l.H.tt. MAKCll, 19T2 6
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already stated that the sun’s daily apparent motion is regarded to be

the one and considered to take place round Mount Mem, the yearly

motion is the consequence of the sun’s moving more slowly than the

stars, the sun’s motion in declination being the result of its describing

round Mount Meru circles of varying diameter. All this is applied to

the moon also.

Then the solution of some problems regarding the particular Ayana

and particular diurnal circle in which a desired frirra occurs is con-

sidered. The question is asked, “At what A yrnia and particular

diurnal circle at the beginning of a cycle does the hist pawn attain

completion, or any particular parva occur?” Parva is one of the KM

divisions in which a yvya circle is divided.

The question is then raised regarding the relative velocity of sun.

moon and stars.

The last point that is considered is the information regarding t ho

naksatras, their zodiacal circle; and their conjunction with the moon

and the sun. Motion of the stars and planets is also discussed;

the stars are said to he quicker than the planets; among the

latter the sun is slower than the moon. This is ascertained by consider-

ing their motions through the ecliptic chiles. A reference nko made

to eclipses of the sun and 1 lie moon, and in this connection the. view* of

others, viz., Rahu swallowing either of (hem partially or wholly, are

criticised and the Jaina view of the dark vimana (cart) of lifihu cover-

ing the moon's or sun's disc partially or wholly is put forward.

(To he continued)

Sukumah Ran jan Das



Some Cosmological Ideas of the Jainas

Mythological ideas of the ancienU have their own interest to the

moderns. The ideas of the dainas who are the oldest Indian sect out-

side Brahmanism of which we possess a history and literature, have

their importance not only for their own sake 1 at also for comparison

with their Brahmanical and Buddhist paiallcL. The question is not

entirely univ estimated. J. Burgess, in hi- translation of Bithler’s On

the J mltan Sent of the Jamas (London, UHl-T) appended an outline of

Jaina mythology, lake all pioneer woik, this treatment also was rudi-

mentary. Mis. Sinclair Stevenson’s account in the Heart of Jainism

(Ox foul Ini versify Press, pp. is fuller no doubt but incom-

plete and contains some errors. J . L. .1 aim's account in Outlines of

Jainism it ambi idge Lniveisity Press, pp. t lU-UM) also is inadequate.

An attempt is made below to present a systematic account as full as

possible and necessary in conformity with canonical material for the

purposes of toady refeience.

Hofei eneo to mythological idea-, are scattered all over the

canonical literature of the Svetambaia Jaina.. in \arying extent. There

is hardly a single work in the canon which does not contain something

about the question. In particular the Sa ma rfu/dht/n and Bhutjacati

among the A itgas and the Jambful elfta-prajhapti
,

Xiraijaraft
,
Jtrd-

bhif/ama
,
and Aupapdhka among the l />ahya<, and the l)e rendrasta » //

among the Prahlrnas contain fuller tieafmcnf of the subject. Succos-

si \ t* lines of commentators have niton added to and extended the scope

of the matter contained in the canon, for nothing delighted the Jaina

ascetical schoolmen more than numerical ainplifi* ation and statistical

wealth. I have used this latter material of the commentators with

extreme abstemiousness. Names and (elms in the original Prakrit have

been given throughout in .Sanskrit as used by laina commentators and

standard authorities, for the purpose of sLindardNaiion.

A. Cosmoyraphtf

The cosmos is conceived as a huge human ligure the legs of which
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represent the underworlds, the central part the middle world, and the

upper part the heavens.

There are seven earths, viz., ratna
,

sarkarfi
,

\ iilukft
,
pauka,

dhiima ,
tamah

,
and liiahatamahprubha. These lie parallel to one

another and each is situated one rajju l>elow another. Mach is envelop-

ed by an atmosphere of three layers of air, heavy, humid, and rarified.

These atmospheres pave support to the earths and each of these layers

is twenty thousand yojanas thick. We live in the first of these earths

which is one hundred and eighty thousand yojanas thick and consists

of three sections viz., khara
,
pahka

,
and ubbahulabhaga.

Hells . These are vast chasms in the earths. The total number of

hells in the seven earths is eighty-four lacs. The hells of the ratna-

prabha earth are situated in its abbahulabliaga. Each hell is divided

into layers. Hells in the first four earths and those in t he upper layers

of the fifth are hot and the rest are cold.

Heavens. There are eight pairs of li< aveus situated one above

another. 1 These sixteen pairs of heavens are called saudharmu, Isans,

sanatkumara, maheiidra, brahma, hrahmettura, lfmtava, kapistha,

sukra, maluisukra, satfuu, sahasrara, anata, pranata, aruna, and

acyuta. These are called the kalpa heavens. Above the kill pas are

situated in' ascending order the nine grai veyakas, nine anudisas
t
and

five annttams (viz., vijaya, vaijayanta, jayanta, apaiajita, and

sarvartliasiddlii). Above the sarvartliasiddhi is the siddhaksetra. In

the heavens there are sixty-three layers.

B. Geography

The middle world consists of a number of concentric islands arid

seas. At the centre is the Jambfidvlpa whereon we live. This island

is circular in shape. Around this island are successive belts of ten seas

and niue lands (also called islands) one after another in the following

order, lavana-sea, dhatakikhanda-land, kiilodadhi-sea, and after this

each land and sea surrounding it are called by the same name, viz.,

1’uskaruvara, Varunivara, Kslravara, Ghrtavara, Iksuvara, Nandi-

svara, Arunavara, and Svayambhuramana. Jambiidvlpa is one hund-

red thousand yojanas long along its diameter. Each succeeding belt of
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either sea or land measures twice as much in breadth than the one

preceding* it.

At the centre of Jambudvipa is Mount Meru. Jambudvipa

is divided into seven ksetras, viz., Bharata, ilainiavata, 1 Lari
,
Videha,

Bamyaka, Ilairanyavata, and Aijiivata, each of whic.lt lies to the north

of the one preceding. Dividing every two ksetras respectively are tin-

mountains called llima\an, Mahahimavan, Nisidha, Nila, Bukmi, and

Sikharin. The colours of these mountains are respectively like gold,

silver, unl-hot gold, blue, white, and golden. Tin* sides id these moun-

tains are strewn with precious stones am) they are of the same width at

the lop as at the bottom. On the top of them are these six lakes res-

pectively, I’adma, Mahapadma, Tigiiicha, Kesari, Mahiipmidarika,

and I'undanka. 1 he tirst lake is one thousand yojanns long, five

hundred ys. broad and ten ys. deep. At the centre of this lake is a

lotus-shaped island one y. broad. Each lake is presided over by a

goddess and cadi succeeding one is bigger in dimension than the one

preceding.

Bising from each lake and flowing over each ksetra are two rivers

flowing into the sea, one flowing eastward and the other westward.

Arising from lake Padma and flowing over Blmrataksetra are the rivers

Uahga and Kindlm. The other successive riveis arc Bohil and

Boliitas\a, limit and llarikanta, Sita and ttiloda, Xari and Xara-

kanta, Suvarnakula and Bupyakfdh, and, Bakta and Bnktoda. Uahga

and Sindhu have each fourteen thousand tributmies and some of the

other rivers have still greater number of tributaries.

Bharat akactra is f)26~/V Yojanas in breadth. Each ksetra and

mountain is twice the breadth of the mountain or the ksetia preceding

it.

In Dhatakikhanda-la ml in the innci halt of Pusknravnra-luud the

number of ksetras, mountains, lakes, and livers is double of those in

Jambudvipa. Along the middle of Puskaravara-laml runs a mountain-

range called Manusynttum heyond which there is no human life.

C. Dcro is*

Existence among the devas is caused by the practice of self-control.
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austerities, and by submission to tile fruition of karma. Devas have

i lie sexes of masculine and feminine.

There are four classes of devas, viz.,

1. Mhavanavasins—those who dwell in residences,

k

J. Vyantaras~-tho.se who move about,

tf. Jyotiskas— those who inhabit the heavenly bodies, and

4. Vaimacikas—those who dwell in rlu heavens.

The first class is divided into ten sub-classes, the second into eight,

the third into five, and the fourth into twelve.

Kadi sub-class of the first and fourth classes is arranged into ten

grades, viz.,

Indras—who are the heads of the sub-class

Samauikas—who enjoy an exhalted position of piivilego

Trayastrimsas—who are the advisors of the gods

Parisads—who are the courtiers of the Indras

Atmaraksas—who are the bodyguards of the Indras

Kokapulas—who are the protectors of the gods

Anikas—who are the army of the gods

Praklrnakas—who form the general body of the gods

Abhiyogyas—who serve as the conveyance of the gods, such as

lions, horses, bulls etc.

Kilbisikas—who serve other gods as menials.

The second and third classes ha\e no traya'drimsa and lokapula

grades. Ln each sub-(4ass of the first and second classes there are two

Indras.

(iods in the lowest pair of heavens have sexual enjoyment by their

bodies, those in the next above paii by touch only, those in the third

and fourth pairs by sight only, those in the fifth and sixth pairs b v bear-

ing only, and those in the seventh, and eighth pails by mind only. Devas

beyond the kalpa heavens have no sex. These latter devas are called

the aha miminis or “/ am 1mints".

Min vanavasiu devas have these ten- sub-classes: asura
,
miga

,

vidyuta
,
supurna

,
agni

,
viita

,
stunitu

,
udadbi

,
dvipa, ami dik-

kuinurus. They are all kumaras because of their eternal youth.

Vyantara devas have these eight sub-classes, viz., kinnnras,
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kimpurusas, mahoragas, gandharvas, yaksas, raksasas, bhutas, and

pisacas.

•fyotiska devas have five sub-classes,—siirya, eandramas, grahn.

naksatra, and taraka.

Vaimanika devas are of twelve classes according as they live imd‘»r

t he twelve Indias in the sixteen heavens i.e., one India for eacli ot

the first and last four heavens and one India for every two of the intei-

mediate eight heavens.

Devas living in the brahma-heaven are called Laukuntikas and are

ot eight classes, viz., sarasvata, aditya, vahni, aruna, gardatovs, tusitn,

avNaladha, and arista.

The intermediate portion of the khara-bhaga of the ratnaprabha

earth is inhabited l>y Dhavanavasin devas (except the asurnkumaras)

and Yyan tarn devas (except the raksasas). Asurakumaras and raksasas

live in the pankabhaga of the same earth.

Devas born in anuttara and anudisa heavens are reborn on earth as

men twice at the most before attaining moksa. Souls that have attain-

ed moksa live in the siddhaksetra heaven.

The periods of residence of the devas in the heavens are immensely

long and go on increasing as do also their powers, happiness, glow,

purity of lesyas
,
keenness of the senses, and aradhi knowledge with

the rise into successively higher heavens while mobility, stature, attach-

ment to worldly things and pride go on decreasing. The stature in the

first heaven is seven cubits while that in the anuttara heavens is one

cubit.

J). Norahins

They are neuter in sox, hideous in appeaiance. suffer from dis*

agreeable and painful sensations and transform themselves into

malevolent animals. They suffer tortuies in the hands of each othei as

also, in the iirst three earths, in the hands of the iisiirnku mam devas.

'I hey live in I lie hells for ages, the number n| which gees mi in«*reasing

as (he hell" become lower.

Doth the devas and narakins ha\o I rein lorth wait, sn/ia
, and

aradhi, knowledge; both have the laijaw, hrirwana, and raihnyiha
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bodies , and birth by upapada\ both live the full span of their lives

which cannot be cut short.

"Some of the technical terms used above require a word of expla-

nation. Tlie Lesyas are
“though t-colours

M which determine the

temperament of a being They are six in number, black, blue, grey,

yellow, pink, and white. The first three are inferior and are possessed

by the narakins while the last three are superior and are possessed by

the devas. Knowledge is of five kinds of which matt stands for sen-

suous, sn/ta for inferential, and avadlu for intuitive knowledge, llieie

are five kinds of body of which taijasa stands for that made of a \eiy

fine stuff, kamuina for that made of karma stuff, and vaiknyika for that

made of an elastic stuff which can be changed at will. Birth is of three

kinds of which upupada is instantaneous birth with the help of

va ik v iy ihi mu tter

.

Many arithmetical details of minor importance have been omitted

from the. above account.

Aai'LYA Chandra Sen



Domicile of tbe Author of the Bhagavata Purana

The question of the domicile of the author of the Bhagavata

Purana, 1 a landmark in our religious history, is an important one. The

evidences collected in this paper will show that he was a native of the

Tamil country.

That our author was familiar with and proud of the Tamil country,

the holy places and rivers thereof, and also the Tamil Alvars or saints,

and that he knew Tamil prosody, will appear from the evidence, set

forth helow, from the text of the Purana itself. No other part of India,

with th© exception of the Ulabhumi of Siikrsna, is referred to so often,

and with so much pride, while a few ancient legends are located in this

part of the country.

I. In IV. 28, verses, 30^11, of the Purana, say that Malayadhvaja,

ruler of the Pandyas, begot seven sons, who became rulers of

th© Dravida land, and that eac h of these, in his turn, begot one Arbuda

of sons, who dominated, and would in future dominate the world. The

next verse says that Agastya, possibly tbe mythical sage who is said

to have been the first Aryan to have migrated to the south, married the

daughter of Malayadhvaja. Verses, 33 and 34, speak of the king

dividing his kingdom among his sons, and retiring to the Kulacalam,

to devote himself to meditations on Srikrsna, his wife also following

him; while the next verse, 35, names three of the holy rivers of the

south, the Candrarasa, the Tamraparnl, and the Vatodaka. 8 ridliara,

the annotator of the Bhagavata
,
takes the whole story to be an allegory,

which it possibly is, but to refer the characters thereof to the Dravida

country bespeaks the author’s partiality for that part of India. The

dory of the past and future domination of the world, by the descen-

dants of Malayadhvaja, might, be a recollection of the Dravidian

occupation of a good part of Asia in the past, which is believed in by

some historians.

I The references to the chapters and verses are given as in the Bangavasi

edition of the Bhagavata Purana.

I.tt.Q. MARCH, 1932 7
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II. In Bk. VIII. 4, the legendary Gajendra, whom Visnu

released, is described as having been, in bis former incarnation,

Indradymnna, king of the Pandya country, the most holy man of his

age in Dravida land.

III. Similarly, in VIII. 24. 10-13, we find Satyavrata of Rgvedic

fame, described as a Dravidesvarai performing tarpana (i.e. offering

water to departed ancestors) in the holy waters of tlie Krtamala. <

IV. In XI. 5, verses, <38-40, refer with pride, under the clonk of a

prophecy, to the early Tamil saints, Alvars as they are called, and to

the holy rivers, the Tamra-panri, the Krtamala, the Payasvim, the

Kaveri, and the Malianadi flowing west, on the banks of which the

Alvars are known to have lived.

V. In describing the hills and the rivers of India, in BK. V. 19,

the author begins with an enumeration of the hills and the rivers of

the south, but omits the Himalayas. The precedence given to the south

in each case is significant. The Visnu Bunina, on the contrary, in

enumerating the rivers of India begins with the Punjab riveis.

VI. In X. 61. 12, one of the sons of Srlkrsna by his wife

Jambavall, is named Dravida, a name not occurring in the Harivamxa

list of Krsna’s sons (BK. II, cli. 103).

VII. The story of Balarfuna’s pilgrimage, in BK. X, eh. 79,

appears to have been introduced with the sole object of glorifying the

holy places of the south. It is nothing lilw the pilgrimage up the

course of the Sarasvati river from its mouth, as in the Mahal)harata

(Salyapurva, eh. 35).

VIII. The description of the scenes of SrlkrsmPs sports in the

Bhagavata Parana
,
gives us no geographical knowledge of the land,

and is as vague as could he expe< ted of an author who knew the locality,

mainly through books, or folklore.

IX. The style and language of the work are stiff and inelegant,

and the verses are generally no t pleasing to the oar, in spite of the fact

that our author was as great a poet as a philosopher. It would seem

as if he were constantly referring, even if mentally, to lexicons. The

work is full of jarring words and lame metres, and it contains not a
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'few errors 6t •grammar, some of which hare not escaped the notice of

the commentators. The writing appears to me to be that of a man

handling a foreign tongue, having no manner of kinship with the

one he had learned from his mother. The stiffness of style of

Yamunacarya, Ramanuja, and Vehkatanatha is well-known. It

might be said that Sankara, too, though not a Tamilian was a man

from the south, but that nobody, in the north ever wrote more graceful

Sanskrit. But Sankara was an intellectual prodigy, of a type almost

unknown to human history, and he spent the greater part of his life

in the north. Exception, as they say, proves the rule. Compare the

style of the Visnu Purana
,
a model of Purdnic style, with that Of

the Bhdgavata
,
and you at once notice the difference. It is known now

that the Visnu Parana was composed in the north under Gupta

auspices. Nor can it be contended that the difficulty of the subject-

matter of the Bhagavata accounts for the stiffness of its style. The

Vimn Parana is elegant even when it deals with philosophy, while the

Bhdgavata is harsh, even when mere events are narrated, and only

less so, when the poet is in the midst of supreme lyrical rapture. We
have only to think of our own difficulty in handling English in order

to be convinced of the justice of the above remarks. Dr. Winternitz’s

praise of the language of the Bhdgavata also bears me out.2

Mr. C. V. Vaidya, in his paper on the ‘Date of the Bhagavata

Purana’, contributed to the JBBRAS.
( (1925, vol. I) attributes the

stiffness of the style to the late date of the Purana, saying that the

author wrote at a time when Sanskrit had ceased to be a spoken

language, even among Pandits. This is hardly convincing, one might

promptly point out some of the later Puranas, the Gitagovinda, and

the works of a host of later writers, to upset his theory. Graceful

Sanskrit is, as a matter of fact, spoken and written to thifeday.

X. The author uses the word ‘gopura’ which means the ornamen-

tal gateway of a city, or of a temple, several times. 3 The word is less

2 History of Indian Literature (English Translation), vol. I, p. 666.

3 Bee I. 11. 14; IV. 9. 56; V. 24. 9; VII. 2. 15; VII. 15. 16 ;
IX. 40/ 17

;

IX. 11. 27; X. 50. 51; and X. 66. 4l.
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familiar in the north than in the south, where the gopuram* of the

great temples are so well-known.

XI. The word SdrodotphullamaUikd
, in the very first line of the

first verse of the celebrated Rdsapailcadhyaya (X. 29-33) deserves notice.

It clearly shows our author's unfamiliarity with Vrajabhumi, or for the

matter of that, with Northern India, where the Mallika never flowers

in autumn. Commentators have sought to get over the difficulty by

saying that, in the hallowed land of Vrndavana, all flowers bloom forth

in all parts of the year, a phenomenon never witnessed by the ordinary

mortal, not blessed with the second vision of a bhakta. At the same

time, it would be strange if the author should make a mistake in com-

posing the very first line of this important chapter. I am told, how-

ever, that the Mallika does, as a matter of fact, flower in the south,

during the season of the year known in Sanskrit literature as autumn

(SaratkdJa) owing to the different climatic conditions obtaining there.

XII. The most conclusive evidence of the author's Tamil domicile

is to be found, however, in the peculiar rhyming, adopted in the two

well-known Gopi-songs, to be found in BE.X, chapters 31 and 35. In

the first one, it will be found that, in 18 out of 19 stanzas, with a few

variations, the second syllables of all the four lines of a stanza1 are iden-

tical, a feature universal in Tamil prosody, but unknown to earlier

Sanskrit poetry. The seconding also shows the same identity of the

second syllables, but here the stanza is of two lines, the lines are very

long and the first and the twelfth syllables of each line, with a few

exceptions are also identical. Mr. T. Rajagopalachariar has noticed4

& similar imitation of Tamil prosody in the Yatirdjavimfati of Manavala

Mahamuni, but the Gopi-songs appear to have escaped his notice. It

is well-known that Tamil poetry, unlike her Telegu sister, bus hitherto

refused to yield to the charms of Sanskrit prosody.

XII. I shall close the discussion on the question of our author's

domicile, with a reference to a piece of external evidence, viz., the well-

known story of the birth of hhakti and of her sons jfldna and vairdgya ,

4 The Vaishnavite Reformers of India

,

p. 107.
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narrated in the Bhdgavatarmdhdtmyam of the Padma Purdnr.* That

this story refers to a tradition about the composition of the Bhdgavata

Purdna in the Dravida country, appears certain for, in verses, XII. 11.

4-5, and, again, in XII. 13. 18 of the Bhdgavata
, we are told that the

theme of the work is hliakti associated with jddna and vairdgya, while

the following veHes actually say that hliakti for Vasudeva. begets both

jfidna and vairdgya:—
*m*fn Mfawta: swtfwi: I

ororcng fart W* u

draft wrafii vfaftn:

aprons vnrt 9Pt

draft jwt%: i

wfWft* «m»ra' vwsi u«iuu»

n

Sriviadbhdgavata
,
Vahgavasi ed.

Mr. Vaidya, in his paper already referred to, suggested the Dravi-

dian domicile of the author, on the strength of the references to the

holy places of the south, to the Tamil saints, and to King Malayadhvaja

without, hotrever, pressing the point.

Amah Nath Ray

5 Dr. Grierson narrates the story briefly in JRAS.
f 1911; vii/3 also footnote

at p. 800,
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v

THE DEALINGS OF A KING WITH THE MADHYAMA,

UDiSlNA, AND THE STATAL CIUCLE

A king’s dealings with the Madhyama and Udaslna are

the subject-matter of chapter 18, Bk. YII of the Kchitiliya.

The Madhyama is the State of medium strength and

the Udasina the State of the greatest strength within the

statal circle. The former is supposed to be situated within

the first zone of the territory of the king whose dealings with

him are under our consideration and the latter beyond the

first zone. According to the Kautilfya, the strength

of the Medium State is such that it has to help

the aforesaid king and his enemy if they be allied and can

help or destroy each of them when not allied, i.e., the strength

of the Medium State is much greater than that , of each of

these two States but less than their combined resources. The

Super State is the strongest power and possesses such strength

that it has to take a friendly attitude when the three States

mentioned above are united, and can help or destroy each

of them when they are separate. In other word?, its strength

is less than that of the three States combined, and much

greater than that of each of them singly.

.With reference to the dealings of the king under our

consideration (henceforth called the Central king or State)

with the Madhyama (the Medium Power), the king himself,

(i.e., the Madhyama), and the third and the fifth States from

him are the pr&krtis, i.e., natural friends, whlie the second,

t Continued from rol YII, p. 715.

1 See IS., pt. I, pp. 9-13, rod K.
t
VI, ch. 2, p. 261.
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fourth and sixtht States from the same are natural enemies.
8

If the Madhyama be friendly to both the sets of kings, the

Central State should be friendly to him. Should the

Madhyama show no leaning to any of these two sets of kings,

the Central State should take the side of his own prakrtis

(i.e., friends).

I. (a) If, at any time, it be found that the Madhyama

has come into a conflict with a really friendly king

(mitraibhavin mitra) of the sovereign of the Central State,

(i) the latter should save him

by inciting the kings who are friendly to him or are

the friends of his friends, and

by causing a dissension, if possible, between the

Madhyama and the kings friendly to the Madhyama.

(ii) He can also incite the other kings of the Mandala

(Statal circle) against the Madhyama by telling them that

the latter has grown very powerful and intends to destroy all

of them; and for this reason, they should combine against

him and check the dangerous growth of his power. If the

Central State succeeds in his endeavour to have the kings of

the Mandala on his side, he can bring about the ruin of the

Madhyama and thus pave the way for his own progress.

(iii) If all the kings do not respond to his call, he can try

to have with him only those who are inimical to the

Madhyama.

(iv) There may also be some within the Mndala of such a

nature that if one of their group turns over to adopt a course

of action, they also do so. Hence, their leader should be per-

suaded to join him. If one king comes over to his side, his

power is doubled, and if two such do so, his power is trebled.

2 The third and fifth States are situated within the second and

fourth sones from the terriotory of the king under consideration, and

the second, fourth and sixth States are situated within the first, third

and fifth Bones froin the same.

What should be

done when tiio

Madhyama
attacks a real

friend of the Cen-

tral State.
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What should be

done when a kar-

ianiya mitra is

attacked by the

Madhyama.

What should be

done when an

ucchedaniya

mitra » attacked

by the Madhyama

(v) Should he fail in these attempts, he should alone help

his friend attacked by the Madhyama by sending him money

and army.

(vi) If there be no time left for achieving any of these

purposes, and prompt action be necessary, then the sovereign

of the Central State should persuade the Madhyama to enter

into an alliance with him for the Madhyama *s help and after

obtaining this foothold, he should try to bring about a treaty

between the Madhyama and the friend (i.e., of the Central

State) attacked by the Madhyama, or

(vii) he can secretly win over to his side some of the dis-

satisfied officials of the Madhyama in order that they may

cause him troubles of various kinds and thus thwart him in

his hostilities against the friend bf the Central State.

(b) What has been said above is applicable to cases in

which a mitrabhavin mitra (real friend) of the sovereign of

the Central State has been attacked by the Madhyama. If

the mitra belongs to the class of karsanlya mitrae, i.e., those

kings who are not so staunch friends of the Central State as

the mitrabhavin mitras but who are still to be put in the cate-

gory of friendly sovereigns by the nature of their attitude

towards him. A reduction of the power of such friendly

kings is desirable from the standpoint of the Central State

and hence when a mitra of this category is attacked by the

Madhyama, help will be promised to him by the vijigisu but

it will not in fact be rendered until he has suffered losses to the

desired extent.

(c) Similarly, when an ucchedaniya mitra. (i.e. a king

with whom a friendship in name has to be maintained on

inter- statal grounds, but a serious reduction of whose power

is desirable for the welfare of the vijigisu) is attacked by the

Madhyama, then the help expected from the vijigi§u should

be extended to him at such a stage that he has already suffered

losses amounting to karfona mentioned above, but not up to

3 Lit. a karfanlya mitra is a friend who should be rendered lean.
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the limit of uccheda (i.e., ruining the kingdom); because

it is to the interest of the vijigisu not to ruin the king alto-

gether as he is a mitra, although at present he may be so in

name, and his ruin will serve to make the Madhyama more

powerful, reducing by one the number of mitras of the viji-

gisu. If at the critical juncture, when the kar&mlya mitra

has been attacked by the Madhyama, this mitra be deserted

by his mit~a8 joining the Madhyama, then the vijigisu should

intervene on behalf of the mitra, and enter into a treaty of

peace called puruqdntara with the Madhyama, stipulating

that in case of need he will send him troops headed by his son

and commander-in-chief for his help.

Should the hostile attitude of the vijigigu with a thin

veneer of friendliness be detected by the ucchedaniya mitra,

then he may ask other kings friendly to them to initiate active

hostilities against the vijigisu. In such circumstances, if the

kings friendly to the ucchedaniya or kar&miya mitra be

powerful, then the vijigisu should secure his position by

entering into an alliance with the Madhyama.

II. (a) If the Madhyama happens to make an attack

upon a 6atru (enemy) of the Central State, then the sovereign

of the latter State should enter into an alliance with the

Madhyama against the enemy. This will conduce to his own

interest and at the same time be a matter of gratification to

the Madhyama.

(b) A king who is a real friend (mitrabhavin mitra) of

the Madhyama may by some chance incur the displeasure of

the latter and be attacked by him. If the vijigisu be interest-

ed in his welfare, then he may enter into a treaty of peace

with the Madhyama on behalf of the mitrabhavin mitra stipu-

lating that he could help the Madhyama in times of need

with troops under the leadership of his son and commander-

in-chief and thus bring the conflict to an end*

(c) If the Madhyama attacks an enemy of his, then with

a view to curb the growth of power of the Madhyatna through

l.H.Q. iiaech, 1932 8

What may be

done by the

vijigisu when the

Madhyama
attacks (a) an

enemy of the

vijigisu, (b) a

real friend of the

Madhyama
himself, (c) an

enemy of the

Madhyama
himself, and (d)

the Udasina.
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the ruin of his enemy, he may help the enemy secretly with

army and money.

(cl) In case the Maclliyama and the Udasina come into a

conflict, the vijigisu should take the side of the king who is

liked by the kings of the mandala generally. The foregoing

remarks also hold good if in the aforesaid circumstances, the

Udasina be substituted for the Madhyama.

III. (A). According to the principles pointed out in the

Kautiliya4
as regulating the mutual relations of kings in a

mandala, the immediate neighbours of the vijigisu are to be

looked upon as his natural enemies. Of course, there ire

factors by which they can be turned into friends. Broadly

speaking, there are three sets of factors operating in this

connection viz., (a) the rivalry, jealousy and the many

causes of friction that are incidental to the existence of two

States as neighbours, (b) the nature of the sovereigns who

happen to be neighbours, and (c) the inducements, or deter-

rents of any kind that serve to convert natural enemies into

artificial friends i.e. sinking down the differences that may

still exist under the pressure of circumstances. The inter-

play of the many forces produces different resultants in the

different situations. It is in view of these various complexes

that .all the immediate neighbours of the vijigisu in

the mandala are not put down simply as enemies. They are

divided into three classes

:

(i) Those neighbouring kings who continue to be enemies

to the vijigisu, and in whom any of the forces mentioned above

have not served to effect a change in the opposite direction are

called aribhavins and include

:

(a) anatmavan (without self-control)

(b) nityapakarin (ever bent on doing harm)

(c) 6atru (an enemy having weaknesses that are a

matter of advantage to the vijigisu)

4 VI, ch. 2.
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(d) fotrusahita (an enemy assisted by another enemy

of the vijiglsu)

(e) parsnigraha (rear-enemy)

(f) vyasanin (an enemy subject to vyasanas)

(g) yatavya, (an enemy suitable for attack)*

(h) ,vyasane abhiyoktr (an enemy able to attack the

vijiglsu in vyasana).

(ii) The eight kinds of kings who are called mitrablia- . .° Mitrabh&vms
vina, i.e., are friendly to the vijiglsu inspite of their position (friendly neigh

as neighbours are :

bours).

(a) ekarthabhiprayata (out on an expedition for

achieving objects of the similar natures)

(b) prthag arthabhiprayata (out on an expedition for

achieving object of a dissimilar nature.

(c) sambhuyayatrika (engaged in a combined attack)

(d) samhitaprayanika (allied in regard to an

attack)
7

(e) svarthabhiprayata (attacking in furtherance of

the interest of the vijiglsu alone)

(f) samutihayika (engaged in a combined attempt to

carry out purpose other than military)

(g) kosadandayor anyatarasya kreta vikreta (hiring an

army from the vijiglsu or hiring it out to him)

(h) dvaidhibhavika (in such a position as to have re-

course to dvaidhibhava in regard to the vijiglsu).

(iii) The five classes of neighbouring kings, bhrtya- Bhrtyabhavins

(subservient

bhavins, so called on account of their subordinate position, neighbours),

making them liable to carry out the dictates of the vijiglsu

are

:

6 The distinctions are not clear.

7 The point of difference lies in the fact that party to the

alliance may not be engaged in the actual attack, or may attack an

enemy different from the one attacked by the other party to the

alliance. Of. K., VII, ch. 13, p. 303,
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(B) The kings in

the second zone

from the dominion

of the vijigisu.

(a) samanta weak neighbour (in front) [ (one who can

be only on the defensive (pratighata) when attacked

by a powerful king (balavatah)
]

(c) prativeSa (situated on either Bide of the territory

of a king)

(d) par§nigraha (a weak king in the rear of a strong)

and

(e) dandopanata. (self-submitter) comprising two sub-

classes viz., svayamupanata (submitting of his

own accord) and pratapopanata (made to submit

through exercise of power).

It must not be supposed that a statal circle must contain

all the aforesaid kinds of kings with their States adjaoent to

that of the vijigisu. The classification only names the kinds

of such kings, designated according to their attitude towards

the vijigisu and according to the special circumstances in

which they happen to be at a particular time. The list is

meant to enable one to determine which sort of a neighbour

a king is in respect of his relation to the vijigisu. The names

of the three classes also point to the course of action to be

adopted by the vijigisu in his relation to any of the kinds of

sovereigns comprised in each class.

(B). The kings whose kingdoms are separated from that

of the vijigisu by one zone of territories are the natural mitras

(friends) of the vijigisu .

8 But these friends may be of diffe-

rent descriptions ranging from those who are friendly in

name but inimical at heart to those who are friends can be

grouped into three classe0 like the immediate neighbours as

pointed out above, viz., aribhavins, mitrabbavins, and

bhrtyabhavins.

It is for the existence of kings who are nominally friendly

but are really inimical that such appellations as Kartaniya

mitra and Ucchedanlya mitra have come into being, and

8 Set £., VI, ch. 2.
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measures to be taken against them have also been suggested

previously.

(i) If a mitra be attacked by an enemy and is about to

enter into a treaty of peace with him, the vijigisu should

extend to him help sufficient to change his course and bring

the enemy to bay.

(ii) Should a mitra grow so powerful by defeating an

enemy that he becomes uncontrollable by the vijigisu, then

an opportunity may be utilized for causing a conflict between

him and one or more kings from among the two sets of his

(vijiglsu's) immediate neighbours and sovereigns of terri-

tories one apart from that of the recalcitrant mitra.

A member of this mitra 's family or a wayward prince

kept under surveillance may be persuaded to cause him

trouble by wresting lands from his possession; or he will

adopt such
1

other means as are calculated to bring down the

mitra and make him tractable.

(iii) If a mitra be so much reduced in strength (atikar-

6ita) that he is about to make an unreserved submission to

his enemy, the vijigisu should avert this state of things and

enable him to maintain his own against the enemy
;
but at

the same time, he should not be so imprudent as to allow

him to grow too powerful for him.

(iv) When a king is found unstable in the maintenance

of his alliance with other kings, and the only inducement

that can lead him to join the side of (he vijigisu or his enemy

and keep him to it is money, then the vijigisu should give it

to him to retain him on his own side.

(v) If a mitra of the vijigisu be found to be trying to

curry favour with the latter's enemy, an attempt may be

made first to alienate the mitra from the enemy and then to

ruin him and afterwards the enemy.

(vi) If a mitra be indifferent towards both the vijigisu

and his enemy then a conflict should be brought about bet*
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ween the friend and a neighbouring king. Thus worried by

war, he will seek the vijighju’s help, which should be ex-

tended to him.

(vii) If a weak mitra of the vijigisu approaches both the

vijigisu and his enemy for help in his difficulty, the vijigisu

should give him sufficient money and army in order that his

want may be removed, and he may not be put any longer to

the necessity of seeking aid from the vijigisu’s enemy.

An alternative course is to request the weak king to leave

the place where he is residing and stay for the time being in

another place far away from the enemy of the vijigisu. The

purpose for such removal is to stop the said enemy’s negotia-

tions with him. Before the occupation of the temporary

residence, an army under a competent person should be

stationed at the site of his former residence.

(viii) The mitra, who does harm to the vijigisu or

does not render him help in times of difficulty though he is

in a position to extend to him his helping hand, should be

ruined by the vijigisu at the opportune moment when he has

been gradually attracted to repose confidence in the vijigisu.

(ix) Should an enemy of the vijigisu find an opportunity

of growing in power unhampered by reason of the vyasanas

(calamities) of a mitra of the vijigisu, an attempt should be

made to check that progress by the removal of the vyasanas

of the said mitra.

(x) If a mitra after growing in power owing to the

vyasanas of his enemy shows signs of disaffection towards the

vijigisu, then the vyasanas of the enemy of the mitra should

be removed in order that through him the said mitra might

be brought under control.

An expert politician according to the KautUya can thus

play upon the whole gamut of the ‘courses of action’ and

their combinations, supplementing them by sama, dana,

bheda, and danda according to the circumstances of the
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moment, and bring about the vrddhi (gain), ksaya (loss),

sthana (stagnation), kar£ana (reduction of power), and ucche-

dana (ruin) of the various powers with which he has to deal

in the mandala. He can, by dint of his diplomacy, have his

own way among the various kings and keep them under his

thumb as it were by his superiority in the application of the

right remedy at the right moment.

Narendra Nath Law
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IV

We shall new deal with a very important point in the

Narayaniya theology in regard to the nature of the manifes-

tations of the deity and his essential character, without

which -its theory of emancipation cannot be properly under-

stood. It must be remembered that in the shape in which

the doctrine is presented in the Epic it has an unmistakable

background of Samkhya-Yoga with their technicalities .

1

• Continued from vol. VII, p. 679.

1 The passages which indicate the close relation of the epic

Samkhya-Yoga and the Pancaratra or Narayaniya system are definite

and numerous. The Pancaratra is expressly said to be samfchi/a-i/oga-

krta (339, 111), and is numbered among the five co-ordinate speculative

systems which include Samkhya-Yoga (348, 81; 349, 1), and of which

Narayana is said to be the nisfhd or object of worship. Samkhya and

Yoga are again said to be ndrdyaparpara (347, 87). Another passage

declares the Pancaratra to bo coeval as a system with Samkhya, Yoga,

Veda and Padupata (349, 64), while Paficaratra in 351, 23 is said to

have been described after Samkhya and Yoga. ‘Saipkhya-yoga*,

<Saipkhya-murti >

etc. are Narada’s epithets of Narayana, who is called

'Saijikbya-yoga-nidhi’ in 347, 38. In 339, 23 Narayana identifies him-

self with Kapila. The Ekanta-dharma is further declared to be

sdifikhya-yogeim tulyah (i.e. as good as Saipkhya-Yoga, but not the

Bame). There can hardly be any doubt that in the age of the Epic

(as in that of the Puriinas generally) the dominating 'philosophy is

Samkhya-Yoga, which is here not only theistic but also even pantheis-

tic. It is, however, not the classical Saipkhya-Yoga, but may be

described as the epic Saipkhya-Yoga, which is a curious medley not

only of two divergent systems but of unrelated and even inconsistent

conceptions from other sources. A great deal of inchoate Saipkhya-

Yoga, which was the common property of the Epic and the Puragas,

is indeed mixed up in the Narayaniya, but, as Hopkins (Great Epic
,

p. 125) rightly points out, a great deal of what has been said is not

S&qikhya-Yoga at all. It must be borne in mind that the

Tho Narayaniya

conception of the

supreme deity.
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This element has already been considered and commented

upon by Grierson2 and Hopkins
;

3 we need not recapitulate it,

as we are not directly concerned here with this curious medley

of really extraneous and confusing philosophical matters.

There can, however, be no doubt that this, as well as the

Upanisadic doctrine of Brahman in a somewhat modified

form, greatly influenced the conception of the supreme deity

in the Narayaniya. The Samkhya tenets are apparent in its

crude cosmology, its mystical Vyuha-doctrine as well as in

its idea of the supreme deity as the Twenty-fifth Principle

and as Purusa, in which last conception there is a residue

also of the RgVedic and Brahmanic Purusa. But Narayana

is also either directly identified with the Upanisadic neuter

Brahma, or endowed with its characteristics. The Kkantins

otter japa to him as Brahma and are said to attain the state

of Brahma (brahma-bhava

,

336, 36 and 50). The Citra-

sikhandins also contemplated on the neuter Brahma before

they compiled the Sastra. To Narada the character of this

deity, who is avyakta-yoni (344, 2), is described as

:

yat tat suksmam avijneyam avyaktam acalayi dhruvamj

indriyair indriyarthaU ca mrca-bhutaii ca varjitamj
/

A similar description occurs in 339, 21-23, which practically

paraphrases Upanisadic phraseology: 4

Narayaniya episode forms a pari of the Moksa-dharma fcub-parvan of

the Epic, which consists of lectures on various philosophical

doctrines; of these, a somewhat fluid fiaiytkhya- Yoga is expressly

named as one, and others are strangely combined with it. Thus in

xii, 218, 6-11, Paiicaftkha, who is described as a Kapileya sage, is also

called Pancaratra-vifcrada and a teacher of the Paiicaratra system

(see Hopkins, op. cit ., p. 144), although his scheme is not the same as

that of the Niirayaniya.

2 JRAS, 1908, pp. 25of ;
“Bhakti-marga” in ERE, p. 643.

3 Great Epic, pp. lOlf.

4 Also see 361, 9-10. The abode of Nar&yana is described in 343,

69, after the Upanisads, as the realm where the sun does not warm,

the moon do"*s not shine, the nir docs not blow etc.

I.H.y. MARCH, 1932

Influence of

Saipkhyan and

Upanisadic

theosophy.

9
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na drsyas caksusd yo'sait na spriyah sparsanena caj

m ghreyas caiva gaudhena rasena ca viuarjitahj
j

In other words, this is the unmanifest (avyakta)

Brahma.

5

But can also be manifest or vyakta . The un-

manifest is never attainable
;
but the manifest in its illusory

or emanated forms is visible to tapas and yoga
,
aided by

hhakti. This difference between the vyakta and the avyakta

forms of the deity
0 explains the apparent puzzle of the two

forms of Narayana, the one performing austerities and the

other residing at Svetadvipa. The ascetic Narayana is

presumably the illusory vyakta form, who supplies the in-

formation to Narada that his real prakrti or avyakta

presence, discernible through hhakti alone, is at Svetadvipa.

In this respect the Ekantins who worship the deity are

also illusory images or copies and possess the same laksanas.

It is not surprising, therefore, that Narada, on his return from

Svetadvipa, should find that the ascetics Nara and Narayana

are also marked by the same laksams or supernatural attri-

butes as the Ekantins and the deity Narayana-Ifari himselt,

as he reveals himself to Narada at Svetadvipa. Narada

exclaims (343, 49)

:

yair laksanair upetah sa harir avyakta-rupa-dhrk

I

tair laksanair upetau hi vyakta-rupa^dhnra u yuvdinj
/

but he explains the puzzle himself by the qualifying phrases

vyakta-vupa and avyakta-rupa
,
although the avyakta in it-

self, like Brahman, is unknowable. In the same way he finds

5 It is characteristic of the confused philosophy of the Epic and

its somewhat fluid terminology that in the next verse (339, 24) Narayana

is also the actionless Purusa, who is described as the Twenty-fifth Prin-

ciple of the Sanikhya-Yoga. See Hopkins, op. tit., p. 134 note. The

term avyakta also implies the Samkhya Avyakta (= Prakrti or

Pradhana). Technical precision or consistency of ideas must not be

expected in an epic account^ which seldom conforms to the exact termi-

nology of a systematic theology.

6 Thus Yyiiktilvyakta it, nn epithet of N’firiiyana in Niinida’s

address (33o, I).
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Nara and Naraya^a possessed of the same strange laksanas

which characterise the Ekantins, viz., a head like an um-

brella, a voice deep as thunder, sixty teeth, eight tusks and

four muskas. In another passage (348, 66) the god of the

Ekantins is described, like the Ekantins themselves, as white

(iveta) and possessing the radiance of the moon

(candrabha).

This appearance of the deity in two or more forms, we

are told, is due to hfs mdyd or illusion. To Narada the god

confides (339, 44) that his real avyakta presence is unknow-

able (na vijneyam)

7

and that it becomes knowable

when it assumes form (rupavd iti driyate), adding

further that this happens through his mdyd (mdyd

hyesa mayd srstd yan mam pahjasi narada). This

is offered as the explanation of the revelation of Nara-

yana's cosmic form (visvarupa , 339, 1) to Narada, like that

of Krsna to Arjuna. And yet a subtle distinction is main-

tained between this theophanic form at Svetadvlpa and the

manifest form as the ascetic Narayana at Badari. There

may or may not be any point in Bonnow’s comparison® of

these theophanies to the Buddhist conception of Buddha's

sambhoga-kfiya, the heavenly form, which is discernible to

“the divine eye” (Dhagavadgitd xi, 8); while the vyakta

7 In the phraseology of the Vyttha-doctrine this should correspond

to the Ksetrajfla or Vftaudeva presence, while his Vyakta form, which

was seen by Narada at Svetadvipa and sometimes by Brahma (310, 91),

should be parallel to the Aniruddha presence of the deity. In 343, 6 we.

are expressly told that Nftrada did not see the highest Ksetrajfla form

of the deity but his Aniruddha form at the Svetadvipa theophany;

and yet Nftrada declares this form to be identical that with of the

ascetic Nftrftyana at Bader!. If that were so, one may wonder why

Nftrada took so much pains to journey from Badari to Svetadvipa at

all. It would seem, therefore, that between the Vyakta form of Nftrft-

yaijft at Badari and the Avyakta form of Nftrftyana at Svetadvipa, a

subtle distinction is implied; bnt it is clear that both the forms are

due M&yfi. Possibly the distinction is only in degree and not in Kind.

8 Op. cit p. 274,

This appearance

of the deity in

two or more

forms is due to

his Mftyit.
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The mystical

vyiiha-forms of

the deity.

forms as ascetic Nariiyana or warrior Er$na* would corres-

pond to tile nirmdna-kdya, the earthly body, which he is

Able to exchange at will for his divine presence. At any

rate, these appearances are not his $atya~kdya or real form,

which is unknowable. They are due to illusion or mdyd and

are temporary illusory personifications, differing probably in

degree only, of the unmanifest being. 10 The influence of the

Upanisadic doctrine and of inchoate Vedanta on this con-

ception is clear; but while the idea of a featureless, intan-

gible divine essence is thus theoretically maintained, it be-

comes practically unimportant in a popular religion which

centres round the emotional worship of a vivid personal god.

This scheme of illusory formation or copy must be dis-

tinguished from the theories of Emanation and Manifesta-

tion (Vyuha and Pradurbhava) respectively, whiclf are also

revealed to Narada at Svetadvlpa. The highly mystical

Vyuha doctrine is taught in detail in 339. 24-41, but it is

also referred to in many passages throughout the narrative

(339, 72-74; 340, 28f : 341, 13-17; 344, 14f; 347, 18f; 348,

2-3 and 57-58; 351, 12f). It is somewhat difficult to set

forth the dogma clearly from the rather incoherent and

clumsy account in the Epic with its indefinite and compli-

cated phraseology; but the main outlines are clear.
11 The

Upanisadic Absolute is conceived as a personal god, who is

really and infinitely qualified by an infinity of blessed

attributes, and who is the summit of all existence, the inward

9 But with this distinction that Kftna is regarded as a Pridur-

bh&va or incarnation, which N&rayana at Badari was apparently not.

10 One of N&rada’s epithets of N&r&ya^a is mahd-m&y&^thara (338,

4). In the Bkogavadglta (yii, 14-25) M&yft is daivf (divine) and

gu^amoyi (consisting of the three Gunas), but it is also an dtma-mdyd

of the deity. See Hopkins, op. cit.
f pp. 138f.

11 We follow here the excellent summary given by Barnett in his

English translation of the Bhagavadgitd, pp. 52-56 (Introduction).

The table with slight modification is taken from it. For later and still

more complicated development of the dogma, see Schrader, Introduction

to the PaUcardtrOy pp. 35f.
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ruler (atiiary&min) as well as the inspirer of the real uni*

verse. He is variously named, either descriptively as Purusa

(the Cosmic Man), Paramatman (the Supreme Self), I6vara

(the Lord), Ksetrajlla (the Field-Knower),* 8
or by sectarian

titles such as Narayana, Hari, Vasudeva or Visnu. A

theism which ascribes the actual production, preservation

and destruction of the world to a divine first cause is incon-

grously mixed with elements from orthodox philosophy

(chiefly inchoate Samkhya), on the one hand, and with popular

myths, on the other. Two real categories of

Matter and plurality of Souls appear to be admitted

as identical in their origin with the Supreme Spirit,

but as emerging into successive emanations. The universe

is supposed to evolve from the Supreme Being in two

parallel and graduated orders, apparently a physical

order of material causation and a spiritual order of planes

of conditioned spirit,—which are named ryuhas or series.

The process has been represented thus

:

15

Ksetrajfia = Vasudeva

i i

Jiva (PrakrtiP) = SamkaTsana
v ;

I I

Manas=Pradyumna
v /

I I

Ahamkara= Aniruddha
v— — /

I i

Gunas and Mahabhutas Brahma

12 [The word ksrtrajfia does not appear to have been used in philo-

sophical literature before the Sve^Shatara Up. vi, 16 (ksetrajflapaiih),

and Maitr&yani Up. ii, 6, where it apparently designates Brahman.

It is, of course, used in the Jlhagavadgltd xiii, If, where it appears to

signify Jlv&tman or the conditioned soul, pantheistically conceived as

dwelling in matter. In the latter work the word has no connexion with

any direct or implied Vyflha doctrine. The word has perhaps nothing

to do with the Vedic k^etrasya patih; see Nirukta x, 14-16.—S.K.D.)

13 The accounts in the text are somewhat scrappy and ccn fusing.

They may be summarised as follows ;

The process of

Vyfihas or succes-

sive emanations,
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The process is curious, its amalgamation of dogma and

urioua combi
myth making it all the more mystical. While the one series

tion of philo- is modelled somewhat incongruously on the Sainkhya

mythical Ideas.
scheme, the other is named after the elder brother, the son

and the grandson respectively of Vasudeva-Kpsna as succes-

sive emanations. At the summit stand the Ksetrajha or

“the Field-knower”, identified with Yasudeva, and this is

probably the unconditioned (nirgundtmaka) Paramutman or

Supreme Self. It is difficult to explain the subsequent evo-

lution in exact terminology, but it seems that the Cosmic

Jiva, which springs from the Kseirajfta, is equivalent to the

primal indiscrete Prakrti or Matter of Samkhya. It corres-

ponds to a phase of conditioned spirit called Samkarsana,

(i) 339, 26f. Vfisudeva=Paramatman = K8etraiila—Samkarsana^

Jiva—Pradyumna = Manas = Sanatkumftra—Aniruddha = Ahaiyikara.

The K?etrajfia is also called Puru?a and the Twenty-fifth Principle.

(ii) 339, 72-74. The fourth form (i.e. K$«trajna)—Saipkarsana—

Pradyumna—Aniruddha—Brahma.

(iii) 340, 28f. Mahapuru.sa=ParamJtman (“according to Samkhya—

Yoga”)—Avyakta= Pradhana—Aniruddha = Mahan Atmft* Ahaipkara—

Brahma, Pancabhfitas and Ounas. In 41. 75 Nfir&yana declares that he

is Ksetrajfia. In 41. 91 Brahma sees the supreme deity in the Aniruddha

form (apparently because it is the form from which Brahma himself is

born And which is the only form visible to him).

(iv) 341, 13-17. Nar&yaiia—Prakrti—Aniruddha—Brahmft.

(v) 343, 6. N&rada sees the deity in the Aniruddha form at

Svetadvipa.

(vi) 344, 14f. The emancipated souls are said to pass in this order

:

SQrya, where NAriyana resides as the door (reduced to paramityu)—

Aniruddha (transformed into Manas)—Pradyumna—Samkarsana »Jiva

—Yasudeva or Kptrajfta.

(vii) 347, 17f. Primeval darkness—Brahma (neuter)—Puru$a= Ani.

ruddha=Pradh&na« Avyakta. Then Visvaksena-Hari, yielding to Yoga-

sleep, lays himself down on the water thinking of creation. From him

arise in older: Ahaipk&ra—Brahmft Hirapyagarbha Pit&maha, who

takes birth within the lotus from Aniruddha.

(viii) 851, 12f. The supreme deity is spoken of as Paramitman or

Ekitman (see Hopkins, op, cit., p. 143, note 1) and as sporting in his

four forms,
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which is probably the primal motive force. From a com-

bination of these two spring, on the one hand, the cosmic

Manas, apparently the Buddlii of Samkhya, and a second

phase of conditioned spirit called Pradyumna. From a

union of these two, again, springs a tertiary parallel pair of

physical and spiritual orders, called Akainkara and Anirud-

dha respectively. The next stage is the evolution, from a

union of these, of the Samkhyan Mahabhutas or Elements

(with their Ounas), whose dispensation of the material world

is guided by Brahma.

Whatever may be the rational explanation of this some-

what obscure dogma, it is clearly laid down that

Samkarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha, along with Vasu-

deva, are the four vytiiiM, forms or successive emanations,

of the supreme deity, who is therefore described as catur-

murti-dhara
,

or as sporting in fourfold form (cafur

vibhuktah krldati
, 351, 22).

14 In 348, 57 we are told that

the god is worshipped by some under one emanation (eka-

vynluty i.e. Aniruddha), 13 by some under two (dvi-vyuha,

i.e. Aniruddha and Pradyumna), by some under three {tri-

vyuha, i.e. Aniruddha, Pradyumna and Samkarsana); and by

some again under all the four. But this, as Nilakantha points

out, may be due to the capacity of the worshipper (adhikwvb

tdratamyena). The god par excellence is catur-murti-dhara

and should be conceived as such. The four forms

are declared (351, 12) to be beyond thought (acintya)

possessing subtle significance (bhdva-suksma). The des-

cription is not inapt, but it is hardly possible to con-

sider this abstruse result as a system of philosophy. It is

ndteworthy, however, that while the Bhagavadgita ignores

14 These must, of course, be distinguished (sec above) from the four

illusory forms, vis., Nara, Narayaga, and Hari.

15' This emauuted form alone is attainable by Bhakti, while the

other form* art* presumably unknowable.

The importance

of the theory in

the Narayaniya

theology

hut the doctrine

is ignored in the

Bhagavadgita.
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with Nnrayaniya
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the theory of successive emanations, 1 * the Naravanlya exalts

it to such a cardinal doctrine that the whole system, which

is revealed to Narada, is designated by the term Ksetrajna

(ksetmjm-samjn itah
, 343,. 52), which term also occurs as

one of the epithets of the supreme divinity in Narada’s prose

hymn.

Whatever philosophical value may be discovered in this

special modification of theism which admits a fourfold form

of the deity and relates it to cosmic processes, it is interesting

to us from its connexion with the Narayanlya eschatology,

which determines the stages and processes through which

the emancipated souls pass into divine bliss. The procedure

is somewhat circumstantial. It appears (344, 14f) that

some souls, after their release, enter the sun (Aditya) as the

door, at whose centre apparently Narayana resides.
17 From

there consumed and made into supremely subtle entities

(paramCinuhhfitdh) they enter Aniruddha. Thence, as men-

tal' entities or as pure minds (manobhutdh) they pass into

Pradyumna. From Pradyumna they go (in what form or

with what modification, we are not told) to Samkarsana, who

is Jiva. Such people are “the best Brahmans (vipra-

16 [Some such doctrine may have been implied in the reference to

mahad-brahma in Bhayuvadyltu xiv, 3, and to hufaatha j/urusa in xv,

16f. The Kutastha Purusa, set above the perishable (Ksara) and tho

imperishable (Aksara), may be equivalent to the Ksetrajna as the

highest self; but Mahad-Brahma is apparently the primal matter

(Avyakta or Pradhana), and does not correspond to the Brahma of the

Vyuha-Mieory, although it is connected with bhutdni. These may have

been later developed as regular Pancaratra doctrines (cf. JRAS, 1929,

p. 128); but they have hardly any connexion with the N&rayanfya

Vyuha-theory.—S.K.D.]

17 [This passing of the cleansed souls through the sun-door may

have something to do with Narayana’s identification with Vi?pu as the

solar deity; but probably the idea was old and traditional. In Murrfaka

Vp. i, 2, 5-6 the duly proffered oblations are said to become the rays of

the sun and lead the sacrifieer to tho god of gods through these rays.—

S.K.D.]
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pravardk), the Saipkliyas and the Bhagavetas,,,# (344, 17).

Finally, casting off at this elevation, all elements of mate-

rial being
(traigunya-hinuh), they enter the nirguna

Ksetrajfia or Vasudeva, but they also live in ever-

lasting bliss. For the ordinary good people, such as

those mentioned above, the three stages of

Aniruddha—Pradyumna—Samkarsana emancipation are

prescribed as a preparation for the final passing into Vasu-

deva; but the Ekantin or the ideal devotee reaches the

Ksetrajna or Vasudeva at once without going through the

three stages (348, 2-(i). This way of the Ekantins is said to

be better than that attained by the Brahmans who study the

Vedas with the Upanisads, and by Yatis.

The idea of final entrance into the deity does not appear

to be the total absorption taught by orthodox philosophy.

The emancipated souls are, no doubt, said to enter the deity

in his Vasudeva presence (viianti , 330, 29; 339, 20, 49 and

129; 344, 19), which corresponds to the philosophic Param-

aiman; 1 ’ but they are also described as dwelling in bliss

with the deity (rawate), presumably in his Aniruddlia form,

and worshipping him as Ekantins or White Men in his para-

dise at Svetadvipa. In all this, however, stress is laid on

the doctrine that the deliverance may be found through

knowledge or uusterities, but above all there must be the

spirit of exclusive loving devotion (ekdnta-bhakti) to a per-

sonal god, without which all knowledge or austerity Is

useless. This is called the way of devotion (blialdi-gati)

attained by the best of the four kinds of devotees (339, 130),

and it is the way beloved of Narayana.

18 It should ho noted that for the Bhfi^avaias, who are classed in

this respect with the Sumkhyas and orthodox priests, emancipation is

differently prescribed from that of the Pancarii.tra worshippers of

Narayana.

19 They are >aid t& atluin Brahmahood in 336, 60, as we have

already noted.

I.lf.U., MARCH, 1932

The Nirfiyaniya

idea of final

emancipation.

10
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Deliverance

through Bhakti

aud Prasada.

The Pridurbhavas

or manifestatious

of the deity.

It is further asserted that the grace of the god,

obtained through such bhakti
, may even find what

is hidden from the sage and the ascetic; and the

idea of grace (prasada) connected with religious

devotion, appears to be fully acknowledged in the

Nariiyaniya. This doctrine of spiritual election is nowhere

expressly taught
;
but we are told that he alone « awakened

who is looked upon by Nurayana and that no one is awakened

by his own will (348, 75). It is the grace of Narayana alone,

induced by bhakti
,
which enables one to see him in one of

his emanated forms (33G, 20), for the devotee is dear to him

(343, 54). Narada obtains it for ekanta-dariana (338, 4;

339, 12, 13 and 107; 343, 24; 344, 7), but it was denied to

Brhaspati and to the three ascetics whose austerities and acts

of sacrifice were of no avail.

The Vyiiha doctrine of creative emanation described

above must be distinguished from the more definite theory

of Pradurbhava or Manifestation which, side by side, is

taught specially to Narada, and which is a fundamental

tenet in the Epic and Puranic religion in general.
20 The im-

material Vyuha-forms cannot be properly called incarnations

or manifestations which are more or less definite material

appearances, descents or birth. The theory of Incarnation

as a principle of popular religion (and not as a mere doctrine

of the theologist) presupposes the recognition of the supreme

god as the creator and upholder (in a somewhat deistic

fashion) not only of the cosmic order but also of the moral

order of the world. This is expressed by the phrases “for

the gcod of all beings” (sarva-bhuta-hituya
, 339, 70), “for

purposes of action in the world” (loka^karyartham, <‘139, 100

and 103) and “relieving the burden of the world” (bhard-

vataranam prthivyah
, 339, 101

; 349, 33). In wordings simi-

lar to the much quoted verse of the BhagavadyM iv, 8

20 Soo Jacobi, article on “Incarnation (Indian)” in KltB
,
vii, pp.

193f.
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j
[paritrdnaya sddhilndm vinaidya ca duskrtdm), we have the

expression : nigrahena ca pdpdndm sddhundm pragrahena ca

(349,. 34), which recognises the principle underlying the

whole conception.* 1
It is worthy of note that the incarna-

tions of Narayana are called here pradurbhavas, ‘manifest-

tions’, instead of avatdras

,

which later on becomes the A pradurbhava

regular term, The term prddurbhdva probably implies that and an Avatara

the god continues to exist in his true anmanifest presence,

although he manifests himself at the same time in definite

forms (rupdni , 349, 37) for particular purposes, presumably

through his yoga-powers (mahd-yogin, 349, 17 ;
also yogena

in si. 23). But the idea involved in the term avatara seems

to be that either the whole (purndvatdra) or a part (<amid-

vatdra) of the divine essence is imagined to descend from

heaven, taking a particular form (murti) or birth (janma).

The Pradurbhavas, therefore, may be, as originally conceiv-

ed, infinite in number. Indeed, in iii, 12, 28 we are told of

“thousands” of divine manifestations {pradurbhava), while

numberless acts of manifestation are referred to in iii, 102,

25 (evamadmi karmdnt yesam sainkhyd na vidyate), which

gives also a good small list of the definite ones. After enu-

merating in detail some of his own Pradurbhavas, Nar&yana

tells Narada (339, 106) that his previous excellent manifesta-

tions are many (atikrdntdi ca bahavah prddurbhdvd

vmmothmdh) although they are perhaps not all heard of

21 A curious myth is told (349, 17f) in this connection. Narayana

ordered Brahma to create diverse beings, both wise and stupid, probably

in accordance with the principle already enunciated that the diverse

ways of the world are meant to give interest and variety to creation.

Greatly puizled, Brahma pleaded that he had not the requisite wisdom,

whereupon Narayana thought of Buddhi or Intelligence, who at Nara-

yaria’s direction entered Brahma. But when, as a consequence, the

earth became loaded with creatures whose pride and power became a

menace to the gods and sages, Nar&yana perceived that he must come to

relieve the burden of the earth by punishing the wicked and supporting

the righteous. Thus the long series of Pr&durbhRvas began,
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The Nar&yanlya

list of

Prfidurbhavas.

or recorded by tradition (purdnesu irntds te yadi na kvacit).

But the tendency of theological speculation has been not only

to fix the number, but also to define them clearly in relation

to the occasion and the purpose.
12

In the Narayaniya, Narayana predicts to Narada (339,

77-102) that he shall manifest himself as the Boar, the Man-

lion, the Dwarf, ParaSurama, DaSarathi-rdma, Satvata (or

Krsna) and Kalki (Kalkin), to which an immediately follow-

ing passage adds (339, 103-4) a fuller list including the Swan

(Hamsa, the Sun-bird?), the Tortoise and the Fish. The

Pradurbhavas mentioned in 349, 37 are the Boar, the Man-

lion, and the Dwarf-man. Some of these manifestations are

obviously shaped out of older cosmogonic or mythological

ideas and must have formed a part of current belief; but

others, like Rama or Krsna, which have a popular as well as

a speculative aspect, must have grown out of local legends

and came to possess more practical importance in popular

religion as the greatest and the most perfect manifestations

in an epic setting. The tale of the mythical incarnations of

Narayana-Visnu-Vasudeva, repeated again and again

through the ages, must have assumed a new interest when it

was finally embodied in that of semi-human incarnations like

Rama or Krsna
;
for it brought out more vividly before popu-

22 [There is no doubt that the idea of incarnation is ancient, and

Hertel may be right in shewing (Vie Sonne vnd Mithra
, pp. 69, 79) that

it belonged to primitive Aryan thought. Its anticipations may also be

sought in the BrShmapic doctrine of Bandhutft, but it is not expressly

set forth in Vedic or Brfihmonic literature. The idea of divine potency

manifesting itself in certain associated objects may be taken as a stage

of thought preparatory to a theory of incarnation, but it hardly indicates

the same reasoned view of the universe. Hopkins is, therefore, probably

right in stating that the doctrine of incarnation is still developing even

in the Epic itself, though its fundamental idea appears to have been

fully established. It was neither stereotyped into the usual ten, nor

yet extended to the twenty-four of the BhSgavata Purfipa, much less to

the thirty-nine of later PaficariHra Saiphitfis.—S.K.D.]
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lar imagination the idea of the service of man and could not

fail to awaken a responsive affection.
2,1

We have had an occasion to state before that although

the Nurayaniya religion owes its substance and inspiration

to popular beliefs and sentiments, it is yet influenced and

shaped a great deal by Brahma nic theological ideas, and that

therefore it lays some stress on pravrtti or activity in sacri-

ficial deeds, inspite of its exaltation of hhalti as the only

means of salvation. There is a chapter (ch. 340) in which

the question of the relative value of pravrtti and nivrtti is

raised; but this chapter, along with the two following ones

which deal with the fanciful etymology of the various names

of the deity and other irrelevant matters, is really a digres-

sion and does hardly form an integral part of the narrative.

It was probably inserted with a more or less definite object

of reconciling the claims of pravrtti
,
and this suspicion is

strengthened by the intrusion in one verse of a dis-

tinctly clear Gita-doctrine of phala-kama (desire for the

fruits of action), of which there is no trace elsewhere in the

Narayaniya. Here the supreme deity is the Bhagavat in the

character of Yisnu, and not Narayana; and there is a direct

23 The later Bhagavata or Pancaratra dogma of fivefold manifesta-

tion of the deity in his Para, Vyiiha, Vibhava, Antaryamin and Arcit

forms absorbs the older doctrines of Maya, Vynha and Pradurbhava

of the Narayaniya theology. Tho Para form is the supreme Bhagavat

himself, and the Vyuha forms of later theory includes the usual four

evolved forms of Vasudeva, Samkarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha.

The Vibhava forms are secondary manifestations, which are, again, five-

fold, viz., Pflrpa-ftvat&ra (complete incarnation), Am4a-avatara (major

partial incarnation), fiakti-avatara (incarnation in might, e.g. Siva as a

form of the Lord), Kala-avatara (minor partial incarnation, e g. Para-

durama) and Vibhuti or Knrva-avatara (incarnation for & purpose, e.g.

the Mohini at the Churning of the Ocean). The Antaryamin form con-

ceives the deity as the inward ruler in all beings. The Area forms are

also regarded as (temporary) incarnations of the deity for purposes of

worship, e.g. in the idol or image after consecration (pratiffhC). See

Grierson in IA
, 1908, p. 273, footnote, and more fully in JitAS, 1909,

pp. 624-29,

The Narayaniya

reconcilation of

action (pravrtti)

and inaction

(nivrtti).
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wards pravrtti.
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reference (342, 77-70) to the etymology of the names Satvata

and Kfsna. Nevertheless, the discussion is significant, for it

makes the conclusion probable that the Narayaniya faith leans

a great deal towards pravrtti,** inconsistent as it apparently

is with its fundamental tenet of personal meditation and

adoration
; and the whole object of the chapter is to find a

justification of this tendency, which was probably more deve-

loped than original. The question is raised as to why the

Bhagavat, who has himself laid down the rules of nivrtti or

inaction, should have instituted the ritual of sacrifice, and

created gods who partake of offerings and thereby approve

of pravrtti or action
;
while others of a contrary mind follow

the rule of inaction. The answer is furnished, first of all,

by the story of a great sacrifice, a Vaisnava Kratu, performed

in the Krta-age by the gods and the primeval sages in

accordance with Vedic rules (vedardrstena vidhina) at the

direction of the Bhagavat himself. Pleased with it, the Bha-

gavat gives them the privilege of enjoying the fruits

of sacrifice characterised by pravrtti . Strengthened by

these fruits, they will tend the world and strengthen the god

himself. After this appeal to consecrated authority and tradi-

tion, a further reason is furnished by the suggestion that

different creatures are intended for different purposes in this

world, some for action and some for inaction. Thus arose

two sets of teachers and two types of religion to impart variety

and interest to the universe
;
but the divergent practices and

beliefs still proclaim Narayana or Visnu as the supreme

object of adoration. The first school, headed by the seven

mind-born Prakrtis, the original Citra-sikhandins, vis.,

Marici, Atri, Angiras, Pulastya, Puiaha, Kratu and

24 Elsewhere it is said ; pvovrtti-laksanaifi dharmam nir ntirfiyano

’bravlt, xii, 217, 2; prav^ttidalwinai caiva dharmo ndrtiyandtmakah, xii

347, 83. In 339, 67 Nlrayana praises and recommends Nivrtti but calls

it nirvQnarji iarva-dharmdridm. In 340, 8 the Mokpi-dharma

(apparently* the Upanii?adic Nivrtti) is described as brahma^nirv&^a,
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Vadistha, consisted of orthodox ritualists, teachers of the

Vedas (vedfwaryah) and of action (pravrtti-dharminah)

;

while the second school, led by the seven mind-born sons of

Brahma, viz., Sana, Sanatsujata, Sanaka, Sanandana,

Sanatkumara, Kapila and Sunatana, constituted the exponents

of Samkhya-yogi (yoya-vido mukliydh sdmkhya-jndna-

vUdraddh) and apostles of inaction (nivrttim dhannam

fist-hitah).

The last reference to Samkhya-Yoga and to the Upani-

sadic teachers like Sanatkumara is interesting. In inculcat-

ing a doctrine of activity in orthodox ritualism, u conscious

opposition to the meditative inactivity of the Aupanisadas

and Samkhyas is clearly indicated.
2i But the Narayaniya

does not go so far as the BhayavadyiUl in making out a com-

prehensive scheme of including all acts (and not merely

sacrificial duties) and sanctifying them with a theory

of desireless action. The Narayaniya merely refrains from

rejecting sacrificial duties as such and inculcates their merit

up to a certain point; it does not think of reconciling them

philosophically with a higher conception of inactivity. The

more popular attitude, which admits indiscriminately various

and even conflicting elements without much internal con-

nexion or justification, is thus evident in the Narayaniya.

It lays down complacently (340, 88) that the Vedas,

sacrifice (yajfia), austerities (tapas), truth (satya), non-injury

to beings (ahimsd), self-control (
dama

)

should be the elements

of a good religion, although all these must be subordinated

to bhakti. These virtues are also recognised separately in

Uie Bhuyavadyltd as well as in the Epic in general; but in

the Gita their place is properly defined in a more or less

definite theoretical scheme.

The most important characteristic in this respect is the

direct forbidding of animal sacrifice in the Narayaniya

This stress on

[•tuvrtti is in

conscious opposi-

tion to the

nivrtti of the

Aupanisadas and

the Samkhyas.

25 Barnett, Hindu ttods mid Heroes
,
p. 80.
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and the inculcation of the doctrine of Ahiipsa which has

The doctrine of
8lnce become a fundamental tenet in ull Vaisnava sects. It

Ahiijwa is not necessary to refer this ethical doctrine in the Epic to

emphasised
the influence of Jainism or Buddhism; for respect for animal

life or kindness to dumb creatures may have been a popular

trait, of which the Jaina or Buddhistic doctrine itself was

possibly one of the many expressions.
2* In most early Indian

beliefs which have a popular character, non-injury to ani-

mals as a doctrine is more or less present, and it may have

independently developed. As a sumptuary measure meat-

eating or slaughtering of animals is not rare in the Epic

itself, and as a sacrificial measure its forbidding is pointless,

unless it is due, not to any inherent repugnance to killing but

to a gradual and widespread popular feeling of kindness for

the helpless sacrificial beasts. The dispute between the gods

and the sages over animal and vegetable sacrifice, recorded

in the Narayaniya legend of Uparicara-Vasu (ch. 337), is

interesting from this point of view. It is a clear indication

of the ultimate victory of Ahirnsa, as a belief, which has now

even the venerable sages, if not the selfish gods, as its serious

partisans. In the Bhagavadgita Ahirnsa is mentioned as a

laudable virtue and as a stirira tapas, 2 7
bodily penance,

(x, 5; xiii, 7; xvi, 2; xvii, 14); but it is out of the question

that the Bhagavat should insist on this doctrine to Arjuna on

26 Even in the Brahman as wo find the indication of a mild aversion

to the beast-sacrifice by the gradual introduction of proxy sacrifices. It

may have been the result, as Hopkins suggests (Religions of India, pp.

119-120), of a growing belief in the doctrine of Karina and rebirth in

animal form
;
and the question of expense on the part of the laity, which

probably led the substitution of smaller and cheaper animals, may have

ultimately led to their abolition. In early Brahmanical literature

Ahinwii is also directly inculcated, although it is not clear that the

word is in every case (e.g. Chiindogya Tip. iii, 17, 4) to be interpreted

in the specific sense of non-killing of animals. See Hopkins, Ethics of

India
t pp. 166-166.

27 as also in Mbh. xii, 217, 17.
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the battle-field; and to the Qita-theory of desireless action,

as well as of the immortality of the self, the distinction be-

tween injury and non-injury in itself is immaterial. It is

remarkable, therefore, that while Ahiipsa as a religious

attitude is practically ignored in the Bhagavadgitd , it is

insisted upon in the Narayanlya both by legend and precept

(340, 82) ;

M and in this respect, later Vai$nava faiths follow the

N&rayanlya rule.

In the brief and imperfect sketch of the Narayanlya

system given above, we have made an attempt to indicate the The independent

surroundings out of which the Narayanlya faith emerges and charact«* and

origin of the

the essentially popular character of its theology. The result N&r&yapiya faith,

of a mutual compromise with the orthodox Brahmanical re-

ligion is evident, but its direct connexion with the complex

body of popular myths, legends and beliefs cannot be denied.

We have also discussed incidentally how this system, agree-

ing on the fundamental tenet of blwkti, diverges in many

essentials and particulars from the Bhagavata or Satvata

faith, represented in the Bhagavadgitd . Its popular legen-

dary character probably indicates a different source. Its

conception of the personal god, his paradise and his devotees

is a curious combination of myth and speculation, of which

there is not much trace in the more coherent teachings of the

Bhagavadgitd. There is some resemblance between the theo-

phanies and apocalypses of the Narayanlya and the Bhagar

vadgitd respectively, but even if it ifi shewn that the one had

been modelled on the other, it is no proof of the identity of

the two systems, and they are also conceived somewhat

differently. Again, the Vyuha doctrine, even if it is known,

is not given a place in the Blmgavatn scheme. The theory

28 This verse says that in the Kfta-Age sacrificial animals should

not be slain, and that in the Tretfi-Age consecrated animals alone

will be slain in the sacrifice. But nothing is said about the other

Yugas.

MARCH, 1932 11
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Not originally

identical with the

Satvata or Bhuga*

vata faith

of incarnation, which is general in the Epic, finds expression

in both the systems; but the Narayanlya dwells more ou it as

a cardinal tenet than the BhayaindyTia .*9 The ways of

action and inaction are not reconciled, or developed on the

same lines in the two systems. The Bhayacadyita ignores

the Ahimsa doctrine, though Ahiinsa, is extolled as a virtue;

but the Narayanlya assigns an unmistakable importance to

it. The eschatology is not the same; and the process of

emancipation for the Bhagavatas is declared in a significant

passage in the Narayanlya to be different from that of the

Panearatra worshippers of Naiayana in his Vyiiha forms. In

spite of many obvious poiuts of agreement, these are indeed

important differences. They are enough to justify the pre-

sumption that even if the Narayanlya section of the Epic be

shewn to be later in date (of which there is, however, no

direct or satisfactory proof), it is probably earlier in subs-

tance than the Bhayavadyita

,

and it most likely embodies

an earlier and somewhat different tradition of beliefs and

sentiments.

We have referred to the attempts made in the text itself

to bring the Narayanlya theology into a line with the Bliaga-

vata teaching and to declare vaguely their identity as

systems; but these attempts are clearly of a slight and arti-

ficial character and need not be exaggerated. The testimony

adduced above seems, on the contrary, to warrant the

assumption that the Narayanlya sets forth a body of beliefs,

seutiments and fancies, which must have developed indepen-

dently, but which ultimately flowed into the same stream of

sectarian faith and came to be identified (when earlier

distinctive outlines were lost, forgotten or were of no

account) with other closely analogous bhakti*systems which

29 NiLrada tells us (348, 52) that the most cardinal doctrines of tfie

teaching. Which he received from NHavana were those relating to the

Kgetrajiia (i.e. the Vyuhaj and the Prfldurbhava theory.
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had probably also their independent origin and development.

We have also noticed its connexion with Visnuism, but here

also the connexion is not organic. Narayana is, no doubt,

credited with the names and attributes of the much older

Visnu, the puratana deva (iii, 142, 17), but there is no

serious attempt to make this or even the express identifica-

tions in passages like 343, 20, appear convincing. It looks

as if the identification was of a longer standing and (as it is

throughout the Epic) accepted implicity; but Visnu,

like Krsna-Vasudeva, does not play any distinctive role in

the Narayanlya. 30
It is curious that in the long digression on

the etymology of the names of the godhead, the name of

Visnu is not considered at all, although fanciful etymologies

are suggested for the names Satvata, Krsna and Vasudeva. 11

The elusive epic Visnuism is present here, but it is hardly of

any importance. The attempt to identify the Narayaniya faith

with Satvata Bhagavatism, or Narayana with Krsna-Vasu-

deva, is still less convincing, both from the legendary as

well as from the doctrinal points of view. 32 Unlike Nara-

30 The name Visnu occurs three times in the Bhagavadglta . In

x, 21 the Bhagavat claims to he “Visnu among the Adityas”, while in

the same breath he calls himself “Sankara among the Rudras.” Twice

again Arjnna in his beatific vision addresses the Bhagavat as Visnu.

R.G. Bhandarknr is of opinion that this is a context in which Arjnna

may well be reminded of the sun-god. This need not prove that the iden-

tification, as W.D.P. Hill (filmgaradfllta, 1928, 'p. 26) maintains, was of

recent origin; on the contrary, it may show that it was so well establish-

ed that to stress it was thought hardly necessary. The identification,

however, is quite clear, here as elsewhere, especially as the theophanie

form is described as bearing the emblems of Visnu (hirltinam gadhum

rakrinam ca, etc.).

31 The names Satvata and Krsna are considered, but etymologies

suggested are too fanciful to be real.

32 An attempt is made in a curious myth (Mbh , i, 197, 32-33) to

connect the Krsna-incarnation bodily with Narayana. Implored by

the gods to save the earth from the burden of the wicked, Narayana

is said to have plucked two of his hairs, one black and the other white

nor with

Visnuism,

although the epic

identifications

appear to be

established by a

peculiar

syncretism of

beliefs.
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yana, Vasudeva-Krsna is presented as a definite incarnation,

and we have seen that the teaching of the two systems, even

though drawn together by a peculiar syncretism of beliefs, are

not the same in detail.

Mbinal Dasgupta

Descending to the earth and entering the womb of Devaki the former

was born as Krsna and the latter as Baladera.



The Gupta Era

The confused nature of the chronology of ancient Indian History

makes it very difficult to reconcile Brahma nic, Buddhist or Jaina tradi*

tions, with inscriptional evidences and Chinese accounts. Besides, the

uncertainty of identifying the eras in which inscriptions are sometimes

dated only adds to the confusion.

In view of this unsettled state of things, when in 1887, Dr. Fleet

fixed the epoch of the Gupta lira at 319-20 A.D. it came as a great relief

to historians as giving them something definite to go upon. As

Vincent Smith said, “A great step in advance was gained by Fleet's

determination of the Gupta era, which had been the subject of much

wild conjecture. His demonstration that the year 1 of that era is

A.D. 319-20, fixed the chronological position of a most important

dynasty, and reduced chaos to order." And further “most of the diffi-

culties which continued to embarrass the chronology of the Gupta period,

even after the announcement of Fleet's discovery in 1887, have been

removed by M. Sylvain Levi’s publication of the synchronism of

Samudra Gupta with King Meghavarna of Ceylon c. A.D. 352-79".

But despite this enthusiastic view, it must be confessed that the recons-

truction of ancient Indian Chronology on Dr. Fleet’s basis has gone

definitely against Indian traditions, Chinese accounts and inscriptional

evidences. In fact, Fleet’s hypothesis creates more difficulties than it

solves. Some very notable instances are mentioned below

:

(1) Hiuen Tsang’s (A.D. 629-648) statement that Mihirakula and

therefore Narasimha Gupta Baladitya and Ya4odharman flourished

several centuries before his time has got to be rejected, if we accept

Fleet’s date.

(2) I-Tsing (A.D. 671-695) mentions a great king Sri Gupta who

built a temple near Mrga^ikhavana for some Chinese pilgrims remark-

able for their piety. This temple, the ruins of which were still known

in I-Tsing's time as the ‘Temple of China’, was endowed by the king

with twenty-four large villages. The foundation of the temple took

place about five hundred years before the writer’s time, i.e., about 170
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A.D. This statement cannot be reconciled with Fleet’s determination

of the Oupta era, because according* to Fleet’s calculation, no Gupta

King as lord of Pataliputra could exist about that time.

(3) Hala, the Andhra king who is placed about A.D. 50 by

tradition mentions Vikramaditya in his G&thfi Saptafati. If this

Vikramaditya be identified with Candragupta II whose date of accession

is, according to Fleet, about 380 A.D., then the above tradition has

to be rejected.

(4) The beautiful term cotta medallion found by Marshall at

Bhita near Allahabad depicts a sceue exclusive to the Ahhijfunut-

tiakuntalam of Kalidasa. Vogel and others state that the medallion

must belong to the Sunga period (1st century B.C.). But according to

Fleet, Kalidusa has to be placed in the fourth century A.D. as a court

poet of Candragupta II Vikramaditya, who is placed, on Fleet’s

hypothesis, in A.D. 380. This late dating of Kalidasa is contrary to

Indian tradition.

These difficulties have led me to examine the whole question of

ancient Indian Chronology afresh, and I proceed to give a short resume

of my investigations in this matter.

Varahamihira mentions in his lirhat Samhita that king Yudhisthira

was ruling the earth 2556 years before the Saka Kala. This Saka Kala

will be found to refer to the Sakyn or Buddha Kala of 546 B.C. There-

fore the time of Yudhisthira was (2556+546) or 3102 B.C., exactly

tallying with the universal Indian tradition of the commencement of

the Kali Yuga. The Buddha era no longer exists in India as a Saka

(Sakya) Kula; but in Cambodia and the Far Fast it is still in use as the

Buddha Saka Kala as pointed out by Finot (in the BEFEO, vol. XVII.

1917).

Incidentally it may be remarked that the Aihole inscription

of Pulake£in II is dated in Saka year 556( = A.D. 634) and Kali Yuga

year 3735(= A.D. 634) from which it is clear that the dale of the Bharata

war is identical with the beginning of the Kali era.
1

wrcfamt wwwft \ m., vm, P . 242.
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Now let us see how far .Fleet was correct in his astronomical verifica-

tion of the Gupta epoch. We shall first examine the inscriptions dated

in the twelve year cycle of Jupiter coupled with the concurrent date

of the Gupta era. According to all the Hindu astronomers Jupiter’s

years are complete when through his mean motion he moves over one

sign, i.e., -JO degrees 4

( an&fara&mlfln. r

Bhaskara). They also distinctly state that the solar year exceeds in

duration the Jovian year.

With Fleet’s hypothetical epoch Mr. Sh. B. Dixit could not get

the name of the Jovian year corresponding to the supposed equivalent

date of the Gupta year, on the mean sign system. So Dixit went over

the unequal space divisions of the Naksatras. But even then he could

not get results tallying with the inscriptions. He then assumed the

Jovian year to he equivalent to the synodic period of Jupiter (399 days)

which, every one knows, is about 34 days more than the solar year. This

was au unwarranted assumption in view of the express statements by

all the Hindu astronomers that Jupiter’s years are shorter by more than

four days than one solar year. The sidereal period of Jupiter being

4332*58 days (i.e. 11*80 years), he moves over one sign in 4332*58 or

301*0 days. With these wrong assumptions Fleet with the help of Dixit

could make some of the names of the Jovian years tally with the Gupta

dates. But with his assumed epoch when he came to the other Gupta

inscriptions giving the week days or mentioning an eclipse, he was a

total failure as will presently be seen.

There are four inscriptions of Maharaja Hastin and his son

Samksoblia for the current Gupta years 150, 173, 191 and 209, i.e., the

elapsed years 155, 172, 190 and 208. Assuming that the Gupta eru is

identical with the Vikruma era (which will he proved later on in this

paper) these Gupta or Vikrama years are respectively equivalent to Saka

years 19, 30, 54, and 72 elapsed ( = A.D. 97, 114, 132 and 150). Astrono-

mical calculations for the mean longitudes of Jupiter in A.D. 97, 114,

132 and 150 in the beginning of luni-solar Caitra yield longitudes 222%

17°, 204
#
and 29* respectively from the Hindu Initial point. Thenameof

the Jovian year when Jupiter lies within 30* from the Hindu initial

point is called Mah& Advayuja, and so on. Therefore the names of the
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Jovian years in those years should be Maha-vaiSaklia, Maha-Advayuja,

Maha-Caitra and Maha-Asvayuja respectively exactly as in the inscrip-

tions. Cunningham also in his Indian Eras makes the first three dates

Maha-Vaisakha, Malia-Asvina and Maha-Caitra respectively exactly as

in the inscriptions. For the last date A.D. 150 (=Saka 72), Cunning-

ham gives Maha-Kartika, as against Maha Asvayuja. But we see that

in his Table A.D. 139 was Maha-Kartika, the next year A.D. 140 is

recorded as Maha-Pausa, omitting Maha-Margasirsa that year.

If this had not been done that year, A.D. 150 would have shown Maha

Asvayuja exactly as in the inscription.

Now I take up the Eran inscription of Budhagupta of ‘the year 105,

the month of Asadha, on Thursday, the twelfth lunar day of the bright

fortnight'. This being the current Gupta or Vikrama year is equivalent

to A.D. 107 = Kaliyuga year 3208. Kaliyuga year 3208 elapsed

= (305*2580x3208) or 1171749*85 days. The Julian day number of the

epoch of the Kali yuga era (3102 B.C., 18th of February) = 588400.

Therefore the Julian day number of the initial day of solar Vaisakha in

K.Y. 3208= (1 171749*85 + 588400) or 1700215*85 days, equivalent to

March 17*85 days A.D. 107. The solar months of Vaisakha and

Jyaistha= 62*34 days. This brings us to the 19th of May for the first

day of solar Asadha. Now the initial day of the luni-solar year (lunar

Caitra) was Thursday the 11th of March in A.D. 107. (This is correctly

given in Cunningham's Indian Eras). Now on the 71st day from this

we have a Sukla-dvadasi. This brings us to Thursday, the 20th of May,

A.D, 107, which day we find was the 2nd day of solar Asadha and the

week day was Thursday exactly as in the inscription.

In the Koh grant of Maharaja Samksobha of the year

209, the) month of Caitra, for the lunar day 13 of the

bright fortnight the date given is the 29th day of solar

Caitra. Now this being the current Vikrama year is equivalent to A.D.

150-151. But as the month was Caitra it was A.D. 151. The Julian

day number of the initial day of solar Vaisakha in K.Y. 3252 (
= A.D.

161) = 1776287*48, equivalent to March 19*48 days in A.D. 151. The

eolar month of Caitra=30.37 days. Therefore the 29th of solar

Caitra was the 17th of March, A.D. 151. Now full-moon

fore iukla-trayodaii began on the 17th of March and this we find was
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also the 29th day of solar Caitra, exactly as in the inscription. With

Fleet’s epoch the assumed date (19th of March, A.D. 528) was neither

the 29th day of solar Caitra, nor the 27tli as emended by him. In the

Indian Antiquary, vol. XX, pp. 379 ff. Fleet therefore remarked “

I think that the value of the second numerical symbol must be corrected

once more, and no matter what may be suggested at first sight by the

value of similar symbols elsewhere, must be finally fixed at 8, i.e., the

(civil) day 28. ” The reader must have to read the second symbol as 8,

through his imagination, for so Dr. Fleet commands in order to conform

to his pet theory.

Lastly I come to the Morvi grant of Jainka from Katliiawad on the

occasion of an eclipse of the sun in ‘Gupta year 585 expired, the 5th

solar day of the month of Phalguna*. This is the most important inscrip-

tion for the verification of the beginning of the Gupta era. Now

Vikrama year 585 expired = A.D. 528/29. But as the month was Phal-

guna (Jan.-Feb.) it was no longer A.D. 528 but A.D. 529.

Now* A.D. 529 = Kaliyuga year 3030 elapsed. Tbe length of the

Hindu solar year= 365*25876 days. Therefore 3030 years= (3630x

305 25870) or 1325889*28 days. Now the Julian day number of the

epoch of the Kali yuga era (18th of February, 3102 B.C.) is 588466.

Therefore the Julian day number of the initial day of the Kali year

3630 elapsed = (588466 + 1325889*28) or 1914355*28 equivalent to 21st of

March, A.D. 529. Thus the last day of solar Caitra being the 21st of

March and knowing that the Hindu solar months of Phalguna and

Caitra = 60.2 days, the 5th day of Phalguna comes out to be the 25th of

January, A.D. 529. Now on looking up to astronomical tables giving

the dates of the eclipse of the sun we find that in A.D. 529 there was an

eclipse of the sun on the 25th of January, Greenwhich Civil Time of

conjunction in longitude being 23 li. 18m. This eclipse was total and

ended on the earth generally in Greenwich Civil Time about 2 A.M.

or in Ujjayini Civil Time about 7 A.M^ in the morning. But owing

to the effects of parallax this eclipse was not visible from India.*

2 The calculations may be verified from the Tables of Julian day number

given in the Nautical Almanacs
,

Cunningham’s Indian Eras, Theodore von

Oppolzer’s Canon der Finsttrmisse and Prof. Dr. P. V. Neugebaver’s Attronomische

Chronologic (Berlin).

I.U.Q., MARCH, 1932 12
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There are instances of grants being made on the occasion of an eclipse

though the same may not be visible from the particular locality. The

above calculation proves conclusively that the Gupta era is identical

with the Vikrama era and began from 58 B.C. Fleet as well as

Cunningham with their supposed epochs of the Gupta era and the result-

ing dates could get no eclipse in Phalguna. They therefore had to

assume that the charter was perhaps dated several months before or

after the eclipse but such an assumption is unwarranted. Fleet’s con-

clusion about the beginning of the Gupta era is therefore incorrect.

Thus we see very clearly that the (Candra) Gupta (I Vikramii-

ditya) era = (Candragupta 1) Vikrama (aditya) era and started from 58

B.C.

A few historical facts also support my contention, e.g.,

Mihirakula’s father, Torumana's inscription is dated in the year

52. Tnis must then be in the Saka era, equivalent to (52 + 78)

or A.D. 180 (
= V.S. 188). Bhanuguptu is mentioned in the Fran ins-

cription of Goparaja of the Gupta year 191 who was a contemporary of

Mihirakula. Therefore we find very clearly that the Gupta era is iden-

tical with the Vikrama Sam vat

.

Fleet made the Gupta era identical with the Valabhi era and there-

fore made the Krta or Miilava era identical with the Vikrama era thus

making the interval between the Gupta and Krta eras one of (318 + 58t

or 370 years. Now knowing the Gupta era to be identical with the

Vikrama era, we find that the earlier Sri Harsa era mentioned by

Al-beruni the starting point of which is exactly 400 years before the

\ ikraiuu era must be identical with the Krta, or Malava era. Hence

the Mandasor inscription of Yasodharmun Visnuvardhana dated in

Krta year 589 where Mihirakula’s defeat is described, must he dated in

Gupta or Vikrama Samvat (589 — 400) or 189, just two years prior to

Bhanugupta’s date (G.F. 191).

“Vasumitra flourishing during the reign of the son of Kanishka is

expressly distinguished from the other Vasumitra the President of the

lourth Council, us well us from a younger namesake living in the 0th

or the 7th century, a disciple of Gunumati”. We know that Ajvugho$a,

\ asumitru, Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, etc, were contemporaries, Aryudeva

and Juigarjuna being t lie younger contemporaries. Aryadevu was the
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rector at Nalanda during the reign of the Gupta monarch Caiulragupta.

Kern on the assumption of the correctness of Fleet's determination

of the Gupta era threw doubts on this statement! “It

cannot be true that Deva or at least this Deva was rector

at Nalanda during the reign of the Gupta king Candragupta.”

But if the Gupta era is the same as the Vikrama Samvat,

the account is quite justified. Thus we see that the early

Kushans, the Imperial Guptas and the above mentioned Buddhist

Aearyas belonged to the same period. Hence Daimpntm Shdhi

Shdhdmishdhi, a title characteristic of the Kushan kings—whom

Samudragupta defeated as depicted in his Allahabad Prasas ti must be

Kuniska, while Sannulragupta was the crown prince. “Traditions of

Kaniska’s conflict with the rulers of Pataliputra and Soked are preserved

by the Tibetan and Chinese writers” . Hence the Yikrama era was

started from the accession of Candragupta I Vikramaditya in 58 B.C.

Kaniska and his descendants began to use the Samvat of Vikra-

maditya. It will he my attempt in future to show that the dates

of many historical events which have so far baffled the calculations of

historians on the basis of Fleet’s determination of the Gupta era are

accurate and tally with the contemporary events.

I now append a table of the dates of the Gupta inscriptions on the

basis of my determination of the Gupta Era with the hope that the

historians will verify them and point out the inaccuracies, if any.

Vijayagadh inscription of Yisnuvard hana, Krta year 428 = Y.S. 28 =

81 B.C.

Naravarman's Mandasor inscription, ,, ,, 401 = V.S. or

G.E. 61=A.D. 3

Gangdhar inscription of Vi4vavarman, „ ,, 480=V.S. or

G.E. 80=A.D. 22

Udayagiri inscription of Candragupta II, ,, ,, G.E. 82 = V.S.

82 = A.D. 24

Gadhwa inscription, ... ... G.E. or V.S. 88=A.D. 30

Safici inscription, ... ... G.E. or V.S. 93 = A.D. 35

Mandasor inscription, Krta year 493=G.E. or V.S. 93 = A.D. 35

Kumfiragupta, Bilsar inscription, „ „ ,, 9G= ,, 38
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Gadhwa inscription, ,, 1> 11 98= 11 40

Mankuwar inscription, „ 19 11 106= 11 48

Mathura ami Nature inscription, ,, It 11 113 = 11 55

Tumain inscription, ,, i » ii 116= 11 58

Bhavadi inscription, ,, if if 117 = i i 59

Karamadande inscription, ,, 11 .. 117 = .. 59

Mandasor inscription of Govi adage pta, Malilava year 524=G.K. or

V.S. 124 = A.D. 60

Damodsrpur plates, G.E. or V.S. 124, 129=A.D. 66, 71

Mankuwar inscr., ,, ,, 129 : „ 71

Mandasor inscr. of Bandhuvarman, Krta year 529=G.E. 129=A.D. 71

Skandagupta, Junagadh inscr.,

G.E. or V.S. 13G, 137, 138=A.D. 78, 79, 80

Kosam (Kau&imbi) inscr.,

139 =A.D. 81

Kahaon inscr., ,, 141 83

Indore inscr., ,, 146 88

Gadhwa inscr., „ 148 90

Buddkagupta, Sarnath inscr.,

ii 156 98

Pali inscr.,
,, 158 100

Buddhaguptn’s inscription,

* 1 165 107

Tathagatagupta

Yaiodharman Visnuvardhana, Mandasor inscr., Krta year 589

GoparajVs Eran inscr., Krta yeur

or V.S. 189=A.

G.E. or V.S. 191=A.D. 133.

Dhihendea Natii Mukherjee



A Buddhist Manuscript at Gilgit*

The note published by Sir Aurel Stein in the Statesman of Calcutta

and, later on, in the JRAS. (1931, October) and in the IA. (1932, March)

on the Archaeological Discoveries in the fliiuhtkvsh created a stir in

the world of Buddhist scholars. In October last, the authorities of the

Calcutta University realising its importance wished that a preliminary

survey of the manuscripts found at Gilgit should be made, and requested

the authorities iu the Kashmir State to give me the necessary facilities

to examine them. The communal trouble was just then at an ebb; so

I ventured to proceed to Srinagar, where 1 was very kindly received by

Sir Zafar Ali Khan, who gladly complied with the request of the

Calcutta University by giving me a week's time to examine the mss.

As mosti of the mss. were still lying at Gilgit, an almost unapproachable

place in October and November, I had to satisfy myself w ith the exami-

nation of five mss. that bad been brought to Srinagar.

Introductory

The manuscripts are all in a bad condition and damaged in many

places. Two of the manuscripts are incomplete, while the remaining

nearly complete. They are all written on birch-bark in Gupta characters

of the 5th or 6th century A.D. in the calligraphic style, and the charac-

ters have in many cases similarity with those of the Bower Manuscript

and of the inscription of YaSodharman.

The first manuscript, that has been examined by me and of which

I propose to give here a detailed summary, contains 41 leaves and is

entitled the Ajitasena-vydlcarana-nirdesa-ndina-mahdydua-sutra. From

* This article contians valuable information collected from a class of finds

examined by an Indian scholar for the first time. My best thanks are due to Sir

Zafar Ali Klian, a lover of Indian culture, for giving the writer the necessary

facilities, and also to my friend Mr. Syamaprasad Mookerjee, M.A., Bar-at-law,

Fellow of the Calcutta University, for taking the initiative to enable the writer

to ascertain details about the Mss.—Editor,
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the colophon it appears that the present ms. was written by one Arya

Sthirabuddhi with the help of the dharma-bhanaka Narendra-

datta. The only clue to the date of the ms. is the paleographic evidence

supplied by its characters, which can be dated in the 5th century A.D.

at the earliest.

The importance of the ms. lies in its (a) language, (b) the light

thrown by it on the Ahga (division of Buddhist literature) called

VyCikarana, (c) the form of Buddhism, envisaged by its contents, and

(d) the whereabouts of the Arhat Nandimitra.

In language and style, it bears a close resemblance to the Lalita-

vistara . Like this work it relates an incident or gives a prayer first in

easy and correct Sanskrit and then repeats it in broken Sanskrit, called

the Gatha dialect by t lie late savant Dr. R. L. Mitra. The shortening

of vowels, indiscriminate use of u in word-endings, disregard of gram-

mar, contraction of words for the exigencies of metre are as frequent

as we find in the gatha portions of the Lalitavistara and other Mahdydna

works.

The treatise is undoubtedly a Mahayana-sutra but it represents, as

I have said in my Aspects of Mahayano Buddhism (pp. 30-38), the

semi-Muhayanic form of Buddhism. The reason for this opinion will

be found in the fact that the Sutra contains only an edifying story

admonishing the people to give alms to the Buddhist monks, develop

faith in Buddha as the saviour of mankind, and thereby attain Buddba-

hood in all its glory. In the story, there is clearly an admixture

of both the Hinayanic and Mahayanic ideals. It will be seen at page 107

that the king’s son who attained Arhathood was capable of visualizing

all the Buddhaksetras. The conception of innumerable Buddhas presid-

ing over their respective Buddhaksetras is foreign to the Hinayanists,

while Arhathood has no place in the spiritual stages of the Mahayanists.

The admixture of the two conceptions appears to me to indicate the stage

of Buddhism in which Hinayana was just incorporating the Mahayanic

ideals without, however, its philosophy of Dharmatunyatd

;

or in other

words, when the Pdramitds only were being included in the ethical code

of the Hinayauists.

On account of its frequent references to the infinite virtues of

Buddha, the immeasurable merit acquired through gifts to monks and
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the inconceivable suffering caused by refraining from making such gifts,

it can be called a Mahayana-sutra of the Mahavaipulya class.

Of the 9 or 12 divisions (anyas) of the Buddhist literature it shows,

both by its title and contents, that it belongs to the division called

\ ydkarana . So far the Buddhist scholars as also Buddhaghosa were not

quite sure as to which portions of the Tripitaka should be placed under

the Vydkarana class. Buddhaghosa, probably quite unaware of the

existence of a literature to which the present ms. belonged, said that

the whole of the Abhidhavnna-pitaka, all suttas in which there are no

verses, and all other Buddhavacanas not included in the remaining eight

divisions sliould.be called Veyyakarana (Svmanyala VUdsinl
, p. 24). An

interpretation like this seems on the face of it a laboured one. The

Mahayanic interpretation of the Vydkaraim division of literature is more

to the point. According to it, the sutras like the Gandaryuha
, Samd-

(I/hiraja, and Saddharviu-pundarika come under the Vydkarana class (see

Aspects of Mdltdydnu Buddhism
, p. 9). All our doubts, however, about

the I ydkarana class of Buddhist literature are set at rest by the present

ms. It shows that those Sutras
,
the chief object of which is to make a

prophecy about the attainment of Buddhahood by one or more devotees,

belongs to the Vydkarana class. In this sense, the Niddnakathd of the

Jdtakas may well be called a \ ydkarana as it relates the story of

Sumedha Brahmana, and the prophecy made by Dipahkara Buddha

about his future appearance as the Buddha Sakyamuni. The sixth and

ninth chapters entitled the Vydkaranaparivorta and tiie eighth chapter

Paiicabhiksusatavydkartutftparicarta of the Saddharmapu tula rika is

distinctly of the Vydkarana type, and the same may also he said of the

Gandavyuha which depicts t he career of Sudhana until his attainment

of Buddhahood, he having been foretold on many occasions about the

certainty of his ultimately becoming a Buddha. (See also Satasdhamkd
,

p. 309).

Of other matters of religious interest, I may refer to the mention

of the infinite merits acquired by those who read, preach and preserve

the present treatise along with the anathema pronounced upon its

revilers or destroyers, 1 and to the mention of the begging-bell, the liead-

1 Such anathemas are also given in other Mahayuna treatises, e.g., in the
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dress, and tlie custom of assembling monks by striking a gong. The

last mentioned practice is still found in many Buddhist countries. At

Chittagong, there is still to be found the practice of carrying a bell

(of bell-metal) by a sramana accompanying a bhiksu while going on the

begging rounds. The practice of carrying a stick with small bells is

noticed among certain non-Buddhist ascetics of the present day. The

head-dress, I surmise, was sanctioned specially for the monks living in

cold countries like Kashmir.

Of particular importance are the principal figures of the story,

king Ajitasena and his spiritual guide Nandimitra, and the name of

the capital of Ajitasena.

Mr. Watters sup]dies us with some information about Nandimitra

from the Chinese work : Ta A-lo-han Nan-ti-mi-to-lo so-shuo fa-chu-chi

(The record of the duration of the Law, spoken by tbe great Arliat

Nandimitra) (JltAS., 1898, p. 381). This has been supplemented by

a fuller account given by Profs. Sylvani Levi and Fduard Chavannes in

their paper: Lcs Seize Arhat Protectcurs <lc la Loi (published in the

Journal Asiatique
, 1916, pp. 5ff.) which gives the French translation

of the important portions of the Chinese text.

In the Introduction to the Chinese book, the following information

is given about the author Nandimitra :

800 years after the Parinirvana of Buddha there was in the capital

of »Sheng-chun
(Jjj| Jjg)

in the Chih-shih-tzu ($L tfi -fr)
country

an arliat called Nandimitra. He had obtained the eight vimuktis

(vimoksas?), three vidyas and six <tbh\ijhas. He was free from impuri-

ties (arana), could know the aims ami objects (pranidhi-jhana

)

(of

beings), and had obtained the highest samapatti. He had a great spiri-

tual power which spread his fame far and wide. By the power of his

Praniffhijitana
t
he could ascertain the feelings and actions of all living

beings of the world. When his rebirth and its cause had terminated,

and lie was going to attain Pavinirvana he collected all the monks

and nuns, and recounted to them the great merits realised by him perso-

nally and all that lie had done for the benefit and joy of living beings.

Suthlhnrmapaiajarlka, pp. 22ti, 268, 337, 386, 414 etc., Astasflhasrika PrajUdpara*

mifu, pp. 181 fi
;
Latitauistara

, pp. 88-89; Ku&yapn-
jAirivarta t pp. 226 ff.
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He then told them, that he would be no more, and asked them to put

questions in order to remove their doubts. At this, the monks and nuns

began to lament and one of them spoke out thus,

“The Buddha Bhagava has long since entered into Nirvana, the

five disciples of his also are gone. The world is now void of any true

leader. At present you are the only Venerable who are the eyes of gods

and men. Why should you wish to have your turn to abandon us.

Have pity on us and live some time more”.

Nandimitra consoled them saying, “It is not proper for you to

weep, 0 good men, you know the law of the world that whatever is born

must have decay. The Buddhas who had vanquished the four demons

and who possessed the power to fix the length of their lives conformed to

the laws of the world and realised Nirvana. How it will benefit you if

I live permanently. Suppose I comply with your request, it will not

be of any profit to you. You should understand it and not be sorry.”

On hearing this they all began to weep more. After some time

they said, “We do not know hew long yet the most excellent Law of

Bhagava Sakyamuni will last?”

The Venerable said, “Listen attentively, the Tathagata has already

preached the sacred sutra on the duration of the Law.”

Then he told them briefly how Buddha Bhagava had entrusted the

most excellent Law to sixteen great Arhats and their followers and asked

them to protect it so that it might not be destroyed. 1

Schiefner in his Geschichte des Buddhism us (p. (>2) mentions one

Nandamitra as a bhiksu who realised the Truth when Asvagupta was in

charge of the Teaching at Pataliputra and when a son of king Kanishka

was ruling at Puskalavati, while the Tibetan wrork dBag, fosaui. Ijon.

hzaii (pp. 48, 51) mentions one dgah-hahi hses-ynen restored by Mr. S. C.

Das as Anandamit.ra (by Profs. Levi and Chavannes as Nandimitra),

and relates the cause of the disappearance of the excellent religion

(b.stan, pa. unfo. pdhi rggu. ni).

The present treatise furnishes us with a clue to the identification

of the Mahasravaka Nandimitra with the Nandimitra of t lie Chinese

work. In the latter, it is stated that the Arhat Nandimitra lived in

1 See JA., 1016, pp. 6-10.

l.ll.U., MAH (11, 193‘J 13
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a garden in the capital of king Sheng-Chun
(fig jgy in the Chih-shih-

tzu
( ci m ?) country. Watters was not very confident about the

restoration from the Chinese words Sheng and Chun. Following Nanjio

he suggested either Prasenajit or J ayasena, for Sheng means “to con-

quer, to get the victory” while Chun means “army, troops” (Williams,

Syllabic Dictionary of the Chinese Lanpuage), and he preferred the

first, as the name is well-known in the Buddhist history. Profs. Levi

and Chavannes, in the absence of any other known name, accepted his

suggestion (74., 1916, p. 27-28). The present ms. throws some light

on this doubtful restoration. The two Chinese words may he restored

as Jayasena or Ajitasena, though strictly for Ajita . we should expect in

Chinese the two additional letters preceding sheng
,

viz., wu-neng

H§gg Ajitasena may not be an historical person, but the fact that bis

name is associated with Nandimitra may be taken as a valid reason for

restoring Sheng-chun as Ajitasena.

Now let us examine the restoration of the name of the capital ot

Jayasena or Ajitasena where Nandimitra lived. In Chinese it is called

('hih-shih-tzu and is located in Magadha. It is a pity that the ms.

does not give t lie Sanskrit name of the capital. Mr. Watters rightly

suggested (though in the fn., see JItAS ., 1898, p. 882) that it should

be restored as Simhadvlpa, but as no town of importance is known by

this name, he hesitatingly followed Nanjio’s suggestion that it meant

Simhaladvlpa, i.e. Ceylon, but he was inclined to look for a place of

this name within Magadha and he traced also one in the M ulasarcasti-

vadn Vinaya (Bhaisnjyarastu
,

Tok. XVII, 4, 29b, col. 17), where

Buddha once stopped on his way from SravastI to Rajagrha. Profs.

Levi and Chavannes preferred Simhnla (Ceylon) 1 and adduced -reasons

for the same, without seriously minding the anomaly presented by the

time, place and name of the king. The present ms. proves clearly that

one should take Watters’ suggestion, viz., that Chih-shih-tzu referred

to a place, known as Simhadvipa or by some such name in Magadha

situated between Sravast I and Rajagrha, for in the ms. also we see that

Buddha was at Sravasti and asked Nandimitra to go eastwards to

Magadha to convert Ajitasena and his son.

1 ‘ L’ indication geographiqiic est plus precise; le royaume do Tcho-chc-tsou

tot ceriftinement Ceylon"

—

JA.
} 1916, p. *27.
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Our object therefore should be to look for a place in or near Maga-

dha having simha as a part of its name. A careful study of the

Mahdvamsa yields very interesting results. The ancient name of Ceylon

as given in the Mahdvamsa is either Tambapanni or Lanka, and

nowhere do we find mention of Simhala. The introductory verse of

chapter ix of the Dlpavamsa
,

l
if literally translated, would be: “there

was the Lankadipa (inhabited by) the Sihala people so called after siha.

The story of the conversion of Ceylon which is as follows also shows

that Ceylon was originally called Lankadipa but later on came to be

known as Simhala after the Sihala people of eastern India.

There was the king of Vanga in the city of Vahga in the kingdom

of Vanga. He made the daughter of the king of Ealinga his queen.

She lost herself in the forest of Lalarattha, and lived with a lion. She

had a son and a daughter called respectively Sihabahu and

Sihasivali. After some time she returned to Vanga with

her children. Her son Sihabahu was offered the throne

of Vahga for killing the lion. He accepted it but

gave it away to the ‘husband of his mother’. He took his sister

and went back to the forest of his birth and bulit a city called Sihaphra

and the kingdom reclaimed by him from forests was known as

Lalarattha .

2 His eldest son was Vijaya who colonised Ceylon. He

gave the new name Tambapanni-dipa to the place which had hitherto

been known as Lankadipa. The people who accompanied him were called

Sihalas as they were connected with the king Sihabahu who received

the appellation of Sihala for killing the lion.

This story clearly shows that Sihabahu, father of Vijaya, had

nothing to do with Ceylon. His capital was called Sihapura and the

people of his realm the Sihalas. The Chinese words Chih-shih-tzu may

well, therefore, refer to this Sihapura. Dr. P. C. Bagchi suggests that

Chih-shih-tzu should literally mean “one who holds the lion” from

1 Lankadipo ayam ahu sibena sihala iti.

2 MuhCtvamsa, vi, 34, 35:

So raji&ip >ampaticchitva datvii matvpatissa trim

Sihftalvfffim adaya joti-hhumim gato aayam.

Nagaram tattha mapesi, ahu Sihapuram ti tarn

Lalaratthe pure tasmim Sihabahu nariidhipo
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ehih meaning “to hold/ 9 and shih tlie “Hon,” i.e., in Sanskrit it should

be Siiphadhara. It will be seen in the Mahdvamsa (vii, 42) that Sihala

is also derived exactly in the same way, viz., because of Sihabahu

catching the lion, he was called the Sihalo (Slhab&hunarindo so siham

AdinnavA ti Sihalo). Mr. Watters and Profs. L4vi and Chavannes, I

think, would not object if Chih*shih-tzu be restored as Sihala and identic

fied with a place in Magadha, I mean, Sihapura of the Mahdvainsa

tradition. Unless and until some positive evidence is found about the

historicity of the town, it may be treated as a town known in legends

and fiction, and though the Chinese travellers mention it, that does not

go to prove its historicity. The fact is that the faithful Buddhists of

the early Christian eras knew some place in or near Magadha as Siha-

pura without probably knowing its exact location. In the Mahavastu, 1

Simhapura is in one place located in Kalihga and elsewhere it is

treated as a capital as prosperous os Hastinapura and not very far from

it. A previous Sakyamuni Buddha is said to have entered the town of

Siiphapura for alms and thereby had converted many. In the Cetiya

JAtoka (No. 422) Sihapura, Hatthipura etc. were said to be cities found-

ed by sons of the king of Ceti. All these evidences tend to show that

the Chinese words Chih-shih-tzu, the dwelling place of Nandimitra,

referred to Sihala or Sihapura near Magadha. It may therefore be

concluded that the ancient name of Ceylon was Lankadipa

or Tambapanni-dipa but the people of the country were called Sihalas

(Simhalese) after the name of the conquering people who accompanied

Vijaya.

Nandimitra’s dread for the city of Ajitasena and unwillingness to

go there is quite interesting. It also points to a border country of

Magadha, people of which phce were rough and evidently were not in

favour of Buddhism. (See page 104).

King Ajitasena, as we have already hinted, was a mere local chief,

and as such, his name was not of sufficient importance as to find place

in history. If we rely on the bare name, we may identify him with the

Ajitasenaraja mentioned in the Mahavastu (I, p. 170) who is said to

have attained the ninth Bhumi . In the Record of the Duration of the

1 Mahdvastu, II, p. 95; III, pp. 288, 432.
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Law preached by Nandimitra one Ajita is mentioned as the fifteenth

Arhat to guard the Law. His place of residence was at Grdhrakuta

(Rajagrha).

I have not so far been able to trace any Tibetan version of

the present ms., but I hope some scholars will find it out after going

through this summary and will enlighten me about it.

Summary of the contents of the vis .

Salutation to the Omniscient! Thus have I heard. Once Bhagava

was dwelling at Sravasti in the hermitage of Anatliapindada with a

large congregation of monks, 12500 in number, viz., Piirna Maitrayani-

putra, Vakkula, Sariputra, Ajnata Kaundinya, Mahanama, Revata and

others. Then to him, while at Jetavana, came a large number of

Bodhisattvas, viz., Aniksiptadhura, Maitreya, Avalokitesvara, Maha-

sthamaprapta and such other 32000 Bodhisattvas, and after saluting

him, they stood on one side.

After putting on his morning robe Bhagava wanted to enter into

the great city of tfravasti for alms. He asked Ananda to fetch his alms-

bowl, begging-bell and head dress which were at once brought to him.

Ananda then addressed to him, wTith folded hands, the following verses

:

?ei qfrofafWnfaj

qgtf f* wsn

ft

[When you will enter (into a city) as a collector of alms, you will

rescue many beings from fear of he'll, birth, old age, and death and

from the great evils and sufferings of the world. O the great-souled,

deserving the most excellent gifts, who has rescued the beings from the

dread of the sufferings of the world].
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When Bhagava was not very far from the great city of SravastI,

many miracles took place and the citizens were at a loss as to what could

be the cause of the appearance of such good omens. At that time, an

old man of many centuries removed the doubts of the citizens by telling

them that the cause of the omens is that Sakyamuni Tathagata, possess-

ing knowledge and good conduct, the knower of the world, the incom-

parable, the teacher of men and gods, who is now dwelling at

.letavana-vihiira is about to enter into the city for alms. Then the

people wondered how virtuous must be tfakyamuni at whose entrance into

a city such miracles could happen. On heariug this, the old man said

in verses:

“If one merely utters the name of Sakyanatlia, he will be delivered

of great misery and will never go to hell. He will go to heaven quickly.

He, who hears only his name uttered, will become a Bodhisattva and

will never be born in any lower region or go to hell, and will become a

king or emperor. He who remembers his name will be cleansed of all

his past sins, and enjoy happiness for ages, and visit all the Buddha-

ksetras and can never go to hell.”

When the old man had just concluded his praises, Bhagava entered

into Sravasti through the city-gate. At the gate appeared 12 kotis of

lotus flowers, and on each lotus flower was seated a Bodhisattva, cross-

legged and with hands folded in adoration. The moment Bhagava

entered the city, 99 kotis of beings were established in the Sukhavatl

lokadhatu 1 and 84 kotis in the Abhirati lokadhatu—the Buddha-ksetra

of Aksobhya Tathagata.

Bhagava accompanied by Ananda went to the house of the city-

sweeper (?). On hearing the sound of the begging-bell, the daughter of

the city-sweeper was astonished because no monk so far had visited her

house for alms. As she had nothing to give, she shed tears, cursed her

poverty and even was about to kill herself by. a sharp sword.

Then a god of the Suddhavasa heaven came to know of this situation,

and so, putting on an invaluable pearl necklace, he instantly appeared

before the girl with a hundred kinds of sweet food and Ka&ka cloths.

He then requested the girl to wear the Ka.4ikii cloths and adorn herself

1 The Buddaksetra of Amitabha. Cf. Saddharmapundarika, pp. 419, 458;

also ch. VII.
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with tlie pearl-necklace and then offer the food to Bhagava. She did as

she was bidden by the god.

Bhagava then asked her to make the offering as she had done for-

merly to Vipasyi, Sikhi, Visvabhuk, Krakutsanda, Kanakannmi, Kasyapa

and other Tatlragatas, and said that by this offering, her femininity

and poverty would be at an end. When she followed him to some

distance, Bhagava asked her to return and promised to tell her her past

birth-stories. The girl fell at his feet and prayed thus in verses:

“Be compassionate to me, and rescue me from the misery of old

age, disease and death. Be my refuge, and in accordance with the vow

taken by you, save me as well as all those beings living in the ten

corners of Jambudvipa from the ocean of misery, and make them

happy.”

Bhagava then told her the cause of her poverty. He said, ‘she

once came out of her house to give alms to a begging monk but went

back, thinking that she would not give alms to one shaven-headed. It

was by this refusal that she was reborn in indigent circumstances and

suffered immensely from poverty for 12,000 kalpas. But by one meri-

torious act, she received the Bodhi-uyakarana (i.e.. the prophecy that

she would become a Buddha). As she received it (by this gift), she

would become after many ages the Tathagata Nagaradhvaja, possessed

of knowledge and good conduct, the controller of men, the knower of

the world and the teacher of gods and men’. Then she circumambula-

ted the Bhagava thrice, and enquired as to the nature of the Buddha-

ksetra she would have when she became the Buddha. Bhagava satis-

fied her curiosity. She became much pleased and was about to return

to her house. At this moment, Bhagava told her that she would die

on the seventh day and would be reborn in the east in the country of

Magadha as the son of king Ajitasena and this would be her last exis-

tence. He then left tlic city by the western gate and went back to hifl

Jet avana hermitage,

Amuida once moie appeared before Bhagava and after saluting

him and circumambulating him thrice, said in verses:

“O the great Being endowed with ail the 32 signs of great men!

When you go round for alms, you save all beings and establish them in

happiness by the exercise of your maitnbala (power of love), but what
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will happen when your religion will disappear alter your demise, and

there will be none to remember the sutras.”

On hearing this Bhagava asked him to strike the gong (yanifl) and

said that he would start on his round for alms in the company of the

monks. Anandu being curious regarding the merits of hearing the

sound of the gong asked Bhagava about it. Bhagava said:

“Whoever hears the gong-sound, gels absolved from the five deadly

sins (dnantaryani krtyfmi) and becomes a never-returning Bodhisattva

destined to attain bodhi.”

Ananda then struck the gong slowly and repeatedly. On hearing

the sounds, all the great disciples (mahdsrdvalas) assembled, took their

respective seats and commenced taking their meals. Among them was

seated the Mahasrfivaka Niindimitra. Bhagava addressing him said,

“Go, O Nandimitra, to the east to the country of Mugadlm, the king-

dom of Ajitasena, and be the king’s spiritual guide (
kalydnamitra )

M
.

Nandimitra replied, “No, 0 Bhagavan, I shall not be able to go to

that part of the land, for the people there are hard to manage and they

will take my life”. Bhagava answered, “There is not a being who

can destroy your hair, not to speak of your life”.

Then Nandimitra donned his golden robe early in the morning,

started eastwards for Magadha and readied the capital of Ajitasena.

The king was much pleased to hear of his arrival and sent one of his

ministers to escort him to the palace. But Nandimitra declined to come

to the king at the bidding of the minister. On hearing this the king

sent 500 ministers but they too failed to make him to come to the king.

Then the king himself approached the Maliusravaka and entreated him

with folded hands to enter into his capital. Taking him by the right

hand, the king led him into the palace and made him sit on the throne.

When Nandimitra had explained to the king that monks and re-

cluses live on alms only, the king offered him food. Nandimitra took

the food and expatiated in verses on the merits of giving alms, and

on the rare qualities of the Teacher. He said,

‘The giver of the alms to the order of monks, who are rarely found,

can never suffer at the hands of demons and sucli other wicked beings,

and are freed from old age, disease and sufferings; those who utter the

name of the Teacher never go to hell.
'
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Nandimitra then expressed his willingness to accept the food-

offerings of the king. When he was served by the king' with food, hard

and soft, he enquired of the latter if there was any garden hard by and

on hearing that the king had one very beautiful, he wanted to see it.

He found it suitable for his dwelling as it had all the necessary equip-

ments, viz., a cold water tank for summer, and a tank for the rainy

season with water, neither very hot nor very cold, both having golden

steps running down into the water; Asoka, Mucilinda, Patali and such

other flower-trees giving out scents; Suka, Sarika, Cakravaka, Mayura,

and Eokila birds singing sweet songs; golden lotus flowers and so forth
1

.

As soon as king Ajitasena learnt from him that he liked the place, he

struck the drum; on hearing the sound his ministers assembled and

enquired of him about the reason for making the sound. He asked

them to make ready his chariots drawn by horses and elephants, as he

wanted to go to the garden. In company with the Mahasravaka, the

king came to the garden and asked him as to the kind of cottage

(katikuin) needed by him. The Mahasravaka replied, “0 king, build

one according to your heart’s content ami regard for me”. The king

then ordered his chief minister to build a hermitage ‘W yojunas long and

(i yojunas wide well*decora ted with jewels, and pearls, having a terraced

walk 4 yojauus long and 2 yojunas wide. He then offered it to

Nandimitra, saving in verses:

“J he hermitage and a dry and hraiililul walk have been completed,

now rescue the beings; it was a great resolution made by you that you

would preach the dharma.
M

lie (lien ret in tied to his capital leaving Nundiniitra in the garden-

het milage.

When Nandimitra entered into meditation, his hair, eyes, hands,

chest, stomach, legs—all limbs became quite different (anycna kesd

anyena nayand anycna ha It uni anyena hrdayam anyetui udarain . . .).

For seven days the king eulogised him but the words did not reach the

ears of the Mahasravaka. After some time the king came with his son

to the hermitage and found him us u mere lump (of flesh). Seeing this,

he became very remorseful, and was going to cut himself asunder by a

sharp sword, when bis son with folded hands said the following

verses

:

I.H.q., maiuh, 14
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m sntafarrei i

m foft fryuftm iEi ii

af lcWM g £r5 *Tfaqfe I

^lft[ Ilfetfe II

3t4 5ri«iifviHHt^«b: i

#i w-q ^Hvwt^ ii

[l)o uot grieve, be happy, do not softer such a pain; by committing

suicide you will go to hell. You will go to the frightful Raurava

hell. In this world, the saviour of beings from old age and disease is

worthy of gifts; difficult it is to have a look at one who shows the path

leading to Bodhi].

By such words, the son prevented his father from slaying himself,

and told him that the Mahusravaka was engaged in meditation and

asked him to retire till the Mahusravaka would rise from same. As soon

as the Maha£ravaka rose from meditation, he asked the king to come

near him. The king, seeing the bhiksu (Mahasrfivaka), took oft' his

crown and placed it on h is son’s head with the words, “let the kingdom

be yours, govern it righteously and not unrighteously
19

. The

son replied, “I have performed innumerable kingly duties but never

had satisfaction, so let the kingdom be yours, father, I have no desire

for kingdom, wealth and power, rule the kingdom righteously”.

The Mahusravaka then dwelt on the merits of offering gifts to monks

and advised the king to do so.

At this, the king ordered his ministers to make his chariots ready

for going to Jetavana vihara to see and worship Sakyamuni and hear

from him the dliarma. When the king was nearing Jetavana in his

bejewelled chariot, Sakyamuni collected his monks and asked them to

enter into tlu, meditation which would make them appear as a garland

of flames (jvdlamfdam bodhisattca-samadhi). The king seeing this

garland of flames asked Nandimitra what it meant. Nandimitra told

hiin that it was there where Sakyamuni Tathagata lived and

preached his doctrines, and practised meditation. The king then

alighted from the chariot with his son and approached Blmgavfi, around

whose body he saw a golden flame two cubits long moving about. After

ascertaining who Sakyamuni wus, the king fell at his feet. He was
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raised by the outstretched hands of Sakyamuni with the words, “0
king, you have for innumerable kalpas seen this body; what is your
object in falling at my feet”? The king saluted him littering in

verses

:

“I bow down my head to the leader of the world, endowed with
the excellent signs, having long arms and golden body—one who saves

beings from old age and disease, and stops the passage of beings into

hell”

He then expressed his desire to retire from the world. At this

Bhagava was exceedingly pleased and said that his conversion would

be a great gain to the religion as the religion would spread widely

( vaistarik? ). He asked the king to go back to his kingdom and pro-

mised to go there after seven days. The king greatly delighted returned

to his capital preceded by his spiritual guide (kalyfmamitra). He then

ordered his ministers to have the streets cleansed, ask the people

to hoist flags in their houses and put bejewelled pitchers of water at

the door of every house. When all these were done, just on the seventh

day, the Tathagata with a large number of monks headed by Sariputra,

Maudgalyayana, Ananda, Piirna Maitrayaniputra reached the capital.

The king Ajitasena, preceded by his spiritual guide, received Bhagava

with a basket of flowers and sprinkled the flowers on him, and prayed

that by that meritorious act might all beings attain the highest

sambodht. Mats were then spread for all and Bhagava was seated on

the throne. Bhagava delivered his teachings from the throne and the

king satisfied him and his disciples by giving them various kinds of

food. Then the king's sou was presen ied before Bhagava. He sought

for ordination before the king aud was at once ordained by Ananda

by Bhagavan's direction. As soon as be was ordained, he attained

Arhathood (pravrajita matrena arhnttnnn mmpraptam ahhut) and

saw all the Buddhaksetras (sarva-bvddhakxetmni pasyali sma). Then

the son hovered in the sky and addressed the following verses to his

father

:

fofa wife i
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a# ps4 §nSR

3T5> §554 §rraH 5l4 II

3T^ §5®4 tot f| 5l4

JW5315I4 §nfa I

TfcTOrtej: §nto sfora

mm *fa’ m ffR n

nr ^4t 5taf?rci*i%rj

§#4 554 i

§#4 ui^^Fit

wta* ^ jw^tm 5®4 ii

m Mi gqmwiHq i

TRI CRT g^w^i
nafo ;irsp**q

[Do not delay, 0 father, ( to take ordination), you will not ex-

perience any trouble. It is a great gain to see and meet the Sugata.

Retirement from the world has been praised by Bhagavu, so also

emancipation from the world of transmigration. Take ordination

quickly and do not delay and do not cause grief to the lord of leaders.

Difficult it is to be born as man, difficult (also) to meet the Ijeader;

quickly have I retired from the world and quickly have I attained the

highest knowledge. Hearing these words of his son the king retired

and embraced the doctrine of the Leader].

The king was much pleased at his son's words and spent 30 kotis

for building monasteries. The 1000 women of the harem were all

transformed into men and (hey all took ordination. 1 Bhagavfi after

ordaining them returned to the Jetavana-vihara.

1 It fully endorses the view mentioned in the SaddharmapuntfarUa
, p. 264

that the following five positions cannot be attained by a woman : Brahmaathanaip,

Sakrasthanam, Maharajasthiinarp, CakravartisthSnaip, and Avaivartika Bodhi-

sattvasthanam. It further says that a woman may fulfil the pdramis but can

never become a Buddha.
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Ananda asked “0 Bhagava, what will he the result of these meri-

torious acts of king AjitasenaP”

Bhagava replied, “You have done well, Ananda, that you have

asked me such a question. After countless ages, this king Ajitasena

will become Ajitapralokanatha-tathagata having knowledge and good

conduct etc.”

A : What will be the results of the good deeds of Xandimitra

Mahasravaka, the spiritual guide of the king?

Bh. : He will become at that time Nandiprabhanama-tathagato.

A: How will their Buddhnksetras be called?

Bh. : Their Buddhnksetras will be called Aparimitagunasanoava

(a collection of innumerable merits).

A: What will be the merits of him who will in future promulgate

(prakdiayisyati

)

this religious treatise (dhctmiaparydyam)?

Bh. : They will attain Bodhi just ns much as T have done

through incalculable acts which are hard to perform (dttskara). He,

who listens to a gatha of 4 padns, will become non-returning (avai-

rarttika) Bodhisattvas.

A : What will be the merits of those dltanna-reciters (hhdna-

has) who will preach this dharma-jwryaya?

Bh.: Those wd\o will preach the whole of this dharmaparyaya

will become kings or emperors, lords of the four continents (idripa

)

and

will ultimately be emancipated from birth, old age, disease, grief and

death.

A : What will he the fate of those who will speak ill of this

dharmaparydya ?

Bh. : Enough, Ananda, do not ask me about the great sins that

will be incurred by them; I cannot enumerate them, nor can the kotis

of Buddhas.

A: Tell them, O Bhagava, O Sugata.

Bh. : Then listen, Ananda, they will undergo immense sufferings

for ages by having their birth in the great hells of Raurava, Hahaha

and Avici, or in the Yamaloka, animal-world or spirit-world. If they

are born as human beings, they will have long and dry palate and
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throat (dirgha-mska-talukantlia), their tongues will be 12 yojanas long,

and with their aid they will declare that those who will speak ill of the

dhamiaparydya will fare like them.

A : How will this excellent dharma be destroyed?

Bli. : In future, there will be some who will rebuke, speak ill 'of

and even injure the reciters or repositories of the sutras, to whom they

will bear hatred. Their demerits will he much more than those who

extract the eyes of ail the beings of the three thousand worlds. So also

will be the demerits of those who will bear hatred towards the reposi-

tories or reciters of the sutras.

Ananda then said that many sutras had been heard by him but

none like this. Then in verses he said, “I shall remember and preach

this sutra and protect it from the hands of the revile™”.

Then the MahaSravakas Kasyapa, Sarlputra, Purna Maitrayam-

putra uttered verses eulogizing the sutra and its preacher the Buddha,

and promised to preach it. They were followed by Brahma Sahampati,

who also took the vow to protect the sutra. This is the Ajitasena -

vyCil<arana -nirdesa-nCima-Mahdydiux sutram . This (ms.) is written by

Arya Sthira-buddhi {and recited) by the dharmabhanaka Narendradatta.

Nalinaksha Dtttt



MISCELLANY

A Quotation from the Hrdayadarpana

(a lost work oil alahkara found in tlie Raxapradipa of Prabhakara

A.D. 1583)

i)i*. S. K. l)e in his Sanskrit Poetics 1 while treating of Prabhakara

Pliaila’s Raxaputdipa, states that Prabhakara :ites “Sriltursa Misra,

Misra, ‘Rucinatha, Dharmadutta, Locanakara (Abhinavagupta), Pra-

dipakrt, Sahityadarpanakara." This list does not include the work

Hrdayadarpana from which a quotation is given in the beginning of

the work, a Ms.

2

of which is available in the Govt. Mss. Library at the

lLO.lt. Institute. On folio 1 of the Ms. the quotation is introduced as

under :
—

“ays’

ilfa totwta i

wrogira: pkz: ii

1 have not found this verse in the Pratika indices of the editions of

>Sa rdyadha rapaddhatif Kdcyaprakdsa
,

4 and Kavindru vacanamm uc-

caya .

5 Presumably the verse is not mentioned in these works. I, therefore,

take it to be a quotation from the H rdayudarpana as stated in the

Rampradipa.

The quotations from the Hrdayadarpana so far pointed out by

scholars* are :
—

(1) D/ivanydloIcalocana of Abhinavagupta (Kavyamulu ed.).

a—p. 37—^^'
mvwwn’ ift 1

1 Vol. 1, (1923), p. 303. 2 No. 764 of 1886-92 (Govt. Mss. Library).

3 Bombay Sanskrit Series No. XXXVII, 1888. 4 B0B1. ed. 1921.

5 Bib. Indica edition, 1912.

6 V.V. Sovani in JllAS., 1909, pp. 450-2. Prof. M. Hiriyanna in the Pro-

( ee<Jin 03 of the Pirst Ori. Conference, vol, U, 1919, p. 216, remarks that references

to it (Hrdayadar'pana) are plentiful in alaniknm works; but does not refer to any

other bource than the Dhvanyufukahcanti.
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b—p »8— 5^^:—
‘«*hl #?WWHPT: 9fit >

C—p. 63— 3W‘ —

‘iut 1 9% 1

n—p a;—far »I9r9 «5-TOJ*:—

'gaqum rww i faa ragraiTfffagi >

tri-wfai gw‘ 3 gygngqrafarat: 1

g*fcu(& gqpffimwwl wwNhifajy 9% 1

(1) J)h uanyulokalocana of’ Abhinavngupta (Kavyaniiila cd.) Mr.

Sovani cites evidence to support the view that Bhattanuyuka

to whom the quotation (b) lias been ascribed was the

author of the Hrdayadarpana .

I am not concerned here with the question ot the authorship of

the H['(tanadarpuna but with its nature about which the following views

are expressed so far:—
(1) According to Mr. Sovani 7 “the // rdayadarpana is not likely

to be a commentary on Bharat a ’s Ndtyasdstra ,
but is probably

a work in prose and verse criticizing the idea of Dhvani as

found iu tiie Dlivanyuloka and establishing a new doctrine

about poetry etc.”

(2) According to l)r. S. ]\. Do'’ “it was probably comloosed in a

metrical form and apparently never took at all the shape of

a prose commentary.”

In view of the foregoing views regarding the nature of the

IIrdayadarpana the quotation from the Ilasap nidipa of 1’rabhakaibliattu

pointed out in this note appears to be important as it is a further addition

to the list of the quotations mentioned by Mr. Sovani. Though our

quotation is of the metrical form, the prose quotations of Mr, Sovani

proves, so far as the present catalouges go, his statement that it was “a

work in prose and verse.”® Dr. De's statement, therefore, that “it

7 JRAS., 1909, p. 451. 8 Sanskrit Poetiv»
t

vol. 1, p. 41.

9 Mr. A. Sarikaran in his “Theories of Rasa and Dhvani”, 1929, also supports

the view of Mr. Sovani. He observes on p. 87 of his thesis:
—“The Hrdayadarpana

from which verses also are cited in the Locana
y p. 27, was probably an independent

treatise in prose and verse containing Nayaka’s exposition of the realisation of

Rasa and his attacks on the theory of Dhvani.”
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never took the shape of a prose commentary" will have to he modified

in the revised edition of his Sanskrit Poetics .

The question now arises whether the Ilydayada rptina was lost sub-

sequent to A.D. 1583 which is the date of composition of the Rasapradipa.

It may be that it was lost much earlier and Prabhakara found the

quotation in some other work and incorporated it in his present work, or,

the work was before him when he wrote the Rasapradipa, and that it

was lost subsequent to A.D. 1583. Both alternatives are possible.

1\ Iv. Gode

A Note on a remark of Yuan Chwang

The remark of Yuan Chwang that Ilarsa
‘ ‘waged incessant warfare

until in six years he had fought the Five Indias (according to another

leading he had brought the Five Indias under allegiance)*Y has led some

scholars to the view that all conquests of Ilarsa “were over by about.

A.D. G12, that he had become king six years earlier (the period of the

conquest) in A.D. G06*Y and that “Kami’s wars with Valabhi and

Pulakesi took place within A.D. G12’*.
5

There is no basis for supposing that Yuan Chwang’s ‘six years*

began in GOG A.D., the year of Ilarsa *s accession, and ended in G12 A.D.

It would involve a discrepancy, since the term “Five Indias** 4 implies

sovereignty over Gauda and Orissa also, but t he Ganjam inscription 5

shows that his inveterate enemy Sasanka was flourshing in these

regions as late as the year G19 A.D.

1 Watters, I, p. 343, Beal, I, p. 213.

2 Harsa (Rulers ol India Seties), p. 36, note 1. See also C. V. Vaidya,

mini., i, p. i3.

3 1 bid.

4 Havell’s Aryan Rule in India
, p. 191*; D. C. Sen’s History of Rengali

Language and Literature
, p. 386; Smith's Early History of India

,
4th edition,

p. 353.

5 EL, vol. VI, 141.

I.H.Q., MARCH, 1932 15
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II

Then again, Pulakesi II came to the throne about the year G09-1U

A.D., and it would indeed be a miracle if at the very start of his career,

and with his position still unconsolidated at home, the Calukya monarch

could inflict a crushing defeat on the “lord of the Five Indias”. But we

must point out here that Dr. Fleet was of opinion that the Hyderabad

grant, dated in ihe third year of Pulakesi ’s installation in the sovereignty

in the Saka Sanivat 534 expired or 612 A.D., implied “by the title which

was acquired by ihe victory over him (Ilarsa), that that victory had

then already been achieved’’.*

The Hyderabad grant informs us that Pulakesi II acquired the title

of Paramesvara “by defeating hostile kings who had applied themselves

(or a hostile king who had applied himself) to the contest of a hundred

battles”. 7 Since the subsequent records state more specifically that he

acquired it “by defeating the glorious Harsavardliana, the warlike lord

of all the region of the North”, it is with some plausibility argued that

the conflict, which according to the Hyderabad grant won this title for

Pulakesi, was against Harsa himself, and that it occurred before 612

A.D., the date of the epigraph. If this, however, were a fact, would it

not be inexplicable why Harsavardhana’s name is not mentioned in the

earlier Hyderabad grant, and finds specific mention—with legitimate

pride too—in the Ailiole inscription of A.D. 634—35, and other later

inscriptions.

Ill

In my opinion this omission gees against Fleet’s theory, for it is

hard to believe that any of Pulakesi’s earlier inscriptions ignored the

name of so great and formidable an adversary, and particularly when

the victory was achieved just at the start of the Calukya monarch’s

career.

6 Fleet, Dynasties of ihe Kanarcse Districts, pp. *351, 306.

7 Ibid.
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The title Paramesvara was very commonly assumed by kings in

those days after gaining the paramount status. It was adopted by Sarvn-

varman and Avantivarman Maukhari, 8 Dharasena of Valabhi,

9

and a

host of other rulers. Presumably Pulakesi II at first assumed it as a

rega) title only after certain preliminary successes against his rivals

and the consolidation of his power at Badami. But when subsequently

he scored a brilliant triumph over Harsa, he felt special pride in its

possession, and thenceforth it became a sort of a secondary name,

(apa nt nannulh epa Ij )

.

IV

At this point wo must also explain the other state-

ment of Yuan Chwang that Harsa “reigned in peace for thirty years

without raising a weapon* V" This is how Watters has translated the

passage, but tho text does not appear to be quite clear, as Beal renders

it thus: “After thirty years his arms reposed, and he governed every-

where in peace*’.
11

It Beal*s interpretation be accepted, it would convex the sense that

Harsa carried on waifare for thirty years, after which his authority was

established, and he reigned in pe°ce.

If Watters’ rendering be correct, how are we to reconcile this state-

ment of Yuan rinvang with Ins other information thjit llarsa had made

an attack on the Kongoda (Ganjam) region as late as 043 A. Ib?

Tho Chinese pilgrim, I think, probably meant that at the time of

his visit llarsa\s icign had been peaceful internally, and the home-

provinces had enjoyed the blessings of orderly government for thirty

years. We know that when Harsa was called upon to occupy the throne,

both the kingdoms of Thunetfvar and Kanauj were passing through a

critical period. Prabhakaruvardhana and Raj> vardhana had died

with mi a. short space of time, a ad there were perhaps some fears of a

recrudescence of the llfma danger. The Maukhari dominions had also

8 l)eo-Baranark inscription, Fleet's <7/., pp. 214-218

9 ]hid, Introduction, p. 41; JBlfflAS
f
X, p. T9.

10

Mutters, I, p. 343. 11 Beal, I, p. 213.
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•buffered serious losses and reverses owing to the combined attack of

Devagupta of Malwa and Sasahka of Gaiula. Kanauj itself had fallen,

and the political conflagration threatened even to consume his ancestral

kingdom of ThaneSvar. Harsa, however, instead of losing nerve at

that juncture acted promptly and decisively
;
and by hi9 energy and

military strategy succeeded in overawing SaSanka and recovering the

lost ground. Soon the storm subsided and Harsa established internal

security and stability of* government within a comparatively short

period.

y

It was to this peaceful situation within the kingdom that Yuan

Chwang particularly refers, for he remarks elsewhere that rebellions

and internal upheavals were not of rare occurrence in those days.
12

But the success of his internal' government did not mean any peace

to Harsa in his foreign relations. He was frankly imperialistic in his

outlook, and the Kongoda campaign in 634 A. I). proves beyond doubt

that he had to undertake military expeditions intermittently almost till

the close of his momentous reign.

It would thus he evident from the foregoing discussion that we have

no ground to support t lie theory that all Iho warlike activities of Harsa

“were over by about A,T). 612.”

Rama Shankar Thipathi

12 Watters, I, p. 170.



Macedonian Month-Name in a BrahmT Inscription

While on a visit to Mathura in April last year (1931) I had

occasion to notice a Brahml inscription of the time of Huvishka, incised

on a pillar prominently displayed among the exhibits of the Curzotn

Museum, Mr. K. 1\ Jayaswal has published an edition of the record,

with a facsimile, in the JBORS., XVII, p. (>.

The purpose of this paper is to draw attention to its date which has

a hearing on the tangled chronology of the Kushan period. Mr.

JayaswaTs inference that “it is a document of Huvishka’s first year"

needs correction. The dute is thus expressed :

Text : Siddliam (a symbol) samvatsare 20 8 (htrppiyc divase 1.

Trans

.

“Success: (A symbol) In the year 28, in (the month)

Gvrppiya, on the first day
”

The month named Gurppiya 1 doubtless stands for the Macedonian

month, Gorpiaeus, corresponding to August or September. 2 This

has eluded the notice of Mr. Jayaswal who contents himself with

the remark: “It is dated in Kanishka’s era, year 28th”.

Our record thus proves the use of Macedonian month-names in tlie

Mathura region, at least, as early as the reign of Huvishka. In other

dated Kushan records in the Brahml script from the same region, we

meet with two modes of dating
: (1) year, season, number of month

within the season, day; (2) year, month (Indian name), day. Dates in

the Kharos^hi inscriptions of the same period (hut not from the same

region) exhibit the following modes
: (3) year, month (Indian name),

day, with sometimes the naksatra added
; (4) year, month (Macedonian

name), day. The variety in the modes may appear perplexing at first.

But, when we remember that the Macedonian months were lunar, and that

the Indian months then in use were likewise lunar, it becomes clear

that the same lunar month could be described either by its Indian

or by its Macedonian name. This fact has escaped the attention of

scholars who have sought to infer from the use of Macedonian month-

names in several Kharostbi inscriptions that the year associated with

1 Jayaswal reads Gurppiya; hut ye i9 clear on the plate.

2 Cunningham, Book of Indian Eras

,

p. 39 and Table V1J.
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every Macedonian month-name must pertain to an era of foreign origiu.

In reality, it would be a mere matter of nomenclature, whether the Indian

or tli© Macedonian month-name were employed
;
and the nomenclature of

the month cannot be deemed to have any legitimate reaction on the

question of nationality of the era to which the associated year belongs.

No deeper distinction need be presumed between the two modes:

(1) year, season, number of month within the season, day; and (2) year,

month (Indian name), day. Because, in either case, the particular lunar

month is clearly indicated by its position within the seasonal subdivision

of the year, or %
by its own special designation (like Magha, Phalguna,

&c.). The same remark applies to a fifth mode, found in early records,

for instance, in the Nasik inscriptions of Gautamiputra Satakarni and

Vasisthiputra Pulumayi
: (5) year, season, number of paksa (fortnight)

within the season, day; for, the paksa is nothing but half the lunar

month, so that a season consisting of four lunar months would consist

also of eight paksas.

The date of our inscription, which alludes to Huvishka as devaputra

shdhi
,
falling in August or September, in the year 28 of the undeter-

mined era used in the Kushan records, it becomes interesting to ascer-

tain whether it falls before or after the last known date of Vasishka, a

Kushan prince of the same series, w ho is know n to have ruled at Mathura

as well as at Sanchi, as attested by two epigraphs, one of which comes

from Isopur, near Mathura, while the other belongs to Sanchi. The

Isapur record is dated in the “year 24, season grisma
,
month 4, day

30”
;

3 while the Sanchi record is dated in the “year 28, season hemanta,

month 1, day 5”. We have it on the authority of Fleet,
4
that the calen-

dar in practical general use throughout the range of records envisaged by

Prof. Liiders in his valuable List of Brdhmi Inscriptions
,
El ., X, App.)

down almost to the latest in the list (wherein the Sanchi inscription is

numbered 161) made lunar MargaSirsa the first month of the season

hemanta . The date of the San hi inscription would thus fall in October

or November.

Clearly, therefore, Huvishka\s reign in Mathura commenced before

3 Vogel, Cat. Mathura Museum
, p. 189.

4 JRAS., 1912, pp. 703 ff.
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Vasishka’ s reign in Sanchi terminated. Precisely how long before,

we cannot say; but the date must lie somewhere between the year 24,

season yrisma month 4, day 30 ((he date of the Isapur inscription of

vasishka) and the year 28, month Gorpiseus, day 1 (the date of the

inscription under discussion). If we place the event about t lie year 20,

we cannot be far wrong.

The overlapping calls for explanation. A similar overlapping is

known from the Ara inscription of Kanishka the second who is describ-

ed therein as Vadjashkaputra/ son of Vadjashka, who can only be

Vasashka-Vasislika. That inscription is dated in the year 41, when

Huvishku must have been reigning at Mathura, since records belonging

to Mathura and mentioning Huvislika as king are known to bear dates

in th. years 28, 29, 33, 38, 44, &c.
;
the other alternative being td

assume that, Huvislika was (justed from Mathura in or after the year

38 by Kanishka II, son of Vasishka, but was restored in or before the

year 44. Leaving aside the question of ousting, there are two

features in the Ara record bespeaking Kanishka II’s rivalry with

Huvislika. In the first place, this Kanishka is described as the “son of

Vadjashka. “ This is rather singular, since it was not customary for

Kushan monarchs to be known through their fathers. Secondly,

this Kanishka is given, in the Ara inscription, the title Kaisara, in

addition to the usual titles assumed by the Kushan monarchs, namely,

maharaja
,
rajdtirdja and devaputra. As demonstrated by Professor

Liiders (who was the first to read the title Kaisara), this assembling of

titles was prompted by a desire to claim overlordship of the Pour

Quarters; the title maharaja
,
of Indian origin, denoting overlordship

of the South; the title rajdtirdja , of Parthian origin, denoting over-

lordship of the Korth; the title devaputra
,
of Chinese origin, denoting

overlordship of the Hast
;
and, lastly, the title kaisara

,
of Roman origin,

denoting overlordship of the West. Apparently, this “son of Vasishka”

5 The second syllable is a clear conjunct of ita and ju, evidently representing

voiced sa. Ara is a place in the N.-W, Frontier The inscription was first publish-

ed by R. I). Danerji in the Indian Antiquary, 1908. The latest edition is by Sten

Konow in t'urpus lvsn\ Indicarum
,

vol. II (Kharosthi Inscriptions), where full

references are given.
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wanted to pose as a greater monarch than Huvishka
;
and, in order to

complete his claim to overlordship of the Four Quarters, lie adopted

the Roman title Eaisara (Caesar). His claim to the Indian throne must

also have been based upon the fact that he was a son of Vasishka; and

this fact is on that account specifically stated in the Ara record. We
may perhaps infer that Huvishka was not a son of Vasishka, so that his

coming to the throne at Mathura before the termination Vasishka’s

reign at Sanchi, as established from the data discussed above, acquires

a rather sinister significance. The overlapping accords more with the

hypothesis of a revolt than with the hypothesis of' a friendly arrange-

ment. That Vasishka was in all probability a financially crippled

monarch seems to follow from the circumstance that no coins of his

have yet been discovered, although numerous coins of Kanishka,

Huvishku &c. have been found, over a wide area, through a wide period,

by search and by accident. We cannot call it an unlikely supposition

if we imagine that, taking advantage of Vasishka \s distress, Huvishka

established himself as an independent ruler in the Mathura region,

leaving Central India (Sanchi) to Vasishka. This must have happened

about the year 2(i of the Kushan reckoning. In less than fifteen years,

the line of Vasishka was restored, even if temporarily, at least in (iand-

bara, in the person of his son, Kanishka II, who proceeded to adopt

the Roman title Caesar in order to show forth his power and majesty.

JIarit Krishna Dtn



Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Valley Civilization

The scholars interested in the history of Indian civilization were

eagerly awaiting for some time past the publication of the account of

excavations at Mohenjo-daro carried out by the Government of India from

1922 to 1927. The three sumptuous volumes, of which two contain the

account in 32 chapters covering 093 pp. (with a coloured map and a

site plan, and some plates and illustrations), and one exclusively the

plates (total 164), would be welcome to every Indologist, furnishing as

they do remarkable archaeological evidences that will cause a revolution

in many of the current views and theories about the origin, develop-

ment, and antiquity of many of the branches of arts and sciences that

lay at the root of the ancient Indian civilization, and of the many

articles of comfort or luxury that were used by the Indus Valley people

at the remote period to which they belonged. The discoveries have

given rise to many difficult problems, the solution of which will require

of course a long time, but the experts who have applied their minds

to them have already reached some conclusions that will constitute

much food for thought for scholars in the various fields of investigation.

The following extracts from the Preface, where Sir John has put to-

gether the most salient features of the Indus Valley civilization, will

give the reader an idea about some of these conclusions:—

The following is in brief the scheme of distribution of the 32 chapters among

the various writers :

Sir 'John Marshall, the Editor, has contributed 9 chapters; the country,

climate, and rivers—site and its excavation—buildings- other antiquities and art

—religion—-disposal of the dead—exteat of the Indus civilization—age and

authors of the Indus civilization—the stupa area.

Mr. Ernest Mackay, noted for his excavations at Kish and other places, has

written 13 chapters : SD, L, and DK areas at Mohenjo-daro—architecture and

masonry—plain and painted pottery—figurines and model animals—statuary

—

faience and stone vessels—seals, seal impressions, and coppeT tablets—household

objects, fools, and implements—personal ornaments—games and toys—ivory, shell,

faience, and other objects of technical interest—(the second part of a chapter on)

technique and description of inetal vessels, tools, implements, and othe. objects.

Mr. Hargreaves, Offg. P. G. A. in India: H R. Area.

I.H.Q., makch, 1932 16
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(1) “In the religion of the Indus peoples there is much, of course,

that might- be paralleled in other countries. This is true of every pre-

historic and of most historic religions as well. But, taken as a whole,

their religion is so characteristically Indian as hardly to be distinguish-

able from stil] living Hinduism or at least from that aspect of it which

is bound up with animism and the culls of Siva and the Mother (ioddes#

—still the tv o most potent forces in popular worship Among the many

revelations that Mohenjo-daro and Harappa have had in store for us,

none perhaps is more remarkable than this discovery that Saivhm has

a history going back to the Chaleo) it hie Age or perhaps oven further

still, und that it thus takes its place as the* most ancient living faith in

the world”.

(2) “India must henceforth bo recognized, along with Persia,

Mesopotamia, and Egypt, as one of the most important areas where the

civilizing processes of society were initiated and developed. I do not

mean to imply by this that India can claim to be regarded as the cradle

of civilization; nor do I think on the evidence at present available that

that claim can he made uu behall of any one; country in particular.

itai Bahadur Daya Ham Salmi : HR Area, suction B—VS Area.

Mr. ('. J. Gadd tof the British Museum) and Mr. Sidney Smith (Insp. ctor of

Antiquities in Mesopotamia!: some external features and the i .echanical nature

of the eariv Indus script (in two parts).

Prof. S. Langdon (Assyriologist, Oxford Unix crsit.y) : the Indus script.

Mr. M. Sana Ullali (Archaeological Chemist): copper and bronze utensils and

other objects.

Mr. A. S. Heimny (lately Principal, Govt. College, Lahore): the system of

weights and measures.

Ool. R. B. Seymour Sewell, Director, Zoological Survey of India, and Dr. B.

S. Guha, Anthropologist to the Zoological Survey of India: human remains —

zoological remains.

Sir Edwin Pascoe, Director, Geological Survey of India: minerals and metals.

The assistance of a few other specialists has also been utilized. The officers

of the Department whose work has been mentioned in the Preface are the late

Mr. R. D. Banerji who discovered the high antiquity of Mohenjo-daro, if not

Mohenjo-daro itself and his successors Mr. M. 8. Vats and Mr. K. N. Dikshit.

Mr. Banerji left a report regarding his portion of the work in the stupa area.

This report has been utilized by Sir John Marshall in the 9th chapter, in which

there is a note by Mr. N. G. Majumdar on the copper coins found in the area.
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In my view, the civilization of the Chalcolithie (.' e. when anna and

utensils of stone were used side by side with those oi copper or bronze)

and succeeding ages resulted from t lie combined efforts of many

countries, *»ach contributing a cerlain quota towards the common stock

ji knowledge.”

“ We re justified in seeing, in t lie great Bath of Mohenjo-

daro and in its roomy and sci\ieenblo houses with their ubiquitous wells

and bathroom and elaborate systems of drainage, evidence that the

ordinary townspeople enjoyed here a degree of comfort and luxury un-

exampled in other parts of the then civilized world”.

(4) “Equally ^miliar to Hie Indus Valley and stamped with an

individual character of its own is its art. Nothing that we know of in

other coun
1

s at this period (third millennium B.C.) bears any resem-

blance, in point of style, to the miniature faience models of r..ni9
,
dogs,

and other animals or to the intaglio engravings on the seals, the best

of which - notably the humped and short horned bulls-—are distinguish-

ed by a breadth of treatment and a feeling for line and plastic form that

has rarely been sui parsed in glyptic art
;
nor would it be possible, until

the classic age of Greece, to match the exquisitely supple modelling

of the two human slat uctlcs horn llarappa figured in plates X and XI”,

Pro 1
.'tilde rouses of J.iin of Mohrnjo-daro

The work opens with a description of the present physical condi-

tions of Mohenjo-duro and the surrounding places. The scanty rainfall

occasionally varied by torrents of rain, the extreme variations of

temperature in summer and winter, dust storms, sandflies, and

mosquitos have made the piosont Vohcnjo-dnro a very unattractive spot

for human habitation but the conditions were different five thousand

years ago, when it was a flourshing city. From the picture of the

region presented by Arrian and other historians of Alexander, it is

evident that the general aridity of the country was in evidence some

centuries before Alexander’s invasion. The probable causes of such a

climatic change have been discussed in detail. This change as also

those undergone by the courses of the rivers in Sind, for which
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evidence has been cited, together with the violent inundations can

well account for the ruin of the city.

The various Areas

The site of Molienjo-daro has been divided into a number of areas

for purposes of reference and separate delineation. A reference to the

site plan shows at a glance the relative positions of the various areas

together with the railway stations, the museum, and the officers’

quarters. A portion of the site is called the stupa area because there a

Buddhist monastery has been unearthed, while the other areas are

called HR, VS, 1)K and so forth probably after the names of the officers

to whom they were entrusted. The six chapters X-XV contain

detailed descriptions of these portions of the site with special references

to the remains of buildings found there as also the various articles dis-

covered in the different spots. Each article has been carefully

delineated and its location noted down with a precise indication of the

spot and the depth at which it has been discovered, enabling one to

draw inferences regarding its antiquity. Several views of the areas

from the air as well a.4q profusion of beautiful illustrations of the relics

make it easy for the reader to form a general idea of the areas and a

detailed idea of the finds.

Stratification. Some of the relies have a history

goiiuj hack to 4000 B.C.

Altogether, seven layers of buildings have )>6en discovered at

Molienjo-daro: three of the Late Period, three of the Intermediate, and

one of the Early. Earlier layers lie submerged under the sub-soil

water. In normal conditions, a period of one thousand years could

have been allowed for the occupation of Mohenjo-daro on the analogy

of well-known sites like Troy, Athens or Rome, but as the process of

decay and revival was much more rapid here, a provisional period of

five hundred years, i.e., about two generations for each of the strata

have been allowed. Of course, this period does not include the whole
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rise and fall of tlie Indus civilization because the stage at which it

reveals itself is already high as demonstrated by the complexity of

city life, the elaborate nature of the buildings and the excellence of the

arts and crafts. For this evolution, roughly a period of one thousand

years has been allotted. The individual relics that point to an early

intercourse between the Indus Valley, Elam, and Mesopotamia must

in the case of two seals at least be referred to the pre-Sargonic Period,

and not later than the third millennium B.C., and as the antecedent

period of evolution has been assumed to cover a thousand years, the

relics have a history going back to < lie fourth millennium B.C. Mr.

Gadd and Prof. Langdon infer from the two specimens of seals with

‘Indus* pattern found at TTr and Kish that the ‘Indus civilization must

go back to an age before 2800 B.C. This is ‘incontestable*. Among

the many objects (other than seals) that demonstrate an intimate

relation between the Indus Valley and Early Sumerian cultures, the

following seven sets of relics are mentioned as of special interest:—
(1) Fragments of vases found at Al-Ubaid made of an Indian

pot stone

;

(2) the trefoil pattern on the robe of the statuette on pi. xcviii

identical with that on some Sumerian ‘Bulls of Heaven’ of

early date;

(3) the horned figures on seals 350 and 357

;

(4) a toilet set found at Harappa identical in pattern with one

discovered at Ur;

(5) the etched heads of Cornelian (pi. cxlvi) resembling those

from pre-Sargonic graves at Kish
;

(0) a peculiar type of jar cover resembling those discovered at

Jamdet Nasr; and

(7) the wavy rings of shell inlay (pi. clvi, 4 & 5), a squat cari-

liated vessel (pi. lxxxi, 17), and the stone toilet boxes

(pi. cxxxi, 30 & 37).

It has been assumed provisionally that the Ur and Kish seals

belong to the Intermediate Period and accordingly the occupation of

Mohenjo-daro fell approximately between 3250 and 2750 B.C.
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The buildings within the city

The people of the Indus Valley had clear ideas about town-planing.

This is indicated by the striking regularity of the divisions of the city

uf Mohenjo-daro, the successfully aligned streets, the orientation of

all (he principal streets to the points of the compass, the corespondence

of the houses and public buildings with the orientation of the thorough-

fares and such other features of the lay-out of the city. The width of

the streets ranges from 13 to 30 feet, and the lanes that separate one

block from another vary in width from 3 ft. 8 in. to 7 ft. The corners

of some of the streets are slightly rounded. In two cases, this rounding

appears to be intentional, as there are indications of trimming by an

instrument. Thin cross walls bar some of the streets showing an

attempt to livide the city into wards for greater public security. The

external appearances of the buildings aie seveiely plain. The motive

for keeping them unornamented has been guessed to be to avoid addi-

tional taxes, which would have boon imposed, if any marks of the

possession of wealth by the owners distinguished the externals of the

buildings. Drains inside the houses were comparatively rare, because

the kitchens and bathrooms were usually constructed next to the street

wall in order that vai'*v "av nut into the drains in the street

stiaigl^awa v. lh r ryatr-m pub'-- -diniuags has 1 con token

as Jti e'itcoca •. i la.ge iau. : 1 i in envitni Sind. Potter/ drain- pipe:

soak-nits, and sediment-pits were in general use, 1 ut no ’atrines have

been found except two well-built ones in House XI /IX m ilie HR area

(
p .207) . The existence of small doorless chambers points to the possi-

bility of their use as cess-pits, The construction of the true arch was

not known at Mohenjo-daro because only the corbelled arch is found in

use. It was known in very early times in Eg\pt and Babylon. Burnt

and not sun-dried bricks have been found in all the bouses within the

city. The use of some form of' windlasses for the drawing of water

from some private wells is inferred from the absence of marks caused

by the friction of ropes on the coping. Windows were few in number

in the houses. Bath-rooms are found in nearly every house.
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The Great Bath

A vast hydropathic establishment includes the great Bath—the

most remarkable of all the remains discovered at Mohenjo-daro. The

overall dimension of the building is 180 ft. by 108 ft. The swimming

bath is in the middle of ai quardrangle having verandahs on all the four

sides. On three sides, at the back of the verandahs, there are various

rooms and galleries. The bath is 39ft. by 23 ft. and sunk about 8 ft.

below the pavement of the court with a flight of steps at either end.

For the convenience of bathers, a low platform has been constructed at

the base of each of the flights of steps. The bath was filled with water

from a well, and the waste water was let out through a covered drain,

the roof of which is about 6 ft. 6 in. high. The stairway testifies to the

existence of at least one upper storey. Every precaution was taken to

make the walls of the bath water-tight. The lining of the tank is made

of finely dressed brick in gypsum mortar with an inch of damp-proof

course of bitumen. Other interesting details regarding the method of

construction are found in the description but space does not permit

me to mention them here.

Hot-air hath or hypocaust

Another building near the south-west corner of the Great Bath and

forming part of the same establishment is a hammdm or hot-air hath.

The portion of the building that has been cleared reveals a number of

rectangular platforms of brick, each being of the size of a small room

about 5 ft. high with a series of vertical chases sunk in their sides.

Cinders and charcoal were found on the narrow passages between the

platforms crossing one another at- right angles. The heating system

may have been used only to keep the house warm in winter, but the

inference that the platforms were the solid sub-structures of the. heated

rooms of a ham muni, and the chases the beginnings of the Hues for dis-

tributing the heat through the walls and under the floors of the rooms

is more likely to be correct. The existence of a building in the DK

area (sec. B, block 2), leaving no doubt about the fact that the Indus

people knew the principle of hypocaust, corroborates this inference.
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Three more points should be noticed in connection with the remains

of buildings:

Pillared hall

(1) The discovery of a pillared hall in the area (block 4, sec. C).

It is a spacious hall containing twenty piers arranged in four rows

supporting the roof.

Temples not definitely identified,

(2) The absence of an unambiguous clue to the identification ot

some spacious edifices as temples. In Mesopotamia, the temples were,

broadly speaking, copies of the royal palaces. Some of the big edifices

at Mohenjo-daro may have been temples; or it is also possible that like

the Minoans, they had no public shrines at all but had only places for

worship in theii? own houses.

A Buddhist stupa with a monastery

(3) The discovery of a Buddhist stupa and a monastery. A con-

jectural restoration of the stupa at p. 11G enables the reader to have

at a glance an idea of same with as much of approximation to its actual

appearance as possible. Plate XVI contains a plan of the stupa with the

surrounding quadrangle and the rows of monastic buildings on the four

sides. The body of the original stupa is still not fully visible, but on

(lie east side the accretions have disappeared and exposed to view a

sufficient portion to show that it had a width of over fit) ft. from north

to south. Its 'length from east to west including the steps on

the eastern side was about 74 ft. The drum of the stupa has disappear-

ed hut the lower part of the circular drum measuring 8 ft. 4 in. above

the plinth still exists. The diameter of the drum was about 33 ft. fi in.,

hollow in the middle, and made of sundried bricks (each measuring

11| in. x 5£ in.x2J in.) laid in mud mortar. There are cells and

other apartments on the four sides of the court-yard. The monastery

was entered by a passage on the east side. There was a vestibule 25 ft.

(i in. x 13 ft. (i in. To the north of (he vestibule is a chapel. Next

comes u stairway leading to the upper floor. There is a large assembly
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hall (44 ft. x 2G ft.) in the north-east corner. The second large hall

is guessed to be the common room in the monastery. The sleeping and

living rooms for use by the monks are ranged on three sides of the

quadrangle. The number of monks that could be accommodated on the

ground and the first floor is estimated at about forty. The additional

chambers on the northern side at the back of the monk’s quarters are

surmised to have been used as kitchens, store rooms, etc. In chamber

27, some relics connected with a post-cremation burial have been dis-

covered, while bene&tli chamber 39, a pre-historic earthenware vessel

has been found. The coin-finds containing many unknown types are

very interesting. A collection of 1(184 coins deposited in an earthen

pot belongs to a date subsequent to the Rushan king Vasudeva I. It

has been inferred from the evidence supplied by the coins and other

data that the stupa was probably founded by one of the earlier Rushan

kings Kaniska. or Huviska but the monastery buildings were built latei,

i.e., are not older than the reign of Vasudeva I (c. 185-220 A.D.).

Seals

The seals discovered in the various strata constitute one of the most

interesting of the finds. Up to May, 1927, 358 were collected. Most of

them have one or two lines of scripts or pictography as well as the

representation of some animal. Sir Alexander Cunningham secured

some specimens like these from the villagers near Harappa and noticed

them in the A rchutdoyicul Surrey Report, vol. V (1875), p. 108, pi.

xxxiii, fig. 1 (see also IRAS, 1912, pp. 099-701, for a note by Dr. J.

F. Fleet—A representation of a seal from Ilarappii now in the British

Museum was published many years ago by Terricn de Lacouperie in the

Proceedings of the. Society of Biblical Areltccoloyy.). The seals have

been classified into the following ten types:

(a) cylinder seals; (b) square with perforated boss on reverse; (c)

square with no boss and in some cases inscribed on. both sides; (d) rec-

tangular with no boss; (e) button seals with linear designs; (f) rectan-

gular with perforated convex back
; (g) cube

;
(h) round with perforated

boss; (i) rectangular with perforated \ boss
;
and (j) round with no

buss and inscribed on both sides.
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A few features of these seals may be noted

:

lte. (a) The seals are made of ivory and are longer and thinner than

the cylinder seals of other countries. Thiee ot' the seals end

in knobs, perhaps for being tied to a cord.

, ,
(b) These are made of steatite and have been found in large

number.

,, (c) The s rush ka mark is found on some of them

,, (d) Of the twenty-two specimens, five are of steatite, and the rest

of faience. The latter may have been used for stamping

impressions for «ome religious purpose. The svastilv mark

appears on many of them. This symbol was found in use in

many plaees oi the ancient world, e.g., Crete, Cappadocia,

Troy, Susa, Musyan. But it was not known in Babylonia

or Egypt. The direction of the arms of the symbol is gene-

rally ton aids the right, as it is held in India in historic

times to be unluckv it the\ be turned towards the let! ;
but

such a feeling did not exist at Mohen jo-da ro as many

examples of the aims turned in one direction or other aie

available.

The seal 51G with a number of squares one set inside the other b

only one of its kind at Mohenjo-daro. It is known at Susa and dated to

the proto-Elamite period.

lie. (e) The pottei v seals oi the type aie rather rare al Mohenjo-daio.

m tf) Only five examples are available. Tiiey are made of sandy-

yellow paste and appear to have been glazed. A series oi'

parallel line- crossing one another at various angles appear

on some of the *euls. The same motif was known in Meso-

potamia and Susa.

Some of the seals exhibit unusual features, e.g., inscribed bu*->

(seal IS); levelled edges (seals 33o, 337); possession of two registers—

a

fabulous animal occupying the upper and an elephant the lower poition

(seal 37(i); triple row of piclogrnphs (seal 389); the inclusion of a fabu-

lous figure like the Sumerian hero Enkidu (seal 3o(»).
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The uses to which the seals were put at Mohenjo-daro have been

the subject-matter of some conjectures. The opinion has been put for-

ward that some of them at least were used as amulets. The absence of

sealings on clay or any other substance attached to a jar or any other

article of merchandise as found at other ancient sites is responsible for

obscurity on the point while the hollow interior of a seal (pi. cii, q)

for the reception of some small sacred object and the representation of

some animal believed to possess some special power support the amulet

theory. But the dual use of a seal was quite possible. Of the five frag-

ments of pottery hearing seal impressions, three are marked with a

rectangular seal, and two with a square one (pi. lxxviii, 1 . ft and pi.

cxv, o-
r>8-r>f>0) . In one case a faint impression of the ar.imal appears

as if made by mistake (pi. lxxviii, ft). This makes it quite probable

that sometimes the whole seal while at other times only its inscribed

portion was used.

None of the seals discovered in other ancient sites outside India

bear resemblance to these seals in shape, devices or pictograpbs.

The representations of animals on the seals

On a large number of the seals is represented a Least with a single,

horn. It is a male animal resembling either an antelope of heavy build,

or an ox with a tufted tail. It may he a fabulous animal— a com-

posite of the ox and the antelope. For convenience, it has been termed

unicorn though it. does not resemble the unicorn of heraldry.

Tin’s unicorn is supposed to have originated in India and mentioned by

Ctesias and Aristotle as peculiar to India and called tbe Indian ass.

There is a curious standard-like object in front of the unicorn^ on the

seals. The lower portion of the object is a howl-like receptacle stand-

ing on an upright support. The howl, in some specimens, appears as

made of basket work, some of embossed material, 01 leather. The object

above the bowl is equally curious. It looks like a cage resembling the

pottery cages on pi. lxxxiv, I and 2. In some cases it is closed on the

top and so cannot be taken to be a manger. There is .1 knob or handle

on the top in some examples. On two of the impressions of the seals,
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an interesting scene shows four men passing in a procession (pi. exvi,

6 A 8; pi. cxviii, 9) each with a standard in hand. The object on the

standard behind is the same as the supposed cult object in front of

the unicorn on the seals. The scene represents the leading of sacred

animals in a procession. This is reminiscent of the practice of carrying

both animal and cult object on standards in procession in ancient Egypt.

The short-horned hidl is next in order of popularity to the unicorn

and is seen on seals 308-26, 487, 530, and 557 b. The animal is always

found in an angry mood being the vehicle of some god of war or des-

truction. On some of the specimens, an ornamental collar appears

around the neck of the beast. The wrinkles and the dewlap have

usually been faithfully represented. The likeness of the manger found

in front has been found also on a cylinder seal of bone at Susa. Tl»e

seal either came from India or was made by an Elamite artist for an

Indian visitor to Susa. A seal bearing the device of a bull with lowered

head and containing cuneiform characters was discovered at Ur. It is

similar to the seals 308-26 except in regard to the scripts. This can be

dated to the pre-Sargonic period.

The Brahmani Ml appears on seals 327-40 and probably also 542.

The representation of the animal on seal 3*37 has been marvellously

executed
;
in feeling and in the careful portrayal of the muscles, it will

compare favourably with early glyptic art anywhere. This animal is

not found on the seals or pottery of Sumer or Elam.

Space does not permit me to reproduce here more details about the

large number of portrayals of animals on the many seaL found

at Mohenjo-daro. Suffice it to say that the seals contain representations

of the buffalo, the great Indian rhinoceros, tiger, elephant, the fish-

eating crocodile, antelopes, mythological creatures in human or partly

human forms, goat (seal 150) and scorpion (seal 262).

On some of the seals (12, 15 etc.) a man appears with a bow ami

arrow, a bent stick or some other article. On some (37, 42 etc.) he

carries a bow on his back.

The portrayal of plant-forms is found only on twelve seals (22, 126,

167 etc.). On two of them (387, 527) a plant-form constitutes the cen-
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ral motif on the pipal tree appearing on one of them. The babul tree

is represented on four seals (252, 353, 355 and 357).

Sealings

The seal-impressions nave been divided into four classes, viz.,

those on

(a) Rectangular or square tablets,

(b) Triangular prisms,

(c) Round tablets, and

(d) Pottery vessels.

Five seal-impressions have been found on jais, and thirty one tablets

of faience and baked clay of various shapes.

.Some details regarding a few impressions belonging to the four

groups may be interesting:

Re. (a). No. 1 on pi. oxvi, and 7 on pi. cxviii. Six nude human

figures appear on the obverse in the upper register,

standing in a row. A kneeling figure in the lower register

holds a bladed object in one hand. A goat stands in front

of the figures and a partly- defaced tree in front of the goat.

There is a human figure in the centre of the tree. The same

scene is found on the reverse. The scene has been inter-

preted as showing a priest about to sacrifice a goat to a

tree-spirit. Composite animals, rhinoceros, unicorn,

gharial, a file of animals and a row of eight characters and

the figure of a yogin seated on a dais with a kneeling

worshipper on each side are also found in the various

. impressions.

Re. (b). No. 5 on pi. cxvi has an interesting scene, in which appears

a file of four men carrying standards. The central standard

shows the unicorn. The procession is Egyptian in character.

No. 14 on pi. cxvi shows on one face an elephant, a rhinoceros, a

tiger or leopard, and a cat-like animal. Above them are a fish and a

gharial with a fish in its mouth.

Copper tablets

The copper tablets are of two kinds

:
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(a) with an animal or human figure on one side and an inscrip-

tion on the other, and

(b) with an inscription on each side.

The animals on the tablets are elephant, antelope, hare, rhinoceros,

buffalo (?), short-horned bull, human figure, goat, braJnnani bull, tiger,

two-headed animal, composite animal, and monkey (?).

On account of the thinness of the tablets, it is difficult to use them

as seals. They were probably used as amulets. The possession of an

amulet gave the wearer the special protection of the deity whose parti-

cular animal was engraved on the tablet. Or it is also probable that

the animals were not regarded as sacred but as possessed of a special

attribute which would help the wearer.

The early Indus script

An elaborate sign-list (pis. cxix to cxxix) has been made of fl9f)

scripts in spite of the many difficulties of understanding whether any

two characters are really different or identical. It is the opinion of

both Mr. Gadd and Mr. Smith that the writing is in the hieroglyphic

state and has not degenerated or been worn down by
.
use into conven-

tional summaries like tbe Babylonian cuneiform, the Egyptian hieratic,

or the Chinese writing. This is due to the material upon which the

characters are usually written, because on soft materials, they are used

cursively and hence fail to preserve their lost forms. Though it is

concluded that the sciipts are representations of the objects for which

they stand, few have yet been identified. A list has been given suggest-

ing the possible identifications of some of the characters with the

following: Men in various attitudes, man standing, man raising arms,

man with bow and arrow, man holding yoke, man carrying two water-

skins on a yoke, fish, hand with different numbers of fingers outstretch-

ed, birds, animals, plants, heart, spear, chair, table, parasol, road,

foot, and insects. Modifications of the signs have been very frequently

made by the use of ‘additions', i.e. vertical or oblique strokes at the top

or by ‘enclosures', i.e. signs standing in the midst of usually vertical

strokes and occasionally within a sort of parentheses. The direction

of writing is usually from right to left but at times it is houstrophedon
,
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i.e., from right to left in tlie first line, ami left to right in the second.

Jt lias been inferred that the signs aie probably syllabic. Tin devices

on the seals do not appear to have any direct connection with the ds

because the same animal is found to be represented with <.«• _.nt

inscriptions. The inscription.^ are probably names of the owners and

their qualifications or titles, ft is difficult to get at a numerical system

front the inscriptions and ii is likely that the collections of strokes,

though containing a number of units, bad a phonetic value. Accord-

ing to Mr. Gadd, there are few resemblances between the Indus and

Sumerian signs and the analogies between the Minoan and Indus

scripts may only be fortuitous and sometimes far-fetched. There are,

however, certain devices and punch-marks on some coins from X.W.

India bearing a strong resemblance to the ancient pictographs. The

following provisional conclusions regarding the scripts have been

suggested

:

(a) The writing is at least in part syllabic;

(b) The .seal-inscriptions are generally names:

(c) The names belong to an Indo-Aryan language.

A combination of three signs has been tentatively taken to mean

sun (putni) and tlie values of the three signs have been reached on the

basis of that assumption.

Mi. Smith holds that the inscriptions are not mere personal names.

They contain symbols standing for ideas that may not form parts of

names, e.g., repetitions of the picture of a bird; men may he called by

the names of birds but their plural is nut suitable for a personal name.

Prof. 8. Laugdon has made a separate sign-list containing 288

signs, lie is definitely of opinion that the lkfthnu script is derived from

the Indus pictographic writing. A few of the lesemblances between

the Jirahnii scripts and tlie Indus signs have been noted by him along

with references to their syllabic values. The concluding lines of the

chapter written by him are worth noting:

“If this script was preserved and finally issued into tlie alphabet

of the Buddhist period, it proves that the Aryans must have had inti-

mate contact with these founder- id cult mo in India. In any wa\ we
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may look at the problem, the Aryans in India are far more ancient than

history admits. Their migration across Anatolia, where traces of them

are found in the inscriptions of the Iiittite capital, as early as the

seventeenth century, is an hypothesis entirely contradictory to the new

situation revealed by these discoveries in the Indus Valley. Far more

likely is it that the Aryans in India are the oldest representatives of the

Iiulo-Uermanic race.”

A year after writing the chapter, Prof. Langdon added a Postcript

completing in the interval his study of over 200 tablets in the most

archaic Sumerian script found at Jemdet Xasr, 17 miles N.K. of lvish,

in 1 5PJIJ. The tablets were found with a mass of painted pottery akin

to that ot the Indus Valley found along with the Indus seals. As the

result of this study, he is mole emphatic than before on the detiinite

connection between the most archaic Sumeiian script and the Indus

Valley script. The entile method of writing the Sumeiian pictogrnphs

in the upright position exists on very few monuments, notably on i lie

earliest of kno^n survivals of writing, viz., the pictographie stone

tablet at Kish. The Indus Valley system which still retains lmi'vy

traces of its pictographie origin, is tine to its original principle, viz.,

running from right to left and retaining the upright position.

Religion

It has already been pointed out that no structural monument of

any kind of a religious character has been discovered in the remains of

buildings of Mohenjo-daro or Harappa. All that we have to rely upon

for a clue to the nature of the religion of the people is the testimony

of the seals, sealings, and copper-tablets, various figurines of terra-

cotta, faience, or metal, and some stone images in the round. In spite

of the meagreness of the materials, the light that is forthcoming is

invaluable inasmuch as it will serve to remove, though partially, the

haziness that hangs over the question of the religion of the pre-Aryans

in India. While scholars like Monier-Williams and Hopkins regard

the contribution of the Dravidians or other pre-Aryan races to

Hinduism us negligible, or barbaric, comprising only the worse features

of Hinduism, Oppert holds a different opinion. According to Oppert,
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tine non-Aryans believed in the existence of one supreme spirit of

Heaven, with whom was associated the goddess of Knrth. Both ruled

supreme over the entire world. There was also a general belief in the

transmigration of souls after death. A number of figurines of terra-

cotta, etc. (pis. xii, xciv, xcv) portrays a standing female, wearing only

a girdle about her loins with an elaborate head-dress and collar, and

sometimes with ornamental cheek cones and a necklace. In many of

these specimens, the ear ornaments are like cups suspended on either

side of the head (pi. xciv, 1, 5, 12; pi. xcv, 0, 7, 8). These figurines

represent the Mother or Nature Goddess. Female statuettes like tliese

have been discovered in many countries in Western Asia between

Persia and the iEgean. The cult of Mother Goddess is believed to have

originated in Anatolia (probably in Phrygia). The similarity between

the figurines found in the Indus Valley and those in the other places

is such that the conclusion cannot he resisted that they were used either

as votive offerings or less probably as cult images in household

shrines. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that the range of

these figurines extends over almost all the regions from the Indus

to the Nile, which in the Chalcolithie Age were united by common

cultural bonds. Apart from the testimony afforded by the similarity

between the Indian examples of the figurines and those of other places,

the presumption would be strong that they represent the Mother

Goddess because the cult is nowhere in the world so widespread and

deep-rooted as in India. She is the prototype of the power (prakrti

)

which developed into sakti. She is represented in every village as the

0 i dmade vat

d

(village goddess) under various names (e.g., Mata, Avibd,

Annua
, Ambdmdi, Jarjadmatu Devi) and believed to he endowed with

various attributes. She is dreaded by the people. She wards off evil

spirits, imparts fertility, dispenses life, and gives all tilings. Nowadays,

these village-goddesses are generally represented by rougli-carved

images and sometimes only by mere stones. Occasionally the shrines

remain empty. It is reasonable to suppose that the cult originated in

a matriarchal state of society like that of the Mother Goddesses orf

Western Asia, and these goddesses held a pre-eminent portion among

the. deities of the non-Aryan people.

MARCH, 1 (J32 18
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The nan-Aryan character of the cult

The non-Aiyan character of the cult is indicated l>y its popularity

aiming the primitive tribes, and also by tlie fact that in the rituals the

leading part is played by the pariahs and not by Brfthmaus. The cult

is found in existence union# some ol the pre-Aryan tribes which never

came witliin the ambit of Hinduism. There is no example of the ele-

vation of a female deity to the supreme position of the Mother Goddes-

by the ancient Aryans in India or elsewhere. In the Vedas, the goddess-

es play a subordinate idle; and it is only as consorts of the male deities

that they acquiied influence. The principal deities were also males.

The Kartli Goddess (I'rthici) of the Vedic Aryans was quite distinct

from the Great Kartli or Mother Goddess of t lie more ancient races.

She is no doubt personified as a deity in the liy Veda
,
sometimes alone

and sometimes in combination with the sky, and was invoked for her

benedictions, but it was only later when the amalgamation of (lie Aryans

had taken place that her worship resembled that of the older goddess.

The interesting scaling from Ilarappd

An interesting sealing from ilarappa (pi. xii, IS?) shows a nude

female figure turned upside down with the legs apart and a plant

issuing from the womb. On the reverse side stand the figures of a man

and a woman, the former with a sickle-shaped knife in hand and the

latter seated on the ground with her hands raised in supplication. The

same depicts a human sacrifice to the Kartli Goddess on the obverse

side appearing with two genii, the ministrants of the deity. The pecu-

liar representation of the Kartli Goddess is paralleled by a terra-cotta

relief of the early Gupta age from Bliita in the United Province* blow-

ing the goddess with her legs in the same position and with u lotus

issuing out of her neck instead of from her womb (Arch. Sur. Report,

1911-12, pi. xxiii, 40).

The prototype of Siva at Moh enjo-da ru

The important seal that contains a portrayal of the prototype of

Siva is ATo. 17 on pi. xii. The deity is three-faced, seated on a low

throne in an attitude of Yoga with legs bent double and toes turned
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down. He has his arms outstretched and thumbs touching the knees.

A pair of horns meets at the bottom of a tall head-dress. There are

four animals, viz., an elephant and a tiger on his proper light, and u

rhinoceros and a buffalo on his left. Two deer stand under the throne.

An inscription of seven letters appears at the top. Theie is an example

of the three-faced Siva in a ruined temple at Devungana near Ml . Abu

and other examples aie illustrated in Gopinath Kao's Element* of

Hindu ltonot/railh //. Kut as the germ of the conception of trinity can

be traced to the Ry Veda though it did not- assume a philosophic aspect

until the historic period, it is quite possible that the same idea has been

expressed. It is however more likely that at the outset, the god had

three faces to signify his all-seeing attribute, and such images suggested

the trinity of Brahma, Visnu, and Siva.

The second feature hy which this deity is connected wtih Siva is

the Yogi-like attitude, Siva being the prince of Yogins. Like Saivism

itself, Yoga had its origin in the pre-Aryan population, and this ex-

plains why it was not until the Kpie period that it played ail important

part in Indo-Aryan religion. Siva being also the lord of beasts, the four

animals have been depicted about him. The horns were used to

denote a sacred character. In later times, they were replaced hy the

trident (trisula). The two deer beneath the throne are found also in

conection with many mediaeval images of Siva. These features also

serve to connect the representation on the seal with Siva. Another

fact is also revealed hy the finds at Mohen jo-da ro. That the represen-

tation was not a mere anthropomorphic foun of the god as conceived

in the popular imagination hut was also a cult idol is indicated hy the

highly conventionalized type of the image and hy the discovery of a

similar image on a faience sealing (pi. cxvi, ?9 and pi. cxviii, 11) in

which the deity is shown as being worshipped hy Nagas. The aniconic

form of worship of the deity will be noticed below.

Saktism

Sakti worship is of great antiquity in India. It developed out of

the cult of the Mother Goddess. The underlying idea of Saktism is the

union of the eternal female principle with the eternal male principle.

Though many of .
the rites connected with Saktism a»e the additions of
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later Hinduism and the product of the Aryan influence, the basic

elements are non-Aryan and very old. A close resemblance to the

Indian Sakti cult is borne by some pre-Aryan cults of the Nearer East.

At Mohenjn-daro and Ilarappa some aniconio objects of stone and

other materials have been discovered. Two cf these (pi. xiv, 2 & 4)

are realistically modelled phalli, showing beyond doubt that phallism

had a pre-Aryan origin, and doing* away with the theory that it was

introduced into India by the Greek or other Western invaders. The

other objects are more conventionalized in form varying in size from

half an inch to about a foot. The miniature specimens were perhaps

gamesmen or amulets. The ling-stone.s (pi. xiii, 9-12, pi. xiv, fi & 8)

range in size from half an inch to nearly four feet in diameter and

have been found in large numbers. Those, for which no utilitarian

purpose can be suggested are the yon is or female symbols of generation

used as ex-voto offerings or for cult worship.

Tree-worship

The existence of tree-worship is evidenced by the representations on

several seals and sealings. The most interesting of them is the fig. 18

on pi. xii. The tree is represented by two branches issuing out of a

circle. The deity is a standing nude figure with long hair and trisula-

horns appearing between tlie branches. A half-kneeling figure appears

before the tree. A composite animal is found behind the supplicant and

seven standing figures with dresses down to the knees occupy the space

below the tree. The leaves of the tree are like those of the pipal

(ficus religiosa ), the tree of knowledge held sacred by the people

throughout India and under which Gautama Buddha obtained

enlightenment. It is not yet known whether tlie people of Mohenjn-

daro regarded the tree as the tree of knowledge but that it was held

sacred may be inferred from the conventional treatment received by it

in seal 387 on pi. cxii resembling the treatment of the sacred tree of

life in Babylonia. The animal has been taken to be associated with

the deity of the pipal tree as vahana. Such association of animal with

tree spirits is common in Hindu and Buddhist iconography and wa p

traditional from pre-Aryan times.

Some sacred trees are found on a few sealings from Harappa (pi.
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xii, 10, 20; 21, 25, 20). Two at least of these trees are enclosed by a

wall or a railing* which is usually used as a symbol of sancity on later

reliefs of the historic period.

Animal-worship

The animals represented on the seals and sealings, or by the figuri-

nes and stone images are of three kinds: (a) those of a mythical

character, (b) those of a doubtful mythical character, and (e) those

belonging to natural species. To the first category belong the represen-

tations of composite creatures. The stone images of such creatures were

cult objects intended for worship. The representation of a semi-human

and semi-bovine creature (seal 557) bearing an undeniable resemblance

to the Sumerian god Knkidu, and the half-human, half-animal forms

of what are regarded as Nagas fall under this category. The

second class of representations comprises figures like the unicorns, while

the third t lie water buffalo, the gaur or the Indian bison, the Indian

humped hull or zebu
,
the Indian rhinoceros, the short-horned humpless

bull, the tiger and the elephant. Of these, three, viz., the bison, the

rhinoceros and 1 lie tiger have in all cases been represented with troughs

in front
;
the elephant and the buffalo are found with or without such

troughs, while the zebu and the short-horned bull without them at all.

It is surmised that the troughs symbolized food offerings, and so they

indicate that the animals before which they are placed were objects of

worship.

The animals that do not appear on the seals but are engraved on

copper tablets or are found as figurines in the round are the ram, pig,

dog, monkey, bear, bare, squirrel, parrot and some other birds that

cannot be identified. Some of these were no doubt toys, but the re-

mainder had a sacred character or was used as amulets or talismans.

The sanctity of water

Though no direct evidence lias been found regarding the belief

in the sacred character of water yet the important part played by it in

the daily life of the people at Mohenjo-daro as indicated by the ela-

borate arrangements for bathing shows that ablution was regarded as

a religious duty. It cannot, however, be said that the rivers were deified
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like the Ganges and the Jumna though the worship of rivers is very

old in India.

Inferences drawn fiotn the data

Excepting a lew elements indicative of religious touch between the

Indus Valley and Western Asia, e.g., the bison's horns as a symbol of

divinity, all the material of a religious character discovered at

Mohenjo-daro and Ifarappft is characteristically Indian. This material,

small as it is, shows clearly that iconic and anieonic cults existed side

by side as they do today in India. It brings to our view’ the worship of

the Mother Goddess occupying even now a very high place among the

village population and also the worship of the prototype of Siva.

Animals, trees anil inanimate objects were worshipped or venerated as

at present. The spirits living in the trees are given the human shape.

Livga and Yoni have their share of worship as in Saivism of later times.

Yoga was in existence. as a religious practice. Though these evidences

are not so ample as to enable us to visualize the religion of the Indus

people with all its principal features, yet they indicate that this reli-

gion was the ancestor of Hinduism. We get a glimpse of its popular

side blit not of its more rational side nor of its esoteric and philosophic

aspects. In the absence of documents giving us information on these

points, it is not possible to come to any definite conclusions, but it is

reasonable to presume that the Vedic literature could not have con-

tained a large mass of beliefs and doctrines originally alien to their

thoughts if they had not been borrowed from the pre-Aryans. An

error is often committed in t be assumption that the modern jungle tribes

of India are the descendants of the pre-Aryans carrying on the cultural

and religious traditions of the latter. The pre-Aryans had also

their cultured classes living in the cities and, therefore, it is not correct

to suppose that the beliefs and superstitions of the jungle folk today

represent the pre-Aryan religion in its completeness.

Stat nary

Of the few stone images in a tolerable state of preservation (pis.

xeviii, xeix, 4-0; c, 1-3), the first represents a person engaged in Yoga

with eyelids almost closed and the eyes turned towards the tip of the
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nose. Images such as this are mere repetitious of an ordinary standard

type, which should not be taken as the examples by which to form an

estimate of the character of Indian sculptures. The head represented

on pi. xeix (4-(i) with prominent cheek-bones, and wide and thin lips

was the likeness of a person’s head. In the seated intake on pi. c

much skill has been displayed in the modelling of the bare right arm,

etc. and in the imparting of a soft appearance to the texture of the

flesh.

The bronze dancing girl (pi. xciv, ti-8) is of a somewhat rough

woi kmau'diip. It lepiesents a young aboriginal nautili girl with her

baud on hip, and legs a little forward, the feet beating time to the

music. In spite of defects, the artist has given evidence of his accurate

observation. The two statuettes from llarappa (pis. x and xi) are more

striking than the engraving of the bull on t lie seals mentioned before.

They levolutonize the current ideas about early Indian art. In both

the figuies, then* aie socket holes in the neck and shoulders for the

attachment of t he head and arms made in separate pieces, and the

nipples of breasts have been fixed in with cement. This feature is

without a parallel among the sculptures of the historic period of the

Indo-llellenistic or other schools. The beauty of tbe vedstone torso

(pi. x) lies in the ‘refined and wonderfully truthful modelling of the

fleshy parts, the subtle flattening of the buttocks and the clever little

dimples of the posterior superior spines of the ilium. This is a work

of which a (fieek of the fourth century 13. C. might well have been

proud. And vet the set of the figure, with its rather pronounced abdo-

men, is eharacteristically Indian and not Greek, and even if

Greek influence could be proved, it would have to be admitted that the

execution is Indian’. The other statuette ipl. \i) leprsents a dancer

standing on the light leg with the lelt leg raised in front, the hotly

from t lie waist upwards bent round to the left and both arms stretched

in the same direction. The po-e is full of movement. It is inferred

from the abnormal thickness of the neck that tbe figure was three-

headed or three-faced and in that case it represented the youthful Siva

Xataraja, or the head might have been that of an animal, lie that

as it may, there is no parallel to this figure among i lie Indian sculp-

tures of the historic' period. The anatomical faithfulness in the two
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statuettes is startling; ‘that makes us wonder whether in this all im-

portant matter, Greek artistry could possibly have been anticipated by

sculptors of a far oft* age on the banks of the Indus. We know definitely

that the Indus engraver could anticipate the Greek in the delineation

of animal forms; and if we compare the statuette of pi. x with, for

example, seal &37 we must admit that there is a certain kinship between

the two both in the monumental treatment of the figures as a whole

and in the perfection of their anatomical detail*’.

Ornaments

The ornaments were worn by both men and women of all classes.

Girdles, eai-iings and anklets were used by women alone, and neck-

laces, fillets, ai inlets and fingei-rings by men and women alike. The

ornaments fur the rich were of gold, silver, faience, ivory, and various

kinds of semi-precious stones while those for the poor mainly of shell,

bone, copper, and terra-cotta. The heads used in many of the ornaments

are of various shapes and materials. They are ban el-slmped, globular,

segmented and so forth, and made of gold, silver, copper, bronze,

faience, glazed steatite, shell, lame, terra-cotta, or coloured stones.

The bangles as worn, by the figure of the dancing girl mentioned already

encase the whole arm lip to the arm-pit.

//on*ehold art!elvs

(.upper and bronze are found to have replaced stone as the mateiial

for household implements and vessels of copper and bronze are rathei

rare; faience was used only for small ornamental vas«\>. Most of the

household vessels woe earthenware. They were of various shapes.

Among them may he mentioned offering stands, lookers, howls, goblets,

dishes, basins, pans, saucers, pipkins, cups, ladles, jar-stands, heaters,

and store-jars. Spindle-whorls are made of earthenware as well as of

shell and faience, while flesh -rubbers, cake-moulds, dippers, and toys

are made of earth. Bone, ivory, and shell were used for making

needles, bodkins, combs, etc., and copper and bronze for manufacturing

axes, saws, chisels, awls, sickles, razors, ladles, fish-hooks, etc.
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Toys

The specimens of toys brought, to light are very interesting. They

are rattles, whistles, clay models of men and women, animals, birds,

carts, and household ai tides such as the baking pan. The whistles may

be in the shape of birds or oxen yoked to the toy carts. These carts

form the earliest representation of wheeled vehicles known to us, con-

temporary with the chariot depicted on a stone slab at Ur (about 3200

B.C.). The animal figurines in the round are mostly toys. Some may

have been designed for serving as amulets. They include a bull of

terra-cotta, a mastiff-like hound, seated rams, a squirrel, monkeys, etc

Some of the toy animals had detachable heads.

Games

Marbles and dice have been discovered among the relics. The

marbles are made of agate, onvx and oilier stones, some looking very

beautiful. The disposition of the numbers ou the dice, which are

usually cubes, is different from what we find on the modern European

ones—1 being opposite to 2, 3 to 4, and f» to <> instead of 1 being opposite

to (i, 2 to f>, and 3 to 1.

Wcifjhis

The Indus Valley weights are of interest, nearly all the small ones

being cubes of chert. Some of them are of dark grey slate like the

barrel-shaped weights of Elam and Mesopotamia. The large stone

weights are conical and have a rim or a hole near then' heads for the

passage of a rope for easy handling. According to Mr. Ilcmmy, they

ure made witli greater accuracy than those of Elam and Mesopotamia.

The sequence of the ratios is binary at fiist like the Susa weights but

subsequently decimal, viz., 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 32, 04, 100, 200, 320, 640,

1600.

Weapons

The weapons of the wrar or the chase are axes, spears, daggers,

bows, arrows, maces, slings and perhaps catapults. The means of de-

fence such as shields, helmets, greaves, and armour have not been

i . it
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found, nor has the sword, which became a cliuiacterisiic weapon of the

later Copper Age in the J unma-Uaiiges valley, been discovered. The

blade axes are of two types. The spear-heads are thin and broad in the

blade without any mid-rib.

iSo specimen of stone arrow-heads lias been found while only one

specimen of copper arrow-head has been obtained suggesting that the

bow and the arrow were not a favourite weapon. Maces are of stone and

copper and of three shapes. The pear-shaped mace appears to have

been the commonest. Sling balls are very numerous belonging to two

kinds, viz., round and ovoid. Heavy balls which might have been used

Jn catapults have been found, but it is not possible to state wilh con-

fidence that the catapults were invented.

Cottun-s[/tnnin<j and textiles

It is evident fiom the discovery of many spindle-wlmrls in the

houses at Mohenjo-daro that spinning was very common. It is also

inferable that both the rich and the poor practised spinning because

wheels are made of the expensive faience as also of the cheap pottery

and shell. Wool was used for the wanner textile and cotton for the

lighter one. A few minute pieces of cotton attached to a silver vase

have been carefully examined in the Technological Laloiatury of the

Indian Central Cotton Committee. The specimen lesemhles the coaiser

kind at the present-day Indian cotton. Its convoluted sliucture shows

that it could never have come fiom a wild species, such as (to.ssjj^m

m

stocks! i now found in Sind but without convolutions, nor ftom the

Jtomhnj' species which has also no convolutions. This finding remove*

the current idea that the fine Indian cotton known to the Babylonians

as Sindh u and to the Greeks as Sirdon was the yield of the cotton tree

and not a true cotton. The purple dye on a piece of the cotton matciiui

is thought to be the pigment furnished by the Madder plant.

Agriculture and> food

Specimens of wheat and barley found among the ruins indicate that

both these grains were cultivated by the people of Mohenjo-daro and

Ilurappu. The kind of wheat that lias been discovered is the one grown

in the Hunjab today while the barley has been identified with the kind
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found in pre-dynastic graves in Egypt. It is not known whether the

hoe had already been replaced by the plough in the Indus Valley.

The food of the Indus people included besides the above cereals

(stones of which have been found at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa), beef,

mutton, pork, poultry, flesh of the gliarial, turtles and tortoises, fresh

fish from the river and dried fish from the sea-coast as also shell-fish.

That these were undoubtedly articles of diet is inferred from the fact

that their shells and bones have been found in a halt-burnt state in the

houses of the two towns or among the offerings to the dead.

Disposal of the dead

The evidences available regarding the maimer in which the people

disposed of the dead may be classed into three heads, viz., (1) complete

burials, (2) fractional burials, and (3) post-cremation burials.

Examples of these three classes of burial have been found both at

Mohenjo-daro and Tlarappa. The conclusion that has been reached

after an examination of‘ all the data is that it is probable that the usual

method of disposing of the dead during the flourishing period of the

Indus Valley civilization was cremation, the complete and fractional

burials being exceptional, found among the foreign elements from the

west in the population of the towns. All the skeletons unearthed

at Mohenjo-daro belong to the Chalcolithic period and they may be

taken as representative of the population of the city. Among them

four ethnic types have been noticed, viz., the Proto—Australoid, Medi-

terranean, Mongolian branch of the Alpine stock, and the Alpine. The

cosmopolitan character of the population in a place like Mohenjo-daro

with easy land and water communications is quite natural. It was the

meeting ground of the Proto-Australoids from the Indian sub-continent,

Mediterraneans from the Southern shores of Asia, and Alpines and

Mongoloid Alpines from the mountains of Western and Eastern Asia

respectively. This craniological inference as to the mingling of diverse

races finds some confirmation in the representations of the sculptured

heads found at the place. But it will be better not to attach much weight

to these evidences because the skulls are too few to support a definite

conclusion while the artists were not so attentive to the shades of the

heads portrayed by them. The same remark also applies to the human
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remains found at Ilarappa. It is no yet possible to state which of the

four racial types mentioned above was the prime author of the Indus

Valley civilization. Various theories have already been hazarded on this

point. Some have come to the conclusion that the authors of the civili-

zation were Vedic Aryans and the Indus civilization shows therefore

the antiquity of the Aryan domination in India. Others look upon the

Indus people as the kith and kin of the Sumerians, or some allied race,

which accounts for the common elements in the civilization of the Indus

Valley and Sumer. But such conclusions rest on a very shaky basis and

cannot be accepted, because the physical type of neither the Sumerians

nor the Dravidians of five thousand years ago has been settled beyond

doubt.

Cultand evidence as to the authorship of the Indus civilization

Now as to the question whether from cultural evidences, the Vedic

Aryans can be said to have been the authors of the Indus civilization.

A comparison of the two cultures yields a negative answer

:

Tlie Indo-Aryans not yet emerged from the village state

(1) The Indo-Aryan society as depicted in the Vedas is that of a

partly pastoral, partly agriculture people, who have not yet emerged

from the village state, who have no knowledge of life in cities or of the

complex economic organization which such life implies, and whose

houses are non-descript affairs constructed largely of bamboo. At

Mohenjo-daro and Harappa, however, we have densely populated cities

with solid, commodious houses of brick equipped with adequate

sanitation, bathrooms, wells, ard other amenities (p. 110). The

picture of the Dasas as found in the Rgvedn is that of black-skinned,

fiat-nosed barbarians distinguished from the fair Aryans, though they

were rich in cattle, good fighters, and possessed of many forts. These

forts have been explained by Vedic scholars as mere earthworks sur-

rounded by palisades or rough stone walls. It was never imagined

that five thousand years ago, before the Aryans were heard of, the Punjab

and Sind were enjoying a civilization closely akin but in some respects

superior to that of Kgypt and Mesopotamia at the time. This, however,
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lias now been proved beyond question by the discoveries at Harappa

and Mohenjo-daro (Preface).

Use of metals etc.

(2) The metals used by the Indo-Aryans of the time of the Rgveda

are gold and copper or bronze which are supplemented by silver and

iron at the time of the Yajurvcda and Atharraveda. Among the Indus

people there is no vestige of iron, silver is mote commonly used than

gold, and stone is sometimes used (a relic of the "Neolithic Age) for the

manufacture of utensils as also copper and bronze.

Offensive and defensive weapons

(3) The Vedic Aryans used as often,sve weapons the how and arrow,

spear, dagger and axe, and as means of defence the helmet and the coat

of mail. The Indus people have all the weapons mentioned above as

also the mace of stone or metal while the defensive armour is not known

to them—a fact which must have made them weak in their contests

with those who wore them.

The eaiing of meat and fish

(4) The Vedic Aryans were meat-eaters but had aversion to fish

as no direct mention of fishing 1

is found in the Vedas. Fish is, however,

an ordinary aiticle of food with the Indus people as also molluscs,

turtles and other aquatic animals.

The horse

(5) The horse is found to have played an important part in the

lives of the Vedic Aryans while to the people of Mohenjo-daro und

llarappa, it seems to have been unknown, having no place at least

among the many animals figured on the seals, etc.

The cow and other animals

(6) The cow is the object of special veneration in the Vedas hut

among the Indus people, it is replaced by the bull. There is no men-

tion of tiger in the Vedas while the elephant is little known but they

are familiar to the Indus people.
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Iconism and other features of the religion of the people

(7) Aniconism is the normal feature of the Vedic religion while

iconism is in evidence everywhere at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa. The

female principle is almost wholly subordinate to the male in the Vedic

religious beliefs and neither the Mother Goddess nor Siva has any place

in the Vedic pantheon but among the people of the Indus Valley, the

cults of the Mother Goddess and Siva are in the forefront and the female

principle stands on the same footing as the male, if not higher, hire

(Agni) is a very prominent deity in the Vedas and the agnihunda

should be found in every house but this is lacking in the houses at

Mohenjo-daro. There is ample evidence of phallus worship among the

Indus people but it was abhorrent to the Indo-Aryans.

Was Vedic civilization the progenitor or descendant of the

Indus culture?

The hypothesis that the Vedic civilization was either the progeni-

tor or the descendant of the Indus civilization and the differences

marked above are only those brought about by time is untenable.

Assuming that it was the progenitor, the evolution from the village to

the city state is a question of time and a long interval has to be allowed

for the progress. But this cannot account for the other cultural

features. If the Vedic culture preceded the Indus, bow is it that iron,

the horse and the defensive armour known +o the former remained

unknown to the latter? How could the hull replace the cow only to be

superseded by the latter in the succeeding period? How does the Indus

civilization possess so many survivals of the Neolithic Age—stone imple-

ments and vessels—if the copper, bronze, and iron culture of the Indo-

Aryans intervened?

Now let us suppose the Vedic civilization was evolved out of that

of the Indus Valley, or in other words, that the Vedic Aryans were t lie

authors of both the Vedic and tiro Indus civilization. On this assump-

tion we can account for the introduction of the horse, (he defensive

armour, and iron at a later stage of (be same culture, but we cannot ex-

plain the relapse of the people from the city to the village state, or the

disappearence of the worship of Siva, the lingo- and the Mother Goddess
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in I In* Vedic period after < heir existence in 1 lie preceding one, and then’

emergence again in post-Vedic times. It is also difficult to explain

how having occupied Sind, they forgot this country and the fjowcr

Indus, Thus it is not possible to find a common source for the Vedic

< *
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the rndus civilizations or explain their differences on any other

hypothesis than that the Vedic* was later and had an independent deve-

lopment.

Pi of. l.anydnn's ricir nyardiny the antiquity of the Aryans in India

(tfjftnsrtl hy Sir John Marshall

Now the quest inn arises as to how long' after the disappearance of

(he Indus civilization at Afohenjo-duro and Harappa followed the Vedic

civilization. Prof. Langdon has expressed the opinion that the Indo-

Aryan civilization had been established in India long before 1500 B.C.

when, according to the majority of Vedic scholars, the Indo-Aryans first

came to India. This opinion is based on bis inference that the early

Hialimi script is derived from that of the Indus \ alley—a fact which

shows that the Jndo-Aryuns were in contact with t lie authors of the Indus

civilization. The Aryans are far more ancient in India than history

admits and the theory of their migration across Anatolia founded upon

the inscriptions in the Hittite capital circa 1T00 B.C. is contradicted

by the new situations as revealed by the excavations in the Indus Valley.

Assuming that the Indo-Aryans derived the Brahmi >cript from the

Indus signs, there is yet no evidence that this transpired before the

latter half of the second millennium B.C. Though the remains

at ATohenjo-daio belong to a period earlier than the first quarter of the

third millennium B.C. and the city of Harappa fell into ruins a few

centuries afterwards, it should not he supposed that the Indus civiliza-

tion disappeared altogether at that time. The remains at Jliukar about

X!0 miles from Alohenjo-daio indicate, on the contrary, that the Indus

civilization continued to exist long after the ruin of Molienjo^daro and

llarappa. Though the glories of the cities had passed away, the

important art of writing could well have continued to be practised,

lienee the fact of the derivation of the Bruhinl script from the Indus

juctograjdis camml he made to support the inference that the Indo-
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Aryans were established in India long before 1500 B.C. making it possi-

ble for them to have a contact with the authors of the Indus civilization.

I have attempted to touch the most prominent and interesting

points in this brief survey of the big treatise. For an acquaintance with

the wealth of minor details which may he of interest to the curious

reader, a perusal of the work is recommended. Sir John Marshall and

his collaborators should be congratulated on the completion of this

work which is so large in volume and arduous in its execution. For

many years, scholars of Indian history have been trying to push further

into the domain of the unknown or conjectural past the boundaries of

full-lighted history but with very little tangible results. "Without fresh

data made available through excavations, which have supplied such rich

raw materials for (lie reconst ruction of the history of many other

countries hut have not been utilized in the fullest degree in India for

want of funds, the steel framework of the historical edifice cannot be

brought into being. The results of the excavations at Mohenjo-daro

and llarappl have roused the hope that the many pre-historic sites that

lie to the west of the two citie> extending up to the heart of Baluchistan

may yield their hidden treasures to the strenuous efforts of the anti-

quary. It is earnestly expected that the Indian archaeological depart-

ment should be re-equipped with adequate facilities to direct their

labours in this direction as soon as circumstances permit it.

Before bringing this survey to a close, I want to make a

few remarks on the conclusions reached by ft:r John on the strength of

the cultural evidence as to the authoiship of the Indus civilization.

Kernarhs on Sir John's conclusions

He looks upon the middle of the second millennium B.C. as the

approximate period when Hie Indo-Aryans entered the Punjab. Hence,

the centuries anterior to it must be regarded as pre-Vedie and tfie

authorship of the civilization existing during these centuries cannot but

be attributed to people other than the Indo-Aryans. It is, however,

not reasonable to draw the line of demarcation between the Vedic and

the pre-Vedio period at about 1000 B.C. making the Ii//ve(frt
t
the earliest

record of the Indo-Aryans, later than tliut date.
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Prof Ma,v N tilin'* rie.tr os to the upper limit (>f the aye of the Ryreda.

Re. euro im BX\ os the dote of flu arrival of Aryans in India

I here are however .strong* reasons for holding’ that the Ryreda is

much earlier, and the picture of (lie Tndo-Aryan civilization as depicted

in the treatise can well he contemporaneous with that of

the Indus Valley civilization (circa 2800 B.C.). It is generally

supposed that Prof. Max Muller considered 1200-1000 11.C.

as the upper limit of the Ryveda hut as a mutter of fact “he always

considered 1200-1000 11. C. only os a terminus ad quern
M

as in his

Clifford lectures on physical religion (1889) he clearly states “that we

cannot hope to fix a terminus a quo. Whether the Vedic hymns were

composed 1000, or 1500, or 2000, or 3000 years 11. Ch, no power on earth

w ill c\er determiiie
,

\ l

Prof. \V intern itz's opinion : 2500 B.C. as the upper limit

Pi of. Wiuieruilz holds the view that “as all t lie external evidence

fails, we are compelled to rely on the evidence arising out of the history

of Indian literature itself for the age of the Veda. We cannot

explain the development of the whole of this great literature if we

assume as late a date as round about 1200 or 1500 11.C. as its starting

point. We shall probably Lave to date the beginning of this develop-

ment about 2000 or 2500 B.C. and the end of it between 750 and 500

B.C.” 2 Of the many arguments advanced by Prof. Winternitz in

support of Ibis opinion. I shall state here only three:

fa.) The development of Vedic literature through oral tradition,

through generations of teachers and pupils required longer intervals of

lime than would have been necessary if the texts had been in writing.

Many centuries elapsed, therefore, between the composition of the

earliest hymns, and their final compilation into a Samhila . The Ryveda

denotes after all only the close of a long period of such handing down

of the texts through oral trudtition.*

1 ttwo WmternitB, History of Indian literature, vol. 1 (1027), p. 293. Cf.

ftimmurinann, Second Selection of Rym iia from the, Jtyvetia, appendix V, p. cxxxi.

8 Wee Wiutiirnitx, History of Intiinn Jdtcruttnr % vol. 1 (1027), p. 310,

3 / It id
, , p. 302.

1.11.0., MARtU, 1932 20
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(b) IMias been shown by Prof. Bloomfield that of t lie lines of the

Ryveda numbering about 40,000, as many as 5000 are repetitions.

This shows that the old poets hail predecessors. Moreover, these pre-

decessors were even then regarded as com posers of hymns of a remote

antiquity. 1

(c) The strongest argument in support of a later dating of the Veda

is its connection with the A vesta in respect of language and religious

view. The points of agreement in religion are counteracted by the ven

great differences found to exist in regard to same; moreover, the points

of agreement can be easily explained in view of the tacts that the

Indians and Iranians constituted one Aryan cultural unit at a pre-Yedic

and pre-Avestic period, and they continued as neighbours even after

the separation. 2

Corollary from the application of Prof. \V internitz's due

Thus, if the development of the Ryveda commenced from about

2500 J3.C. ,
the Indo-Aryans must have witnessed the continuance of

the Induvs Valley civilization at Harappfi, though Mohenjo-daro had

fallen into ruin; because Ilarappa, according to Sir John, continued

to exist for a few centuries after the destruction of Mohenjo-daro about

2750 B.C.
vm

An importance is attached to Prof. Jacobi's and Prof. Tilak's vines

in the present discussion

I do not wish to attach importance, in the present discussion, to the

estimate of the Ryveda made by Prof. Jacobi or Prof. Tilak on the

basis of the precession of the equinoxes. The former dates its begin-

ning in about 4500 B.C. while the latter dates some of the hymns us

far back as 0000 B.C. The principal reason why these calculations are

not regarded as of sufficient weight by many scholars is that the passages

on which the calculations are based admit of various interpretations.

Phe calculation of the aye of the Veda from the reference to the

polar star more convincing

Prof. Jacobi thought himselt confirmed in his estimate of the age

1 Wintarnitz, up. vit. s p. 301. $ Ibid., p. 303.
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of the Rgveda by the passages in the Grhyasutras relating to the

marriage ceremonial in which the polar star was pointed out to the

bride as the symbol of constancy. According to Prof. Ziminermann, this

argument is “more convincing than that founded on the naksatras and

the equinoxes”. 1 On the strength of this argument the Vedic civili-

zation is to be “put at the period antecedent to the third millennium”,

because the Alpha Draconis was, about 2780 B.C., the only star bright

enough to serve the purpose of the polar star. Or. Bithler supports in

a general way the estimates of the age of the Veda made by Prof.

Jacobi and Prof. Tilak: “As thus numerous fads connected with the

political, literary and religious history of India force me to declare that

the commonly credited estimate of the antiquity of the Indo-Aryan

civilization is very much too low, it is natural that I find Prof. Jacobi's

and Prof. Tilak’s views not. prima facie incredible, and that I value the

indications for the former existence of a wryasiras series of the

naksatras very highly... It is of great advantage to those who

like myself feel compelled by other reasons to place the entrance of the

Aryans into India long before the year 2000 B.C.” 2

The existence of the Aryans in India about 2500 B.C. or 27SO B.C.

and the resulting infrences

It is now evident that there are strong grounds for holding that

the development of the Vedic literature began at about 2500 B.C. if

not earlier. Hence, it is not permissible to attribute the authorship of

all the relics, brought to light through excavations at Molienjo-daro and

Ilarappa, to the non-Aryans, simply because the Aryans are supposed

not to have been in existence in India before 1500 B.C. If the Aryans

be held to have been in India about 27*80 B.C. referred to above, then

they must have co-existed with the inhabitants of Molienjo-daro for three

decades, as the occuption of Molienjo-daro lasted up to 2750 B.C. (from

3250 B.C.) while the acceptance of earlier dates for the development

of the Vedic literature gives rise to other possibilities as to the connec-

tion of the Aryans with the authorship of the Indus Valley civilization.

1 Zimmermann, op. eit ., appendix V. p. ext.

2 Indian Antiquary
,

1894, p. 248,
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But setting aside the earlier dates and taking our stand on 2500 B.C.

as the beginning of Vedio literature in India, we find that certain

inferences emerge out of the available data.

The transmission of the knowledge of script to the Indo-A ryans

Prof. Langdon’s inference of the derivation of the Brahml script

from the Indus Valley pictographs becomes in that case easily support-

able, because it is only natural that there should be borrowings between

people living as neighbours or in the same place. Sir John tries to

explain Prof. Langdon’s inference (assuming it to he true for argu-

ment’s sake) by stating that though Mohenjo-daro and Harnppu were

ruined, the Indus civilization continued to exist long after their destruc-

tion. The remains at Jhuknr about 20 miles from Mohenjo-daro prove

this. Ilence, the important art of writing could have been borrowed

from Jhukar or some such place by the Tndo-Aryans after their arrival

in India about 1500 B.C. if Sir John concedes this means of derivation

of the knowledge of tho Brahml script from the Indus pictographs, he

lias to make similar other concessions, e.g., about the knowledge of the

construction of buildings.

The knowledge of the construction of buildings

The knowledge* of this art is denied by Sir John to the earliest Indo-

Aryans because all the references in the Jigreda to the purs or cities

have been taken by him, on the strength of the explanations of several

Vedic scholars, to mean nothing but “simple earthworks surrounded,

may be, by palisades or rough stone walls” (Preface). The grounds for

such explanations as also the reference to the purs will be found in the

following extracts from the Vedic lnde^(\ol. I, p. 538 f. under Pur)

:

uPur is a word of frequent occurrence in the Iftgveda and later,

meaning rampart, fort or stronghold. Such fortifications must have

been occasionally of considerable size, as one is called broad and wide.

Elsewhere a fort made of stone is mentioned. Sometimes strongholds of

iron were referred to but these are probably only metaphorical. (Per-

haps sun-dried bricks are alluded to by <lm&— #vn ii, 36,0).. Forts

with a hundred walls are spoken of.

“It would probably be a mistake to regard these forts as peraa-
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nently occupied fortified places like the fortresses of the mediaeval

barony. They were probably merely places of refuge against attack,

ramparts of hardened earth with palisades and a ditch. Pischel and

Geldher, however, think that there were towns with wooden walls and

ditches like the Indian town of Pataliputra, known to Megasthenes and.

the Pali texts. This is possible but hardly susceptible of proof and it

is not without significance that tbc word nayarti is of late occurrence.

On the whole, it is hardly likely that in early Yedic times, city-life was

much developed The siege of forts is mentioned in the

Samhitas and firoh tnanas”

.

Arguments in support of the views embo-

died in the extract (pinted above are found in the following passage

(17., T, W9 f .n. )

:

“Neither the Hermans nor the Slavs lived in towns. Tt is true that

the Greeks when we first find them evidently knew castles and fortresses

of the mediaeval type, but t he Greeks were clearly an invading race,

superimposed on an older, and in civilization, more advanced people/’

On tlie analogy between the In do-Aryans, and the Germans and Slavs,

the former are believed not to have founded any forts etc., while the

supposed differences between the ancient Tndo-Aryans and the Greeks

were taken to point to the same conclusion. Sir John believes

the Dasas in the Rfjveda to have possessed forts etc. in view of the

newly discovered remains of big buildings on the Indian soil, the cons-

truction of which is attributed by him to the non-Aryans because the

Aryans were not in India at the time. Tf the purs referred to in the

]tyreda be interpreted as castles or forts in the case of the T)asas, it will

be inconsistent, not to do so in the case of the Tmlo-Aryaus, bec ause such

a differentiation will not be reasonable in the interpretations of the

same word in the same historical record. Moreover, in view of the chro-

nological data stated already, the possession of forts etc. by the ancient

Indo-Aryans of the time of the Rf/reda does not appear to be an impro-

bability. The interpreters of the term pur in the Rfjveda were

influenced, I believe, by the consideration that as no remains of build-

ings of considerable sisse had been discovered on the Indian soil prior

to the first millennium B.G., the purs could have been but simple earth-

work*. Profs. Pischel and Geldner were led by the statements
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of Megasthenes regarding Pataliputra to look upon the purs as towns

with wooden walls and ditches. Had the discoveries of the towns of

Harappa and Mohenjo-daro been made at the time when the scholars

wrote, their impressions about the purs in the Rgveda would 1 think

have been otherwise.

In view of wliat has been stated above, Sir John’s opinion that the

ancient Indo-Aryans of the Rgveda had not yet emerged from the

village state does not appear to be well-grounded. [Vide item (i)J.

I shall now examine the other items in Sir John’s arguments re-

garding the authorship of the Indus civilization. But before doing so,

an important fact should be borne in mind, viz., that conclusions are

being drawn from the analogies and differences between the picture of

the civilization as drawn in the /?/•- and later Vedas, and the data

that have hitherto been available through excavations. These conclu-

sions by their nature can at best be approximations to truth, because

the information gathered from the Vedas cannot be regarded as abso-

lutely exhaustive; for it is quite probable that the non-mention of a

thing, e.g., in the Rgveda is not actually the negation of its existence

in the Rgvedic period. Moreover, when so many prehistoric sites still

remain to be excavated, the finds from only one or two places cannot be

taken to supply a picture reflecting in every minute detail the civiliza-

tion of the time to which they relate. The larger the number of finds,

and the larger the number and volume of the texts used regjyrding a

period, the greater the approximations to truth, but the limitations of

the evidences of this nature are always there.

Metals

Re. item (2). It is staled by him that among the finds at Mohenjo-

daro there is no vestige of iron, while in the list of metals in t lie

Rgveda , iron does not find a place. This is rather a similarity

between the Indus Valley and The Rgvedic civilization and

not a point of difference. Gold, copper and bronze are stated to be in

use among the Indus Valley people as also among the Rgvedic Aryans.

This is also a similarity. As regards silver, it was in use among the

Indus people and also among the people of the time of the Atharvaveda

and the Vajurveda (F7., IT, p. 197); hence the absence of the term in
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the Ryeedit cannot be taken to be indicative ot' the non-existence of the

metal among* the Indo-Aryans of the Rgvedic period.

As to the evidences of the stone utensils and implements in the

Ryveda , we find references to the mortar and pestle made of stone

inpmy/, drsad
,
and ulukhala). Mention is made of various kinds of

receptacles such as soma vessel (amatra ), vessel for liquids (dsccana),

buckets (dhdra ), cooking pot (uklid), drinking vessel I [ultra) and house-

hold utensils (pdrtnahya). The material of which those vessels were

made is not expressly* mentioned. They might have been made of stone.

Sling-stones are also mentioned in the Ryreda (Zimmer, Altindischcs

/.then, p. d()7) and Schrader, l*re-historic Antiquities, p. 221).

Weapons

lie. item fJJ). As regards the weapons, the bow and arrow, spear,

dagger and axe are common to both the Indus and the Ryvedic civiliza-

tion. The discovery of the mace at Mohenjo-daro (found in the Atharru-

reda and the Taittirhja Samhitd hut not in the Ryreda) does not

introduce so much difference as to counteract the effect of the similarity

between the two sets of five weapons mentioned above.

The coat of mail was either of leather or of metal among* the

Rgvedic Aryans (see Vedic lndc ,ij under carman). It the coats of mail

of (lie Indus people had been of leather, it is nothing* strange that they

should be destroyed by the action of the salty soil or through other

causes. Regarding the helmets, it is tjuite possible that they may come

to hand through further excavations if they were not composed of a

perishable material.

Slingstones were used by both the Indus and the ltgvedic people.

Rathiy of meat mid aversion to psn-eatmy

Re. item (4). Meat-eating was prevalent among the Indus people as

also among the lndo-Aryans. The reference to the aversion of the

earliest Indo-Aryans to fish-eating has no support in the Ryvedic text.

The hoi sc, cute, dyer, and elephant

Re. items (5) and (<»). The non-discovery of the representations
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of the horse and the row on the seals cannot be made to yield the in-

ferences drawn by Sir -John regarding; the two animals, viz., that the

horse was unknown to the Indus people, and the bull was the object of

veneration among* them instead of the cow which was prized and vene-

rated so much by the Vedic Aryans. My objection to these two inferences

is based upon the following reasons: It must be shown by Sir John

(a) that the non-discovery of the representations of the horse and the

cow on the seals is not due to accident, and that this discovery will not

be made at some future date as the excavations proceed; and (1>) that

because the representations of some other animals appear on the seals,

those of the horse and the cow should also have been among* them for

the reason that the horse and the cow stood on the same tooting as the

other animals in regard to their talisman ic or other values among the

Indus people, which brought about the portrayal of the latter animals

on the SPills.

So long as these two points are not sufficiently proved, the inferences

mentioned above cannot be drawn from the negative evidence of the

non-appearance of the two animals on t he seals. Moreover, as regards

the bull, the question of this animal replacing the cow as an object ol

veneration among the Vedic Aryans does not arise, because the bull was

also much prized by the Vedic Aryans as will he evident from the follow-

ing extract from Prof. Macdonell’s 1V///V Mytholayy. p. lot): “India

is in the AV. constantly designated as a bull, a term applied much less

frequently to Agni, aud occasionally to other gods, such as Dyaus. In

the .1/*., a bull is addressed as India and in the *.//., the bull is stated

to be India's form In one of (lie sacrifices of the Vedic ritual,

a bull represents the god Rudra.”

Regarding the representations oi the tiger on the Neals, Mr. Mucka\

states {Mohcnjo-daro etc., pp. ‘1<S7, dttS) that the identification is inferred

from file stripes on the body of the animal, but the figures may well be

those of a hyena. An ancient seal depicting a man, or a tree with a

hyena at its base has been discovered at Kish. Some of the Indian seals

also represent a tree with a man on it and the animal at its base. It

cannot be said with certainty that the figure on the Indian seals is not

a hyena. If this he the case, there are references in the Itijucda to

sdlarrlca (X, 7f‘i, : 9b, lb) meaning hyena. Assuming however that the
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figure on the seal is that of a tiger, the silence of the Ryredu on this

point is not of much consequence, because the tiger existed during the

continuance of the Mohenjodaro civilization and is also mentioned in

the Vedic literature immediately later than the Ryvcda viz. in the

Atharvavcda
,

Taittiriya Saw hiid
,

etc. (see IV., TT, p. 337 under

vydghra). Hence, if the tiger existed in North-Western India during

the period 3250 B.C. to 2750 B.O. and also at the time of composition

of the Taiti iriya Samhitd and the Aiharrarrda in the second millennium

B.C., the silence of the Ryvcda which, according to Sir John, falls

between the two periods cannot but be taken to be a mere absence of the

term caused by the want of a necessity in the Ry vedic hymns to refer to

the animal.

According to Sir John, the elephant was little known to the Vedic

Aryans but was familiar to the Indus people. The Ryvcda however

mentions vdrana and hastin signifying the elephant (Vedic Index). “It

was tamed, as the expression hast
ipa (elephant-keeper)

[
Taii (iriya

Samhitd and Vdjasancyi Samhitd] shows, and tame elephants were used

to catch others” (V/., II, p. 501). So it cannot be said that tbe elephant

was little known to tbe Vedic Aryans. On the other hand, we find Mr.

Mackav stating that “possibly tbe elephant was not so well-known to the

inhabitants of Mohcnjo-daro as we thought at first, li may never have

heen wild in Sind and have been used by a few people only for purposes

of Stale” (Moltenjo-da

m

etc., p. 388).

An icon ism

Re. item (7). Sir John states that aniconism is the normal feature

of the Vedic religion while iconism is in evidence at Mohcnjo-daro and

1 Farap pa. In spite of the silence of the VLyrcda on many of the points

on which we require information, we find i{ mentioning an imayc of

Indra, for which ten cows were not an adequate price (Cambridyi Hist,

of hid., I, pp. 97, lOfi). It is also stated by Prof. Keith in the .same

chapter of the Cambridge History of India
, p. 103, that the “objects of

the devotion of the priests were the great phenomena of nature, con-

ceived as alive, and usually represented in anthropomorphic shape,

though nut rarely thcviomnrphism is referred to.”

MAH ('ll
,
1932 21
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Which of the tiro principles
,
male or female

,
is higher?

Sir John is of opinion that ‘the female principle is almost wholly

subordinate to the male in the Vedic religious beliefs, while among the

people ot the Indus Valley, the female principle stands on the same

footing as the male, if not higher. From the dal a discovered at Mohenjo-

daro, it is not possible to estimate the degree of reverence wTith which

the people used to look upon the female deities as compared with the

male. The larger number of images representing female figures as com-

pared with those representing male may he conceded in this discussion

to be an index to the popularity of the tom ale representation, hut yet it

cannot he a proof of the higher position occupied by it in the religious

beliefs of tbe people as eompaied with the male deities. For, the popu-

larity of a deity does not necessarily indicate a higher position. The

god Kdrtikcya
,
for instame, is very popular in Bengal, considering the

number of bis images worshipped eveiy year in the vaiious households,

hut yet lie does not occupy a position in the highest rank of the Hindu

pantheon. Moreover, the theory that the female principle is almost sub-

ordinate to the male in the Rgveda should be taken with a great limita-

tion because of the henotheistic tendency.

It is stated that the Mother Goddess and Siva have no place in the

Vedic pantheon while they aie in the forefornt among the Indus people,

liegarding the Mother Goddess, Sir John says “Rrthivi the Faith

Goddess of the Vedic Aryans, was a figure quite distinct from the great

Fai th or Mother Goddess of the older peoples/ ’ He relies on this passage

iu T)r. Upper! *s Original Inhabitants of India (p. 40:2): “No doubt

Dyaus and Prthivi appear in the Rgnda respectively as God of Heaven

and Goddess of Faith, and are called father and mother, but tbe latter

expression admits of a totally different explanation, and does not indi-

cate a worship of Mother Farth such as we find among the Gauda-

Dravidian Hindus, a worship which in this form is also now here found

among the other Aryan nations.” It is clear however that the idea of the

creative female principle was inherent in the conception of the Goddess

Fai th among I he early Indo-Arvans. In later times, the worship of the

creative female energy personified as a separate deity was the natural
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result of the separation of the ideas imbedded in the conception of the

Goddess Earth.

Siva-tcorship

The statement that Siva had no place among the gods of the Ryvedic

pantheon, while it was worshipped by the Indus people, and therefore

the god was borrowed by the Indo-Aryans from the non-Aryan Indus

people requires a close examination. It is admitted by the scholars

generally that Rudra found in the Rgveda is the predecessor of Siva.

In the Rgveda
,
he is destructive (II, 3d, 11) as well as beneficent. For

the term beneficent, the word siva has been used {Ho., X, 92, 9). He has

matted locks (kapardin—Rv. I, 114, 1 & 4)—the characteristic of an

ascetic. Yoga is not unknown in the Rgveda as can be inferred from the

hymn X 13(1. Here the ecstasy and other characteristics of a Yogin are

found in a muni. In the Atharvaveda (II, 34, 1; XI, 2; etc.) he is

pasupati (lord of beasts) and also thousand-eyed (Ao. XI, 2, 2 & 7). The

latter epithet indicates that the god looks in all directions. The three

or four faces of the god depicted on the seal (pi. XII, 17) point to the

same conception (Mohenjo-daro etc., 53 f., n. 1). For tliese reasons, the

figure may well be taken as a form of Rudra of the Vedic Aryans.

Moreover, there is no reason to infer that a deity who is pre-eminently

a Yogin should be borrowed from the non-Aryans of the Indus Valley.

The pracitce of Yoga was a speciality of the Indo-Aryans as evidenced

by their extensive literature on the subject; and therefore it*is reason-

able to think that the figure of Rudra seated in the attitude of a Yogin

should be a representation of a deity of the Indo-Aryans rather than of

the Indus Valley non-Aryans, among whom the prevalence of the prac-

tice of Yoga and belief in its virtues are yet to be proved.

The grounds for inferring that the phallus worship was borrowed

from the non-Aryans are, I think, two viz.

(a) The Indo-Aryans did not exist in India before 1500 B.C., an

inference that has served as the background of all the conclusions noted

previously', and

(b) the passages in the Rgveda (VII, 21, 5; X, 99, 3) which have

been interpreted to refer to the phallus worship as abhorrent to the Vedic

Aryans.

ft ^
ft LIBRARY
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The first ground has already been dealt with. As regards the second,

the expression ii&nadeva in the passages in the Rgveda refers to the

enemies overthrown by India. That these enemies were non-Aryans

cannot be inferred with certainty. It is probable that among the Aryans

themselves, there were hostile sections, looking down upon one another

on religious grounds. In the passages, the section worshipping Indra

is making a contemptuous reference to the one worshipping Siina. Prof.

Keith could not ignore this probability. In his Religion and Philosophy

of the Veda (vol. I, p. 129), he says “or again they (phallus worshippers)

may simply be mentioned as defeated by Indra, as princes whom we have

no reason to doubt as Aryan are represented as being defeated for

another prince by the aid of the god, as when for Turvayana, Ayu,

ltithigvn, and Kutsa are overthrown
0

.

Worship of Agni

It is stated by Sir John that fire {agni) is a very prominent deity in

the Vedas and the agnikunda should be found in every house, but this

is lacking in the houses at Mohenjo-daro. There is no evidence however

in the Rgveda that there was an agnikunda in every house. This may

have been a later development.

Conclusion

Sir John points out that if we assume the Vedic Aryans to be either

the progenitors or the descendants of the Indus people, we are reduced

to absuid positions. The dilemma presented by him loses its strength

in view of the arguments already adduced by me, showing that the con-

clusions, with which the results of the assumptions come into conflict,

are not tenable. Therefore, the position that appears reasonable is that

until further definite clues are forthcoming, the attribution of the

authorship of the Indus Valley civilization to the non-Aryans is not

justified.

Narendba Natii Law



The English Translation of the Kautitiya

(a rejoinder)

In the June issue of the Indian Historical Quarterly
, 1931, I

pointed out a large number of blemishes in the 3rd edition of Dr. R.

Shamashastry’s English translation of the Seventh Book of the

Kautillya Arthasdstra with the object that they might be removed in

the 4th edition. It was also pointed out that if the translator had

devoted a little more labour to the task, he could have removed them.

In his prefaces to the former editions of the translation, he made pro-

mises of removing the many inaccuracies in the light of the com-

mentaries discovered since the publication of the 1st edition of the

translation, but the promises were not redeemed. Moreover, a large

volume of literature has grown up since that time as the result of re-

searches in the Kautillya throwing much light on the many obscure points

in various places in the treatise. It was naturally expected that in the

3rd edition he would utilize the light forthcoming from this volume of

literature, but he has waywardly ignored it. It was therefore a neces-

sity, in view of the importance of the treatise, to draw his pointed

attention to the unjustifiable remissness in this direction, and I did it in

June last. I confined my remarks only to the Seventh Book of the

Kautillya
,
as it was one of the most important portions of the work,

and showed how his wrong translation had misled even scholars who

relied on it as correct and did not consult the text. The translator

instead of taking my criticisms in a good spirit has, I find, fallen into

a fit of hysterics of futile rage, as will be evident from the Teply be has

given to my criticisms in the April number of the Calcutta Review
,

1932. He has indulged in personal invectives, which can by no means

strengthen his very weak defence. It is very easy to pour on him abuses

more pungent than those he has done on me but they do not either require

or do credit to scholarship. I shall treat each of the several items of his

reply one by one, but before I do so T want to remind the translator that

he is hopelessly wrong in thinking that a knowledge of Sanskrit

Grammar or of the Sanskrit language is his monopoly. I want also to

point out that if by his opprobrious reference to the Cdnakyardjaniti-

sfatra, he means his own C&nakyasutrani
,
I have no quarrel with him,
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but if he means by it some work written or edited by me, he is only

visualizing’ his own propensity in a hallucination under a strong in-

fluence of the moon, because I have never written or edited any work

of that name. Regarding an inuendo about the Utopian nature of my

Inter-State Relations in Ancient India
,
I have only to state that if he

means it seriously, let him make it a major issue with his arguments

in its support, and I know how to meet them. A mere inuendo about

the book sounds to me like the puling of a weakling.

The translator has been compelled to admit in some places in his

reply that he has committed the errors as pointed out by me, but yet

he accompanies most of his admissions with such remarks and argu-

ments as nullify their effect. I mention below a few instances of such

admissions :
—

The Calcutta Review (abbreviated below as CR.
f ) p. 117, item

(14) “The equivalent of the word ‘paropakara’, helping the

enemy has somehow or other dropped out of the translation
0

.

CR., p. 118, item (15) “The omission of the word ‘sam-

bandhaveksi’ in the translation is an oversight

here.
0

p. 121, item (42) “The word ‘dandopanayi-vrttam’

means the attitude of a conquering king. Con-

quered king in the translation is a mistake for

conquering king0 .

p- 1^9, item (44) “The omission of parena ‘by an

enemy’ in the translation is a mistake.”

p- 130, item (45) “The omission of ‘prakrti’ is an

oversight.”

p« 131, item (47) “Here ‘and joins an enemy (amitram

gacchet)* is omitted.
0

These examples remind me of the village parson who ‘even though

vanquished could argue still.’
i

The translator (referred to as T later on) states in regard to some

of my interpretations of the Kautiliya passages that they are not accept-

able to the Sanskritists. I shall point out at the proper places the

nature of the support upon which they rest, but want
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lo rile two instances against which T’s objection mentioned above

has been specially directed. He remarks

CR p. 122, item (20) “The critic Bays that ‘cakra’ means army. It

may mean so in his imaginary dictionary”. (For the passage,

see A\, VII, 13, p. 301 last hut one line).

1 am surprised at the poor knowledge of Sanskrit possessed by T.

He does not know that every standard Sanskrit dictionary puts down

‘army' as one of the meanings o* ‘cakra
1

. The Aviarakom II, ksattri-

yavargn, 79 has ^ #4 l,ie Vaijayanti

(Oppert’s eel., p. 108, 1. 109) 'TO* *5*

and the Abhidhnnaratnamuln (Aufrecht's ed., 2, 302)

Although the portion of the Nayacandrila dealing with the present

chapter of the Kautiliya is not available, its comment elsewhere, i.e.,

on A*., X, 2 (Nayacandrika, p. 173, 1. 7) supports my contention. Here

cakrantesu lias been paraphrased as sainyapaxcadbhage.

Before making remarks on others’ knowledge of Sanskrit, he could

even have consulted any Sanskrifc-English Dictionary like those of

Apte, Macdonell, and Monier-Williams.

Again, in the opinion of T, ‘cala’ cannot mean ‘unstable’. I

objected (1HQ VII, p. 409) to his rendering of the words calam

m itram by the words ‘a wandering friend (i.e., a nomadic king)
1

and

remarked that cala means ‘unstable’ in the passage. To this T

p. 131, item 47) replies,

“
‘calam mitram’ means a moving or wandering friend like an

atavika. ‘Calam laksyam* means a moving object aimed at, but

not an unstable object. ‘Caneala
1 means unstable.’

1

Any person with an elementary knowledge of Sanskrit knows that

the word ‘cala’ can have the meaning as suggested by me. ft is curious

that according to T, ‘cancala* can mean ‘unstable’ but not ‘cala. The

uses of the term in the sense of ‘unstable’ are given below’

:

(a) Kumarammbhava (IV, 28) has *7
JjJ

0>) ibid., i j r
. ratTwrct%!3TT ggyri gpras*
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(c) Bhartrhari (Vaii dgyasataka, 128 quoted in Apte s Sans-

krit-English Dictionary under the word rah) *^<31

Will T render calam in calam pre ma, calam gnu ravnm, and calam

jivitayanvanam, by ‘wandering (i.e. nomadic)’ or by ‘unstable’ as sug-

gested by me? The Kautillya (VIT, 9, p. 291) mentions side by side

<Ihrnva and cala mitras, the latter being commented on by the Naya -

candrika as anitya. Here the term lias been rendered as ‘mutable by

T (see trail si., p. 320).

I shall now deal with the items in T\s reply in the order in which

they appear, pointing out in passing the various points that were

touched by me in my criticism but have not been met by T.

1, 67?., 1131.; IHQ.y 3901.
1 The text in regard to which the

translation of T was questioned by Mm. Dr. T. Ganapati Sastri (p. 2 of

the preface to the first part of his ed. of the Kautillya) runs thus:

T renders it as “Those teachers and ministers who keep him from

falling prey to dangers ,shall invariably he respected”
,
while

Mm. Ganapati Sastri gives the meaning as “(a king) should appoint ,
as

a barrier
,

either Acdryas or ministers who would check him

whenever he show’s inclination to stray away from the path of righ-

teousness. ” The point of his objection is that the Sanskrit term

maryada cannot mean ‘respect*. It means ‘harrier. T states now’ in

his defence that the “passage means literally: ‘ I he King should fix

some limit or boundary of his proceedings for iiis teachers to interfere

with and prevent him from going further. In other words, lie should

respect his teachers when they prevent him from his careless proceed-

ings’.” Here T accepts in fact the meaning suggested by Mm. Ganapati

Sastri hut has not the candour to admit that his translation is at fault

and makes an attempt in the last sentence quoted above to defend his

position that in Sanskrit, maryada is equivalent to ‘respect’ which is

1 The will In* throughout this rejoinder to the April numbor of the

Calcutta /*' m u\ I'l.’jv a ud thr seventh volume (1931) of tho Indian Historical

\hnni c 1 1 if

.
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never the case. Moreover lie finishes off his reply on this point by

saying,

“The critic (referring to me) translates the passage—‘The king should

appoint as a barrier either Acaryas or ministers etc.'. The critic

is requested to explain what the ‘appointment of a barrier* means.

Appointment of a barrier is never heard of.**

The criticism is by Mm. Ganapati Sastri, and therefore it is

an error to refer to me as the writer of the criticism. The long-enduring

habit of falling into errors is difficult to prevent in a day. Moreover,

it should be pointed out to T that ‘the appointment of a barrier* may

not be heard of, but the ‘appointment of Acaryas or ministers as a

barrier*, as it were, may be quite within the range of his hearing if he

listens a little cautiously.

2. Cif., 114; IHQ.> 391f. I objected to T's rendering of the pas-

sages in the Kavfillya Arthaid**ra like

in which Kau^ilyu (henceforth mentioned as K. )
points out the most

important conditions that should influence the decision! of a sovereign

in the adoption of one or more of the six course# of action. T has

translated the passages in such a way as to create the impression that

each condition is the only determining factor in the particular situa-

tion. The sentence quoted above has been translated as ‘whoever is

superior in power shall wage war* (the italics are mine). The use of

‘whoever’ conveying with it an emphasis is unwarranted by the text,

and the presence of ‘shall* with ‘whoever* introduces a sense of com-

pulsion which vitiates the translation altogether. Moreover, the

existence of other passages in the Kauttliya “ jydydn

apt sandhiyeta” ( even a strong king should enter into a sandhi

—A'., p. 209), which throw light on the texts and have been referred to

already (lHQ., 392), points to the correct interpretation. Unable to

explain why he has introduced ‘whoever* anid ‘shall* into his

trunslaton, T argues,

'Does he expect the translator to discourse on the ethics of the action

implied by the sentences translated? The translator’s business »s

to state the meaning of (he sentences.*

I.H.Q., march, 1932 22
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But the meaning, I should add, should be such as not to conflict

with passages in other portions of the work translated, and must not be

vitiated by the introduction of terms in the translation not warranted

by the text.

3* OR., 114; 392. T's rendering of tlie passage chidresu

praharet (A\, VII, 2, p. 207) as ‘lie may murder the enemy when oppor-

tunity affords itself' was pointed out by me as faulty on the ground that

murder is not necessarily meant in all cases. Sf—|[ in Jltf*

means Ho strike' and the passage can well he interpreted as striking at

the vulnerable points which may or may not include murder. T remarks,

“The critic says, ‘The utilization of the opportunity need not neces-

sarily be murder.' Does it then mean heating so as not to cause

death? Such a course may satisfy the moral critic but not a

warrior bent on conquest. The author never meant beating

here".

T may console nimself with the thought that he has a special know-

ledge of what was at the back of the mind of the author. I would much

rather follow the language of the treatise to get at the author's

mind. The substance of T's remarks is that because prahdra may lead

to murder, therefore praharet must be translated into ‘may murder’ and

not ‘may strike*. I want it to be nbted how the same T lias translated

the tern and its derivatives in the same chapter as also in other portions

of the Kautiliya,

The passages are

:

(a) K.
t
IV, 2, p. 228 (2nd ed. of the text).— SgW

‘when a man hurts another with a weapon
1

(transl. p. 256).

(b) A’., VII, 2, 268— 3Tr*pprcU ng*

‘lie may strike the other at the latter's

weak point' (transl., p. 297).

(c) A., VII, 6, 280—

‘the enemy is caught hold of at his weak
/

point and is struck ' (transl., p. 309).
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(d) A., VII, 7, 285—^ qptprt gg^EW:

‘with ill© intention of striking him in his

own place or on the occasion of marching’

(transl., p. 285).

(e) A., VIII, 5, 337— ?mt faagfoqa:

‘should ever be ready to strike lus enemy’s

army when the latter is under troubles'

(transl., p. 304).

(0 A., X, 5, 374—5$ § rewfacgl JlWrt gl OIS^I

‘having made an array, he should strike

the enemy with one or two of the divisions

on the wings, flanks, and front’ (transl.,

p. 402).

<K> K; XII, 4, 389-% ( f|% ) St

‘the spies should strike the enemy at his

weak points’ (transl., p. 417).

(h) A., XII, 5, 393— V&H

‘(may) strike them down with fire, poison,

or sword’ (transl., p. 421).

(0 a , xiii, 3, w-4-. *5

‘they may strike the enemy with the help

of the army’ (transl., p. 431).

U) a., XIII, 4, 404- 3^81 g^g:

‘horse soldiers may force their passage

through the gate into the fort and may

smite the enemy ’ (transl., p. 433).

The passages speak for themselves and further comments are

superfluous.

4. CR., 114; 1HQ., 392. The heading of chapter 3, bk. VII of

the Kavtiliya is

rendered by T as ‘the character of equal, inferior and superior kings'.

My objection is to taking ‘guiiabkinivcsa’ to signify character. It means
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the adoption of the gums or the (six) ‘courses of action’. That gum
means in connection with the ‘science of polity’ a course of action or a

form of policy is well-known. Monier-Williams gives the meaning tliuB

in his Sanskrit-English Dictionary (2nd ed., p. 357, col. 1): ‘The six

subdivisions of action for a king in foreign politics.’ Apia’s Dictionary

explains the term as a proper course ot .action.’ T himself has translat-

ed the words^ Sjon^l(|q^in the first chapter of bk. VII of the

Kau^iliya (text, p. 203, last line; transl., p. 293) into ‘such is the aspect

of the six forms of policy.’ But as he has committed an error, he persists

in it, as done by him in so many other instances. He must translate it as

‘character,’ remarking,

“The critic takes the word guna to mean courses of action. Gum
never means action. It means character or nature or quality.

If action were meant, ‘karma’ would have been the word”.

I have not said that guna means action but it does mean ‘a course

of action’ or ‘a form of policy’.

5. C7f., 144f.
;
/HQ., 392. T remarks,

“The critic wastes his words by uselessly discoursing on sthdna
,

dsana, and upeksana without pointing out any detect in my

translation”.

I took pains in my criticism to explain the differences between

sthdna , dsana, and upeksana before pointing out in the following words

the defect in the translation of the first paragraph of A'., VII, 4, 272:

“Dr. S translates the passage as ‘keeping quiet, maintaining a particu-

lar kind of policy, is sthdna Here, I think, it has been contemplated

by Dr. S that guna refers to a course of action other than asunai which is

not the case”. So the defect lias been clearly mentioned. As it has

suited TV convenience not to find out the passage, he ignores it with

his characteristic remarks.

6. OH., 115; IHQ. f 393. I pointed out the blemish in the trans-

lation of the last passage in the paragraph at p. 273, bk. VII, ch. 4 of

the KuutilUja describing the circumstances in which vigrhgasana is to

be resorted to. T tries in Ins reply to brush aside my remarks by saying
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that the translation can be made in a hundred ways. It is, not so easy

to wriggle out of the position to which he has committed himself by his

wrong translation of the passage < 1 place the text, T’s rendering, and

the translation suggested by me side by side in order to point out clearly

how the situation contemplated in the text has been utterly misunder-

stood by T

A'. VII, 4, i). 273 : JpFfcftufari «n ^ SI UW5TO3I

WJWSfJsiWU...

Ts transl. Transl. suggested by me

Since no friend would neglect How (kathavi) Ian enemy) intend-

the opportunity of acquiring a ing to march (praydtukdmah)

fertile land and a prosperous with all his forces (sarvasandohena)

friend like myself. may not reach (na ydydt) a fertile

and easily acquirable region (guiia-

vatirn adeyant vd bhumim) with-

out caring for me (mam anddrtya).

The situation contemplated in the passage is as follows: When the

enemy is about to inarch with all his forces to take away from another

enemy a fertile region easily acquirable, slighting the existence of the

king who is to adopt vigrhydsana
,
then the latter (i.e. the king slighted)

should take to that course of action.

7. Cli.
y 115; IHQ., 393. My oHJection was to the inclusion of a

verse in the prose portion of the text which gave rise to a blunder in the

translation. T does not at all touch this point.

It was also pointed out by nie that the reading

hrtdrthd jydyaso (K.
y VII, 5, p. 278) should be hrtdrtliaj jyayaso . T

reproduces the corrected passage in his reply without admitting at all

this error as pointed out by me. Moreover, the last word in the passage

is apasrjet
,
for which a better variant apasravet has been given by T

in the foot-note. But now' in his reply lie substitutes apasaret Without

caring for any of the readings in the text.

Now as to the translation of the three verses including the one put

by T in the prose portion of the text. The verses are
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«idg-

sswwta W I*

The verses contain advice meant for a king who responds to'

a

call from another king for combination, lie is asked to be care-

ful in regard to certain matters at the time of the division of

the spoils and acquisitions after a successful termination of their com-

bined operations.

T’s translation of the verses Translation suggested by me

When the desired end is achiev- After the success of the opera-

nd, the inferior king will quietly lions, (one) should come

retire after the satisfaction of his away (apasravet) surreptitiously

superior. (gudliah) on some pretext (sapa-

* Till his discharge the good desarn) from an unjust (aiuceli)

character of an ally of usually bad superior (jyayasah) whose object

character should be closely scruti- has been achieved (krtarthat) ;
but

nized, either by suddenly coming if he be just (Sucivrttat

out at a critical time from a covert tu) (one) should wait

position (satra) to examine his (pratikseta) till discharge (a visar-

conduct, or by having his wife as janat). Having removed (apaniya)

a pledge for his good conduct. the women (kalatram), (one)

(The use of the asterisk shogg should come away (apasaret)

that the portion above it has not cautiously (yattah) from the resi-

been taken as the translation of a dence (satrat).

verse while it is actually a verse).

T*s rendering does not yield any sense because ‘the good conduct

of an ally of usually bad character* cannot be ‘closely scrutinized by

having his wife as a pledge for his good conduct* and moreover the

1 It is curious that T in his edition of the text relegates the two correct

readings for a row re and *bhyattah to the foot-note and keeps the incorrect

readings in the body of the text. Now be adopts the readings of the

footnote.
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text does not at all support the translation. Where is, for instance,

the Sanskrit text for ‘a critical time
9

? Now as to taking ‘pratik§eta’

to be identical with ‘parikseta
9 which is mainly responsible for the

meaning in the first portion of the translated passage regarding the

examination of ,the good conduct of an ally The equation of

‘pratikga’ with ‘pariksiV is absurd.

It will be clear from my translation of the passage given above

that the question of ‘pledging a wife* does not arise at all and there-

fore his objection regarding this point is baseless. Kalatram apanlya

in the passage means ‘having removed the women 9

. That women

accompanied the king during his march to the battle-field is evidenced

by the direction in the Kautiliya to the effect that the women should

remain in the middle of the marching columns: A'., X, 2, p. 3G4

madhye svCivii kalatram ca—translated by T as ‘in the centre the

harem and the master
9— transl., p. 392. Cf. also the Kamandakiya,

XIX, 45, (p. 28G)

—

madhye kalatram svdmi ca, where kalatra has beeu

explained by Sahkararya as antahpuram .

8, CR., 11G
;
1HQ., 393 f. I objected to the rendering of the term

.sandhi, by ‘peace
9

exclusively because the Kautiliya lias used it in

two senses in different places viz., (a) alliance which may not have

any connection with war, and (b) treaty of peace putting an end to

hostilities. Cf. Sahkararya on the Kamandakiya Nitisdra, XIV. 2

(Trivandrum edition, p. 124)

—

sandheyo dvividhah ahhiyoktd amthhi-

yoktd ca (persons with whom sandhis are made are of two kinds: those

who have waged war and those who have not). So the word should be

rendered differently in accordance with the contexts. I pointed out

some wrong interj>retations made by T for ignoring the meanings men-

tioned above. lie does not refer to those misinterpretations in his reply.

Though I have clearly stated my position yet T says,

“If peace is not an appropriate equivalent word to the Sanskrit word

‘sandhi
9

, it is the business of the critic to suggest a suitable

word. But without any such suggestion, persistence in asserting

‘no, no* is no criticism.
99

Any one who refers to my previous criticism will find that I am

being misrepresented by T.
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Regarding the meanings of some terms such as akrtacikir$d and

krtcsile^ana
y
which have been mistranslated by T, lie says,

“These words are explained in the text itself so as to give no room

for misinterpretation.
99

Does he mean that because the words are correctly explained in the

Sanskrit text, the wrong translations cannot stand in the way of under-

standing the right meaning? If the reader has to do the work of the

translator at every step, then what purpose is served by the translation?

As pointed out already in my criticism, akrtavikirsd cannot be

translated as ‘peace with no specific end* (transl., p. 309, 1. 24). It

should be rendered as ‘desire to form (ciklrsd) a new (akrta) agree-

ment.
9 T evades the real issue by referring to the translation of

apurvasya sandheh occurring on the same page (280) of the text (line

18) and is silent on the translation of the passage under criticism. I

did not expect T to stoop to this trick for his defence. lie does not

say anything as to why lie has introduced the words ‘with no specific

end' in the rendering not only in the translated passage under dis-

cussion (transl., p. 309, 1. 24) but also in another on the same page

(1. 34).

9 . CR.y 116 ;
1HQ ., 394. In regard to the translation of the term

‘bhumisandhi 9
as ‘agreement of peace for the acquisition of land

9

,
I

pointed out that ‘agreement for the acquisition of land
9

would have

been correct, as the words ‘agreement of peace’ create the impression

that this sandhi is being concluded after u war; because in the

Kautillya
, the term sandhi has two senses, viz., (a) alliance which may

not have any connection with war and (b) treaty of peace after the

conclusion of a wav. T simply says in defence

“Does not agreement imply disagreement ?" Curious reasoning!

It is absurd to think that every alliance must be preceded by a

conflict.

10* CR.
t 116; IHQ.y 394 f. I remarked, “In the translation of

K. t
VII, 7, para. 3, the passage ‘when the kings of superior, equal,

or inferior power make peace with the conqueror
9

is extremely mislead-

ing, because the use of the term 'conqueror* creates the impression as
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if the sovereign in question has conquered a king of superioi* equal,

or inferior strength, and that a treaty of peace is being concluded.

As a matter of fact, only the question of alliance for strengthening

the position of the king (vijigisu) in difficulty is being treated and

therefore the uses of both the words ‘conqueror 1 and ‘peace’

are inappropriate. Vijigisu literally means ‘a sovereign bent

on conquest*. But as this desire for conquest was not peculiar to any

particular king, the word should be translated by Borne term of colour-

less signification. I have used the expression ‘central sovereign or

State* for the purpose, because we find in the Kantiliya that the

sovereign with reference to whom a particular piece of advice is given,

or with reference to whom a Mandala (circle of States) is being taken

into account in a particular context, is looked upon as the vijigisu (see

Inter-state Relations in Ancient India
, 1920, pp. 2, 3). That

the term ‘conqueror* cannot be used as the equivalent of vijigisu will

also be apparent from the fact that lie in particular circumstances can

be reduced to a position when conquests by him are out of the question

e.g., when he becomes a ydtavya (simply weak king) [A., VII, 13,

p. 304, 11. 8, 9] or ahhiyukta (attacked) [A., VII, 14, p. 305, 1. 8],

or becomes a dandopanata (self-submitter)—a position in which he

throws himself upon the mercy of the invader [A'., VII, 15, p. 308. Cf.

Nayacandrikdy p. 38

J

T applies his stock principle (which lie breaks at convenience e.g.

in item (1) where he makes the Sanskrit term nianjdda yield the

meaning ‘respect*) that ‘it is not proper to translate a word setting

aside its literal sense*, and therefore ‘the words suggested (by me)

have no connection with the literal sense of the word*. T is here ready

to sacrifice the sense to the so-called principle which he has followed

so often in its breach. One instance of such observance of the principle

has been pointed out above and more have been shown in the course

of tins rejoinder. But I cannot refrain from adding one more example

of the way in which he observes the principle. The very sentence

which forms the subject-matter of this discussion is a glaring deviation

from the principle enunciated above. I put side by side the text and

the translation for facility of comparison.

I.U.Q., march, 1932 23
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T's rendering

When the kings of superior,

ujual or inferior power make peace

with the conqueror and agree to

pay a greater or equal or less

amount of profit in proportion to

the army supplied, it is termed

even peace.

The introduction of the word conqueror is not at all warranted by the

text. The passage relates to a king wishing to have, for his

help, army for money, or money for army from the neighbouring kings.

A king asking for help from a neighbouring State for consideration

cannot be called a conqueror, nor can the agreement for the purpose

be called peace.

11. 67?., 117 ;
lHO ., 895. 1 objected to the tnuislat’on of *he

words Sandhi
, Samamndlti, and V isamasandhi (A’., VII, 7, p. 283) as

‘peace*, ‘even peace* and ‘uneven peace*. T replies:

“The words ‘Saina, Sandhi, Samadhi* mean peace, calmness* *.

Here Sandhi signifies ‘agreement’ (panabaudhah sandhill—A\,

VII, 1, p. 203) and not ‘peace’ or ‘calmness.’

In connection with this item I pointed out a blunder committed

by T viz., that in the second paragraph of the translation (p. 312) of

chapter 7, bk. VII, the reference to ‘the enemy suing peace’ is out

of place and betrays a misunderstanding of the text; because in t lie

circumstances contemplated, there is no enemy suing for peace. T’s

reply is silent on the point.

12. Cl{., 117; ///(/., 895. In regard to this Hem, my main objec-

tion was that in the third paragraph of the text (VII, 7, p. 285), two

classes of kings have been contemplated, one class demanding a large

consideration (bhuyo labhamano bhuyo yaceta) and another class

meeting the demand (bhuyo va yaeitah bhuyo (ladyat)—(see

Nuyaeandriha, p. 7). But T in his translation * interprets the whole

paragraph as if it speaks of one class ot kings, creating thereby a con-

fusion, T is silent a* regard:* this objection.

A\, VII, 7, p. 283

otI (wifi
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As regards my objection to the translation of the term ‘bhnyah'

us ‘frequently’ and ‘again and again’, T says

“A good Sanskrit scholar can. very well know whether the word
‘bhnyah ’ here means ‘again’ or ‘large.’

”

I also repeat the remark, and add that it means ‘large’. [ am

supported in my interpretation by the ancient commentator Mfidlm-

vayajvan, author of the Nayacandrika as also by Mm. Dr. (hmapati

Sastri in his Xrivrulaltkd: Nayacandrika (p.7, 11. lft, It)— qgjtf

swrrcL.qiar* a«<i it,id. (P . 8, l. 4)—
i

Srimula (vol. II, p. 282) # I etc.

13. CR.
y 117; 1HQ., 395 f. I pointed out that the beginning of

a paragraph in the translation (p. 314) yields no cogent meaning owing

to the faultiness of the Sanskrit text which has also been settled by T.

The text (VII, 7, p. 285) runs as ‘jyayamsam va hinani vu’ which should

be ‘jyuyan va hinam’ as adopted in the Trivandrum edition. T replies,

“It is not the business of a translator to make such change*”.

But T is also the editor of the text, and it is not an editor’s busi-

ness to put together incoherent words which he could have rectified in

the light of the Ms. commentary Nayacandrika to which he refers in

the Preface (xxiii) to the second edition of the text of the Kautillya .

The Nayacandrika, comments as follows

:

jRprcft afMsw serwra.*! *3nf^rr i

T should have translated the corrected passage.

So it is clear how he has carried out what he says in his Preface

(p. xxv) to the 2nd ed. of the translation of the Kavtil/yn: “All

along it has been my earnest endeavour to revise my translation with

the aid of two more commentaries on the work since discovered. One of

them is Nayacandrika by Madhavayajvan

I may mention that T has not touched my objection, made in this

connection, to the reference, in para 4, p. 314 of the translation, to the

sending of a ‘proposal of peace to another’ which is without any sup-

port from the text.

14, C7?., 117 f
;
IHQ.y 390. I pointed out T’s error in the rendering
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of the word ‘paropakara* by ‘misery* (VII, 8, p. 28G). T says in his

reply that

“it is forlrahadha that has been translated by the word ‘misery*.

The equivalent of the word ‘paropakara*, helping the enemy, has

somehow or other dropped out of the translation”.

This defence has perhaps its origin in the idea that omission is a

lighter offence than commission, but a comparison of the text witli the

translation shows that ‘sarirabadha’ lias been rendered by ‘personal

troubles’, leaving the term ‘misery* as the equivalent of ‘paropakara*.

K., VII, 8, p. 280

(l) (2) zm-
( ) srara-

(4) srwrc- (5) qitaiK- (6)

T's rendering p. 815

He may describe to that king (1)

the loss of men and (2) money, (8)

hardship of sojourning abroad, (4)

the commission of sinful deeds, and

(5) the misery and other (6) per-

sonal troubles.

(The numerals have been used to facilitate reference.)

I also pointed out that it is not clear from the last portion of the

sentence in the translation whether the disunion is between the king

offering wealth and one of the allies of the invader, or, between the

invader and one of his allies. The text supports the latter meaning. T

is silent on this point.

15» CR., 118; IHQ., 396. T admits the omission of the word

sambandhaveksi (K., VII, 8,p. 287) in the translation to be an over-

sight, but evades the issue involved in my objection to the inaccurate

translation in the 3rd paragraph at p. 316 (transl.) by merely remarking,

“The critic dissects the sentence in such a way that in the explanation

given by him the object of the predicate becomes a condition,

and a condition an object aimed at.*
1

In the circumstances, what I said in my criticism remains

unaffected.

16> CR., 118; IHQ., 397. T translates iakyarambhi visahyam

karmdrabheta (K. }
VII, 8, p. 287) by “whoever undertakes tolerable
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work is the beginner of possible work”. The translation suggested by

me was “Sakyarambhin is one who is engaged in an operation
,
the com-

pletion of which is within the limits of his ability”. T*s objection to

my rendering is that “there are no words ‘limits, ability* in the text.”

But the root iak together with the suffix yat carries with it the Bense of

these words. In the dictionaries such as those of Apte, Monier-Williams,

or Macdonell Sakya means ‘capable of being done* and visahya means

‘practical*. According to the Nayacandrika (p. 13, 1. 8) visahya m =

iakya- nirmdnam , i.e., capable of being done. The root sah in the

term visahya has evidently misled T into thinking that it means

‘tolerable*. T*s translation of the sentence is jargon.

17. CR.
t 118; IHQ ., 397. I pointed out that T’s rendering ‘without

losing anything in the form of favour* is not at all faithful to the text,

which runs as alpendpyanvgrahena karyatn sadhayati. The translation

should be ‘accomplishes his work even with small help*. T dismisses

my correction by remarking “ ‘anugraha* does not mean help hut

favour”. The Sanskrit sentence is simple and there is no room for ambi-

guity. ‘Anugralui* in the passage does mean ‘help*. It is interesting

to note that T contradicts himself by his own translation of the words

na anvgrdhyah and anugrhVati in the next two sentences (text, p. 287)

and anugrhitah in the next paragraph (text, p. 288) by ‘should never

be helped,* ‘helps* (transl., p. 31(i), and ‘helped* (transl., p. 317)

respectively.

18. CR., 118f
;
IHQ., 119. My criticism was to the effect that the

circumstances contemplated in the passage

(A\, VII, 8, p. 287) have been totally misunderstood and hence the trans-

lation (p. 31(1) lias been utterly wrong. The rendering suggested by me

contains some words that were introduced to explain the circumstances

contemplated in the short sentence. T evades the issue by simply remark-

ing that these words are not in the text. My translation correctly

reflects the situation contemplated in the text.

19. CR., 119; 1HQ. % 398. T has not touched three of my

objections

;
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(a) He is silent in regard to my criticism ‘The situation next des-

cribed (K VII, 8, p. 288) bearing on the assistance rendered by the

vijiglsu and the ari each to the madhyama king within his own

mandala has also been misunderstood, as the same madhyama king has

been supposed to be receiving help from the rijigtsu and the ari\

(b) I also pointed out the absurdity of T's rendering (p. 301) of the

term dsana by ‘neutrality after proclaiming war* and subsuming a

king resorting to dsana and a king occupying the position of mldslna

under the same category. T has failed to meet this criticism.

(c) My objection to the use of the word ‘defeat* for vilrama (transl.,

p. 3G8) has not been met. The word means pmldxayuddha
,
kutaymldha

or tumrmyuddha (see /v\, VII, G, pp. 280 , 283).

Regarding the translation of the terms madhyama and udaslna

as ‘mediatory* and ‘neutral* T defends himself in this way:

“These words are put here and there along with the original and

sometimes without the original words for the sake of brevity,

hut not as correct equivalents”

.

So the renderings ‘mediatory* and ‘neutral* are, according to T,

not wrong hut merely ‘not correct* equivalents. This may he a good

piece of self-consoling euphemism hut cannot meet a criticism based

on strong grounds. Does 1’ mean to say that the mistranslation of a

Sanskrit term can. he allowed if it he put along with t lie Sanskrit term?

T argues further, stating “tiny (the words) are susceptible of no transla-

tion. Hence the objection is groundless”. If there was difficulty in

making a literal translation, be could have used the Sanskrit terms

themselves all through, or even some symbols standing for those terms,

instead of misleading the readers in the way he lias done in his trans-

lation. A reader who does not consult the text will he puzzled to find

that a ‘neutral* king is coming into conflict in spite of his neutrality.

The ‘udaslna* as a matter of fact is the strongest power within the

mandala. Similarly, the reader will he non-plussed to find that a

‘mediatory* king has nothing to do with intermediation, because it is

only a State of medium strength in the Mandala. I have therefore

called them ‘super-state* and ‘medium-state’ respectively in my Inter-

state Relations in Ancient India (1920). On account of the use of the
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misleading renderings without the original terms accompany-

ing them, whole chapters have been turned into jigsaw puzzles for the

readers to solve for their edification.

T replies to my objection to the translation of the term ‘viguna*

as ‘devoid of qualities.’ His translation, says he, “is correct

and exact” and my translation ‘unfavourable or turning false* “cannot

be acceptable to Sanskritists”. It will interest the readers. to learn that

viyuna in viyunem v ikrainayet ('/v., XI, 1, 380 and 381) has been trans-

lated by T as ‘wicked person* (transl., pp. 409, 410). He has also

rendered a derivative of viguna, viz., vaiyanya occurring in A\, V, (i,

p. 254, where vaigunyani bhajcta has been translated as ‘has turned

ini mi cal’ (transl., p. 283). Another passage in A'., VII, 8, p. 287 runs

thus: krtdrthasca satrurvaiyunyam etc., which T renders (transl., p.

317) as ‘the enemy who hates the benefactor for his gratification*.

Though the translation of the passage is very unsatisfactory it is clear

that ‘hates* corresponds to vaiyunyam eti in the text. The two render-

ings support my contention. Viyuna may be expounded either as

viyatah yunah asya or as viraddlmh yunali asya (vide l dcasyatya*

p. 4890, col. 2). The Xayacundnkd (p. 14, 1. 8) explains the term as

viruddhalj while Mm. Ganapati Sastri explains vaiyanyam eti

as vikurutc (is changed or turns false), lienee, T*s contention falls to

the ground.

20. (Tt., 119; ///(A, 398 f. The sloka (A., VII, 9, p. 291) enu-

merating the six kinds of submissive (rasya) friends has been utterly

misunderstood by T (see transl., p. 320).

The sloka runs thus

:

snrojji

Here the first verse mentions a set of three friends >iz. sarvabhoya,

eitrabhoya
, and mahabhoya, while the second another set of three, viz.,

ekatobhogin
,
ubhayatobhoyin

,
and sarcatobhoyiiu Hut T translates it

as follows: “That friend whose munificence is enjoyable in various

ways is a submissive friend and is said to be of three forms : one who is

enjoyable only by one, one who is enjoyable by two (the enemy and the

conqueror), and one who i.^ enjoyable by all is (lie third”. My objection
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was (a) citra and inaha in the expression sarva-citra^mahabhogam have

not been translated; (b) the whole iloha has been treated as referring

to only three kinds of friends while it refers to six; and (c) the trans-

lation of the last three terms, viz., ckatobhogin
,
ubliayatobhogin and

xarcatobhogin is wrong* altogether and opposed to the meanings of the

words as given in the Kautillya itself.

A paragraph in bk. VII, eh. IT. pp. dll, GTJ of the Kautillya

interprets all the six terms

:

..,qgg*T ^ fonfonj ;

v p* \r» v v fv
EUrft5?jfa rT^nwT

;

The Kuyacandri/xu (pp. 19, 20) also states very clearly that the

verses under discussion refer to six kinds of friends divided into two

groups—one helping the vijiglsu by doing him good positively, and the

other doing the same negatively by averting the evils

fefariH, i aw Ifawwis—

T replies, “This meaning (i.e. T’s interpretation) is what the words

here convey. The author of t lie Arthasfmtra
,
however, explains the

word sorvacitramahubhoga later on in eh. 1G as a sarcabhoga friend, a

vitrubhoga friend and a mahabhoga friend. Ilere only three forms of

these friends are explained. Sarcabhuga and the two other

terms are technical terms and are minutely explained there

by the author. Accordingly what words literally convey

here is brought out in the translation by using the phrase

‘in various ways’ As these terms are not referred to

elsewhere in the text, no attempt to explain them in the author’s own

words is made here. This the critic calls ‘gross misinterpretation’.

Where is the misintei pretut ion ^ Nor is the whole expression treated
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here as referring* to a single person”. None oi my objections have been

met by T. His reasoning reminds me of the class of arguers described

as ‘eel-wrigglers’ by the translator of the Dighanikiiya . The string of

pointless sentences put together as arguments in defence simply pro-

vokes a laughter.

21 . CR.
, 120; IHQ ., 399. The translation of the heading of

chapter II, bk. VII of the Kautiliya (text, p. 295; transl., p. 324) was

cirticized by me as inappropriate. The Sanskrit name of the chapter

is anavasitasandhih rendered by T as ‘interminable agreement’. The

ground for my objection was that the very opening lines of the chapter

as also its contents show that the object of the alliance was to colonize

waste lands. As the heading will be in consonance with this object if

its connection with the root rtfs = to dwell could be pointed out, I re-

ferred to Mon ier-Williams’ San skrit-

E

ikjUsh Dictionary, p. 932, col. 3

in support of the derivation of vasita (which forms one of the compo-

nents of the expression anavasitd) in the sense of inhabited land. T
says that vasita cannot be formed from the root vas= to dwell coupled

with the suffix kta. According to him it must be vsita and not vwsita.

He characterizes this attempt of mine as a ‘display of stupendous igno-

rance of Sanskrit grammar’. The derivation of the word as given in

the Dictionary mentioned above has been criticized by T on another

ground, viz., that “the Dictionary may refer to a Vedic word, but not to

a classical Sanskrit word”. Assuming that it is a Vedic word, how,

with the derivation and meaning pointed out above, can it be out of

place as the heading of a chapter dealing with alliances between kings

for tlie colonization of waste lands? And how again can its use be in-

appropriate in a treatise in which, according to T himself, “many of

tlie words are obsolete and a few violate the canons of Panini These

(i.e., 1(> instances cited in a list) and a number of other words to be

noticed in the Index are against the canons of Panini, and raise the

presumption that Kautilya was not aware of Panini” (TV Preface ,

p. XX, transl., 3rd ed.)? But if I leave aside the assumption that

it is a word, the derivation of which on the line suggested by me is

sanctioned only by the Vedic usage, tlie word can bo shown to be

correctly derived with the meaning mentioned above under the rules

24I.H.Q., MAIM II, 1932
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of classical Sanskrit. I hope T knows tlie rule

(Panini, VI, 15) which enjoins that “the semi-vowels of the roots

vac
,
srap and yajadi verbs are vocalized when followed by the affix

having an indicatory k” . The root vat (bhvdili) being included

«moug the yajadi roots (Dhdtapatha ,
I, 11)54 cas niedse), the v of this

vas becomes a when kta is added to it. That this cas (bhnldi) belongs to

the yajadi class is clearly pointed out both in the Dhdtupdtha (I,

1051-1057) and in the Kdsikd on Panini, VI, 15

but there is another root vasa with the same meaning

(vasa ni case) mentioned in the Dhdtupdtha under X, 092 and in the

Mudhaviya Dhdtavrtti, curddi
, 089 (Mysore ed., vol. II, pt. 2, p. 225).

Thus the form vasita is quite in order under the rules of grammar

for classical Sanskrit. It is also found in use in the classical Sanskrit

literature from the root rasa with the addition of the suffix kta either

in the bhdeavdeya or in the kartredeya• The Bhdyacata-Pannul, 1, G,

2 has bhiksubhirvipracasite. The- Kathdsaritsdgara
, 54, 124 reads

tasydmiivasite sdrthe nitran tasydnea jay rati .

That the form vasita has nothing irregular about it is further seen

from the comments on the expression nadfin itpantsitu occurring in the

/Isvalayana-grhya-sutra, 1, 14, 7, and nadun updvasitd in the Taraskara-

yrhya-sdtra (Gujarati Printing Press ed.) 1, 15, 9. The ertti of Gargva

Narayana on the former interprets nadlinupavasitd bhavanti as nadyah

samipe vasanti. The commentators of the Parasha ra Gr. S.,—llarihara,

Gadadhara, and Visvanatha—all explain apdeasitd as upa samipe dcasitd

sthita.

The arguments that T puts forward for showing that the suggested

derivation of the expression anarasitasandhih is faulty are, “The

vigrahavakya may be as ‘nnavasitas casau sandhis ea’ or ‘anavasitass

a

sandhill’. In the former case it means an inhabited agreement, which

is absurd. In the second case, the first word is an adjective and cannot

be compounded with a noun in Sastlntatpurusa”. The word vasita how-

ever in the expression is a noun and not an adjective as T supposes

wrongly. Monier-Williams in his Sanskril-Enylish Dictionary
, p, 932,

col. 3 also takes it as a mum meaning ‘abode, residence’. A-casita

(with bhdee kta) means liot-ahode, i.e., uninhabited land and an-a-vasita
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means not-abode turned into an abode, i.e., a waste land converted into

a colony.

I would mention here that even if the word vasita had been an

adjective, there would have been no bar to its being compounded with

a noun in Sasthitatpvruset. The grammarians themselves have given

instances of such compounds in connection with IMnini’s rule VI, 3,

4G

:

(«) qafawffo:— 33: = JT^rigg:

(b)

Vumuna's dictum
(KdvydlahkdrasCttm , 5.1.10)

is a universally accepted rule in Sanskrit literature. I would also refer

1 to some of the chapter-headings in the Kavtiliya itself where the

first w'ords are adjectives, but yet they have been compounded with

nouns in Sasthltatpurusa. The chapter-headings are:

I, 18 avaruddliavrttam

VII, (i sanihitaprayfmikavi

VII
,

15 dandopana ta vvttam

VII, 10 dandopanayirrttani

lienee, the derivation of anauasitasandhih as given by me is quite

grammatical and its meaning as suggested by me is perfectly in conso-

nance with the contents of the chapter in spite of wdiat T has said to

the contrary under an exaggerated impression of his own knowledge.

22. f7t\, 121 ;
IHQ.j 399. I pointed out the inaccuracies in T\s

rendering of the words pratyupasthitdrtha and yathoktagund (K., VII,

11, second sentence) as ‘reaping the harvest earlier’ and ‘fertile land’

respectively. They should be translated as ‘having the requisites ready

at hand’ and ‘having the qualities as already stated’. T indirectly admits

that the expressions have not been translated literally. He says,

“Here the first word is a part-quotation; the whole word is

pratynpasthitarthasampannam rich or fertile land with stand-

ing crops. Also it is here used as an adjective to the subject

(king). Accordingly it means the king who has taken possession

of the ready crops, that is ‘has harvested earlier’
”
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I do not understand why T here bids farewell to his much-vaunted

principle of making the translation literal. The absurdity of T's ex-

planation is obvious. The term is explained in the Nayacandrika (p. 31)

as follows :—pratyupasthitdrtha iti pratyagrasannihitatatsdmagrlkah

which supports my rendering.

In regard to the second expression Yathoktagvnd T now changes his

position and says that

‘it means the land of described quality, i.e., a fertile land, because a

fertile tract is mentioned in the previous chapter
1

.

The question was about the literalness as well as the accuracy of

the translation. Where is now his principle about the literalness of the

translation, which he lays down thus, in connection with item (20)

CR., p. 122, “The translator’s business is to render the words as literally

as possible and leave the reader to understand the secondary meaning

from the context”. The rendering suggested by me is literal and con-

veys the meaning correctly.

23. CR.
y 121; IHQ., 399. My criticism was directed against tha

omission of the English equivalent of vapa in the translation of the ex-

pression prabhutavdpasthana as ‘extensive area’. (X., VII, transl., p.

327 ;
text, p, 299, 1. 3). As the various kinds of irrigation works are

being compared in the passage and the cultivable nature of the land

served by these works of irrigation forms the criterion for judging their

superiority, it is essential that the equivalent of vdpa should not be

omitted. The rendering would be ‘extensive area under cultivation\

Here T finds fault with my statement by pointing out that my reference

to VII, 12, transl,, 327 is wrong. Jt ought to be, he says,

“11, transl., 324. It is not known where the critic has got the word

‘prabhutavapasthana from. The manuscripts collated by me

give the reading ‘prabhutapurvaparasasyam* but not ‘prabhuta-'

vapasthana*. It is rather surprising that the critic is very careless

in his references and citations.”

The course adopted here by T does not befit any one who has the

least pretence to scholarship. My reference to the translation is exact.

It is now too late to say that the word does not appear in the printed
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text. It does in line 3 of p. 299 of the text (revised ed., Mysore, 1919)

as stated by me and any one can verify it.

24b CR., 121; IHQ 399. I pointed out that T’s rendering of the

fifth paragraph of the text, p. 299, lines 9-11 is wrong because the para-

graph lias been taken in the translation to refer to men instead of to

elephants which constitute the subject-matter of discussion in the pre-

vious paragraph. The connection between the two paragraphs has been

maintained by the use of the expression tatrdpi at the beginning of the

latter. Here, while comparing the game forests containing a larger

number of shy (kuntha) and a lesser number of bold (sura) elephants, a

further distinction is drawn between them by a reference to the divergent

opinions of the Acarvas and Kautilya.

A7

., VII, 12, p. 299, 11. 9-11 Ts rendering

wafei, ft *rcn:

My teacher says that of the two

countries, one with a large number

of effete persons
, and another with

a small number of brave persons
,

the latter is better, inasmuch as a

few brave persons can destroy a large

mass of effete persons, whose

slaughter brings about the destruc-

tion of the entire army of their

master.

Here tatrdpi has evidently been translated by the words *of the two

countries’
;
tatrdpi however implies here game forests by reason of the

connection of the passage with the one immediately preceding. T replies,

‘The word ‘tatrapi’ may mean ‘in this connection’. The whole para-

graph may be taken to apply to elephants or persons or both”.

If tatrdpif on T’s present admission, signifies ‘in this connection’

and not ‘of the two countries’ as written above in T’s rendering, then

it cannot but refer to the game forests,—the topic of discussion in the

preceding passage. The ‘two countries’ and the ‘effete persons’ in T’s

rendering have therefore their existence only in T’s imagination. The

expression tatrdpi occurs five times in the chapter (A\, VII, 12). Four
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of them have been interpreted by T os referring to the subject-matter

of the preceding paragraphs, while in the present instance, he takes it

to refer to something not dealt with in the chapter at all.

25« CR., 121f
. ;

1HQ 400. In connection with this item, my

objections were four viz

:

(a) The term samhatya has been rendered by the word

‘simultaneously’ in the first paragraph of the translation (p. 329). The

rijigisu and the ari are in alliance and hence the word samhatya has been

used in the text. Hence the use of the term ‘simultaneously
9

is wrong.

(b) In the latter portion of the first paragraph in the translation

(p. 329), the passage “has to jtut down the rear only after doing away

with one’s frontal enemy already attacked’ ’ misinterprets the situation.

The vidhilh) form ncchindyat in the text here as well as in the next

paragraph has been taken by T to convey the sense of vidhi (for which

‘has to put down’ has been used), while it should be taken in the sense

of samhliavand .

(c) The use of ‘only’ in the portion of the translation quoted above

is out of place.

(d) As a variant reading to lahdhalahlm in the body of the text,

alabdhaldhha has been put in the foot-note, though the latter is the

correct reading and ought to have been u^ed in the body of the text.

Moreover the translation does not follow the reading of the text but

that of the foot-note.

The objections (a), (c) and (d) have not been touched by T.

Regarding (b), he says,

“My object in using ‘has to’ is to show that the enemy attacking

his enemy, i.e., the conqueror’s friend, will be obliged to return

to attack the vijigisu after finishing work with his frontal enemy”.

I have already explained the situation in my original criticism and

briefly in connection with (h) above to point out that the translation is

wrong.

26 . CR . , 122: ///(?., 401. (a) T’s reply in connection with this

item (re. calm meaning ‘army’) has been dealt with in the first portion

of this rejoinder (p. 107).
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(b) My remarks regarding T*s rendering of sthitdmitm and

caldmitra (transl., p. 330; text, p. 302) were that ‘‘they

are rather unhappy. They have been translated as ‘entrenched enemy*

and ‘wandering enemy 9

. Enemies with or without forts are meant”. T

replies,

“Caldmitra and sthitdmitm may mean in his dictionary enemies with

or without forts. Such meaning may he secondary, implied from

the context”.

Am I to infer then that a translator is privileged to render a word

by an equivalent that may not at all be suitable to the context. More-

over, is the term ‘entrenched*, for instance, a literal translation

of sthita? In fact, T does not care either for the literal rendering or

for the elicitation of the correct sense of the terms. The terms could at

least have been translated as ‘stable* and ‘unstable* enemies. After all,

it will be interesting to note that T himself renders the expression

sthitamtru elsewhere (A\, VII, 10, p. 293; transl., p. 322, 1. 8) as ‘forti-

fied enemy 9

,
and yet he finds fault with the rendering of sthitdmitm by

‘an enemy with a fort* as suggested by me. I may refer T to the

Nayacandrikd (p.25) where sthita and vala have been explained as ‘with

fort* and ‘without fort*

:

p. 25, 1. 8 -dnryadimattayd sihirain avicdlyatn satnnn

,, 1. 13—duryadirahitad bhumildbhc'py asandhanom

aha—tillye calamitrad iti•

27. 67<*., 122; IHQ., 401. As the terms (a) milla Itam
,
(b) iadatvika

,

and (c) kadarya have been explained in the Kautiliya (II, 9, p. 09) as

(a) spendthrift in regard to patrimony, (b) squandering wealth soon after

acquisition, and (c) accumulating wealth by oppressing the officials and

relations, I criticised T for not taking note of these explanations. He

has translated the three terms in their order as ‘extravagant*, ‘living

from hand to mouth* and ‘niggardly*. T gives his usual reply regarding

the literalness of his translation, a rule which he follows and transgresses

at will. He adds that “there is no special technical meaning assigned

to these words**. These are, in fact, technical terms which, T with all

his attempts, cannot prove as bearing only ordinary significations. The

passage in the Kautiliya (p. 09) runs thus:
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?TC13U3?lfo S m^Tfr^P: I

^q^ q̂ fiwngqfaqWt S q*$:

1

Bhattasvamin comments on the passages as tdms ca mfdaharadln svayavu

eva vydcaste i.e., Eautilya himself explains the terms.

In later literature, these three terms are assigned the same technical

meanings e.g., the Yuktikalpataru (nitiyukti, verses 35-37):

a rfi3[rfN«P 3THp?n?r: n

«J^3TRpqW: II

Devala quoted in the Yirumitrodayatika on Yajriaralkya, I, l(il

:

arifnw wm'* g^Klat qteq*. i

The Mituksam on the verse quotes the same definition with a slightly

different reading

:

anew* snfea ^ gg^ncfei qte^i

(iovindaruja’s commentary on the RumCnjana , I. (i. 8 (Kumhliakonam

Edition) quotes the same definition substituting bhrdtni for bhrtydn.

28« 67?., 122; IHQ.
y
401. I criticized T’s translation ‘those who

have inarched against their own friends’ (K VII, 13, p. 302; transl.,

pp. 330,331) on the ground that it creates the impression that a king

used to attack his friends’ territory in spite of the continuance of the

friendship. The first of the two paragraphs to which I take objection

may be put here to make my position clear

:

“The same reasons hold good in the case of those who have marched

against their own friends. When there are two enemies, one engaged

in attacking a friend and another an enemy, he who attacks the rear

of the latter gains more advantages : for one who has attacked a friend

will, after easily making peace with the friend ,
proceed against the

rear-enemy; for it is easier to make peace with a friend than with an
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enemy”. Here the absurdity appears on the face of the translation,

because a king cannot attack a friend as such because there is no ill-

feeling towards him; nor need he make peace with a friend because

there is no quarrel with him to settle. The use of these mutually con-

tradictory words stands on a par with the instances that have already

been shown to have emanated from T*s pen viz., a neutral king who fights ,

and a mediatory king who has nothing to do with mediation (see item

19). To avoid these contradictions in the paragraph quoted above, it

is necessary to introduce some qualifying phrases such as ‘false*,

‘nominal* etc. before the word ‘friend*. Kautilya makes an elaborate

classification of kings who are immediate neighbours of the vijigisu
,

and also of those whose territories are separated by a zone, according

to the measure of friendship or enmity towards him. He classifies the

former (or natural enemies) as well as the latter (or natural friends)

into arihlidvins
,

mitrabhdcins
,

and bhrtyahhdvins and lays down

various sub-classes. On account of the existence of kings who are

nominally friends but are really inimical (e.g., the aribhdvi-mitraS

constituting the first sub-division of the second category)

such appellations as karSaniya mitra—(lit. a friend who should be render-

ed lean) and ucchedanlya mitra (lit. a friend who should be ruined

with his territory) have been mentioned in the Kautillya with details

of the treatment that should be meted out to them in particular circums-

tances.

T however would not listen to any reasonable advice. Says he,

“How can it be avoided when the word milrdbhiyoginoh
,
those two

kings who attack their own friends, gives that meaning?

Besides such practices were not uncommon in ancient India

If this revolts against the high moral sense of the critic, he may

turn away his eyes from such books**.

No doubt, my persual of his book has been very uncomfortable to

him. However, I have shown the contradictions involved in the trans-

lation. The Kautillya itself does not obliterate the difference between

friendly and inimical kings. Moreover, when the gain of strength is

•the object, and advice is being given by Kautilya to win over even an

enemy, the suicidal course of attacking a friendly king as such can

appeal only to T*s imagination. An unjust attack upon a righteous or

I.U.Q., •march, 1932 25
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a friendly king lias been pointed out in the Kautillya as the cause of

displeasure of the kings in the Mandala
(K. }

VII, 13, p. 302; VII, 17,

p. 313). This indicates what was looked upon as the generally approved

practice. I would like here to remind T regarding what he has written

m his translation at p. 71 (II, 10) “Writs are of great importance to

kings inasmuch as treaties and ultimata leading to war depend upon

writs” If the sending of an ultimatum was the usual practice

before declaring a. war, it shows that there had to he a dispute for some

cause or other and all the steps for an amicable settlement by negotia-

tion had to be taken before a war was declared. Moreover, it is pointed

out in a passage in the same chapter (II, 10, text, p. 75) that this was

the usual practice, and not the one mentioned by T in his reply. If

mere were exceptions, they only prove the rule. The gist of the verses

is as follows:
—“Having followed all the sdstras and having ascertained

the practices (prayoga) these rules regarding writs have been laid down

by Kautilya”.

29. CR ., 122; 1HQ ., 401. At p. 302 of the text, mitra lias been

put instead of amitra in in the last paragraph. In

the 1st ed. of the Kautillya
,
the same mistake found a place in the body

of the text, while the right reading amitra in^£{^ was

put in the list of corrections. In the 2nd ed. of text,

however, the incorrect rending has been given a place in

the text as before, and translated in all the three editions

of tire translation (see transl., 3rd ed., p. 331, 1. 2). The transla-

tion of the passage has been grossly erroneous, because it has assumed

this shape viz., “lie who attacks the rear of the former (referring to the

friend = mitra) gains more advantages”, which is just the reverse of

what is meant. T replies that he has adopted the reading

amitroddharinah in his 2nd ed. of the text but “the ahum sign $ has

been omitted in the printed text.” This is not the case. Had the

error been thought so trivial it would not have been given a place in

the list of corrections in the 1st ed. of the text. The same unscholarly

trick that he lms played in connection with the items 8 and 23 is

being repeated here. T asserts that liih translation contain., the words
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‘the latter’ which stand for the right term amitra, while as a matter of

fact in the translation the words that appear are ‘the -former’ which

refer to mitra resulting in the error pointed out by me. To conceal bis

error effectively, lie backs up the statement by his characteristic remarks,

“The critic is so blinded with prejudice as not to see this and imagines

wrong things where there are only right things”.

His own text and translation give the lie direct to his statement

and lienee further comments are unnecessary.

30. CR ., 123; IHQ., 401 f. I characterized as wide of the mark

T’s translation of alabdhaldbhavagamane (transl., 2nd para., p. 331;

text, p. 302) as “to enforce the payment of what is not due to them”.

The rendering suggested by me was “in the case of returning unsuccess-

ful”. T challenges me to show which of the three words aJabdha
, labha

,

and magamane signifies the idea of returning, and which

of them the idea of unsuccessful. I would point out

for his information that alabdhalabha signifies the idea of ‘unsuccessful’

(in which no labha is labdha), and avagamana ‘returning’. I may

mention that T himself has elsewhere translated avagamana (K.
f
XII,

2, p. 384) as “to migrate” (trpnsl., p. 414). Now I challenge T to

show how the three words alabdha
,
Idbha, and avagamana mean “to

enforce the payment of wThat is not due to them” and which of them

means “to enforce”.

31 . CR., 123; IHQ., 402. It Was pointed out that the sentence in

the text (p. 303) yasya vd ydtavyah tatror vigrahdpakdrasamarthah

sydt is connected with the previous one, because this sentence describes

a situation alternative to that described in the preceding one. The

sentence has nothing to do with the succeeding one to which it has been

tagged. The resulting meaning as understood by T and reflected in his

translation is very much confused.

Though I stated clearly that vd in the passage points to a situation

alternative to the preceding one, yet T says

“the alternative implied by vd cannot refer to mfilabadhaka
,
for that

comes later in the paragraph”.

I never said in my criticism that vd refers to midabadhaka. T
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merely raises an imaginary opposition only to have the opportunity

of fighting it with a show of triumph which he cannot have otherwise.

But in regard to the real opposition his arguments are as ineffective as

ever. Again he says,

‘‘If there are no two sentences signifying two kinds of circumstances

what is the use of vd after sthdyi?”

Certainly there are two kinds of circumstances signified by the

existence of (i) sthitasatru and (ii) pdrJvasthdyin
, but not by yasya vd

and yo vd as T supposes.

The next point of my criticism was: “In the succeeding Hoi:

a

(p. 303), sdimantdt should be sdmantdh
,
a variant which has been rele-

gated by T to the foot-note. This word has been left untranslated’*.

The sloka should stand as

IWffli: II

Aga:n
;
believing that no one will verify his statement T claims

that “samanta has been translated as an assailant king”, but I do not

find the words ‘assailant king* in the translation of the verse w!iich

has been indicated by an asterisk. It will be recalled that in three pre-

vious instances (items 8, 23, und 29) we have found that what he

claims in the reply cannot be substantiated by a reference to his

translation.

Further, to defend the wrong reading, T explains now in his reply

that sdmantdt prsthatah means ‘behind the assailant king*. In that

case samanta the king immediately in the rear, who is the pdrsnigrdha

proper, is excluded from among the three kinds of parsnigrahas. In

spite of this absurdity, T must stick to his erroneous opinion.

Iu this connection, I made remarks to the effect that though the

text mentions three classes of parsnigrahas, viz., samanta, prstliato-

varga, and prativesa
,
T lias tried to make up the three classes by the

second and the third, taking the word prativesau to comprise two

classes, one being on each side of the king attacked, though as a matter

of fact the two prative4as constitute only one class. T says in his reply,

“There are three rear-enemies clearly stated here in the text:

parsnigrahas trayo jneyah, one behind the samanta and two on
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the two sides of the samanta. In the face of such verbal citation

of the author, the critic blindly says that they constitute only

one class.

°

T tries to create the wrong impression that I have taken pdrsni-

grdhds trayah to form one class. As a matter of fact, however, I have

spoken of three classes of pdrmigrdhas
,

viz., samanta, prsth/rtovarga
,

and prativcm (the two prativefsas indicated by the word prativetou cons-

tituting only one class).

32* OR., 124; 1HQ., 402. I have dealt with T’s misleading trans-

lation of the term uddsina and his reply in connection with item 19.

33. CR., 124; IHQ., 402 f. T translates

(text, p. m)
as “of attacks from the rear and front, that which affords opportunities

of carrying on a treacherous fight (mantrayuddha) is preferable
0

(transl., p. 331). The translation suggested by me is “But in rear as

well as frontal attack, mantrayuddha (fight through diplomatic designs

and secret means) brings about increase in strength
0

.

In his reply T does not defend his original translation nor does he

refer to the rendering suggested by me, but puts forward a new inter-

pretation which is worse than the previous. T’s new rendering is:

“Excellnee of (any one of) the two is on account of the facility it gives

for mantrayuddha .° Here pdrsnigrdhdbhiydnayos tv has been translated

by the words “of (any one of) the two.° The words may be rendered as

“of pdrsnigrdha and uhhiydna° but they cannot be taken to refer to

any of the two in the alternative. Moreover there is nothing special in

either the rear attack or the frontal one that can give facility for

mantrayuddha.

I pointed out that in the text edited by T (p. 303), the two sentences

“sqramgt % I

have been put within inverted commas as the opinion of the Acdryas.

The opinion should however also include the immediately preceding

sentence, the translation of which is under criticism. This sentence

runs thus

;
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This sentence in the text and its rendering in the translation havv

not been taken by T as the opinion of the Acaryas; but it cannot but

be taken as such because, it makes a statement, in support of which the

two sentences quoted above put forward the reasons viz., (a) an open

war (vyayama-ymldha) causes harm to both the belligerents on account

of the loss of men and money involved, (b) in spite of the victory, the

victor becomes really a loser because of the loss of men and money.

It is for these reasons that the Acaryas are in favour of inantm-

yuddha i.e., fight through diplomatic designs and secret mean« «s against

open war (vydyama-yvddha).

How T excludes the main statement parsnigrdhubhiymayos tv

mantrayuddhad ahhyvccnynli from the opinion of the Acaryas will he

found from this quotation

:

“Of attacks from rear and front that which affords opportunities

of carrying on a treacherous fight
(
mantvayvddha

)

is preferable.

My teacher says that in an open war both sides suffer by sustaining

heavy loss of men and money
;
and that even the king who wins a victory

will appear as defeated in consequence of the loss of men and money”

(transl., pp. 331 f.).

In support of the exclusion of the first sentence in the above quota-

tion from the opinion of the Acaryas, T in his reply says that

there is “a strong reason for not taking it as part of the teachers

opinion The teacher was against open war. But Kaulilya

was
jj
or it. Then where is the reason for taking the previous

sentence about the excellence of lear and frontal attacks as form-

ing part of the teacher's opinion wlieif it is not refuted?”

This argument shows that ! has not understood the meaning of the

sentence. It does not speak of the ‘excellence of the rear and frontal

attacks* at all. On the contrary, it shows the advantage of avoiding an

open attack by vuintmyuddha (i.e., fight through diplomatic designs

and secret means) and therefore should form part of the Acaryas*

opinion.

The argument betrays the failure of T to make out the difference

between viantrnyuddha and vyayfnnayvddhn

,

The two terms have been
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used one after anotliev to distinguish their meanings in the very

passage under discussion, but T obliterates the difference between them

and looks upon both as falling within Kautilya’s recommendation.

It will be interesting to know how differently the term mantra -

//
addha has been translated by T in various places in the Kautiliya .

In the passage quoted above and at p. 371 (transl.) it has been rendered

as ‘treacherous fight’ but elsewhere (text, pp. 5, 382 and 380; transl.,

pp. 4, 411 and 415) as ‘battle of intrigue'. It is curious that the same

expression ‘treacherous fight’ has been used by T also as an equivalent

of laltayuddhu (text, pp. 4, 280, 283, 307, 309, 382; transl., pp. 4, 309,

311, 395, 397, 412). The inantrayvddha and kutayuddha are in fact

different from each other, as will be apparent from their mention in the

same sentence of the Kautiliya (text, p. 382) mantrayuddhena kutayud-

dhena vii prativyiiheta where T distinguishes the two in the translation

as ‘battle of intrigue’ and Mreacheious fight’ (transl., p. 411). These

contradictions show that T does not know his own mind in regard to

this point.

34. '('It., 124; Ill (> ., 403. The text (A'., VII, 13, p. 304) under

discussion runs thus

:

5^ 8?^°^ m

i

T translates it as “Ijoss of men and money being equal, he who entirely

destroys first his frontal enemy and next attacks his rear enemy gains

more advantages”.

The points against which my criticisms were directed are : (a) The

terms dusyahala and vasyahala meaning the ‘recalcitrant’ and ‘submis-

sive’ portions of the anny have been wrongly translated as ‘frontal

enemy’ and ‘rear enemy *
; and (b) the term nihsalya has not been

translated at all.

T replies that

the ‘‘sentences are susceptible of two interpretations both being syn-

tactically and grammatically light. The words purastat and

pascat are used in the text in the sense of ‘front’ and ‘rear’ (see

p. 200 of the text). Accordingly pvrastat dvsyahala/n hatra is

interpreted by me as ‘having destroyed the frontal enemy'.”
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The terms purestat and pascdt in the sentence mean ‘first’ and

‘next’ as in fact T himself has done in the rendering of the passage.

Hut now to defend his erroneous renderings of dusyahala and vasya-

hala as ‘frontal enemy’ and ‘rear enemy,’ he makes the assertion that

the words ‘frontal’ and ‘rear’ are the equivalents of purastat and

pascdt. Then dusyahala and vasyabula would signify simply an

enemy, which they cannot. The meanings in fact are dusya — recalci-

trant, casya — submissive, and bala= army.

As to T\s assertion that his translation of the Sanskrit sentence

quoted at the outset is “syntactically and grammatically right”,

I should point out that it is not so. The term vasyabula
,
which in the

first case-ending refers to yah, the nominative of the sentence, lias been

interpreted by T as an object of yudhyeta .

Regarding the omission of the equivalent of the term nih salya in

tiie translation, T is silent.

My interpretation has been criticized by T on the ground that it

cannot be the policy of a king to engage in fight the recalcitrant portion

of his army first, and after its destruction, utilize the submissive portion

of his army in the fight. Tie remarks, “Are we to suppose then that

wars were a means of getting rid of treacherous persons in the army?”

My answer is in the affirmative. For Kautilya’s advice as to the parallel

course of engaging in fight the services of an undesirable portion of the

army when the risk is very great, I may refer T to the Kautiliya
,
IX,

2, p. 344, where the proper occasions for utilizing the different classes

of troops have been discussed. By such a line of action, the king can

achieve his object even in defeat (sva-vurdlmyoh kalahe caudalasyc va

auyatarasiddhih—A., IX, 2, p. 344, 1. 1; bilvarn. bilvena hanyatdm—
p. 344,1.7). The Katnandaklyn (XIX, GO, p. 290) also advises, in a

passage bearing on the same point, a king to engage the dusyahala first

:

JTOtf g qsanftnKsfal#: I

35. CR.
, 125, 120; IHQ.

y 403, 404. I criticized T’s utterly erro-

neous translation of the following sloka (A\, VII, 13, p. 304)

:
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The translation runs thus: “When an enemy in the vear anci iu

the front, and an assailable enemy to be marched against happen to-

gether, then the conqueror should adopt the following policy.”

Here, there is no question of ‘happening together’ nor are there in

the Sanskrit text any words corresponding to the same. The rendering

should be as follows:—When the vijiglsu happens to be (hhavet) in the

position of either the rear-invader (pdrmigrdha), or the invader

(ahhiyohtr), or the king invaded (ydtavya) f
he should thus conduct the

operations (naitrmn etat samdcaret ,—T reads netram for naitram).

T in his reply gives a list of the names of ten States in a mandala

calling the list a ‘diagram’, and leaves the readers to understand his

interpretation with the aid of the so-called diagram. It does not how-

ever help them at all in connection with the elucidation of the meaning

of this sioka.

Without explaining his own position, T objects to my rendering

in the following words

:

“If the word vijiglsu is taken as the subject of hhavet
,
there is

no second word, vijiglsu or ‘he’ in the verse to be taken as the

subject of the verb samdcaret. Accordingly, he cannot take

that word as the subject of hhavet. Hence the translation falls

to the ground. My construction is the only reasonable and correct

construction of the sentence.”

I give below the prose order of the sloka to remove the chances of

misunderstanding

:

arftpjfafiT an (H:)

Here salt has been supplied as the meaning demands it, and there is

nothing uncommon about this supply of sah.

For facility of reference and making my point clear, I quote here

the next five Sloka

s

(text, p. 304).

(») nrfwm# i

(b) Preny l

MARCJl, 19.12 26
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(e) fai q grenffrcsfa
.

i

farfipspftsmft ftsftiiui ii

(<l) Ul3$r^ 4lfuj|»lfa^1?lsftRTtf*R: I

(e) «gf mwwwtri i

gsass ipraiw 11

The tour slokas (a) to (cl) present details about the ‘conduct of

operations’ (naitra) mentioned in the passage. The first verse in sioka

(a) contains advice for the vijiglsu
,
when he happens to be in the posi-

tion of a parsnigrdha

:

“The Netr (the conductor of operations, referring to the vijiglsu in

the context) should attack the rear of the enemy who invades the

friend (of the vijiglsu ).”

T in his translation of this verse misses the point and renders ii as

“the rear enemy would usually lead the conqueror’s frontal enemy to

attack the conqueror’s friend.” T has tried to explain by a reference

to his so-called diagram how a rear-enemy can usually lead the con-

queror's enemy to attack the conqueror's frieiul but has failed to do so.

There is no reason why the rear enemy of the vijiglsu would usually lead

the vijiglsu' s enemy . This is not supported by what is meant in the

text.

The two slokas (b) and (c) quoted above speak of the steps to be

taken by the vijiglsu when he is in the position of the invader

(abhiyunjdnah). But T would not take this into account, lie objects

to my interpretation on the ground that the term pdrmigrdhah in sloka

(a), and pdrsnigrdham in sloka (b) refer to two different persons if my

interpretation be correct. This objection is baseless, because the term

in sloka (a) refers to the vijiglsu where he has to carry ou operations in

the position of a parmigrdha
, while the second term in slokai (b) is the

parmigrdha of the invaded vijiglsu and therefore they are different per-

sons. As I have already pointed out, the slokas (a) to (d) deal with three

situations. In the first, the vijiglsu is in the position of a parmigrdha;

in the second the vijiglsu is in the position of an invuder (ahhiyoktr)
;

and in the third, the vijiglsu is in the position of an invaded king
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(abhiyukta). Kautilya gives in the four ilokas advice to the vijigisu as

to what he should do in the three situations just mentioned,

T evades the neap three points touched by me in my criticism by

simply remarking

“It is unnecessary now to point out other absurdities committed by

the prejudiced critic.”

So the force of my statements regarding the three points remains

unabated.

I criticized next the utterly erroneous translation (p. 332)

of the first verse in slokn (e) quoted above (text, p. 304) viz., evam

mandalam dtmdrtham vijiglsur niveSayet as “thus the conqueror should,

through the aid of his friends, bring the circle of States under his own

sway.” The question of ‘bringing under sway’ does not arise in the

context, nor can the words dtmdrtham nive&ayet convey that sense.

The absurdity of T’s contention that to utilize the services of other kings,

they must be brought under sway will be apparent by a reference to the

case of America joining the Allies in the Great War. Does T mean to

say that America had been brought under the sway of England and

France before she agreed to render her services to them in the WarP

The verse means, ‘thus the vijigisu should engage the members of the

circle of Statesimandalam nive&ayet) to serve his own purpose

(dtmdrtham). The subject dealt with in the text is the utilization of the

services of the kings of the Mandala (circle of States) either by enlisting

their assistance directly in favour of the vijigisu , or by setting one or

more of them against the vijigisu'

s

enemies.

38. CR., 127; 1HQ., 404. The text (p. 305) mitrabhiltah sapatnd-

ndrri hatvd hatvd ca samvrtah has been translated by T as “and having

again and again destroyed the strength of his enemies, he should keep

his counsels concealed, being friendly with his friends.” Here hatva

has been rendered by ‘having destroyed the strength of his enemies', the

words ‘the strength of' being wrongly and unnecessarily supplied from

imagination. Samvrtah has been translated as ‘he should keep his coun-

sels concealed’ though the question of ‘counsels’ does not arise at all

in the text. The word simply means ‘being concealed, i.e., secretly.’

Again mitrabhutah has been rendered by ‘being friendly with hie
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friends’, which is a flagrantly erroneous translation. It means ‘acting

as a friend’, i.ei., under the guise of a friend. Thus the whole verse

means ‘killing (the enemies) secretly under the guise of their friend’.

T asserts in hie reply that
‘mitrabhutah ’ does not mean ‘under the guise

of their friend’. The interpretation put by me is so obvious that no

explanation is needed (cf. ksanabhuteva nau rdtrih samvrtteyam—
Rdmdyava

,
I, G5, 3 ;

see also bhdsyabhuta in the Sidupalavadha, II, 24,

and suhrdbhuta in the Paficatantra

,

81, 5), He also states, samvrtah is

an adjective to vijigisu but not an adverb modifying hatvd (killing).

As already stated, samvrta means ‘being concealed’ i.e., secretly, and

so it is not an adverb modifying killing.

37.A38. CR., 127; IHQ., 404, 405. In the passage A'., VII, 14,

p. 305 (last line), the word atisamih itdh should be rendered by ‘out-

witted’ and not by ‘well-combined’ as done by T (transl., p. 333). That

the term cannot mean ‘well-combined’ in the sentence will be clear from

a scrutiny of the text m qppnffowt

“3ffcRt%rr: W” # (text, P-305, last two lines).

The passage contains advice as to how a weak king, when attacked

by an enemy grown stronger by combination with other powers, should

cause disputes among the parties to the combination through spies in

order that the combination might fall through. The spies sent by the

weak king approach the allies of the enemy and point out to them the

disadvantage in the combination made by them. The spies impress

upon the allies that the leader of the combination (i.e., the enemy of

the weak king) is gaining much greater advantages than they, who are

thus being ‘outwitted* {atisamhitdh). The term atisandhana or the verb

at$—sam—dhfi has been used in ihis sense in various places in the

Kautillya
,
where T himself has translated it as such

Text p. 2$l--atisandhatte: T’s Transl., p. 31G

—

overreaches.

ft p. 288

—

atisandhiyate : ,, p. 317

—

will... be deceived .

it p.284

—

atisandadhyiit : ,, p. 313

—

may deceive.

it p. 288— Do. : ,, p. 318— Do.

it p. 252

—

atisandhana : ,, p. 281

—

deception.

But here T says in reply (item 38), “atisamhitdh means botu

eheated and well combined,”
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While suggesting a translation of the word atisamhitdh in my criti-

cism, I explained the term ubhmjavetana . To show clearly that it was

an explanation, I put the explanatory w^ords within brackets and after

“i.e.” In spite of this precaution, T does not hesitate to indulge in

unwarranted verbosity against me. Says he,

“Does the word convey so much meaning? The critic is very generous

with the words.”

39. CR.
y
127; IHQ.y 405. The text relating to the point touched

in this item is dmtesn sandhim dusayet (p. 300). This has been trans-

lated by T as “If some of the kings of the combination are wicked,

they may be made to break the treaty” (transl., p. 333). My criticism

was to the effect that dusta in the sentence “should not be translated as

‘wicked’ having regard to the context. The reference is to the aliena-

tion of the allies from their leader by the suggestion made above (see

item 38) that they have been outwitted”. T does not meet my arguments

saying that I have not suggested the rendering. In spite of my clear

statement that “the reference is to the alienation of the allies from the

leader”, T pretends not to find in the statement the suggested rendering

for dvsta>, which is ‘when alienated’. The translation of the whole

passage quoted above is “when alienated, the alliance should be caused

to be broken”.

I also pointed out that T’s translation has been vitiated by the

existence of the readings (a) purvdnyatardbhdve (b) kanyadanayauva-

luibhydm and (c) /» rtasandh ihinam at p. 300, 11. 0, 8, & 15. The Tri-

vandrum edition (vol. II, pp. 331, 332) has pxirvdn uttordbhdve,

kanydddinaydpandbhydm and / rtasandh ir hlnam for (a), (b) and (c) res-

pectively. The readings in T’s text yield no cogent meaning. He replies

that none of the manuscripts consulted by him have those readings.

I wish I could have relied on his statement that all the manuscripts

consulted by him contain the wrong readings hut in view of the tricks

to which he has stooped in connection with the items (8), (23), (29), (31)

and (42) and in view of the readings in the Trivandrum edition, I am

sorry, I cannot do so.

40> CR., 127; IHQ. f 405. The heading of the 15th chapter of the

Vllth Book of the Kavtiliya (p. 308), halavatd rigrh yoparodhahetava

h
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dandopanayivrttam ca has been wrongly translated by T as “measures

conducive to peace with a strong and provoked enemy
;
and the attitude

of a conquered enemy”,

I suggested that the first part of the heading should be

rendered as “The reasons (hetavah

)

for shutting (vparodha

)

[oneself

in a fort] while waging war (vigrhya

)

with a powerful enemy

(balavata).*
9

I have put the Sanskrit terms by the side of some of the

English equivalents to facilitate comparison.

Uparodha can never mean “measures conducive to peace”. T in

reply does not say anything to defend his own translation but finds fault

with my rendering on the ground that “uparodha does not mean shutting

oneself in a fort”. That the root rudh used with upa signifies ‘to shut up'

is well-known (see Monier-Williams , Sanskrit-English Dictionary
, p. 205,

col. 2). This meaning also finds support from the contents of the chap-

ter speaking of a weak king seeking shelter inside a fort as one of the

means of self-defence against an attack upon him by a strong. In a

similar situation, the Kaniandaklya (XIV, 56) also advises the weak

king to resort to a fort (abhiyukto balavata tisthan durge prayatnavdn)

where the commentator Sankararya uses the term uparuddha with re-

ference to the king who shuts himself up in a fort (atmanam

vparuddham mocayet—Kdmandakiya-Nltisara
,
Trivandrum ed., p. 133).

It will be interesting to note that T himself translates differently the

term vparodhahetavah mentioned elsewhere in the Kavtiliya (XII, 5,

p. 391—uparodliahetavo dandopanatavrttc vydkhydtdh) in a reference

to this very chapter as “Measures to obstruct the movements of the

enemy” (transl., p. 420).

As regards the second portion of the heading, I remarked that

dandopanata cannot be rendered properly as ‘a conquered enemy, be-

cause the conquered enemy is not always a dandopanata . He may

request the victor for a treaty of peace, but when he is weaker still and

therefore cannot expect to enter into any treaty of peace with better

terms, he surrenders himself to the mercy of the conqueror (Nayacan-

drika
, p. 36: sandhyantardnabhyupagame dtmarpanenu sandhyahhi-

dhdndrtham sutram dandenopanatavrttam iti). It is then that he becomes

dandopanata . The root nam means ‘to submit’, ‘to surrender’; hence

upohnata- ‘one who has submitted (one’s self)’ and dandopanata^ Jit.,
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‘one who has submitted (one’s self) under force’. Keeping this mean-

ing in view, I coined the word ‘self-submitter’ to stand for daudopanata

.

I may mention that the root navi found in dandopanata has been the

basis of the formation of the noun pranama
, which has been explained

by Sankararya in his commentary on the Kamandakiya (p. 142) as

tavuham ity dtmopanidhdnam i.e., self-submission. There is no subs-

tance in T’s argument that there is no idea of ‘self’ in the word dando-

panata and there is no idea of danda in the expression ‘self-submitter’.

I have shown above how the idea of self comes from the implication of

the expression dandopanata and how the idea of danda is implied in self-

submission. I ask T in return, what is the word corresponding to

danda in his rendering of daiidopanata as ‘conquered king’? T’s render-

ing ‘conquered king’, as shown above, is neither literal nor exact.

41 . CR ., 127; IHQ., 405. The passage tulyadnrgandm

nicaydpasdrato visesah (

K

., VII, 15, p. 308) has not been correctly

rendered by T in his translation (p. 336). He puts it as
“when there

arc many forts
,
difference should be sought in their affording facility

for the collection of stores and supplies” . Here the right meanings of

the terms apasdra and tuhja have been missed by T. Apasdra cannot

mean ‘supply’. It signifies apasaranamdrga (see Nayacandrikd
, p. 39,

1. 9), i.e. ‘a passage for exit’. T himself has taken it in that sense at

p. 39 of his translation (K ., I, 20, p. iO-svsirastambha pravesdpasaram).

It will be interesting to note how he translates the same word apasdra

with the same meaning differently in different places in the Kautiliya

,

e.g., as ‘a passage for exit’ at p. 39, as ‘help’ at p. 331, as ‘supply’ at

p. 33G, as f
ai friend’ at p. 337, as ‘defensive works’ at p. 338, and as

‘strongholds’ at p. 29 (text: apasdrabhumi).

The passage contains advice to a king seeking shelter inside a fort.

The meaning of the sentence is ‘of forts of (apparently) equal advan-

tages (tnlyaduryundm) ,
the supply of provisions (nicaya) and means of

escape {apasdra) constitute the distinguishing merit (or, superiority)’. T

does not touch at all my objections to the meanings of apasdra and tulya,

but raises new issues by saying that viscsa does not mean superiority,

while nicaya means ‘collection of things’ and not ‘necessaries of life’.

I have given above the literal translation of the passage and it will be
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seen that if one of the forts be selected to the exclusion of the remain-

ing ones, it is ‘superior’ in the circumstances. That visesa may mean

‘superiority’ need not be proved, because it is well-known (see Monier-

Williains’ Sanskrit-English Dictionary
, p. 990, col. 2). Moreover

‘provisions’, the meaning of the term nicmja (see Monier-Williams’

Sanskrit-English Dictionary), is the same as ‘necessaries of life’. Nicaya

has been explained as dhanyadisamyraha in the Nayacandrikd (p. 174).

Hence, my renderings are correct.

42. CR., 127 f
. ; ///()., 405f. The translation of the heading of

the chapter dandopanayivrttam (VII, lb) as “the attitude of a con-

quered king” is utterly erroneous. This rendering conveys a sense which

is the very reverse of what is meant. The palpable mistake has been

repeated through all the three editions of the translation. The wrong

impression that the chapter treats of the conduct of a conquered king

has given rise to mistaken renderings in many places. T has no other

alternative than to admit that “conquered king in the translation is a

mistake for conquering king”, but yet he must, as usual, tag some dis-

paraging remarks to the admission. He finds fault with the word

‘dominator* which I have used in my Interstate Relations in Ancient

India as a* synonym for dan <lopanayin. The Sanskrit term means

literally dandena halena upa samlpe nayati iti (see iXayacandrikd, p. <38)

‘one who brings (another) under him by force’ i.e., one who dominates

another.

I showed by reference to t lie translation (p. 888) of the opening

paragraph of the chapter (A., VI 1, l(i) how it reflects T’s confusion of

ideas as to the difference between the dantlopanayin (dominator) and

the dandopanata (self-submitter). The portion of the text necessary for

reference in this discussion is

As T is under the impression that the chapter deals with the ‘attitude

of a conquered king’, he has taken the word halavan to lefer to a vassal

king. The word, in fact, refers to the dominator (dandopanayin). The

passage quoted above means ‘when a powerful king (halavan i.e., the

dominator) intends to subdue (vijigisamdnah) one who, having made a

promise (anvjndtah — anujndni cidhdyu - lyab lope karmani panctml,
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see Trivandrum ed., Mm. Ganupati Sastri’s commentary) [to pay]

causes anxiety in regard to [the payment of] tlio money (taddhiranyo-

dvegakaram) , lie should march
(;
ydydt

)

But T renders the

passage thus (transl., p. 338)

:

“In view of causing financial trouble io his piotector
, a powerful

vassal king, desirous of making conquests, may under the permission

of his protector march ” T here contemplates a powerful vassal

king who goes out to make conquests with the permission of his protector.

But as a matter of fact, the vassal king is the dendopanata

,

who cannot

be powerful. It was on account of his helpless condition that he at last

had to surrender himself to the mercy of the dandopanayin (see the last

portion of the previous chapter i.e., K., VII, 15). To speak of him as

bent on conquests is absurd. Ilence, the introduction of the words 'a

powerful vassal king’ in the translation is without any support in the

text. Again, the use of the term ‘protector’ twice in the translation

is also without any justification, because it is without its equivalent in

the Sanskrit text. T says in his reply that the term tat in taddhiranyo-

dvegakaimn refers to hhartr in the word hluirtdram found at the end of

the second paragraph on page 312 of the text. The passage we are

discussing occurs at the» top of p. 311 of the text, and so tat according to

T refers to a noun that comes after a full page and a half. Assu-

ming that it is so, T’s position will not improve the least, because the

term bhartdram in the passage at p. 312 does not mean what T calls

the ‘protector’. It means ‘owner’ i.e., the dandopanata king, who was

the former svdmin of the land (see Nayacandrihu
, p. 43, 1. 1 : bhartdram

purvasvdminam). Moreover how can the whole expression taddhiranyo-

dvegakaram which is obviously the object of vijigisamdnah be translated

as “in view of causing financial trouble to the protector”?

Now as to T’s criticism of my rendering, I would reply : (a) Anvjild

means abhyupagama (Nayacandrikd
, p. 39) i.e., assent or pro-

mise; tat refers to that anujnd (i.e., the promise of payment). As in

many other cases, T misrepresents me here again by insinuating that I

have translated anujndta as ‘dominator’ (see CR. y p. 129, l. 5) which I

have never done. This only shows that T himself is in confusion which

in Jiis reply has become worse confounded.

(b) Next, I pointed out a blemish in T’s edition of the text at p. 311

I.H.U., march, 1932 ^
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where the sentence commencing with evam utsdhavuto lias been ended

.

after sthdpayet
,
while it should be linked up with the next line which

has been wrongly tagged on to a new paragraph. T us usual makes the

assertion that the sentence has been put in the text rightly and rounds,

off his Statement with the remark “the critic is so blinded with prejudice

that he cannot, see things as they are”. So I am caustically asked to

believe that the blind have eyes. The blemish is there in the teui
}
and

a reference to the translation cannot remove it.

As regards my criticism viz., “the translation (p. 339) speaks of

reinstatement of kings by the powerful vassal king, while in fact it

deals with the question as to how the dominator will utilize the services

of the self-submitters of various descriptions”, T is silent.

43. QR.
y 129; IHQ ., 4(Hif. The text (last para., p. 311) mentions

six kinds of helping kings, the first set of three doing good to the domi-

nator directly (Nayacandrikfi, p. 41

—

arthapruptau) and the second set of

three doing good to him indirectly by preventing harm (Nayacaiulrikd ,

p. 41

—

andrt haparihdre). In view of this fact, the incorrect reading

(p. 312) yad amitram dsdram copakaroti tad ubhayatobhogi should be re-

placed by the correct one found in the Trivandrum edition viz., yad amit-

ram dsdravi cdpakaroti tad ubhayatobhogi. The translation should be ‘he

who harm

s

the enemy as well as the enemy’s ally helps in two ways’.

But T’s translation runs thus : “Whoever helps also his en$my and his

enemy’s allies is a friend offering enjoyment to both sides” (p. 339).

T’s reply betrays that he has misunderstood the whole situation, as

otherwise lie could not have explained ‘both sides’ in his translation as

‘friend and enemy’. How can a dandopanata
,
who has made an abject

surrender and whose services are being utilized by the dandopanayin

can venture to help the enemy of the dandopanayin (as represented in

T’s translation)? T criticizes my interpretation by stating “what the

two ways are is not clear”. It is clear as daylight, but may not be so to

T. The Nayacandrika (p. 20, 1. 8) explains the terms thus

:

Apakaroti has been explained as pratikaroti. It cannot be upakaroti

as T contends. One who harms or cheeks both the umitra (enemy) aud
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the asara (enemy’s friend) [of the dominator] can certainly be regarded

as helping that king in two ways.

44. CR 129; 1HQ., 407. I pointed out the erroneous character

of the translation of a passage dealing with the disposal of a piece of land

by a strong king after it has been wrested from a weak king in conflict.

The text (p. 312) runs as follows:—

It means that [the dandopanayin] should himself (svayarn eva) conciliate

(vpagrabayet) the owner (hhartdram i.e., the former owner of the land)

by (giving him) a piece of land which cannot be occupied (<amadhivas-

yayd) by any one else (parena ). But T translates it as “(he should

provide) his own protector with an uninhabitable land”. As the advice

contained in the whole paragraph is meant for the dandopanayin (the

dominator) and not for the daiidnpanata (self-submitter) whom T calls

a vassal king, the translation has become the reverse of what is meant.

Here hhartdram refers to the (former) owner (purvasvdviinam—Naya -

candrikdy p. 43) and not the king whom T calls ‘protector*. Moreover,

the term parcl'a has not at all been translated by T. He admits the omi-

ssion of the equivalent of parena in the translation, but in his reply

renders it as ‘by an enemy* which cannot be the meaning here. Parena

means ‘by any one else* in the sentence (tato'nyena—Nayacandrika
f

p. 43).

The next two points of my criticism have not been touched by T.

In connection with the last point I remarked that sentences like dattvd

cabhayam piteva anugrhniydt (text, p. 312) [‘should like a father pro-

tect those who are promised security from fear* (transl., p, 340)] cannot

refer to what should be done by *a vassal king’ to the ‘protector*

(using T’s terminology). On the contrary, they speak of the duties of

the ‘protector*, i.e., the dominator towards his ‘vassal kings* i.e., the

self-submitters.

It was also remarked that the sentence (p. 313) evam asya dandopa-

natdh putrayautran anuvartante
[
thus (i.e., if such a course be adopted),

the dandopamtas will loyally follow his (dandopanayin's) sons and

grandsons] shows conclusively that the line of action suggested in the

chapter is meant for the dandopanayin and not for the da .dopanatas.
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At the end of my criticisms in connection with this item, 1 stated

that'in view of the very many errors arising from 1”$ wrong impression

of the subject-matter of the chapter, the translation of the whole

chapter should be re-written. T replies (CZ?., p. 128)

“with regard to interpretation of the chapter, I am convinced that

I am right and that he is wrong/ 1

45. CR., 130; IHQ., 407f. The opening sentence of ch. 18 of

bk. VII of the Kautiliya should be madhyamasya dtmd trtiyd pancami

ca prakrti prakrtayah (see Nayacandrikd
t p. 55, 1. 3 ;

as also the Tri-

vandrum ed.) instead of madhyamasya dtmatrtiyd etc., as found in T's

edition of the text (p. 317). This wrong reading is responsible for the

error in the translation. In the first two sentences of the chapter, a

grouping of certain States in the mandala has been made. The

Madhyama himself and the third and the fifth States from him (i.e.,

mitra and mitramitra) are prakrtis (i.e., natural friends

—

prakrstakarandt

prakrtitvam—Nayacandrihd
, p. 55) while the second, fourth and sixth

States from the Madhyama (i.e., ari
t
arimitra and anndtramitra) are

vikrtis (i.e., natural enemies

—

viruddhakanmad vikrtitvarn—Naya-

candrikd
, p. 55). T criticises the reading pointed out by me on the ground

that, according to it, the Madhyama becomes friendly ‘to himself'— ‘a

self-evident statement for which there is no use*. I have already stated

that such a grouping has been made for convenience of reference and

for pointing out the States that are naturally friendly. For a parallel

statement, in the Kautiliya
,
I would refer him to the passage in VII, 2,

p. 261 (vijigisur mitram mitramitram vd
f

sya prakrtayah) where the

vijigisu himself and mitra and mitramitra (i.e., the third and fifth States

from him) have been called pmkrtij.

It was shown in support of the reading dtmd trtiyd instead of dtma-

tftiyd that with the adoption of the latter reading supported by T, the

use of the word prakrtayah would be out of place, as there will remain

in that case only two prakjtis for which the use of the dual number ins-

tead of the plural number would be in order. T makes an amusing

remark in reply to this argument ;

“The use of
(prakftayah f

in plural is only to balance with ‘
vikftayah

*

in the next sentence/
9
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T should be reminded that it is not a question of rhyming.

As to my remark that the situation contemplated in the next two

sentences of the first paragraph of ch. 18, bk. VII has been misunder-

stood by T in view of the fact that the words ‘those States’ found in his

translation (p. 344) “the conqueror should be friendly with those states
9 ’

evidently refer to both prakrtis and vikrtis while the text speaks only

of prakrtis , T has no other alternative than to admit that “the omission

of ‘prakrti ’ is an oversight.”

46. CR., 130; IHQ., 408, 409. (a) The text (p. 317) madhyamai

ced vijiyisor mitram mitrahhdvi lipseta mitram trdyeta has been

translated by T (p. 344) as “if the Madhyama king is desirous of secur-

ing the friendship of the conqueror’s would-be friend the conqueror

should preserve his own friend”. I objected to the renderings of the

words lipseta and mitrahhdvi italicized in the translation quoted above.

The term lipseta does not in the context convey the sense of ‘securing

friendship’ in view of the nature of the mitrahhdvi mitra as depicted

by Kautilya (VII, 9, p. 291) viz.,

T’s translation of this passage is as follows (p. 320) : “That friend who

contracts friendship with a single aim in view, and who is helpful,

immutable, and amicable, is a friend never falling foul even in

adversity"

.

If madhyama be assumed to be desirous of securing the

friendship of the mitrahhdvi mitra of the vijigisu, the question of the

protection (see trdyeta in the text) of the mitrahhdvi mitra by the

vijigisu against the madhyama cannot arise. The fact is that the

madhyama is going to bring under him the mitrahhdvi mitra of the

vijigisu and therefore the word lipseta has been used. The term means

‘if (one) wants to have’, i.e., ‘if one wants to have (the mitrahhdvi

mitra) under him’ (cf. Nayacatidiika p. 55— yadi adatum icchet).

Again, the term mitrahhdvimitra cannot be rendered by the ex-

pression ‘would-be friend’ as done by T, because it means ‘a real fnpnd’

He is mentioned as ‘immutable’ in the definition quoted above.
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T asks in kis reply “What did the critic gain by such change of

words?” My answer is that the gain lies in the correction of the errors

committed by T.

(b) As regards T’s misleading renderings of the terms vuulhyama

and udcisina, I have already made some remarks in connection with

item 19. I want to add that the description of madhyama and uda-

slna given in the Kautiliya (VI, 2, pp. 201, 202) and referred to by me

in my original criticism (IHQ-y 409) supports my contention. The

Kamandakiya (Trivandrum ed., p. 107) is also explicit about the mean-

ings of the two terms. Sankararya, the commentator of the work,

comments as follows:—

tor ariwrd snfa i

In view of these authoritative statements, my renderings as

‘Medium-State’ and ‘Super-State’ are correct. T finds fault with my

explanatory note on the term udasina
,

viz., ut — iirddhvain dsinah
, i.e.,

seated on a height, or in other words, the strongest power in the mandala
,

because, according to him, it is unauthorized and unacceptable to

the Sanskritists. He does not state the reason why it is unacceptable. I

have named above the authorities, one of whom expressly states that

‘there is in the mandala no power stronger than the uddsina\

47. C7?., 130f., lHQ.
y
409. T admits that he is at fault in regard

to the translation of the verse (VII, 18, p. 320) nopakurydt amitram

yd gacched yad atikarsitam
,
in which the most important portion vk.,

amitram vd gacchet has not been translated at all (tinnsl., p. 347).

I have given my reasons at the outset (p. 107-8) why cala means

‘unstable’, though T is unaware of this meaning. It cannot be ‘Vander-

ing i.e., nomadic” as T contends. The context in which calam mitram

occurs (text, p. 320) makes it imperative that cala should be rendered by

‘unstable’ or some other word of the same import. The Kautiliya

(p. 320) says, “If a aria (unstable) friend be found willing to enter into

an alliance on receipt of. money, the cause lor not entering into the

alliance should be removed i.e., money should be paid to make him stable

(na caled yathd)
9
’ (see Nayacandrikd

, p. 04

—

calanahetuvi arthalrpsd-
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dikath si'aya in pradanudma'pi hanyat yathd punar na cadet ity arthuh).

In this passage coda, cannot be taken as ‘nomadic’.

48. CR ., 131; 1IIQ ., 409f. The verse (A., VII, 18, p. 320)

nivesya pilrvam tatrdnyam dtmdanugrahahetnn

d

has been translated by

T (p. 347) as “having made some previous arrangements to punish or

favour the friend”. My criticisms were: (a) nivesya means ‘having

stationed’ (see Nayucandriku
, p. 05—tatra anyam sthupayitvd) and does

not contain the idea of ‘making arrangements’; and (b) dandanugra -

hahetund signifies ‘for rendering military help’ (see Nayacandrika
, p.

G5

—

dandena sdhdyyakarandrtham) and should not be translated as “to

punisb or favour the friend”. T states in his reply that damldnugraha

cannot be interpreted as “military help”, “The appropriate word for

it” says he “is dandasahayya ’

’ . The attempt to draw a line of demar-

cation between damldnugraha and dandasahayya is very amusing,

specially when it is found that T himself translates balena anugrhniydt

in the immediately preceding sloka (text, p. 320) as “should help with

the army” (transl., p. 347). Thus, according to T, though anugrhni-

ydt means ‘should help’, anugraha cannot mean ‘help’. Splendid

reasoning, indeed

!

T adduces another argument against the adoption of dandanugmha

in the sense of military help, viz., the rendering of such help cannot

bring the wavering king, receiving the help, to the side of the helper.

But it should he remembeicd that the wavering king is weak and is in

need of military help; and the receipt of such help from either the

vijigisu or the amitra fixes him up with the side from which the help

is obtained.

49. CR., 1311.; IRQ ., 410. In the translation (p. 347) of the

next sloka (A., VII, 18, p. 320)

the first portion of the first verse has been wrongly rendered by T. His

translation is as follows: “The conqueror may harm him when lie has

grown powerful, or destroy him when he does not help the conqueror in

danger and when he lfes on flic conqueror’s lap ill good faith . Here,
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the portion of the passage “Tlio conqueror may harm him when he has

grown powerful” should be corrected into “(the mitra) who does harm

(to the vijtgisv) when powerful”. The slokci means that a mitra
,
who

does harm to the vijiguu if he has power, or who does not render him

help in times of difficulty, should be ruined by the vijiguu at an

opportune moment when he comes within his (vijiglm*s) reach in confi-

dence. Here yat saviartham apakurydt and (yat) apadi vd na upakur-

ydt are two adjectival clauses qualifying tat mitram in the second verse.

T, however, makes vijiguu the subject of apakurydt. According to T’s

rendering, one does not find any reason why the vijiguu harms the mitra

when grown powerful. Moreover, it is not supported by the very reason-

able explanation of the Nayaeandrika (p. G5) viz.,

rTRl a?rcf^ ?! ?n

The rendering suggested by me is in consonance with the Nayaeandrika.

T criticizes the rendering on the ground that “if apakurydt saviartham

vd is taken as an adjectival sentence to
‘
mitra*

,

then what is the use of

the second adjectival sentence nopaknrydt yad apadi? For he who does

harm to the Central State will never help it in danger. Hence, the

second adjectival clause will be of no use”. I may point out to T that

the two adjectival sentences are alternative to each other, as indicated by

the particle vd standing between the two sentences. Therefore, his criti-

cism is baseless.

50. Cli., 132; 1IIQ ., 410. 1 criticized T’s translation (p. 347) of

the last sloka at p. 320 of the text as altogether wide of the mark. The

doka is as follows

:

It means ‘If a mitra after growing in power (utthitum) owing to the

calamities of his enemy (amitravyasandt) becomes disaffected (virajyati)

[towards the vijigiqu
] ,

then by the removal of the calamities of that

enemy (arivyasanasiddhya) lie (tat= the mitra) is brought under control

(prasidhyati) through that very enemy (satrunaiva) [of the mitra] .

But T relegating the reading yad virajyati to the foot-note in his
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edition of the text (p. 320) adopts sad virajyati instead and translates

the sloka thus (p. 347) ! “When a friend keeps quiet after rising

against an enemy under troubles, that friend will be subdued by the

enemy himself after getting rid of his troubles".

Here, virajyati has been rendered by ‘keeps quiet’ while it means

becomes disaffected’. T’s translation is meaningless because there is

no reason why a friend should ‘keep quiet’ after rising against his enemy

specially when the enemy is ‘under troubles’, affording him time to get

rid of his troubles and take vengeance upon him (the friend). Further,

while all the slokas speak of the conduct of the vijiyisa towards his

mitras
,
there is no reason why tliici sloka would deviate from this line

and speak of the conduct of the viitra towards his enemy. My interpre-

tation is supported by the Nayacandrikd (pp. 05, 60) os also by the

commentary of Mm. Qanapati Sastri (vol. II, p. 367). Against this

interpretation T says that
“ *utthitam ’ does not mean ‘growing in

power’. Being a perfect participle of the verb (sthd\ to stand, it always

means one who has risen or that which has risen’.” For the meaning

of root ut—sthd
,
I may refer him to the verse uttis

%
\hamands tu paro

nojiekxyah pttihyam icchatd of the fiisupdlavadha, II, 10 where

uttisthamdnah has been paraphrased by Mallinatlia as vardhamdnah

(growing powerful). As a past participle of ut—sthd (not perfect parti-

ciple as T says), utthitam can well signify 'grown in power’ and when

connected with a verb in the present tense e.g., with virajyati in the

passage under consideration, it can be rendered either by ‘having grown

in power’ or by ‘after growing in power.*

As regards T’s statement that virajyati “does not mean disaffected,

or indisposed to favour or support, turn out unfriendly or hostile, I

need only refer him to the following passages where the verb r

i

—radj

has been used in the sense of ‘to become disaffected.’

itpt swrciW wfa *n*f) ii

Kathdsaritsdgara , 37, 144.

Mahabharata (Cal. ed.), Santiparva, 6286.

28
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Hitopadesa
,

f)3, IS.

*The verb or its derivatives have been used in the same sense in many

places in the Kavtiliya itself e.g.

viii, s, P . 338— srt f*»5f fog? 315 fossfe i

vn, 5, p. 277— gjfon:

faTrfi? WnjElftsr 31 «R»fcr F#?f 31 S33IJJI

It is interesting: to note that T himself renders virayatCun ydnli and

viniktah found in the last passage quoted above as “heroine disaffected”

and “disaffected* * respectively (transl., p. t305).

It is a matter for regret that I have been put to the necessity of

explaining at length the obvious meaning of a word like cirajyoti. T h

objection that satnaul can ne\er mean ‘through the enemy* is very

futile. I refer him to the /Vayacandrika (p. Ob) satruna cca sadhitam

bhavati
,
which fully supports me.

Again, T-*s objection that prasidhyaii does not at all mean ‘is brought

under control* is baseless, because the term means, according to the

A 'ayacandrika (p. 00), “sadhitam bhavati ’*
i.e., *is brought under con-

trol*. For this meaning of the root sulk ef. Kathdsaritsdyara
,

.‘JO, 17.
/

Ibid-, 40, 188, 1«J—

ftgifo ^ispr ftqrararfir ft cp:
l

il <|3rl w II

3?3PI#I<} SW *I3f:^ 3^r?rt |

jjnWTSREl 3353ft* 03 tn: l

Cf. also Bohtlingk and ltoth*s Sunskrit-Worterbuch
,

pt. VII, 1002

under root sidh—
3ftfa3Z: ^ |

•

In this connection, T remarks

“By his translation, the critic has taught us here anei political lesson.

It is that in order to bring under control a hostile friend, an

enemy may be helped to get rid of his troubles”.
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That it is not a ‘new political lesson' will be evident from the

following* passage# in the Kamandakiya where it is stated that (a) a

false friend should be treated ruthlessly like an enemy, and (b) an

enemy can be treated as a friend if the purpose in view can be served.

Kamandakiya, V T I T , 74, p. 119.

(
6

)

fjT^n^rfq ii

Ihirl., VIII, 7<i, p. 120.

T have now come to the conclusion of my examination of each of

t lie arguments put forward by T in defence. As the result of this exami-

nation we find that

(a) T has said nothing about nineteen of the many errors pointed

out by me in my original criticism. Each of these errors regarding

which he is silent has been indicated en passant in this rejoinder .

*

(b) I have shown iu connection with the preliminary observations

(p. 1GG) that T has admitted his errors in six instances, viz., items 14,

15, 42, 44, 45 and 47, but in most of them, he has marred the effect of

his admission by unjustifiable caustic remarks against me.

(c) In several cases, e.g., items 15, 16, 17, 18, 40 and 41,

he has not answered my criticisms, but has attempted to point out

faults in my suggestions without any success.

(d) He has also tried to create a wrong impression by attributing

to me suggestions not made by me at all, e.g., in items 1, 31, 42,

(e) Lastly, he has stooped to unscholarly dodges in connection with

the items 8, 23, 29, 31 and 42. A reference to what I have said in regard

to those items will give the readers an idea of the nature of the tricks.

I now repeat my warning that the translation of the Kautiliya

* In connection with items 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19 (comprising 3 untouched

points), 20, 25 (comprising 3 untouched ’points), 35 (comprising 3 untouched points),

42 and 44 (comprising 3 untouched points).
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made by T is very unreliable. The errors pointed out above from the

translation of the seventh Book of the treatise are only illustrative of

the character of the translation of the whole work. T has not been

able to meet effectively any one of my criticisms in his reply, while his

attempts to defend what are actually errors have made his position worse

by eliminating* the possibility of doubt in regard to one or more of them

that they were committed through inadvertence. In view of these facts,

I should repeat the caution to the readers against relying on

the translation alone for arriving at the correct meanings of the passages

in the Kautillya.

Nahenpha Nath Law



The Soma or Sauma Sect of the Saivas

Dr. G. Tucci in Iris Introduction to Pre-DinnCiga JJuddh ist texts on

Logic from Chinese Sources (p. XXVI II, f. n. 2) lias cited two passages

where the Saumas or Somasiddhantaviidins are mentioned. In course of

my Tantric studies 1 have (tome across several such passages which refer

to the Soma or Sauma sect. But we do not know anything about the

doctrines of this school. A detailed account of the Na-ya-siumo or

Naya-sauma (as suggested by Dr. Tucci) School from Chinese sources

may be of considerable help in this connexion.

The passages in question are found in the Vosixtha PurCma
y
Suta-

samhitd, and KurmapurCma. They are quoted in the Ta n tradh ikCiti?i ir-

naya of Bhattoji Diksita, Virmnitrodaya of Mitra Misra,

Sivdrhowan idfpika of Appava Diksita on the SnlauthahhCisya of the

Veduntasutra . The last two quotations have so far been identified. It

will be observed that all the passages refer to the somas as one of the

heretic sects.

The passages are :
—

HTffl WIT fcSRI^ HTW* II*

a wiref wftfw fgafar: i

wit «ng«w ttW MTwgwHwn.ii

2

3 wtf mgiH wijH ** *rwn i

* Traws.ii*

This sect is referred to as Kdmatwarddin in a work called the

Darsana- kunikdsanigraha of Tlrthasvamin, 4
a manuscript of which is

1 Attributed by the TantrCidhikarinirnaya (p. 2 of Rajrajesvari Press edition,

Benares v.s. 1945) to Ynxisthapumna and Liiiyapuriina (Ch. IX).

2 Attributed by Tuntradhikarinirnaya (p. 13) to Sutasamhita (Yajna-vai

bhavakhamja). It has been identified there as verse 3 of Chap. XXII.

3 Vlramitrodaya (vol. T, p. 22) and Sivarf.mnanidlpila of Appaya Diksita

(p. 112) attribute it to Kurmaintrana.

4 ng wtlf! WIRWIT^ l IH[ft VITOl W* *W*HT*<% W|:

(fol. lb).
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in the Library of the Vahgiya Sabitya Pari sat .

4 According to this work,

the philosophy of Somasiddhanta is based on dualistic eonception.

It is not known if Soma or moon has any connection with the sect.

But it should be noted here that the moon, with her digits, plays an

important part in the Tantras. Gaiidrajnanavidya forms a part of

Tanira theology. There seems to have, been two forms of this Vidya.

One of these as is included in the doctrines of the Kapalika Sect of the

Saivus is staled to have been inculcated in the (andrajiidna Tanira*

The Candrojhuna vidya is further stated to have concerned itself with

the worship of the sixteen deities called the Nityds .

There was also a section of the Tantras known as Kalavada
,
i.e., the

section that dealt with the exposition of lunar digits. According to

Laksmidhara, the works of Vatsyfiyana and others deal with Kalavada.

Topics discussed in this section are represented to have been

Kalagrahana, Ealamoksana, Da^aslhagrahana, Candrakataropana, P»ra-

duragamana, etc .

1

The other and commendable form of Candrawidya
,

according to

Laksmidhara, is Srlvidya. Members of all castes have an access to this

form while the other one is meant only for the Sudras and other low

caste people .

8
It seems to have had a close connection with Samaydcdra

which consists principally of internal mystic worship.

Laksmidhara makes an attempt to prove the close connection of

CandrajMnavidya or rather the former type of it and Kalavada with

the Kdpdlifcas, a sect of the Saivas. The Somas also seem to have been

5 For a short description of the work by the present writer cf. Sdhitya

Parisat Patrika (vol. xxxviii),

Laksmidhara in his commentary on Soumlari/nJaharl (Govt. Oriental Library

Series, Mysore, p. 82).

7 Laksmidhara, op. cit., p. 83.

8 fWjwTfarre* wl fiqrcfewFs qs'srm sqtasiprat,

l— Laksmidhara, op. cit., p. 85
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a sect of the Siva-worshippers as they are found to have been mentioned

in different places (cf. the passages cited above) together with other

Saiva sects. And they may even have had intimate connection with

(Janeirojnana and Kalavada if they had anything to do with the moon

(as their name would load one to suppose).

It would he interesting to note here that the Saivavadl sect whose

views are quoted in the Manimekhalai is stated to have recognised that

“the two lights (the sun and the moon), doer and the five elements cons-

titute the basis out of which human beings are made by combination

of life land body.
1,0

It cannot he stated if these Saivavadis also had

any relation with the Sonias.

(JHINTAllAKAN CilAKllAVAK II

f) Aiyaugar, J.lttnuiu'khnlui nt ft* Hound'd Srttiwj, \k 11)L\



Kasakrtsna

It is well-known that Vopadeva in one of the introductory verses

to his Kavikalpadmtna mentions eight early grammarians, viz., Indr*,

Candra, Ka4akptsna, Apidali, Sskatayana, Panini, Amara and Jainen-

dra. He refers to them as and in his Kdvyakdwadhenu

speaks of them as Indra's name is also mentioned in a com-

mentary on Vopadeva's Mugdhabodha which is attributed to the

author himself but which is in reality a forgery belonging probably

to the 17th century. Here the introductory verses run as follows :

—

wo# tvgnffrczt to: 1 srfen?wnw ^ 11

I ^IRURUIWI OTT^IT5 U

jfeifssrpil * wttstt * 1 fefawfroj^sw 11

gnwN jwt i fecit wcrcMrcft «fefwwH^pfhi 2

Of these Indra is hardly more than a mere name to us, though the

A indra Vyakarana was extant as late as the middle of the 17th century

as is clear from the mention of the work in the Kavlndracarya list.

Durgacarya in his commentary on the Nirukta% while speaking of

the division of words into parts of speech says : The

same remark is found in the Kavirdfa on Kdtantra 1.1.20.

grey:, fowKpd qvHgofvwtifrm , efcvret q* iriMtar:, fgrafore^ q^fti

TOSfe | It is worthy of note in this connection that in the Vdjasaneyi

Prdtisakhya of Katyayana, we find a rule Arthah padam (iii. 2), which

also appears to be a sutra of the Aindra Vyakarana .
8

1 The author of the Sdrasvata Vyakarana says at the outset :

fsyyitsfq * qg: i ufimt qnrt

where the reference is clearly to the legend about Indra’s studying grammar at

the feet of Brim,spat i and his failing to acquire mastery in word-lore because

Brhaspati instead of expounding the principles of grammar by means of general

rules and exceptions took up individual words and explained them
^ ZffTOTHIt

qwwrii* )

2 The names mentioned here will be discussed in another paper.

3 And the available information regarding the Aindra Vydkarana was culled

and published by Burnell in his Aindra School of Grammar. Some leaves contain-

ing rules of Grammar were discovered by the Central Asia expedition, but it is very

doubtful whether the rules are from the Aindra Grammar.
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The first rule of the Aindra Vyakarana is quoted by the Jaina

commentator Vimalamati as ^ I

A line from Indra is also quoted by Upaimnyu in his commentary

on Sloka 2 of the Nandikesvara Kasika :

I In the Katantrapradipa on II. 4 13 we read

wrfau <fiirm fay eh

etc. Indramisra is quoted several times in Hetnacandra. This

Indrami£ra is manifestly a much later writer.

Originally, to each school of grammar there seems to have been attach-

ed a lexicon. We find mention of an Aindra-Nirgliantu by Vararuci

in the Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss. in the Sarasvati Mahal Library,

Tanjore (vo!. IX, no. 4738). The work begins thus :

Katyayana's Ndmamala
i
and coming to more recent times, Padma-

nabhabhafcta's Bhxiriprayoga are also well known,

A portion of Candra’s grammar together with his own commentary

has been published by Liebich, b it the la-t two chapters of the work

have still to be discovered and there are reasons to doubt whether

the commentary published by Leibich is really from the pen of Candra.

Of Kasakrtsna our knowledge is viry meagre. Kasalcrtsni as a

mima iisaka is referred to thrice in the Afahabhlsya. (

^raf^fenrr vtaa tfntar msraft—Jifmnar iv. 1 . 4 ;

IV. r. 93 ;
IV. 3. 155 ).

Kasakrtsna is mentioned by name in the Brahrn isUtra (1-4*22).

On the strength of a quotation from the Tattvaratmkara found in

the TativavTirttika on the 8trib’zdsya, some are inclined to hold that

Kasakrtsna is the author of the Sailiarsi KCnyla of the Piirvawlmamsa.

The passage quoted runs thus :

biutNkt ht fsratswl' i

It is to be noted in this connection that the name as found here and

In the BrahmasTitra is Kasakrtsna whereas that found in the Maha•

bhayya is Ka§akrtsni. So far as I have seen, the Sahkarqa Kay<la as

published from Benares contains nothing like the view attributed to

I.II.Q., MARCH, 1952 29
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Ka§ikrtsnaby Badarayana,the author of the BrahmasxitrasS and though

the SaMar*a Kanda is fairly early as is evident from the fact that

Sabarasvam! wrote a commentary on it, it . is still difficult to hold

that Kasakrtsna is its author. On the other hand the fact that Sahara

says: Iti Saiikarae vakyyati (XII, 2, in would lead one to suppose

that according to Sahara the Sahkar** Kanda also is from the pen

of the author of the Mxmamsa Sutras. So much for the philosopher

Ka&akrtsna.

The grammar of Kasakrtsni appears to be mentioned by Patahjali

in the following passage :

qifttforr rite' qTfaptat.i smsawu 1

Since Panini and Apisali are grammarians it is not unreasonable

to suppose that Ka^akftsni, whose work is mentioned here, is

alao a grammarian. Candra's (?) Vftti on his own grammar as also

the Kahikavrtti contain several references to Ka§akftsni and his

work. From these we learn that the grammar of Kasakrtsni con-

sisted of three chapters :

to* frirofa qr to*t;, qrfaRtor:, ^.*t: *rofc«T:

(Candravrttiy II. 1. 42).

'nfapmq.TO* afJtora TO*r:, qrfapikr: i tureq^faT: i fcm:,

I
(Kasika ,

IV. 2. 65).

TOfer?T7lftp>»r: I >nfaFrfercWtaT: I I {ibid., VI. 2. 36'.

KaSakrtsni’s grammar is also mentioned in the Kimka on IV,

3 - i ‘5 *

but the reading there is evidently corrupt.

K<i£akrtsna is again mentioned in the Kasika on JTi^iv. 3. 301 :

fctr I'm 1 qrftpk^ 1 qnf'WMH. t 1

Kaiyata in his Vivarana on Patafijali’s ll/itixya on
g (Panini 11,1.50) quotes a rule of Kasakytsna. Pataftjali says:

Jf<aq)^q^q1vtqfa on which Kaiyata remarks :

qrftpfW 3 qanfg^nfamfo 1

Ksiiasvaml in his K*\ratarahginl (ii. 60) remarks that according

4 *rafrwwr^t*wif«ifia! q*iwf sftqt ifi» *rem, i .tra wrswtW
*ni wsrgwnftftt nw( ‘aftmfa’ SOTfawfawp 1

5 Muhuhhu.suu, ed. Kudhoru. \i. 12, II. 5-G.
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to the followers of Kasakrtsni the past participle of the root is

formed without the union-vowel i : 3153 (i.e. of the root

) froraraftjSCTVrj: 1 wwa: I fSjrefcT : I This view is referred to in

the Mddhavlya DhatuvrUi under the root W—
ins wnwTwr i

From the fact that we find no mention of KaSakrtsna or Ka$akrt*ni

in the Niruktn, Pratmikhvas
%

or Panin fas also from the examples

in Vamana's Vv'ti on VI. 2, 36 where we read

(Wwjilt:, it would appear that Kasakjtsna was

posterior to Panini though anterior to Patafijali. In all probability

Kasakrtsna was prior to Katyayana also, for the varttika fggtUH

seems to refer to Kasakrtsna’s rule

. The name KaSakrtsna is found no doubt in the

(If. 4. 69) and the (iv. 2. 80), but the Ganapatka

as found in the Kahika and other works bears unmistakable traces

of later manipulation and is therefore unreliable for the purpose of

determining dates.

With the materials at our command it is difficult to come to any

conclusion as to whether the philosopher KaSakrtsna and the gram-

marian K?i§akrtsni were one and the same person, though it

appears highly probable that Kasakrlsna and Ka§akrtsni refer to the

same person.

KsIITTISII ClJANDKA ClIATTKRJKK



Nalanda Stone Inscription of Yasovarmadeva

In his article on this interesting inscription; published in the

Epigraphia Indica , Dr. Hlrananda Sastii has opined that the

YaSovarmadeva of this document is identical with the potentate

whose name occurs as Yasoclhnrman in the Mandasor inscription. He has

further stated that the King BaLiditya, who also figures in the Nalanda

inscription, was the subordinate of Yasovarmadeva. The accuracy

of this view has b en questioned by Dr. R. C. Mazumdar 1
(1HQ. %

VII)

and no body has so far criticised the latter. An ordinary perusal of

Dr. Sastri's article would sl ow that what is being put forward to

combat his view has already been considered by him.

Dr. Mazumdar bases his argument on palaeography and considers

the evidence of the form of certain akmras in the document under

notice too axiomatic to require re-examination of the point. 1 wish

he had compared the script of this inscription with t lie alphabet in

which the Horiuzi palm-leaf manuscript of the Usmtavi/ayad/idranl

from Japan is written, for in that case, he would not have been so over-

confident. As this is the main prop of his hypothesis I might re-

produce here the whole Varna-mala given at the end of this valuable

manuscript, which is believed to have been in existence during the

second half of the sixth century of the Christian era, so that scholars

may see if palaeography goes against Dr. H. Sastrl at all.

Varna-MaLa given in the Japanese Ms.

*f 3 -O ^ -i J- H K T
'l

V 3 -3 & i\ n- ft

^ 1 r A * y 7 £ O f A} Oft
-t ^ 2^

a -i H M tf di w M T( k ^ t \> .

Let Dr. Mazumdar write the Nalanda inscription in this Varna-

mala and see for himself how far he ^ right. He lays great stress on

1 One gentleman of Dacca has also criticised it in the September (1931)

issue of the Modern lleview
,
but the tone he has adopted in his note precludes

the possibility of his being taken seriously. Healthy criticism is always welcome

but not the invectives, such as this gentleman has indulged in, which might satisfy

one’s ‘spite* but will not help in the investigation of scientific truth.
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the form of the letters tt
}
bh

f y, //, and s. The fourth palaeographic table

of Buhler will show that these forms were current at the time which

Dr. Sastri has assigned to this prahasti . The Bodh-Gaya inscription

of Mahanaman may also be seen. Further, it is not safe to

depend exclusively on the shape of a few ak^aras in order to ascertain

the age of a document. Buhler, Fleet, Cunningham and other scholars

recognised long ago that antique form* of letters occur in inscriptions

which are decidedly late. The Madhuvan copper plate inscription came

into existence 123 years prior to D . B'lugavanlal's No. i$ and still

showed forms, which according to Buhler and other scholars who

like him hold tint the epigraphic documents give a clear view of

the gradual development of the Indian alphabets, should be treated

as late.

In order to account for the difference that is to be seen in the forms

of the akjaras met with in the inscriptions wh'ch were written at one

and the same time l would suggest that in the case of the Nagarl

script the varna-wala was, in all probability, fixed some time about

the 6th century (A. C.\ if not earlier, and the fixed form of the Siddha-

niutrkZx letters began to be used side by si ’e with the roma-lipi. I

think it was because of this fixed form that the whole varna-mdlx had

to be appended to the above-mentioned manuscript and it is for this

reason that very little difference is discernible in the documents written

in the Nagarl varna-malx although they belong to fir distant dates.

The Nagarl varna-mala remains practically the same even to the

present day but the Gupta-/#f passed through various changes or

developments as it went to different localities and gave rise to the

several alphabets we know of. Though the Nfigar! alphabet was fixed

it could not replace the Gupta or the derivative scripts. That an

ancient alphabet can continue to exist side by side with the later one

is still seen in the Mandi State of the Punjab where the Mahajans are

found writing their accounts, letters, etc., in the old Gupta-script, a

fact which Cunningham noticed long ago.

As to the name of the sovereign ruler, I am to say that the late

Dr. Fleet had noticed the inappropriateness of the appellation

YaSodharma and was inclined to take it as Yasovatmadeva. Besides,

yams is not a dharma and the designation Yasovarmadeva looks

much more reasonable than Yasodharmadeva and, in all probablity, was

the real name of the monarch. It may be added here that such

mistakes are found in the case of other names also, e.g., in Pusya*

bhfiti for Puspabhuti and Puspamitra for Pusyamitra.
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In this connection I might add that the use of lit does not go against

Dr. SastrT, for it is quite in accordance with the aphorisms of Paruni

as interpreted by Patanjali and other commentators. Biiladitya was not

present when the prasasti under notice was written. Taking it for grant-

ed that the lit (aasasa) indicates the bhxUa-kdla only and that Baladitya

could not have been alive when these stanzas about him were written

or when Malada made the benefactions mentioned in the inscription,

his hypothesis will remain unshaken for this lakura is allowed to be

used in the case of such events also as took place only one or two

days before a statement is made. Patafijali is quite lucid here.

Says he while commen ling on wNrftr? (in. 2. 115):

•Rsi strata^ jprs qtIw 1

%faare?rg: q 'wa’P' qrtqrfafa 1

w? qrrg: i

spw qng: 5»w!ir(ifct wtffafa 1

sm qng; SJSfrf 11

The Varlika % fero^q:,’ g vcn in the MahSb/tasya,

the KSiiiu ami elsewhere, as well as, the examples like ‘U : (sec

Kaiyyata on this 'bhlxya') will, I think, support Dr. Sastri.

A. K. Mritiiyunjavan
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Acta Orientalia, vol. x, pt. ii

H. LiiDEKS .—Das Zeickett fiir 70 in den Inschriften von Maihut a

aus der Saha und Kuaana-Zeit. (The figure for 70 in the inscriptions

of Mathura of Kushana times). Prof, Liitlers maintains his own
reading 70 as against the reading 40 of Prof. Rapson. He adduces

fresh evidences for same from the mss. from Eastern Turkestan

now in the collection of the Berlin Academy,
W, CALAND.—A note on the Satapathabrdhmana . It has been pointed

out in this note that the five chapters of the Satapathabrdhmana at

the beginning of the X III th Book contains a double treatment of

the Asvamedha sacrifice. It has also been shown that the descrip-

tion given in the first three adhyayas (XIII, 13) agrees in a

general way with the account of the sacrifice found in the Taittirlya •

brdhmayya, while the description given in the next two adhyayas
(XIII, 4 and S) equally agrees with the details of the sacrifice given
in the SdnkhdyanabrautasTilra

. Arguments have been adduced to

show that the author of the Satapathabrahmana was acquainted

with the accounts 01 the sacrifice found in the Taittiriyabrahina na

as well as the Sdhkhaya tia hrantasTitra. It has been argued also

that a comparison of the portions of the Vd/asaneyisavih ita and

the Satapathabrahmana dealing with the ASvamedha sacrifice points

to the Brahmana portion being earlier than the Samhita portion.

T. A. RamacHandkan.—An Inscribed Pillar Carvingfrom A maravail,
A jculpture on the base of a mutilated octagonal pillar at Amaravati

has been described here in detail. Out of the eight sides of the

pillar, only two have survived with the sculptures on them. The

date of the sculpture is surmised to be about 200 B.C. The carvings

on one side depict two scenes from the life of Buddha—one

representing the Mahdbhinixkramana and the other an incident

associated with the river Nairafijana. The latter scene is inferred

to be a representation of either the incident “Bodhisattva washing

the hempen-garmen t
v

,
or, ‘‘Sujata offering food to the Bodhisattva”,

or, “the temptation of Bodhisattva by Mara and his daughters.”

The fragmentary carving on the adjoining side of the pillar seems

to point to the representation of an event from Buddha’s life when

he lived in the city as a prince. The scene depicts, it has been
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conjectured, “a competition with the sword as to who could strike

the heaviest blow/ 1

Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,

vol. xiii, pt. ii

AsHUTOSH VlSWAS.—Society and Culture in the Brahmarta Period\

Some passages from the Aitareya Brahmana have been collected

to prove the following facts : The remnants of various animals

killed in a sacrifice were partaken of by the priests and the sacrifice^

and the caste system was still in a state of fluidity. It was

customary for the daughters-in-law to hide themselves from the

gaze of the fathers-in law. Incest was condemnable, and a widowed

sister occupied a very subordinate position in the family. The

scientific significance of the rising and the setting of the sun was

understood and the sea going vessels were known.

AtUL K. Sur .—Beginnings of Lingo. Cult in India. According to the

writer, the Liriga worship in India is of non Aryan origin and it was

at the time of the R*.-veda a non-Aryan cult, fused later, in the epic

period, with the cult of Siva.

K. p. PatHak .—On the UnadisTUras of Jaina Sakatjyana. By a

reference to the statement of the Amoghnvrtti it has been attempt

ed to prove that the view that the Jaina Sakatfiyana composed

the Unadisntras given in the Krdanta portion of the Siddhanta-

kaumndl and was older than Yaska and Panini is erroneous.

A. N. Upaduye

—

Dr. Pathalt's View on Ananiavxrya'$ Date . Dr. K.

B, PathakVs view that Anantav>rva, the commentator of the

Pankffxmukha of Mnnikyanandin wrote a commentaiy on the

Nyuyaviniscaya of Akalankadeva and belonged to the close ol the

tenth century A.C., has been opposed heie on the strength of the

fact that Anantavlrya who commented upon the NjayaviniUnya

is different from the author of the same name who wrote a

commentary on the Parxkkxmukha. The first is believed to have

flourished in the first quarter of the eighth century, and the second

towards the close of the eleventh century.

.—A Note on Trivikrama's Date. Trivikrama, the Piakrit

gtammarian, is assigned to the latter half of the !2th century.

R. Mankad.

—

AUbharata. The note describes a manuscript called

the Natyasarvasvadipika which is deposited in the Govt. Manus-

cripts Library at the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute.
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The colophons and the introductory statement in the Ms. suggest

that it contains the Natvasarvasvadipika t which is a commentary

by Ramananda Yogiraja on the Adibhdrata. On a scrutiny of the

work, however, the author of the Note comes to the conclusion

that one portion cf the Ms. repressents the Ndtyasarvasva and the

other the Dipika or a commentary thereon, these portions having

no apparent connection with the Adibhdrata .

l\ K. CODE.*—A Manuscript of Saugltaraga {-aIpa lruma and its pro-

bable Date. '1 he Sahglta rafakalpadruma of Krsnanandavedavya-

sa-ragasfigara is assigned to a period between 1750 and 1800 a„C.

.—Rasavildsa of BhTuleva Sukla and its probable Date about A . D.

1550.

.—A commentary on the Ku

m

.7 r, 1 sawbhava, by IIaricaranaddsa %

called Devasetil and its probable Date between 1630 and 1680 A.D

\

.—Exact Date of Naukx of Gangardm 1 fadl (com, on the Rasa-

tarauginl of lihanudatta)

—

174.2 A. D.

Journal of the American Oriental Society,

Vol 5
r ,

no. 4 (December, 1931)

Clearance II. Hamilton .— FIsUan CFiuang and the Wei Shift Philo-

sophy. According to the writer, Iisiian Chuang “studied and

lectured on Asaiiga’s comprehensive treatise on the Mahayana

before leaving China/’ He visited India between 629 and 645

a.d. and studied YogaSastra. His special interest was in the

advanced phase of Mahayanist philosophy.

E. Washburn Hopkins.— The Divinity of Kings. The evolution

of the idea of the divinity of kings is shown here, i he king

was a demi god in the Rg-veda
,

an incarnation of eight gods in

Manu and of five gods in the epics (where one god’s incarnation

theory is also found) It is not probable that the theory of the

divinity of kings was borrowed from Persia.

Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society,

vol. VI, pt. ii (October, 193 1

)

R. SUBBA RAO.— The History of the Eastern Gahgas of Kalin*a. This

instalment of the article contains an account of the early Gaugas

from the beginning of the 6th to the end of the 7th century A.D.

The account includes the reigns of eight kings, the coppervlate

30MARCH, 1932
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inscriptions of the time being specially laid under contribution

for the history.

Lanka Sun oak am.— The Revenue Administrations of the Northern

Sarkars {17591786).

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society,

vol. XVI 1 1, pt. 1 (March, 1932)

A. Banerji-Sastri.— Vedic Opasa and Kaparda. The Indian tradi-

tion that Opasa and Kaparda (Rg-veda, X, 85, 8 ;
and X, 114, 3)

meant types of head-dresses, specially for females, has been 1 borne

out by archreologicd discoveries, in the remains of a pre-

historic civilization in the Gangetie valley at Buxar.'* An accom-

panying plate reproducer some of the terra-cotta head-dresses

excavated by the writer at Buxar. They have been kept at the

Patna Museum.

K. P. JaYASWAL.

—

Girdharpur Pillar Inscription. This inscription

is dated in the 28th year of Kaniska’s era. Therefore according

ta the inscriptions already found, it is "a document of Huviska's

first year.* The inscription is important, as the writer reads a

certain date, traces the coin-name purana
,
and the official title

Tikana (Tikina of the Nalanda plate).

Saka-Satavahana Problems
. (i) According to

the Periplus of the Erythrcean Sea
,
the city of the Saraganus was

a lawful market at the time of the elder Saraganus ‘but since it

came into the possession of Sandanes, the port is much obstruct-

ed* (Schoff's translation ). The first reference is to Gautamlputra

Satakarni, who defeated Nahapana and took the coast land from

Bombay to Kathiawad (58 B.C.). Kuntala or Vi§ama§ila Satakarni,

the conqueror of theSakas is the later Saraganus. The writer thinks

that Sandanes in the Periplus (§52) refers to Sundara or Sunan-

dana (83-84 a.d.) of the Bhagivata Purana t and not to Sundara

(Sstakarni Satavahana) of the Puranas as some scholars have

suggested, (ii) Mambarus (§ 41) corrected by some scholars as

Nambarus does not refer to Nahapana but prbbably to Mahendra

SStavahana who reigr.ed between Kuntala Satakarani (75 A.D.-

83 A.D.) and Sunandana Sundara. (iii) The writer finds corrobora-

. tion in Alberuni (II, 6).for his contention that the battle of 78 a.d.

was fought by the Hindus against the 6akas whom Vi^ama 6ila
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Vikramaditya or Vikramaditya II defeated at Karur (Karor or

Karorh, 20 miles north-east of Bhawalpur) in Gujarat, Alberuni's

description of Saka tyranny tallies with that in the Kathasarit-

sagara. On the strength of the tradition current at the time of

Alberuni and such other data, the writer identifies the defeated

Saka king as Wema Kadphises at the end of whose reign the

the Kugana power was disrupted, (iv) This identification is further

supported by a source earlier than Alberuni, This Arab translator

‘•had before him some historical sketch in Sanskiit on the history

of Sindh” According to this authority, the history of Sindh

is divided into four periods viz, (a) under Blurata dynasty
;
(b)

under the Sunagli or Si§unaga dynasty and the Persian rule
;

(c)

under Hala or Sitavahana dynasty and Kafand i.e. Kadphises

and his son Ayand (Uvam)
;

and (d) under Vikramaditya

(Gupta).

.—Candra Gupta II
(
Vikramaditya

)
and his Predecessor.

By the discovery of two fragments of a lost drama named DevX-

Candragupta
,

it has been possible to make the presumption

that Saanulra-Gupta’s immediate successor was not Candra-Gupta

II, but Rama-Gupta. Four independent evidences of different

dates ranging from 8oo to 1000 A.D, viz. a verse from the Sanj&n

plate, and passages from the KavyamImamsii of RajaSekhara,

from the history of Rawwal and Barkamaris and from Bana prove

the truth of this, presumption. The Gupta inscriptions do not

invalidate the theory but rather support it. Choice of Candra-

Gupta by Samudra-Gupta as his successor was not liked by his

Councils of Ministers, but the events ‘proved that the late

Emperor was right.' Rama-Gupta, when besieged in the Himalaya

(the Doab of Jullundhar between the Beas and Jhelum) agreed to

send his wife Dliruva Devi to the Saka-pati, shaha^shahanushiihi,

Rusal, son of Ayand, (Uvima W'ma or Wema) as demanded. Candra-

Gupta however saved the kingdom and the honour of Dhruva

Devi, and utterly crushed the Sakas. The war with the $akas is

dated about 375-380 A.D. Rama-Gupta reigned for about two years,

but how he did is not known. His murder by Candra-Gupta is

improbable. Candra-Gupta married Dhruva*Devi, his brother's wife,

a custom sanctioned in those days. It is further stated that the real

name of Candra-Gupta was Candra, Gupta being his title. The

Miharauli Iron Pillar of Delhi records an inscription which refers

to him.
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.-—The Book on Political Science by Sikhara, Prime

Minister of Candra-Gupta 1

1

. The KamanJaklya Nlti is inferred

to have been the production of one Sikhara at the time of Candra

Gupta II for the following reasons
:

(a) In the opening verse,

Sikhara the aged Prime Minister calls the king |4Deva* which

was really the name of Candra-Gupta
;

(b) the author says he is

giving instructions to the king and is attempting to revive the

traditions of Candra-Gupta the Maurya
;

(c) the last verse defends

Candra-Gupta for killing the Sakas by stratagem. K/imandaka

may be the family title of Sikhara, as* Kautilya was of

Vignugupta.

D. C, GaNGLILY.

—

The Paramaras of Bhinmal.

SaRAT Chandra Roy,— Chota-Nagpur, the ChUtiyas and the BhUiyas

(being the Report of Anthropological Work in 1930-31),

K, P, Jayaswal.-—«Candra-Gupta Maurya as *vlr VarshaV

.

JADUNATH Sarkar —'A correct Chtonology of Delhi History 1739-1754.

K. P. Jayaswal.—A note on certain Sanskrit Geographical and Ethnic

Terms

.

Journal of Indian History, vol. X, pt. iii (December 1913)

W. H. MORELAND.—Pieter van den Brooke at Surat (162029).

Portions of the unpublished diary of Pieter van den Brocke who

was an outstanding figure in the early history of the Dutch East

India Company have been translated here with annotations.

SURENDRA Natii Sen.

—

Half a Century of the Maratha Navy. This

portion of the continued article narrates the history of the forma-

tion of the Maratha navy at the time of Shivaji, and its activities

under Kanhoji Angria (1698-1729).

KALI Kinkar DUTTA.—Policy and Character of Mir Casim. It has

been shown that inspite of his many g- od qualities as a ruler,

his measures for the economic improvement of the State and the

introduction of military reforms, Mir Casim was not free from

the vices of his age, such as cruelty and suspicion.

C. S. SRINIVASACHARI.— The Madras Council and its Relations with

Golkonda Administration under Madanna and Akkanna (1672-1686).

Journal of Oriental Research, vol. V, pt. i

(January-March, 1932)

S, SUNDARACHAR,—Humour in the Kumarasambhwa unveiled. The

writer draws our attention to the humour in the poetry of the
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Kumarasambhava of Kalidasa, specially, in the eighth canto

where Siva plays the idle of a son in-law after his marriage

with Parvatf.

L. V. RamaSWAMI Aiyar.—A Problem of Dravidic Phonology , Tamil

Medial -y-, and Kannada -s-.

R. VasUDEVA Sarma.—'Ihe story of Nabhanedistha and its Juris •

prudential Bearings. The story in the Taittirlyasamhita and the

Aitareyabrahmana runs as follows : Manu’s estate was divided

during his lifetime amongst his sons but one of them called

Nabhanedistha, who was then pursuing his studies in the precep-

tor’s house, was left out. When Nabhanedistha returned home,

Manu requested him not to press his claim to the share and

advised him to go to the s'acrificial hall of the Angirasas who would

offer him a thousand heads of cattle as reward if he taught them

verses that would help them to reach heaven. In view of this

prospect of gain, Nabhanedistha acquiesced in the partition already

made and relinquished his share. lie approached the Angirasas

and got the reward. While try ing to have the cattle which

cpnstituted the entire property of the Angirasas he was restrained

by Rudra then in possession of the sacrificial ground as the

Samsrava homa of the sacrifice was yet to be pei formed. Nabha-

nedistha had taken all the effects of the Angirasas and stood in

the position of a ‘universal donee’ and was therefore liable to meet

the donor’s obligation in full. The claim of Rudra could be

discharged only by the pciformance of the Samsrava oblation, and

it had to be performed before the donee could take possession of

the property given to him.

The story has the following jurisprudential bearings : an

estate could be divided among the sons during their fathers’ life

time, each son being entitled by mere birth to share in the estate.

A coparcener could reopen a partition effected during his absence.

The Rudra episode shows further that a ‘universal donee’ was

to meet all the obligations of the donor.

P. S SUBRAHMANYA Sastri.—History of Grammatical Theories in

Tamil and their Relation to the Grammatical Literature in Sanskrit.

V. Raghavan.— The Concept of Laksana in Bharata. While explain-

ing the nature of the 36 Lak§anas mentioned in Bharata’s Natya-

sastra, the writer has discussed and criticised the different views on

the subject as recorded in the works of poetics. Like Alankara

Laksana is, according to Bharata, a factor contributing to the
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beauty of K5vya. It is a feature of Kavya in general and not

of drama in particular as many writers on dramaturgy have suppos-

ed. Two classes of Laksanas are distinguished. Some are mere

terms of expression while others are actions resulting fiom certain

Bhavas.

S. K. Govindasyvami.

—

Administration of Justice in Cola Times as

seen in the Periyapuranam.

T. G. AravamuTHAN.— The Madurai Chronicles and the Tamil A co-

medies.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, (January, 1932)

BlSHESWAR Nath RaU.— The Gahadavalas of Kanauj\ It contains

a list of eight successive kings who were called Gahacjavalas owing

to their sway over Gadhipur i.e. Kanauj. The reign of these

kings covered a period more than 150 years from circa IC65 A.D.

to circa 1223 A.D. Details about some of the important rulers of

the dynast)', e.g„ Candradeva, Madanapala, Govindacandra, Vijaya-

candra, Jayaccandra, have been collected in the article. These

details include an account of the coins and copper-plate grants

issued by those rulers.

Indian Antiquary, January, 1932

KaLIPADA MitRA.— The Gaydunr Festival In this third instalment

of the article, the writer says that the belief that the

sacrifice of pigs benefits the cattle and the corn in a mysterious

way is confined not to India alone, but is also prevalent in some

parts of Europe
;
and that the original victim was the human

animal, pig being a later substitute.

W. H. Moreland.—Notes on Indian Maunds. The data about

Indian maunds given in Jahangir’s Memoirs are critically analyzed

in this instalment.

Ibid, February, 1932

L. A. CaMMIaDE.

—

Ancient Soak-pits at Chetput
,
Madras. This is an

account of a few fragments of a pottery of urn-burial types “found

over an area of 10 acres, scattered at the bottom of the clay pits at

a depth of about 15 to 20 feet below the present ground level.”

W, H. Moreland.—Notes on Indian Maunds. The first part of
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this instalment describe* Bengal and Bihar maund-*, while the

second part gives a summary of official maunds.

C. E, A. W. O.—Recent Discoveries of Edicts of Asoka. The fact that

this is the seventh site (newly discovered) within a circle of less

than fifty miles in radius gives a special importance to this region

(Kopbal).

Ibid, March, 1932

1 ). R. BnAN DARK ar.—Indian Studies No. 3. The Nagar Brahmans

and the Bengal Kayasthas. In this portion of the continued arti-

cle, the writer maintains that the Bengal Kayasthas were originally

the Nagar Brahmanas of Gujarat, and tries to establish his

theory by reference* to S/nrtis
,
KamasUtra

,
Rjfataranging Katha-

saritsdgara and inscriptions. According to the writer, the Brah-

mana settlement in the easternmost part of Bengal may be traced

as early as 500 a.d. (Nidhanpur Ins.). Thence, the Brahmanas

migrated as far as Orissa by the end of the 8th century A.D.

Incidentally he states that the Kayasthas were not Ksatriyas

originally but district officers in charge of revenue up till the twelfth

century, and that the bdrabhuinar inuluk refers to the twelve semi-

independent Kayastha chiefs of Bengal.

Sahitya Parisat Patrika, vol. xxxviii

IIarapraSad Sastri—

•

Rattiakara Santi. It contains an account

of the great Buddhist scholar of the ninth century named

Ra’nakara Santi who was a polymath having written on logic,

Tantra and prosody.

AmuLYadhan MUKHERJI.—Basic Principles of Bengali Metre (First

Part).

S. K. De.—Ramanardyana Tarkaratna and his dramatic works.

Dr. De gives a detail :d account of the literary activities of

Ramanarayana (1822-1885), one of the oldest writers of dramatic

works in modern Bengali.

Cm MTAUAR AN CHAKR AVARTTI.

—

Dhanurveda, It refers to the

literature, ancient and modern, on the art of warfare in An-

cient India,

HaraPkasad Sastri —Brhaspati Rdyamukula. This paper recounts

the various literary activities of Rayamukuta who flourished during

the reign ul Raja Gan ol Bengal.
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Yogesh Chandra Ray—Slinya Parana. This is a faiily compre-

hensive study of the well-known old work of Bengal—the Sunya

Parana of Ratnai Pandit an 1 of the cult of Dharma.

Haraprasad Sastri,—Banesvara Vidyalankara. It contains an

account of the life of BaneGvara who was one of the eleven who

at the instance of Warren Hastings compiled the Vivadarnavasetu,

a digest of Hindu Law. Tnis was translated into Persian and

through it into English by Halhed as the Code of Gentoo Law
(i 776).

Su KUMAR SEN.

—

Srlksnavi/oya of Maladhar Vasu . Mr. Sen makes a

study of the authorship, date, contents and language of the

Srihrinavifaya, an old Bengali work dealing with the story

of Krsna.

Brajendra Natii Baverjee.—An account of the Newspapers of

Bengal (1816-35). It gives an account of the newspapers of

Bengal—principally those in Bengali (in two instalments).

Amulyadiian MukERJEE.- Principles of Bengali Metres.

Cut NTAIIARAN Cil AKRAVARTTI.—Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Vaiiglya

Sahitya Parixat. This is a short descriptive subject catalogue

of the Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Vaiiglya Sahitya Parfcat

numbering about two thousand. Descriptions of some hitherto

unknown manuscripts are found.—(C. C.)

Printed and published by Sj. Raghunalh Seal, B.A., at the Calcutta

Oriental Press, 9, Panchanan Gliose l.ane, Calcutta,
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Mahaparinibbana-sutta and Cullavagga

The Culluvagga (henceforth abbreviated as Cv.) of the Yinajja-

pitaka consists of two parts differing vastly in length, matter and form:

the first part (chaps. f-X) being a code of disciplinary regulations, and

the second (chaps. X1-X1T) a history of the two councils, one of which

assembled at Rajagaha directly after the Parinihbana of Buddha, and

the other at Vesali, a century later. No link, no transition connects the

two parts together. While chap. X (leaving aside the usual mnemonic

summary) closes with a rule concerning the bath of I lie nuns, chap. XI

opens abruptly with the words: “Then the venerable Malut-Kassapa

said to the Bhikkhus: ‘Once I was travelling along the road from Pavu

to Kusinara. . "Where, when, and under what circumstances was this

discourse held, who were the bhikkhus thus addressed, nobody knows.

The record lias no historical introduction (nidana)4 thus lacking a regular

feature of the Buddhist canonical texts; also, if its first word “then”

(at ha) implies that it is the sequel of something else, we have just seen

that it could not he the sequel of chap. X. Here aie two anomalies bound

to strike (he reader, and we must acknowledge that, as the}' now stand

preserved in chaps. Xl-XII, these Acta Conciliontm appear as a be-

headed trunk, th<e head of wbicli has to be sought elsewhere.
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It has been observed long ago by several scholars1 that the events

contained in Cv. XI follow chronologically those which form the subject-

matter of the Mahaparinibbuna-sutta (henceforth abbreviated as

ALPS.), a remark from which none apparently seems to have drawn its

most natural conclusion, viz., that MPS. and Cv. XI-XII were originally

parts of a whole. Such an inference, reasonable in itself, is

further strengthened by the fact that, besides the unbroken sequence of

the events which they relate, the two sections share a peculiar character

suggestive of a common origin, that is their historical, annalistic garb.

Indeed, MPS. looks in the Sulta-pitaka quite as strange and hetero-

geneous as Cv. XI-XII in the V inaya-pitaka, whilst if removed from

their respective surroundings and joined together, the two give a

perfectly coherent “Chronicle” of the last journey of the Buddha, of his

death, his obsequies, and of the first two councils.

The existence of such a work being provisionally admitted, it ensues

that the present place in the Canon of those historical records must be the

result of some later interference. As to their former setting, we are

driven to mere conjectures; yet the sacred books of other schools may

offer us some helpful analogies: for instance, Uie Vinuya of tho Mulu-

Sarvastivadins contains, under the title of Samijnkta-vastu (Nanjio,

No. 1121), an account of both Pariuirvumi and Councils, which answers

exactly to the kind of “Chronicle” presupposed by our hypothesis. Why
should not the Theravad ins have had among their sacred hooks an his-

torical recoid of the same description?

What was f lien the motive which induced the Diaskeuasts to dis-

member that work? Many explanations to such a step might be found.

Let us proffer here one which se< ms plausible enough. Since it extended

over a long time after the death of the Tnihagata, the subject-matter of

t lie “Chronicle” could not be styled as the Word of the Buddha {Jiwldha-

cacnnum); it was uece.viui ily wtiti-runonicul. Still, it preserved

utterances ot the Master which weit* not unh most beautiful and

pathetic, but highly important for the doctrine, and which the com-

1 E.g. Olden berg, 1 I, xxvi : “The tradition of the councils takes

up the thread of the story when; the accounts of the life and work of Buddha,

given in tho »S uftopipjLa, end”. Id., Jiinltlhisfis* hv StmlitMi, in xxii, 61a

“Die Erziihlung de^ Culluvagga, die .deli genau an die des MPS., anschliesst...”
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pilers of the Canon would have been loath to discard. It was therefore

perfectly natural that they should wish to introduce them into the Basket

of Discourses, a thing easily achieved by setting apart the section relative

to Parinibbana and inserting it into the Sntta-pilaJai. As to the remnant

being chiefly concerned with disciplinary questions, it occurred to them

that it might be conveniently annexed to the Vinaya-yilaka as a kind

of Appendix or Parisista.

Here we are confronted with the so-called discrepancy, which

Oldenberg thought that lie detected between MPS. and Cv. XI, with

the consequence that, in his opinion, the First Council, so fully narrated

in the latter, was totally ignored by the former.

The alleged contradiction is supposed to lie in the way in which

the Subliadda incident is related by Doth. In MI’S., Mahii-Kassapa,

on hearing the subversive prattle of that bad monk, confines himself

to several banal remarks on Impermanence; while in Cv. XI, he reacts

earnestly by proposing the convocation of a council to crusli the growing

heretical tendencies. This would lead the reader to infer that the two

accounts could not have proceeded from the same hand.

Such a conclusion would however lie founded on a misapprehension

of the facts: the two accounts do not stand on the same plane. In

MPS., Mahii-Kassapa and his disciples, while on their way from Puvii

to Kusinara, hear the tidings of the Master’s decease, whereupon

Subhadda hails cynically the future freedom of the monks. At that

moment, Maha-Kassapa says nothing about an eventual council: very

properly too. his only companions, his pupils, not having the least

qualification to consider such an important scheme, much less to decide

upon it. On the contrary, the Cv. introduces Maha-Kassapa relating

the Subhadda incident in presence of the general Samgha, headed by

the great theras Ananda, Anuruddha, etc. Speaking before the leading

authorities of the Buddhist Church, fully competent to take any neces-

sary measure for the maintenance of the Dhainmavinaya, lie seizes quite

naturally t he* proffered opportunity to suggest the calling of a general

meeting. Personally, we cannot detect in that the shadow’ of a

discrepancy.

This fictitious difficulty being removed, it seems that nothing really

withstands the working hypothesis of a later redistribution of the texts
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as stated above. We even thus get vi<1 of several perplexing* singu-

larities, such as, for example, those connected with the question of lesser

and minor precepts.

According to the tradition of the Theiavudins, the First Council

begins with the expounding of the Vinaya by ITpali and its rehearsal

by the whole Assembly. One of the rules so recited (Piicittiva, 72)

runs as follows:

“Whatsoever Bhikkhu, when the Patimokkha is being recited,

shall speak thus: ‘What comes of these lesser and minor

precepts being here recited, save only that they tend to

misgiving, and worry, and perplexity?’, there is Pacittiya

in thus throwing contempt on the precepts.”

The rule is admitted without any reservation, Ananda silently

assenting. But when the said Ananda, having in his turn taken the

chair to settle the question of the wording of the Suttas, proceeds to

recite the Mahaparinihbfuia-sutta, he quotes t lie following words of t lie

Buddha (MPS., VI, 3.):

“When I am gone, Ananda; let the Order, if it should so wish,

abolish all the lesser and minor precepts.”

Now this amounts to no less than allowing the removal of those

very regulations which, as it lyul just been recalled, it was strictly

forbidden even to criticise. Nor is it all. The rehearsal of the Dhamma

being completed, Ananda goes on and says:

“The Blessed One, Sirs, at the time of his passing away, spake

thus to me: ‘When I am gone, Ananda, let the Samgha,

if it should so wish, abolish all the lesser and minor

precepts”,

thus seeming to impart to the Samgha, as a fresh piece of news, an

information which he had already given them before. In its present

state the text is manifestly incoherent : our suggestion that what is now-

known to us as the MPS. on one hand, and the Cv. XI-XII on the

other, primitively united in one work, was later on arbitrarily divided

and awkwardly thrown into the Pitakas without hardly any attempt at

making it fit with its new setting, would account for such inconsistencies

in the result,
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A closer examination of the text even brought us to the conclusion

that, the lost or at least the dismembered work must have been a good deal

older than the recension of the Canon into which it was inserted. Any-

how what has come over to us in its present mutilated form still bears

witness to a previous state of the Dhamma as well as of the language.

The episode of Channa’s punishment and (hat of Vasa’s quarrel with

the bhikkhus of VesiiU will serve to illustrate our point.

Before passing away, the Buddha ordered that the brahmadanda

penalty he inflicted upon the hhikkhu Channa. Auanda who, curiously

enough, ignores what the btulimadunda is, asks for a definition, which

is given to him. As this penalty is not mentioned anywhere, except

in the two parallel passages of the MBS., VI, 4, and Cv. XI, 1, 12-15,

one can hardly escape from coming to the conclusion that the rule

concerning the brahmadanda belonged to an older stage of the Buddhist

Vinaya.

The twelfth and last chapter of the Cullavagga has also given rise

to manifold discussions. It is, however, practically certain that the

sharp dissension which arose, a century after the Parinibbana, between

Western and Eastern monks, who advocated respectively a more or less

rigid discipline, takes us back to a period when the monastic rule were

not yet so strictly defined as in the existing Vinaya-pitaka .

The case opens with a dispute between the thera Yasa and the

bhikkhus of Vesali about the latter’s practice of accepting gold and

silver from lay disciples. Such a contest is hardly conceivable in face

of the rule Nissaggiya XVIII : “Whatsoever bhikkhu shall receive

gold or silver that is a Pucittiya offence involving forfeiture.” Yet

the bhikkhus indulging in that lax habit deem themselves justified, not

only in persisting in it, but even in censuring their censor. Yasa is

called upon to defend his point of view before the laymen, a thing

which he does by quoting three texts
:

(a) a sutta of a general character,

upon the four vpakkilesa
, A., II, 53; (b) a sutta—not to be found in

the Sntta-pitaka—in which the Buddha, speaking to Maniculaka, con-

firms the interdiction of receiving either gold or silver; (c) finally, the

only pertinent and decisive text, viz., Sutta-vibhahga on Nissaggiya

XVIII
;
yet, while the first two are quoted in extenso

,
the last one is

merely referred to, which makes it look like a posterior addition,
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The contested point on the acceptation of gold and silver is hut one

of the ten indulgences claimed by the monks of Vesfill and which were

condemned by the Council held in order to consider their case. It has

been shown 2 that the list of the Ten Points was primitively drawn up

in a Prakrit no longer perfectly understood at the time of the redaction

of the Second Council, the bulk of which is still preserved in Cullavagga

XII, and enlarged with some additions, such as the minutes of

the session, composed evidently after the same pattern as those of the

First Council.

In short, the several data gathered above entitle us to suppose that

the account of the councils of ltfijagaha and Vesali once formed the

latter part of a larger historical work, which, at the time of the compi-

lation of the Tripiiaka, was severed into two sections, the former being

converted into the Maha-parinibbfiua-sutta and the latter annexed as

capitula extra vagantia to the tenth Khandhaka of the Cullavagga.

Lons Ftnot

2 Sylvain Levi, Ohurmitmiis

(//!., Nov.-Dec. 1U12, p. GOX).

sm unr hnufur pin niioniqm’ tin Itomhlhisuir,



Taranatha’s History of Buddhism

(Translated from the German version of J.. Schiefner)

X

EVENTS OF THE TIME OF THE VENERABLE
MAHALOMA AND OTHERS

Soon after the time when the Venerable Malialoma and Nandin

were in charge of the teaching, king Virasena died and his son Narnia

inherited tlierulcrship which he carried on for 29 years. As the king had

invoked the Pistiea Pilu, his hand was filled with precious stones when-

ever he clutched at the sky.
1 There lived at that time in the land of

Svarna-prastha (Gold-Drona), 2 the Brahniana Kusala who gathered

together all the bhiksus of the four regions and entertained them for

seven years. Thereafter, the king himself entertained the bhiksus with

food through many years in Ka3i-Varanasi. At that time the learned

bliiksu Naga began to speak highly of the five propositions

(paiica vastny again and again and the division among the clergy

became wider, giving rise to four schools. The Venerable Dharma-

srestha then attained Arhatliood and lie left the company of quarreling

clergymen with a group of very peaceful bhiksus and betook himself to

the region, of the North.

One of king Nanda’s companions was the Brahniana Panini, who

1 The Manjusrlmulatant ru
,

leaf 323 mentions this invocation. Cf. Manjusrt -

tnulakalfxi
,

'p. 611:—

o

3 I—Tr.

2 gSer. bre, perhaps Hemavaddroni, shortened to Heuiadroni, see Bohtliugk-

Hotli, sv. Drona.

Svarnaprastha is the name of an npadvlpa of Jamhfidvipa—Tr.

3 Evidently it refers to the well known five points of Mahadeva which brought

about the division in the Buddhist Church. Kor tlie five points, see JitAS., 1910,

p. 416. Dutt, Early History etc., p. 229.
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was born in the west at Blurukavaita. Once he asked a palmist whether

he would learn all the teachings, of the world and he was answered in

the negative
;
so he made a line on the palm of his hand with a sharp

knife; he approached all the teachers living at that lime on the earth,

and learnt everything from them. But aa he was not still satisfied,
4

he invoked, through concentration (of mind), 5 his protecting deity. As

the latter showed his face and uttered <t, i
,
u

,
he acquired all the words

(sfjmhi (jnas— sabdapada—Tr.) to be found in the three worlds. The

heterodox people (lit. outsiders= phyi-pa-munis—Tr.) maintain that

the deity was Isvara, but have no special ground therefor, while the

orthodox (lit. insiders—Tr.) hold that it was Avalokitesvara, and have

for their ground the following prophecy in the Manju&rimiilaUintro

(leaf 323): Brahmana’s son Panini will surely obtain firdvakabodhi

(Tib. nes-par-nan-thos-byan-chub-ta—Tr.) according to my prophecy,

and invoke the majesty of the lord of ihe worlds through his magical

charms.* This Panini compiled the grammatical sutra known as the

Pdnini-Vydkarana which contained two thousand siokas, one thousand

siokas being devoted to etymology and the other thousand to explana-

tion. This is, as it were, the root of all grammars. Before him there

was no written sastra on etymology. As there did not exist any system

which brought the facts under observation, the individual linguists

who set about forming combinations of one and all separate words, 7

were reckoned as specially learned. Although it is said in Tibet that

l ndravydkarana is older, it will be seen as slated below, that it pro-

4 Tib. legs. par. bslabs. sin. ses. kyari. da. dun. mu. tshiiu. ste.—Tr..

5 Tib. rtse. geig. tu.—Tr.

6 Cf. Manju&ri niulakaljni

,

'p. 6111

:

el** ( qTprcfa ittw ii

ft i

WWW'S rfW fTH fipn I

The word srNito in the above verse is, I think, the point of contention

referred to by Taranatha.—Tr.

7 Tib. re-re-gii is-gn is =one and all, one with another, indiscriminately.

Schiefner writes: wenn jene von zwei bis zwei Vcrbindungen ani'aiigend einselnea

zusammenbrachten.—Tr.
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bably ox isted earlier in the divine regions but not in Aryadesa.

Although panditas maintain that in Tibetan translation the Candra-

vydkarana agrees with Panini and the Kaldpa vyakarana with lndro -

'vydkarana
,

it may be stated generally that the !*dtt inivydkarana in

particular on account of its extraordinary minuteness of explanations

and its full and systematic observations, is something very exceptional. 8

The tenth section, the events of the time of the Venerable Mahaloma

and others.

XI.

EVENTS OF TI1E TIME OF KING MAHAPADMA

In the north, in the borderland Vanfiyu (nags. kyi. sa) there lived

a king Agnidatta who for more than thirty years supported three

thousand monks with the Arhant Dharmasrestha at their head. The

venerable Mahatyaga (gtoh-ba-chen-po = ?//«//Y7A/^7) guarded the teach-

ing in Madhyadesa, and Mahapadma, son of the king Nanda, maintained

the whole sangha in Kusumapura. Bhiksu Sthiramati, a follower of

Sthavira Naga proclaimed again the Pancavasitt and thereby increased

the discord and the four schools began gradually to split up into

eighteen. The friends of king Mahapadma, the Brahmana Bhadra and

the Brahmana Vararuci both showed great veneration to the clergy.

The Brahmana Bhadra betook himself through the skill of his magical

charm to different regions, and wherever he came he took away all the

riches of the non-human beings (i.e. yaksas, etc.) and served 1800

brahmanas, 2000 bhiksus, and other wandering monks and beggars,

10,000 in all, daily with all requisites. Vararuci, however, had a pair

of boots of tree-leaves which he had obtained through the power of his

magical charm; when he put them on, he could procure excellent things

8 The only grammatical work existing in Tibetan translation in Tanjur, see

Schiefner’s essay “on the logical and grammatical works in Tanjur.” Bullet.

hi$tor.-ph,ilol.
9
vol. IV, 18, 19.

JUNE, 1932 2
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from the dwelling-places of gods and nagas and with these he satis-

fied many beggars. Once when he lost his friendship (mi* mdsah. bar.

gyur—Tr.) with the king, and the latter thinking that he might apply

evil charms against himself, sent a messenger to kill him, he put on

his boots and escaped to the city of Ujjaini. At length he was out-

witted by the king, because, when a woman stole liis boots and he

could no more fly, he was killed by the hangman. To atone for the

guilt of murdering a Brahmin, the king elected 24 viliuras and

established by their side fully equipped religious halls (olios, kyi.

gshi—Tr.). Some say that the third collection of Buddha’s teaching

took place at that time, but evidently there is little possibility for it.

This Vararuci wrote many explanatory works (vibhasa) and distributed

them among the preachers of the Dliarma. Books containing the words

of Buddha existed already at the time when the Teacher lived, but

this was the beginning of the explanatory sastras put in hook-form. The

meaning of vibhasa is detailed explanation; in accordance with the text

as delivered by the Teacher himself and the instruction imparted by

him, the sense of the words lias been given in it. The vibluisd-mstras

are not special Sastras, these are easier to understand than the sutras,

but they were composed later in the interest of beings living in the

future. Some think that at the time of Upagupta they were composed

by the Arhants in universal agreement; others maiutain that this had

been done by Ya6a, Sarvakama- and several others. It is evident that

on account of the mixture of both these earlier opinions, the Tibetans

have taken them to have been composed by Sarvakama, Kubjita 1 and

five hundred other Arhants living in Nata-Bhatika vihani on the

Vindhya mountain in the north. Whatever that may be, it was through

these Arhants that the words have been put together, and having been

transmitted from ear to ear by the sthaviras, they were afterwards put

in writing. According to the opinion of the Vaibhasikas, the seven

Abhidharma sutras should be held as Buddha’s words, and the Vibhasa

be regarded as the beginning of the explanatory sutras. According to

the view of the Sautrantikas, the seven Abhidharma sutras, which tlio

1 Sgur. po : it occurs in Kandjur, vol. XI, 1. 82$, and corresponds to Kujjita-

sobhito (=Pali : Khujja-sobhita) of the Mah&vamsa, p. 19.
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Vaibhasikas look upon as being banded down from earlier times, were

composed by the imperfect 6ravakas2 and were wrongly given out as

Buddha’s words collected by Sariputra and others and counted as the

beginning of the explanatory sastras. Some acaryas assert that the seven

sutras might have been the words of Buddha himself, but the composi-

tions of imperfect ^ravakas were interpolated into it, as was the case

with the sutras of different schools. According to this view one must

look upon those parts which are not in agreement with the three prama-

nas and diverge from them as later interpolations. One may say that,

as in Mahayana the Abhidharma forms a separate pitaka 'so also it

%

must be among the Sravakas; and although it is true iluifc the contents

of the Pi takas are connected with one another, as there are separate

books for the two other Pitakas, there is no reason why it should not

he the case with the Abhidharma. Although this last assumption is

very proper, we have in the meantime followed tlio other tradition inas-

much as Aearya Vasubaiidhu seems to have agreed with the opinion

of the Sant ran tikas. The view that it is not the word of Buddha be-

causo so many mistakes are found, but that it was a composition of

Sariputra and others, is very stupid. If one of the ideal pair had

already died before the Teacher, so, in the life-time of the Teacher

there could not be any explanatory sastra of his words. And if the

teacher himself were still living, it would he too much to say that

wrong exposition of the sense of his words had already appeared. Let

us accept that as the commentaries were on the basis of the approved

teaching of Buddha, the difference between Buddha’s words and the com-

mentaries was merely in name though the words had appealed when

the Teacher himself was living, and the commentaries after he had

passed away from existence*. If, however, the ideal pair and others

had wrongly explained the Sastras, and all the contemporary men (who

could be taken) as witnesses, had died, and if ?t is not reasonably possible

to ascertain the persons who were contemporaries (and so he regarded

as) witnesses, and if the Arhants did not know the truth (dc Hid), then

it follows that in the school of the Sravakas nobody could realise the

2 Tib. nan. thos. so. so. skyc. bo= Sravakas who are prthagjanas, i.c., not yet

srotapainas. The German translation “einfachen Sravakas” is not accurate,
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Truth.*' If the great Arhants, who arose through the transformation

of the Teacher, were, willingly in the wrong, it was due Pto the demons.

Shortly after the time of king Mahapadma, there lived in the land of

Odivisa, King Candragupta to whose house the venerable Manju6ri

came in the shape of a bliiksu and delivered the different Mahayana

teachings and even left behind a book. The Sautrantikas maintain that

it was the Prajfuqmnmitd of eight thousand slokas buit the Tant-ra

School maintaiiis that it was the Tattvasamyrah a .

4 Whatever may

be the case, I think, without wishing to contradict anything, that the

first view is proper. This is the 'beginning of the appearance of

Mahayana among men after the passing away of the Teacher. The

eleventh section, the events at the time of king Mahapfdma.

3 As there is much ambiguity in both the Tibetan text and the German trans-

lation, a tree translation has been given here—Tr.

4 In Tanjur vol. he occur the Sut jus called the TattvasahgmhaLTnikd by

Kantigupfa and T<t 1 1 va su it ifmhaj.n njiku by Kamaln.srI.

Recently both the text (Karika) and its commentary (Pafijikfi) have been

published in the Gtckwad Oriental Scries. The opinion of the Tantra School is

evidently wrong—Tr.



Interpolations in the Bhagavata Parana

The unity of composition of tho Bhagavata Purdna has attracted

the notice of scholars. Dr. Winternita 1 and Mr. C. V. Vaidyu

2

have

observed that the Bhagavata Parana appears on the whole to have been

the work of one hand. Indeed, the Visnu Parana is possibly the only

other Puranic work which can claim this distinction. This unity of

composition, however, does not exclude the possibility of interpolations

having crept in. As a matter of fact, the Padma Parana men I ions the

Bhagavata to have been a work of 332 chapters, while St idham has com-

mented on 335. The Rabdakalpadrama, possibly following the Padma

Panina account, also assigns 332 chapters to the work. An attempt is

made here to identify the three interpolated chapters.'
1

*

Chapter 3, Bk. 1 and Chapter 7, Bk. II, of the Bhagavata
,
give two

different accounts of (he Avataras of Visnu, while, Chapter 8, Bk. VI,

in describing how t lie Avataras are to he meditated on, names them

somewhat differently and in a different order, from either of these two

accounts. Why the number of Avataras, their names, and their order

of succession should vary, if all the three chapters were the work of one

author, cannot be understood. There is a summary of the substance of

the Bhagavata Parana , book by book, in the Maradlga Parana 1

. It does

not deal with each chapter of a book; it simply mentions tho important

topics of each book. This summary assigns an account of the lllavataras

to (be second book only. There is no reason why the other two accounts

should have gone unnoticed if they were in the work when the Naradlya

Parana summary was written.

We may take it, therefore, that the account of 24 Avataras in II.

7

was in the Bhagavata when it was composed. Let us see if we can find

1 History of Indian Literature
,

vol. I (English Translation), p. 556.

2 Vide paper on ‘The Date of the Bhagavata Parana’ in JBRAS., vol. 1, 1925.

3 I have used the edition of the Bhagavata
,

in Bengali characters, published

by the BahgavasI Press, Calcutta.

4 Chapter 96, 4th pada, Purvabhaga of the Brhad o])fikh yinuiy quoted in the

Supplement to the “tiabdakatnadruma”
,

sv. ‘puranam’,
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any reason for the interpolation of the two other accounts. The number

of Avataras in 1.3, is 21, and in VI. 8, 23, as far as I could make out,

and these two chapters appear to have been put in at different times by

different persons. One reason for the variations in the accounts must

have been the unwillingness of the two later writers to accept in full

the account given by ilie author in II. 7; while the writer of VI. 8

appears, in his turn, to have found it necessary to improve upon the

earlier interpolation in 1.3. But the main reason for the variations

appears to me to have been the following one. In II. 7, Rfimakrsna is

described as one Avatara, and is apparently held to be a Kola or part of

\ isnu, though Srldhara explains the word “Kalaya” to mean “with

Balarama.” This interpretation cannot be accepted as the two are

already distinctly mentioned in the word <

Sitakrsnakesali.
M The inter-

pretation is due to the fact that before 8ridhara’s time Krsna had come

to be looked upon as the Supreme God. But Krsna is described as ainsa

of Visnu or the Virat Purusa in numerous passages of the Bhagavata /*

This is in harmony witli the Mahdhhdrata and Visnu Parana accounts of

Krsna. In some of the Blulgavata passages, the word ‘amsa or ‘aniseim*

might be strained to mean ‘Balarama’ or Svith Balarama’, but such

interpretation is impossible in some cases, e.g. in the following

passages :
—

“distyamba te kuksigatah parah puman am4ena saksad Bhaga-

van bhavaya nail.” X. 2.41.

“inanye Narayanasyamsam Krsnamaklistakarinam.
,, X. 26.23.

In course of time Krsna came to be held in higher esteem than

the other Avataras, and it was found necessary to make the Bhagavata

an authority for this distinction. We accordingly find the first line of

verse 28, chapter 3, Bk. I, marking out Krsna from the rest of the

Avataras thus:—
“ete cam^akalah pumsali Krsnas tu Bhagavan svayam.”

5 yide X 1.25, X. 2.18, X. 10.35, X. 33.26, X. 88.46, 1.7.2., IV. 1.58.,

X. 70.28.

There is no reason why, if by the word ‘am&na’ the author meant ‘Rame^a*

he should not have avoided ambiguity by using the latter word. In some of the
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But even this evidently failed to satisfy the writer of VI. 8, who

takes Krsna out of the list of Avataras leaving- Kama in the place of

Itfuna-krsna, Krsna henceforward coming to be regarded as the Supreme

God. It would appear that the original Bhdgavata contained no descrip-

tion of the Narayana-Kavaca, and the interpolator, under the pretext of

supplying an apparent omission, gave his own version of Avataras, and

completed the task of isolating 8ri Krsna begun by the interpolator of

1.3°, and sot 1.3 and VI. 8 appear to me to be clear interpolations. 7

It is very easy to identify the third interpolated chapter. It is

XII. 1, being the account of future dynasties. The Naradiya Purdna

summary of Bk. IX mentions accounts of past dynasties, but the sum-

mary of Book XII does not refer to any account of future dynasties; it

begins by referring to ‘bhavisya kalinirdesah* as the first important

thing described in that book, and we know that the description of Kali

begins from the second chapter. Besides, this account of future dynas-

ties appears to have been t he work of quite a simpleton, who was

certainly not the great author of the Bhdgavata Purdna .*

The chapter starts with the question of lhiriksit, “Who ruled

after Sri Krsna had departed from the world?”. The question is stupid

enough, for 1’uriksit has just been told that Vajru was installed on the

throne of Sri Krsna, while Pariksit knows that he himself has succeeded

Yudhisthira to the Kmperorship of India. But the answer of Suka is

no less stupid for in answer to a question about the past he sets about

hymns of the Bhdgavata Ivrsniv is called the Supreme God and so on, but snob

expressions are merely laudatory (arthavada); one -speaks of his guru in such terms

even today.

6 In X. 40 it will he found that no distinction is made between Krsna and

some of tiie other Avataras. «

7 The last verse of 1.2 lias- evidently been interpolated with a view to in-

troduce the next chapter.

8 Attention might he drawn to the similarity of the verses introducing Bk.

V of the Visit it Purdna, and Bk, X of the Bhdgavata. The Visnu Purdna begin*

the Krsna stories alter having done with past and future dynasties in Bk. IV.

The author of the Bhdgavata had the opportunity of narrating future dynasties in

Bk. IX along with past dynasties, but that appears to have been deliberately

passed over.
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immediately narrating future dynasties. 9 The narration begins with

unaccountable abruptness. There is nothing with which the account

could be connected. It appears that something is left unsaid which should

have been said. Any careful reader must observe that this account has

been abridged from a fuller account or account in one or more Puranas,

and, in doing so, the writer is guilty of omissions and also of upsetting

the order of narration. The reader is requested to compare it with the

Vim a Purdna account.

To this carelessness is due the text corruption in the liiui

“anugangum uprayagam guptam hhoksyati medinim”

for

“anugahgamaprayagam Gupta bhoksyanti iuedinlm.”

The mistake was the result of tearing off the line from its context and

tagging it on to something else. This and similar mistakes could not

have been the work of a scribe who would have disturbed the versifica-

tion in omitting things. The whole chapter is the inartistic work of an

interpolator who thought that the Bhdyavuta Purdna must have an

account of future dynasties. lie lived after the Turkish invasion of

India which fact accounts for the substitution of the word ‘Turaskakali

for ‘Tusarah' or ‘Tukharah’ as found in the Vistiu Purdna account.

In a separate essay I shall prove that the Bhdyacata was a much earlier

work than is usually supposed and that it was composed about the

middle of the sixth century.

I leave the task of tracing interpolations of stray verses to youngei

persons capable of putting in harder work. Besides 1 have not before

me the manuscript and printed materials necessary for the execution

of this task.

Amarnath Ray

9 Some editions of the Jihdgavata omit the question evidently to avoid the

inconsistency between the question and the answer.



Kuntaka’s Conception of Gunas

Although Kuntnka treats of gunas at length devoting not low?

tlian twenty-five pages of his hook, yet lie does not mention the word

guiia in his definition of poetry, nor does lie consider g it n a-s as lying

at the root of the soul of poetry, as Mammata has done .

1 According to

him poetry is that union of word and sense
,

2 which resides in a com-

position endowed with the valra-kavi-vydydra* and which gives rise to

joy in the mindg of people who understand poetry.

This union of word and sense is to be found where4 the strikingness

and the charming gunas and ulahkaras exist in a condition of vying

with one another. This union should be like that of two friends and

should tend to impart beauty to word and sense both .

5
It is that

charming co-existence of both where neither is in an inappropriate

quantity .

6 Kuntaka’s sdihitya very aptly conveys the idea of what is

literature. For, it is that indescribable and excellent construction of

sentences wherein word and sense both, each vying with the other,

display all the resources of their beauty in a way so as to give- rise to

joy in the hearts of the men of taste .

7

This union or sdhitya should contain t lie gunas viz. imn/h.arya , etc.,

1

2

*tw*i*?f sgtunrasif/ft g* serfa i > .4.

strafed SR®* II 1 -7-

3 It is explained by the author as: (p-

14) i.e» different from the well known usage of word and sense as found in

scriptures etc.

4

5

6

AWT* II p. t.

qTftcwwt: aft 1

I p. 10.

\\ i t 7-

qftWffa, «T I P* *7'

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1932 3
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befitting the different maryas or styles. 8 These maryas or styles,
9 which

correspond to the ritis of Vamana and Dandin, 10
are the essential parts

of poetry. The number of these maryas differs with the different writers,

Yamuna recognising three, 11 and Dandin treating of two only out of

many. 12 But Kuntaka recognises three maryas. Unlike the raidarhht
,

yaudi
,
pdficdll, etc., the very names of which indicate a geegra pl.ical

origin, Kuntaka names his styles as sukumdra
, viciira and madhyawa.™

He very pertinently criticises the views of the old writers, some of whom

ordain three ritis, viz., raidarhhi etc.,
1 '1 while others two maryas, viz.,

uaidarltha and yaudiya ,

1:
* He shows that both these views are wrong.

For, ritis or maryas cannot depend upon the different countries of their

origin; because in that case there should be as many maryas as the

countries. Moreover, as in the case of marrying a daughter of the

maternal uncle (a custom prevalent in t lie South of India), it cannot he

laid down as a rule that a particular kind of style shall he adopted by

a particular country. 1

6

Again to designate these ritis as attain a, adha -

via and madhyama is still more unjustifiable. 17 For, when a writer is

defining uttamd
,
which imparts pleasure to men of taste, it is of no use

formulating the adhama and madhyama styles, which are devoid

of the qualities possessed by the uttamd viz., the raidaibhi. Nor can

their mention be justified on t he ground that it is meant for their ex-

8

9

II

p. 28.

! 0

12 on quotes the following verses enumerat-

ing six ritis

—

srra qraTsft ntetanfowi am i

aretat Knrat %fa for noa n

13 W*

14 iwHWimiWiFa, r*,

15

p - 45-

17 cf. iprsawtr^affa, —tv arai aw gnr*rrc?mg.i *
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elusion, for their exclusion can more easily he done by not mentioning

them at all. Therefore, it is the poet’s nature, temperament and

ability which determine his stylo. A svhnndra poet has the natural

ability for suidvmurya or delicacy, and his style will be stthwinurad*

Similarly a poet of victim (lit. variegated) nature adopts the victim

style and a poet of mixed nature employs the mttdhyanut style. But

as the nature and temperament of poets are many, it is impossible to

enumerate and define them all. Therefore, Kuntakn selects only three

types. One may here observe that Kuntaka’s opinion is open to the

same objection which he put forth against the geographical division of

rJtis into three kinds.

It has been pointed above that these tndryas contain the qualities

wadh it rip t etc. In fact, what constitutes the specific individuality of

these three inaryas, is the difference in the yumts which leside in them.

Ivuntaka first of all gives a general description of these mdryas and

then points out the four y units which reside in all these mdryas
,
but

which are different from one another in every maryd .

Snhumdta style is pleasing to heart; word and its sense used in it

should be able to please the sahrdayus. They both spring up spon-

taneously and do not require any exertion on the part of a poet. The

ahtnkaras are few but charming and are not brought into play by a

poet with any special exertion. 1 * The erudition (aharya-kausala) 2"
of

the poet is hidden behind his ingenious handling of the subject-matter.

The description is full of inner charm and it agrees with the inner

experiences of the snhrdayns. In short whatever charm it possesses,

is derived from t lie genius of t he poet and is not due to his exertion. 21
.

This is the pet style of Kalidasa.

18 The term is difficult to translate. It may be expressed by

'noble’, ‘delicate’ or ‘graceful’. WtS may be translated by ‘delicacy of

expression’. It is the MftWVfa (natural or inborn capacity, the same as

JtfiWT of Handin ; see *13^ I and stands in contrast with

(aquired ability, equivalent to

19 uwaftfogrewfli i fifogwE 1 ?. *

ao Explained as P 5°
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The gunas of the sukumdrn style are:

(1) madliuryn
,
which consists in those words which are free from

compounds and which are pleasing in sound as well as in sense and

which are arranged in a sentence beautifully (sumnivesa-vaicitryain). 2 -

(2) prasada is that which makes the words convey their sense at

.sight. Its province are the rasas and the vakrokti which is common to

all the alanlCirns. It should be noted that Kuntaka’s idea of prasada

tallies with that of Dhvanyaloka where it is sarva-rasa-stidharanah

sarva-sanghatund-sadharanusca ,

23 Here also there should be no com-

pounds; the words should he used in their well-known meanings. Of

course, this characteristic prasiddhabhidluinatvam is the same as the

prasiddliarthatva of Dandin. 24 The relation of words to- one another

should be direct and not obscured by insertion of other words in between

them. The compounds, if at all they are used, should be easily

comprehensible.

(3) Idvanya is the beauty of the arrangement of sentences in a piece

of composition. The letters should be so arranged as to enhance the

beauty of the words they make and of the sentences which the words

make in their turn. This, of course, should be done with <a sort of light-

ness and not pertinacity. That is, Idvanya is that excellence of com-

position which is brought about by the charm and grace of word and

sense.

It seems that Kuntaka himself has not been able to make this point

clear, for he says that the beauty of arrangement cannot be described

but can only be experienced by the sahrdayas ,

25

(4) dbhijatya is that which is characterised by the pleasantness

of sounds, which softly touches the heart and which possesses a spon-

taneous charm of blandness or sweetness.

The thing which stands out clearly in these definitions and descrip-

tions of the gunas is that they are either vague or overlapping. The

22 Cf the TOTOT rtBRPfi of pp, 133 ff.

23 p. 140. Cf. also—smr^g *wrj srarte 1

p. 54 * ( fafcqurc edn.

24

25 ^ | p. jp
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asamdsta-padatra of the quality madhurya is the same as the padanam

asamastatvnm of prasada . The manohdritva of madhurya
,
which is

explained as due to sruti-mmyalva and artha-ramyatra

,

does not differ

from the sruti-pesa Iatdi-sdlit va of abhijatya. Again the vimnyasa of

madhurya
,
which is explained as samniresa-raicitrya is the same as

the saninivesa-mahundoi lavairya. It may be argued that in madhurya
,

the vimnyasa (arrangement) is that of the padas (words), while as in

/dvanya it is that of the varnas (letters). But the vania-rimnyasa of

Idvanya also leads to the sampad of pada-sandhana which is ultimately

the same as the pada-samnivesa

.

Again, the epithets employed are

only high sounding words without any clear cut logical connotation.

For, the word sa uhumdrya is at one place explained as abhijatya (page

48). But saukumdrya is also the term which comprehends all the

gunas of the suknmdra style, and abhijatya is one of the four guyas

that constitute the sukumdra stvle.

/ Kuntaka enters into the discussion of the question as to

how Idvanya and abhijatya
,

the qualities residing in an extra-

ordinarily handsome lady, can be considered as the qualities of poetry.

In reply lie says, that if such an objection is raided then the definitions

of madhurya and prasada by the old writers will also be faulty.

Madlmrya is ascribed to poetry on account of producing pleasure simi-

lar to that produced by sweet things like molasses in which it really

resides. In the same way prasada is ascribed to that poetry which

possesses the quality of clearness and perspicuity in common writh cleai

water or marble, for which it really stands. Similarly the beauty of

composition which is brought »about by the charm produced by a poet

through his skill, cannot be better expressed by another term than by

lavaiiya. And accordingly the naturally bland and sweet grace in

poetry is expressed by the term abhijatya .

But the term Idvanya has been used by some waiters26 to denote

the idea of suggested sense. Is it not a fault to call the beauty of

26 T^ifa, ?, # I The verse is quoted by Kuntaka ; it may be

translated—Suggested sense is something else (i.e. quite different from the

expressed sense) in the writings of great poets. It appears as something

apart from its well known parts, as the 3TTOW of a lady (Jacobi’s schonheit)

is different from her limbs.
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composition alone by that name? Ivuntaka says that the verse of

I)h vanyulohi :—pratlyamdimm etc., ( 1 .4 ) establishes the existence of

dhrani only and not that of Idraijya. But as the suggested sense and

Idvayya are both prasiddh drnyu vatink!a (different from the well-known

limbs) a comparison is drawn between the two. There is no intention

on the part of Vhrauikdm to establish a very close similarity between

them. For, Ifmtnya of a lady is a tiling* winch can be recognised by

all people with their eyes. Blit the suggested sense cannot he grasped

by all men. It can be comprehended by sahrtbiyas alone, and therefore

it corresponds to a smtbhdyya (pleasantness or agreeableness) in a lady.

Saubhdyya is something which is subtler and liner than Idtranya. The

former is within the grasp of specially qualified people. Therefore,

beauty of composition alone should he designated as Jdvotjya.

Xow coming to the second kind of iinlrt/ft, viz., vicitra
,

the first

characteristic of importance is vahratd or bhaniti-virchitti
,

i.e., the

charming wray of speech. A charm, which is not produced with an

effort by a poet, is visible in word and sense both. 27 As for example

in the verses

:

jjcqfa# srftrgr^i

hit) Epgqardt u ( (> 58)

the second sense which is suggested is on the same level as the ex-

pressed, That is, in this aprast uttt-prn.iuinsd the charm of word and

sense lies in the fact that the suggested sense is known simultaneously

with the expressed sense.

The next characteristic is tl^at an nhntkara is mule the subject of

another auinkdm. That is the two figures in a verse stand in the rela-

tion of vpal'dryopahdmla (one supporting the other). This case is

quite different from sniilmn (combination of dependent figures), be-

cause both the figures arc separate and distinct. It is also different from

strrnsrsti (where both the figures aie independent), because here one

figure is subordinate to another.

27 I p. 58, cf. n. 21.
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The figures should by themselves be so (harming and dazzlingly

beautiful that the real sense has its beauty enhanced, as the dazzlinglv

beautiful ornaments enhance the beauty of a lady’s body. Such figures

are: ryrijnxtnti, parj/ayokUi etc., e.g. (/prasl uta-praja nisa in hntomah

prarijrmljhitft-cinrlia-rijat/Hi/j sOnyatum nlio desah. A poet should

make a happy choice of words so that an ordinary thing appeals to bo

extra-ordinary. An old idea is garbed in new epithets. Not only this

but a poet must be able to give a beautiful shape to an ugly thing also.

f

l he poet should strive to produce suggested sense by hum ns of words

capable of it. The nature of all the objects’* should be described as

full of charming and implied sense, for which lie should employ his

extra-ordinary skill.
20

It is evident that according to Kuntaka this mdnjo is dependent

upon the skill of the poet in contrast with the snkumara-manja which

is an outcome of the latter’s inborn nature. 30

(1) nuldhui ijn stands for the avoidance of looseness in structure.

(2) prosada or peispieuity, according to Ivuntaka, is the same as

with the old writers, but with this difference that it has a touch of

ojo.s also.

According to old writers imi*d<fa is the quality of perspicuity,
51

hut Kuntaka seems to mean by it ustnnusta-iHidn-nyasa (absence of

compounded words). Ojas or vigour has abundance of compounds." 2

Kuntaka’s definition ol pni.\tida then amounts to—employing of words

28 1 p. 65

29 p. 65

30 Cf. S. K. Do’s Introduction, pp. xxxiii-x.wiv

3 1 Wfst jfq* srcfaft 1

1 snwnrrar, xvi, 95

narcflunfwsran. 1 ?5T3?Tr# 1

JWT*: I
5BrsiJf5TfT? iii, 1-6.

J2 WTraqffffqfavrfqfaas WT ( ? ) 5 W l W3TTn:, according

to irfiwwmat 1 qfaiteft i—urmTwi, xvi, 99.

qrtu: 1—

«

1— 111, i s
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devoid of compounds, but slightly using compounds— , a queer defi-

nition indeed. Kuntaka’s definition reminds one of Vamana's discussion

on prasada guna ,
33

Kuntaka gives one more definition of this guna
9 according to

which several sentences go to produce the sense of a particular sentence.

That is, the sense of a particular sentence is suggested or brought into

light by purpose. Kuntaka uses the term guwaka and explains it by

mmarpaka
, a term which is used by Anandacardliana34 in his defi-

nition of prasada .

(3) lavanya makes the words appear as juxtaposed because they

do not drop their visargas and have short vowels lengthened by the

following conjunct consonants. In sukumdra style this quality is the

saninivcsa-vialiimd, beauty of skilful arrangement of words and letters.

(4) dbhijdtya is a quality which a poet produces by bis skill and

erudition. It consists of avoiding too much of softness or hardness in

the composition.

Kuntaka remarks that the difference between the gunus of this

and the sukumara style is that in the former these gunas acquire a

kind of pre-eminence on account of poetical skill.*
15

hollowing is the comparative table

:

tiJUU . fefel

\ \

($1

(9 )

* l

(*)

twi Jrfwjifayi+iWH,

(JTl

3»r»t

^ I SPUR

jrfsm

8 I ^rrfvRTRJT

33 C(. III, t, 5-9 and also the remarks of Hemacandra

in his own commentary on p. 196, 11. 4-12 ( ftuiWTU* edn.)

34 II, IT. Abhinavagupta’s commentary on this runs—

srfa

girorfw gwfawg wfft tot*: \

j-5 ^itiwfag*iw ; 5^: 1

II (> 69.
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\ i

w aftwwns

* I JW1?

I* with a touch of

sihm

i«) wre-wroHrata

Rran

(aj aigaftwTwa.

iff i letters

« i snfinrrca

From the table given above it is evident that mddlturya of vicitra

style has a kind of compactness which is not very essential in sukumdra

style. In prasada of sukumdra style there are either no compounds or

easy compounds, while as in vicitra style there is a mixture and also

the employment of sentences which bring the sense of a particular

sentence into prominence. Ldvanya of sukumdra style is the beautiful

arrangement of words and sense, but in vicitra it is the juxtaposition

of words which is made specific by retaining the visaryas and by the

employment of short vowels lengthened by the following conjunct con-

sonants. Abhijdtya of sukumdra style lias a natural softness which is

tampered by harshness in the vicitra style.

The chief characteristics of the madhyama style are that it appeals

to men of sukumdra and vicitra temperament both. Herein the

qualities of both the styles reside in a harmony, as if vying with one

another. The natural ability and tire skill of the poet blend together

to produce charm in this style. It is the province of those poets who

are arocakins by nature,™ that is, who are discriminate and are fond

of beautiful things.

Kuntaka now proceeds to classify the poets according to different

•mdryas. Matrgupta, Mayuraja, ManjlUa etc., are the followers of

the madhyama style because we find an admixture of the fiist two styles.

The writings of Kalidasa, Sarvasena etc., breathing of natural

delicacy fall within sukumdra style. Vicitra- cakratva is to be found

36 cf, 1. 2 , 1— <w»si

Vamana explains as t Kuntaka, however, explains it

JUNE,

p. ; r.

19G2 4
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in the Harsa-carita of Buna and also in the vnil takas (detached verses

or simple prose)37 of Bhavabliiiti ahd Rajasekhara.

Kuntaka, unlike some of the rhetoricians, does not regard these

guyos as restricted to word or sense, but considers them pervading the

composition as a whole. 38

Kuntaka now proceeds to treat of the gunas : ouciiyo and saubhagya

which are common to all the styles.

(1) oucitya is that quality Which establishes and develops tin*

greatness of anything (i.e. the excellence of any particular object). Im-

propriety and appropriateness with which all the excellences are attri-

buted to a particular thing. 30 The sense of words should be befitting

the nature of the speaker, listener or observer.

(2) The quality sanbhdyya or pleasant charm requires the hus-

banding of all the resources of poetry . It is not only the genius hut ail

the powers of poet which give rise to this go no. It is not brought about

by the excellence of word, sense, termination, case-ending, tempera-

ment, gestures etc. singly, hut by all put together. Both these

qualities pervade all t lie three styles bv existing in word, sense and

composition. 10 Their absence spoils the charm of poetry.

li A RA1)ATTA &ARMA

3? l ly 13.

38 UlSj gun*! GfRI rowfclT I p. V

39 cr. srropnvjrw 1

*rr 11
—

' p 145

Kuppusvamin sums up the views of all the schools of poetry in this

verse :

Wfrfcftgggrefei wf 1

HTOrrsafTflWT: II

Cf. also K$emendra who has written a book on this topic.

3fart HTJirow HWt fas

afa»R « ol n— 7.

40 nl fawfiwtwt ,
*!-?* } wtwnsrta, nr, 6-14,
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ii

(-5) The Secret Weapons

The exact nature of the agneya astras would have remained a

mystery had not Kant ilyn divulged the secret, lie gives recipes for

fire composition as also for poisonous smokes. For fire-composition

he gives three recipes and a description of agni-hana (xiii. 4)

:

The first is called agni-dhomna (that which keeps up fire). It con-

sists of “small balls made of .the dung of the ass, camel, goat, and

sheep mixed with the wood of Sarala (
Finns longifolia ), Devadaru

(iCedrus deodar) cut into splinters, the leaf of Piititrna (the lemon-

grass, Andropogon schwranthns), Guggula
(
Olihanvm

), Srivestaka (the

resin of the Sfila tree, Shorea rohvsta), and lac.” It will be seen that

the ingredients are resinous and highly inflammable, the dung serving

as matrix. The agni-gula or fire-halls of this composition when ignited

cannot be easily extinguished.

The second is Ksepya agni-yoga (tire missile). It was composed of

“the dung of the horse, ass, camel or cattle mixed with Priyula-curna

(powdered resinous bark or oily kernel of Buchanania hit ifolio), Av alguja

(seed of Ytrnonia anthchnintira ), lamp-black and bees’ wax.” This

composition is not so inflammable as the preceding hut would perhaps

keep the fire longer.

The third agni-yoga is called Yisvasa-ghfW (treacherous).

It consisted of “the powder of nil metals made red-hot or of lead and

tin with Kumhhi (
Olihanvm ), or with the flower of Paribhadraka

{Erythrina indica) and Palasa (Butca fiondoia)
J
hair, lamp-black, bees’

wax and oleo-resin of the pine." It will be seen that these balls

contained easily fusible metals. AVhen they were ignited

and thrown into the enemy line, the red-hot metals would prove more

dangerons than simple fire-balls. Hence they were described as

treacherous.

• Continued from vol. VII, p. 708,
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Agni-hana was an arrow, tlie head of which had a coating of

the preceding composition containing lead and tin, the whole

being packed and tied with the fibre of Sana (Crotolaria Juncea).

Evidently the composition was ignited before the arrow was dis-

charged and the pellets of lead and tin made more than red-hot were

shot at the enemy. At short range, they were likely to be os effective as

gun-shot and could be thrown against particular persons, the difference

being in the strength of the propelling force.

Here we have descriptions of fire-balls and fiery arms of which we

read in the Epics and Puranas. The Visvdsaghdti agniyoga was vir-

tually a bomb which buret and the fragments of metals were scattered

in all directions. The agni~bdiia was the fore-runner of gun-shot. The

shaft of the arrows must have been made of metal as in ndrdca. This

together with the weight of the fire-composition would make the buna

too heavy for ordinary bows and strength of the arms. The agni-banas

would then be not so useful. There were, however, Mnhd-yantra
,
called

Jamadagnya by Kautilya and worked by a large number of men for

shooting heavy arrows, and also Cakra-yantia or wheel for hurling

stone and also bombs. These were usually fixed on the tops of the walls

of forts. There were portable yantras which were carried on wheels to

battle fields. Sometimes, as in Brahmasira, the charge used to be fixed

on an ordinary arrow, fired and discharged (Mhh., Sauptika, Id). Some-

times the metallic head of the arrow was made red-hot by charcoal fire,

and the hot arrow would prove more dangerous than the cool. The

aboriginal tribes of Kols and Santals of Bengal and Bihar shoot hear

with red-hot arrows which, they say, kill the beasts while cool arrows

prove ineffective. It is to be noted that among the war materials collect-

ed in the battle-field of Kuruksetra charcoal was one.

(6') Some Supposed Guns

Before we proceed further in our enquiry it is necessary to examine

the claims of certain weapons of old which like the dyneyci-astra, have

been taken as guns. In every case the identification has proceeded on

insufficient data, either on the presence of fire, or fire and tube, or bul-

lets, or report or the power to kill many people at one time.

The test should he the presence of gun-powder, which, as will be seen
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presently, was unknown, at least, up to the time of Kautilya (4tli

century B.C.).

We do not know when fire-balls, bombs and fiery arrows were first

brought into use. The throwing of fire-balls on the heads of the enemy

in battle array would suggest itself to primitive men, and we can trace

the employment of fire in the Rg-veda which has often praised fire for

killing an enemy. But the composition and the method of preparation

must be a result of long experience. Kautilya’s composition was a great

advance upon that of the MahdbhCirata account. In the Atharva-veda

(1.16.4) there is the mention of an enemy having been threatened with

Hsa (lead). It may, therefore, be concluded that agni-bdna with lead-

shot was known to the priests of the Atharva-veda. In the Aitareya

Bruhnmna (1.4.8) an arrow is described as having fire at its point. The

use of agneya-astra is referred to in the Maluibhdrata. Kautilya was,

therefore, not the inventor of bombs and agni-bdnas. The stage had long

passed when they were known as divya-a strait.

It has been supposed that surmi of the Rg-veda (1.5.) was of the

nature of a gun. For it was a tube with handles which shone like fire.

But Sayana took it to he like the surmi of Manusarnhild (XI), which

is a hollow metallic image made red-hot for death penalty of a parti-

cular class of criminals. A cylindrical vessel with handles might very

well be used as an oven containing glowing charcoal from the surface

of which would rise currents of heated air like waves, the literal men-

ing of surmi being wave. But it is not sufficient to prove the existence

of guns and gun-powder at the time of the Rg-veda when fire had to

be produced by friction of dry wood.

The names of ayah-kanapa and tuhl-guda, mentioned in the Maha-

bhdrata
,
have been supposed by the commentator, Xllakantha, to have

been guns. He lived in the sixteenth century when guns had become

familiar. The names occur iu the Jlahdbhdtatti only once. Srlkrsna

and Arjuna were guarding the forest of Khamhiva when it was set on

fire, in ordei to prevent the escape of animals of the forest from destruc-

tion with ayah-kanapa, cakra
,
asrnan and blnisundi in their hands (Adi.,

227). According to Xllakantha cakra was a wheel for hurling stone,

and hhusnndi a sling consisting of two lengths of string with a small

piece of leather between for throwing stone, and asman is stone.
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Ayah-kanapa is likely to have been a weapon of the same class. In the

Matsya Parana (150) we read cakra (a disc), kunapa
,
prasa (a dart),

bhusvndi
,

patt.isa (an iron spear with sharp edge), etc. In Dasa-

kumdra-carita we have the same three names, kanapa
,

prasa
,

and

pattjsa. There is hardly any doubt of kanapa and hinapa being*

the same and denoting* a spear made entirely of iron. Yaijayanti

Kosa (Xllth cent.) reads kanaya and gives the same meaning.

It is, however, difficult to make out what was tuld-guda (Yana, 42).

Nilakantha explains ii as B/idndagolaka, called banditkh in the Mlercha

language (Persian), lie was evidently led to think of a gun from the

description of its action. India sent his chariot to take Arjuna to

heaven. In it there were many weapons, such as sword, said (a lance),

mace, dart, vidyvt (lightning, a long narrow sword?), asani (thunder-

bolt, an iron mace), and tuld-guda on wheels. The last weapon is said to

produce a thundering sound and was considered deadly. There were also

ndga (noose with ends looking like the head of a snake) shining like fire

and pieces of white stone (quartz) The weapons, of course, belonged

to Indra, the warrior king of heaven, and the poet had an opportunity

of indulging in hyperbole. But tuld-guda was never claimed by any god

and we must understand it as a weapon fit for mortals. The word tula

denotes a balance, thef beam of a balance and also a bracket foi support of

the rafter of a house. The word guda is the same as gula, a hall, and

tula-guda therefore would mean a (very heavy) ball to be projected by

a lever. This conjecture appears to be correct, since there is no reference

to smoke or fire in this description. Moreover it is difficult to under-

stand why Indra should have sharp pointed stone in his chariot had lie

possessed a cannon. The Mahdbhdiata (Valia., 15) and Matsya-Purdna
y

153) mention ayo-guda which liteally means a bullet of iron. The context

supports this sense. But we are not told how it was discharged. It is

probable that it belongs to the same class as tuld-gnda
,
a hall projected

by a machine consisting of a lever, or a sling. The word ayo-guda occurs

in the Cavaka in the sense of iron pills.

We have already seen that bhusvndi. was a sling for throwing stone.

But the name was more commonly used to denote a heavy club, perhaps

curved like the trunk of the elephant. Yaijayanti understands it as a

wooden club with iron knob. The weapon appears to have been very
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common and is mentioned in the accounts of battles. (
Kama ., I. 00;

Mhh.
y
Drona, 177 ;

Maisya Parana, 150, 151 etc.).

Next we come to satayhna or sataglml which literally means one

that can kill a hundred. The name was at first applied to columns of

stone or timber having innumerable iron spikes fixed on the suifaee.

These were usually placed on the ramparts of forts. The capital

fortresses of Aj’ndliya. and Lanka, and Lidraprastha of the Pandava,;

were provided with saiayhnl. Kautilya also had them. Sometimes

they were carried on wheels to battle-fields, and from the Haricamsa

we understand there were smaller {onus of them carried by the hand.

The name was transferred to cannon when these were invented.

The name ndlika also underwent change in miming. A ndrdca
,

as we have seen, was an arrow wholly made of iron. It was necessarily

too heavy for long range action. A tubular arrow was therefore made

which was stiff but light. The word ndlika means a tube, but in

military language meant a tubular arrow. The two names, ndrdca

and ndlika

,

often occur together (
Rdmd ., Ayo., 25; Mbli., lMiisma., 100)

f

as t hey were two types of metallic arrows. In the Haricamsa we meet

with ndrdca but not nalika. Those arrows that bad barbed head were

called karnt, and also rikarnt, having two ears on the two sides. The

ndlikas were often barbed. They were certainly astras, missiles, and by

a curious history to be told later on, meant instruments for throwing

missiles, and in later times implied guns.

The last name requiring explanation is aumh/ni, which has been

taken to mean ‘gun-powder.* The word, however, means fire of Aurva,

for gun-powder is not fire. It means also volcanic fire as in

t tie Pdmayan a (Kis., 44) and Snhunftdd (111. 8). it is otherwise known

as bddacdnala
,

‘the fire of the mare.* The MaltdhhdraUi mentions a

bdflara
,
a volcano which was probably situated near Cutch (Vana., 82).

Aurvdgni was thus sub-ten anean fire (from ITvI, the earth) and might

mean fire concealed in trenches in the battle-fields. There was a Rsi of

the name of Aurva who is reputed to have taught the

use of this dgneya-astni.

(To he continued)

JoG£sm Chandka Ray
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lii his Vedic Mythology (p. 49) Macdonnell says, “Though 1 ( i e

v

(Asvinau) hold a distinct position among (lie deities of light and their

appellation is Indian, their connection with any definite phenomena of

light is so obscure that their original nature is a puzzle to the Vedic;

interpreters from the earliest times.*’ A similar view has been express-

ed by Cox, Shamasbastry and other scholars.

Regarding the identification of the Asvins, vve are giving below in a

tabular form the opinions of various scholars

:

Scholars

Bollensen, Oldenberg and

Manliardt

Macdonnell

Bloomfield

Yaska

Ooldstticker, Myrianthus, and

Hopkins

Aurnavabha

Bergaigne

Aitilidsikdh

E. N. Ghosh

Weber

Roth

Ludwig, Hillebrandt, Hardy and

Shamasbastry

Vodekov

Ge'ldner

Briinhofer

Max Muller

Their opinions

The morning or the evening star.

Twilight or morning star.

Morning and evening stars.

Twilight before dawn, half dark

and half light.

Twilight before dawn and half dark.

Transition from darkness to light.

Light rays.

Eire of heaven and of the altar.

Two pious kings.

Two stars of Asvini (Aries).

Twin constellation of Gemini.

Indra and the Sun.

The Sun and the Moon.

Ruin-giving and dew-giving

deities.

Succouring Indian saints of purely

Indian origin.

Morning and evening wind.

Personification of morning and

evening.
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Dr. Shamashastry very recently remarked that by the Asvins the

Vedio poets meant no other celestial bodies than t lie Sun and the Moon

(Mythic Society's Quarterly Journal, Bangalore, vol. XX, no. 2,

PI>. 80-88).

The well-known polar phenomena, with which it is possible to

identity the Dual Deities, the Asvimm, is known in astronomy by the

terms: The Zodiacal Light and the GcgciiM hoin—a twin phenomenon

observed only in the BoW itegions.

Betore proceeding to the Vedic texts let us see what the two astro-

nomical phenomena actually denote:—

The Zodiacal Light

The Zodiacal Light “is a soft hazy wedge of light stretching up

from the horizon along the ecliptic just as the twilight is ending (in

the evening) or as the dawn is beginning fit night departure). Its

base is 20° to 80° wide and it generally can be followed under favour-

able conditions to 90° from the Sun and sometimes in a narrow faint

band 3° to 4° wide entirely around the sky. It is very difficult to

decide precisely what its limits are, for it shades very gradually from

an illumination perhaps a little brighter than the milky way into the

dark sky. It cannot be seen in full moon-light.
M

The Geycuschein
(
co anter^yloic

)

The Gegersckein “is a very faint patch of light on the ecliptic

precisely opposite to tiie Sun. It appears like an enlargement of the

Zodiacal band at this point. It is oval in shape being longest along

the ecliptic and according to Barnard and Douglas generally 10° to

20° long and half as wide.

“Both the Zodiacal light and the Gegcnschein can be seen only

with the unaided eye
;
for the field of the telescope is so small that it

does not enable one to contrast them writh the darker sky.” (Moulton:

Introduction to Astronomy^ 1906, pp. 312-313).

The legends about the Asrins

Botli the storm theory and the vernal theory fail to account satis-

factorily for the different feaiuies of the legends about Asvins.

i. ii .u. ,
juke, 1932 5
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Such legends are to be found amongst the aehievments of the

Asvins, the physicians of the gods. (See Rv.
y I, 112, 116, 117, 118).

The legends about Asvins indicate or suggest the Arctic conditions

of climate err calendar as they are one of the deities who are said to

traverse or measure the whole universe like Visnu, Agni and Savitar.

Each has three stations, viz., one in ocean (savuuhp) one in heaven

(divi) and one in waters (open). “The third step of Visnu and the

third or the hidden (abode of Agni are identical in character. Similarly

one of the three wheels of the chariot of Asvins is represented

as deposited in a cave of a secret place, like the third step of Visnu

which is beyond the ken of mortals (Vide Rv X, 85.14, 15, 16).

This coincidence between the third stations of tho three world-

traversing gods cannot be said to he accidental. The combined effect

of all the passages regarding this coincidence will be clearly seen to

point to the conclusion that the third or hidden dwelling place in

each case must be sought for in the nether world, the world of the

Ritrs, of Yawn, of waters and darkness.” (Tilak

—

Arctic Home in the

Vedas, pp.‘l ;32-8 :M).

The yencalojj
}j of the Ascitis

I

I

~

I

'

Note that

(i i fafcRT and

(iij *l*Tand*nft

(Hi) and

From the genealogy given above it is clear that their father

is Vivasvan and their mother is Saranyu in the form of a

mare or the Sindhu. As ushering in the healthful light of the sun, they

are healers and physicians and their power of restoring the aged to

youth reappears in SSurya, the daughter of the sun.

I I

*3

i

are all twins
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The sphere of the A.Ivins

Yaska says that their sphere is heaven. Vedic scholars also agree

that the ASvins belong to the celestial class of the Vedic gods:

(1) They appear at early dawn when darkness still stands among

the ruddy cows
(
Rv ., X, Gl-4).

(2) At the yoking of their car Uso

s

is born (Re., X, 39. 12).

(#c., I. 34.10).

(4) Thus the appearance of the Asvins, the kindling of the sacri-

ficial fire, the break of dawn are synchronous wiih the first

appearance of the sun's rays or more correctly the appearance

of the light on the earth reflected from an immense number

of meteors circulating around the sun in or near the ecliptic

and extending out somewhat beyond the orbit of the earth.

Such meteors are more numerous precisely opposite to the

sun and they cause the correlative and complementary pheno-

mena of the reflection, both thus giving rise to the elaborate

celestial phenomena connoted by the Vedic Deities, the

Asvinau. (/?<*., I, 157. 1 and VII, 72.4).

The cor of the Asvins

The three-wheeled car of the AsvinB is mentioned in the Rg-veda

as drawn by Horses (I, 117.2); Birds (VI, G3.fi; X, 143-5); Bird-steeds

(IV, G3.7); Swans (IV, 54.4); Eagles (T, 118-4); Eagle-steeds (VIII,

5.7); Buffalo or Buffaloes (V, 53.7; I, 184.3); Ass (I, 34.9; I,

116.2
;
VIII, 74.7) ;

and Asses (A.Br.
f
IV, 7-9). The names of birds and

animals must be supposed to be the names given to the groups of styrs

near, or in the midst of, which the triangular car of the Asvins made

its first appearance in the several epochs of the ancient ages, ftv .,

I, 46.7 says that the Asvins possess not only a golden chariot but have

a double equipment in the boat. The ASvins are described in the

Rg-veda as saving their proteges in boats (
Rv I, llfi.3 I, 182.6).

“The boats of Alvins unlike those of Pusan are not described as golden."

In Ttv., I, 30-18 their chariot is said to be Samdna yojjana or traversing

without distinction both the heaveply apd watery regions.
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At the end of the night, their triangular wedge-like chariot comes

up from the ocean (samudra). Their chariot makes a great circling

round the heaven (2?t>., 1, 157.3, 5). They are described as going round

the heaven
(;
parijman

)

like the deities Vata, Agni. and Siirya. Their

car traverses the heaven and the earth in a single day or 24 hours 1

period

as that of the sun, and that of Usas (Rv., III. 58.8; I, 115.3 and IV,

51.5 respectively). “They came riding on fleet horses and soon vanished

followed by the first faint blushes of the Dawn who changed her dark

complexion into bright (Rv., I, 123.9) and soon became full blown or

refulgent like a beautiful heavenly maiden in the glory of her eternal

youth.” (A. C. Das, Rg Vedic CvlUtre
, p. 454).

The home of the A.Ivins

The home of the Alvins is variously described in the Rg-veda. They

came from afar (VIII, 5-30); heaven (VIII, 8.7); and earth

(I, 44.5); heaven and air (VIII, 8.4; 9.2); air (VIII, 8.3);

air far and near (V, 73.1); earth, heaven and ocean

(VIII, 10.1); behind, before, below and above (VII, 72.5).

Sometimes their locality is inquired about (V, 74.2, 3; VI, 63.1;

VIII, 62.4) as if unknown. (See Macdonnell, Vedic Mythology
, p. 50).

The above details about the home of the ASvins agree with those of

Zodiacal light and the correlative phenomena of Gegenschein (counter-

glow) particularly in the polar and the circum-polar regions.

The path of the Aivins

About the course of the Alvins, which is frequently mentioned in

the Vedas, we find that the course of their rays is vertical and the word

vartih with one exception is applicable to them only.

The path of the A4vins is the Devaydna or the portion of the

Zadiacal belt visible in the Polar regions. The remainder is called the

Pitrydna. Varuna is said to have constructed a broad path (Rv., I, 24.8

;

IV, 53.4) for the sun. It evidently refers to the Zodiacal belt. The

path of $ta (Rv., I, 41.4) which is mentioned several times in the

Rg-Veda where the Adityas are said to have been placed (2fa., X, 85.1)

and wherein Sarama discovered the cows of Indra (Rv., V, 45.7, 8) refers

tp the same broad belt of the Zodiac which the luminaries, as observed
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by the Vedic bards, never transgress. Thus rtasya pcmthd means the

right path, the circle of which exists for ever or rather exists

rvarti) in the vault of the heavens (Rv ., I, 164.11). ” (Vide Tilak’a

Orion or the Researches into the Antiquity of the Vedas, p. 185).

Their time of appearance

In Rv.
f
X, 39.12 it is stated that at the yoking of their car by the

A4vins, Usas is born. Thus their time may be taken to be between dawn

and the actual appearance of the sun’s disc above the horizon. It has

been stated above that just next to the Asvins appear the dawns. Their

connection with the dawn and their appearance in the interval between

dawn and sun-rise are thus taken to be clearly established
;
and whatever

theory we may adopt to explain the character of the Asvins on a physical

basis, we cannot lose sight of the fact that they are matutinal deities

bringing on the dawn or the light of the morning with them.

The two epithets of Indra, viz., Vrtrahan and Satakratu are applied to

them (Rv., VIII, 8.22; I, 112.23) and in I, 182.2, they are expressly

said to possess the qualities of Indra (/ndratamu) and of the Maruts

(Marutamd) the associates of Indra in his struggle with Vrtra (Vide

Tilak’s Arctic Home in the Vedas
, p. 300). “It is,” says the same autho-

rity, “the struggle between the powers of light and darkness and the

A6vins in their character of divine physicians were naturally the first

to help the gods in their afflictions. It is true that Indra was the prin-

cipal actor or hero in the fight, but the Alvins appear to have stood by

him rendering help whenever necessary, and leading the van in the

march of the matutinal deities after the conquest The arctic theory

alone can satisfactorily interpret the facts stated above; and when they

are interpreted in this way, it is easy to perceive how the Asvins are

described as having rejuvenated, cured or rescued a number of decripit,

blind and lame or distressed proteges of theirs in the various legends

ascribed to them” (
ibid ., p. 301). We have stated above that the

ancient Vedic bards divided the period between the yoking of horses to

their car by the Asvins and the actual appearance of the solar disc into

five divisions or five separate phenomena viz., (i) Aivinau, a dual pheno-

menon, (ii) Dawns (
Usas)

t
(iii) Sfiryfi, (iv) Vrsakapayi, (v)

Saranyu, and (vi) Snvlta, the solar orb. This five-fold phenomenon of
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the total duration of the twilight either before the appearance of the solar

orb on the horizon of the polar regions or the sun’s disappearance below

the same must have extended from 47 days to about two months in the

polar regions. With our present knowledge of the atmospheric and

meteorological conditions in ancient Vedic times we cannot precisely

determine the exact duration of the appearance of one or other of the

A6vins as distinguished from the first Usas or the Dawn. But to our

mind the duration must have been about ten days in the maximum. A

verse from ltv. gives us an exactly similar view (vide Ru., 1
, 157.4).

That “the ASvinau cannot be identified with the Sun and the Moon M

is already shown above by direct evidence from the several verses of

the Rg-veda. An additional and very clear support to this view is found

in Ri\, 1, 112-12 where it is .said that they (A6vinau) urged to victory

the car without the horse (Asva i.e. the Sun)
;
while in the next verse

it is stated that they in their car are said to go round the Sun in the

distant region.

A second very important piece of evidence showing that the ASvinau

and the dawn are not the evanescent phenomena of the tropics in the

Rg-veda, is furnished by the time taken to recite the Asvina tiastra by

the Hotr priest before commencing the Gavdmaycnia sacrifice. “It is not

to be recited until darkness of the night is relieved by light
;
so between

the first appearance of light and the rising of the sun, there must have

been, in ancient days, time enough to recite the long laudatory song of

not less than a thousand verses. If the recitation ended long before

sun-rise, the Taittinya Samliita lias added that all the ten mandalas of

the Rg-veda may be recited, if necessary. (Vide Tilak’s Arctic Home in

the Vedas, pp. 82-84).

We do not propose to enter here into the question about the long

duration of the Vedic Dawn but it is sufficient for our purpose to state

that the Vedic Dawn admitted of a five-fold division in the Taittinya

Samhitd and of a three-fold one in the Rg-veda thus giving us a clear

latitude to infer that the twin phenomenon of the Asvins must liave

occupied a sufficiently long period of time and impressed the minds ol

Vedic Rsis with its grandeur and divine inspiration.

v. H. Vader



The Nature of the Mughal Conquest

The Mughal conquest of India is a unique episode in Indian

history—unique in the sense that it was not merely a physical conquest,

hut also a conquest of the heart. While driving the people to a

stubborn resistance, it eventually evoked the greatest loyalty from them.
r
J he powder of the sword which characterized the first phases of the con-

quest gave place to the more enduring triumphs of diplomacy and

winning of the heart. In fact these characteristics mark at once the

weakness and strength of the Mughal conquest. Its weakness was due

to the military character, and its strength to the winning of the heart

and cordial co-operation of the conquered. Nevertheless, it strikes a

new note in the history of Muhammadan conquest of India. That such

was the imperative need of the situation in which the Mughals found

themselves in India, there is no doubt
;
for in history, as in other human

sciences, no phenomenon could be adequately explained without re-

ference to its environment. The situation was not an easy one and

for that matter was the most perplexing that ever confronted a conqueror

of India.

To understand the situation il is not necessary to give a detailed

survey of the political condition of India on the eve of Babar’s invasion,

for the simple reason that the conditions obtaining at that time did not

determine the nature of the Mughal conquest of India. The Mughal

conquest of India is a long process, and Babar’s invasion was one of its

many important events. He is certainly not “an empire-builder

of the sixteenth century/’ if thereby we understand that he was the

builder of the Mughal empire in India, lie was one of the many,* who

“must be considered to have laid the foundations of the Mughal

Empire,” 1 and that “as a conqueror and not as an administrator.”

Such conquerors there have been many, viz., Amir Taimur in 1398,

Humayun in 165b, and Akbar in 1550. Before these conquerors there

was a host of invaders, belonging to the same race raiding Hindustan

right from the middle of the 13th century, and paving the way for the

l Kunnm-buildcr of the Sixteenth Century, p. 103.
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more illustrious conquerors. Thus a survey of the situation would mean

a description of the political condition of India obtaining from century

to century, between the 13th and the lGth centuries, or at least between

1398 and 1556, if we want to exclude the raiders from our account.

Hut it has been customary to consider the Mughal conquest of India

to have started with the conquest of Babar, and that is because he was

the first of the Mughals to attempt the systematic conquest of Hindustan

by remaining in Hindustan, which his predecessors did not. So did

Ilumayun and Akbar, the latter being the most illustrious as he was the

real conqueror of Hindustan and founder of the Mughal empire in

India. A proper understanding of the situation would mean a scrutiny

of the political condtions obtaining in Hindustan in (he whole of the

Kith century. The scope of this essay forbids a detailed study of the

situation and we have to remain content with scanning its chief features.

In the first place, the Hindus, that is, the Rajputs were not the only

ruling power in Hindustan in the sixteenth century, as in previous

centuries when Mahmud Ghaznavi, Muhammad Ghori and Qutbuddin

Aibak started their conquests. Had it been so, the Mughal conquest and

rule of Hindustan w’ould have lost some of its most distinctive marks,

and perhaps the conquest of the country would have been much easier,

bor, t heir superiority in military skill and organization wrould have

received an impetus from their religious zeal, and it would have

appealed to them as a holy war against the infidels. But as it w7as,

the Mughals met not the infidels alone in the field, but the Muslims like

themselves. In fact, they had to fig'h t out issues with the Muslims first

and Hindus later. This fact alone was calculated to affect adversely

the vigour of the Mughal invasion, for the obvious reason that an un-

provoked attack of a Muslim king upon another is against the injunc-

tions of the Quran, and Babar ’s was an unprovoked attack actuated

purely by motives of conquest. W hether it did so affect or not, it cer-

tainly did not facilitate the task.

The second feature of the situation was that supremacy in

Hindustan had been divided between the Rajputs and the Afghans,

and they were the two rival powers. They had built up power by great

tact and steadiness, and their glory filled the whole of the 15th century.

As a result of their long tenure of power, they were firmly rooted in the
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soil. To sway the sceptre uf Hindustan, the Mughals had to wrest it

from the Afghans and the Itajputs, one after another, and they were no

mean enemies. The Afghans were as brave as they were wily, and

having won power, were not prepared to part with it easily, and many

a field had to be won and lost before they submitted to the Mughals.

Theirs was the most stubborn, and at the same time sustained resistance

offered' to the Mughals. But if tho Afghan was brave and wily, tiie

ltajput was the bravest of the brave and generous to a fault. His gene-

rosity commended itself to the Mughal as his bravery inspired awe.

A combination of the two powers—the Afghan and the Rajput would

have been fatal to the Muglials; but that was never to be. The Afghans

and the Rajputs could not unite against their common enemy. Neither

could each, as a people, present a united front against the foreign foe.

Their tribal organization, and their separatist tendencies gave a handle

to the Mughals to conquer them piece-meal. Kven so, they did not

venture to join issues with the Afghans and Rajputs at once. They had

enough of tact to take advantage of t lie Rajputs' generosity after they

had impressed the Rajputs by their mettle, and to w in them over to their

side. They made Rajputs their friends and supporters in their task of

conquering the Afghans. The credit is entirely theirs—of those who

finding Hindustan under the sway of two powerful peoples, drew one

of them to their side in order that they might subjugate the other, and it

is here that the real greatness of the Mughals lies. Though meeting

with a situation far more perplexing than any that had confronted

Mahmud Ghaznavi, Muhammad Ghori or (Jutbuddin Aibak, they suc-

ceeded in handilng it admirably, and left a name that is at once good

and great; and it was perplexing because (i) the Mughals had not

merely to prove the validity of their attack on the Afghans who happen-

ed to be Muslims like themselves, (ii) they; had also to destroy

the political power of the Afghans and Rajputs in order that they might

rear their own.

These features, therefore, the presence of a strong Rajput confe-

deracy side by side with a disintegrating Muslim power, and, the resis-

tance offered by the one, and willing ce-operation offered by the other after

the first repercussions of their impact with the Mughals had died away

—these characterise the century that made the Mughal conquest of

i.h.q., juxl, 1932 6
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Hindustan an accomplished fact as between Babar and Akbar. But if

the Mughal conquest of Hindustan was completed in the lGili century,

all the pioneer work had been accomplished in the 13th and 14th cen-

turies, that is, between the invasions of Hulaku Khan and Amir Taimur.

The far-reaching* effects that these invasions produced on the Sultanate

of ^)elhi—on the homo and foreign policy of a series of illustrious

monarchy like Balban, Alauddin Khilji, Muhammad 1 in Tughlak etc.

amply testify to the formidable nature of the Mughal menace constantly

present beyond the north-western frontier. So long as the Delhi Sultans

were strong enough to repel the attack of the Mughals, they remained

the lords of Hindustan, but when Taimur attacked and carried every-

thing before him, tbe Delhi empire ceased to exist. A large province

of the Empire—the Punjab, was annexed 1 y Taimur, and the rest fast

disintegrated, giving rise to independent monarchies throughout tl»e

country. It was a rare piece of good-luck that no Mughal invasion occurr-

ed in the loth century, and the independent monarchies found time to

get strong and stable. In spile of the iternecine wars that filled this

century, there was promise of a glorious future, when Babar started his

first invasion of the Punjab in 1519. JKlements of life and art that were

slowly taking shape received a rude shock when the country was
1

thrown

into a welter of anarchy as a result of Babar’s invasions culminating in

the battles of Panipat and Kunwa. The decisive nature of these two

battles distinguished Babar’s achievements from those of his predeces-

sors and encouraged him to stay in Hindustan and lay the foundation

of the Mughal Empire there. It is only in this sense that his invasion

of Hindustan is more than an episode in the Mughal conquest of India.

What lie started was completed by Akbar but not before the kingdom

had once been lost to and recovered from the Afghans. The revival of

the Afghan powder, therefore, points at once to the die-hard nature of

the Afghans and the political sagacity of the Mughals.

Now confining our attention to the 16th century that witnessed the

completion of the Mughal conquest of Hindustan, we are brought face

to face with this striking fact that the political sagacity of the Mughals

was as great a factor in the success of their conquest as their military

ability. That is noticed at the very commencement of their conquests.

Babar dues not start abruptly like Muhammad Gliori, when lie, like
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the latter sets his heart to the possession of the Punjab. Neither is he

dictatorial like. Amir Taimur. He shapes his conduct with the puncti-

lious care of a gentleman and proves the validity of his action, i.e. the

conquest of the Punjab, to a nicety. He says “as it was always in my
heart to possess Hindustan, and as these several countries had once

been held by the Turks, I pictured them as my own, and was resolved

to get them into my own hands, whether peacefully or by force. For

these reasons it being imperative to treat the hill-men well, this order

was given : ‘Do no hurt or harm to the floc ks and herds of the people,

nor even to their cotton-ends and broken needles.*
*’

2

Then in his

message to the people of Blura he savs: “The possession of this country

by a Turk lias come down from of old; beware no( to bring ruin on its

people by giving way to fear and anxiety; our eve is on tin’s land and

on this people
; raid and rapine shall not he. ,,n Then he sends a messen-

ger by name Mulla Mursbid to the court of Delhi to seek by peace the

surrender of the districts of the Punjab be bad overrun. That is the

account of his first expedition into Hindustan undertaken in February

1519. He resorts to diplomacy rather than to force to achieve bis object.

Whether he had the scruples of conscience to satisfy when he was

deliberately making an unprovoked attack on the kingdom of a Muslim

king, it is very difficult to prove, but certain it is that he did try to

prove the validity of his action to the people whom he came to conquer,

by trying to impress on Ibrahim Lodi by peaceful negotiation that

he claimed the countries by the right of conquest by the Turks and by

the right of descent from Amir Taimur. It was the only justification

of his aggrandizing activities, the only screen for his lust of conquest.

And once it was established that he h id a right to conquer the lost Indian

provinces of his ancestor Taimur in the same way as he had a right

to recover the lost Central Asian dominions, lie felt no hesitation in

setting aside the claims of everyone except himself to the possession of

the Punjab, and to that end, even crossing swords with Ibrahim Lodi.

This he did on the field of Panipat (132»>), and Panipat secured his

2 Babar's Memoirs translated by A. S. Beveridge p.

3 Ibid.
t p. 381.
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claim not only to the Punjab but to the throne of Delhi, which meant

the sovereignty of Hindustan.

But the sovereignty of Hindustan as secured on the field of

Panipat was of a precarious nature. It greatly enhanced the prestige

of Babar no doubt, but yet he bad to do much hard fighting and prove

his mettle before that sovereignty was his in the real sense of the word.

There were powerful enemies around viz. the tribal military aristocracy

of the Afghans, the powerful confederacy of the Bajputs under Bana

Sahgrama Singh. For, the fall of Ibrahim Lodi on the field of Panipat

did not bring about the downfall of the Afghan power; and however

superficially or substantially it might have affected the tenure and

strength of Afghan power, it did not touch the fringe of Bajput con-

federacy. And for aught we know of the power and prestige of the

Bajputs under Bana Sanga—his vast territories, his exalted reputation

as a warrior, his diplomatic triumphs in Malwa, and his aspiration for

dividing the empire of Ibrahim between himself and Babar, it will be

no travesty of truth to say that Panipat could not carry Babar far in

the process of empire-building in Hindustan. That was exactly what

happened just before the battel of Kunwa. His dream of empire

receded far into the shadows of despair, and he was disillusioned about

the reality of his achievements so far. Thus there was plenty of

strenuous fighting and exertion to be gone through before the empire of

Hindustan became his. The Afghan military chiefs had to be crushed

singly as well collectively, and the.Bajput meance had to be removed

for good before he could hold a firm sway over Hindustan.

The magnitude of Babar’s task could be properly realised when we

say that it actually began with Panipat. Panipat set his foot on the

path of empire-building, and in this path the first great obstacle was

the opposition of the Afghan tribes. It has been said before that the

fall of Ibrahim Lodi did not mean the collapse of Afghan power. That

was due to the fundamental nature of Afghan polity. It was not a

centralized government, with authority concentrated in the hands of

the king. There was no person or organisation to embody the supreme

power of the society. The state was a loosely knit confederacy of a

number of military chieftains, representing the various sections or clans

the Afghans. Each one of them regarded himself supreme in his
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domains or jagirs
, and conducted himself as such throughout his

tenure of power. Whomsoever they elected to obey became their king,

and this obedience or allegiance was tendered during the period of good

behaviour of the person chosen as king. Thus authority had been

diffused amongst the local magnates, and they formed, more or less, a

powerful class, amongst whom the whole Empire had been distributed

and who by virtue of their territorial possession controlled the allegiance

of the community. This alienation of power and territory was due as

much to the tribal traditions of the Afghans as to the peculiar nature

of the Afghan conquest of Hindustan at the time of Bahlol Lodi. At

any rate, the king was regarded by the Afghan nobles as the first among

them, who was their equal to all practical purposes except that he

received the voluntary allegiance of all the rest, and hence was their

superior. He entirely depended upon his military aristocracy for

power and prestige as much as for the defence of his kingdom, and could

not have retained any, the moment he lost their sympathy. Hence,

when Babar entered Hindustan as the destroyer of Ibrahim Lodi, the

Afghan power had not been destroyed. Victory over the king was not

victory over the kingdom. Since power and territory belonged to the

Afghan nobles, the subjugation of the Afghan Empire involved the

wresting of power and territory from them. Panipnt had its own effects

no doubt. It brought enormous gains to Babar
;
and his moral gains

were even greater than the military and the material. Nevertheless,

Panipat inaugurated an era of conquest, which was begun by Babar and

was closed by his grandson Akbar. The first phase of this era

(I52G-30) was spent in the subjugation of the Afghan nobles and the

Rajput confederacy under Rana Sanga. The second phase opened with

the rule of Humayun, and the main interest centred round his abortive

attempts at the subjugation of Malwa, (xujrat, and Bengal, and his

expulsion from India by Sher Shall, whose rise meant the revival of

Afghan power. The third and last phase begins with Humayun’s re-

conquest of the Punjab and Delhi, and ends with the brilliant achieve-

ments of Akbar in the domains of conquest and diplomacy, in drawing

in cordial co-operation the Rajputs on to his side, and thereby facilita-

ting his task of counquest and consolidation. Thus the process of Mughal

conquest extends nearly over the whole of the lfith century.
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Now as to the first phase : The tribal organization of the Afghans

and the divisions of power and territory amongst these chiefs made the

task of Empire-building doubly difficult for Bahar. After killing

Ibrahim, Bahar could occupy only the whole of the Doab. North, South,

and East of it, the whole country had been parcelled out between the

Lohanis, Formulis, and Sarwanis, and they had elected one of them

Darya Khan Lohani’s son Bahar Khan as their king. The next thing

to which Bahar set himself was (i) to crush Baluu* Khan with all his

following, and (ii) all those nobles, who did not join Bahar Khan. This

he did by a clever device. He distributed t he unconquered parts of the

Afghan Empire amongst his nobles and commissioned them to go and

establish themselves by driving out the Afghan nobles from those parts.

With limited resources he could not afford to waste them in the sub-

jugation of the nobles, specially when lie bad yet to meet Kuna

Sahgram Singh. He never minimised the power of this great adver-

sary; nor was he inclined to think that the Rana would keep aloof and

leave him undisturbed to pursue his own ambition. That is why he had

sent Humayun against Bahar Khan, and the nobles against other

Afghan chiefs; and himself remained at Agra strengthening liimeslf for

further efforts and organizing his resources. Hardly had the task of sub-

duing the Afghan cihefs been completed, when lie heard that the Rana

Was on the move. Bahar was going to meet liis equal, and on the field of

Kunwa, the first expriences of bis adversary’s strength were most

depressing. Amid gloom and despair, however, he stuck on to bis guns,

and by that dash and will which characterised Bahar, he won a glorious

victory over the Rajput leader. The Rajput confederacy was shattered

and with it their reputation and self-confidence. For many years to

come, they did not recover from this shock, and the Mughals were left

free to pursue their schemes of conquest and consolidation. After the

ruin of the Rajput power, the destruction of the petty Afghan chiefs

was only a child’s play for Bahar. The strongest opposition that they

could offer was in combination with the king of Bengal, at the battle

of Gogra, and the utter rout that they had there took the sting out of

them so long as Babar was living.

That, however, was not very long and Babar’s death took place (Dec.,

1530) only a year and a few months after. Babar during the four years
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spent in Hindustan had conquered the Punjab, the territories that we

now call the United Provinces and North Bihar. Besides, Mewar as

the leading Ihijput State had formally submitted. That was all that he

could do; and what he had loft undone was of even greater importance.

He had not been able to set up a centralized form of government with

himself at the head wielding absolute authority over all; he had failed

to build up a sound financial system which necessarily presupposed a

comprehensive machinery of administration; and lastly, he lmd

not created any remarkable public and philanthropic institutions to

attract the loyalty of the people over whom he was to rule. These short-

comings of Babar were aggravated after his death by the irresolute and

imbecile character of Ilumayun, and the die-hard nature of the Afghan

power. The scattered elements of the latter needed only a personality

to galvanize them into life, and that was supplied by Slier Shah.

Ilumayun blundered from the beginning of his reign, and failed to

comprehend the real magnitude of his task. He should have been a

great diplomat and a great general to achieve successfully what his

father had not, i.e., an adequate system of government to suit the ideal

of absolutism and autocracy, and to crush ruthlessly all recrudescence

of Afghan and Kajput pretensions to that end. ITnfortunately, he was

neither.

The second phase begins with his accession to the throne (Dec.,

Knit)). He met enemies, on all sides, disguised and therefore the more

dangerous. His own brothers were jealous of him. Bahadur Shah of

(iiijarat was no secret enemy of his, and lastly, from the very start of

his career, Slier Shah’s ambition was sme to clash with his best interests.

Vet JIuinuyun did not take timely measures against them and allowed

them to grow to endanger his interests and, as for the last, to drive him

out of India. His chief folly seems fo have been his incapacity to

comprehend 1 lie relative values of the political factors obtaining at his

time. Ilis first great mistake was that he treated his brothers rather

a hit too well, and they certainly did not deserve it. This he realized

much later in life. The concealed intentions of Bahadur Shah behind

his professions of good-will he did not understand, and foolishly allowed

a vassal kingdom ot his, viz. Mewar to be despoiled by him. Bahadur s

religious claim made him blind to the obligation that a sovreign owes to
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his subjects. Consequently he forfeited Rajput sympathy. He never

tried to understand its worth, and therefore never attracted the loyalty

of the Rajputs. What a great opportunity he neglected, when he was

requested by Rani Earnavati to come to her assistance against Bahadur

Shah, can be judged in the light of the attitude of Akbar towards the

Rajputs. His mad rush through Malwa and Gujrat, only to realize

that it availed him nothing in the end has a tragic touch. Then his

conflict with the Afghans, led by Slier Shah, wrho while gradually

building up his power had been neglected by Ilumayun
;
his defeat at

Chausa and Kanauj
;

his flight into the Punjab and thence to Sind

;

his invitation to, and retreat fiom, Jodhpur through a burning sea of

sands—all these speak for themselves. He was expelled from India, not

merely by the power of the Afghans, but because of his own folly, be-

cause of forfeiting the loyalty of the only race that would have been

a match for them—the Rajputs. Humayun never suspected the

potency of the Rajputs, and trying to fight the Afghans single-handed,

he wrecked his empire, his dignity, and reputation. On these wrecks

rose the glorious Afghan Empire of Slier Shall. Such is the story of

the second phase.

The interval between the second and third phases f01111s one of the

greatest epochs of Indian history. It is full of the brilliant achieve-

ments of Sher Shall. War, defence, diplomacy, government, public

works, philanthropic institutions—all these inaugurate a new era in

India. A highly centralized system of government crowned by a

bureaucracy and characterized by full-blooded energy and efficiency

mark a radical departure from the accepted methods of Afghan state-

craft. New policies, pregnant with political wisdom, foreshadow far-

reaching changevS in the Muslim polity in India. All unwittingly lie

builds up a system, that w«b admirably suited to the political ideals of

the Timm ids, and this lie bequeathed to Akbar, who alone of all the

Great Mughals could make the best of it. But even the achievements

of Sher Shah were not without a defect. His administrative machinery

was not an organism, not a living institution, that could dispense with

personality, and therefore it could not survive the shocks of anarchy

and disorder that followed Islam Shall’- Such was the end of

the Afghan glory.
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That is where .the third phase starts. Humayun recovered his lost

throne of Delhi no doubt, but he did not live to recover his lost empire.

Hardly had six months passed after his occupation of the throne when

he was laid in the grave. He left behind a minor son, surrounded by

a swarm of enemies ready to dispute his claim to the throne, a kingdom

in Hindustan on which the Mughal hold was highly precarious, an

empire which lacked cohesion, a body of nobles who were more ready

to promote their own interests rather than their master’s, a people whose

loyalty he had done nothing to claim. Such was the heritage of Akbar.

When he was enthroned at the garden of Kalanaur he actually possessed

no kingdom. Kabul had been bestowed on Muhammad Hakim Mirza,

then under regency; Punjab was the foot-hold of Sikandar Sur, who

still disputed the claim of Akbar to the throne of Delhi ; between Delhi

and Chunar the country was claimed by Ibrahim Shah Sur, and

Muhammad Shah Adil, the latter of whom acted through his capable

general Himu and was the dc jure sovereign of the Afghans. All these

had as good a claim as Akbar to the throne of Delhi. He could not

turn to Kabul for assistance in his conquest of Hindustan. Fortunately

the able guidance of Bairam Khan and his firm loyalty helped to

sweep off all these enemies, and Akbar was securely placed on the

throne of Hindustan. The second battle of Panipat heralded the real

foundation of the Mughal Empire in India. During the following four

years of regency, he did accomplish much spade work, and when Akbar

took up the reins of government a new era began in the history of

Muslim rule in India. Gifted with constructive genius of a very high

order, an all-comprehensive intellect, a soaring ambition and personal

magnetism, he was a born ruler of men. He could easily grasp the

needs of the situation, in which the Mughals in India found themselves.

If he had to establish an empire, he realized, he could not adhere to

the beaten track of Muslim state-craft in India. There were powerful

enemies who were to be exterminated, and diverse peoples whose love

and loyalty to be won. In short, he had not only to impose his rule on

the peoples of India, but also to enlist their support. That was a very

difficult task indeed; for on the one side there were the disgruntled

Afghans burning to take revenge; on the other, there were the valiant

Rajputs, proud of their past, and zealous of their independence. Sher

i.h.q., juice, 1932 T
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Shall had to a great extent subdued their pride, and therefore left them

sullen. They hated the Afghan, for he did not known how to deal best

with them
;

lie rubbed them on the wrong side. The unrelieved coercion

that Shah Shah employed to curb them had rendered the very name of

the Afghan hateful to the Kajputs. There lay the key to the situation,

and Akbar spotted it at once. With the eye of a statesman lie saw that

the uncertainty of the Mughal tenure of power was due to the basic

fact that they weie foreigners, as against the Afghans, who were the

‘children of the soil/ and so long as the Afghans remained to dispute

the sovereignty of Hindustan, these Kajputs must be conciliated, and

their co-operation must be ensured. Through them alone the Hindu

populace could be best placated. Then only the Mughal rule could gain

the moral support it lacked; then the Mughal Empire could only be

firmly established. A co-ordination of the Mughal diplomacy, the

ltajput vigour, and Hindu loyalty, would successfully combat and crush

the Afghans, and so long as t lie latter survived, that co-ordination was

an imperative need for the Muglials, for 1 he Mughal position in

Hindustan either at the time of Akbar’s accession or at the time of

Babur and Humayun was essentially weak. The credit of Akbar lies

in this fact that he of all the Timurids understood it best, and there-

fore could devise the best remedy.

Hence towards the Kajputs, lie was more than conciliating and their

generous uni ure readily responded to his solicitations. His marriage

with the Rajput princesses, his deferential treatment of the Kajputs,

his concern to associate them in the administration, in short, his respect

for their national susceptibilities opened out their heart to him, and

they freely slied their blood for the cause of the Mughal Empire.

Akbar’s ltajput 'alliance was only a prelude to his attempts to secure

Hindu sympathy and support. Thai is why we notice a serifes of regu-

lations issued in reversion of the usual anti-Hindu policy of the lndo-

Muslim state. Religious toleration and unstinted recognition of the

merit formed the key-note of Akbar’s State, and here it is that Akbar’s

greatness is revealed to the best advantage. But all these were only a

means to an end. The funadmental weakness of the Timurid position

in Hindustan, the die-hard nature of Afghan opposition, the proud

indifference of the Kajputs, and the timid distrust of the Hindus—all
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these were hard realities of a situation, which could he best maintained

by a free and full co-operation with the Rajputs and moral support of

the bulk of the people, the Hindus. But the great utility of the means

should not make us blind to the transcendental ability of the man, who

devised the means. Akbar was the real moving spirit, and it was he who

put the empire on a firm basis. His extensive conquests, his sound

administrative measures, his methods of centralization of power, his

institution of a Secretariat, his. treatment of the diverse creeds and

peoples of the empire—(though here he blundered into persecution of

the Muslims)—all these testify to the real greatness of the man. It

was he who conquered Malwa from its Afghan ruler
;
and after depriv-

ing the Afghans of all thtir provinces in Hindustan drove out and

killed the last powerful Afghan king of Bengal,—Baud. And was it

not that Man Singh played an important part in the conquest of Bengal

and Orissa? It is indeed difficult to exaggerate the value of the Rajput

alliance to the cause of Mughal Empire in India, and it was appreciated

so long as there was the Afghan menace. Hence, Jahangir throughout

his reign and Shah Jahan for some time followed the policy chalked out

by Akbar. But by the time of Shah Jahan, the Afghans had been

completely conquered. The last Afghan rebellion, that of Khan Jahan

Lodi, was crushed in the second year of Shah Jahan’s reign, and since

the Mughals did not feel concerned about the Afghans any more, there

came about imperceptibly a little stiffness in their relations with the

Hindus. In reversion of the former policy Shah Jahan prohibited in

10.32 the construction of any new Hindu temple in his empire, and if

this was the beginning, Aurnngzeb’s was the conssummation. The

pendulum had swung back; there was no need of co-operation and

cajolery. The Hindus must he coerced and persecuted and thus curbed.

AurangzeVs attitude towards the Hindus in general and the Rajputs in

particular was an elaboration of this policy, which was entirely un-

deserved, and created so great a commotion that at last it ruined the

Mughal Empire. Such was the sequel of Akbar\s legacies to the Great

Mughals.

As it has been hinted at the outset, the greatness of the Mughal

rule was due to the winning of the heart of the subjects. That it was

so, till the first few years of Shah J alum's reign, can be safely asserted.
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The Empire w>as fast expanding, peace and prosperity reigned supreme

in the kingdom; liberal patronage of the Emperors fostered the growth

of art and literature, trade and industry; religious toleration evoked

a spirit of friendship and good-will between the two militant creeds in

the empire; and as a cumulative effect of all these, the epoch was

marked by the best forms of national self-expression in all the fields of

human activities. The moment, however, the real leaven of all this

many-sided development began to fail, the greatness and glory of the

Mughal* began to decline. Perhaps it was not felt during the reign of

Shah Jahan, though the losses on the frontier i.e, of Qandahar and

Balkh, ultimately proved to he harmful to the best interests of the

empire. The real effect was felt during the reign of Auiangzeb, whose

offensive anti-Hindu policy and deliberate insult to the Rajputs under-

mined the strength of the empire. How short-sighted he or his prede-

cessor was in initiating an anti-Hindu policy could be best judged from

this single fact that both of them thought that with the extermination

of the Afghans and the establishment of the Mughal Empire, all the

vexed problems of the Mughal state-craft could be set at rest. They

could afford to neglect the Hindus and antagonise the Rajputs, instead

of placating the former and allying with the latter. They failed to see

that at a time when the empiie was rapidly extending, there might

arise ever new problems, and they had to be successfully tackled. They

forgot to realize that Akbar had introduced a new field for Mughal acti-

vities—the conquest of the Deccan, and it was likely to tax the empire

and its resources. It was as arduous a task as the conquest of

Hindustan. They had to come into conflict w ith new peoples and new

States, and that called for plenty of political sagacity. But unfortu-

nately, the Mughals were blundering in this direction
;
they were sacri-

ficing the Rajput co-operation and Hindu loyalty to their religious

bigotry. Hence in his attempts to conquer the Deccan, Aurangzeb

failed. Hindustan was already ablaze when he wanted to conquer

the Deccan, and in such a predicament, failure on all sides was only a

foregone conclusion. The Mughal Empire was on the verge of disrup-

tion, because it failed to find a solution for the

problems that were ever arising during the course of its rapid

extension. It had outgrowm its usefulness when it antagonised
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those, on whose co-operation and sympathy it had rested so far. Its

fall was inevitable.

In conclusion, the Mughal conquest of Hindustan was possible

because the Mughals enlisted the co-operation of its peoples against their

adversaries, the Afghans. When the conquest of Hindustan was com-

plete and they wanted to eonqeur India, they did not realize that the

co-operation of the peoples of India was also necessary. Indeed, it was

necessary in a still greater degree. The Marathas and the Shiah States

in the South presented an insuperable barrier to the Mughal ami ‘ion

because the brave and cunning Marathas inspired by a religious zeal

and national spirit were more than a match for the Mughals, and the

Muslim Shiah States though comparatively weak, were implacable in

their enmity to the Mughals. Aurangzeb had already alienated the

friends of the Empire, the Rajputs, and had goaded the Hindus, the

Jats and the Sikhs to resist the Mughal authority by his impolitic*,

measures. With Hindustan up in arms, he wanted to conquer the

Deccan and determined to accomplish an impossible Usk. If the Rajput

alliance and Hindu loyalty had helped the Mughals to conquer

Hindustan, the Maratha co-operation and the Shiah sympathy should

have helped them to conquer the Deccan. It would not have been

impossible if the Mughals had possessed sufficient political sagacity.

But since they did not, they failed to conquer the Deccan, aud to

conquer India as a whole.

II. N. Si Nila



Tbe Rise of Vijayanagara

One of the many points still left untouched in the history of

Southern India is the question of the change in the administration in

the Karnataka in the fourteenth century of the Christian era. The

reason, perhaps, is that it is like many a topic of its nature taken for

granted, and that, therefore, it needs no further comment. In this

paper I intend to discuss the question of the time of the transference

of power from one great Hindu royal house to another rising family,

in other words, the date of the foundation of the Vijayanagara Empire

which received the hegemony over the South from the Hoysalas. The

opinion of scholars till now lias been in almost all instances to accept

without reservation 133G A.D. or thereabouts as the traditional date of

the foundation of the Vijayanagara empire. Thus Sewell remarks,

“The City of Vijayanagara is, as already stated, generally supposed to

have been founded in the year 133G, and that this date is not far from

truth may be gathered from two facts. Firstly, there is extant

an inscription of the earliest king Harihara I, or Hariappa, the Ilaraib

of Ibn Batuta, in A.D. 1340. Secondly, the account given by that

writer of a raid by Muhammad Tughlaq tallies at all points with the

story given at the beginning of the Chronicle of Nuniz, and this raid

took place in 1334.
M|

Mr. Lewis Rice, while dealing with the Srhgerl math, writes
—“The

celebrated scholar Madhava or Vidyaranya (forest of learning), author

of the Veda-bhasya, who was instrumental in founding the Vijayanagara

Empire in 133G, was the head of die establishment at that time. 13y

his aid and advice, Hakka and Bukka, the first and third sons of

Sahgama, succeeded in establishing the new state; and Hakka, the first

king assumed the name Uariharu. His capital, which occupied a very

ancient historical site on the Tungabhadra, was named Vidyanagara

1 Sewell, A Funjotteii Empire, p 16 (1900 Ed.).
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(City of Learning)
, after the ministers, but in course of time came to

be called Vijayanagara (City of Victory). 2

The late Rao Bahadur 11. Krishna Sastri, whose scholarly articles

on the Vijayanagura governors in the Annual Reports of the Archa "lo-

gical Survey of India 3 have proved the basis of investigations for many

a scholar, wrote in the first of the series thus:—
“The Hoysala kingdom, which had extended over almost the whole

of Southern India about the end of the 13tli century, received a severe

blow from the invasions of Malik Kafur in A.D. 1310. Ballala 111

the then reigning king, was first captured and subsequently released.

But in A.D. 1327 Muhammad Tughlaq appears to have made another

attempt to annex the Hoysala dominions. The lloysala power in conse-

quence became much enfeebled, and practically came to a close with the

demolition of the capital Dorasamudra by the Muhammadans in that

year. 4 Ballala III is, however, known to have ruled till A.D. 1342-43.

In the latter part of his reign, Ballala changed his capital to

Tiruvannamalai in the South Arcot District. His son, Ballala IV is

known to us from one or two stray records in the Mysore State. It is

doubtful if he ever ruled as an independent sovereign. Perhaps the

change of capital by Ballala from Dorasamudra to Tiruvannamalai wras

due not only to the fear of the Muhammadans, but also to the rising

power of his feudatory chiefs liarihara I and Bukka I. It is not

ascertained as yet from epigrapliical records what definite position these

two chiefs held under the Hoysalas
;
blit that they were powerful enough

to exercise much influence in the Hoysalu kingdom long before they

could declare their independence is proved by certain known facts.

Ibn Batuta (A.D. 1333 to 1342) speaks of a Muhammadan chief

of Honore (Honnavara) on the Western Coast who was subject

to ‘Haraib* or ‘Harlb/ i.e., Hariappa (Harihara I). The fort of the

Baduini was built by a subordinate of Harihara I in A.D. 1340. 3 Mr.

2 Bice, Epigraphia Carnutiia (henceforth abbreviated as- EC.), VI, Intro.,

p. 23.

3 Annual Report of Archaeology, 1907-3, p. 235 seq.

5 Indian Antiquary, X, p. 63.
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Sturrock in his South Canara Manual• says that by A.J). 1366 the tra-

ditional date of the ioundation of Vijayanagara the Bhuirasu Wodeyars

of the AVest Coast had been forced to acknowledge the suzerainty of

Vijayanagara, and that a fort had been built at Barakuru by Harihara.

In an inscription assigned by Mr. Rice to about the same period, (Vira)

Bukkanna Vodeya (or his son) is represented as attacking a town in the

Shiinoga district which was within the Hoysala country. The fact that

Sihgeya Dandanayaka, one of the Hoysala feudatories at

Danayakanakottai, acknowledges the suzerainty of Bakala III in A.D.

1340, but figures as a semi-independent ruler in A.D. 1346-47 also shows

that the Hoysala power had declined by that time, and was passing into

other hands in the interval. Subsequent to the destruction of Dora-

samudra by the Muhammadans, Harihara I and Bukka I, perhaps,

began slowly to grow in power, and about A.D. 1340, they had acquired

sufficient importance to build forts and attract the notice of foreign

travellers, though they were not still in a position to assume the titles

of independent sovereignty. In fact, there is strong reason to believe

that prior to A.D. 1346 by which time Ballala had died, there was no

attempt made by Harihara and his brothers to declare their

independence. 7

In arguing thus about the political condition in the Karnataka,

Mr. Sastri has arrived at a correct conclusion
;
but he has brought for-

ward a number of ‘facts/ not one of which proves the contention of the

learned epigraphist.

Rev. Henry Heras in his Hcyinninys of 1 ijayanayara History

examines the whole question of the famous legend of the llare, the

Hermit, and Harihara. I shall cite the opinion of the Rev. Futhei in

the course of this article.

Before we take up for examination the facts from thei epigraphical

records which Mr. Sastri has utilised in his survey of the political situa-

tion, it is better to note that almost all writers on South Indian history

6 Sturrock, South Canara Manual (Madras District Gazetteer Series), I,

p. 55;

7 ASH., 1907-8, p. 235 sq.
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have confused two things—the building up of the great city called

Vijayanagara and the Empire that went by that name.

Mr. Sastri’s explanation seems to point to indicate,

(i) that lloysala Ballala Ill's son and successor, Vila Virupaksa

Ballala, also known as Ballala IV did not reign

;

(ii) that owing to the Muhammadan invasions, there was con-

fusion in the country resulting in the two chiefs, Harihara I rising to

power

;

(iii) that these two chief's ‘began slowly to grow in power, and

attract the notice of foreign travellers'

;

(iv) that all the activities of Harihara I tend to prove that during

the lloysala times, in the days of Ballala III himself, that chieftain

had already made clear his intention of setting up his own standard;

(V) but that Harihara and Bukka did not assume the titles of

independent rulers till the year 1340 A.D. 8

Reduced to the minimum, the proposition stands thus:—That in

the life-time of Ballala III and certainly in that of his son, Ballala IV,

Harihara and Bukka had laid the foundation of the Vijayanagara

Empire.

The Rev. lleras, however, is of opinion 9 that the evidence of Ibn

Batuta or the fact of tbe forts having been built at Barakuru and

Badami by Harihara, cannot be taken as conclusive in pioviug the rise

of the new power in the days of the last two lloysala rulers. He com-

ments on the facts which Mr. Sastri has understood to mean the anti-

Hoysala activities of Harihara, thus
—‘These isolated instances of the

activities of Harihara prove that the unity in ideals and plans that

existed between Hurihara and his paramount lord was the defence of

the northern frontier against the Muhammadans.’ JW

But in maintaining this, the Rev. lleras has based his remarks

8 Dr. Venkata Kanmnayya lias brought forward another set of arguments

to reach the same conclusion. Kunipili and Vijayanagara, 'p. 32-33 itassita.

These have been examined by me in a separate connection.

9 Beginnings of Vijayanagara History .

10 Ibid., p. 68.

I.H.Q., JUtfE, 1932 8
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on the supposition that 'it was most likely at this time, in the period

running from 1330 to 1340—the traditional date of the foundation of

Vijayanagara, 1335-6 being between these two dates that Harihara I

was enthroned at Vijayanagara by the old Hoysala monarch as his own

Mahamandale£vara in the north. M1 The assumption implied herein

is that there was Vijayanagara between 1330 and 1340 A.D. This is,

however, modified at the end of the book where it is stated that 'Bukku

is the real founder of Vijayanagara, south of the Tungabbadra.” 1,1

The question may be resolved in the following two parts:—
(1) There was no city of Vijayanagara between 1330 and 1340

A.D., and

(2) that Harihara I did not assume independence before the year

1340 A.D.

The first part lias been dealt witli in the licyinnivys
,
and, therefore,

will not be treated here. In the same work the Rev. Heras has shown

that we cannot countenance the belief of Mr. Sastri that between the

years 1336 and 1340 A.D. Harihara was engaged in activities to the

detriment of the Hoysala kings, Ballala III and Ballala IV. 13
I am

concerned with the second part, viz., the date of the independent rule

of Harihara. Since the above points reject the accepted theory of the

traditional foundation of Vijayanagara in 1330 A.D. by Harihara, it

is imperative that we should examine carefully the evidence before us

which has been most unfortunately interpreted in all quarters in a

strange light. This will, of course, make us cover the same ground

which Mr. Sastri traversed, and review once again the whole situation.

The assumption that Ballala IV did not rule is incorrect. This is

proved by the following inscription recording a grant that is signed by

the 'king’s own hands’ (A devarugala sahastada oppa)

:

"(The usual titles) Pratapa Cakravartti, Hoyisana Bhujaballa Sri

Vira Ballala-Devarasara Kumara Sri Vira Virupaksa Ballala

Devarasaru Srlmanu Maha-pradhanam Padiya Somaya Donnayakara-

makkalu Ballapa Dannayakaru yl Kaliyugada 1205 varusa Svabhanu

11 Beginnings of Vijayanagara History
, p. 67.

12 Ibid., p. 130. 18 Ibid., pp. 68, 90 passim.
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Samvatsarada Sravana-ba 5 Sukravarad andu Sri Uoravale nadinge-

mukhyar appa Ralasubala-gavudaya Bommagaudana nu^a Javani-

gaudan aKya Bomma-gaudara maga Chikka-Bomma-Gaudi Muda-

gaudana-maga Naga-gauda Bocha-gaudana maga Bilva-gauda Baire-

gaudanamaga Bomma-gaudan-olagada Ilalli-IIiriyura gavudu-galigc Sri

Vira Virupaksa BalUila Devarasaru (?) a-Ballappa-])annayakavii Svi-

Vira-Virupuksa-Ballala-Devaravarigc paitavadalli fi-l)evnriigala Kavu-

nisi a Halasu-bala-lKilli-IIire-ura-gauda-galigo Ivolta-sasanada Krama-

vent-endade,” eta. (here follow details of the grant).
11

The grant records that when “Ballappa Dannayaka (on the date

specified : August 11th, A.l). 1343 P)
1

’ on \ Ira Virupaksa B.illala Beva.

obtaining the crown, by the favour of the king, a susana was granted to

the farmers (many named) of Hnlli-Hiriyuru in Halasubala, belonging

to Horavala-nadu as follows:— for those fanners there is no(?) forcible

seizure, and no (?) tax on livelihood, to continue to children’s children,

and children of slaves, as long as the earth and the moon endure. Usual

imprecations. Signed by the King’s own hand Sri Vajresvara-Devaru

written by Gopacarva.”

The following observations may he made on this grant:—Firstly,

that it is not a royal grant in the sense that it has not at its end the

usual signature of the tloysalas. The name “Sri Vajresvara-devaru is

in itself sufficient to disprove that Ballala IV reigned, since it is not

equivalent to the Hoysnla sign-manual “Maleparol-ganda.” 10 Secondly,

this inscription is defective because “Kaliyugada” has been wrongly

substituted for “Saka-varusada.” 17

Admitting such defects in the inscriptions, nevertheless there re-

mains the fact that the coronation of the king is definitely mentioned in

itj and that consequently on the death of Ballala III in the battle of

Triehinopoly in 1324 A.D., 1 * Vira Virupaksa Ballala I, whose

14 J?C., VT, Cin. 105., p. 49-50, (Trans.); p. 202, (Text).

15 The iveek-day does not correspond. Swami Kannu Pillai, The Indian

Ephemeris
,
IV, p. 289.

16 But it may be that the Hoysalas till the very end wore under the in-

fluence of the Saiva teachers. Vajresvara and Somanatha were the gods in

whose presence Narasiinha in S. 1148 made grants. 280 of 192o.

17 Rice, EC.
f
VI, p. 202, note 4.

18 Which Rice seems to have read as battle of Beribi, k('.
t
VI, Intro, p. 18
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“Yuvaraj&bhi§eka* ceremony Ballala III himself had performed in

1340 A.D., l# became king over Hoysala nadu in 1342*3 A.D. The fact

of his having ruled is evident from another inscription which runs

thus:—
“Vyayto-samvatsarada Vaisakha-Su. Betyavaradalu Srhnatu

Jiftjanna-nayakara-makkalu Jakkanna-nayakaravaru Ballala-rayana

Kala dalli Kattu-nayakaravara Jadda pura vanu Patala bhoji-Yodcyarn-

makalu Siddayaji-vodeya rige Katta-mallikarjuna-rayapurakke saluva

cliatus-siine-volitagi Kottarn yi purakka aru-valipidaru Gaugeva tlra-

dalli Kappuleya Koiula-papakke holiaru etc.
,,2u

The Ballala referred to in the above inscription can only bo

Ballala IV, since the engraver would, if it belonged to the reign of

Ballala III, have used the well-known “Vila Ballala, ” the popular

name of the last but one Hoysala ruler. The inscription is to be under-

stood, not as a proof of Ballala IV reigning as a monarch in the cyclic

year Vyaya in which it is dated, hut as an evidence of his recent death.

This can be inferred from the phrases used in connection with the king

and the different persons in the inscription. The king

is' spoken of in the singular “A Ballala-rayana Kaladalli”; while the

different persons are given in the plural “Jakkanna-nayakaravaru,

”

“Kattll-nayakaravara,
,,

“Siddaya-ji-vodeyarige.” It is highly doubt-

ful if the Karnataka people, amongst whom the difference between the

modes of address used in connection with persons of rank and the others

is so marked, would, had Ballala IV been alive when the grant w-as made,

have given the singular only for the king and the plural for the rest.

It is not denied that the plural is used in one instance in connection with

the sons of Jiugamia
;
but it may be remembered that the Nayaka himself

is spoken of in the most respectful terms. Further, it is not denied too

that the singular form for the king and the plural for the donee were

not used in Vijayanagara times. Thus we have the famous reconcilia-

tion between the Jainas and the Srivaisnavas in 1308 A.D., when the

king is styled
—

“Sri Vlra-Bukka-rayanu prtlivi-rajyava-maduva-

but which, as Dr. S. K. Aiyangor rightly suggests, should be Tiruchchirapally.

QJMS ., XI, p. 22, note.

19 EC., IX. Bn. Ill, p. 40.

20 EC., IX. Bn. 120, p. 44.
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kalndalli. ,,sl This may be explained by saying that in 1368 A.D. the

question of reconciliation between two powerful sections of the Hindu

community was more important for the well-being of the Hindu

kingdom, which had then recently come into power, than the mention-

ing of the king iii the usual high sounding though appropriate terms.

But what concerns us is that whereas in 1343 A.D. Ballala IV was

given the proper $tatus of a king in the words “
Sri Virupaksa Ballala-

Devarasaru,” and Sri Vira- Virupaksa Ballala -Devarige”,22 the same

monarch, had he been living when the grant was made by Jihganna’s

sons, would not have been called merely “ Ballala rayanu.
M More-

over, the surmise gathered from the above inscription about the death

of Ballala IV, whose reign, as we said, commenced in A.D. 1343,

agrees very well with an important announcement by the next ruler

Harihara,—in other words, with the date of the foundation of the

V
i
jayunagara Empire.

(To he continued)

B. A. Salktoue

21 Et'.
f

II, no. 314, p. 145 (2nd ed.).

22 JSC., IV, Om. 105, loc. rit .



The Earliest Extant Account of Sher Shah

In the bibliography appended at the end of his critical study of

the life of Sher Shah, Mr. Kalikaranjan Qanungo divides the writers

on Sher Shah’s reign into two classes, the Afghan and the non-Afghan,

and includes within the latter the Mughal and European writers on

the subject. The Hindi and Rajasthani writers thus seem to have been

either totally neglected, or so scantily used as not to deserve any men-

tion in the course of the narrative, or the bibliography. Rut had the

learned writer gone to the Hindi writings on the subject, he would have

found there an account much earlier than that of Abbas Sarwam (the

earliest writer on the reign of Sher Shah known to Mr. Qanungo who

wrote his book the Tririllt-i-Sher Shrill 40 years after Sher Shah’s

death). Malik Muhammad JayasI, to whose account I refer, was a

contemporary of Siier Shah, and began writing the Pfrdmrirat, in 947

Ilijri year, that is, about 1540 A.D. when Sher Shah was ruling at

Delhi. His description of the Sur emperor, though over-laudatory, is

strikingly true in certain particular, and is corroborated by the

evidence of well-known historians like Abbas and Nizamuddni who at

times repeat the exact sense of some of the statements made by the Hindi

pact. As the record is of some value as the earliest account of Slier

Shah by one who was not a courtier or court-poet cringing for royal

favours, but a saintly faqir living far away from the court and record-

ing his honest impressions, I give below a translation of that portion

of the Padmavat
,
which deals with Sher Shall.

Transl. Sher Shah is the Sultan of Delhi. Like the sun he pervades

tour quarters with his glory. The umbrella and the throne add to

his majesty. All kings bow down their heads on the ground before

him. He is a Sur by caste, and vso is he him (brave) in using the sword.

He is wise and endowed with all good qualities. He made the warriors

of the nine regions pay homage to himself.

The seven isles and all the world submitted to him. With his

sword he conquered as much territory os was done by Alexander, the

Conqueror of the east and the west. In his hand is the ring of Solomon,

(hence) he has been profuse in his charities to the world. Bringing
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the earth to an equipoise with his weight (greatness), this great and

powerful king takes care of all the creation .

1

Muhammad gives the blessing, ‘May you rule for many yogas.

You are the emperor of the world, and the world stands indebted to you.*

1 give a description of the Sur King, the lord of the land, the

weight of whose paraphernalia cannot be borne by the earth. When
his cavalry, infantry and elephants march filling the world, mountains

are reduced to sands and fly into air
;
assuming the form of night, the

sands envelope the sun, and human beings and birds return home to

have rest; the earth flying into the sky gives it a muddy colour; the

world and the Universe get broken into pieces; the sky quakes, India

trembles with fear, and Vasuki going to the nether world clings to it;

Merit sinks down into the ground, the sea is dried, and woods crumble

into dust; men in the front divide water among themselves, and those

left behind cannot have even mud.

When Slier Shah, the foremost warrior of the world, marches

against some one, the forts which never submitted to any one are

turned into powder the very moment lie begins his march.

As regards his justice on this earth, I say that none gives pain

even to a creeping ant. Even Nausherwau who has been described as

a great judge could not equal Slier Shah in giving right decisions.

When he dispenses justice like Umar, all the world looks up with

admiration and praises him. None has the courage to touch even a

nose-ring lying (without its mistress); people scatter gold along the

road
,

2 the cow and the lion move by one path, and the two drink water

at one place.

In his lUirbar he distinguishes between water and milk, and se-

parates the one from the other, llis justice is in accordance with lawT

,

his statements are tiue, and the weak and the strong are given equal

A comparison seems to have been drawn between an uvatara of Visnu,

Y'artilia, KaccJiapa, or Krsna and Slier Shall.

2 Cf. the following extract from Xizttmmldui's Tubuqat-i-Akburi quoted by

Mr. Qanuugo “Such was the state of safety of highways that if any one carried

A purse full of gold (pieces) and slept in the desert (i.e. deserted place) for nights,

there was no need for keeping watch.’*
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consideration by him.® 1'olding its bands, all the world bows down to

the ground, and prays that the emperor may live as long as there is

water in the Gauges and the Jamuna.

Folding its hands, all the world bows down to the ground, and

prays that the emperor may live as long as there is water in the Ganges
and the Jamuna.

Again how am 1 to describe the beauty of his form. When he

goes out, all the world gazes at his face. Even the moon of the 14th

lunar day created by God is surpassed in splendour by his beauty. On
seeing him, sin departs, and the bowing world showers blessings on him.

Like the sun he sheds his lustre over the world, and overpowers the

beauty of everything else. So glorious is this Sur king that his glory

is ten times that of sura (the sun). One cannot look him full in he

face. Those who do that are obliged to bow down their heads. Day by

day he increases in beauty. God had made him far more handsome

than the rest of the world.

He has a shining jewel on his forehead. The moon is inferior,

and he superior. The world eager to see him stands on one side and

sings his praises.

Further, God has made him extremely liberal. None has given so

much in charity as lie.
4 Bali and Vikrama have been said to be very

charitable, and Hatim and Karna were very generous. But even these

could not satisfy the suitors to the same extent as Slier Shah who has

Meru and the ocean as his treasures. In the darhar is sounded the*

drum of his charity, and the fame thereof goes across the seas. Coming

into contact with Sher Shah, the world has been transformed into

gold, 5 and poverty fleeing thence lias gone to other countries. One who

went and asked for even one boon was never without food or clothes

throughout one’s life. Even a performer of ten asvamedha sacrifices

did not equal him in merit and liberality.

Such a great giver of gifts is Slier Shah born in this world that

there neither was, nor will one be like him, nor does any one now equal

him in dispensing charity.

Dashabatha Shahma

3 Cf. “He always ascertained the exact truth regarding the oppressed and

the suitors for justice; and he never favoured the oppressors, although they might

be his near relations, his dear sons, his renowned nobles, or of his own tribe.”

Abbas in Elliot, iv. 411, quoted by Mr. Qanungo in Sher Shah
,

iv. 408.

4 Cf. ‘He fixed a daily payment of 500 tolrhas of gold upon the poor-house,

and night and day he was considerate to the needy. He settled allowances upon

the helpless of every place, village and city.’

The Waqiat-i-Mushtaqi, Elliot, iv, 649. Qanungo’s Shcr Shah
, p. 407.

5 i.e., becomes rich.
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New Plates of king Bhoja in the Indore Museum

[Vikrama] Samvat 1079

The name of the celebrated Paramiira king Bhoja of Dharft is

very popular not only in Malwa but throughout India. His liberal

patronage of art and letters is well known to scholars and laymen

alike. While describing the munificent gifts of this king a Sanskrit poet

has remarked that copper had become rare in his kingdom on account

of its extensive use for royal charters 1 (inscribed on copper-plates).

Though the statement is an exaggeration, it goes to prove that the number

of title deeds on copper-plates issued during the reign of Bhojadeva I
2

must have been pretty, large. But the epigraphist’s experience has

been contrary to his expectation. So far only three grants of thi9

king have been discovered. Several years ago a copper plate of V.S.

1078 3 (Caitra, Sudi. 14) was discovered at Ujjain and another of V.S.

1076 4 (Magha, Sudi. 5) at Banswara (Banswara State, Rajputana).

The latter grant is now in the Rajputana Museum, Ajmer. About

seven years ago a third copper-plate grant of this king dated V.S.

1076* ( Bhadrapada, Sudi. 15 )
was unearthed by a peasant while

ploughing his field near Be{ma, a village in the Depalpur Pargaiia of

the Indore State, Central India. These plates are now preserved

in the Indore Museum. The copper-plate grant dealt with in the

following lines is thus the fourth 6 known record of Bhoja’s reign,

*rm*rq?r§: 11

Subhdsitaratrmbhu injdydra (sixth edition), p. 121.

2 For the history of the reign of Bhojadeva, vide Luard : The IJhar State

(iuzcttcer
,

p*p. 140-54.

8 Indian Antiquary , vol. VI, p. 58.

4 Ibid., vol. XII, p. 201; Ep. Ind., vol. XI.

6 Ep. Ind., vol. XVIII, pp. 320-25.

6 The Tilakvada 'plates of V.S. 1103, published by the late Mr. Kudalkar

(Proceedings and Transactions of the tfi rsf Oriental Conference
,
Poona

,
vol. II,

pp. 319-26) also belong to the reign of Bhojadeva I. They record much praise of

king Bhoja, but we are to note that this grant was issued hot by Bhojadeva

himself, but one Suraditya, son of Yaforaja, who was probably a feudatory of this

Bhoja. Some years ago a grant of Yasovarimin, a subordinate of Bhoja, was

discovered from Kalyan in the Nasik district. Referring to Bhoja it iccords that

i.u.q., junk, 1932 9
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On the 23rd March, 1931 I had bien on tour to Depalpur, twenty-

four miles to the north-west of Indore and situated at 220 51' N.

latitude and 75* 37' E. longitude. This ancient town T was founded

by the Paramara king D^vapala ( 1216*40 A.u. \ whose name is

associated with a very large lake there, known as, Depalasagara. In

view of the antiquity of this town I expected some old records of the

Paramaras there. Accordingly on enquiry I was informed that

Kishore Singh Kanungo of the place had in his possession jtn old

copper-plate inscription which could not be deciphered by any one in

the village as also by certain State officials who had previously

examined it. The statement convinced me of the antiquity of the

chatter. On examination I found that it was the fourth copper plate

grant of the reign of the illustrious Raja Bhoja. This grant

has subsequently been purchased from the owner for the Indore

Museum.

The grant is incised on two plates of copper held together by two

copper rings each %" thick and 2%" in diameter. The plates measure

13" by 9" and weigh pounds. The size of letters varies from A to

>£". The characters of the second plate are more neatly and care-

fully incised than those of the first which is partly worn out
;
yet its

letters can be deciphered with effort. There is a margin of about

an inch to the left of the inscribed portion. The left corner in the lower

half of the second plate bears within a rectangular border a flying

figure of Garu^a which is usually met with in the grants of the

Paramaras. The sign manual of Bhojadeva is affixed at the end of

either plate. The characters of the sign manual, in 11 . 15 and 30

differ slightly from those of the body of the grant. We are to take

note of the fact that none of the known plates of this king gives the

name of the writer of the grant as also the messenger (dtita) who

carried the royal charter to the town or village where the land was

granted.

he conquered Karnat, Lata, Gurjarat,, Cedi and Konkana. Though the date of

the inscription is not furnished by the plates, according to the late Mr. It. D.

Banerji, it might hare fallen before 1056 A.D. (Annual Report of the Archaeological

Survey of lndia
y 1921-22, pp. 118-19). Besides the plates referred to above, another

record of the illustrious Raja Bhoja dated saipvat 1091 (1034-35 A.D.) is engraved

on an image of Barasvati which has found its way to the British Museum, London.

7 For the antiquarian remains at Depalpur vide The Indore State Uazctievt

(revised and enlarged, 1931), vol. 11, p. 13.
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This grant is composed in Sanskrit prose and poetry -

9
but at

some places we come across corrupt forms used in local pronunciation,

e g. 3W foriRl and for STTCR in (1. i;J,

(I. 22) and ?lR|rp^«|,o 8
(I. 1 8). The alphabet is Nagarl of the nth

century A.D. prevalent in Malwa, as known to us from the other

records of this period e.g., the Banswara and Betma (now Indore

Museum) grants of the same king. In calligraphy the grants of

Bhojadeva do not compare favourably with the excellent writing of

other Paramara inscriptions. As compared to the Betma plates this

grant bears somewhat crude and careless writing.

Orthographically we. are to note that the consonant ^ is expressed

by cf throughout, e.g., in gsgg (11. 20, 23), (1. 24),

(1. 27), etc. In some places is wrongly replaced by and vice

versa, viz., (1. 18), (1. 0, olrfqtf (1. 2), (1. 24)

etc. Similarly q is substituted by in goqqqto (1. 17) and o5KKW.||ti|

(1. 22). A consonant following f is epn'Mally doubled e.g., in qiqfq

(1. 1), qtfo (II. io, 20, 22 and 26', anqqwfaro (1. 14), (1. 9).

Hfcwfwfao 11. 17), (1. 22) etg. Redundant use of anu •

svara and visarga is met with in (1. 9) and (1. 12-13) res-

pectively. The writer prefers anusvara to q, as we find it used even

at the end of a verse or a sentence eg., in (1. 1)

[\. 19) and ^ (1. 21).

The prethaniatrkls *have been used indiscriminately. The

letter fj is written imperfectly e.g., in (1. 0

and owijflp (1. 17). In conjunct TT\ the second letter

is indicated by a stroke turned to the left of the line with

8 At present too we find the word often used for ^ in names like

zmfam etr * In ET*?5! is corruptly pronounced as OTJPT,

^TTOOT and ^rr^rlur * In the following old eouplet in praise of the munificent gifts

of Maharana Jagatsimha I (V.S. 1686-1709) of Mewar we notice the use of

faw* *hrr «rw, prcr? qrf* nrm
«mm: fq«TT, «
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a loop or without it. To a layman it would naturally appear

to be or q . But in such forms we are to take the stroke to the

left coupled with the portion of the vertical line below it as repre-

senting the consonant Tf, which bears close resemblance to the Brali-

mlllof very ancient inscriptions.9 (I. i) is an example of it

In fact there is no distinction in the shape of q and q (e.g., jjesjfj

11 . 20, 28). In the ligature the second member is expressed by

the full letter added below the first consonant and not by a stroke

to the left as we generally find, e.g.
(
in

( 1 . 9).

Among the numeral signs used for the Samvat (1079) in 1. 29,

all agree with the modern Devanagarl numerals except the figure

7, which would be misconstrued for 3 of Nagari on account of the

close resemblance between the two. That the third figure in the

Samvat represents 7 and not 3 is proved by the use of an exactly

similar form for 7 in the KurmaSataka of king Bhoja. 10 For chrono-

logical reasons too it must be taken to represent 7, otherwise the

date of the grant would be V.S. 1039, which is quite impossible, as

Bhojadeva actually ascended the throne about twenty-eight years

hence, a fact which goes against the possibility of the issue of this

grant by him.

The genealogical portion of the grant teaches us nothing new, as

it agrees literally with the text of the Ujjain, Banswara and Betma
plates. The only noteworthy difference is in regard to the occasion

of making the grant. Herein we do not find mention of anypawan
(as in other plates of Bhojadeva) 1

1

or some other special occasion for

granting the land. We are simply informed that property in land

was granted to a certain Brahmana by Bhojadeva after he "had
taken his bath in the expiation-fee (in the form of a river) for the

9

For details on this point see Natjari PracdrinJ Patrika (Hindi), new
series, vol. XII, pp. 9-10, where I have discussed it in editing a long Sanskrit

inscription in the Itidore Museum.

10

Mahamahopadhyaya Bai Bahadur Gaurishankar H. Ojha’s Vhfirattya

Prdcina Lipinulla (second edition), pi. lxxvi.

11 Ujjain plates, 1. 9.

fill— Bunswara plates, 1, 10..

—Betma (now Indore Museum) plates,!. 15*
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slaughter of animals for the purpose of feeding the learned vipras"

.

The

use of qn?qr after positively

suggests the existence of a certain river, after bathing in the holy water

of which, Bhojadeva granted the piece of land specified in the plates.

The identity of that river can be ascertained only after a close perusal

of the literal sense of referred to above. I find

in this phrase there is an indirect reference to the river Chambal (Skt,

Carmagvatl), the legend of the origin of which concurs with the

reference herein made. In very ancient times king Rantideva of lunar

race was, according to the Mahabhiirata and the Puranas, very

famous for his charitable acts and munificent gifts. In the Mahfi-

bharata it is stated that two hundred thousand cooks were employed

in his royal kitchen where innumerable animals were slaughtered

every day in order to distribute doles to Brahmanns, guests and

mendicants. In course of time a river of blood from the skins of

slaughtered animals flowed from his kitchen ; and it thereby came

to be known as Carmanvatl, 18 a name which was later on corrupted

into the modern Chambal. It appears that the scholar who drew

up this title deed was anxious to display his pedantic skill by alluding

to the Chambal through a round about reference to the origin of this

sacred river. A similar attempt at an indirect reference to the same

river has been made in a more explicit manner by the celebrated

Sanskrit post Kalidasa in his MeghadUta wherein the Yak§a at Rama-

giri, while addressing the cloud messenger, points but to the latter

the way to Alaka in the course of which he should, on proceeding

beyond Devagiri (in Malvva), “rest awhile to do honour to the

glory of Rantideva sprung from his slaughter of daughters of Surabhi

12 sjwn

«*!?**: 11 \ 11

fyiRid fnwiitwn u x u

W- II 8 II

flfPWlWCT JTffIT fiffl: :

wwwwwft u v ii

Mbh Drcma'parvan, chapter 67.
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(e.g., cows) and appearing on earth in the form of a river”. 1

8

In this

connection we should also take note of the fact that the village of

Kirikaika (modern Karkl in the Depalpur Pargana, Indore State),

where the land was granted, is situated on the Chambal. Thus it

evidently confirms the view that king Bhoja granted the land in KarkT

only on the occasion of taking his bath in the waters of the Chambal.

This river of ancient fame ii regarded very sacred in Malwa down to

the present day.

The grantee in the present inscription is a Brahmana, rich"with

Vedic studies, named Vacchala, son of Bhatfca Sosvara of the Atreya-

gotra with the three pravaras Atreya, Arcananasa and S(S)yava6va

and of the Bahvrca-Sakha. He hailed from Manyakheta.

The property granted to the Brahmana consisted of thirty-four

amsas Xl of level ground from the ordinary land near KirikaikS, a

village in the western district of Ujjain.

In respect of the identification of the localities mentioned in the

grant it may be said that Dhara is undoubtedly the famous capital

of Raja Bhoja which is identical with the modern Dhar (22
0

36' N.

latitude and 75
0 19' E. longitude^ the capital of the Dhar State in

Central India. Ujjaya(yi)nl is no doubt the Ujjain of modern times

in the Gwalior State. Kirikaika, as stated above, is the village of

Karkl (Depalpur Pargana) on the Chambal about six miles from the

town of Depalpur. It is nearly forty miles to the south west of

Ujjain. We may, therefore, assume that during the reign of Bhoja-

deva this village was included in the western district of the province

of Ujjayinl. Manyakheta is identical with the modern Malkhed in

the Nizami dominions.

The inscription is dated the 14th day of the bright half of the

month of Caitra in the (Vikrama) year 1079 corresponding to the 19th

March 1022 a.D. according to the Caitradi reckoning. It is thus the

latest of the extant plates of Bhojadeva.

>3 snsfon: sdwmrawrcii

Meyhudvta
,
Purvamegha, 17 .

14 I 11 ancient copper-plate inscriptions, wo notice the use of STO “nd *2$

as synonyms
( g Sifc AmarakoSu, II, v. :«)) to denote; ‘.share’. It

appears that the proceeds of the village were divided into a number of shares of

which thirty-four could be obtained by the grantee from the produce of the land

granted to him. For 93$ vide Ep. Jnd., vol. IX, p. 106.
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TEXT 1 *

First Plate

1

a

3

4

5

fi

7

8

art 16 [ll] q: grnfq fw& 17 m i

3# fensn 1 8 1 !,

n*T5NfTifrf?r
90

ii [
f
<n]

^3 *: STOTFl: q>y«Wlfoqt 3 1 SET: I

WT u [»ll]

>*<KW*W£K«t)-

q: $*E& II sfafSR 1

8

q\qfewqq«Wrfl:qi^|%ft-

#5Prt ^q^i?wi€W«3-

ffTfrJTfflft
7 4^|rq%fqqifalf 9 5fegWWfl fWI-

^<15qq§ q: II q*n

vftqgmqfewwiTfa: qit%48J|^if?miftiqwi-

fspR&nnqt qn?q! ^hw<!1-

15 From the original plates. 16 Expressed by a symbol.

17 Readftqft j 8 Rcadfinqt

19 Read . 20 A nuftuhk metre, in vv. 1-2.

21 Read oqfro .

22 The left hand portion of the letter ka is expressed here only by a point sepa-

rated from the body of the letter, i'f. siiniJur forms in 11 . 5 and 4 of the Bunswitra

and Betma grants respectively.

23 Read oJWlfoft . 24 Read om^TKlo.

25 The modem word patel is evidently a corrupted form of Ski., pattakila

,

which, in accordance with STpfteffc
' of Prakrit grammar (Vararuci's

Vt dhrtapmkusa
t
chapter II, siitiu *J) qf g$f which is further changed to

(which has been reduced to the simple form of
)
by (6/1/87) of

Punini’s grammar.

26 1 would like to read ii (fWlfttl 9 which gives the proper meaning.
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o s' wwtf wsRfaft tfansqremsrt

Pfft*
7 5TRIT«%mfif4 q§qif*rccq-

10 irwRunswrefr fqqqtoita [ij aron3ty»rra-

^5%385W1 *wfl qwk-G5?H

11 <rcgteqifr
99

i
[ 13 u ]

wr^^K^itwm^rnftin 30 fof i

STFT ^ R TOifIN:

1 2 qi q^frr (^ii # ii|)% smf f^rg* ^wi-
RWOTRl?^:- 8

1

1 3 sfjjsj 8 9
*TcR*ni

3 3[^ 4 swfaigni-

14 R ^ I sfaRPqdqft-

nfara i ariqq^rtqiq l arraqw'Ri-

15 *R5?aW [i]

1G

17

18

19

Second Plate

!i«
, 5wpn^fip.iprcn i

so qg^iretra i

37 v$$m-

i wnwra-

3T£g'fifcipft$?q
40qjwfuaN%%-

mm qiqrqrqi wn ?irh%^4 4 1 nfon^-

Rfafo JTfqi qqi ^WHRFTOm^-

d^Rlfq* 3giau|^fWRRiaiWrfeq3RcRT

27 Read .

29 Metre VasantatUald

.

31 Visarga should be omitted.

33 Prastha denotes a measure (of land

better to take it as signifying level ground.

34 Read otfftf.

36 Read oforarrq .

38 Readownrajo.

40 Read^fnrfo-

42 Read Otranto.

28 Read .

30 Metro Anustubli.

32 Read {jgfe^'lffo .

also in rare cases), but here it would be

35 Read owrcrrctfno.

37 Read *f^.o

39 Read gjpjijvlo.

41 Read vraitffo.
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20

21

22

23

21

21

2i

?»

29

30

n (i) m-

|«n48

qRWfasj 1|(|) 3rfi ^ l|(|) q|fM4 *§«n $S51

(ft: i q)**r q^i

*3ft€F5 rf?l

'W 4 5
ll[vli] r^rflft 50 Sflrjfcftlft

sn*&Nv«qKnfa l

4,s fft*lWnfora%Rlft Rift

rut 5313: gro?47^ ii[$ii]

i SBcRn^^rail^4 "^Nsrar: sir q*?ra:-
4 tt

•^qftqreRsi 5

1

n[uii] a^jfaRTiftR: qiftqji-

wjjit

1 «i) qrahr «n^3?'qioit qn%

q>i% qraRiRt r-

qft:
5 3

n[qii] fft qsra^eiv^Mq'pstei ftraqg-

ftFcR qgrarsftft-

a* ‘R 1 * f3"
55

3^
qr^r&it ft^ton[: 8 5 H5.ii]

*ft 11(1) TOL ^ovs^ <*51 W 55R-

vm 11 ( 1) JT5T-

*ft: ll(l) «Nta^T [l|]

43 Reader.

44 Head WffVsge>?T.

46 Read emwnfilt

48 Read oJVpRo.

.00 Metro Vasantatilaka.

52 Metre Sdlini.

54 Read^f.

I.H.Q., TONE, 1932

45 Metre anuftubh.

47 Metre Ivdracajra.

49 Read q**wr:o.

5* qftqtciltf *1 would be better.

53 Read oq^fgfajo.

55 Metre Pu$pitdgrd.

10
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Translation

(Line i). O.n Victorious is this VyomakeSa (Siva) who for the

purpose of creation bears on his head the digit of the moon, which

appears like the shoot from which the world sprang.

(I. 2). May the matted hair, of the Enemy of Cupid (e.g. Siva),

brown like the circle of the dreadful lightning at the time of final

dissolution, always extend your welfare.

(11. 3-7). The illustrious Bhojadeva, the great monarch, the over-

lord of great kings, the lord paramount, who meditates on the feet

of the illustrious Sindhurajadeva, the great monarch, the overlord

of great kings, the lord paramount, who meditated on the feet of

the illustrious V^kpatirajadeva, the great monarch, the overlord of

great kings, the lord paramount, who meditated on the feet of the

illustrious Slyakadeva, the great monarch, the overlord of great kings,

the lord paramount,—-issues, hi good health, commands to all the

officials of the Government, the inhabitants headed by the Brah-

manas, the Panels, (other) t iwns-men and others, assembled at Kiri-

kaika, included in the western district (of the province) of Ujjaya(yi)nl»

(thus)

(
11 . 7-9) Be it known to you that having taken our bath in the

expiation-fee (in the form of a river) for the slaughter of animals for

the purpose of feeding the learned vipras and having worshipped

the venerable lord of Bhavanl (Siva), master of the animate and

the inanimate (creation), we, residing in Dhara, seeing the worthless-

ness of wordly life,

(
11 . 9 12 : vv. 3-4) (That) the sovereignty over the earth is as

unsteady as the clouds wafted on the wind, the enjoyment of

(wordly) objects is pleasant only for a moment, the life of a man

is (transitory) like a drop of a water resting on the point of a blade

of grass, and Dharma alone is the real companion in the journey

to the next world : (and that) those who do not give away their

acquired wealth, which is (as it were) standing on the edge of the

circumference of the revolving wheel of wordly existence, have contri-

tion as their only reward.

(11. 12-18) thus ascertaining the transitory nature of the wordly

life and choosing to abide by the unknown recompense (for charitable

deeds), we have, with a view to increasing the religious merit and
fame of ourselves and our ancestors, granted to Brahmapa Vaccbala,

rich with Vedic studies, son of Bha$(a Sosvara of the Atreya-^p/fv*
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with the three pravaras ,
e.g., Atreya, Arcananasa and S(S)yava§va and

of the Bahvfca-Sakha, who had come from Manyakheta, thirty-four

atp&as (shares worth) of level land, furnished with four ploughs, from

the ordinary land attached to the village with its regular boundaries

including the pasture lands for grazing cattle, with the land reve-

nue and (other) cash income# with ihe sundry taxes and with all (such)

rights, by this Charter, with the utmost devotion and by pouring

libations of water—to last as long as the moon, the sun, the ocean

and the earth endure.

(II. 18-19) Knowing this and in obedience to (our) orders you

should give to this (Brahmana or grantee) the land revenue and

other income and everything due to him
v

(11. 20-21). In the same way regarding the fruit of such a chari-

table deed as common (to all), the succeeding rulers, whether of our

family or any other, should acquiesce in the charitable grant given by

us and uphold it. For it is said—

[11. 21-28 contain five of the customary benedictory verses.]

(11. 29*30) In the year 1079 on the 14th day of the bright fort-

night of Caitra. (This is) our own order. Good fortune and great

prosperity ! The sign manual of Sri Bhojadeva.

R. G. Ojha



Oatustava

[In view of the publication of Prof. Tucei’s paper Tiro Hymns of the

Catuhstava of Niujarjuva *n the April number of the JitAS. (1032), 1 deem it

necessary to write a few lines about the present paper by Mr. Prabhubhai Patei,

a Research Scholar working with me in the Visvabharati. This 'paper was written

long ago and sent to the Editor of the Indian Historical Quarterly. Prof. Tucci’s

paper contains the original Sanskrit including the Tibetan version of Nirupama

or Niraupamya-stava end l*aramurtha-»tova
.

Therefore, so fa»* as the first of

them, i.e. Nirvpama-stava, is concerned, Mr. Patel’s Sanskrit restoration has now

lost much of its value. It has, however, some importance and it lies in this that

scholars will be in a posit'on to judge from it, as to how far a Sanskrit restoration

from the Tibetan made by a still more competent band can go nearer the original

text. In the present restoration no chango whatever has been made

after the original published by Prof. Tucei. There are a few defects, no doubt,

but most of the variations in the restoration are due to the Tibetan version itself

which is not quite in agreement with the Sanskrit original. For instance, in

rfloka 15 of the original we have nirjitah (klesas te ‘nagha nirjitah), but according

to Tibetan which reads here sjmins, it must have been mrjitah. Mr. Patel has

bore tyahtam. Itj seems that the Skt. MS. before the Tibetan translator contained

the reading varjitah
,
or ho himself misread nirjitah as varjitah. Similarly in

jfloka 16 the original reads dhtra
,
but in Tibetan we have dpa po which suggests

nothing but vlra as restored by Mr. Patel. Tn sloka 10, there is nairdtmya in

the original, but there is nothing of it in Tibetan; consequently it cannot he

found in the restoration,—Vidhu^bekhara Bhattacharya.]

Hitherto it is accepted that the work Catustava of Acar-

ya Nagarjuna comprised the following four stavas : Nirupama-

stava
, Lakatitastava, Cittavajrastava and Paratmrtfiastava (Cordier, II,

p. 5). Their Tibetan versions together with the French translations

were published in Le MusSon in 1914 by Professor Louis de la Vallee

Poussin. But as all the copies of the volume were burnt during the

last European war it is now not available. I have, however, had the

privilege of consulting the work in its proofs which Pruf. Poussin

was kind enough to send to my revered teacher Pandit Vidhushekhara

Bhattacharya.

According to Prof. Poussin the last two stavas are Cittavajrastava

and Paramarthastava. But it seems to me that the identification is open

to doubt. I think, they are Acintyastava and StutyatXtastava (Cordier,
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II»p. 6). The subject will thoroughly be dealt with in my intro-

duction to the complete work, Catustava. For the present the

Sanskrit restorations of the first two stavas% Nirupamastava and Lokafi -

tastava are published here with their Tibetan versions, which we;*e

made by Fajita Kr^napancjita of India jointly with a Tibetan tran-

slator, Jayaslla. The remaining two will follow later on. The filokas

which are found as quotations in different works of the great

teachers like Candraklrtti, Prajfiakaramati, etc., are marked with

an asterisk and the names of the works in which they occur are

given in the foot notes.

I

NIRUPAMASTAVA

I

SANSKRIT TEXT

Restoredfrom the Tibetan Version

dgfcrfqqWFI <sSh>4rm*<i I

fpp & ii ? ii

* i

fawf II * ||

srai $4 * i

>#»r 113 H

jfonfapf Msirir: i

[ q^u v ii

snfrto ftqfa q i

frai gnfoHgqm smt H £f II

s$*n qf&Mspi: n \ n
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* R*rr fwt i

fic5P9 snNSor afqa: || «> ||‘

a*TTOT*rafarlr* RwRRrRsnjJS I

fa ?5f **famfaifa?r: II q H

* r arc sfaT a srcfa i

§:Rl% R sfag Rfafa 3WcS$: || ^ U*

<r:£ a*nfarcrfa<rci% smt m i

f^qfifqv^ ffal fa fawtt l| \o H

* aifarafa: tsifa aafon ^m aa: i

wil atft pifa aarfa wfafta n V( it

3T3f4tsfq afar a ?4 pifti faa i

•fafafarcr ^rcaRiffafat asig?t n \r ii

* H^-Ri^-iRrffa sffajfafaa ^aa i

fajrffaai^dfa f£fa*arcfaffaa: ||. ^ ||
s

*TPfat^ 38R3iJ<Traffa^ |

ft^Rfa aatf RRTRI^sicJWt l| W \\

araRJ^fafa Rtf C5RT I

§?IRHRwfa ?4 Ml^fa ^11 \k I'

^ || \\ H

Sfl^gtsfa ^frf 5ft I

ggt *w?n ^ &wt II ii

1 BCP.> p. 420, II, 2-3
;
AS ., p, 22.

2 ZfC/^., p. 489, II, 1-2.

3 J/F, p. 215, II, 5-6. The actual reading of c ih MV. t is

samknintimasadya gataqi. Here asiidya gatam does not give any

proper sense, nor is supported by either of the two Tib. texts, the

present work and M V., the latter reading 'pho . dan, ‘

'jig, pa daix .

bral. bar. The word in the suggested reading sada-ra/iitairx is

from V^S(td *to perish'. It is found in actual use in literature in the

sense of ‘perishing.

1
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$**i<ysil*wi'w$i ^l*f df$lrWWfa II II

4

* Jinpn «sft ^fonwrat r * i

c^IT «tal;£f*W felT n ^ ii
4

?n^n^rSl^MrT: I

C^n ^131.^4 itim: tR$M: II Ro II

^ l^^w^llri vm SrStraSTCrl: II \\ II
s

wrt f^<^fwf?i^M«wici'tiWoi 1

4?Pig*ctt4 folk c^qr II ^ II

wT^nn^ 4tf4^^R5t^ri33 1

tiqroiMqg^fa «TraRratft>m 11 \\ 11

* r ^sfei jrrt ^ra r teqt * lipin 1

aRratto & ?Jl% fig^i jr# 11 *w n°

gatfm
55sq^l

forfeit <4j^*i(^n-

MW^uft *W^Wr^T: II =lj II

11 3n^Rqim5^f?f ftwprerbi HJTia^H'

ftl9

2

TIBETAN TEXT*

DPE. MliD. PAK. BSTOIX PA I

[ Fo\. 74*, 4 ]gai\ £ig. lta. bas. phoris, pa. yi 1

'jig. rten. 'di, la* phan. brtson. khyod i

4 PK, t IV, 2-3.

5 Subha$itasa1igraha> p. 14, II. 20*2 r
;
AS.

} p. 22, II. 3-4.

6 Kudr$tinirgliatana in ASU p. 1, 11 . 12*13. with the wrong

reading vefi/ana for vehgaria ( = va

+

ingam ‘ce^ta*, lib. gyo. ba) in b.

7 Tib. Tr. adds : fflffVfiwtH fmqfafa qfNfol nWlfrf * MfafiWH. I

8 Tanjur, Bstod. tshog®, Ka, Foi. 74b, 4~7$b, 7 of the Narthang

edition in the Visvabharati Library. See Cordier, II, p. 5.
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diios. po. med, pa*i. don. rig. pas i

[5] dpe. med. khyod. la. phyag. ’tshal. bstod |i i n

gan zig, khyod. kyi[s] cuii. zig. kyah \

sans, rgyas. spy an. gy is. ma. gzigs. pa I

khyod. kyi. p gzigs. pa. bla. med, de I

de. hid. don. ni. rig. pa, lags || 2 II

don. dam. pa. yi. yod. pa. hid i

rtogs. dan. rtogs. bya. mi. [6 ] mha\ «in i

e. ma. *o. mchog. tu. rtogs. dka\ ba’i |

clios. hid. sans, rgyas. rnams. kyis. rtogs II 3 li

khyod. kyis. cun zig. ma. bskved. cih [

chos. rnams. bkag. pa’au. ma lags, la \

mham. pa. hid. kyi. Ita. ba. yis 1

bJa. na. med. [7] pa’i.go. ’plian. brfies |j f
!»

’khor. ba, spans, par. gyur. pa yis 1

mya. nan. ’das. khyod. mi. bzed. kyis \

’khor. ba. mi. dmigs. pa. hid. kyi l

zi. ba. mgon. po. khyod. kyis. rtogs it 5 11

khyod. kyis. kun. nas. non. mens, dan '

rnam. byah. ro. geig. [ 15 ", 1] gyur. rig. pas 1

chos. dbyihs. muon. par. dbyer. med. pa 1

kun. tu. rnam. par. dag. par. ’gyur II 6 li

* gtso. bo. khyod. kyi. gah. zig. tu 1

yi. ge. geig. kyah. ma. gsuhs. pa |

gdul. bya’i. ’gro. ba. ma. lus. pa 1

chos. kyi. char. gyis. [2] tshitn. pa’h. mthon ll 7 ll

1 ‘

mkha\ dau. mham. pa’i. thugs, mha*. khyod 1

9 X appears to read kyis.

10 See BCP> p. 420 : Tib. Mdo, La, fol. 240 a, 6-7 :

gtso. bo. khyod, kyis. *ga\ i\g tu \

yi. ge. geig. kyah. ma. gsuhs. te \

chos. kyi. char. gyis. gdul. bya. yi 1

’gro, ba. ma. lus. tshim. par. mdzad ll

Tattvaratnavatl in AS % p. 22«Tib. Rgyud, Mi, fol. 126 b
, 4

de. yah, gtso. bas. khyod. *ga\ £ig. \

yi. ge. geig. kyah, ma gsuhs. so 1

gdul. bya’i. gro. ba. ma. lus. la |

chos. kyi. char. gyis. tshim. par mdzad 11
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phun. po. khams. dan. skye. mched. la l

chags. par. gyur. pa. mi. mna\ bas i

chos. rnams. kun. la. brten. ma. lags II 8 il

* mgon. khyo, sems. can. ’du. Ses, kyis |

*jug. pa. kun. [3] tu. mi. mna\ yah i

sdug. bsfial. gyur. pa’i. sems. can. la i

snifi. rje'i. bdag. Aid. gyur. pa’A. khyod II 9 11

4

bde. dan. sdug. bsnal. de. gyur. pa |

rtag. mi. rtag. sogs. la. 1 gtso, khyod 1

de. lta
,
i. mam. rtog. sna. tshogs. kyis 1

thugs, ni. chags. par. [4] gyur. ma. lags 11 10 11

chos. rnams. gan. du-ah. ’gro. ’on. med 1

de. biin. khyod. kyi. g£egs. pa’ii. lags 1

'ga\ ru. spuns. pa'n. ma. lags. Ia l

de. biin. don. dam. rig. pa-an. lags HUH
kun. gyi[s] rjes. su. fugs. gyur. kyan »

’ga*. ru. [5] ’byun. yan. ma. lags, la 1

skye. dan. chos. dan, sku. rnams. kyan 1

thub, chen. khyod. kyi. bsam. mi. khyab ll 12 11

* gcig. dan. gzan. pa. rnams. spans, pa 1

brag. ca. lta. bu’i. ’gro. ba. rnams l

'pho. dan. ’jig. pa. rnams. spans, par 1

smad. pa. med. par. khyod. kyis, [6] rtogs ll 13 n
G

rtag. dan. chad. pa. dan. bral. firi 1

mtshan. Aid. mtshan. bya. rnams. spans, par 1

4 See the note on the Skt. text. There runs the Tib. version as

follows :

mgon. khyod. sems. can. ’du. §es. pa 1

mam. pa. kun. tu. *}ug. ma. yin \

sems. can. sdug. bsnal. gyis. iien. la 1

khyod. ni. fin. tu. thugs, rje’i. bdag I

5 X las.

6 See note, Skt. text. Mdo. Ha, fol. 83 b % 5 :

*gro. ba. sgra. brflan. dan. ’dra. bar |

gcig. Aid. gfam. Aid. daA bral. fin 1

'pho. dan. 4
jig. pa. daA. bral. bar 1

smad. med. khyod. kyis. thugs, su, chud

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1932 11
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gtso. bos. rmi. lam. sgyu, sogs. biin I

'khor, ba. ties. par. rtogs. pa. lags 11 14 II

bag. chags. giir. gyur, mthar. thug, pa'i l

khyod. kyis. fion. moils, sdig. pa. spans !

[7 ] fton. mons. fiid, kyi, ran. biin. yah !

khyod. kyi[s] bdud. rtsi. ftid. du. bsgr bs II 15 11

dpa' [po] khyod. kyi. gzugs. mams, kyi |

mtshan. ma. mi. mthoh. gzugs. med. biin I

mtshan. gyis. 'bar. ba'i. sku. fiid. kyan 1

gzugs. su. spyod, yul. fiid. du. mthon 11 16 R

gzugs.su. mtaon, bas. [75 A 1] mthon. min kyaii 1

mthon. no. ies, ni. rjod, par. byed 1

chos. mthon. bas. ni. iin, tu. mthon 1

chos. fiid. mthofi. ba. ma. yin. no ll 17 (I

• khoii. ston. khyod. kyi. sku. la. med I

6'a. dan. rus. pa. khrag. kyan. med 1

nam mkha'i. dban. po 'i. gin. biin. du 1

khyod. kyi. sku. ni. ston. par. mdzad 11 18 ll

7

sku. la. sftun. med. rus. [2] pa'n. med \

bkres. dan. skom. pa. 'byun. med. kyan 1

khyod. ni. 'jig. rten. rjes. 'jug. phyir I

'jig. rten. spyod. pa'n. bstan. par. mdzad ll 19 ll*

las. kyi, sgrib. pa'i. skyon. rnams. kyan |

sdig. med. khyod. kyi. kun. spans, kyis \

khyod. kyi[s]. sems. can, rjes. [3] 'jug. phyir 1

las, spans, pa. yan rab. tu. bstan n 20 ll

• chos. kyi. dbyins, la. dbyer, med. phyir I

gtso. bo. theg, dbye. ma. mchis. kyan |

khyod. kyis, theg. pa. gsum. bstan. pa I

7 See note, Skt. text. The corresponding Tib, Rgyud, Gi. fol.

56^. 6 reads c as follows : narn. mkha\ la . m\ '/<?.* tshon liar. Here 9
fa

9

tshon= indrayudhavarna .

8 See note, Skt. text. The corresponding Tib, Rgyud. Gi, fol

58 b. 7 reads :

sku. la. bsfiun. med, mi. gtsan, med I

bkres. dan. skom. pa. ’gyur. med. kyan 1

khyod. nl. 'jig. rten. rjes. 'jug. phyir 1

'jig. rten. pa, bya, bston. par. mdzad ll
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sems. can. g£ug. pa’i. ched. du. lags 112 1 (•

rtag, cid, brtan pa. ft. ba. yi I

chos. [4] kyi. rad. bfin. khyod. kyi. sku |

rgyal. ba.10 gdul. bya, dgrol. ba’i, phyir 1

khyod. kyis. mya. nan. ’das. par. bstan 11 22 a

grans, med. 'jig. rten. khams. rnams. su )

'da«. dan. bltam.

11

dan. mdon, byad. cbub !

'khor. ba. thar. par. mos. rnams. kyi[s] 1

khyod. la [5] gus. mams. kyis. kyan. mthon 11 23 II

* mgon. po. sems. pa. mi. mna’. £in \

rnam.rtog. gyo. ba. mi. mna*. yad I

kyod. kyis nan, gis. 'jig. rten. la l

sans, rgyas. mdzad. pa’d. ’jug. par. ’gyur d 24 (l

1

9

de. ltar. bde. bar. g§egs. pa. bsam. mi, [6] khyab. me. tog |

gis. brgyan. pa. las. bdag. gi. bsod. nams. gad. thob. pa l

gyur. pa. *dis. ni. sems. can. ma. lus. pa. 'di. dag. 1

inchog. tu. rtogs. dka.* thub, pa’i. chos. kyi. snod. gyur. cig II 25 I

dpe, med. par. bstod. pa. slob. dpon. klu. sgrub.

kyis. mdzad. pa. rdzogs. so [7] I

rgya. gar. gyi. mkhan. po. kri. sija. pan. di. ta.

dad. la. tsha*. ba. tshul. khrims. rgyal

bas. bsgyur. pa’o 11

9 See Tativaratmvall in AS., p. 22, and its Tib. Rgyud, Mi,

fol. 126 b. 1 :

chos. kyi. dbyins. la. dbyed. med. phyir 1

gtso. bos, theg. dbye. ma. mchis. kyau 1

khyod. kyis. theg. pa. gsum. gsuds. pa 1

ferns, can. g£ugs. pa’i. ched. du. lags l

10 X bas.
'

1 1 X bitams ,

.

12 See note, Skt. text. The corresponding Tib. Rgyud. Mi, fo\

108 a. 4 is exactly the same.
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II

LOKATITASTAVA

i

SANSKRIT TEXT

Restoredfrom the Tibetan Version

fo?wn 5FT%TPI || ^ ||

^ TO* t

*T^ TOPI: II ^ II

TOOTIttRTOWFn^H3?Sc3 I

^ cSRn II 3 II

* fat fl^RI #rl * |

tou^ TOn: imi

1

^Miwgi^wn wjj

f^rai ^ ii
4

*W rf^3|^ f^ H^|
wi$r^ ^ ii

i
ii

jiww^^ proi s#n i

^WPTt zfo capita;* fTOUlfi^ll 11 « II

* ^rra: s^KS: |

g faf^sforoiEpfr n q n
3

* * Eiffel * gmngtRf JT?ftcTO!^|

TOsrotar j? ?T5iRf ata* 5n=3req^ &pn \\ ^ u
4

1 TCP., p. 583, 11, 18-19
>
MV., p. 413 ; Cf, VuktimMik'trika

, 40
2 ma„ p. 200,11. 1-

). 3 bcp. p. 476, 11. 14-15.

4 Ibid. 11. 16-17,
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UR fiwi Rife ?! JfFWfa I

r^n wwp^nr^:^>TR?n n ?o u

5

* gafliBfflwwniX ^iragi^^ui^ i

^ratwratsju^ foqg’ ?^n 11 « n

8

TOWw firtfSwi^ i

?W R «R%N *|Rf Wtfft frT^II ^ l|

* «T CHjgRlft RR* JTFra?W?fW R I

* srat jflfa TOt q si«n wjji \\ u
7

3?r %fgsi^ *irct hrri^i * R?i?f i

* f^ >TRt RTOF7 *W II W II

WW I

^ifa^IRRl Rlffefa* RSra^W II
r
<2< ||

* ^55151^5131 1

Miqfcw^qi^: sraifc rsrctei^ 11 \\ 11

8

* 3R^pn ^nf^j mR^i^^i
qRfnrm^wg^ * u ^ 11

,J

% Picq<r4 I

3JHRrfelfo: JThBl fWI rTR^T ^ || ^ ||
l0

* *Wffi *rcfri 5i*Rt s^^L. 1

difo#^ vm raterem 11 ^ii 11

* RT: fl#TOgcR3
[: ^Rd? 3* ft *RI I

RW tsdr*) Hitsftfd ftt^Hl^qlgci: II II
1

2

5 MA„ p. 165, 11. 4-
7 .

6 MV., p. 64. II. 5-& 7 BCP„ p. 587,
II. 7-8.

8 Ibid. p. 533, li. 9-10. MA., p. 97, 11
, 912.

9 Ibid. p. 533 11 . n*i2. 10 Ibid. p. 533,11. 13-14-

11 MV., p 55. H. 3 4

12 BCP., p. 417,11. 67. It is to be noted that the last word of

the s’oka atulah is an adjective of svnhamdah. This is according to

BCP., and its Tib. But in accordance with the Tib. of Lokatltastava,

(See the printed text) it is alula, vocative.
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* ukhwscHHi qHHnwftwu i

m agiwfi m^wisqHaren%: n ^ u 1

3

* HKlPKlKwtam: I

nfrnfowi nra foswnn: Jroftrcrc 11 rr ii
1 4

nfan%i <srat f%fof?nfogi nifa fo?*R i

a*iTO^«i?n«praT
[
^®n

] ti r^ ii

faflH f* <(T II Rtf II

an fHfnrnn^nni?MVr m#fn i

am*m nsraft ?M u rs< il
1

5

rra jtoi i

fnftrnRSRit^tp ti r§ ii

ii MRdMfiteta snw&H ^

Rfaf&r: sfofaq ft^fqrra II

2

TIBETAN IEXT 1

’jig. rten. las. 'das. par. bstod, pa
|

[76 a, 1 ] dben. pa’i. ye. les. rig. gyur. pa l

’jig. rten. ’das. khyod. phyag. ’tshal. ’dud \

gan. khyod. ’gro. la. phan. pa’i phyu i

yun, rin. thugs, rjes. [2] ha), bar. gyur I) i II

phuti. po. tsam. las. grol. ba. yi t

sems, can. med. par. khyed, b£ed. la |

sems. can. don. la’h. mchog. gfol, bar |

thub. chen. po. khyod. ftid. b£ugs r 2 il

13 Ibid, p. 415, H.3-4. According to MA. (See Tib. text) one

should read yasya {gan, la) for yah ca in c. BCP., p. 359, II. 8 9 reads

rosya.

14 Ibid

,

p. 489. 11. i-2. 15 MA,, p. 310, 11 . 12-14.

16 Ibid, p. 23, 11 . 1 1-14.

1 Tanjur, Bstod Tshogs, Ka. fok 76—77°
. 3 of the Narthang

edition in the Visvabharati Library. See Cordier, II, p. 6.
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bio. ldan. khyod, kyi[s], phun. de. yah® |

sgyu. ma, smig. rgyu. dri. za, yi i

gron, [3] khy6r. rini. lam. ji. Min. du l

bio. Idan. rnams. la. rab. tu. bstan II 3 li

* gan. dag. rgu. las. byuh. ba. rnams 1

de. med. par. ni. yod. min. pas 1

gzugs. brfiari. nid. dan mtshuns. pa. ru l

gsal. bar. ci. yi. phyir. mi. 'dod
11 4 n®

* 'byun. ba. mig. gi[s]. gzuns. 4
[4] min. pas 1

de. dnos. mig. gi. ji. ltar. yin 1

gzugs. fiid. gzuh. bar. rab. bkag. pa 1

gzugs. hid. khyod. kyis. de. ltar. gsuns || 5 11

1

tshor. bya. med. par. de. med. pas 1

tshor. ba. fiid. ni. bdag. med. pas I

tshor. ba. de. yari. ran. biiw gyis.

[5 ] yod. pa. med. par. khyod. nid. Med ll 6 11

mig. dan. don. dag. tha. dad. min 1

me. yis. kha. nid. ’tshig. par. 'gyur i

gzan. naVi. rtogs. pa. med. 'gyur. fes l

bden. pa. gsun. ba. khyod. kyis. bstan |i 7 II

* byed. po. ran. dban. las. nid, kyah I

tha. '.had. du. ni. [6] khyod. kyis. bstan I

2 X \m.

3 See note, Skt. text. Tib. of Mdo, (’a, fol. 152&1 7) has:

gan. dag. rgyu. las. byuh. gyur. 2ih 1

gan. dag. de. med. pas. med. pa 1

de. dag. gzugs. brfien. dan. mtshuns, par. I

gsal. bar. ji. lta. bu. mi. Med 11

And Tib. of BCP (Mdo, La, fol, 361* .6) reads :

gah. dag. rgyu. las. 'byuh. ba. rnams 1

de. med. par. yod. min, gaft 1

de, rnams. gzugs. brnan. dan. mtshuns. pa. 1

gsal. por, ci. yi. phyir. mi. Med 11

4 X gzugs.

5 See MA.% p. 200, II. 1*4.

’byun. rnams. mig. gzuh. ma. yin. na \

de. byuh. mig. gzuh. ji. ltar. ies 1

gzugs. la. de. skad. gzuhs. pa. na I

khyod. kyis. gzugs. kyi. 'dzin. pa. bzlog I/511
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phan. tshun. bltos. pa. can. fiid. du i

grub. par. khyod. ni. bfed. pa. lags ll 8 I!

6

* byed. po. yod. min. spyod. pa’h. med l

bsod. nams. de. min. rten. ’brel. skyes |

brten. nas. skyes. kyan. ma. skyes. its |

tshig. gi. bdag. po. khyod. kyis. [7] gsuhs ll 9 ll

7

* Ses. pa. med. par. Ses. pa. min I

de. med. rnam. par. Ses. pa’n. med 1

de. phyir, Ses, dan, Ses. bya. dag I

rah. dnos. med. cih. khyod. kyis. gsuhs 11 10 I.

8

* mtshan. fiid. mtshan. bya. g2an. fiid. ni 1

mtshan. bya. mtshan. fiid. med, par. ’gyur
1

[76 b, 1] tha. dad. yin. na’h. de. med. par 1

khyod. kyis. gsal. po. fiid. du. bstan || 11 II*

mtshan. fiid. mtshan. bya. rnam bral. iin 1

tshig. gis. brjod. pa. rnam. sphas. par 1

khyod. kyis. ye. Ses. spyah, fiid. kyis 1

’gro. ba. ’di. dag. i\. bar. mdzad II 12 11

* dhos. po. yod. pa. fiid. mi. skye 1

6 See note, Skt. text. Tib. of BCP (Mdo, La, fol, 265 a 5). runs :

byed. pi. rah. dbah. las. kyan. ni 1

tha. sfiad. du. ni. khyod kyis. gsuhs 1

phan. tshun. blots nas. grub. pa. ni l

gfiis. pa. de. dag. bfed. pa. yin ll

7 See note, Skt. text, and Tib. of BCP (Mdo. La. fol. 265 a 6) runs

byed. po. med. cih. za. ba. med 1

bsod. nams. yah. min. rten. ’byuh
|

brten. nas. ’buyh, ba, ma. skyes. its l

tshig. gi. dbah. po. khyod. kyis. gsuhs II

8 See MA ., p. 165, 11
. 4-7 :

ma. ses. pa. ni Ses. bya. min \

de. med, rnam. par. ses. med. pa |

de, phyir. Ses. dah, Ses, bya. dag I

rah. b£in. med. par. khyod. kyis. gsuhs 11

9 See note, Skt. text, and Tib. of MV (Mdo. 'a
,
fol. 64)

:

mtshan. fiid. mtshan. gi\. la. g2an. na \

mtshan. g£i, da. mtshan. med, par. ’gyur 1

tha. dad. med. na. de. dag. ni 1

med. par. khyod. kyis. gsal. bar. bstan R
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med. pa’h [2] ma. yin. yod. med. min \

bdag. las. ma. yin. g£an. las. min t

gftis, min. skyes. pa. ji. Ita. bu II 13 II

1 0

yod. pa. gnas. par. rigs. 'gyur. gyi 1

'jig. par. 'gyur. ba. ma. yin. no «

yod. 1

1

pa. mi. gnas. par. rig. pas i

'jig. par. 'gyur. ba. ma. yin. no | 14 11

re
[3] iig. 2ig. pa'i. rgyu. las. kyan }

'bras. bu. 'byun. bar. mi. rigs, la 1

ma. iXg. las. min. rmi. lam. dan 1

'dra. ba’i. skye. ba. khyod. 'di. b£ed || 15 11

• 2ig. dan. ma. 2ig. pa. dag. gi |

rgyu. las. 'bras. bu. 'byun. ba dag |

sgyu. ma. 'byun. ba. b£in. du. 'byun I

kun. kyan, [4] de. b£in. khyod. kyis. gsuns 11 16 11

1 *

* de. pliyir. khyod. kyis. 'gro. 'di. dag 1

yons. su. brtags. pa. las. byun. bar 1

kun. tu. Ses. bya. 'byun. ba. na'n 1

skye. ba. med. ci. 'gag. med. gsuns || 17 «

rtag. la. 'khor, ba. yod. ma. yin I

mi. rtag. pa. la’n. khor. ba. med 1

[5] de. hid. rig. pa’i. mchog. khyod. kyis 1

'khor. ba, rmi. lam, 'dra. bar. gsuns || 18 n
1

3

10 See Skt. text and Tib. of BCP (Mdo. La. 31 7 b 6)

:

dnos. po. yod. pa. mi. skye. £in I

med. pa. yod. ma. yin. ytd. med. min 1

rau. las. min. gzan, las. min 1

gnig. las. min. ji. Itar. skye .zes g

In b omit the first yod as the sense requires, and the metre demands.

In c one syllable is less.

1 1 X med.

12 See Skt. text. MA
t p. 97, 11

. 9*12 :

sa. bon. £ig. dan. ma. £ig. las 1

tnyu.gu. 'byun. ba. ma. yin. pas |

khyod. kyis. skye. ba. thams. cad. ni 1

sgyu. ma. ’byun. ba. b£in. du. gsuns 11

Slokas 16 and 17 occur in the original Skt. of BCP

,

p. 533, but

are omitted by its Tib. Translator in Mdo. La. foJ. 291

13 See Skt. text. It is cited in the Skt. text of BCP. but omitted

in its Tib. translation. Mdo, La, fol, 291.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1932 12
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* sdug. bsnal. rau. gis. byas. pa. dan I

gfan. gyis. byas. dan. gfiis. kas. byas I

rgyu. med. par. ni. rtog. ge. 'dod |

khyod. kyi. brten. nas *byuh. bar. gsuns II 19 R
l4

* lten. cih. ’brel. bar. [6] gah. 'byun. ba |

de. fiid. khyod. ni. stoh. par. bfed I

dnos. po. rah. dbah. yod. min. fes |

mham. med. khyod. kyi, sen. ge. sgra | 20 n
1 *

* kun. rtog. thams. cad. spans, p’ai. phyir 1

stoh. hid. bdud. rtsi. ston. mdzad. na t

gah. fig. de. la. fen. gyur. pa I

de. fiid. khyod. kyis. sin. [7] tu. Span 11 21 9
10

* bems. po. gfan. dbah. stoh. pa. fiid \

sgyu. ma. bfin. du. rkyen. ’byuh. bar \

mgon. po. khyod. kyis. chos. kun. gyi 1

14 See Skt. text, and Tib. ofMV (Mdo, *a fol, 20 a . and 88 b, 1) :

sdug. bsnal. rah. gis. byas. pa. dah \

gfan. gyis. byas. dah. gfii. gas. byas I

rgyu. med. rtog. ge, pa. yis. *dod 1

khyod. kyis. brten. nas. 'byun. bar. gsuns 11

The only variation on fol. 88b. is that there is bdag for raft in a.

15 See Skt. text and Tib. of BCP (Mdo. La. fol. 239 a. 4 5 )

:

gah. fig. rten. cin. *brel. bar. *byun 1

de. fiid. khyod. ni. stoh. par. bfed I

dhos. po. rah. dbah. can. med. ces 11

khyod. kyi. sen. gah. sgra. mtshans. med 11

16 See Skt. text and Tib. of BCP.> in Mdo. La. fols. (1) 213 a. 6,

and (2) 238 a. 5 *
and of (3) MA„ p. 310, 11 . 1215. The variations are

noted below

:

(1) d, stnad for span .

x

(2) Oy rram for kun.

b%
bstan.pa . yin for ston . mdzad, na.

Cy \dzin
.
pa. yan for Zen. gyur. pa.

d, spalis. pa. lags for bin. tn. span.

(3 ) a
*
gZom. pa9

i. phyir for spans, pai. phir.

b. bstan. pa. vtdzad. for ston. mdzad. na.

Cy gan. la for gati. tig
; 'dzin. yod. pa for Zen. gyur. pa.

d. smad. par. mdzad for bin. tu. spans.
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dfios. med. goms. par. mdzad. pa. lags 11 23 11

1

1

khyod. kyis. cun. fig. ma. bskyed. cln
|

’ga*’ yafi. bkag, pa. ma. mchis. la 1

[77 a. 1 ] snon. gyl. ji. ltar. phyis, de. bfin 1

de. bfin. ftid. ni. thugs, su. chud ll 23 u

’phags. pa. rnamr. kyis[s]. brten. ba. yi |

bsgoms. ma. fugs. par. mtshan. med. *di |

mam. par. ses. par. *ga* *gyur. ram D 24 11

1

8

• mtshan. ma. med. la. ma. fugs, par 1

[2] lhar. pa. med. ces. gsuus. pa'i. phyir |

de. phyir. khyod. kyis. theg. clien. rnams 1

ma. lus. par. ni. de. fiid. bstan I) 25

bstod. pa’i. snod. khyod. bstod. pa. las I

bdag. gi[s]. bsod. nams. gan. thob. pa 1

des. ni. ’gro. ba. ma. lus. rnams |

mtshan, ma’i. *chto. las. grol. [3] gyur. cig | 26 0

'jig. rten. las. ’das. bar. bstod. pa. slob. dpon. 'phags. pa. klu.

sgrub. kyis. mdzad. pa. dzogs. so 1\

rgya. gar. gyi. mkhan, po. kri. sna. pa. ndi. ta. dan la. tsa.'

bn. tshul. khrims. rgyal. bas. bsgyur. cin. fus. te I

gtan. la. phab. pa'o H
20

Prabiiubiiai Patel

17 See note, Skt. text and Tib. of BCP .
(Mdo. La, (fol. 272 a 7 )

:

dban. dp'a. med. pa. ston. pa. fiid 1

sgyu. ma. bfin. du. rkyen. las. byun |

mgon. po. khyod. kyifs]. chos. rnams. ni |

ran. bfin. med. par. rab. tu. bstan li

1 8 Here c is missing, and so the sloka is in complete.

19 See note, Skt text.

20 The following abbreviations are used in the present paper :

AS— Advayavajrasangraha, Gaekwad Oriental Series.

/iC/’ssBodhicaiyavatarapafijik.l, Bibliotheca Indica.

MA ** Madhyamakavataia, Tib. Text. Bibliotheca Buddhicn.

A/K«=Madhyamakavttti, Bibliotheca Buddhica.

PK- Paftcakrama, edited by Prof. Poussin,



Some Images and Traces of Matiayana

Buddhism in Chittagong

In 1927 I went to Chittagong. There I was very kindly invited

by the Aggamahapandita Dhammavaipsa Mahathera of the well-known

Buddhist monastery of the place to pay a visit to the institution, which

I did gladly. In the monastery, I was shown among other interesting

articles a few Mahayanic images collected by the Aggamahapandita.

On enquiry, I was informed that they had been collected from several

localities within the district of Chittagong and were discovered at

varying depths below the surface of the ground. The Aggamahapandita

was good enough to furnish me with photographs of the images, some

of which are reproduced here, along with the particulars about their

find-spots. The identification of the images, well-known as they are,

needs no remarks. But I feel that they should be made known to scholars

interested in Buddhism, as they may throw some light on the history

of Buddhism in the district of Chittagong. The following is the list of

the images (which except one are all metallic) with particulars about

their find-spots

:

I [Plate I (a)]—Figure of (Vajrasana) Gautama Buddha,

7£" in height, seated cross-legged in Bh umispar.tarn udrd with a

vajra on the seat. The base contains the following inscription in

characters of llili-12th cent. A.l).

fr cmt arts

srrarfiwfr

Procured from Thakurpuni Temple (Patiya) where it was

removed from a davgd in South Ilaozan (Kaukhali).

II [Plate I (b)]—Figure of (Vajrasana) Gautama Budha, 7J" in

height, seated cross-legged in Bhumisparsavivdra with a vajra

on the seat. The base contains two lines of inscription in

characters of llth-12th cent. A.D.

:

mrarfift* (the remainder not legible)-



I. (Vajnisana) Gautama

Huddlm
N. (Vajrasana) Gautama

Buddha

{«>

IV. (Paryarikiisana)

Gautamu Biuldlm
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III Figure of Gautama Buddha in Bhumisparsamudnl
,
4j" in height,

seated cross-legged. Procured from Mirasarai (Chittagong).

IV [Plate (c)]—Figure of Ga\itama Buddha, 3}" in height, seated

cross-legged in Bh nmisparsamudrCi . It has the mark of

a circular seal on the back containing the Buddhist formula :

% iwt i uniat (uf

jwnwrop w

(5 lines in characters of llth-12ili cent. A.D.) Procured from

Satbaria, P.S. Patiya, Chittagong.

V Figure of Gautama Buddha, »3J" high, seated cross-legged in

Vyobhyanamudra (preaching posture). Procured from Satbaria,

P.S. Patiya, Chittagong,

VI Figure of Gautama Buddha, 9" high, seated cross-legged

in BI; ftm ispar(amvdrd .

VII Figure of Gautama Buddha, 8}" high, seated cross-legged

i n Bhvm isparsamudrd

.

VIII Standing Gautama Buddha, (>" high, the right hand in the

ahhaya pose and the left in varada .

IX [Plate II (a)]—Figure of Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara (Padma-

pani) in Jxilitdsana (the right leg hanging down), left hand

bearing a lotus with stem. It is G" high. A Dhyani Buddha

appears on the head-dress. The base contains the following

inscription :
—
unfa i wtaita (?) « i

Procured from Tekota, P.S- Patiya.

X [Plate II (b)J—Figure of Bodhisattva Manjusri, 8f" in height,

seated in easy posture
( )

with a Sandla Utpala in

the left hand. In the head-dress is represented the Dhyani

Buddha Aksobhya in the earth-touching attitude
( ).

On the base occurs the following inscription :
—

f firfuflqspT 111 characters of the 11th cent. A.l).

Procured from the monastery of North Joara (Patiya).

XI [Plate III (a)]—Figure of the Buddhist god of riches, Jamblmla,

4\" in height, the right hand holding a citron and the left hand a
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mongoose. The god is pot-bellied. The base contains a few

purses full of coins. Procured from Bhnndargaon, P.S. Patya.

XII [Plato III (b)]—Pigure of Tara in Lalitdsana
,

5" in height,

left hand holding a lotus and right hand a (?) Procured from

Mirasarai, Chittagong.

XIII (a) [Plate IV (a)]

—

Black chlorite stone figure of Tara seated in

IAilltdsana, the right hand in varada pose and the left hand

bearing a Sand/a V tpa la. A stupa on the right side above. The

base contains 2 lions eouchant on two sides and a pair of devotees

in the middle. It is 7" in height.

XIII (b) [Plate IV (b)J—On the hack of the above are inserted six

lines of inscription :
—

( * ? j >m: u ? jmii UR: u ^rs u

The date indicated by a chronogram (under the system)

appears to be 1308 $aka = 18St> A.I). Procured from Udayapur, Ilill

Tippera State.

From the palatograph ic point of view, the images belong to the

lltli or 12th century A.I). Artistically they may be attributed to the

Eastern School of Art which flourished in Bengal and Behar from the

9th to the 13th century* In physiognomical characteristics, specially

the facial, they bear a close resemblance to similar images unearthed at

Sarnath and Nalanda, the frontiers of Assam, and the hills of Arakan.

Though there are striking similarities between some of the images e.g.

those of Tara, Avulckitesvaiu and Munjusrl found at CJiittagong and

those of Nalanda, Vikrnmpur (Bengal) and elsewhere, there are other

images which indicate the hand of local artists, who had inherited the

artistic tradition, of the Eastern School of Art. The lack of liveliness

in the facial and physiognomical expressions, the static poses, the

rigidity in the treatment of the curls of hair a”d the folds of t lie sanghdti ,

in short, a dullness noticeable in the general treatment leaves no doubt

in our minds that they are productions of local artists with poor accom-

plishments aiming to produce replicas of what they saw elsewhere.

Topographically the images can he divided into two classes:

those found in the Patiya sub-division, viz., the images of
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meditating Buddhas in Bhumisparsamudra, Avalokitesvara, Mahjusii

and Jainbhala, and

(ii) those found at Hirasarai (near Sitakuud) and in the Hill Tippera

State, viz. the images of Buddha and the goddess Tara.

I-VII. Of the seven (vajrasana) images of Buddha, in the sitting

posture, six have one of their hands pointing to the earth as witness

(Bhumisparsamudra) and one has two hands put together in the preach-

ing attitude (vyukhyanamudra). The eighth image of Buddha is in the

standing posture, with the right hand in abhaya (protection from fear)

pose and the left hand in varada (gift-bestowing). These images

may very well belong to either Hinayana or Mahayana but it is quite

clear that they form a distinct group and show wide divergence in facial

features and general treatment from the stone and bronze images which

began to be imported into Chittagong from Burma direct or through

Arakan. Artistically, they belong to the Bengal School of Art. On

the bases of two of the images (figs. I and II) and on the back of another

image [PI. IV (b)] appears, though imperfectly and in incorrect

Sanskrit, the undermentioned versified formula of the law of causation

which appears at the end of almost all the important Mahayana works

:

^ awraf i

* at fMta «tfarat arwrop u

(
A1aha vast u

9 111, p. 401)

The corrupt Sanskrit of the inscriptions clearly shows that the

donors waute.d to have the formula reproduced in Sanskrit. Then again,

the expressions * deyadhunno
1yam ; deyadhunno'yam pravamma-

hdyayinah

;

and deyadhunno 1yam Tigii ikasya show that the donors used

Sanskrit and not Pali. On the base of more than a dozen of the images

found at Sarnath appear exactly the above-mentioned expressions, e.g.,

deyadhunno 1yam Skandavaniasya or l)hanudeeasya or Kumdragnptasya

(Sdrndth Catalogue
, pp. 41, 44, 00) ;

dcya-Sakyabhiksor-Buddhapriyasya

or Srivinaya...or Bandhuguptasya (lbid.
y pp. 53, 08, 09). Still more

striking is the agreement of the inscription deyadhunno
1yam

pravaranihdydyinah [Fig. II] with that on some of the Sarnath images,

in which the wordings are: deyadliarmo'yam mahdydyinah paramo-

pdsaka (Sdrndth Catalogue

,

p. 135) or deyadhunno 1 yam pravaramahd
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ydndnuydyi paramopdsaka Magadhlya Sri Sdmahkasya (Ibid., p. 123).

Inscriptions of this nature are found only on the images of the Gupta

period and not on those of the earlier. The similarity enables us to draw

the inference that these Chittagong images represent also the same

period as that of the Sarnath images, and the type of Buddhism that

prevailed at Sarnath. They also prove that the donors could not have

belonged to the School of Buddhism prevailing at present at Chittagong;

hence the seven images of Buddha are, in fact, relics of the old school of

Buddhism followed by at least some families in Chittagong.

IX. The ninth image is that of Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva who

has taken the vow that he will not have Bodlii until all beings have

attained the same. He is the incarnation of compassion and is always

anxious to help the people in distress. It is really the image of

Khasarpana Avalokitesvara, the characteristics of which are described

thus in the SadhanavutlCi (translated in the Buddhist Iconography

,

p. 37):

‘His person is as lesplendent as the rays of a crore of moons; he

wears the crown of chignon, hears the image of Amitabha on head, and

sits on the moon over the double lotus in the Ardhaparyanka attitude;

his body is decked in all ornaments
;
he has a smiling face, is aged about

twice eight years, exhibits the Varada pose iu the right hand and holds

the lotus with a stem in the left*.

The image under discussion cannot be said to have been executed

with all the details required by the Si'idhananuda, but yet it reveals an

effort to produce the Kliasaipana form of Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva.

It may be compared with t lit image of Khasarpana discovered by Mr.

N. K. Bhattasali in the Vikrampur Fergana of East Bengal. (For its

representation, see Buddhist Iconography, plate XXI).

As Avalokitesvara is said to have been an emanation of the DhyanI

Buddha Amitabha, the image should bear on its crown the representation

of Amitabha. In the crown of the present im°ge also there appears a

Dliyam Buddha, which evidently should be of Amitabha.

X. The tenth image is of Manjusri Bodhisattva who occupies the

same place iu the Mahayaua tradition as Auanda in the Illnayanu.

He represents knowledge, i.e. Buddhist scriptures which dispel

ignorance. In many of the faith-arousing Mahayana-sutras, MaftjuiJrl



XII.

Tara

(Luiitasaua)



PLATK fV

1 II «/., J17.NK, is>:rj.

XIII. (a) Tara (Lulitiisuuu)



I’LATK IV

I ii :/ , iim: lil.'i'i
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appears as the interlocutor. According to the tradition, it was at his

instance that many Mahayana-stitras were delivered by the Teacher.

He is said to have been an emanation of Aksobhya, and as such his

images should bear on the crown the image of the Dhyain Buddha

Aksobhya. The present image also bears one such figure on the crown.

It may well be compared with the image in the Indian Museum repro-

duced by Dr. Bhattacharya in his Buddhist Iconography (plate XIV)

over the title Maharajalila Manju&ri and by Mr. Havell in his Indian

Sculpture and Painting (plate XI) over the title Avalokitesvara (P).

XI* The eleventh' image is of Jambhala, the Buddhist god of

wealth. There are some differences of opinion about the Dhyaiu Buddha

from whom he emanated. It may be Aksobhya, Retnasambhva, or any

other Dliy"ml-Buddha. The present image shows similarity with those

images of Jambhala which have been found in Nepal and Vikrampur

(Bengal). Dr. Bhattacharya assigns them, according to the direction

of the SadhanamCda (Buddhist Iconography
, p. 113), to the emanations

of Ratnasambhava. The direction given in the SudhanamCila for making

an image of Jambhala is as follows

:

“When single, Jambhala is of golden complexion and carries tL.

monogoose in the left hand and the citron in the right”. (Bl.
t p. 114).

The present image complies with these requirements.

XII & XIII. The twelfth and the thirteenth images are those of

the goddess Tara.

The stone image of Tara preserved in the Indian Musuem (Calcutta)

has also her right hand in the carada. pose and the left hand with a

stemmed lotus. Havell remarks that its “austerity of outlook, simpli-

city of rhythm and robust technique remind us of the sculpture of

the Gupta period”. Artistically the present image seems to excel the one

examined by Havell but cannot stand comparison in the high polish

and fine execution of the metal images of Tara of the Nepali-Tibetan

School or the Prajfiaparamita image of Java now at iAuden (»See Havell,

Indian Sculpture and Paintings
,
plates XIII, XIV and XV).

The conception of Divine Mother has always made a strong

appeal to the Indian mind, and in most of the sculptures and paintings

of female figures, it is the conception of Mother that has found pro-

minence. Of all the Buddhist deities, the conception of Tara has worked

JUNE, 1932
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more into the hearts of the people than any Bodhisattva, be lie an in-

carnation of compassion, o? knowledge. Though everything else

of. Mahayana Buddhism has been effaced from Chittagong, Tara still

exists in the memory of every Buddhist householder, who, unaware of

her history, utters her name whenever he invokes the Buddha by tiie

utterance of Phra Tara Saugha (see infra
, pp. 340-341).

The history of the evolution of the Tara conception has been dealt

with by Dr. Ilirananda Sastri, Pandit Girislichandra Vedantatlrtha and

l)r. Benoytosh Bhattacharya. It will suffice here to say that Tara is

really the personification of Prajiia, more correctly Pra\jndpdramitd
,

Which alone can turn a Bodhisattva into Buddha. In the Mahayana

philosophy, Prajiia is sometimes identified with Sunyata or the highest

truth, and as everything issues out of, or more correctly is, if anything,

an appearance of Sunyata, Buddhas or Bodhisattvas are nothing but

the emanations of Prajiia. The literature dealing with the Sunyata

philosophy is called Prajndpdram itdi-xdstra. So Prajha represents in

short the highest truth as well as the literature (dharma) which

inculcates that truth. In the early days of Mahayana Buddhism, there

were not wanting poetical compositions in which the abstract notion of

knowledge was deified. The first few verses given in the Astasdhasrikd ,

and PancuvimPisdhasrihd reveal how this deification started:

& sn®* shjpihIwm it

••• • • • •••

I

bf Rfffs? wajfa uiwifirawft 11

nib* && * * n

5? s IS^ wttor fifrfan it
i

The transition from the abstract notion of truth, as expressed in the

salutatory verses, to the conception of Prajndpdramitd as the Divine

1 Of. MahanirvanoTantra
t
Siva addressing Parvati in the verses:

Wfwii ffifiuRWfUiwPi i

at if wt snirftwm u
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Mdther (see BI. t pp. 84-86), was an easy one, In Java there has already

been found an image (Havell, Indian Sculpture and Painting
,
pi. XIV,,

pp. 84-86; Buddhist Iconography
,

pis. XXVII, XXXVI c) known as

Prajndparamitd . The Tdrdraliasyavrttihd and other Tdntric works also

give the appellation of Prajnaparamita to the goddess Tara.

It may be safely stated that by the time Mahayanism reached -

Bengal (about the ninth century) it had already liad a long career, which

converted the abstract notion of Prajnd into the goddess Prajnaparamita

and thence into Tara. So when Bengal received its Buddhism, the con-

ception of Tara .had become common and she represented and

replaced the Dliarma of the Buddhist Trinity- Once she was turned

inHo a goddess, the Divine Mother, there was no end of the various forma

in which she began to be worshipped (for a detailed account, see B1. 9

pp. 37ff.).

All these images are undoubtedly reminiscent of a Mahayanic reli-

gious wave that passed over Chittagong 8 or 9 centuries

ago. The fact that there lias not been found at Chittagong any old

temple or site which may be pointed mu as a permanent place of worship

of the Muhayanisis constrains us to conclude that there were only stray

families or teachers at Chittagong who professed the Mahayanic faith.

II is not improbable that they were mostly settlers hailing from

Kamakhya and Orissa which had become important centres of Tantrie

Buddhism from the 9th or the 10th
1

century A.D. It may also be sur-

mised that there were ancient Buddhist temples at Chittagong and that

they were later on converted into Hindu temples or places of worship, the

Buddha being made a Siva and the goddess Tara a Parvati or Kali.
2

The Buddhists of Chittagong even now pay annual visits to Candranatha

hill w’here a temple of Siva has been erected by the Hindus in later

times.
3

Most of the images show a close affinity with those of Nepal in art

2 In the SivaSaktUahgamatantra “Aksobhya (Buddha) is put down as a

synonym of Siva, and Tara of Sakti”. Dr. Hirananda Sastri, Origin and Culture

of Turn, p. 13.

3 The Siva temple stands a few feet apart from the ruins (very likely the

base of an old Buddhist temple) which form the object of worship of the Chittagong

Buddhist*.
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and technique, proving thereby that they belong to that Eastern School

of Art which reached Nepal from Bengal. Taranatha suggests that

this transmission took place in the 9th century, when king Devapala

was the ruler of Bengal. The time of Devapala is usually taken to be

in the 9th century A.D. and the period of his reign witnessed the

highest development of Bengal-Magadlmn art' (Bahglar Itihds
,

I, p. 206). His name has come down to us as a patron of Buddhism,

and of the Nalanda University. Without attempting to be definite

with regard to the time of the introduction of Mahayana Buddhism

into Chittagong, it would not be wide of the mark to conclude on the

basis of the marked affinity of the images with those found at Nalanda

and other Mahayanic centres including Nepal that the form of

Buddhism which the Pala kings of Bengal supported reached Chitta-

gong during the ascendancy of the Pala dynasty. At the same time it

cannot be stated that this later phase of Mahayanic Buddhism did

not leave any mark on the beliefs and customs of the people in the

district of Chittagong. Of these marks the following are worth

mentioning

:

Even at the present day, most of the Buddhist villages within

the patiya sub-division in Chittagong have a small piece of land set

apart for the worship of the goddess called by them Mu Magadlies carl

.

They do not setup any image there but they have a fixed time and special

mantras to perform the worship, and one of the peculiar features

of this worship is that the officiating priest is invariably a Buddhist

layman. This practice of worshipping a goddess unknown in Ilinayana

cannot but be a relic of the Mahayanic worship of goddesses.

Then there is the other tradition within living memory

that the Buddhists formally worshipped Sarasvatl, the goddess of

learning. The Chittagong Buddhists were and still are under the

impression that they were worshipping a Hindu goddess. But the fact

is that Sarasvatl is as much a Buddhist goddess as a Hindu at least from

after the date of the Sadliana nulla. In this Buddhist work, site

is counted as one of the most widely worshipped goddesses of the

Buddhist pantheon and is believed to “confer wisdom, learning,

intelligence, memory, etc.” (
BI ., p. 150). It may therefore be staled

that the Chittagong Buddhist continued up to recent times tho
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worship of the goddess Sarasvati, a remnant of a Mahayanic religious

practice of the 11th century A.D.

Another remarkable trace of this medueval form of Buddhism
is found in the custom of the believing Buddhists of Chittagong

littering Phra lard Sail glia when they start on a journey, go to

bed or apprehend any evil. Mr. S. C. I>as writes in the Chittagong

District Gazetteer (p. (15) that Phra Turd means Arya Tara
, Phra being

the Burmese equivalent of Arya. Phra in Burmese also refers to

‘Buddha'
;
hence, I think, Phra Turd Sangha means Buddha, Tara and

Sangha. Now Tara evidently here stands for Dharma, and we have

seen before that Tara is nothing but the personification of the Prajnd-

pdramitd representing the Mahayanic dharma.

It is remarkable that the Chittagong Buddhists were at one time

the worshippers of Tara of Mahayana (Tantric) Buddhism. In the

seventeenth century, when with the decay of Buddhism in Bengal, the

Buddhists of Chittagong were about to be Hinduised and actually began

to worship the Hindu deities (Chittagong District Gazetteer
,

p. 68), the great Buddhist priest of Arakan, Sangha Raja (derived, I

think, from Sahgharaja= the leader of the Buddhist Sangha of Arakan)

came to Chittagong on his way back to Arakan from Bodh-Gaya

(Chittagong District Gazetteer
, p. 67). At this time, a communication

was established between Arakan and Chittagong, and there were both

immigrations and emigrations. This Arakanese Sangha Raja, who knew

nothing but Hlnayana Buddhism as prevailing in Burma and Arakan,

was averse to the Tantric religiou followed by the Chittagong Buddhists,

and by his great personal influence gave a turn to the decadent Biidhism

by persuading the people to follow his own sect. As a matter of course,

the Arakan-Burmese Buddhism came to be super-imposed on the original

Bengal Buddhism, and in course of time with the disappearance of good

teachers of the Bengal School, the Arakan-Burmese school prevailed

upon the people of Chittagong and made them out-and-out followers of

the type of Hlnayana Buddhism prevailing in Ceylon and Burma.

Nahendka Nath Law



The Buddhist Manuscripts at Gilgit

The title of the Ms.

The second manuscript examined by me is written in the calli-

graphic Gupta characters very similar to those in the first manuscript. 1

The characters are much more legibly written, though their size is

comparatively smaller. It is also a birchbark manuscript containing 41

leaves and on each leaf there are 5 lines. The title of the book as stated

at the end of the ms. is Bhaisajyaguru nama mahdydnasutra (leaf 40 b).

In the Siksdstnnuvvaya it is called Bhaisajyaguru void tlrya-prahha-rd\ja-

silt re, wdiile in its Tibetan version (Rgyud. Tha., pp. 470 If), the

Sanskrit title is Arya~Bliagarato-Bhaisjyaguru-Vaiduryaprabhasya

Pdrvapranidhdna-visesa-vistara nama mahuydna-sutra (phags. pa

boom. Idan hdas. smon-gyi bla vai. du. ryahi hod-kyi shon-gyi smon-lam

gyi khyad. par rgyas. pa sites, bya. ba theg. pa cliem pohi mdo). The

Tibetan title though too long for the title of a book is not without a

basis for we have on leaf 2 the following passage, in which Manju6rl

requests Buddha to deliver the sutra

:

(Preach 0 Bhagavan, in full details, the excellent resolutions that were

made previously by the Tathagatas).

The object of the whole work is to relate the great resolutions

(mahdpranulhdnas) made by each of the seven Buddhas, and the effect

of such resolutions. This section deals with the resolutions of the

Buddha called Bhaisajyaguru-vaidiirya-prabharaja. In the Saddhar-

inapundaHka
, (p. 470), Bhaisajyaraja and Bhaisajyasamudgata are

described as sons of king Subhavyuha and are repeatedly mentioned as

highly meritorious bodhisattvas, but it is difficult to say whether any of

these bodhisattvas became later on the Buddha Bhaisajyaguru-vaidurya-

prabharaja, for in the Chinese version of this sutra the former names

appear as bodhisattvas. If these Bodhisattvas have been elevated to

Buddhahood, it must have been done posterior to the time of compilation

1 For an account of the first Ms., see IEQ., VIII, pp. 93ff,
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of the Saddhamutpundarika
, the date of which may be placed in the 1st

century A.D.

In a paper contributed to the Bulletin de VEcole Fran^aise

d ’ Extreme-Orient, (vol. Ill, 1903, pp. 33-37),

2

Prof. Paul Pelliot has

dealt with the Chinese versions of this work- He writes:
—“The

Bhaisajyaguru is one of the most popular Buddhas in China, Japan and

Tibet. His name in Chinese is Yao-che Ucou-liTkouang-jon-lai
,

(Bhaisajyaguruvaidiiryaprabha). The restoration of the original name

is guaranteed by the dharani transcribed phonetically in the sutra

consecrated to the glory of Bhaisajyaguru. The Sanskrit text of the

sutra has not been: discovered, but it exists in more than one translations

in Chinese”.

Its Chinese traiislations

From the Chinese and Tibetan translations we learn that the

present work is the last chapter of the book dealing with the great

vows (mahapranidhana) of the seven past Buddhas. In view of the fact

that this last chapter have independent translations both in Chinese

and Tibetan, and also of the fact that quotations from this chapter only

appear in Santideva’s Siksasainuccaya, it may be stated that this parti-

cular chapter, containing the vows of Bhaisajyaguruvaiduryaprabha-

raja, attained the greatest popularity.

About the Chinese translation of this' chapter, Prof. Pelliot

furnishes us with the following information; “The 12th or the last,

and undoubtedly, the oldest chapter of Fo-chouo-ta-kouan-ting-chen-

tcheou-king* was translated by JSrlmitra between 317 and 322 A.D.
;

it

should, however, be observed that certain catalogues mention only nine

chapters of the translation of Srimitra
;
in any case, it comprised 12

chapters at the time of the compilation of the ICai yuan che kiao lou4

in 730 A.D. Among the independent tianslations, it appears that the

2 I should thank Dr. P. C\ Bagchi lor drawing mv attention to this article.

In my translation of the portions of this French article, I have retained the

method adopted by the French writers in transliterating Chinese words.

3 Nanjio (1C7) remarks under this book that it is in 12 fasciculi, “each fast,

contains a &utm with its own title, so that this is a collection of 12 sutrasS*

4 “Catalogue of books on the teaching of Silkyamuni.”
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first is that of Ilouei-kien entitled Yau-che-lieou-li-kouny-king und

dated 457 A. I). It was mentioned in 597 in the (catalogue)

Li-tai-san-pao-kP and about GCJ4 in the Ta-Yang-nei-ticn-lou6 but it dis-

appeared at the time of the compilation of IViii yuan che kiao lou

(730). The translation of Dharmagupta executed in 015 still exists

(Nanjio, 170) ;
it is called Fo chouo yao che jou lai pen yuan king

(llhaisajyaguru-tathagata-purva-pranidhana). It is to this that re-

ference has been made in the preface entitled Yao die jou lai pen yuan

kong to king sin, which preface in the Japanese Tripitaka has been

placed by mistake at the beginning of the translation of the sutra of

Bhaisajyaguru made later on by Yi-tsiug. The author of this preface

was one of the collaborators of Dharmagupta- It is curious that he does

not mention Fo-chouo-kouan-ting-kiny (Nanjio, 1G7) or the translation

of Srimitra. He speaks only about the many inaccuracies in the

translation of Kien-houei. The text adopted by Dharmagupta, on the

contrary, was based on three mss. and the translation was accepted

after three revisions. But this translation of Dharmagupta, although

it is still extant, has been eclipsed by that of Iliuan-tsang, entitled

Yao-che-lieou-li-kouany-jou-lai-pe/i-yuan-kony-td-king (Nanjio 171

«

B/uiisajyaguru- vaidu rya-pra hit dsa-pti r ra-pran idhdna-g u na-stf,t ra ), aml

is dated 650. It is this translation that was entirely copied by the

emperor K’ang-hi by his own hand in 1095 and it is this that has been

partially reproduced in iheT’oii-chon-tsi-ich'eny. This is assuredly

the most popular in China. The three translations of Srimitra, of

Dharmagupta and of lliuuu-tsnng, however, follow one another quite

closely.”

Its Tibetan translations

In the tenth (tha) volume of the Itgyud (Tantra) of the bkah-hgyur,

leaves 433-470 contain De. bshin-gsegs-pa bdun, gyi shon. gyi smon .

lam. gyi k/ryad. par rgyas. pa ( = Sapta-Taihugata-purvapranidhdna-

visesu-sfitia).
7 To this probably corresponds the Chinese text translated

by Yi-tsiug (Nanjio 17‘^), the title of which text as restored by Nanjio

5 “Records concerning the Triratmt, under successive dynasties.”

6 “Catalogue of Buddhist hooks collected under the great Than dynasty.”

7 Asiatic ltesoarches, XX, p. 508-9.
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is Bhaiftojyaguru vaiddryaprabhas (ddi) sapta-buddha purvaprani-

dhanaguna sutra. By examining the Tibetan xylographs, I find that

the first tathagata mentioned in it is called mtshan . legs, par
. yoiis.

bsgrigs. dpal. gyi rgyal-bo. It may be restored as Su-yasa-pari-

granthita-sri-rdja . Prof. Pelliot gives the Chinese name of the first

Tathagata as Chan-ming-tch’eng-ki-siang-wang-jou-lai, which may

be restored as Su-yaJafairdja-tatlidgata.

In Tibetan there is also an independent translation of this work

on leaves 470-484. On comparison I notice that this Tibetan version

closely follows the present Sanskrit text. From the summary supplied

by Prof. Pelliot from the Chinese version of Srimitra, Dharmagupta

and Hiuan-tsang, it will be apparent that the first portions (see p. 340

para 1) agrees with the present Sanskrit text but not the rest, excepting

the last few lines. In this connection, I should also point out that the

quotation, which is a fairly long one, in Santideva’s Sihsusa muccayn

(p. 175) has been taken from the text under consideration.

Popularity of Bhauajyaguru in China and Japan

Aoout the popularity of this Tathagata in China and Japan, Prof.

Pelliot writes:

“The Bhaisajyaguru is the Buddha of the 7th of these worlds, ail

of which are situated in the east, and of which Tsing-lieou-li is the

furthest. It seems that the necessity of symmetry has caused the loca-

tion of this happy eastern world opposite to the western Paradise. In a

Chinese inscription of 77C A.l)., Bhaisajyaguru’s world of the east and

the -Sukhuvati of the West are mentioned side by side, and a few lines

furher there is a reference to the twelve vows that lie had taken when

he was a bodhisattva for the welfare of beings.

From China, the Bhaisajyaguru passed to Japan at an early date.

He is represented at Iloriuji in a group in bronze; the most ancient

representation is perhaps attributed to Tori Busshi; an inscription

enables us to date it exactly in the year 007 ; it was in In’s honour that

in the year 081 on the occasion of an illness of the Queen, the Emperor

Temmei founded at Yarnato the great Yakushiji, the temple of

Bhaisajyaguru. This temple perserves even now the wonders of ancient

Japanese art.”

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1932 14
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The Contents of the Sutra

For the purpose of comparison I am reproducing in English the

substance given by Prof. Pelliot from the Chinese texts as also that of

the Sanskrit text:

1. “The Buddha arrives at VuiSali; he is surrounded by all the

beings of the worlds. Manju&rikuinara stands up and requests the

Tathagata to give an exposition of the vows made formerly by the past

Buddhas for extricating the living beings from the miseries of exis-

tence. Bliagava grants the request and explains the twelve vows taken

formerly, when he was a bodhisaltva, by a Buddha whose world is

separated from ours by Buddhaksetras, the number of which is ten

times the number of the sands of the Ganges; that Buddha is Yao-ehe-

lieou-li-kouang-jou-lai (Bhaisajyaguruvaiduryaprabha)
;
he lives in the

world Tsing-lieou-li. He wished that he himself might attain bodlii,

pure and resplendent as the vaidurya (mani), and illuminate the world

immersed in darkness; he wished that his name if uttered might cure

maladies, release the prisoners, change into men those women who are

sick of their miserable condition, procure food for the famished, or

clothes for the destitute. In short, in that world, for innumerable

kalpas there would be neither suffering nor poverty
;
there would be

no more feminine beings, nor beings in inferior states of existence; the

soil would be of vaidurya, ropes of gold would line the routes; 8 the

walls and the houses would be made of seven jewels and one would

believe it to be tho western Sukhavati. 9 In the country there would

be two bodhisattvas, viz., Je-kouang-pien-tchao and Yue-kouang-pien-

tchao, 10 the chief among the innumerable bodhisattvas and second to

8 Neither in Tibetan (A ide leaf 474, 1J . 4-5) nor in Sanskrit I find any passage

corresponding to this.

9 Cl. qm (n s. q) qqigfeft

§»ronuiuuiiyil qqronrt i

qtoqio) a! etc. i

Cf. Tib. xylogra'ph, leaf 474a, 11. 4-5.

10 The Chinese terms used by Sriinitra or Dharmagupta or Hiuantsang are

really different translations of the Sanskrit names : Suryavairocaua and Candta-
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the Buddha alone; they protect the precious treasure of the law of their

Tathagata. Also all believers male and female must take the vow

to be reborn in the world of this Buddha.

2. It will suffice only to think of his name for deliverance from

all evils, and if one dreams of him at the time of death, Manjusri-

bodhisattva, AvalokiteiSvara b., Mahasthamaprapta b., Aksayamati b.,

Pao-t’an-houa b., Bhaisajyaraja b., Bhaisajyasamudgata b.,
u Maitreya

b. will act as attendants of the deceased and conduct him to the place of

delight.

3. If one makes an image of this Buddha, or if one recites the

text of the sutra, he will escape from the nine ways of death (neuf fins

violentes): this is what the Bodhisattva Kieou-tV 2 explained to

Ananda. In conclusion, having heard this instruction of Bhagava,

12 great raksasa-chiefs, each having a following of 7000 raksasae, were

converted; and they consecrated themselves to better the lot of living

beings.

”

The Sanskrit text (in translation) begins as follows

:

“Salutations to all the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. Thus have I

heard. Once Bhagava in course of his tour came to the great city of

Vaisali. There he stopped under a tree, giving out musical sounds,

with a large number of bhiksus, bodhisattvas, householders, gods,

nagas, yaksas, gandharvas, etc., in short, many human and non-

human beings. Then the dharmarajaputra Manju^rl, being inspired

by Buddha, put the robe on one shoulder, knelt down and said with

folded hands : 0 Bhagava, tell us the names of the Tathagatas and their

former resolutions in detail for the good of all beings.”

The Sanskrit text follows the first para of Prof. Pelliot’s translation

quite closely, as has been shown by quotations of some of the corres-

ponding Sanskrit passages. After this, it gives the following

conversation of Bhagavan with Manjusrl

:

vairocana which are found in the present Sanskrit ms. as also in the inscription of

Say-fong.

11 All these names occur in the list of bodhisattvas in the Saddharma-

punjtarlka (see ante p. 342) ;
but those names are not found in the Sanskrit Ms.

12 Its Sanskrit restoration is Tranamukta.
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“There are, 0 Manju^ri, men who are unwise and avaricious and

so when they give gifts, they feel pain in their mind; they seek food

for themselves and not even for their parents. These will be reborn

in the animal world, but in that state if they just remember the name

of Bliais&jyaiguru, they will be born in future among men, and be

able to remember their former existences and sufferings, and so will

lead a pious life.

There are some who transgress the (Buddhist) precepts, or become

conceited on account of their learning and look down upon others.

They will be reborn in hell where, however, if they remember the

name of Bhaisajyaguru, they will be born in future among men and

become devoted followers of the Buddhist religion.

There are again some who speak ill (auarnam hhdsati) of others.

They will be reborn as asses, horses, cows, etc. or as lowr-class labourers.

If they remember the name of Bhaisajyaguru, they will be reborn as

men and will become wise and obtain good friends.

There are also some who slander others (paiiunydhhimta) and insti-

gate people to quarrel among themselves, or kill animals, or practise

dreadful (Tantric) practises (ghora ridyam) and so forth
;
they also, if they

hear the name of Bhaisajyaguru will love their enemies or victims.

Those of the monks and nuns, male or female lay-devotees, who

Observe the 8 6ilas or follows the code of discipline for three months or

one year will be reborn in the Sukhavatl world of the west. Should

they hear the name of Bhaisajyaguru, eight Bodhisattvas13 will appear

at the time of their death and conduct them to the world of gods. They

may be reborn also as sovereigns of the four dvlpas, or as rich house-

holders, and if they are females, they will lose their femininity and

become males.

After this, commences the account of the merits acquired by one

who makes others hear the name of Bhaisajyaguru, or preaches and

propagates this Sutra.

This is followed by an account of the method of worshipping

the Tathagata through an image (tasya tathagatasya puja

kartukamenaSca tena tathagatasya pratimam karapayitavyam).

13 See ante, p. 347,
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The worshipper is to observe the 8 silas, avoid impure food, choose

a clean spot, burn incense, decorate the place with various kinds of

cloths, flags and festoons. Then he is to bathe, and with a pure mind

try to be friendly to all beings. After this he is to circumambulate

the image with music, and read out the present Sutra, remembering all

the while the vows of the Tathagata.

Such worship brings the worshipper wealth, sons etc. and on the

other hand rids him of all worldly evils.

Those, who will hear the name of the Tathagata as well as take the

three Saranas, observe the five Siksapadas and the Bodhisattvasamvaras

(rules of discipline for Bodhisattvas), or become monks observing the

250 Siksapadas, or become nuns observing 500 Siksapadas, will always

be protected by the Tathagata from evil destiny.

The women with child will by uttering his name feel no pain at

the time of giving birth to the child, and the baby will be healthy,

good-looking and intelligent.”

Tin's is followed by a conversation of Buddha with Ananda about

the credibility of the results enumerated above brought about by merely

hearing or uttering the name of Bhaisajyaguru. As usual Ananda

dares not .say anything against it and expresses his deep conviction in

the same, pitying the evil lot of those who would not believe it.

After Ananda, there appears one Tranamukta bodhisattva who

enquires whether in future beings lying senseless on their death-bed

when Yamaraj a is taking stock of his merits and demerits can be re-

vived by his relatives by making him hear the name of Bhaisajyaguru

and performing the worship of the Tathagata. He is given an answer in

the affirmative, and an account of the method of worship. The worship

is to be performed more elaborately by setting up seven images and so

forth.

.

Ananda now raises the question about the troubles of the ruling

kings and the possibility of their removal by uttering the name of

'Bhaisajyaguru.

This is followed by a conversation between Ananda and Trana-

mukta bodhisattva about the various causes of death. 14

It 8ec ante, p. 347, para 3.
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Atl last, appear the rak§asas, whose chiefs were Eiipca, Yajra,

Sanila, Indraloka, Payila, Yidala, etc. who promised to utter the name

of Bhaisajyaguru, take the three £aranas and the vow to preach the

Sutra everywhere.

The Sutra ends with a discussion about the suitablity of its title.

Thus ends the Bhaixajyaguru-nima-uiahfiyana-sutra.*

Naunaksha Dtjtt

• I hope to publish an edition of the Sanskrit text with its Tibetan version

within a short tijse.



MISCELLANY
/ _

A Note on Sripati and his Ganitatilaka

The name of Sripati as an astronomer is well-known to students of

Indian Mathematics. II i s works on Pdtiyanita and Bijaganita are still

unpublished
;
and so far as I know even the Ms. for the latter work is

not available. A palm-leaf Ms. of In's Pdtiganita, styled as Ganitatilaka 1

by Sinihatilaka Suri in his commentary to this work, is in my possession

at present. This work along with this commentary has been included in

the Gaekwad Oriental Series and is being edited by me. It appears

that this Ms. is only a fragment of the whole work; for, some of the

chapters to be found in Lilavati and such other works seem to be miss-

ing in it. So will any reader of this journal enlighten me as to

whence I can get another Ms. of Ganitatilaka and its commentary

P

Furthermore will he kindly point out if a Ms- for Bijaganita is available

anywhere ?

I may mention in this connection that the existence of Pdtlganita

and Bijaganita of Sripati was inferred by the late Mr. S. B. Diksit, as

could be seen from his work “History of Indian Astronomy" (p. 315).

He has stated therein that these works are quoted by Munisvara in his2

commentary to Lilavati. Will any scholar be pleased to draw my atten-

tion to quotations pertaining to Ganitatilaka in any other work he may

have come across?

Simhatilaka Siiri, the commentator of Ganitatilaka and the author

of Mantrardjarahasya (composed in Samvat 1322) refers to a commen-

tary on Lilavati.

He has neither mentioned the title of this nor has lie quoted any

passage from it/ Is it possible to identify this with any particular

commentary to Lilavati?

Hiralal K. Kapadia

1 Karanatilaka
,

Karanaparatilaka
f

Tdjakatilaka and Samudratilalca,
may

be pointed out as some of the mathematical works having their names ending in

tilaka.

2 The commentary Buddhivil&sinl of Ganesa Daivajiift is being compiled for

the Anandafoam-SanBkrit Granthavali, Poona.



The Successor of Kumara Gupta I

Since the discovery of the Bhitari Seal of Kumara Gupta (II) in

1889 there has been a good deal of controversy regarding the chronology

and order of succession of the Imperial Guptas after Kumara Gupta I

Mahendraditya, It lias been found difficult to reconcile the divergent

evidence of the Bhitari Seal and the Bihar and Bhitari pillar inscrip-

tions. The last mentioned documents consistently represent Skanda

Gupta as the occupant of Uie Imperial throne immediately after Kumara

Gupta I. But the Seal makes no reference to Skanda and mentions

“Mahurajadhiruja Sri Pura Gupta” as the son of Kumara I and,

apparently, his successor. It has been suggested that the evidence of the

Seal clearly points to Pura Gupta being the rightful heir and immediate

successor of Kumara I, and that Skanda obtained, or rather usurped,

the throne only after a bitter struggle in the course of which Pura Gupta

and possibly some other claimants perished. The general belief among

scholars, however, is that Skanda succeeded Kumara I, and that he, in

his turn, was succeeded by his brother or half-brother Pura Gupta. This

view seems to be confirmed by a verse in the Arya-Manjuiri-M fda-KuIpa

(vol. I, ed. Ganapati Sastri, p. 028) which runs thus:—
Samudrakhyo nrpa-s caiva Vilevamas caiva kirtitahj

Mahendranrpavaro mukliyah Sakdradyam atah param
/ j

Devardijdkhyandmdsau yuyddliame. . . .

It is impossible not to recognise in the kings (nrpu) Samudra,

Vikrama, Mahendra and “Sakarudya” mentioned in the verse, the great

Gupta Emperors Samudra Gupta, Candra Gupta II Vikramaditya,

Kumara Gupta I Mahendraditya and Skanda Gupta* The appellation
u
Devardja” reminds us of the epithet “Sakropama" applied to Skanda

in the Kahaurn Stone Pillar inscription, and may have actually been

assumed by the king in imitation of his grandfather (cf. ‘Candra

Guptasya Leva-raja-nam....” of the Sanci inscription) along

with the title Vikramaditya. The words
“atah param” coming after

Sakaradya clearly suggest that Skanda was th* immediate successor of

Mahendra i,e. Kumara I.

H. C. Baichaudhuri



‘Samudra’ in the Rg-veda

rlhe term ‘Sumudra,’ as it has been used in the Ry-veda
,
has been

interpreted by different scholars in different ways. Yaska in his

Niruktci says that it has been used in the Vedas in several senses, viz.,

sea or ocean, a large depository of water, antariksa
,

etc. But Prof.

Hopkins thinks that the term does not mean a sea or ocean, but a river.

Prof. Keith, in the Cambridge History of India
,
vol. 1, p. 79, says:

“In the period of the Itg-veda there is no clear sign that they, (the

Aryans) had yet reached the ocean. No passage even renders it pro-

bable that sea navigation was known The word ‘Samudra’ which

in later times, undoubtedly means ocean, occurs not rarely; but where

the application is terrestrial, there seems no strong reason to believe

that it means more than a stream of the Indus in its lower course, after

it had received the waters of the Punjab.”

In some passages of the Ry-veda, Zimmer says that ‘Sumudra’

denotes the river Indus when it received all its Punjab tributaries.

On this statement of Zimmer, the author of the Vedic Index remarks

that “it is probable that this is to circumscribe too narrowly the Vedic

knowledge of the ocean, which was almost inevitable to people who

knew the Indus. There are references to the treasures of the ocean,

perhaps pearls, or gains of trade, and the story of Bliujya seems to

allude to marine navigation” (Vedic Index
,

vol. 11, p. 432). Prof.

Max Muller says that though in one or two passages ‘Samudra’ has

been used in the sense of antariksa, the word shows in by far the larger

number of passages the clear meaning of ocean. “There is one clear

passage VII. 95.2, which proves that the Vedic poets who were sup-

posed to have known the upper courses only of the river of the Punjab,

had followed the greatest and the most sacred of their rivers,

the Sarasvati, as far as the Indian Ocean. It is well-known that, as early

as the composition of the Laws of the Manavas, and possibly as early

as the composition of the Sutras on which the metrical Laws of Munu

are based, the river Sarasvati had changed its course, and that the

place where it disappeared underground, was called the Vinasana, the

loss.”

I.U.Q., JUNE, 1932 15
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Now, the river Sarasvatl, which in the Rg-veda, VII. 95. 2 is

said to have fallen into the ‘Samudra/ and which no longer does so

owing to silting, is one of the rivers which have formed the basis of

the argument of scholars who are not disposed to attribute to the

Rg-vedic Aryans the knowledge of the sea. It is true that the epithets

applied to the* Sarasvatl by the Rg-vedic Aryans do not apply to it

now. Rut that does not prove that it was never in connection with the

‘Samudra* directly. Nor does it prove the existence of a Rajputana

sea in the Rg-vdic period, as has been considered by some scholars in

recent times. The very term Vinasana used in the Srauta Sutras and in

the Laws of Manu, proves that the Sarasvatl at one time flowed p*ast

the Vinasana region in Rajputana. The following account of the

Sarasvatl from the Mahdihhdrata will not only show the hollowness of

of the theory of the Rajputana sea, and also of the theory

(that ‘Samudra* means ‘river*) of Hopkins, Zimmer, Macdonell, Keith

and others, but also prove the direct connection of the Sarasvatl witli

the sea, and, at the same time, lend great weight to the surmise of

Max Miiller. Prom the account it will be evident that the silting up

of the river was caused, as is generally the case with rivers flowing

through sandy tracts und deserts, not by the so-called upheaval of the

bed of the Rajputana sea, but by the inability of the current of the

river to wash off sand from its course during the post Rg-vedic period.

Now, in the Mahdhhdrata (Salya Parvan : chaps. 35-37) is given

an account of the pilgrimage of Balarama. He started visiting the holy

places on the banks of the river Sarasvatl. He began with Prabhasa

where the river united with the ‘Samudra.* This Prabhasa which sub-

sequently became known as Somatlrtha from its association with

Somadeva, was the first of the holy places on the banks of the Sarasvatii.

Next Balarama came to Puskaru in Rajputana. Then after travelling

for sometime, he came to the place called Vinasana where the

Sarasvatl is said to have disappeared underground owing to her

abhorrence for the Sudras and the Abhiras living there, and then to

Gargasrotas, a place where the sage Garga had his hermitage, and

where probably the river Goggar met the Surasvati. This account

gives a clear and unmistakable clue to the ancient course of the river

Sarasvatl which really emptied itself into the Arabian sea. Therefore,
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we can safely say that at least in one place of the Rg-veda (VII. 95.2)

the term ‘Samudra’ means ‘the sea.
1 As regards the present condition

of the river, it may be said that the upper course of the river lost itself

in the desert at VinaSana as late as the period of the Sutra literature,

while the lower course still flows in a pitiable condition, at a distance

of about a mile to the eastward of Pattana (N. L. Dey’s Geographical

Dictionary
, pp. G9-70, 81).

That the Rg-vedic Aryans had acquaintance with the sea, may also

be derived from the frequent references in the hymns to the treasures

of the ocean, gains of trade (cf. Vedic Index, vol. 11, p. 432), and to

navigating ships and boats. Apart from the innumerable references

to the sea or ocean generally as in Rv., 1. 71. 7 ;
l. 30. 3; 1. 55. 2; YI.

50. 13; VI. 50. 14; VII. 6. 7; VII. 49, 1; VII. G9. 7, VII. 95. 2, etc.,

there seems to be particular references to ships and boats as in Rv.,

1.25.7; 1.5G.2, etc., to the wealth of the sea, to pearls and other things

as in Rv., 1.47.G; 1.51.1; 1.48.3; 1.56.2; IX. 33.0; X. 47.2, etc., and

to many other things peculiar to the sea. In the Atharva-veda there

is a clear reference to the pearl-shell in the ‘Samudra’ (
Av

,
IV. 104),

and to the ebb and flow of the ocean. Thus we can say that »at least

in the passages referred to above, ‘Samudi’a’ has been undoubtedly

used to designate the sea or ocean and not the river.

That the Rg-vedic Aryans had acquaintance with the sea, may

also perhaps be proved from the findings at Harappa and Mohenjo-

daro. Let it not be understood, however, that we are going to make an

assumption that the civilisation of Harappa and Mohenjo-daro is

indentical with Rg-vedic civilisation. What we are going to point out

is this;—The conch-shell articles found at Harappa and Mohenjo-daro,

show an acquaintance of their inhabitants with the sea. Harappa

stands on the Ravi or Rg-vedic Parusni. Now, in the Rg-veda a place

called Hariyiiplya plays an important part. It has been the scene of

at least one very important buttle between Aryans and non-Aryans

(Rv., VI. 27. 5). Another battle also was probably fought there

betwen* two Aryan kings (Rv., VII 18.8; VII. 19.3). It is

quite possible that the nearest phonetic analogue of Hariyuplya

(Ind Ant., 1929. p. 12), is this Harappa. Sir John Marshall is of

opinion that the earliest civilisation of Harappa and Mohenjo-daro is
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chalcolithic, i.e., a civilisation other than the Rg-vedic one.

If this civilisation, which is said to belong lo the 3rd millennium B.C.

from Sumerian analogy, is older than tho Ilg-vedic civilisation it is

quite probable that the Ilg-vedic Aryans, who occupied India later ou

should be acquainted with the sea and the conch-shell articles.

Now, as regards the contention of certain scholars such as Hopkins,

Zimmer, Keith, and others that the term ‘Samudn/ in the Rg-veda

means ‘a< river/ it. may be pointed out that the entire River-hymn in

the Rg-veda
,
X. 75, and frequent references to rivers, such as in Re .

,

1. 112. 11-12; V. 41. 15; V. 53. 9; VII. 95. 2; X. 108. I, etc., defi-

nitely show that the word nodi and its other synonyms (Niyhayln 1. 13)

have always been used to designate a river. But there are also some

passages (Iiv.
9 1. 71. 7; III. 3G. 7; III. 4G. 4; V. 85. G) which may

present difficulty. The Sapta Sindhavah have been mentioned as filling

up the ‘Samudra.’ But this problem may be solved in view of the

facts that all rivers fall into the sea or ocean either directly or through

some other rivers, and that the seven rivers even now meet the Arabian

Sea through the Indus. Besides these rivers, there arc also some vague

refereuces to rivers filling up the ocean, which do not warrant a gene-

ralisation that everywhere the tributaiies of the Indus alone have been

mentioned to designate ‘Samudra/ Hr. ltoy Choudhury lias, however,

pointed out one clear reference to the use of the tcim ‘Samudin’ with

reference to big rivers like the Ganges as late as the period of the Jiitaka

commentary (cf. .Jataka No. 342). But tins particular case cannot be

made the basis of such a wide generalisation as that made by Prof.

Hopkins, Zimmer, Keith and others.

Lastly, as to the references to the two Samudras in Re.
t
X. 13(5. 5,

viz., the eastern sea and the western sea, and to the four Samudras in

Rr., IX. 33. G; X. 47. 2, it should he remembered that in t lie former

case, the eastern sea seems to refer to the Bay of Bengal, and the

western sea to (he Arabian sea. In (he other case the idea of the four

Samudras seems to have been originally derived from the four quarters

of the sky. As regards the identification oi the eastern sea with the

Bay of Bengal, it may be argued i lint the Ilg-vedic Aryans had not

advanced so far as to know the Bay of Bengal. But besides putting

forward the argument of the eastern sea derived from tho eastern direc-
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tion, it may be said with a degree of certainty, that the mention of the

term ‘Kikatas’ (or Magadha) presupposes the knowledge of the eastern

regions of India, either directly or indirectly on the part of the Rg-vedic

Aryans (Iiv.
9
III. 53. 14; Nirukta

,

VI. 32; Rhagmiata Curaya, 1. 3. 24;

V
r
II. 10. 18; Muir, O.S.T . ,

vol. II, p. 344; Cal. Review, 1920, p. 125).

Too much importance, therefore, should not he laid on aryamentum

e.r silent io.

Therefore,, from the above findings, we may come to the conclusion,

that the term ‘Samudra’ in the Ry-rcda, except perhaps in some parti-

cular cases whore a big river has been meant, the truth of which again

is open to considerable doubt, always means ‘the ocean* or ‘sea.’ (of.

Rv. IX. 97. 44. etc.).

AMIYA KcMAlf ClIAKKAVATtTY

The Rasa-pradipa and the Hrdaya-darpana

Mr. P. K. Gode has contributed to the lHQ., viii, 1932, p. Ill an

interesting note on a quotation from the Hrdaya-darpana, which he

found in a BORI manuscript of Prabhakara Bhatta’s Rasa-pradipa.

The quotation escaped my notice when I wrote my account of the

Rasa-pradipa in 1923 and Mr. Gode deserves thanks for drawing

attention to it, but I have since had an opportunity of noting it

as occurring at p. 3 of the edition of the text which was published in

1925 by Naruyana Sastrl Khiste Saliityacarya in the Saraswati Bhavana

Texts Series of Benares, vol. 12. The quotation, however, occurs

anonymously in Visvanatha’s $ahitya-darpaya (ed. Durgaprasada

Dviveda, Bombay 1915, p. 11), which work in its turn has been cited

thrice in the Rasa-pradipa. It is noteworthy that the Rasa-pradipa

also refers independently (p. 25) to Bhattanaynka.

It is not my intention in this short note to reopen the larger question

of the authorship of the Hrdaya-darpana, but with regard to the

question of the nature of the work, which Mr. Gode has raised, I should

like to draw his (attention to a point which lie appears to have over-
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looked. He has quoted and commented upon a remark of

mine with reference to the Hrdaya-darpana from the first

volume of my Sanskrit Poetics (p. 41,) ;
but he does not appear

to have noticed that I had also put forward, after, an exchange of views

with the late Prof. Sovani whom he also cites, a somewhat modified

opinion on the question in the second volume of my Sanskrit Poetics ,

p. 231, footnote 5. On account of the loss of the Hrdaya-darpana itself,

all such opinions are necessarily tentative and I do not claim finality in

the matter; but Mr. Gode’s quotation does hardly throw any new light

on the question.

So far as I can make out from the printed edition of the Rasa-

pradipa\
, the following works and authors have been cited in it (the

references are to pages)

:

WS# Ro, 33 (anonymously)
), ;

b b k* ; k ; ate. R ; ^ ;

b b vs, q, yvs
; ;

vrfNi,

^vs, $q, ^o, yy, yq ; 3TfoR?JR ) 5 ( )

JnPTCTOrc, b kb k*"> b kh 3k

;

cited anonymously, ^ Ro
;

W, yo
;

yo
; JTiiw:, fiw, yq ;

^ ; fllt^WSPC, *q, Ro, ^ ;
firR#, vs, ^

f*r«r, y ;
stktorr, j< ; y?< ,

or w«r #Rra,

\, «, i ; k° ; WV ; arafrcctfR q, k°> kb

kb 9
'0 ’ 3^ y°> k^ >

^vs
;
3rfe%TIRR«n-

%: y? ;
anRR, «, R, ^q ; k> $.> k°> kb 3° ;

kk ; k$ ^ ; sforc>rc:, i< ; *htr-

3^> k <=, ; 5. •

S. K. 1)1.



Bangiya Sahitya Parisad

It ifl proposed to give in these pages an account of tlie Bangiya

Sahitya Parisad, one of the oldest institutions established for encourag-

ing linguistic, historical and scientific study in any Indian vernacular.

It was originally founded under the name, Bengal Academy of

Literature, in 1893.

The Parisad consists of three departments of activities:—(i)

Library, (ii) Museum and (iii) Publication. Tbe Library has a collection

of 34,47(1 printed books in Bengali, English, Sanskrit, Assamese, Hindi,

etc. It has been enriched by the valuable collections, among others,

of Pandit Isvar Candra Vidyasugar, Mr. R. C. Dult, the late poet Mr.

Satyendra Nath Dutt, and Raja Yinaya Krsna Dev. It possesses a good

many old and very rare publications in English and Bengali.

The Museum has a collection of sculptures, terracottas, bronzes,

coins and manuscripts. A catalogue of the collection entitled The Hand-

book to the sculptures in the Museum of the Bangiya Sahitya Parisad

was published by the late Mr. Mauomolian Ganguli. A catalogue

of the coins, some of which are very important, is under preparation.

The Manuscript Library of the Parisad comains about 5000 bundles

of manuscripts, of which 2000 are in Sanskrit, and 3000 are in Bengali.

The Parisad was able to secure portions of the manuscript collections

of Dr. Rabindra Nath Tagore, Mr. C. R. D is, Mr. Plan Krishna

Biswas whose name is associated with that well-known Tantra compi-

lation, the Pmnalosaju
,
and Dr. Raja Rajemlra Lai Mitra. A Descrip-

tive Catalogue of the Bengali MSS. is in the course of publication, two

parts having already been published. A catalogue of the Sanskrit

Manuscripts is under preparation by the writer of this note and will

be published shortly along with a critical and descriptive introduction.
1

Publication Department of the Parisad

Thirty-seven volumes of the Quarterly Journal, the organ of the

Parisad have been published. In it are learned papers from the

l Cf. C. Ohakravarti—Sanskrit Mss. in the Bangiya Sahitya Parisad—(Sahitya

Panfad Patrika, vol. XXXVIII, p. 237 ff.).
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pens of various scholars in Bengal. A good many epigraph ie records

of Bengal have been published in it, some of which were edited here

tor the first time. R. 1). Banerji’s well-known work, Origin of Bengali

Script, was originally written in Bengali for this journal. The same

is also the case with his paper on the Inch-Scythian period of Indian

History (Saldtya Parisad Patrikd
,

vol. XIV
;
lnd . Ant., XXXVII,

pp. 25 ft.) One of the objects of the Parisad is to coin

technical terms, so that scientific works may be produced in Bengali

without any difficulty. Some of the technical terms in several branches

have already been published in this journal while others are being edited

by an expert committee. It is also proposed to publish a Dialectic

Dictionary of Bengali, and with this ovjeet in view, dialectic words from

different parts of Bengal have been collected and published in the form

of a good many short papers in the different volumes of the journal.

Eighty works have so far been published in the Banglya Sahitya

Parisad Series. These may broadly be brought under four classes, e.g.,

(i) Old Bengali texts;

(ii) Translation from Sanskrit, English, Arabic and Persian;

(iii) Scientific works
;
and

(iv) Miscellaneous independent works.

Only works in Bengali are published in the scries, there having

been only one exception, the Sahgltaruga-Kalpadruma (or Encyclopaedia

of Indian music) comprising popular Sanskrit, Hindi, Gujrati, Karnati,

Telugu, Tamil, Bengali, Arabic, Persian, Poguan and various songs of

the different dialects of Rajputanu as well as some ancient English

songs. It was compiled by Krsnananda Vyasadeva Ragasagara in the

19th century at the instance of the chief of Udaipur and wras reprinlted

by the Parisad from the oiigina! edition of 1843 A.D. Besides this, in

the case of translation from Sanskrit, the Sanskrit texts have also been

published along with their Bengali translations as in the Nydyadarsana
,

Sribhdsya and Sarvasamvddini.

Some of the publications of the Parisad under the first head have

opened up new fields of study not only for students of linguistics but

also for students of literary, social and religious history of Bengal.

A good deal of controversy has also been occasioned with regard to the

exact nature and genuineness of some of these works. Of these, th''
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Banddha gun a tluhd contains, along with the ApabhrainSa records of

very -great importance, the Corydearyaviniscaya 1 which is suposed to be

the earliest literary specimen of old Bengali. According to Dr. S. K.

Chatterjee the work belongs to the period 950 to 1200 A.D. (Origin and

Development of Bengali language
, p. 123). But according to Dr. B.

Bhattaeharya the oldest songs in it may he traced hack to the 0th

century (,JBORS., vol. XIV, p. 341 ff.).

The work having been published in Bengali characters has not

received the recognition that it so richly deserved. As a matter of fact

few scholars outside Bengal have liad any knowledge of its contents

before the publication of Dr. Suhidullah’s work Les Chants Mysitiques.

Srikrsjuikirtana is the oldest available literary specimen of middle

Bengali, the importance of which has been increased by tlie fact of its

having been edited from a contemporary manuscript belonging to the

latter half of 14th century—a fact that has helped also the preservation

of the language of the time. “Its importance is as great as that of the

works of Layamon and Chaucer in Knglish” says Dr. tS. K. Cliatterjee

(op. cit
. p. 129).

Mention may next be made of the works pertaining to the Dharma

cult of Bengal—a cult which preserves the traits of Buddhism uuder a

guise. Some of the works coming under the class and published by the

Parisad ore important and interesting.

Ramai Pandit and Mayurabhatta, to whom the Sunyupuratta and

Dharmapurdna are respectively attributed, are two important persons

in the history of the Dharma cult of Bengal. They flourished

in the 10th or 11th century of the Christian era. Bui the works passing

under their names bear the distinct stamp of lateness, being found in

comparatively later mss. The original works may have undergone modi-

fication in the hands of later writers and may have given rise to the

forms in which we get them. A late work describing the power of

Dharma is tlie Dharmamahgal of Ghanaram. Another important publi-

cation with regard to the Dharma cult is the Dharma Baja Vidhdna in

which three works describing the rites connected with the worship of

1 it has been corrected by Pandit Vidhu ftekhara ftastri as Ascanja-

curydcaya. See Indian Historical Quarterly
,
vol. VI, p. 169 ff-

I.H.Q,, 1932
16
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Dhanna have been published. One of these is attributed to the famous

law-giver of Bengal, viz., Raghunandan.

Of works belonging to the sect of the Nathas, the origin and doctrines

of which sect are still shrouded in obscurity, the Parisad has published

the Goraksavijaya. If describes how Goraksandtha saved his preceptor

Minanatha who being surrounded by all sorts of earthly temptations was

going to meet with eternal damnation. It is a very important work

throwing a flood of light on the traditional history of Nathagurus.

Similar stories regarding them may be collected not only from different

parts of Bengal but from different parts of India, and a comparative

study of them will be very useful.

In the field of Vaisnava literature, which constitutes the real wealth

of Bengali literature, the Parisad has brought out a fairly good number

of works. Under the head of Padavali literature or lyrico-devotional

literature the Parisad has brought out besides the Krsya Klrtana a

critical edition of the Padakalpataru
,
in five volumes.

Critical editions of the Padavali ,t of the two famous and most popu-

lar poets Vidyfipati and Candidas were published for the first time from

the Parisad. It has also published the Gaurpadataraiiginl or a colletcion

of songs about Sri Caitanya the great Vaisnava reformer of Bengal.

Besides these, mention may be made of two important biographical

works, e.g., Jayadec-Carita of Vanamali Das and Caitanyamailgal of

Juyananda, the latter of which contains valuable information about the

life of the great teacher.

Of old topographical interest are the Vrnja-Parikrawui and

Savadvipaparikrama of Narahari CakravartL

Maiigalakavyas or Kfivya works which aim at the propagation of

the worship of particular deities occupy a very important place in old

Bengali literature, It is to be noted that this class of works is not well-

represented in the Parisad Series. We have already made reference to

works of this type dealing with the Dhanna cuit. Mention may be also

made of the Radhika maiigail of the blind poet Bhavaniprasful, Gaiigd-

maiigul, Saraddinangal
,
Snkrmamahgal of Krsnadas and Kdlikd-

maiiyal
,
or the story of Vidyasundara of Balarama Kavi6ekhara.

There was a time when with the deterioration of Sanskrit culture

and the growth of the vernaculars, need was felt for addressing the
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people in (he vernaculars on subjects that were the special province of

Sanskrit. Some such works i n Mental were referred to and described

by the present writer in the Suhifya Parixad Patrikd (Yol. XX XIV,

•i. 228 f.). In the Parisad Series a work of this type has been published,

c.g., the Sadhakaranjann of Kamalfikanta which seeks to explain Tantra

topics like (he six Cakras etc., in Bengali.

Of translations, the most important is perhaps that of the

Nydyadarsmm by Mahaniahopadhyaya Pandit Phani Bhfisana Tarka-

vugisa ]>ublished in five volumes. It contains also a very learned

commentary in Bengali by the author. Mention should also he made

of the translation of the ftribhdxya of Ramanuja by Muhamithnpadhyfiya

Pandit Durga Cliaran Saiiikhyavedantatirtha.

The Aitareya Iirdhmana lias been translated by Principal

Ramondra Sundar Trivedi along with notes and a valuable appendix

in which technical terms belonging to sacrificial rites have been

explained. The translation of the Bodh isastt rri vadtina Kalpalatd by

Sarat Chandra Das and the Kaulamdrgarahmya by Pandit Satis

Chandra Siddhantabhusana should be mentioned here. In the latter

work are to be found the translations of several Tantrie works along

with a learned essay on Kaulaism.

It is to be regretted that the translations of the Satapatha

lirahmana by Pandit Vidlni Sekliar Saatri and of the Mntahheiin b\

Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar have not yet been completed, only parts having

been published.

Of standard European works t he History of European Civilisation

by Guizot was translated by Prof R, N Ghosh. Though the publica-

tion of scientific works in Bengali is one of the objects of the

Parisad, few works under this head have so far been published. A work

of (his class is perhaps (he (1) Udbhidvijmma (in two volumes) which is a

treatise on Botany from t lie pen of Principal G. C. Bose. Two other

publications in this section are (2) Bdsdyanik PuriUUdsd by S i
» P. C.

Roy and Mr. P. C. Chat tor jee, and (8) Jyofisa-darpana by Mr. Apurva

Chandra Dutt.

Of independent original works, mention should he nude first ni

Bdiiyald Bhdsd (in four volumes) by Prof. Yogosh Chandra Roy who

was (lie first to attempt lure a sy\
J ematir and scientific tieahn nt of
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the Bengali language in all its branches—phonetics, grammar anil

lexicon.

Another important publication is the Manovijndna of Prof.

Nalinaksa Bhattacliarya. It is a treatise on Psychology. It contains

references to the views of Indian thinkers on particular points. Last

but not the least in importance is the Haraprasada Samvardhana

Lekhamdld (Vol. 1), a commemorative volume of essays presented to

Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Haraprasad Sastri on the occasion of his

attainment of the seventy fifth year of his. life.

Chintaharan Chakravarty

A Note on Iron in the Rg-vedic Age

The use of iron and steel in the Rg-vedie age can best be proved

by showing that the ltg-veilic hymns refer directly or indirectly to

swords, razor and the quoit ring Of iron
(
Kluulu

)

A si or S vadh it i

In ltk. I. 102.20, the Asvamedha or horse- sacrifice is distinctly men-

tioned. The Sutras enjoin that sacrificial horse must be killed by

a single stroke, (wkrtchitta). The same tradition is followed in ani-

mal sacrifice in connection with the rituals of the present day. Failure

to kill the sacrificial animal (be it a goat or a huge buffalo) by one

stroke forebodes ill. This custom can be traced also to the Rg-

vedu where we read : “Let not thy dear soul burn thee as thou comest,

let not the hatchet linger in thy body. Let not a greedy immolator

missing the joints mangle thy limbs unduly. No here thou dies not,

thou art not injured, by easy path unto the gods thou goest.” (/£i\, I,

102 .20).

In order to sever the neck of a powerful horse by one stroke, a
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sharp weapon is required. The Rg-redn (II. 39, 4 & 7) also refers to

the sharpening of this sacrificial axe. It should then be made of one of

the three metals, viz., gold, silver, or copper. The

question now is whether ‘Ayas' in the Rg-veda means copper

or an alloy of copper and bronze So, this point requires

to be very carefully weighed before we disbelieve the existence of iron

in the Mantra age, for, a sharp axe should necessarily be of iron and

steel and Ayna therefore should mean iron or steel.

Ksura

Another evidence of the existence of iron and steel in the Rg-vedic

age lies in the definite mention in the Rg-veda, of ksura (razor) (I. K>(»

10; X, 28, 9), as also of the barber (
haptr

)
and his shaving. (X, 142, 4).

The ritualistic shaving is enjoined in almost every ceremony prescribed

for the Hindus. It must he perfectly clean. The Rg-vedic term haptr

(barber) signifies one who performs a clean shave of the hairs of the

head, the beard, etc. \ow for such a clean shave, the instrument must

needs be very sharp—a fact admitted in the Rg-vedic bard's prayer in

VIII, 4, 1G, where he speaks of the extreme sharpness of the ksura

(razor); “Oh Pusan! sharpen us very finely as the razors." This

shows that the razor (ksura) used by the Rg-vedic barber (hapta) was

very sharp
,
and this was ipso facto indispensable for a clean share on

which the Sastras insist. The question then arises as to the material

used for manufacturing ksura. The Sutras say that it was of Ayas.

The instrument was made of some metal but it could not be gold or

silver
,
because neither of them can stand fine grounding. Therefore it

must have been made of the third metal, viz., Ayas. 1 Hence the metal

of the ksura being Ayas and its main characteristic being very finely

sharp, the belief gains ground that it could be of no other metal but

steel (Indian ‘wootz’ celebrated ns an excellent material for making

razor).

1 Cf. Rffvedu, VI, 3.5; 47.10. Speaking of Agni, it says, “whetting his

splendour like the sharp edge of Ayas”

;

and addressing lndra, it says, “Be gracious

Indra! Sharpen my thought as it were a blade of Ayas,
}t
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The method of smelting- Ayas as delineated in the Rgvedn
,
which

we have already explained, 2 was quite capable of producing razor-steel

directly from the ore— a fact fully borne out hy the statements of a few

metallurgists of the present times. They have actually made experi-

ments with Indian steel obtained direct from the ore, as specified in

the Rg-reda and produced sharp razors therefrom. 3 All these facts

conclusively prove the existence of iron and steel in the Rg-vedic age"

Kh/Idi

Khadi (Khadu as it is now commonly called), a quoit-ring is worn

by every Hindu woman in her left hand just after birth. This

custom may be traced hack to < lie Rg-reda (V. o4.ll
;
VII. *

r
)(i.l3; VI.

KUO; V. r>8.2; II. 34.2; X. 38.1 and I. 04.10). These quoit-rings, as is

the traditional custom throughout India amongst the Hindus, rich or

poor, is made of iron only and of no other metal. This iron Khadi is

a symbol of wedded union and is only taken off the wife’s band when

she becomes a widow. As Kfuldi or Khadu needs be of iron and nothing

else, it proves quite clearly that the Rgvedie people knew the use of

iron.

Thus from what wo have gathered fiom the Rg-veda as regards

t lie use of A .s / (sacrificing knife) and Sradhiti (sacrificing axe) in A lira-

medha or horse-sacrifice the A s it ra (razor) in ceremonial shaving, and

Khadi or Khadu as a symbol of married life or of imparting good-will

to newly horn babies, there is strong evidence in support of the proof

of the existence of iron in the Rg-vedir times.

Maxixdha Nath Hankkjkk

2 Vide ///<?., V, 3: On iron and steel in the Itg-vedic A<je.

3 Mushet’s Iron and Steel pp. 366ff. “Razors, chisels, and saw-plates were

formed from different bars of the steel
;

all of them of a strong and excellent

quality. A pair of razors of which I had a good many manufactured at Sheffield

shaved me for 10 years constantly; and were at Inst gifted away, as no mean

gift; and considered by the receiver as a curiosity having been produced from

a lump of iron-ore.”



Note on Gopala

In the December issue of the 1HQ .
(VII, pp. 751-3), Mr. Jogendra

Chandra Ghosh has tried to prove that Gopala the founder of the Pula

dynasty of Bengal was originally a feudatory of Bhaskaravarman, king

of Kamarupa, and that Maharaja Jyesthahliadra mentioned in the

Nidhanpur copper plate was no other than the maternal grandfather

of Dharmapala, as in the Khalimpur copper plate DeddadevI is supposed

to have been described as ‘Bliadratmaju.’

Mr. Ghosh’s contention may be summarised as follows:—
(1) That the late Mr. K. D. lianerji’s view that Bala kings were

of humble origin is unwarranted in view of Vijnanesvara’s dictum

referred to by Mr. Ghosh.

(2) That Gopala, the father of Dharmapala, was originally a

samanta of Bhaskaravarman and is mentioned as such in the Nidhanpur

plates.

(3) That DeddadevI has been described as a Bhadratinuja
;

in the

Nidhanpur plates there is mention of a feudatory called Maharaja

Jyesthabhadra, and another called Gopala "issuer of hundred commands’

and honoured with Panva nmha-iahda. “Can this Gopala be the founder

of the Bala dynasty and his queen DeddadevI a daughter of this

.Jyesthabhadra? It is not at all unlikely that Gopala, himself a

samanta, married the daughter of another samanta under the same

overlord.”

About the first point, Mr. Ghosh shows that in the copper plate

grants, according to Vijnanesvara a commentator of Yfijuavalkyn, only

the exploits of the great grandfather, grand father, father and the

donor himself need be mentioned. Sudents of Indian epigraphy need

not be told that such a rule lias never been observed in the majority of

the land grants. Hither the grants do nol mention any ancestor at all,

or mention quite a host of them. In the Tasapaikera grant of

ltanablianjadeva only the royal donor’s father is mentioned. 1 If Mr.

Ghosh had taken a little trouble lie would have seen that even in the

Nidhanpur copper plates the dictum referred to by him has not been

followed. A glance at any Calukya or Kastrakuta grant would bear

out my suggestion, liven the records of the Bala kings themselves do

1 -JBUliti., II, pp. 107 it.
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not observe the rule. The curious reader might go through Bhagalpur

grant of Narayanapala, Amgachhi grant of Vigrahapala III or Manhali

plates of Madanapala. 2 Therefore the conclusion is irresistible that

the rule laid down by the famous commentator regarding landgrants

has been more violated than observed. Again if Vapyata and Dayita-

visnu were such iHustrious personages why is their name omitted from

later Tala records where the genealogical table begins from Gopala?

lo this must be added the fact that none of our authorities who give

us any information about the origin of the Pula kings agree amongst

themselves. The natural conclusion to be deduced from all this is that

on account of the humble origin of the ruling family their court-poet

and admirers tried to give them all sorts of mythical origin. By

‘humble* it is not certainly meant that they were a low class people,

but insignificant in respect of the position held by Gopala’s son

and descendants.

Regarding the parentage of DeddadevI, it requires to be pointed

out that Mr. Ghosh has drawn his conclusion on very unsafe grounds.

Together with Kielhorn he thinks ihat verse 5 of Khalimpur grant of

Dharmapala makes the queen of GopCila the daughter of a person called

Bhadra.

*31^

“As Rohini is the beloved of the Moon, Svaha of the Fire, Sarvani

of 8iva, and Bhadra of the lord of the Guhyakas, as the

daughter of Puloman is of the Purandara, Laksmi of

Mura's foe, so the illustrious DeddadevI, a daughter of

Bhadra king
,

became the queen of that brilliant ruler of

earth, to him a source of joy.” 3 The composer probably wanted to

compare Gopala and his queen with the various gods and their consorts.

All would have been well if he had not used the word bhadratmaja

2 lA.
t
XV, p. 304, EL, XV, p. 293 or JASB 1900 p. 66.

# 3 Bl.
t
IV, pp. 248, 261.
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aftqr bhadreva, because in it the late Dr. Kielhorn saw a reference to

the parentage of DeddadevI, which has completely misguided Mr.

Qhosh. In my opinion bhadratmaju may well be regarded as an ad-

jective of Kuvera’s wife. This was precisely the attitude of the late

Mr. A. K. Maitra who was the first to challenge Dr. Kielhorn’s inter-

pretation. 4 Mr. Ghosh points out that the late Mr. Maitra did not cite

any Purana or Itilxdsa in support of his conclusion. May wre know what

justification or authority Kielhorn lias shown for his explanation?

Then even if we accept the interpretation of Kielhorn it passes my
comprehension how Gopala of the Nidhanpur plate can be regarded as

the founder of the Pala dynasty of Bengal? It has been presumed that

Karnasuvarna was captured by Bhaskaravarman after the death of

Arjuna, the usurper of Harsa's throne. On what ground this conclusion

is arrived at we have not been told. On the other hand it is quite pro-

bable that the city was captured by the Kamarupa king in conjunction

with Harsa during the latter's lifetime. Thus we see that even the date

c. G50 A.D. is too late and therefore unacceptable. But let us suppose

at present that the date is exact, and proceed to examine the possibility

of identifying Gopala of the Nidhanpur plates with the founder of the

Pala dynasty.

At present it is not possible to fix the date of Gopala as no record

of his reign has been discovered. Therefore in order to see whether he

could flourish in c. 050 A.D. as suggested by Mr. Ghosh we shall have

to fix the date of his son Dliarmapala. The first source of our informa-

tion is the Bhagalpur grant of Narayanapaladeva in which we are told

that Dharmapala gave the crown of Kanauj to the begging Cakrayudha

after winning it from Indrayudha.. 5 At that time the question was

asked who was Indrayudha? It was years afterwards that Jaina

Harlvamsa solvod the puzzle. There it is stated that in the 8aka year

705 = 783 A.D. there were reigning in the north (from a place called

Vardhamanapura, modern Wadhwan) a king called Indraraja, in the

south Sri-Vallablta, in the east the illustrious king of Avanti named

Vatsaraja, and in the west in the territory of the Sauryas the brave

4 Gautfalekhamdld
,

p. 20 fn. 0 XV, pp. 305, 307.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1932
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Varalia. 6 Thus we see that Indrayudha was reigning in c. T83 A.D.,

the defeat therefore must have taken place in 783 + x. Then the Gwalior

inscription comes to our aid. It states that Nagablmtta II became

eminent after defeating Cakrayudlui whose lowly demeanour was

evident from his dependence on others.
7 The Saiijan plates give us

further information. They tell us that in the remote Himalayas Govinda

III received the submission of Dhuriua and Cakruyudha.” In the light

of the above data we can come to the conclusion that Dharmapala was

a contemporary of Govinda III of the liastrakuta dynasty of Mulkhed,

and Nagabbuttu II of Kanauj. Wo know only one date of

NagabhaBu II (872 V.S. = c. 815 A. D.), therefore contemporaneity

with him would not be of much help to us. On the other hand detailed

consideration of the dates of the inscriptions of Govinda III and his

immediate predecessor and successor leads us to conclude that lie reign-

ed from c\ 794 to 814 A.D. Then again we learn from Rad ha npur

grant of Govinda III that he defeated a Gurjara king (whose name we

learn from Safijan plate of Amoghavarsa I to he Nagabhatta II)

befoie the year 730 of the Saka Kra u\ 808 A.l).).
u Before that dale

Indrayudha musti have been defeated by l)hiu mapala, and Cukiayudha

placed on the throne of Kanauj, and before that Dharmapala must

have ascended the throne of Bengal. Therefore it would be not illogi-

cal to assume that lie (Dharmapala) probably reigned liom r. 780-815

A.D. Thus we see that in order to accept the suggestion that Gopala

of the Nidlianptir plates is no other than the founder of the Bala

dynasty and Maharaja Jyesthablmdia of the same grant his father-

in-law, we have to assign a reign of 1A0 yens because c. 050 is ihe date

of the grant according to Mi. Ghosh himself, and which is absurd.

To conclude, it is impossible to regard Gopala of Nidhanpur grant

as father of Dharmapala and Maharaja .Jyesihahhadra as his maternal

grandfather. The anarchy due to which Gopala was elected a king,

was not due to the invasion of Bhuskaravannan, but to the repeated

foreign invasions and political disintegration ci Bengal. This

happened long aftei the death of BhaskaiavanWan.

A. (J. Baserji

G JA., XV, ;>. 141; El. f
VI, pp. V..+90.

8 Ibid., p. 240, verse 23.

7 FA., XVI U, p. 112, verse 9.

0 El.
,
VI, p. 244.



Nalanda Stone Inscription of Yasovarmadeva

In the last number of this Journal (vul. VI 1 1 ,
no. 1, pp. 228 If.)

Mr. A. K. Mrithyunjayan has criticised my views about this inscription

and supported the original contention of Dr. Hirananda Sastri that

it should be attributed to Yasodharman. Mr. Mrithyunjayan begins by

saying that what I said in order to combat the view of Dr. 11. Sastrl

had already been considered by him. Perhaps so. But does it not occur

to Mr. Mrithyunjayan that since I came to diametrically opposite con-

clusions, I must have either considered new facts or drawn different

conclusions from the same facts? As such 1 do not see any point in this

criticism, and if I refer to it, it is simply because the same observation

was made to me by a learned scholar whom I recently met in Calcutta.

Mr. M. next observes—“Dr. Mazumdar bases his argument on

pahcograpliy and considers the evidence of the form of certain ahso ran in

the document under notice too axiomatic to require re-examination of the

point.” This is not quite accurate. I based my argument on the form

(d the name which is clearly Yasovarma and not Yasodharma, and

brought forward pabeographic evidence to shew that it is decisively in

favour of the natural inference that the king in whose lvgn the record

was issued was the former and not the latter. That pabeographic evi-

dence does net depend upon a few ak‘suras, as Mr. M. supposes, but on

all the test letters by which one could distinguish the scripts of the two

reigns. I did not intentionally go into details, as Dr. 11. Sastrl con-

ceded the point. Nor shall I gc into this question now, in spite of Mr.

M’s reference to lloritm palm-leaf manuscript, until my view is con-

vincingly challenged. 1 need only remind Mr. M . that the proper

method of finding out the age of the script of a stone-re* ord is to

compare it with stone records of the same locality and not to invoke the

name oi a. manuscript found at a. remote place and whose date is at best

uncertain. As I think it unnecessary, I refrain Irom the task of

valuating Mr. M’s disquisitions on the evolution of Indian seripis.

Mr. M. reiterates, with approval, an observation of Dr. lb

Sastrl, “that the lute Dr. Fleet was perfectly right when he thought

that the name of Yasodharma should be corrected into Yasovarma”
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(Ep. Lnd ., vol. XX, p. 40). Dr. Sastri refers, as his authority, to foot-

note 2, on page 145 of Gvpta Inscriptions by Fleet. I quqte this below

in extenso :

“Having regard to the frequency with which, in the period of this

inscription, vavmian occurs as the termination of proper names, and to the

rarity of dhannan,—there might be some temptation to suggest that

Ya&xlharman should be corrected into Yasovarman. But the dh is very

distinct in line 7 here, and in the corresponding place in line 7 of the

remnant of the original duplicate copy of this inscription, No. 34 below,

Plate xxi c.
;
and again in line 8 below; and again in the same name in

line 4 of the inscription of Yasodharman and Visnuvardhana, No. 35

below, Plate xxii.—The form dharman is not of frequent occurrence.

But we do meet with it in other proper names; e.g. Krtadharman,

Ksatradharman, Ksemadharman, Jayadharman, and Sudharman. And
it also occurs in ordinary composition, e.g. in Manv-adi-pranita-vidhi-

vidluma-dharnimri, in line 5 of the Mfiliya grant of the Maharaja

Dharasena II of the year 252, No. 38 below, Plate xxiv; and in

tejobhir-Mitya-samana-dlwrmwia
,

in line 29 of the Kauthem grant of

Vikramaditva V of Saka-Samvat 930 expired {lnd. Ant .,
v0l. XVI,

p. 22.).”

I suppose it will be evident to any one that far from supporting the

correction of Yasodhanna into Yasovarma, Fleet was definitely against

any such idea and regarded Yasodhanna as the correct form of the name.

Mr. M's concluding observations on the use of lit miss the real

point, and definitely go agaiinst the view of Dr- II. Sastri. “Taking

it for granted” says Mr. M. “that the lit (sasasa) indicates the bhuta-lcda

only and that Baladitya could not have been alive when these stanzas

about him were written . . . his [Dr. Sastrl's] hypothesis will remain

unshaken, for this Uikara is allowed to be used in the case of such events

also as took place only one or two days before a statement is made”.

Unfortunately it is not so. The hypothesis is that the “inscription was

written when Baladitya was ruling”
(
Ep . Ind.

9
vol. XX, p. 40) and it

cannot be said to remain ‘unshaken' even if» Baladitya had died one or

two days before the inscription was written. Asa matter of fact Mr. M.

not only supports me, but even goes further. I maintained, against the

view of Dr. H. Sastri, thal “there is no warrant for the assumption

that Baladitya was ruling at the time the record was set up.” Mr. M.

goes somewhat further still, and is even prepared to take it for granted

“that Baladitya could not have been alive when these stanzas about him
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were written/ ’ It perhaps escapes him completely how such an assump-

tion takes the whole ground from under the feet of Dr. H. Sastrl,

whose cause he is out to support.

In conclusion I would like to point out that Dr. H.

Sastri’s translation of verse 14 is apt to mislead the unwary. It clearly

refers to an image of the Buddha set up by Baladitya and there can be

no question of any command issued by the king. Although the latter is

given as an alternative translation, it is, in my humble opinion, quite an

unwarranted one
;

and more so, when it is put forward as pre-

ferable of the two, and an inference is drawn ^herefrom that the people

were enjoined to respect the benefactions, mentioned in the grant,

‘because of t lie fear of the sword of king Baladitya’ (Bp. hid., XX,

p. 39).

K. (\ Maji mdak

The Natyasastra and Bharata-muni

From Mr. H. 1\ Tiivedi's note published in the June (1930)

number of the Quarterly on my paper on ‘Problems of the Natyasastra’

(IHQ., March, 1930), it appears to me that Mr. Trivedi misunderstood

some of my words.

In his note Mr. Trivedi seems to object to the view that the

Natas (itm of Krsasva and Silalin means any Natyasastra (i.e. any

text-book on Natya). To support his view lie relies on Prof. Keith

who is not willing to take nata of Pailini’s time in the sense of an actor.

But Mr. Trivedi overlooks the date (400 B.C.) assigned by Prof. Keith

to Panini (Sanskrit Drama
, p. 31). If this view of Prof. Keith is to be

accepted we fail to appreciate Mr. Trivedi's arguments which, in his

opinion, are ‘sufficient to trace a continuous and constant development

of the drama in the Maurya time
’

It appears further that he risked this argument on a misunder-

standing of my statement that KrSasva and Silalin were the earliest

known writers of any Natyasastra. But Mr. Trivedi seems to have

taken any Natyasastra as the NS. ascribed to Bharatamuni whose exis-
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fence I and several other persons questioned. It was far from my

intention to attribute this NS. to Krsasva and Silalin.

Mr. Trivedi thinks that he has found a flaw in my suggestion

regarding the probable origin of the cock-and-bull story about Bharatn-

imini’s meeting Brahman who mealed the Nutyavedu- Arguments, on

which my suggestion was based, were as follows:

(a) Law-givers hated the sudras and their arts;

(b) The Nat.va was an art monopolised by nutas who were Sudras,

(c) Lovers of the natya tried to raise the status of the text-book

on it;

(d) Making a vedn of tlio text-' ook of the ndtya v»ns probably a

step in this direction.

Now Mr. Trivedi thinks that the orthodox people of the time would

have raised strong ob ject ion against such blasphemous attempt and

would have baffled it by every possible means. II is argument is that,

as the NS. with the proud title of a veda lias come down to us unharmed,

the orthodox people of the time had no quarrel with, its oiigin. I am

afraid Mr. Trivedi has overestimated the strength of orthodoxy. It

happened many a time in Indian History that the oithodox people have

measured their strength with heterodoxy but every time they met with

defeat. Buddhism, Jainism and many other sects are living examples of

this. There is ample proof that the orthodox people did not like the

legendery creation of Bharatamuni, for in the Rdmdyana
,
the Media-

bharata and the Paranas the name of this muni does not occur for a

single time.

Another instance of Mr. Trivedi*# misunderstanding of my paper is

his belief that I suggested a cessation of drama lie activities during the

Maurya times. Wlrat I said in tlii^ connection is that there was, due to

political disfavour a fall of standard in dramatic performances during

the Maurya times (vide IHQ., 1930, p. 74).

Mr. Trivedi has given some very nou*! informations, some of them

are given below with our comments:

(a) Mr. Trivedi writes that Asvaghosa, wrote his dramas in Sans-

krit. Are we to understand that he did not use Prakrt. For exact facts

Mr. Trivedi may lie referred to pp. 82f. of Prof. Keith’s Sanskrit

Drama.
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(b) The above remark of Mr. Trivedi explains li is view that in the

ftfniputi'uprulxuraiui^ Asvaghosu has a. elose accordance with the rules ui

tlie NS. in all points ‘rarely to be found in any other of t lie extant

dramas*. It is a well-known fact that Asvaghosu ’s drama has been

available in fragments which represent probably a very minor fraction

of the entire play. It passes our understanding, how a statement like the

above could be made on such insufficient data, lie lias relied it seems,

on Prof. Keith who wiites that the most remarkable thing regarding this

drama is its close correspondence to the classical type as laid down in the

4
«Valyasd&tra '

. This piece is a Prakarana, and it has nine acts which

accord perfectly with the rule of the Sustra (Skt. Diatna, p- 82).

(c) In support of his guess about the existence of Indian drama in

Buddha’s time Mr Trivedi refers to Prof. Keith’s Sanskrit Drama

(pp. 43-44) who I am sure never meant it.

(e) Mr. Trivedi’s reliance on the Lalitavislra on the same points

is very injudicious, for this book is never dated «a»t Buddha’s time. The

earliest date that has been assigned to it is tlie first century B.C.

Manomohan Ghokk

• Mahanataka

The Skt. sloka on p. G29 of ///()., of Dee., 1931 was learned by me

in a different form about a quarter of a century ago. The variants may

be found interesting. They are :
—

51 I 5^3% S3*

qrq ^ i Jrewrfa wfwl

qrq « i fqfiwft



lstaka and Utya
• •

In the IIIQ., of Dec., 1931 (pp. 735-7) Mr. Frzyluski discusses

the origin of the Sanskrit word istakd (
= brick) and the Avestic

equivalent istya, and suggests that they are non-Aryan in origin and

probably derivable from the Dravidic root let from which Skt. lestv

(and losta, ncstu, and lostu also, presumably) could be derived.

LestVy lest®, esla
,
ista

i
istaikd marks the successive stages in the change

in form, while the Semantic change is marked by lcstu( = clod of

earth) = istakd ( = brick)

.

The morphological scheme shown above does not seem to account

for the final Jed of the Skt. word and the corresponding ya of (the Avestic

word. Is it not likely that some word akin to istakd and istya may be

found in Sumerian? Did the Dravidians invent bricks (and kilns 'to

burn them) in India—North or South, or did they learn the art of burn-

ing bricks from some foreigners, the Sumerians for instance? Mr. S.

K. Sarkar concludes that “The Dravida of the Ganges valley have

bequeathed to the Aryans the art of manufacturing and utilizing

bricks” (p. 735). But from whom did the Dravidians learn it, if they

learnt it at all from outsiders? Mr. Otto Stein (p. 735) says that

“Dravidian ittikd is without doubt a loan word from the Indo-Aryan.*

*

Is it likely that these two got the word for brick directly or indirectly

from some other source?

The ordinary Malayalam word for brick is istika
,
or in the un-

educated man’s speech ittika
,
or ' ttiya . In the southern portion of the

Malayalam country and in the adjoining Tamil country on the east

coast of South India the ordinary word for brick is ceiikal (
= red stone),

or cutukal (
= burnt or baked stone), as contrasted with vettukal (

= cut

stone, laterite) and karihkal (
— black stone, granite) which were used

for building purposes before the introduction of burnt bricks. In the

Malayalam country (or Kerala) brick began to be used only one or two

centuries ago. Its use in the Tamil country is more ancient.

The word for brick kiln is cula^ in Malayalam and culai and

cullai in Tamil. Is there any connection between these words and Skt.

culli (*a fire-place)? They can very well be derived from the Tamil-

Malayalam root cut= to be hot, or to bake.

T. K. Joseph



Notes on Atoka Rescripts

Jhiahale hi atileke (Dhauli and Jaugada

Sep. R.E.I).—This is a very difficult passage and has hitherto defied

explanation. The full text occurs in Hultzsch’s Inscriptions of Asoka

as follows:

P. 94. D/tau dua[ha]le hi i[ma]sa kamm[asa] tn[e] kute

man[o]-atileke— (1. 16).

l\ 1 1 5. Jau :—du[a]hale etasa [kamjmasa sa me k[u]t[e

malnfo-atijletke]— (1. 8).

Hultzsch has admitted the difficulty of the passage (p. 96 n. 13)

and followed Franke and clumsily rendered it : “For how (could my
mind be pleased if one badly fulfils this duty?” He has taken dudhale

as a nominative absolute and, without justification, twisted the expres-

sion “fnrte atileke” to impart the sense “How could my mind

be pleased”, with no clear evidence adduced of a similar use of atileke

either in the A6oka rescripts or in literature. Indeed, the whole expres-

vsion has been so loosely tried to be understood by scholars that the sense

of t lie passage, has, at times, become mercilessly free. For instance,

compare the rendering of Professor T). R. Bhandarkar (Atoka, p. 324):

“This duty (imposed) by me has thus a tiro-fold consequence

(‘duahale’). Why any doubt in your mind (‘mane atileke’).”

I think that the difficulty has been due to a rather careless reading

of the Jaugada text (which contains the clue), ignoring the tiny little

thing sa after kammasa.
,
perhaps as a faulty repetition of the scribe,

which certainly it is not. If we make use of this sa, joining it to the next

'letter me, and read—duahale etasa kammasa same, the result we obtain

is striking. For if one knows the relation between the terms sama (‘like/

‘equal,’ ‘parallel’) and atireka (‘greater,’ ‘better,’ ‘more’) in Pali

phraseology, the whole passage

—

dudhale atileke—at once

becomes easy of interpretation. There is a very interesting expression

in the Theraydfha, p. 45 (first line of verse 424), which reads:

“JNattano samakam kanci atirekam ca manfiisam”.

It means ‘none would I regard as my equal or superior. ’ Now, the

terms same and atileke of the inscription oiler the same sense as do the

italicized words in the Pali quotation, and they forthwith suggest the

following construction:—
I.ll.Q', JUNK. 1932
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1 Etasa kammasa same dualiale—the like of this duty is diffi-

cult to find.

2 Kute man [-]' atileke—n6t to speak of a better.

What Asoka means is that the course of conduct he is recommend-

ing to the Nagalaviyohalaka-mahamatras of Tosali and Samapa for the

good governance of his subjects is the best that one can think of or take

upon oneself and that there can be no better. In the same strain does

he speak in other edicts too. Compare :

(a) Esa hi sethe ham me ya dhummanusasana—(Dluiu. R.E. IV. 1. G)

and (b) Nathi hi kanrmatald savalokahitena—(Jau. It. JO. VI. 1. 5).

To complete the interpretation, a word is perhaps necessary about

(ludhale and rnan[- J.

It is evident from what has been said above that there is no necessity

for explaining dvahale as a nominative absolute, as Ifultzsch has done.

The word is a complementary adjective to same, and in respect of

grammatical form it is on a par with such terms as dukale (Dhau.

R.E. V) and dupativekhe (1\E. Ill), the hiatus remaining as in mahd-

apdye (Dhau. Sep. I. 1. 15) and pasu-opagdni (Dhau. and Jau. R.E. II).

It goes back to a+hr, ‘to fetch/ ‘to procure/ ‘to bring upon oneself’

[cf. Sk. ud + a + hr, ‘to cite a parallel’, and Pali atltam aliari, ‘he

related (lit. ‘conveyed’) the past’]. Hence, by extension

dudhale = ‘difficult to find.’

As regards 7 occurring after kute
, I almost felt tempted to

explain it as a counterpart of Pali pana occurring in such idiomatic

expressions as (1) “Nabhijanami samikam manasa pi aticarittu, kuto

pana kayena” (Ahguttara IV. p. GO.
—

‘I am not aware of having trans-

gressed my husband even in my thouglits, mucli less with the body’)

;

and (2)
‘
‘Kuto vd pana tassa uttaritaram” (‘How, indeed, can there be

a greater?—Childers, s.v- kuto). Although this latter quotation offers

a close parallel to our kute man[-\ atileke
, I refrain from equating

man[~] with pana for the simple reason that pana is not used here,

although it is known to Asokan Magadhi, e.g. at DJiau. R.E. VI. 5 and

Jau. R.E. VI. 6. Moreover, the change of p into m is not yet met with

in the Dhauli and Jaugada rescripts, although the opposite process is

noticeable, e.g. in aphe, tupJie (
= Prakrit amh<e, tumhe

) in Sep. R.E.

I and II.—In the circumstance of the final o of man\o\ being nroblema-
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lical, lei me try and examine the reading mane given

in Bhandarkar and Mujumdar’s Inscriptions of Asoka
, p. 85.

The term mane would admit of a twofold explanation

:

(1) 7twne=manye, ‘methinks\ For the correspondence n= ny,

one will have to refer to Kalsi It.E. X 27, where occurs

the word manati
y
at the same time not ignoring the fact that such

a correspondence cannot be fully established from Dliauli or Jaugada

orthography; and

(2) kvtc-m-ane~ Sanskrit kutah anyah — Pali l uto-m-anno
}
with m

as euphonic, preventing the hiatus as in bhati\vi-aye$u) at

Dhau. It.E. V. 4. For the correspondence n-ny, one will have to look,

though not very confidently, to the end of P.E. Ill, where occurs a form

iyatnmana
, which Unitascii has doubtfully equated with Sk. Main

nnyat (p. 122. n. 5).

It appears that these explanations of man- are far from satisfactory.

In the alternative, I am driven to the Pali manam
(
= Sk. manak)

t

‘a little/ ‘somewhat/ ‘almost
1
(See P.T.S. Dictionary, s.v.), and read

—

kute mana atilcke—with the meaning ‘how can there be one, ei^ tluv

better ?’

Thus, the whole passage becomes rightly understood in the follow-

ing way: ‘The like of this duty is, indeed, difficult to find; how can

there be one, any the better ?*

Sailendranath Mitra



lndra and Panini

M. Srinivasa Iyengar states in his Tamil Studies that “One of the

sixty four predecessors quoted by Panini in the field of grammatical

science was lndra . He should therefore have flourished before him ." 1

The statement that lndra is one of the sixty-four predecessors

quoted by Panini is wrong for the undermentioned reasons. Panini

quotes about a dozen predecessors by name in his Astadhyayi and lndra

is not mentioned among them. The term lndra in Panini occurs in

such places that it has nothing to do with a grammarian (Vaiyakarana)

predecessor or contemporary of Panini. Presumably, the author was

misled into thinking that the sutra : indie car following avail

sphotdyanasya3 was a reference to the views of another celebrity named

India. Panini refers to Sakalya (four times), Kasyapa (twice)*.

Easterners, Northerners, Sakaiayana (thrice), Senaka, Api^ali,

Sphotayana, Cakravarman, Galava (four times), Bharadvaja, Acaryah

(twice), and Gargya (thrice). These are some of the historical personages

and grammatical celebrities referred to by Panini and their number could

not possibly swell up to such a startling figure as sixty-four \

Dr* S. K. Belvalkar in his Systems of Sanskrit Grammar clinches

the issue saying that “in the present state of our knowledge, the fact

that the Aindra school is nowhere quoted by name either in Panini or

Mahdbhdsya or Kcisikd should point to the conclusion endorsed by

Eeilhorn that the Aindra school is Post-Paninian in date though pre-

Paninian in substance." Anyhow no definite historical value can be

attached to the assertion in the Kathdsaritsdgara that the school

supplanted by Panini was known as the Aindra school and that

Ratyayana was an adherent of the same. Equally unsatisfactory is the

alleged evidence of the Taittiriya SamJiitd which speaks of India as the

first of grammarians, for, it is clear that the Samhiid is referring to some

mythical deity of the name and not to any historical personage or pioneer

in the field of grammar.

B. N. Rrisiinamurti Sarma

1 Tamil Studies by Srinivasa Iyengar, Guardian Press, Madras, 1914, p. 117.

2 Panini, VI, I, 124. 3 Op. cit„ VJ, 1, 123.



A Note on Candraprajnapti

Candraprajnapti
, an 1 vprivya of Uvdsagadasao which is the 7th

ahga of the Jaina riyawns is an astronomical work as old as Surya-

prajflapti. It consists of 20 chapters known as Prablirtas 2
(Pr.

Pahudas), the same being the case for Suryaprajiiapti. Even their

extent is the same. Besides these outward points of similarity there are

many other important features where these two works agree word for

word. This is why Weber and others have been tempted to say that the

only difference between them is in their names.

The number of MSS. available for each of these works is by no

means small. For instance, at the Bhandarkar Oriental Research

Institute there are 4 MSS. of C('vdrapruj riapti

,

out of which one con-

tains the commentary by Sri Malayagiri Suri, and one MS- of

Suryaprajiiapti a work which is already published with Malayagiri

Suri’s commentary by the Agamodaya Samiti. 3 The detailed descrip-

tion of these along with other Jaina Mss. at the B.O.R.I. will be found

in my compilation to be published in the near future by this Institute.

Under these circumstances the following remarks made by Dr.

Sukumar Ranjan Das in his article “A short Chronology of Indian

Astronomy’
’
(vide fHQ., vol. VII, p. 189) is unacceptable.

“The only work on Jaina astronomy, now available, is Surya-

prajriapti. There is however evidence that two more works on Jaina

astronomy were written one called Candraprajnapti and the other

1 See Prameyaratnamanjusa in Jaina Tattcdprakusa published in Jamnalal

K iim la I Kimatl Jain Granthamala, (p. 211, 4th edition). Candraprajnapti is how-

ever looked upon as one of the upaiujas of Ndyadhammakahd

*

(Jnatadharmakntha) the other being Siiryapajhapti
,

both having 2200 slokas as

their extent.

2 This name is applied by the Svetambaras to the divisions of the Purvagata ,

a main portion of Drsfivdda
,
the 12th afiga. The Digambaras have however used

this word in connection with the non-agamika works too, e.g. the pahudas of

Sri Kundakundacarya.

3 There is a Ms. of Candrapmjftapti at the Bombay Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society as can be seen from its Catalogue oj Sanskrit and Prakrta Mss.

(No. 1457). Catalogue of Mss. at Jemlmere (G. 0. Series, Vol. XXI) may also

be consulted,
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tihadrahahmlya Samhitd of Blmdrabahu. These two works are mainly

known from quotations by later astronomers.”

Equally erroueous and therefore more surprizing is his observation

made in the article

4

“The Jaina School of Astronomy” (1HQ-, vol. VIII,

No. 1, p. 36), where he repeats the same mistake by saying that “The

only work on Jaina Astronomy available at present is the

Su ryaprajiiapti
9

It may be added that Cmidraprajnapti is according to the

Digambaras one of the five parikramas forming a part of Drst.ivada, the

12th anga, the remaining four being Sunjaprajiiaftti ,
Jambvdvipa-

prajnapti
,
Dvtpa-sdgamprajfiapti and Vydkhyaprajnapti. According to

the Digambara tradition, all ancient works are lost. Consequently

Vandrapmjnapti is in no way an exception to it.

Since I)r- S. It. Das considers the printed edition of Sfuyaprajdapti

as the fundamental work on the Jaina astronomy, I am sure he does

not allude to the Candrapmjnapti of the Digambara school, while

making the remarks mentioned above.

IIlHALAL R. KArADIA

4 This contains a description of Jain cosmography, also. It may bo men-

t oned en jAnsant that in the following article viz. “Some cosmological ideas of

.lie Jainas” hv Mr. Aniulya Chandra Sen (p. 44), the cosmological description is

given according to the Dujamhara stand-point, a fact likely to escape the notice

of a casual reader unaware of the fiveiumbara tenets, when he finds the cosmicai

works of the fivetambara cited in the beginning as giving full description of this

subject.
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THK BRAHMANICAL GODS IN BURMA by Nihar Ranjan

Ray, M.A., P.R.S. Calcutta University, 1932, 99 pp. 23 plates.

We have often been told that there was a. close cultural contact

between India and Burma, but few have so far taken the trouble to

point out the exaoft lines on which it took place. The author says

truly that the cultural connection of India with lndo-China has received

more attention than that of India with Burma. It is due to the apathy

of scholars, Indian and Burmese, who are just realising the importance

of a stock-taking of Indian as well as Greater Indian

culture. The brochure is the first of its kind written by an

Indian scholar and we can well say that he has performed

his task creditably . The account of the remnants of brahmanical

images and temples found by the author in Burma, and

the few inscriptions published in the Ep. Birmanica
,
also brought to-

gether in this brochure, show quite clearly that Burma, inspite of its

strong Buddhistic bias could not shut out the brahmanical rituals and

ceremonies, which carried in their train the brahmanical gods. The

reason for the adoption of brahmanic rituals and worship is that Buddh-

ism was originally meant only for the ascetics and no^ for the house-

holders, and hence in its code, no provision was made for satisfying

the religious cravings of the common folk. Later on, when Buddhism

was embraced by the ascetically minded people and the house-holders

alike, it developed a few devotional aspects, but still it could not

incorporate rituals and ceremonies. But the common folk could not,

do without them. It was this tendency that drew the brahmanical gods

and priests to the land of non-hrahmanas. In lndo-China and some other

countries the new religious element found a congenial soil, but in

Burma, the brahmanical gods and beliefs remained separate, and could

not be thoroughly assimilated.

The author has brought together with illustrations all the informa-

tion regarding the brahmanical images of Visnu, Siva, Brahma, GaneSa,

Surya, etc. and has stated their present locations. The period assigned
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to these images is from the 7th to the 14th century A.D. In the last

chapter, the author has entered into an examination of Uhe various

images from the artistic standpoint and has drawn his conclusions

about the nature of the influences exercised by Indian art over

the brahmanical images discovered in Burma. He considers the

Arakan images of Devi and Siirya to be the earliest containing

features usually found in Gupta sculptures, while the Visnu-Laksnri

slab from Ilmawza shows the influence of the Pallava School of art. Most

of these images, the author thinks, were executed by Indian artists who

had come over to Burma, or by Burmese artists trained by the Indian

masters. The Siva-Parvati relief discovered at That of! is, in the

author’s opinion, one of the best exampes of medieval relief sculptures

in India and Burma. In it he traces the influence of the Orissan art

of the 9th and 10th centuries. The Nat-hlaung temple, the only ancient

brahmanic temple in Burma, was, according to the writer, built by

the South-Indian brahmanas. In the images of the temple, however,

e.g. in those of Kalla, Siirya, Ramacundra and Parasurama the influence

of the Eastern School of Art of the Palas and Senas of Bengal and Behai

of the 9-12th century has been traced. The artistic details in some of

the images in the plates seem, however, to be scanty and so the

author's conclusions as to the influences exercised by the different schools

of Indian aiU upon at least some of the images cannot but be tentative.

This however does not detract from the value of the book, which is

certainly a successful attempt at elucidating an important aspect of

early cultural relations between India and Burma.

N. Dutt
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THE MAHABHARATA, for the first time critically edited by

Visnu S. Sukthankar, Ph.D., with the co-operation of various scholars.

Adiparvan: Fascicules 5 and G. Poona: Bliandarkar Oriental Research

Institute, 1931.

THE MAHABHARATA, Southern Recension, critically edited by

P. P. S. Sastri, B.A. (Oxon). Yol. I-II, Adiparvan, Parts i and ii; vol.

Ill, Sabhaparvan. Madras 1931-32.

It is a matter of congratulation that the fifth and sixth fascicules of

the Poona edition of the Mahabharata
,
which are under review, present

this time a fairly substantial instalment of the text. The edition, of

which previous fascicules we had the pleasure of reviewing in this

Journal, has already found well-deserved recognition from competent

orientalists for its critical method and its judicious treatment of a

bewildering mass of manuscript material of different versions and recen-

sions. The conscientious progress is necessarily slow, but it is noteworthy

that its worthy editor, Dr. Sukthankar, has been able, with the learned

co-operation of a distinguished band of scholars, to present nearly (i50

folio pages of printed matter during 1930-32. Considering the enormous

difficulties of the task, this is indeed no mean achievement.

Most of the interesting features of the present fascicules have been

noticed by the editor in his brief prefatory note. Taking his

Kashmirian codex as his chief guide, the editor has been able to dis-

tinguish certain striking differences in the Vulgate, the Kashmirian and

the Southern recensions
;
but the question naturally arises whether these

passages are to be regarded as accretions in the versions in which they

occur, or to be taken as omissions in the versions from which they are

missing. There is no strictly objective criterion in the present case to

determine the question
;
and the editor is bound to fall back upon in-

trinsic evidence, which shows that these passages are utterly useless and

serve only to lengthen and weaken the text, from which they are,

therefore, to be rejected. It would thus appear that even if manuscript

evidence is highly important and indispensable, subjective valuation,

regarding intrinsic probability, cannot be entirely excluded in tackling

this supremely baffling problem of Indian literary history. All this will

indicate the peculiar difficulties which beset the Mahabharata textual

criticism, and the editor's words in this connexion are worth quoting as

JUNK, 1932 *9
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throwing light on this aspect of his task: “I am fully persuaded that

with the epic text as preserved in the extant Mahabharata MSS. we

stand at the wrong end of a long chain of successive syntheses of diver-

gent texts carried out in a haphazard fashion through centuries of

diaskcuastic activities; and that with the possible exception of (lie

Kasmirl version all other versions are indiscriminately conflated. Now

it is evident that the genetic method cannot in strictness be applied to

conflated MSS.
;
for in these cases it is extremely difficult to disentangle

completely by means of purely objective criteria their intricate mutual

interrelationship. The documentary evidence is supremely important

hut the results arrived at from a consideration of the documentary pro-

bability must be further tested in the light of intrinsic probability”.

That the text was fluid and carelessly guarded, and therefore afforded

easy opportunities of interpolation and conflation is clear from the

hundreds of variants noted in the splendid critical apparatus which

occupies more than half the space of the Poona edition. The editor,

therefore, is justified in assuming that on merely documentary evidence

no part of the text can be regarded as free from scrutiny from other

points of view, which in the present circumstances are equally legitimate.

The object of the Madras edition, which is proposed to be completed

in 18 volumes and of which we have here the instalment of the first three

volumes, is more modest. It does not aim at giving a reconstructed

Ur-text from different and necessarily confusing versions and recensions,

but it concerns itself chiefly with producing a critical edition of what

is known as the Southern recension of the epic. The Kumbakonam

edition, which professed to represent this recension, was really an

eclectic one, which included uncritically passages from the? Northern

and other sources, and was therefore practically useless for critical pur-

poses. This edition, as well as other Telegu and Grantha editions, is at

the present time nearly out of print, and the Southern recension is now

practically unavailable in print. It is therefore a happy idea to

undertake a fresh critical edition of the Southern recension, basing it

entirely upon authentic South Indian manuscripts. The present edition

of the Adiparvan utilises five Southern manuscripts, four of which are

palm-leaf manuscripts from the Tunjore Palace Library in Gran ilia and

Telegu scripts
;
while the Sabhaparvun is based on six palm-leaf rnanus-
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cripts, all of which belong to the South. The edition therefore

proposes to give us for the first time a genuine Soul hern recension

of the epic, which will be as valuable for a critical study of the text as

the Northern or the Vulgate, and will thus make a distinct contribution

to the cause even of the critical edition of Poona.

Among the tests by which the Northern recension of the Adiparvan

is differentiated from the Southern, we find the editor of the Madras

edition quoting with approval the remark of Dr. Sukthnnkar that “the

naive Brahma-Ganesa episode in the first chapter is a late Northern

intruder.” Chiefly on the strength of this remark

the editor is of opinion that the omission of the Ganesa episode

may be safely taken as a criterion for marking the text as

really Southern. This may be true so far as his experience re-

garding Southern manuscripts goes; but Dr. Sukthankar probably

recorded the above opinion before he had an opportunity of examining

good Bengal (especially Eastern Bengal) manuscripts. As the episode

is also omitted in Bengal manuscripts, this opinion has now' to be modi-

fied
;
but Dr. Sukthankar himself has recently pointed out that the

Bengal version in many points agrees with his Kashmirian codex.

The editor gives us in the second volume a critical introduction regard-

ing the principal features of the Southern recension as revealed by his

manuscripts. The text <lf the Sabhaparvan adopts the division into 72

chapters which is found in the Giantha edition and which agrees with

the enumeration of chapters in the Anukranumikudhynya of the Adi-

parvan. The text of the Parvan is accompanied by the fairly early

commentary of Vadiraja (1st half of the 14th century) which certainly

enhances the usefulness of the edition. The volumes are well printed

and are of convenient size to handle.

It would not be out of place to remark in this connexion that a

similar critical edition of the Bengal recension is greatly to be desired.

The Calcutta editio princeps, as well as later editions, suffers from the

same defect as the Kumbakonam edition, and cannot be regarded as truly

representative of the Bengal version. But there is a large mass of good

manuscript material in Calcutta, Dacca and elsewhere which would

amply justify the undertaking of a critical edition of the Bengal recen-

sion, which will be no less interesting and valuable.

S. K. Dk
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NANJABAJA-YASO-B II USANA of Abhinava Kalidasa, critically

edited with Introduction and Index by Kmbar Krishuamaoharya.

Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, no. xlvii. Oriental Institute, Baroda 1930.

Pp. 47, 270.

NATYA-DARPANA of Ramacandra and Gunaeandra, with their

own commentary, edited with an introduction and indices by G. K.

Shrigondekar and L. B. Gandhi. Vol. i. (Same Series, no. xlviii), 1929.

Pp. 17, 230.

Of these two publications of the Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, which

are of interest to students of Sanskrit Aiainkara, the first is compara-

tively unimportant. It is indeed a recent work, having been composed

about the middle of the 18th century by Narasimha Kavi, who arrogates

to himself the title of Navina or Abhinava Kalidasa. His patron,

Nanjaraja, whose name is borne by the title of the work and whose

glory it celebrates throughout in its illustrative verses, was a well-

known historical figure in the struggle for power in the South during

the middle and latter half of the 18th century. Nanjaraja belonged to

the royal family of Kalale and became Sarvadhikariu of Mysore king-

dom for twenty years from 1739 A.D. under its nominal ruler Krsna-

Raja II. Subsequently in 1772 lie was treacherously imprisoned by

Haidar Ali, who had taken entire possession of the administration. He

died in prison in 1773. The work under review follows generally the

manner as well as the matter of Vidyanatha’s more well known

Prataparudra-yaso-bhumna
,
which was written with a similar object of

panegyrising the prince whose name it bears in a similar way on its

title. As an original wTork on Poetics, the present work possesses little

value, either for its treatment or for its subject-matter. It consists

of seven Vilasas, treating respectively, after its prototype, of the

characteristics of the Hero, Heorine etc. (1), the general characteristics

of a Kavya (II), Dhvani (III), Rasa (IV), Dosa and Guna (V), Niitya

(YI), and Alamkara (VII). Excepting some matter, of detail, it keeps

pretty closely to its model, sometimes even lo tue extent of employing

the same words and sentences.

The Natya-darpana of Ramacandra and Gunacandra, which was

noticed in some detail by Sylvain Levi in Journal Asiatique in 1923, is

a more important and interesting work, being one of the few treatises
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which deal exclusively with the theme of Sanskrit Dramaturgy. The

authors were the pupils of the famous Jaina Acarya and polygrapher

Hemacandra and belonged to the 12th century A.D. One ol

Ramaeandra’s dramas, Nnla-vilastt, lias already been published in the

Gaekwad’s Series \192(i), but no less than eleven dramatic works of his

are cited in the Ntitya-darpnna itself
;
and Ramacandra appears to have

emulated his industrious preceptor in the production of a large number

of works on a variety of topics. Hemacandra himself in his

Kavydnvsusaiw gives an incidental but brief account of Dramaturgy

and appropriates passages from Abhinavagupta and others, but the

present work elaborates the theme further after Bharata, Abhinavagupta

and the Daiarvpako . Although the work is edited from a single manus-

cript (with the help of another which contains only the Karikiis), the

editing has been accomplished with care and knowledge. Like the

Dasarupaka, the work consists of four chapters called Vivekas, and

they deal respectively with the general characteristics of the Niitaka

and its elements (1), the characteristics of the remaining eleven varieties

of the drama (II), the Vrttis and Rasa (III), the Nandi, Dhruva, the

different characters and their peculiarities and excellences (IV), with

a concluding account of the minor varieties of the drama. The treat-

ment, as we have indicated above, generally follows that of Bharata

and the Dosurupaku, but in many places the authors seem to possess

independent views and do not hesitate to criticise their predecessors.

One of the interesting features of the commentary, however, is the

citation of a large number of illustrative passages from more than

sixty dramatic works. Some of these works are yet unknown, and some

unpublished. Among these are Devl-candragupta of Visfikhadeva,

Anaiignsena-harinandi (Prakarana) of tfuklivasakumara, Abhinava-

raghava of Ksirasvamin, pupil of Bhattenduraja, CitrotpahV

valambitaka (Prakarana) of Aniatyu Saiikuka, Partha-vijaya [ot

r

l lilocanaj
,

Ddutta-ragbava [of Mfiytiraja], Raniabhyudaya [of Yaso-

varman], Manorama-vatsaiaja of hhminta, Radha-vipralanibha of

Bbejjala, Kausalika Natika of Bhavanutaeuda, Tapasa-\ atsaraja [of

Anungaharsa Matraraja] and Pratiiuaniriuldlia of Vasunaga, son of

Bbimadeva, besides dramas cited without the name of the author, such

as Indulekha (Natika and YitliT), Anangavatl Natika. .lamadagnya
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jaya (Vyiiyoga), Tripuradiiha (Prakarana), Payodlii-mathann, Parula-

vunanda, Chulita-ruma, Tarahgadittta (Prakarana), Mtiya-puspaka,

Krtyaravana, Vidhi-vilasita, Puspa-diisitaka (Prakarana), Vilaksa-

duryodhanu, and Balika-vaiicitaka. There is also a quotation from

Svapna-viisavadatta of Bliiisa, to which Sylvain Levi has already drawn

attention, but which is missing in the Trivandrum play. A Daridra-

curudatta is also mentioned, but no passage from this drama is cited.

The Kundamala of Viranaga, wrongly attributed by Ramakrishna Kavi

to Dihnaga, is also cited.

8. K. ])*:

BA FEMME BENGALTE dans la Littevaturo du Moyen-nge, par

J. Helen Rowlands, M.A. (Calcutta). Adrien Maisonneuve, Paris,

1930, vi + 241 pp.

This interesting work, which embodies the results of the author’s

studies, both in India and in Europe under distinguished scholars, is

a notable contribution to the study of an important phase of social and

domestic life of mediaeval Bengal. The work is divided into two parts.

The first part deals with the domestic life of the mediaeval Bengali

woman, and the titles of the various sections will indicate its fairly

comprehensive scope. It treats of Infancy, Betrothal, Marriage, the

Relation between the Mother-in-law and the Daughter-in-law, the

Effects of Polygamy, the Bad and the Good Wifj, Maternity, the Daily

Life, Self-immolation and Widowhood, with an interesting but rather

brief section on the Nostalgia of the Young Wife. The second part is

devoted to an account of the stories of some women well-known in

literature and folklore, such as those of Behula, Kliullana, Mayanamatl,

Samula, Candrabatl etc. There is a bibliography, as well as a note on

the sources, and an Index. The treatment is more descriptive than his-

torical, and tiie work, with its unpretentious but well-informed and lucid

exposition, will appeal to a wider public than the merely critical scholar.

Not only literary sources but also folk-tales, legends, songs and Vrata-

kathfis are fully utilised, and the subjects are illustrated amply by

original quotations and translations. One may, however, wonder if

the modern Vrata-kathas and modern collections of songs and legends.
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on which a greater reliance appears to have been placed, can be

regarded as authentic historical sources of the social life of mediaeval

Bengal. But even if this fact somewhat impairs the strict historical or

critical value of the work, its interest and importance from the point of

view of ethnology and sociology cannot be denied. As a matter of fact,

the work limits itself chiefly to the domestic and social aspects of

woman’s life in mediaeval Bengal and leaves aside larger issues; but

within these limits it is written from direct knowledge and in a simple

and graphic style. The translations and references are fairly accurate

and well informed, but here and there slight errors have crept in, such

as one finds oil p. 49, footnote 2, where the name cited should be Caru

or Carucandra, and not Canutes. Nevertheless, there is evidence of

extensive and careful reading, as well as of wise selection of materials

and quotations. The value of the work, however, depends not so much

upon its scholarship or on its painstaking collection of materials, as

upon the womanly sympathy, understanding and insight with which

a perennially interesting subject is ably treated.

S. K. Be

SELECTIONS FROM THE VESHWA DAFTAR: No. 1 Letters

and Despatches relating to the Battle of Udgir
, pp. 00, price as. 13-

No. 2 Letters and, Despatches relating to the Battle of Banipat

1747-1761, pp. 173, price Rs. 2/3. No 3 Shahu's Campaign against the

Sidis of Janjira
, 1733-1736, pp. 173, price Rs. 2/1. No. 4 Reports

about Anandibai
,
September 1780—October 1788, pp. 91, price Re. 1/-.

No. 5 The League of the BarbhaTs
, pp. 89, price Re. 1/- Government

Central Press, Bombay.

The Peshwa Daftar at Poona has long been regarded as a rich

store house jealously guarded by the Government of Bombay like the

dragon of our nursery tales and many a student of Maratha history

haB often cast longing looks at the forbidden place. The dragon,

however, had its accommodating moods, and years ago the late Rao

Bahadur Ganesh Chimnaji Vad was permitted to select numerous

extracts from these closely guarded records witli a view to piP lcation.
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Vad did not live to see his Selections from the Scutum Rajas and the

Peshwas 9 Dianes appear in print. They were published after his

der‘h by the Deccan Vernacular Translation Society of Poona with

the permission of the Government of Bombay under the editorship

of D. B. Parasnis, K. B. Marathe and B. P. Joshi between 1906 and

1911, while four more volumes of similar Selections were brought out

by P. V. Mawjee and D. B. Parasnis. These were afterwards supple-

mented by further instalments iu the now defunct Itihds Suhyraha

edited by the late Rao Bahadur 1). B. Parasnis.

Then came a long pause and the dragon once more resumed its

close vigilance. Meanwhile public opinion became more and more

insistent and the Historical Record Commission succeeded in convinc-

ing the watchful guardian of the ancient records that inquisitive

students were ufter all not so harmful to these mouldering papers as

less conspicuous worms and the former may be profitably employed

to check the depredations of the latter. It was extremely lucky that

the Bombay authorities ultimately yielded to enlightened criticism and

decided to take G. 8. Sardesai and a few of his nominees into their

confidence. The result of their labour is now before us in the shape

of a fresh series of Selections from the Peslnca Daftar , and we pro-

pose to review here the first five volumes.

It is needless to say tiiat these six hundred pages of printed

records are not only extremely interesting reading but they consider-

ably add to our knowledge of the period with which they deal. In

tlieir general arrangement Surdesai’s Selections form an improvement

on their predecessors. While V ad tried to classify his records accord-

ing to the Peshwa with whom they were associated, Sardesai prefers to

bring all records bearing on a particular topic together. He further

furnishes the reader with general hints about the importance,

and nature of the records in the shape of a neat little introduction in

English. Each volume is illustrated with a photographic reproduction

of one of the important papers and a sketch map is added to help the

reader to follow intelligently the movements of the Maratha forces and

their opponents. Obsolete wolds are explained in simple Marathi iu

foot-notes and each document is followed by a brief explanatory note

in English. The printing and get-up leave nothing to be desired and
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the Government Central Press, Bombay, is to be congratulated on the

excellence of its production.

The first three volumes deal with three very important campaigns

and illustrate the main causes of the downfall of the Maratha empire.

The disaster of Panipat must not be treated as an isolated event and

to understand the real reason for the Maratha debacle the student must

carefully study the earlier campaigns of Janjira (vol. 3) and TJdgir

(vol. 1). As Sardesai says, the papers published in vol. 1 of his

Selections “may be likened to telephone messages passing between the

various commanders in a modern campaign” and “will enable the

students of history to follow the operations of diplomacy and warfare

in a manner which is hardly possible in the case of other famous cam-

paigns”. We further learn that while the Peshwa’s force was moving

towards TJdgir, the ruler of Xagpur was engaged in a fratricidal strife

and could not or would not take any important part in this important

campaign. The second volume proves beyond doubt the superior abi-

lity of Ahmed Shall Abdali over his Brahman adversary' both as a

general and as a statesman. We find it difficult to agree with Sardesai,

who, we believe, is responsible for the general introduction, that the same

policy was pursued by Baji Ran T and his son Balaji. Botli of them

were undoubtedly ambitious imperialists, but while Baji Rao wisely

cultivated the friendship of the ltajput chiefs, Balaji underestimated

or totally ignored the value and utility of a mighty Hindu alliance.

While the Maratha diplomatists tried to win the Muslim ruler of Oudh

over to their side till the last moment and even counted upon the possi-

bility of a friendly understanding with Xajib Khan, they deliberately

assumed an attitude of revenge and retaliation towards the Hindu chief-

tains of Rajputana. If' the Rohillas could settle their differences with

the Nawab Vizier of Oudh it is futile to suggest that the gulf between

the Rajputs and the Marathas were too wide to be bridged. The fact

is that the Maratha Chief's were in the first place disunited among them-

selves, they were not always amenable to discipline and the

central government frequently found it difficult to make them work a

common plan in a harmonius way. Moreover the Maratha government

was confronted with financial difficulties of an unprecedente ’ character.

The price of agricultural products had suddenly depreciated, revc-

I.H.O., JUNE, 1932 20
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nue collection was unusually poor and tlie bankers were reluctant to

advance loans while the state had nc reserve fund to fell back upon.

The strength and resources of the Muslim alliance had from the very

beginning been foolishly underestimated, so that tlie Peshwa was cele-

brating fresh marriages while his presence in the north was urgently

necessary. A careful examination of the documents published in vol.

Ill leads to the same conclusion. The Siddis were no match for the

great' Maratha empire, yet tlie campaign failed in its main objective

because the Maratha force lacked unity of command. Sekhoji hit the

nail on tlie head when he wrote to Baji Rao “Unless the sole charge of

the campaign is given to one single commander with full control, you

will be unsuccessful.” We fail to understand why Sardesai holds that

Anjanvel was captured by the Marathas during this campaign. We do

not find any evidence in support of this assertion anywhere in this

volume while unpublished English records in the India Office leave no

doubt that Anjanvel did not come into Maratha possession till the days

of Tulaji Angria. The reports about Anandibai shows how badly she was

treated by ministers in power. The restraints on her were naturally

irksome and were probably enhanced by overjealous minions. Even

sweets sent by a well-wisher from Surat would not be delivered to the

widow of Raghunath Rao until the ministers at Poona signified their

consent. The education of young Baji Rao was sadly neglected and his

inveterate haired for Nana may very well be understood when we learn

what humiliations the future Peshwa and ii is mother had experienced

when they were under the tutelage of the crafty minister. Volume V

throws new light upon the early history of the civil war that followed

tlie murder of young Narayan Rao. It; is now’ definitely established

that the league was organised by Sukharam Bapu and its military head

was Trimbak Rao Tethe. Those who condemn Raghunath Rao for

makhig alliances with the English of Bombay and Haidar Ali of Mysore

should note how his adversaries relied for the success of their project

upon the support of another inveterate enemy of their empire, the

Muslim ruler of Haiderabad.

It is not in a spirit of carping criticism that we make

bold to point out here a few blemishes of this otherwise

excellent publication. We beg to suggest that the English note in the
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future volumes may either be made more elaborate or in the alternative

be altogether omitted. As they are, they are superfluous to those who

know Marathi; to those, who do not, they convey little or no information.

In this respect, the English summary in Tad's volumes, inaccurate as

they sometimes are, are more useful to non-Marathi knowing students.

Obsolete and unfamiliar words have been sometimes left unexplained,

while in a few cases the synonyms in the foot-note are, in our opinion,

inaccurate. We will quote here a few instances from vol. II alone:

“Kambes in p. 9 does not mean “mukrar” but “Javarjavar” (more or

less) as in p. G7
;
“Vijarat” on p. 21 signifies the office of Vazir or Vizier

and has nothing to do with “Maktedari”
;
“Khanajad" is an expression

of Persian extraction and means a person born in the house; “namra-

sevak" being a farfetched explanation of the term. It may also be noted

that while “Sajavali” ultimately means “tagada" its immediate mean-

ing is the office of “Sajaval". We also think that “udesacya marge"

on p. 15 indicates “by Orissa route” or “through Orissa” and not by

the route of Orcliha as one would gather from the foot-note.

It may be reasonably suggested that the Portuguese officer

“Laddin" mentioned in Letter, no. 4G, p. 42, vol. 3, may be identified

with Antonio Cardim Froes. As we pointed out elsewhere, (Military

System of the Mamthas
f p. 215). “The Viceroy of Goa sent Antonio

Caridm Froes with two ships to Janjinv, ostensibly to mediate between

the two combatants, but really to help the Sidi openly, should such

assistance be absolutely necessary.” This officer is sometimes mentioned

as Antonio Cardim and Laddin may very well be a misreading

for Cardim, “K" and “La" in modi being almost similar.

It will not be out of place to remind the Government of Bombay,

who have at length awakened to their sense of responsibility, that pre-

servation of old records is far more necessary than their publication, and

as the records of the Peshwa Daflar have already suffered from ravages

of time it is urgently needed that something should be immediately

done to prevent further injury. All students of Maratha history will

ever remain grateful to Mr. G. S. Sardesai for undertaking this labour

of love at an advanced age when most people retire from active life and

seek the repose and rest which Mr. Sardesai, at least, has richly earned.

Surendra Natii Sen
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HARAPRASAD SAMVARDIIAN LEKHAMALA, vol. I, edited

by Dr. Narcndra Nath Law and Dr. Sur.it i Kumar Chatterjee, Sahitya

Parisat Series 80, published from the Baiigiya Salrtya Parisat, 243/1,

Upper Circular Road, Calcutta, 1338 B.S.

This is a collection of essays in Bengali by various scholars pre-

pared and published under the auspices of the Baiigiya Sahitya Parisat

for commemorating the occasion of the attainment of the 75th year by

the veteran Indologist of Bengal, Mahfunahopadhyava Haraprasfid

Sastrl.

The essays cover almost the entire field of Indology—Epigraphy,

Old Sanskrit and Bengali Literature, Ancient Indian Tantrieism and

Buddhism—subjects that were favourite to him and most of which

received attention at his hands through his innumerable papers

written in the course of his life-long literary activities.

In all, fourteen papers have been included in this volume. In the

first paper Mr. Hirendra Nath Datta refers to the time of initiation at

the Varsosatra as given in the Taittiriya Samhitd (VII, 4.8), and from

a reference therein to the rainy season (sdmmeyhya) he concludes that

the conditions there mentioned might have been possible about 4400

years ago. The date of composition of the Taittiriya Samhitd also

should therefore be placed, according to him, near about that time.

Mr. (). (J. Ganguli has described in details a work on the art of

dancing the Nartana-nirnaya composed by Pundarika Vitthala of the

court of Akbar. The work shows how Persian elements had been included

in this art of the Hindus at the time.

In VaiJik Sdhitye Prdnir Kathd Dr. Kkendranath Ghose has given

a very illuminating and almost exhaustive description of animals men-

tioned in the different parts of the vast Vedic literature.

In this paper on Antiquity and authenticity of the Tantras Mr.

Cliintaharan Chakravarti has adduced proofs to show the universal

character and primitative nature of the Tantras, rites or their analogues.

He has also made an attempt to trace Tantrie practices or rather their

prototypes to the Vedic period. An interesting description of the contro-

versy among different Tantrie Sects with regard to the authenticity

and authoritativeness of particular sections of the Tantras has added to

the importance of the paper.
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Mr. Basanta Kumar Cliatterjee in his paper on the Cosmogony

in Dharmavwhgala and Antiquity of the deity Dhanna lias tried to

throw some new light on this well-known topic. He has tried to show

that the Cosmogony as found in the Dkarmamangala literature has also

agreement with that in the Nusadlya hymn of the Rg-rcda and that the

deity can be traced in different parts of the Yedic literature. His

theory, therefore, goes against that of the Buddhist Origin of the

Dhanna Cult.

In his Dhmntrveda Rai Bahadur Jogesli Chandra Rai has given

a detailed account of the Dhnnurvedu Section of Agnipurdna as also

of Dhanurveda Samhita attributed to Yasistha adding a note on some

of the weapons used in ancient India.

Dr. D. C. Sen in his Rural Ballads of Bengal lias discussed the

poetry, ideal and historical importance of these ballads some of which

have been published by the University of Calcutta.

In his Adhhnt Tumrasasan Mm. Padmanath Bhattacharyya. gives a

summary of a copper-plate grant made by Indrapala of Assam in his

21st regnal year. A very interesting feature of 'this grant which

constitutes its strangeness is the mention of thirty-two epithets of the

king made at the end of the grant after the formal part has been finished.

Mr. Sukumar Sen in his account of the two Mahdkdvyas of Asva-

ghosa, e.g., Buddhaear ita and Saundarananda has drawn particular

attention to the linguistic and metrical peculiarities of these works.

In Kdsthamandapa or antiquity of Katmandu Dr. P. C. Bagclii

points to a reference to the name in a manuscript of 1411 A.D. And

this goes to prove the uni rust worthiness of the tradition according to

which the name came into existence by the end of the lGth century in

the reign of Laksmlnarasiniliadeva.

In Muhdydnarimsaka a Sanskrit reconstruction of the work of that

name from its Chinese and Tibetan translations has been given by

Pandit Yidhusekhar Sashi together with Bengali translation and ela-

borate critical notes.

In a long paper entitled Buddhdvatur Rdmdnanda Ghos etc. Mr.

Nugendra Natli Vasu refers to the continuance of Buddhism in Kastern

India in a disguised form and from long extracts (with Vaisnavite,

Buddhist and Sakta tinge) quoted from Ramananda’s RumWd in
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Bengali lie seeks to establish that Ramananda (17th century) was a

Tantric Buddhist. He also describes in detail the Buddhist upheaval

in Orissa as late as the end of the 19th century under ‘Bhiwbhoi.’

Pandit Pahcanan Tarkaratna in a neat little paper shows that the

auspicious sign used in Eastern Bengal before beginning to write the

consonantal alphabet and known in some parts as Aiiji is nothing but

a symbolical representation of ‘Kundalini’ in her Madhyamd form

which symbolises sound.

On the whole the work is a scholarly production of <a high order.

We commend it to the notice of scholars having any knowledge of

Bengali.

R. N. Seal

A STUDY IN THE ECONOMIC CONDITION OF ANCIENT

INDIA, by Dr- Tran Nath Vidyalamkiira, ph.d. (Vienna), n.se.

(London). Published by the Royal Asiatic Society, London, 1929.

The present work comes before us with the weight of

high authority. The author who is a Professor of Economics

in the Hindu University, Benares, won the ph.d. degree

of the Vienna University by his previous publication Tauscli

und Geld in Altindien. II is present work lias secured for him

the D.sc. degree of the London University and has been accepted for

publication in the well-known series of monographs of the Royal Asiatic

Society of Great Britain and Ireland. It therefore deserves the attentive

consideration of Ail serious students interested in the subject.

During the last few years has appeared a number of works

professing to deal with the
1 Economic History of Ancient India’ whose

high promise serves only to bring out the poor quality of the performance.

Dr. Pran Nath has not succumbed to the prevailing temptation.

He very wisely concentrates his attention upon certain fundamental

aspects of his problem—witness the significant title of his work

A Study in the Economic Condition of Ancient India . Within

his limits he brings together a considerable amount of learning

drawn from the most varied sources and he derives

his conclusions therefrom by closely reasoned arguments. As

puch hjs work is the first serious attempt to investigate the difficult sub-
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ject of economic conditions in ancient India. Credit is also due to the

author for the strikingly original way in which he explains numerous

technical terms and the care with which he has prepared a number of

statistical and other tables.

On a number of points, however, it is permissible to

differ from the author. A radical defect of the author which

deprives liis book of much of its scientific value is that he

systematically ignores the limiting conditions of time and place

in passing his judgments. Had lie borne these points in mind he

would not have fallen into the error of indulging in such

generalizations as the following:—
“The social and administrative organization in ancient India was

similar in more respects than one to the feudal system of

medieval Europe” (p. 2);

“In the ancient fabric of Indian society there was no separate

group comprising the middle classes as this expression is

ordinarily understood in English” (p. 123);

“The whole of India was under the grip of powerful families of

nobles” (p. 128).

As we shall presently see, some of these sweeping statements are

contradicted by the author himself in other parts of liis work,

though he does not seem to be aware of his inconsistency. Coming

to another point we have to state that the author’s interpre-

tations of technical terms, however striking they may be, are more often

ingenious than convincing. To this we must add that the statistical

figures laboriously prepared by the author are frequently based upon

no surer data than those furnished by the Jatukas , the Epics and similar

works. Finally it must be admitted that the work contains a large

number of inaccuracies, which is much to be regretted in a work of this

type. These remarks will now be sought to be justified by reference to

concrete facts :

P. 14 n. 1 for Cuturasitir-desah
,
read Cuturaiitir etc.

p. „ 2 for the first pCuvudeMi (wrongly repeated twice), read

pascaddesah .

P, 15 w. 1 for Valhava
,
read Vahlava .

PP. 14-16, ‘Eighty-four countries\ The list of deias mentioned by
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Viuayacandra (quoted p. 14 n. 1) differs materially from that in

IJdrhaspatya-Arthasdstra (quoted p. 18 n. 2). The list of Janapadas

(not dcsdii) in the four great regions wliich RajaSekhara mentions in

his Kdvyamlmdmsd (quoted p. 15 n.) is not exhaustive, as is indi-

cated by the word prahhrti (wliich the author ignores altogether)

•at the end of each group. Nor do the names of janapadas in the

Kdvyamimdmsd correspond to those of desas in the other two works.

Thus there is nothing to show that “from the seventh to the

eleventh century A.I). ancient India was divided into eiglity-four

countries” (p. 14). The probability is that there was a conventional

list of 84 countries into wliich some writers tried in different ways

to press their lists of names.

P. 20. “The Bdrhaspatya-Arthasdstra figures and the Si-yi-ki (read

Si-yu-ki) figures compared.” This comparison is not convincing

as the author refers Hiuen Tsang’s figures arbitrarily to the

Yojana of 40 to 50 li according as it suits his argument.

l*p. 38-39. Total number of gramas in India. The author makes out

this total (in round numbers 700,000) by adding the figure of

750,000 “given for Southern India in the inscriptions and land-

grants” to the same number for Northern India reached by “a very

rough approximation”. But the author fails to Bpecify “the ins-

criptions and landgrants” which furnish his figure for Southern

India, liven if these figuies were lo hold good with respect to a

particular period, it is contrary to all canons of criticism to apply

them to all the centuries of ancient Indian history. The assumption

of the same number of gramas for Northern as for Southern India

is unworthy of serious consideration, and consequently the author’s

estimated total of gramas for all India and the further inferences

drawn therefrom are altogether valueless.

P. 40. “One grama or five families of tenants.” This is based on a

mistranslation of puncakula in the original, which means a specific

officer or body of officers and not five families. (See Buhler’s

remarks in IA. XIII, p. 113).

P. 40. n. 1 for cayam read cayam.

Ibid n. 4 milatism is meaningless.

P. 52. “The administration of a Ja7iapada'\ The author mentions
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three classes of servants belonging to three different departments,

(1) Military, (2) Revenue, and (3) Police”. In view of this elaborate

official organization it is impossible to take seriously his generaliza-

tion (p. 128), namely that “the whole of India was under the grip of

powerful families of nobles.” (Cf. a similar statement on p. 130).

P- 53. Meaning of gana. Except the meaning of democratic (sic)

government which is odious to the author he is prepared tc accept

a number of explanations of this term- He explains gatia as ‘a

squadron for protection of a quarter of the Janapada’ (p. 53), *a

territorial division corresponding to the later yargand and mahaV

(the former term being derived by a wonderful etymology from

Sanskrit para-ganah or pra-gmuth) (p. 55), etc. Evidently then

gana is here taken for an administrative division ruled by an official.

On p. 128 we have a wholly inconsistent explanation of gana
,

viz.,

‘a federation (sic) of powerful ruling families', whence it is sought

to prove that ‘the whole of India was in the grip of nobles/

P. 54. “Theories advanced to prove the existence of some democratic

form of government in Ancient India.” Unhappily for the

author and men of his way of thinking the existence of democratic

as well as aristocratic forms of government in ancient India is

no longer a theory but is a demonstrated truth. Without hoping

to convince the author by argument it may be pointed out (a) that

gana has been taken by previous writers not in the narrow sense

of demoratic, but in the wider sense of republican, government,

(b) that the gona-rdydni in the same text cannot refer simply to

‘some privileged classes of people,’ for then the term riiya (rdjya)

would be meaningless.

P. 57. ‘Collection of revenue’. Here the revenue-collection is said to

have been entrusted to “officers called dasin, satin, sahasrddlupati ,

maudala (stc), etc.” On p. Hit) the author writes without any fear

of contradiction, “The share of produce, taxes, fines and other dues

were actually collected by sdmantas (‘estate-owners’) and not by

the ‘king’ or ruler of the country (dcsa), as generally understood

hitherto.”

P. 59. “The people were evidently not well protected.” This

astounding statement is made by the author without any limiting

JUNE, 1932 21
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qualification as regards time and place. If the author had referred

to Vincent Smith's Oxford History of India
,
ed. 1919, (pp. 85, 156,

184) he would have found himself directly contradicted by the

evidence of Greek, Chinese and Arab witnesses.

P. 59. “In the time of Makavlra, Haribkadra Suri tells us in his

Kalpa-sutra that the people were free from troubles and

calamities." Evidently the author thought that llaribhadra Suri

was a firdt-rate historian whose account of the condition of ‘the

people' ‘in the time of Makavira' could be accepted as a sober fact.

Lack of critical spirit could not go further.

P. 117. “Population of the country." The author calculates the

total population of ancient India (we are not told at what period)

by taking his figures inter alia from such sources as the Buddhist

books, the Mahabharata and so forth, (p. 117). But none of the

sources he quotes, not even the statements of ‘the Greek historians'

regarding ‘the war-strength of eight ancient Indian countries' can

be regarded as a statistical gazetteer. The only complete or nearly

complete figure for all India, that of the total number of

aksauliinis present in the Great War according to the Mahabharata

cannot be accepted as authentic until they are proved to be such.

His other figures which apply only to parts of Northern India and

his method of applying the average to the whole country ignore the

likely differences in the material resources between Northern and

Southern India.

P. 127. “As far as the Buddhist story-books are concerned, it appears

that these estate-owners are called rdjans
,

rajanahas
,

avidtyas ,

rdjanyakas
,
sdmantas

,
manias, rdyas

,
ganas

,
ganardyas

,
bhojas ,

kulaputras
,
ksatriyas

,
rdjaputras, etc.” If the author had referred

to the P. T. S. Dictionary, he would have discovered the differences

of meaning of these terms. In the immediately following lines

while explaining an Avadanasataka text he translates rdjd-

Mahdkapphino as ‘king' Kapphina, but takes kecid desa ganddhinah

kecid rajadhind to refer to the rule by individual nobles and the

rule by territorial groups (sic).

P- 132. Samanta is explained as ‘the ruling class.' By similar

violence of meaning prthvipati is translated on p. 58 as ‘landowner.'
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P. 135. Samdhi is translated as ‘agreement made by the class of land-

owners with the king/ For the true meaning see Dr. Narendra

Nath Law’s Inter-State Relations in Ancient India.

P. 138. Kdya is meaningless. P. 145. For ‘century ’ read ‘
centuries .’

I*. 155. “When a king visited a village, poor people had to work hard

to supply the provisions demanded by him. Even the nobles and

rich inhabitants were not exempt/ ’ This is inconsistent with the

equally sweeping statement, “The whole of India was under the

grip of powerful families” (p. 128).

P. 161. Aparavvparabalivaddagahanam. The author’s translation

“free from the taking of oxen in succession’ ’ makes no meaning.

P. 164. The extract from lliuen Tsang (Beal’s version) is taken to

“give a fairly good idea of the economic condition of Ancient

India.” This extract, as Watters’ improved version (which the

author systematically ignores) indicates, and as is indeed

quite clear from its contents, describes the cities and buildings of

India in the 7th century. The really relevant foreign notices give

the lie direct to the author’s gloomy picture of “the economic con-

dition of ancient India.” Cf. Diodorus quoting from

Megasthenes (similar accounts in Strabo and Arrian):—“The

second caste consists of the husbandmen Being exempted

from fighting and other public services, they devote the whole of

their time to tillage The land thus remaining unravaged

and producing heavy crops supplies the inhabitants with all that

is requisite to make life very enjoyable” ;
Fa Hien (Giles’ tr. p. 20)

states:
—“The people are prosperous and happy”; Hiuen Tsang

(Watters’ tr. I, p. 176):
—“Taxation being light, and forced

labour being sparingly used, every one keeps to his hereditary

occupation.”

P. 171. For Mahdraja-jxirajaya read Maharaja-parajaya.

Do For Nepal read Le N4-pal.

Do For Shrichakrasamblmra tantra read Srlcakraiambara

tantra (as correctly stated on p. 16. n ).

It is to be hoped that the above points will be borne in mind by the

learned author when the time comes for a new edition of his work.

TJ. N. QnosuAb
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KALIKAMANOALA of Balarama Kavittekhara with a foreword by

Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Haraprasad Sastri, M.A., D.Litt., C.I.E.,

critically edited by Prof. Chintaharan Chakravarti, M.A. Vanglya

Sahitya Parisat Series, No. 79, Calcutta, 1931.

In the rich store-house of fables and popular tales met with in

Middle Bengali Literature the romantic story of Vidya and Sundara

occupies a prominent position. During the last century of the Christian

era this was perhaps the most popular story in Bengali. In course of

time much that is filthy and obscene had crept into the description of

some of the incidents of the story, which caused it to lose its popularity

with people with Western education. As a matter of fact, works deal-

ing with the story were held in contempt and in most cases justly so.

Obscenity was invariably associated with the works describing the story

of Vidya and Sundara. In the work of Kavisekhara however, we have

happily an exception to this rule. A pure sentiment of devotion is here

found to be pervading the whole work.

An edition of the work, therefore, as brought out by Prof.

Chakravarti, will be a relief to all lovers of Middle Bengali Literature,

which is by its appearance as it were purged of a stigma

sticking to it.

Prof. Chakravarti has had to work under great difficulties as he

could get hold of only a single manuscript of the work. He has, how-

ever, done well in noting in the footnotes similar or divergent passages

from other works dealing witli the same story thus bringing together

much useful material for a comparative study oi the works.

Introductions embodying the fruits of the critical study of the

editors of the works concerned are tire special features of editors of old

texts. Here also we have a learned and long introduction from the pen

of the editor. It is a proof of his scholarship and labour, even if there

may be minor points here and there in which others may not be in a

position to agree with him. lie has not only given a critical study of

the work regarding its age and language, poetic merits, social and reli-

gious condition of the country reflected in it, but also a survey of the

entire literature dealing with the same topic. This latter thing is very

useful indeed. He has also entered into the questions of the origin

of the story as also its relation to the story of the well-known Sanskrit
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poet of Kashmir viz. Bilhnna (author of the Caurapancahka) with which

ii agrees so closely.

There are three valuable indexes. In the Word-Index are found

certain words which are not generally met with elsewhere in literature.

In the case of many words reference has been given to different works

where they have been used. The index will therefore be highly useful

to students of Philology. The indexes of mythological and geographi-

cal names will also be found to be of much use.

Basanta Ranjan Roy

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF

MYSORE FOR THE YEAR 1929 am! its supplement EXCAVATIONS

OF CANDRAVALI. Edited by Mr. M. 11. Krishna, M.A., D.Litt

(Loud.), Director of Areha?ological Researches in Mysore, Bangalore in

1931.

The Annual Report of the Mysore Archaeological Dept, is divided

into five parts under the heads, Administrative, Survey of Monuments

and Ancient sites, Numismatics, Manuscripts, and Epigraphy. Part I

gives a general account of the Administrative business in connection

with the Archaeological Survey Department of Mysore, and the resume

of the work done for the year. Part II embodies the detailed descrip-

tion of the Jaina and Brahmanical Monuments and Sculptures, erected

within the period from the 9th to the 10th century A.D. in eight villages,

in the Mysore State. Some of the sculptures offer interesting study.

But the paucity of illustrations virtually makes them

unattractive* Part III treating with Numismatics is by far

the most interesting contribution in the whole report.

The section (i) in this chapter deals with Hoysala coins and

the section (ii) describes some provincial coins of Vijayanagar.

The whole chapter is informative and some of the suggestions given by

the author in it evince originality. The discussion on the coin of

Hoysala Narasimha I (A.D. 1141-1173) may be referred to in this con-

nection. Port IV discourses on three palm leaf manuscripts Dhana-

vastu, Paradara Sodara Ramana Kathe and Jayarekha. Paradiiia

Sodara Ramana Kathe, by Nanjunda, a writer wTho flourished in the
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latter part of the sixteenth century A.D., is of great historical value as

it narrates the exploits of Ramanatha, a Karnatakai prince of the 14th‘

century A.D., who fought the invading Moslem armies of Delhi and fell

in the defence of his country. Part V. contains the texts and English

translations with author’s note of one hundred and seventeen Kanarese

and Sanskrit inscriptions discovered during the year. The detailed

descriptions might not be incorporated in the Annual Report where a

short summary would have sufficed. This portion ought to have been

published as a separate volume of the Epigraph ia Carnatica. Of the

inscriptions described the Candravalli inscription of Mayuraiarman of

the 3rd century A.D. (No. 1) and the Pandurahga-pally grant of

Avidheya (No, 117) of the early years of the Gth century A.D. evoke

much interest. The second inscription throws a flood of light on the

history of the early Rastrakiitas who held sway over the Deccan prior

to the rule of the Calukyas of Badami.

On the whole the report is a valuable record particularly to those

who are engaged in solving the problem of the Early History of the

Deccan.

D. C. Ganguly

STONE AND COPPER-PLATE INSCRIPTIONS OF TRAVAN-

CORE WITH PLATES, By A. S. Ramanatha Ayyar, n.A., m.b.a.s.;

Travancore Archaeological Series: Vol. VII, part II, Royal Octavo.

78 pp.

The Archaeological Survey Department of the Travancore Govern-

ment is doing useful work within its limited sphere of activity. A

corpus of stone and copper-plate inscriptions of Travancore is gradually

being made up, part by part, and the volume under review contains no

less than 52 records, all found at and belonging to the village of

Puravseri, whose inscriptional name is Puravari Caturvedimangalam

which is about a mile to the east of Nagercoil. The village

originated as a brahmana colony in the gift of house sites to eighteen

brahmana families, by fiingan-Arangan of PaSungulam, sometime

before Kollam 336 ;
and a temple formed the nucleus of the village*
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This temple may be identified with the Visnu temple still extant in

the village, and which, inspite of its poor architecture, is a structure

dating from at least the second half of the 12th century A.D. Since

the gift of Singan-Arangan had been made, kings and private indivi-

duals from time to time made gifts of lands to brahmanas residing in

the village.

The inscriptions, though numerically large, are historically of very

little importance, and they relate to only few transactions; for, each

item of transaction is represented by at least two documents,—one

appertaining to the actual gift and the other to the agreement tendered

by the tenants who took over the lands for cultivation, promising in

return therefore to supply a stipulated quantity of paddy for the temple’s

requirements.

But of unusual interest is the report of the recent discovery of a

bas-relief cross with a Pahlavi inscription at Kadamarram, a village six

miles distant from Muvattupula, a taluk-centre in the Kottayan Divi-

sion. It is undoubtedly an interesting acquisition of linguistic and

historical value. This inscription and another written in the self-same

Pahlavi character and found at Muttugira, a village fifteen miles to the

north Kottayan, have been deciphered respectively by Sir Dr. J. J. Modi

and Mr. B. T. Ankleseria, M.A., of Bombay. The discovery of these

the Pahlavi Cross in the Travancore State is likely to prove of very

great importance to the history of Christianity in West Coast which

goes back at least as early as the 8th or 9th century A.D.

Niiiar Ranjan Ray

I BIBLIOGRAPIIIE BOUDDIIIQTTE, pts. i & ii (Jany. 1928-May

1929 and May 1929-May 1930). Paul Geuthncr. Paris 1930.

II CATALOGUE DU PONDS TIBKTAIN DE LA

BIBLIOTHKQUE NATIONALE by Marcelle Lalou. 110 pp. Paul

Geuthner. Paris 1930.

Prof. Jean Przyluski is rendering yeoman’s service to the cause of

the critical study of Buddhism through the publications of the
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Budpiiica Series. Such publications are only possible when the editors,

contributors and publishers are actuated by sheer love of culture and

scholarship.

The editor of the Bibliographie Bouddhique (pts. i & ii) deserves

ample credit for his ability to secure the co-operation of scholars of so

n\any nationalities. Buddhism has long become an international subject

of study and the studies are being carried on through so many languages

that it offers to scholars a very great obstacle by requiring them to be

equipped with a knowledge of as many as eight languages viz., English,

French, German, Chinese, Japanese, Tibetan, Sanskrit and Pali, leav-

ing out of account the Dutch, Russian, Mongolian and other languages.

It is this difficulty that has been partially overcome by the issues of the

Bibliographie Bouddhique
,
giving, as they do, the substance of papers

published in the different languages and containing information collected

from such varied sources. It holds up before our eyes the great extent

to which the scholars of one country have to depend upon those of

another for light upon their common subject of study.

The heads selected for the Bibliographie are judicious and compre-

hensive. They are as follows: (1) General. (2) Editions of texts,

translations, catalogues, dictionaries, glossaries. (3) Philology and

exegesis. (4) History and Spread of Buddhism. (5) legends, doctrines,

philosophy, ((j) Discipline and cult. (7) Art, archaeologie, epigraphy.

We hope Prof. Przyluski will be able to maintain its present high

standard by keeping an eye on the reliability of the gists of various

publications coming within its purview. The plan of giving a biblio-

graphy of all the writings of distinguished scholars like Leon Eeer (see

pt. ii) will be greatly appreciated by the world of scholars.

The fourth number of the Series, Catalogue da fonds tibttain de la

Bibliotheque Nationale conies from the pen of a scholar who has

devoted herself long to the study of Tibetan manuscripts and

xylographs, and the whole volume is full of valuable informations. It

can well be stated that the authoress has been able to keep up the high

standard reached by the preceding volumes through the labours of the

distinguished French scholar, the late Monsieur Cordier. The object of

the book under review is to give a descriptive list of the uncatalogued

manuscripts and xylographs of Buddhist texts in Tibetan translations,
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preserved in the* Bibliotheque Rationale as also in the Musee Gnimet and

the Bibliotheque de l'lnstitut. The chief interest of these manuscripts,

as the authoress points out, is that they contain many works not to be

found in Kanjur and Tanjur as also a few hitherto unknown Tantric

texts. There are, moreover, some texts which are probably extracts from

the canon. In the description of every work, the writer gives the

Sanskrit and Tibetan titles; the Buddhas or Bodbisattvas invoked
; the

name of the places, if any, where the sutra was delivered
; the name of

the interlocutor, if any; colophon; names of the translators; and the

references, if any, to Kanjur and Tanjur. Altogether 205 texts have

been touched in this way. The value of the Catalogue has been much

enhanced by the tables of concordances and the index of Sanskrit and

Tibetan titles. Recently, we have had from the pen of Dr. Barnett a

Catalogue of the Tibetan texts preserved in the British Miisuem (see

Asia Major, vol. 7), while in the present volume, we have a list of

the hitherto uncatalogued texts preserved in the Bibliotheque

Rationale. The work is a valuable contribution to our Tibetan-Buddhist

studies, and the writer deserves commendation for the care and industry

with which she has accomplished the arduous task.

D. Bhattauiakyya

TR ISAST J SA 1 jAKXPUR CSACARITRA ,
vol. I (Adlsvaracarita)

translated into Knglish by Helen M. Johnson, (jhekwad’s Oriental Series

No. LI. Oriental Institute, Baroda, 1931. vii + 528 pp. 5 plates.

The volume under review is a running Knglish translation of the

first book, .!dUmrucantra, of the voluminous work of Hemacandra

(1088-1172 A.D.) called Tri.sa*tisaliikapu/usacaritni (Lives of the sixty

three famous men) viz. 24 Tlrthahkaras, 12 Cakravartins, 9 \asudevas,

9 Baladevas and 9 IVativasudevas. The volume contains an account of

the previous lives of the first Tirthajikara Rsabim and the first Cakra-

vavtin Bharata. The interesting feature of this translation as compared

with the one published a few years ago by Prof. Bunarsi Das Jain is

that the translator has all along kept lucid the translation, following

the original very closely at the same time. The difficulty that confronts

i,h.u., june, 1932 22
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the translator of a book of this type is to find suitable English equivalents

for technical terms abounding in such a Jaina or Buddhist text. This

difficulty has been overcome in this book by relegating the interpreta-

tion of such technical terms to the footnotes and tjie Appendices. Py

this device, the language of the book denuded of its harshness, is as

pleasant as that of a story book. For keeping up the interest of readers,

the authoress lias deviated from the usual method of following closely

the detached verses by breaking up the translation into detached pieces,

as has actually been done by Prof. Jain in his translation of the Jaina

JaUhkas. This has made the languages of' the translation less halting.

Another welcome feature consists in the well-chosen sub-headings which

indicate at a glance the subject-matter of the discourse to follow. From

the extensive bibliography as also from the learned notes, it is apparent

that the translator has taken great pains to keep unimpaired as far as

possible the merit of the work which is so often obscured in the English

translations of Jaina and Buddhist texts, «\g. in the English transla-

tions of Pali texts made by Mrs. Rhys Davids.

The present work, though a translation, is a veritable cvdt meat hi

of Jaina religion and philosophy. In the footnotes a number of techni-

cal terms has been elucidated. It can thus well serve t he purpose of a

handbook for the students of Jainism for getting at the meanings of

obscure terms occurring i,u Jaina literature. In Appendices i-iv, the

author has dealt with Cosmography, Karma, the fourteen Gunasthunas,

the nine Tattvas, and the qualities of the Pahca-parumesi hiiis. In

Appendix vi has been given the list of me words with their English

translations. This will not only enrich our knowledge of the Jaina

vocabulary but will also help a great deal in our linguistic studies. The

translator’s command over the language of the text is evinced by the

corrections of the text that site lias suggested on pp. 478-493. There are

two indexes to the book. The one of names and subjects is replete with

information and the other of Sanskrit and Prakrit words is exhaustive

uid useful. There are also five plates in the book showing the statue

of Rsabhanatha deposited in the Lucknow Museum
;
the Manusyaloka

;

the Lunckanas of 24 Tirthahkaras
;
the 14 dreams of ltsabka’s mother;

and the 8 auspicious articles, mirror, srivatsa, etc. The only thing that

is lacking in the volume- under review is a suitable introduction dealing
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with the elate, authorship, nature of contents, sources Hr. of the main

works of Hemaeamlra and also a short notice of the events of his life.

Though Prof, Banarsi Das Jain and other scholars have dealt with it

and nothing new remains to he said, yet a reader taking up this book for

the first time will feel embarrassed without these requisites. To con-

clude, we offer our best thanks to the general editor and to li .If. the

Maharaja Chekwad of Baroda for the excellent get-up of tlm book and

for the impetus that the (hvkwad Series is giving to the study of ancient

Indian lore.

X. Drrr

THE BOBITISATITA DOCTRINE LX BfTDDlirST

SANSKRIT LITERATURE by Har Dayal/ xi f ?192 pp. lvegan Paul,

Tiencli, Triilmer & Co. Ltd. London 1932.

It is an undeniable fact that Buddhism owes much of its greatness

to one of itvS post-Asokan phases, viz. Maliayan ism. On the one side,

it has inspired highly thoughtful bocks on philosophy, while, on the

other, it has given rise to a mass of devotional literature founing the

basis of arts and sculptures. It was rather the Maliay fui ic ethics and

ideals that appealed more to the foieigners and prompted them to

embrace Buddhism than the austere outlook on life preached in the

(linayana texts. But it is a matter for regret that in both India and

Europe, this phase of Buddhism has not received the amount of atten-

tion it deserves; in any case, the attention bestowed on it is much less

than that received by the earlier phase of Buddhism. The doctrine of

BodLisattva is one of the essentials of Mahfiyanism. The book under

review presents an elaborate exposition of this doctrine, for the first

time, and hence cannot but be welcome to all students of Buddhism.

The author has avoided speculations ami placed before us, well-

arranged, the materials from Buddhist-Sanskrit and Pali sources along

with the European interpretations of technical terms, throwing light on

the Bodhisattva doctrine. In the first chapter he dwells on the meaning

of Bodhisattva, shows the difference between a Bodhisattva and an

Arliat, and enumerates the qualities that a Bodhisattva is to acquire
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for becoming a Buddha. He could however have spared himself the

labour of bringing together the different English renderings, however

unhappy, of the terms as given by the European and Japanese scholars

e.g. the equivalent for Bodhisattva as suggested by Dr. Barnett, viz.

“Creature of Enlightenment” (p. o) and “earnest meiditation” (p. 83)

or “mental clearness” (p. 84) as suggested by Mrs. Rhys Davids for

“smrtyupasthunani”, and “intoxicating drugs” by t he same scholar for

“asrava” (p. 117). The second and the best chapter in the book is on

the “Origin and development of the Bodhisattva doctrine”. His treat-

ment of ‘bhakti’ as found in t lie Buddhist literature and the evolution

of the Bodhisattva doctiine is worth a serious consideration. In the

third chapter, the author has explained the terms misunderstood by

many like the Bodhicittcr
,
Got in, Adhimukti

,
Prctnidhuna

,
Vydkarana ,

Shandfuls, Bodliisattva-caryu

.

The author has taken up in the fourth

chapter the arduous task of finding out the exact meaning of the

dharmas grouped as Bodhipaksikah. The fifth and sixth chapters are

devoted to the Puramitds and BhCnnis prescribed for Bodhisattvas aspir-

ing to Buddliahood. In the last chapter, the author depicts the life of

Gautama Buddha and shows how the Bodhisattva principles are carried

out in his life. The notes and references appended to the book are very

useful. Every chapter reveals the author’s industry. The work will

he profitably perused by those readers who seek a reliable guide for

going through the Buddhist texts and comprehending the Mahayunic

ideals.

X. Drrr
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Acta Orientalia, vol. X, pt. iii

Sten Konow.— Note on the Buddha's Jalalak^ana.—The Jala-

lahaa\ia is interpreted by some scholars as one of the

marks of Buddha’s greatness, and the fata is explained

as a web or a membrane connecting the fingers and toes.

Others hold that this conception is due to the misunderstanding

of a technical device of the Buddhist sculptors of Gandhara who

left the schist behind as a support to the fingers of the Buddha’s

image. By a reference to the list of the marks of a super-

man and their explanations in a Saka text found in Central

Asia, the author of tin's note comes to the conclusion that “the

traditional conception of the falalaksana was that of webbed

fingers”.

Ibid., vol. X, pt. iv

W. CaLaND.— Holes on the KaufiltakibrZihmana. Many errors have

been pointed out in Keith’s translation of the KawfitakibrUhwana

(Bgveda Brdhmanas
t
H. O. S.) and their emendations have been

suggested.

J. Gonda.—Etymologica . The etymological meanings of the words

lavaHga t
labuna , saldfca, and mar\ca have been discussed here.

A. J, BERNET KEMPERS.—Note on ancient sculpture from Amardvatl .

Two scenes from the life of Buddha depicted in the carvings

on the base of a mutilated octagonal pillar at Amaravatl have

been interpreted here afresh. After discussing the views of the

previous interpreters on the subject viz. Dr. Coomaraswamy and

Mr, T. N. Ramachandran, the writer offers his own explanation

of the scenes. ‘‘The river Nairafijana”, he says, ‘‘does not

belong to the lower but to the upper scene, which has almost

entirely disappeared** leaving the scene too incomplete to allow

any interpretation. The lower panel, according to him is “a

synoptical rendering of the Cycle of the Great Renunciation,

viz. the concert, the sleep of the women, Chandaka entering the

room and the Flight**,
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Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies,

vol. VI, pt. iv

A. Berriedale Keith.—Mahavlra and Buddha
. Jacobi’s view that

Mahavlra outlived Buddha, and that the Nirvana of the latter

took place in 484 and that of the former in 477 B.c. is opposed

in this article. It is argued that both these dates rest on

very unsatisfactory and late evidences. The testimony of the

later Jama tradition recorded in BhadreSvara’s Kahavail and

Hemacandra’s Parmslaparvan pointing to 477 B.c. as the probable

date of Mahavlra’s death is denied any value on the ground

that the same tradition proves unreliable in regard to the date

of the accession of Candragupta. It is further contended that

the evidence of the earlier Buddhist texts asserting that Maha-

vlra died before Buddha cannot be discredited in the absence

of any serious contradiction from other reliable authorities.

Til. Stciierbatsky.— The Doctrine of the Buddha. The author

here opposes Keith’s opinion that Buddha’s teaching has not been

correctly preserved in the Pali canons. The contention that Buddha

could not have been the author of a system, which with the

complications involved in the denial of soul, and the theory

of elements must haw been unattractive to the masses and far

above the trend of » pinion in Buddha’s time has been strongly

opposed. The general features of Buddhism in the first period

of its historical development are given here in the following

words : ‘'Denial of a S >ul
;
its replacement by separate Elements,

their classification into groups, bases, and components; the law

of their dependent origination; their impermanence, their moral

unrest produced by ignorance, their puri fication produced by the

element of trancen lant knowledge; the mystical powers produced

by the element of trance, rebirth in higher realms and paradises ;

and, after that, Nirvana’’.

L. V. Ramaswami Ay var,— Tula Prose Texts in Two Dialects .

T. Graiiame Bailey. -'Phonetic Notes on Urdu Records Nos. 6825

A,K. and 6326 A.K.

Early Hindi and Urdu Poetry no. iv. This contains pen

pictures by Banar-d Das of Jnunpur who wrote his poems during

ths first half of the 17th century and also by Mir Ja’far Zatalll

who wrote a poem on the death of Aurangzeb.
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Eastern Buddhist, vol. VI no. i (April, 1932)

Daisetz TaITARO SUZUKI.—Mahayana and Hlnayana Buddhism ,

of the Bodhisattva Ideal and the Sravaka Ideal as distinguished in

the opening Chapter of the Gandavyuha.

Johannes Rahder and Shinrvu Susa.—The Gathus of the Daka-

bhTimika-sTitra . With this portion containing 6th-ioth Bhumis,

the edition of the Gathas of the Da&abhUmikasutra is com-

pleted.

Indian Antiquary, April, 1932

D. R. BHANDARKAR.— The Nagar Brahmans and the Bengal Kayas

thas. This paper maintaining that the Bengal Kayasthas were

originally the Nagar Brahmanas of Gujarat, comes to a close with

this instalment.

Ibid, May, 1932

S. KrISIINASWAMI AlYANGAR.—Pancavara-variyam. The expres-

sion pancavara-vur'iyam often found in the South Indian Inscrip-

tions is interpreted as “the management consisting of representa-

tives of five groups of people”.

Ibid-, June, 1932

I). R. Bhandarkar.- Epigraphic Notes and Questions : The Years

called Krla t or the Origin of the Vikrama Era . It is pointed

out that the description of Kalki as given in the Mahabharata

(Vanaparvan, chapters 190-1) suits Pusyamitra, the founder of the

Sunga dynasty very well. It is stated there that Kalki will ex-

terminate the Dasyus, perform ASvamedha, give back the earth

to the Brahmanas, and bring in the Krta Age. Pusyamitra

checked the spread of Buddhism by re establishing the Brahma-

nic religion, performed the horse sacrifice twice, and founded the

Brahmana empire. So the Kfta Era, an early name for the Sam-

vat Era which began with 57 B.C., is believed by Dr. Bhandarkar

to have been ushered in by Pusyamitra. On the strength of

a genealogical statement in the £§unga inscription of Ayodiiya,

he assigns this king to the first century B.c. and thinks that the

Krta yuga began from the time when the king celebrated
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Asvamelha for the second time and established his power on a

firm footing.

Aurel STEiN.—Note on a Find of Ancient Jewellery in Vasin .

Journal Asiatique, 1931

J. Przyluski.

—

Le Bouddhisme Tantrique a Bali (according to a

recent publication), Dr. Bosch has analysed certain Buddhist

texts belonging to Bali. In this paper Prof. Przyluski indicated

the importance of Dr. Bosch’s studies (which being published in

Dutch will not be intellgible to many) and adds a few observations

of his own. The texts examined by Dr. Bosch are Sang hyang

NagabayusUtra in Sanskrit and KalpabuJdka in old Javanese,

which enumerate and describe the five Dhyani-buddhas, and

their entourage .

E. ToMAMATSU.—Su/ralankara and Kalpammanditika. In order

to fix the identity of the Chinese translator of the Sutralaiikara
t

Mr. Tomamatsu collects here all the information available from

the ancient catalogues of Chinese Buddhist texts, and goes into

the question whether the name of the work is really Sutralankara

or Mahalankara t As the translation of the Sutralaiikara is

attributed to Kumarajfva he offers a complete list of the works

which are looked upon as translations by Kumarajfva and adduces

reasons for holding that of the 1 24 translations attributed to

him, 35 can be accepted as authentic, but not the rest, in which

he includes the Sutralatikara. He shows by a critical examina-

tion of the translations of the SUtralahkara that it could not

have been translated by Kumarajfva or any other person living

in the locality to which Kumarajfva belonged. It is the work

of an unknown translator, very probably of the 6th century

A.D.

As regards the authorship of the SUtralankara , the writer

remarks that the tradition ascribing its authorship to A$vagho§a

is very old. Then he proceeds to ascertain the date of this

Asvagho§a and the time of composition of the SutralaHkara. The

comparison of the ‘legend of the Sramaneras* in the three reduc-

tions, SntrUlaibkara, Kalpanamanditika and MahaprajWaparamita•

sastra is very useful.
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The Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society

,

vol. XVIII, pt. ii, (June, 1932)

UMESA MlSRA.—Mhmmsamstrasarvasva of Halayudha. This ins-

talment of the edition contains the Sanskrit text from the 2nd

Adhikarana of the seconJ Adhyaya to the end of the third

Adhyaya.

K. P. Jayaswal.— The Yaunasof the Purarias and the Last Ku$ana

Emperor in India. Fresh evidences have been adduced to prove

that the word Yaunah mentioned in the Vayu Parana represents

the Kusana title Jauva. The king in whose reign the Khura
inscription of the Lahore Museum was inscribed has been identi-

fied to be the last Kusana emperor of India. His name and

titles are given in the inscription as rj/atira/a-makrttafa-Toramuna

Shaha-Jaubyuik

.

.—A Passage in Samudra Gupta's Inscription Allahabad

and Gupta Coinage . The passage containing the garutmad-anka

which is regarded as referring to the Gupta coinage has been

given a modified interpretation.

.—The Kakas—their Location. The Kakas, mentioned in

Samudra Gupta's inscription on the Allahabad pillar are identi-

fied to be an autonomous community who lived in Eastern Malwa.

A large village called Kakapur situated some 20 miles north of

Vilsa is regarded as their ancient seat.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, April, 1932

N. K. BhattasALI .—Maurya Chronology and Connected Problems .

An attempt has been made to establish a chronology according

to which the following dates are reached for some important

historical events :

486 B.C. Death of Bimbisara and accession of AjataSatru.

484 B.C. Death of Gosala, founder of the Ajlvika sect of the

Jainas.

473 B.C. Nirvana of Buddha.

468 B.C. Kaivalya of Mahavira.

C, 317 B.C. Indian revolt against the Greek authority in the

Panjab, under the leadership of Candragupta Maurya.

313 B.C. Coronation of Candragupta Maurya.

I.H.Q.j JUNE, 1932 23
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289 B.C. Accession of Bindusara.

264 B.C. Accession of Asoka.

260 B.C. Coronation of A§oka.

GiUSSEPPE TUCCI.—Two Hymns of the Catuhstava of Ndgarjuna .

The Sanskrit text of the stavas (with the Tibetan translation)

containing in a great synthesis the Mahayana dogmatics condu-

cive to the supreme realisation of sunyatu has been. edited, and

traslated into English.

A. A. MACDONELL.— The U$as Hymns of the Rg-veda. From the

unfinished draft translation of the Rg-veda left by the late Prof.

Macdonell, the hymns to Usas (omitting X, 172) have been pub-

lished here.

Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

XXVI, 1930. no. 1

GlUSEPPl TUCCI.—Animadversiones lndicai %

1 On Maitreya
,
the Yogacara Doctor , Some new evidences

are given here to prove that Maitreya, was an historical person,

the guru of Asanga, and an author of many works.

2 The first Mention of Tdntrik Schools. In the Tattva-
sidd/mastra of Harivarman (4th century A.i>.) and the Madhydn •

tdnugamasastra of Asanga which are preserved only in their

Chinese version, there is a mention of a school called na ya

siu mo representing, according to the writer, either Nydya

saumya
t
or Nayasaumya or Nayasauma, the word Sauma re-

ferring to a Tantrik sect to be identified with the Kapalikas,

and Haya to "a very old section or group of Tantras/*

3 On the Names of Mlnandtha and Matsyendramtha.

These are believed to be the initiation names showing a well-

defined stage of holiness.

4 The Gorak$asamhita and the Avadhutagitd . The Ava-

dhutagltd which is included as a portion of the Gorafaa-samhitd

(Bengali edition) is here pointed out to have been associated

with the name of Dattatrcya.

5 A Sanskrit Work by Siddha Carpat i. A manuscript has

been discovered in Nepal containing a small work by Carpa(i.

The work is called Devamann^yastotra and is a hymn to Avolo-
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kitefivara. Carpafci is known both in India and Tibet as a Siddha,

believed to have been the^#r« of Mlnanatha.

6 A Sanskrit Biography of the Siddhas and some Questions

connected with Nagarjuna . The paper delineates the contents

of the fragment of a manuscript preserved in Nepal containing

the lives of Nagarjuna and some other Siddhas classified accord-

ing to the amnayas or mystical schools.

7 The Laimkram% and the Influence of Tibetan speaking

Races on the 7'antras .

C. W. Gurner.—Development of the Rtusamhura Theme in the Rama-

yana. Passages from the Rantayana containing descriptions of

seasons have been pointed out to show that they have immensely

influenced the descriptions of seasons by later writers.

.— The Psychological Simile in Asvaghosa.

SUKUMAR SEN.—The Language of Asvaghom’s Saundaranda Kavya.

M. M. CfiAT rERjI.— Interpolation in the Brahmasxiiram.

.—Brahmanism and Caste. That the influence of caste was

confined to the social and political sphere and did not touch

spiritual life is the point discussed here.

.

—

Monasticism and Brahmanism . 7 lie writer is of opinion

that Monasticism has no place in the canonical Brahmanism.

He is inclined to believe that monasticism originated among the

Buddhists and was subsequently adopted by the Brahmana re-

vivalists about the 7th century A.C.

.— The Vcdic Divisions. According to the author, the division

of the Veda into Atharva, Yajuh, Sama and Rk represents four

different stages of the society indicating the great intellectual

advance resulting in the search after an Agent from the primi-

tive condition of humanity in which the practice of magic for

individual benefit was regarded as invaluable.

Jogendra CHANDRA Ghose,— Was Visakha Datta a Bengali ?

K; K. BaSU.*— The House of Tughlaq. This account of Sultan La

’Azam Abu Muzaffar Sultan Firoz Shah is based on the Tarlkh-

i-Mubarakshahl

Nilmani Chakravarti.—End of Prasenaj%king\of Kosala.

.—Ghotakamukha a predecessor of Kautilya and Vatsyayana.

Similarity has been pointed out between the views expressed

in the Gotamukhasutta of the Majjhimanikaya and those of

Ghotakamukha quoted in the Kamasiitra of Vatsyayana. This
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Ghotamukha or Ghotakamukha has also been identified with

Ghojakamukha mentioned in the Kautillya and has been placed

between the 3rd and the 4th century b.c,

S. R. Sarma,—7%* Beginnings of Suketri Dynasty .

Bibiiuti Bhusan Datta.—0/j the Hindu mints for the rectilinear

geometrical figures.

Chintaiiaran Chakravarti.—Some Meteorological Proverbs of the

People of Bengal.

The Cult of Baro Bkaiya of Eastern Bengal. That the cult

of Baro Bhaiya or Twelve Brothers worshipped in the villages

of Eastern Bengal is a form of demon worship is shown by the

details of the worship.

Nilmani Chakravarti.—An Ancient Indian Story in a Bengali

Vratakatha . It has been shown how an ancient story occurring

in the Ramayana found a place in the Kharafutta jataka. It

is also preserved in a narrative relating to the Kojagarl Laksmt-

puja observed in Bengal in the month of ASvini.

J. C. Dey.—Religion and Kingship in ancient times. Arguments have

been put forward to show that the rulers of ancient India gene-

rally tolerated the religion of their subjects.

Kolner Vierteljahrshefte fur Soziologie XI, i

Benoy Kumar Sarkar.—Die Struktur dss Volkes in dir sozialwis«

senschaftlichen Lehra der Schukranjti. (The Structure of the

people in the Social-scientific Teachings of the Sukranlti).

Man in India, July-December, 1931

PANCHANAN Mitra.—Cultural Affinities between India and Polyne-

sia.

G. Ramdas.—Profas. This is an account of the Proja tribe of

Orissa.

K. Rama Pisharoti.—The Origin of Ornaments . Some ornaments

used by the Hindus have been described here, and their origin

has been shown to be associated with magic.
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Nagaripracarini Patrika (Hindi) vol. XII, no. i

(Vaisakh, Samvat 19S8)

Ramesvar Gaurisankar OjlIA.— PjfiPW *! ms

(A stone-inscription deposited in the Indore Museum). While

describing the sinking of a large well at village Khadawada by

a military officer under Sultan Ghiasuddin Khilji in the last

quarter of the 16th century A.C., the inscription deals with the

general history connected with the Muhammadan Sultans of

Malwa.

Philosophical Quarterly, vol. VIII pt. i (April, 1932)

S. K. Das.

—

The Spirit of Indian Philosophy.

N. VenktaraMan.—Sanatana Dharma or the Moral Life as

conformity to Law. The discussion in the paper has been divided

into two sections : cencept of Law and Dharma in Indian

Philosophy, and the Law of Karma and the Doctrines of Metem-

psychosis.

Sahitya Parisat Patrika, (Bengali), vol. XXXIX, no. i

(Bengali year 1339)

Haraprasad SasTri.—Puruzottamadeva. This paper deals with

the literary works of the Buddhist scholar Purusottama, who

flourished during the reign of Laksmana Sena in Bengal. It has

been shown that Purusottama’s Trikandasesa
}
which was written

as a supplement to the well-known Sanskrit lexicon of Amara-

simha, contains words that indicate definite alterations and expan-

sions of the religious views and practices of the people of

Bengal.

Brajenora Natii Banerjee,—An Account of the Newspapers of

Bengal (1835*1857).

AmulyabiiaN Mukiierji % -Basic Principles of Bengali Metre

\
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Some Problems of Indian Philosophy

In a most interesting discussion 1 Professor Jacobi has endeavour-

ed to date with a measure of precision the Mimdmsa Sutra and to assign

it definitely to the period between 300 and 200 B.C. It would be so

satisfactory to have a definite date for the Sutra that it is well worth

while to consider how far the evidence adduced is adequate to establish

the principle contended for.

Professor Jacobi’s contention rests essentially on comparison of the

Sutra with the doctrines of the grammarians Katyayana and Patafijali,

his view being that there is evidence to show that the author of the

Mimdmsa, Sutra and Katyayana were of the same period, and that the

Munamsa is definitely earlier than Patanjali. A certain element of

doubt, of course, would remain as to the cogency of the upper date

assigned, for the date of Katyayana is still not wholly certain, and

there are those who believe that Panini must be ascribed to an earlier

date than even 350 or 400 B.C. a But the essential question is whether

there is proof of priority to Patanjali as is claimed. We may at once

admit that the Mimdmsa Sutra shows close affinities with the doctrines

1 Indian Studies in Honour of Charles Rockwell Lanman (1929), pp. 146-166.

2 Compare Keith, Sanskrit Literature
i pp. 426, 426.

SEPTEMBER, 1932 1
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of the grammarians. Professor Jacobi stresses the three doctrines

common to both, the natural and permanent connection between the

jvord and its meaning (autpatlikah sahdasydrthena sambandhah

,

Mlmamsa Sutra , i. 1. 5) the eternal character of the word and of sound,

which on utterance is manifested, not created (i. l.G-23), and the view

that the word denotes, not the individual (
dravya), but the species

(
<ikrti)

y
which is set out in i. 3. 30-33. That these issues were first

discussed in the schools of the grammarians may not be possible of

strict proof
;
Katyayana is clearly familiar with issues which busied the

Mlmamsakas such as Vedic prescriptions
(
codana), which he deals with

in his observations on Panini i. 2. 64 (vv. 44 and 47), and in the same

discussion of what the word denotes, mentions (v. 39) the Dkarma-

sastra. But the suggestion is made by Professor Jacobi that weight

attaches to the fact that, while the MS. and Katyayana use in their

discussion of the denotation of the word the terms dravya and dkrti for

individual and species, later usage in philosophical works prefers the

terms vyakti and jiiti (sdmdnya
) ;

now Patanjali has both sets of terms,

and it may thus be held that he wrote later than the MS. This

argument, however, can hardly be ascribed any weight. The fact

that grammar and Mlmamsa are two distinct sciences renders it

impossible to argue with any confidence from terminology; the MS.

may well simply have adopted the terminology current in the school,

and that terminology may have persisted long after the date of

Patanjali. If any conclusions are to be drawn much stronger evidence

has to be adduced.

Such evidence Professor Jacobi finds in the arguments used to

establish the doctrine that the word denotes the species, not. the indivi-

dual. Katyayana, in his discussion of Panini, i. 2. 64 meets the objec-

tion (v. 43) of an opponent of the view that the word denotes the species

:

naikam anekadhikaranasthar/i yugapat
f

i.e., if there were only one, the

species, it could not appear simultaneously in all the individual*

pertaining thereto, which is elucidated by Patanjali by the observation

that the one Devadatta cannot be at once at Snighna and Mathura.

The reply of Katyayana to this objection appears in v. 56 adityavad

visayah. This means, as Patanjali explains, that the sun is perceived

simultaneously in many places. But Pataiijali continues with the
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observation that the application of tlm principle to the argument is

inadequate
;

the sun is not seen contemporaneously by the same

spectator in different places. He prefers, therefore, the explanation

Indravad visayali

.

Indra, invited to many hundreds of sacrifices, is

perceived simultaneously at each. Patanjali thus shows himself dis-

satisfied with an explanation which Katyayana found adequate. Now
in the MS. the issue is discussed not in respect of the meaning of the

word but in respect of its eternity. The objection is raised that the

same word is heard in different places (i. 19), and thus we have the

same dilemma as in Katyayana
;
if the word is one, like the species, how

is it present at the same time in different localities? The answer is

(i. 1. 15) adityavad y(mgapachjam> that is, the simile of the sun is held

sufficient to explain the simultaneous -apprehension of the sound in

diverse places. From this Professor Jacobi concludes that the MS. is

older than Patanjali because it remains contented with the old, imper-

fectly ;thought-out, contention which satisfied Katyayana, while

Patahjali throws it aside in favour of another version.

The contention is ingenious and interesting, but the immediate

point arises; is there anything superior in the view of Patanjali which

would cause the MS. to adopt his simile in place of that of Katyayana,

assuming that the MS. was later in date? Clearly, unless the new

explanation is obviously more helpful, there would be no ground for

the MS. accepting it in place of the old. And it seems quite impossi-

ble to see any good reason for preferring the comparison with Indra to

that with the sun. Patahjali does not seem to have noted that his new

comparison is just as imperfect as the old; his objection that- the sun

simile does not assert that one spectator sees simultaneously the

sun in different places applies precisely to the case of Indra. The god

is seen at each sacrifice by the worshippers, but be is not seen by any

single worshipper simultaneously at the many sacrifices, and, this being

the case, there is no reason whatever why the MS. should adopt a

different simile from the standing and effective one of the sun. On this

score, therefore, the posteriority of the MS. to Patanjali is clearly

incapable of proof, even leaving out of account altogether the absence

of any reason to suppose that the MS. must have followed Patanjali

if it was composed after his work. It must bo added that it is by no
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means clear that Katyayana did not know the simile with Indra
;
if we

trust Professor Kielhorn’s view, we find it expressly set out by

Katyayana in v. 40 in the earlier part of the same discussion, and Pro-

fessor 3acobi is driven to assume that that 'vdrttika, and probably v. 41

also, are later additions to the text. What really is curious is the

inability of Patanjali to see that his own objection to the simile of the

sun applies as well to that of Indra. What, however, appears clear is

that the arguments for the age of the MS. derived from comparison

with Patanjali are inadequate. It may be the case that the MS. goes

back to before 200 B. C. ; it remains, however, without any valid support

from the new evidence suggested.

On the other hand, there is every reason to accept the view that

the Vaisesika Sutra represents a definitely later stratum of thought.

The primitive magic view of the essential connection of the name and

the individual thing is found in the grammarians and in the MS.

refined into the doctrine of the essential connection of word and

meaning, and of the denotation of species by the word. On the other

hand, in the VS., vii. 2. 14-20 we find physical arguments adduced to

destroy the doctrine of die natural connection of word and meaning and

of the eternity of sound. While the FS. is far from lucid, and the

absence of any early commentary adds to the uncertainty of its inter-

pretation, it seems clear that Professor Jacobi is right in rejecting

Professor DasguptaV ingenious effort to read into VS., ii. 2. 3G, 37

the doctrine of the eternity of sound, and his suggestion that the

VaiSesikas represented a school of Mimamsa thought which supple-

mented a metaphysics to strengthen the grounds of the Vedas. The

Vai4esika again marks a definite advance beyond the standpoint of the

Mimamsa in its attitude towards Dharma. The Mimainsa confines its

attention to Dharma as the source of ahliyudaya
,
the attainment of

temporal benefits whether in the present or later lives; the Vaise§ika

concerns itself (i. 1. 2) also with the suinmum bonum, nihsrcyasa, and

in v. 2. 1G-18 with the idea of release (vioksa); in this connection

(v. 2. 16-18) we find also the doctrine of Yoga, and it seems quite legi-

3 History of Indian Philosophy, i. 284. See also Keith, Indian Logic and

Atomism
, pp. 229-232,
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timate to accept the view that the Vai4e$ika no less than the Nyaya

accepts Toga practices (iv. 2.46) as an essential part of the road to

salvation. In this tendency the Vaigesika shows itself essentially in

harmony with the movement of spirit which marks all Indian4

mysticism, and stands out as a worthy exponent of the Jhanamarga as

against the Karmamarga of the Mlmamsa. Another characteristic

which can be adduced to support the early date of the VaiSesika is the

fact that it accepts the authority cf the Veda, though it may be that

Kanada did not admit the existence of an Isvara to reveal it, and was

content with ascribing its revelation from time to time to persons dis-

tinguished from ordinary men (ii. 1. 18) by the fact that they were not

enclosed in normal human bodies, but were ayonija (iv. 2. 5-10) and

possessed complete insight. This acceptance of the Veda indicates

clearly that, while the impetus to the introduction of ideas based on

natural philosophy may conceivably have come, as Professor Jacobi

assumes, from the Lckayatas, that movement was not the dominating

factor in the evolution of the Vaisesika school.

The new evidence, while it doe3 not help very definitely to date the

Vabtesika strengthens the impression that it is anterior to the !Nyaya.

The distance between it and the Mlmamsa induces Professor Jacobi to

place the VaMesika Sutra in the first century B. C. or the first century

A. D. The latter date is probably not illegitimate, for the Nyaya was

clearly aware of the doctrines of the Madhyamika school of Buddhism,

even if we cannot be certain that it knew Nagarjuna, or that in turn

Nagarjuna contended against doctrines which are preserved in the

existing Nyaya Sutra.

The Vaisesika is well aware of the doctrine of the multitude of

souls and of their distinct existence, which remains in

Moksa, despite tho fact that there is aikdtmymi (iii. 2. 19), which

must denote that there is unity of character and no difference of species

among souls, despite their being many. This doctrine, together with

that of Yoga, is a significant reminiscence of the importance of that

older Yoga philosophy which Professor Jacobi has striven to reveal as

4 Louis de La Valtfe Porssrn, Lc Dogma et la Philosophic du Btuddhismc

(1930), pp. 209, 210.
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underlying the later Yoga5 known to us from the Yoga Siltra
,
which

with the Yogabhasya makes the Pdtaiijala Yogaiastra
, whose close

relation with the Samkliya is attested by the style Sdmkhyapravacana.

That the Yoga Sutra is late has always been claimed by Professor Jacobi

and it is difficult to resist the cumulative weight of evidence which he

has adduced. The attempt to hold that Patanjali is identic with the

author of the Malidbhdsya
,
which is regarded as quite possible by

Professor Dasgupta,6 he has met with a philological argument of great

interest,
7 and in all probability of decisive weight. He has compared

the vocabulary of the Sutra with that of the Malidbhdsya
, and the

lesult shows that, when we pass over technical terms of the Yoga which

might quite well be missing in the Malidbhdsya

,

of the 491 words left

over, only 204 are found in the latter text. So marked a divergence of

linguistic usage is frankly incredible if the author of the two texts

were identical, and the identification, which rests on no early evidence

—

for the Mangala of the Yogabhasya is not explained by Vacaspati

Misra—no longer can stand in the way of the frank acceptance of Pro-

fessor Jacobi's view that the Yoga Sutra is the work of a period when

the doctrines of Vasubandhu and Vijnanavada of the Buddhists were

well known and powerfully influenced the Yoga school. -The view that

Pfula IV of the Sutra is a later addition as held by Professor Dasgupta 8

is certainly difficult to accept
;
apart from the fact that Pada naturally

implies a fourfold division, it is clear that Ihe polemic included in

IV is a natural part of the work, which could not properly have been

omitted, wdiile the subject matter covers points which could not easily

be included in the first three parts. More serious is the suggestion of

Professor Dasgupta9 that the critical section of the Sutra, iv. 16 which

proves knowledge of the Vijnanavada is not really a part of the text,

but merely a sentence of the Yogabhasya, since Bhoja does not treat

it in his commentary as part of the Sutra. But this view will not

6 Sitzungsberichte der Prcussisdicn & kadcmie dcr \\ xssenschaften
,

1929,

pp. 581-624; 1930, pp. 322-332.

0 Yoga Philosophy (1930), p. 59.

7 Zeitschrift fur Indologie und franistik VIII (1931), 80-88.

8 Yoga Philosophy (1930), p 52.

9 op. ext., p. 59, n. 1.
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stand examination of the text;j iv. 15 runs vastusdmye cittabhedat tayor

viviktah pnnthdh; 1G na caikachtatmtram vastu; tadapravumakwm tnda

kirn sydt? The sense is clear; 15 asserts the difference of thought

and thing because one and the same thing affects the different cittas

in various ways; 16 denies that a thing can depend for its existence

on a single citta
,
since, when it ceased to he the object of that ciita

,

what would become of it? It is clear that the na ca connects the two

sutras indissolubly, and that it is far more difficult to interpret the

text if an effort is made to relegate 1G to the Yoyabhusyo. Kxaclly

how Bhoja took the sentence may be disputed, but Professor Jacobi

seems right in holding that his mode of dealing with the passage can

be explained without assuming that the sutra 1G was not part of the

original text. Bhoja, however, it must be admitted, is not an authority

on whom to rely implicitly, for his own profession of purpose in com-

posing the commentary implies that he exercised an independent judg-

ment as to the soundness of his predecessors* views of the text, so that

we cannot rely on him as expressing the authoritative tradition of the

Yoga school. No doubt this merely proves that the Sutra knew the

doctrines of the Vijnanavada, not that it used Vasubandhu, and, if

this is to be established, further evidence is necessary. Professor

Jacobi suggests that this can be found in the mode in which the Bhasya,

and presumably the Sutra in view of iii. 13, handles the doctrine of

parindma
, the issue of future and past, in view of the Samkhya principle

of Satkaryavada. He sees in this treatment the deliberate adoption

of a Satkaryavada. He compares the Abhidhamuikosa of Vasubandhu 10

where four theories of parindma are set forth, with those of Dharmatrata,

Ghosa, Vasumitra, and Buddhadeva. Dharmatrata’s view recognises

no change of dravya
,

but of bhdva; thus, when a golden plate is

broken, there is no change of .substance but of character. Ghosa holds

a doctrine of time characteristics (laksana) of a dharma; a dharma

in its present existence is not wholly removed from contact with n»esent

and past characteristics, as a man who is enamoured of a woman is

nevertheless not without capacity of love for others. Vasumitra’s

10 V. 26, trans. by L. de La Valine Poussin; Stcberbateky. *he Central

Conception of Buddhism
, pp. 78-80.
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doctrine is one of change of avasthds; when a dharma is in a condition

in which it does not exercise its function, it is called future;

present when it exercises it; paet when the exercise is over; but its

essence remains unchanged. This is illustrated by the fact that on an

abacus a ball has different values according as it is laid in

the place for units, hundreds, or thousands- 11 Buddhadeva

holds that a dharma is named on the principle of its

relation (apebd) to the preceding or following baiia

;

a woman
can be called mother with relation to her children, but daughter

with relation to her own mother. The Yogabhdqya on iii. 13 follows

closely these views, as is proved by the use of the same illustrations;

the opinion of Buddhadeva is not indeed expressly dealt with, but his

illustration is combined with that given for Vasumitra's doctrine of

avaAthdparindma
, which is the accepted doctrine of the Sarvastivadins.

Tho Yogabhd$ya
, which recognising the three aspects of parindma,

dharma-, avasthd-, laksana-, panndma
,

M
is clear that they all can be

reduced to a dharma-parindma in the widest sense, for all mutation in

the Samkhya view, which the Yoga adopts, may be treated as the rise

of another aspect (dharma) in a permanent matter (dharmin) after the

suppression of an earlier aspect. 12

Though the Yogabhasya thus cleverly enough fits in the Buddhist

views with the essential Samkhya doctrine of the permanent substrate,

it is clear that it is Samkhya doctrine of mutation to a different form,

which is preserved in the Bha§ya on ii. 19. Here we have (1) gundndm

sddaiako visesaparindmah, a view based on the five elements as visesas

as opposed to the five tanmdtras
, and the five organs of intellect and

those of action with mind as eleven visesas as opposed to asmitdmdtra

,

(2) the tanmdtras and asmitdmdtra as the sad avisesaparindmdh as

opposed to Mahan or Buddhi; (3) Mahan as the aliiigamdtraparindma

of prakrti

;

(4) the last as the alihgaparindma. The essential feature

11 This is a very important piece of evidence as to knowledge of the place

system of the value of numbers, on which see W. E. Clark, Indian Studies,

pp. 285, 236.

12 avasthitdsya dravyasya pUrvadharmonivfttau dharmdniarotpattih

parindmah. Bo also NyayabhO^ya, iii, 1. 15, which, however, is not the source of

Yogobham . See St*AW., 1926, p. 585 n. 1.
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of mutation in this sense is the development of another entity (tattvdn-

tara), but in the case of the viiesas there can be no mutation into anothW

entity, and to the viiesas applies the doctrine of iii. 13. It is clear

that the Buddhist doctrine has been superinduced, not very cleverly,

on the Samkhya foundation, and, though it is possible to dispute the

view that this had happened by the time of the Sutra, it is certain that

it is most natural to assume that thi3 was the case. The Sutra shows

other signs of contact with the Abhidharmakoia doctrines; its account

of ignorance (ii. 3, 5) is parallel to the Abhidharmakoia view of the

four viparyayas (v. 8), and it uses the curious Buddhist terms dlambana ,

*
object of vijridna and asampramosa in the definition of forgetfulness.

Moreover, its set of bhdvands (maitrikarundrrwditopek$ah)
t and its

five updyas for the attainment of Yoga (iraddha. virya,
smrti, samddhi

,

and prajHd)
9 have close parallels in the bhdvands or brahmavihdras ,

and the pancendAyani or punca baldni of the Buddhists. Of more

uncertain value is the suggestion, based on a notice of Vacaspati Mi&a

in the Bhdmati (ii. 1. 3), that Varsaganya, an older contemporary of

Vasubandhu, was the introducer of the Samkhya doctrines into the

Yoga as a precursor of Patanjali, while the author of the Yogabhdqya
is held to have used Dignaga in defining inference. 15

On the whole, the evidence certainly favours the use not of an

indefinite Vijnanavada but rather of the doctrine of Asanga and Vasu-

bandhu. We may readily admit that Vijnanavada ideas were current

before these authors, and of course the Mahayanairaddhotpeda has an

idealistic monism. But there is weight in the view current in Japan14

that the text cannot safely be assigned to a period before Asanga and

Vasubandhu, seeing that Nagarjuna does not combat its doctrines aud

that its standpoint seems more advanced in the direction of Vedantio

doctrine than the views of the great masters of ihe Vijnanavada. On

the whole, therefore, it is probable that the Yoga Siitra criticism of

idealism is due to the currency of the conception in the developed

Vijhanavada school. It is only in the light of the Mahayana doctrine

of tathdgatagarbka, and the Yogacara use of the term bija in this

13 SPAW., 1929, p. 690 n. 1; 1930, p. 329 n. 1.

14 See R. Grouaset, Les Philosophies lndiennes (1931), ii. 7. and for other

reasons, Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, p. 228.

I.H.Q., SSPTXMBXB, 1932 2
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connection, that we can understand the statement of Kvara in Yoga

Sutra, i. 25; tatra mratUayam sarcajnabljam
, “in him the germ of

the omniscient reaches its highest stage.”

How far is it possible to go beyond this comparatively late doctrine

of Yoga, permeated by the influence of the Samkhya and of the Buddhist

schools? A most interesting suggestion is made by Professor Jacobi

on the strength of an assertion ascribed in the Yogabhdsya, iv. 10 to

the Acarya: vrttir evdsya vibhunas cittasya samkoiavikaSini. The

sense of this seems to be that it is only the function of the all pervading

citta which expands and contracts. The context suggests that this

is parallel with the action of the lamp which can illumine a pot.

or a palace alike. The natural meaning of this statement must be

that the Yoga of the Acarya recognised a single citta of a cosmic

oharacter, not as the classical Yoga a multitude of individual cittas.

Vacaspati Misra tells us, no doubt rightly, that the Acarya here is not

Pataiijali but Svayambhu, the mythical founder of the Yoga. Clearly

we have an old doctrine that has passed away from the classical Yoga,

which no longer uses the term vrtti
,
which with the acceptance of a

multitude of finite cittas became out of place. This cosmic citta is

clearly allied to the cosmic Mahan or Buddhi of the Samkhya and the

equally cosmic Ahamkara, and, like these, it points unmistakably to

the derivation of the Yoga and Samkhya ideas from the brahman

speculations of the Upanisads. The Brahmanical doctrine of the

primeval being, whence develops matter, which then is permeated by

Hiranyagarbha, is the source of the series of the Samkhya, Purusa,

Prakrti and Buddhi, though the classical Samkhya departs from this

vitally by the doctrine of a multitude of spirits. Whence was this

new doctrine derived? The source, it is held by Professor Jacobi., was

popular religious feeling, which introduced into the intelleciualism of

Brahmanical doctrine two vitally important principles, first, the doctrine

of the personal immortality of the soul, and, secondly, the demand

for moral doctrines as opposed to the unmoral attitude of Brahmanical

speculation. This popular feeling developed, in his opinion, towards

the end of the period of the older TTpanisads, when it reached such an

intensity as to make a mark in philosophical thought. The nature of

this popular belief may be guessed in part from the conception of the
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souls in Jainism, where the jlvas are either bound in transmigration

{samsdriiuih) or freed and perfect (siddhah). The jiva in transmigra-

tion is essentially of the same dimensions as the body, a fact which

is parallel to the expansion or contraction of the vrtti of the citta of

the early Yoga. The Sainkhya and Yoga, however, had to make funda-

mental changes; in their views which were not necessary in Jainism

with its adherence to primitive popular opinions. They had to discard

their universal spirit and to replace it by innumerable individual spirits,

purusas or cittas. To the cittas belong the capacity of equating them-

selves to their material framework, as with the jlvas of the Jains, while

the purusas are accorded the sultsmasarrras, composed of the tanmatras
9

with psychical elements 'added.

The introduction of moral elements is parallel to the insistence on

morality which appears in Jainism, in Buddhism, and in Baudhayana.

The Yoga Sutra list (ii. 30) of the yamas includes beside ahimsd
, satya,

asteya
f
brahmacarya

f
the peculiarly Jain virtue of apavigraha; more-

over, the Yoga agrees with Jainism in its view of truth, in its stressing

ahimsd)**) and in the distinction of amt- and maha-vratas.

The period of this working of the popular religion on philosophy is

dated by Professor Jacobi on the strength of the view that Par4vanatha,

the founder of the Jain religion died in 727 B.C., and so must have been

working about 750 B.C. In this point, however, it is impossible to feel

any certainty; the tradition which places llaliavlra’s death at 477 B.C.

is itself uncertain
;
but far more dubious is the assignment of 250 yearn

between that event and the death of Parsvanfitha. This point, there-

fore, is valueless. ^Moreover there arises, it must be confessed, one

serious question regarding the alleged influence of popular religion on

Samkhya and Yoga. The popular view demanded immortality for indi-

vidual souls, but it can hardly be said that either Samkhya16
or classical

lfi The suggestion (C. Rhys Davids, Sakya or Buddhist Origins
, p. 32) that

ahirnsd was not in the original Jain teaching is wholly unsupported and quite

improbable. Buddhism is much less rigid; L. do La Valiko Poussin, La Morale

Bouddhique
, pp. 61-66. Yoga and Buddhism agree in subordinating truth to non-

injury; Dasgupta, Yoga Philosophy
,

p. 303.

16 Keith, The Sdftikhya System (2nd ed.) pp. 97-98; Dasgupta, Yoga

Philosophy
, pp. 310-11,
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Yoga gave their souh any real existence after death. In both systems

the fate of the souJ is far from being such as to gratify the popular,

feeling whose existence is asserted. Yet another difficulty must be

pointed out. Piofessor Jacobi holds that the Yoga from the first was

theistic, but lie does not explain how this element developed consistently

with his view of the growth of the belief in the multiplicity of souls.

No doubt various ways of reconciling the ideas are possible, but none

exactly commends itself, as a 'logical and deliberate construction.

Profe3sor Jacobi again holds that the Samkhya in its classical form

with a multitude of purusas is older than the Svetdfaatara Upanisad ,

which in i. 4-6 enumerates the chief objects of the Samkhya and in v. 2

refers to Kapila. He admits that this Upanisad, like the Kdthaka
,

accepts the brahman doctrine of the Upanisads, but regards this as a

modification of the true Samkhya view. It still seems to me that is

unnecessarily ingenious, 17 and that the true view is that Svetasvatara is

anterior to the period when the Samkhya adopted the view of independ-

ent souls. If this is correct, then we cannot place the evolution of the

classical Samkhya before the composition of the “middle” Upanisads,

but must assign it to the close of that period at soonest.

One further point of great interest is made by Professor Jacobi in

his effort to show that the remarks of Vatsyayana in the Nyayabhdsya ,

i. 29 as to the distinguishing doctrines of Samkhyas and Yogas really

nised that souls had distinct characteristics (svagunavUistdi cetandh). 19

The name of the latter should, it is clear . rather be Yaugas—whatever

its origin, and a very interesting case is made out for believing that

we here ha>e a valuable piece of evidence that the early Yoga recog-

nised that souls,had distinct characteristics (svagunavisistds cetandh), 19

Such a theory, of course, would accord excellently with the idea of

Iivara as soul possessed of complete knowledge and complete power, con-

ceptions strange to the Samkhya, where a soul can only attain samyag-

jfiana or vivekakhyati, and where aisvarya is concerned with the super-

natural powers (siddhis

)

of Yogins30 and is very different from the power

17 See Keith, The S&rjikhya System (2nd ed.) pp. 11-14.

18 See K. Chattopadhyaya, JBAS 1927, p. 855.

19 The S&mkhya view is niratiiaydi cetandh .

20 Keith, op. cit., pp. 71, 72.
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oi God, who guides nature, allotting to each man his deserts, and who

is full of compassion.

If we accept this doctrine, it strengthens greatly the view that the

Yoga differed essentially in inception and character from the Samkhya by

reason of the fact that it was essentially theistic We need not seek

outside Brahmanism for a parallel movement, for we have the root of

theism in the doctrine of Hiranyagarfcha or Brahman or Prajapati, on

the one hand, and the development of the religion of Visnu and Siva,

on the other, as seen in the Svetdvaiara Upanisad. The Yoga thus

reduces to philosophical form one aspect of current doctrine, just as

in the recommendation of processes of Yoga it takes up one side of the

life of the day, which' again need not have been non-Brahman ical, and

in its meditation of Isvara it takes up the Svetdtoatam meditation on

brahman. The whole conception of Yoga processes is doubtless ethnic

in character; it may have been current in non-Brahmanical circles, but

equally it may have appealed to Brahmans as well. These doctrines,

if combined with a belief in the qualitative distinction of souls, would

make Yoga of a strong popular appeal, explaining the stress laid on it

in the Epic.
|

On this view the Yoga conception of soul is far more

popular than that of soul in the Samkhya, which should be taken as

representing not concession to popular feeling but the development of

philosophical speculation .

21 The Yoga accepts pretty much the normal

idea of a uoul, which accords sufficiently with its theistic outlook, but

essentially in its early form we may take it that the Yoga school was

not distinguished by careful thought, but by its Yoga practices, which

remain valid whatever metaphysical doctrines may be held. In short,

the Yoga may best be understood as a merger of Yoga practice with

popular theology, and its affinity with the Samkhya may be deemed to

have been later superinduced.

This view of the original independence of the Yoga may be support-

ed by other facts. Professor Jacobi2 has pointed out that the Yoya

Sdtra in Pada IV contains a doctrine of great significance for our

21 See Keith, The Sdmkhya System, pp. 87, 88.

22 SPAW., 1929, pp. 611-615, Vacaspati (.Ny&yavdrttikatdtparyatikd, p. 6)

adopts the doctrine to the Nyaya, citing apparently another work of Patafijali;

W., 1930, pp. 322, 323.
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understanding of the true Yoga idea of matter as current before the

Samkhya doctrines were superinduced. The Yogin, whose powers are

the root of the Yoga system, can manifold himself into beings under

his control, possessed of both bodies and chtas. The bodies he cannot

create from his own; they are produced from the prakrtis
,
which^gre

not the Prakrti of the Samkhya but the elements of the bhutas; these

prakrtis
,

like the particles of matter in Jainism, must have been re-

garded by the Yogas as ever ready to form aggregates, when so directed

by Isvara, whose power operates when the merit of the Yogin removes

the hindrances induced by demerit. The created dttas (nirmdnacittas)

are the product only of the aspect of the Yogin's citta as asmitd
,
and

they are impelled to action not directly by the Yogin’s own citta
, but

by a citta which he creates for that purpose, for the Bhasya (iv. 5)

assures us sarvacittdndm prayojakavi cittam ekam nirmimite . This

citta cannot be formed of anything save the prakrtis
, so that we must

recognise that the citta of the Yoga was conceived as physical in

character. The same vieiw is contained in the Yoga doctrine that

dharrnadharrnau (or karman) are the product of the prakrtis23 and we

are, of course familiar with this idea from Jainism. If karman is

material, the samskdras it involves in the citta are necessarily also

material, and we have a consistent view of the physical character of

the citta . The Yoga thus has a doctrine of cittas and prakrtis
, as against

the Samkhya doctrine of purusas and prakrti
, but there is a very im-

portant distinction. Both tend to reduce to one principle the inner

and the outer worlds, but in the Yoga that principle is physical, in the

Samkhya rather psychical,
24

for the Ahamkara is made the source on the

one hand of the organs of intelligence and action with mind, and on

the other of the five tanmdtras whence are derived the bhutas . In this

point as in others the Samkhya reveals itself as the outcome of philoso-

phical refinement of a marked, character. A similar refinement is seen

in its treatment of the conception of the subtle body which accompanies

the soul. The Yoga needs only a simple suksmaiarira of the tanmdtras,

but the Samkhya requires the tanmdtras
, supplemented by buddhin

23 See Yogabhdsya
,

iv. 3.

24 See Keith, The Samkhya System, p. 84.
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ahamkdra, manas
, and the five organs of intelligence and the five of

action.*6
It is this difference of view which explains the addendum

made by the Nyayavarttika to the list of distinctive doctrines of the

bamkhyas and Yogas in the Nydyabhdsya ; bliautiikanindriyaniti

Yogdndm abhautikdmti Sdmkliydndm
,
for the Samkhya carry back the

sense organs to the Ahamkara.

It would be interesting to know if to the Yogas tlieir prakrtis were,

as in the case of the Jains,26 atomic, but this cannot be determined, for

the mention in Yoga Sutra
,

i. 40 of paramdnu may be merely one of

the many innovations of Patanjali, and the Nyayavarttika shows (p. 252)

that even in the Samkhya school the idea of the atom had

crept : sattvarajastamasdm sarvdpakrstah samghdtah paraumdnur iti

kasyacid darsamm. We must assume that to the early Yoga the dis-

tinction between physical and mental was still as vague as in the case

of the Jains. In this view there is nothing improbable; it was only

slowly that the conception of the distinction of the two things was

realised in the Upanisads, and we must not confuse the early tenets of

a school with the elaborate metaphysics of the later systems.

Though we may fairly accept the view of Professor Jacobi that

the Yoga Sutra is definitely influenced by the Vijnanavada and pro-

bably is later than Vasubandhu, unhappily we are still without sufficient

evidence of the date of the latter. Nor have matters been rendered more

clear by the insistence of recent workers27 on the historical character of

Maitreya or Maitreyanatha as the real author of some of the works

ascribed to Asanga, with the result that Asahga may be dated a genera-

tion at least later than the date hitherto apparently assured by the fact

that the BodhisattvabhumycuUidra was rendered into Chinese in 413-421

A.D. But it must be noted that the theory of an earthly Maitreya is one

open to grave suspicion, and that it seems more satisfactory with Pro-

fessor de La Vallee Poussin26
to believe that Maitreya is merely the

26

For further complications see Keith, op. cii., pp. 93-96.

26 For Vasubandhu’s view atoms see AbhidharmahokL
,

trans. L. de La

Valine Poussin, ii., 213, 214.

27 E.g., Tucci, Some aspects of the Doctrines of Maitreya (ndtha) and Asahga

(1930).

28 Introd. to Abhidiiarmakofo (1931), p. XXVII.
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Bhagavat Maitreya who revealed to Asanga the truths which he se€ out

in his writings. Further Professor TJi,
a® who believes in the historicity

of Maitreya, stillassigns Asanga to 310-390 A.D. and Yasubandhu to

320-400 A.D., dates a hundred years earlier than those preferred by

Takakusu. It appears to me that we must place Asanga before 400

A.D. and that Vasubandhu must be similarly treated. The chief argu-

ment against this dating is unqestionably that of Takakusu;30 we know

that there were Chinese versions of the Samyuktdhhidhannalirdaya of

Dharmatrata in 418, 42G, and 434 A.D., while the much clearer

Abnidharmakosa of Vasubandhu had to wait until 663 A.D. for a

rendering? Would this have been the case had the Eo$a been in exis-

tence at the earlier dates? One objection to this argument is, of course,

that it proves too much
;
it tends to set Vasubandhu very definitely into

the early part of the sixth1 century A.D. which is improbable. Other

grounds are also important. Dharmatrata may have possessed a long

established fame which rendered it natural to translate his treatise

rather than the more recent Kosa; more important still, Vasubandhu,

though in his Kosa he sets out the system of the Vaibha§ikas, in his

Bhasya is critical and reveals Sautrantika and Yogaeara influences.

This may well have led to his work being deemed as too personal, too

heretical, to justify its translation until in the course of time his fame

as a Vijnanavadin led Paramartha to carry out his rendering. On the

whole, therefore, it seems still probable that Vasubandhu must be dated

before 400 A.D. We know now definitely that we must distinguish

between the author of the Korn and an older Vasubandhu, known to the

author of the Kosa
,
and perhaps not far removed in date if this older

Vasubandhu was the preceptor of Manoratha, a contemporary of the later

Vasubandhu. It may be added that the recent publication of Dignaga’s

Promdnasamuccayay restored by R. Iyengar, definitely makes Dignaga

out as denying firmly the ascription to Vasubandhu of the much

discussed Vadavidhi. Professor Tucci31 suggests that Dignaga disliked

the doctrine taught in the Vadavidhi
, though Le also raises the question

29 Indian Studies
, p. 102.

30 Indian Studies, p. 86.

31 IHQ., IV (1928), 636.
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whether there may not have been a tradition before Dignaga denying

Vasubandhu’s authorship. It seems to me that we cannot disregard the

emphatic and deliberate statement of Dignaga, and that we must recog-

nise the ascription to Yasubandhu ns one of the many errors in these

matters of the Chinese authors. The authority of Dignaga must rank

far above them, and still more above that of Vacospati, while Uddyo-

takara does not anywhere meniion Yasubandhu as the author. Indeed

even in the case of Yacaspati, that he ascribed the Vadavidhi to

Vasubatidhu is not absolutely proved, since the evidence consists of a

disputed reading Vdsiibfuidlia rahtlsmm which has the variant

Saubondhavalaksoya. In any case, however, Vacaspati’s evidence is

of no weight on such an issue.

It remains to note that Professor Jacobi 3 * has suggested t hat Dignaga

cannot be placed very near in date to Vasubandhu on (lie ground that

he, if a direct pupil of the teacher, could not have denied, as he did,

the essential VijMinivada doctrine of aInyo rijnftna . There seems, how-

ever, to be some mistake in this view, for the Alainbanapanksa^ does

not suggest that Dignaga on this head really departed essentially from

the doctrine of his teacher. The point is of some importance, for Pro-

fessor Jacobi’s view leads to the suggestion that the date of Dignaga

can be referred to the sixth century A.D., which may be too late.

A. PblUUJvDALK Komi

32 SPA IV.

,

1930, p. 329, n. 1.

33 Compare Groussot, Les Philosophies lndicnhcs, ii. 75-80.

l.H.Q.
,
SEPTEMBER, 1932



The Eastern Oalukyas*

ii

Kuhja-Visnumrdhana (A.D. 616-633)

Visnuvardhana 1

,
the founder of the Eastern Calukya dynasty in

Andhra and Kalihga, was also known as Kubja Visnuvardhana. He

assumed the titles of Visamasiddhi and Makaradhvajn, His own

inscription
3
tells us that he bore the surname Yisamasiddhi because “he

acquired success by land and sea, in the woods and on the mountains

under difficulties and against fortresses. ” He was also known as

Bittarasa.
5

Three inscriptions of Visnuvardhana have been discovered. The

earliest one, which was issued during his viceroyalty, has already been

referred to above.

(i) The Chipurapalle copper plate.
4

This inscription was found at Chipurapalle, the chief town of the

subdivision of the same name, in the Vizagapatam District. It was

(issued in the eighteenth year, fourth month, and fifteenth day of the

king’s reign. It records that Maharaja Visnuvardhana Visamasiddhi,

the dear younger brother of Satyasraya (i.e. Puiikesin II), from his

residence at Cerupura, in the Plakivisaya, informed the cultivators of

the village of Kalvakonda, in the Dimil* Yisaya, that he, on the

occasion of an eclipse of the moon, in the month of &ravan«, granted

the above mentioned village of Kalvakonda to some learned Brahmanas.

The dutaka of the grant was Atavidurjjaya, who was a member of the

Matsya family.

Of the localities, mentioned above, Cerupura seems to be identical

with Chipurapalle where the inscription was discovered. Dimiki is the

modern village of Dimile, in the Sarvasiddhi laluka of the Vizagapatam

District. The regnal year corresponds to 633 A.D.

• Continued from vol* VIII, no. 1, p. 29.

1 IA., XIII, p. 213. 2 EL, IX, *p. 319; 1A., VII, p. 186.

3 Ibid mf XIX, p. 303. 4 Ibid., XX, p. 16; Cf. plate XXVII

South Indian Paleography, Burnell. Facsimile reads “Plaki” vi?aya, and not

Tflki’ as doubtfully suggested by Mr. Fleet.
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(ii) The Timmapuram inscription. 6

This plate was found in the village of Timmapuram, in the Sarva-

siddhi taluka of the Vizagapatam District. It registers that Visnu-

vardhana, from his residence at Pistapura, granted four thousand

“NivartaiTas
M

in the fields on the eastern side of the village named

Kumulura, in the Palaki Visaya, to forty Bralunanas residing in

(Potununka).

Of the localities, Palaki is the same as Plaki of the Chipurapalle

copper-plate. Pistapura is evidently the modern Pithapuram, in the

Godavari District.

The inscriptions of the subsequent Eastern Calukya Kings state

that Visnuvardhana ruled over Vengimandala. 6 In the year twenty one

of his reign (A.D. 029-30), Puiikesm II granted some lands in the

village of Irbuli, in KarmarastiM. Tliese lands were bounded on the

north by the road to Kondav (e) Driipur, and on the south by the road to

Ylrapnru. The executor of the grant was Prthividuvaifija who is to be

identified with Visnuvardhana. 7

Karmarastra, whicli was a Visaya, comprised the northern

portion of the Nellore District and a part of the Guntur District.

From all these it appears that Visnuvardhana held sway over a

territory, which extended at least up to the Vizagapatam District on the

north-east, and the part of the Nellore District on the south-west.

Visnuvardhana had a general name Buddhavarman, the ornament

of the Caturtluibhijana i.e. of the family belonging to the fourth

(ftiidra) caste. The latter was the founder of the Yelanandu line of

chiefs. He ruled over the country west of the hill (Giripascima sasana)

which contained seventy-three villages, and which he obtained through

the favour of the King Iutbja Visini along with his royal emblems. 8

The hill, in the Kistna District, and the group of seventy-three villages

must have formed the eastern portion of the Satlenapalli taluka of

the same District. 0 Buddhavarmanks successors ruled over this province

up to the 12th century A.D. as vassals of the Eastern Calukyas. Kala-

r> EL, IX, p. 317.

7 EL, XVIII, p. 200.

9 EL, VI, p. 269,

0 1A., XIII, p. 213, 1. 8.

8 EL, VI, pp. 273, 275.
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kampa of the Pattavardhinl family was also a general of Visnuvardhana.

He fought on the side of his master, and takes credit for killing in

battle one Daddara. A grant of Amina I states that, 10 “the chief of

Pattavardhini family, which was (always) charged with appointments

by the prosperous succession of our race, he who was famed by the name

of Kalakampa, the follower of Kubja-Visnuvardhana, killed in battle

with his permission (a king) called Daddara, whose army was diffi-

cult to be overcome, and seized his banners/ ’ Daddara ’s identity is not

known. Kalakampa’s successors were also appointed in the military

service of the subsequent Eastern Oalukya rulers.
11

There can hardly be any doubt that Visnuvardhana ruled his king-

dom as a vassal of his brother Pulikesin. Pulikesiu’s inscription dated

A.D. 62'9-30, referred to above, hears testimony to that. The fact that

the two brothers were in friendly terms ran he gathered from Visnu-

vardhana’s inscription where he describes himself as the dear younger

brother of Pulikesin.

Visnuvardhana was a great patron of learning. His couil was

graced by the famous poet Bharavi. 13

Visnuvardhana was the contempoiary of the Pullava Siiuhha-visnu

and the Western Gahga Durvinlta (A.D. GOb-GOO). 13 The date of his

accession can he determined writh tolerable certainty. Visnuvardhana

II, the fourth ruler of the Eastern Oalukya dynasty, ascended the throne

early in 003 A.D. A period of forty eight years elapsed between this

date and the date of the accession of Visnuvardhana. This fixes A.l).

Olb-lO as the first year of the reign of Visnuvcrdhana. The date cannot

be pushed further back as Visnuvardhana was governing Maharastra

as a Yuvaraja in the 8th year of Pulikesins reign i.e. A.D.

015-10 14
. He ruled his kingdom *or eighteen years 1 * and concluded his

reign in G33 A.l). He had two sons Jayasimha and Indra Bhut.taraka,

of whom the first one succeeded him to the throne.

io q^fi^ft-sftrnnpiT ?fii fawta

wnil

SII, vol. I, p 40.

11 Ibid. 12 Mysore Arch. Rep., 1921, p. 28.

14 IA., XX, p. 16. 15 SII., I, p. 41.

13 Ibid.
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Jayasimha I, Prthvi-Vcdlablia
,
Sarvasiddhi (A.D. 633-663).

Jayasimha assumed the titles of Sarvasiddhi 16 and Prthvl-

Vnllabha. 17
Altogether five inscriptions of his reign have been

discovered.

(i) Pedda-Maddali inscription. 1 *

A number of plates were found in the village of Pedda-Maddali,

in the Nurzivid Division of the Kistna District. They were issued

from the city of tTdayapur. They record the grant of the village of

Fenukaparii, on the east of the village of Mardavalli (Maddavalli ), in

the Gudrahara Visaya. The Dutaka was Sivasarman. The grant was

issued in the eighteenth year of the King’s reign which corresponds to

A.D. 650-51.

Of the localities, mentioned above, Gudrahara Visaya is the

modern Gudivada, the head quarters of the taluka of the same name,

in I he Kistna District. The village Mardavalli seems to have been the

same as Pedda-Maddali where the record was unearthed.

(ii) The Pulibumra plates. 19

The Pulibumra plates record that Jayasimha made a gift of the

village of Pulibumra, in the Guddavadi Visaya, to the Bralnnana

Budrasarman, a revsident of Asanapura.

Of the localities, referred to above, Puilbumra is to be identified

with lY.lenmru, in die Bhlmvavam taluk of the Kistna District.

(iii) The Pcdda-Vcgi plates. 20

A number of plates were discovered near the village of Pedda-

Vegi, the ancient Vehgipura, in the vicinity of Kllore. The inscription

reports that Jayasiinha granted the village of Konibaru, in the

Kanlheiuvati Visaya at a distance of a Gavyuti to the south

of Vlenturu, to Somasarman, a resident of Kukkanur, on the ‘Visu-

vadina’ of Karttika—Purnima. The executor was the King's

16 El ., XTX, p. 261. 17 Ibid., p. 258. 18 74., XIII, p. 137

19 El., XIX, p. 254; Jour. Andhra Hist. ES., IV, p. 76.

20 EL, vol. XIX, p. 258,
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preceptor, Narasiinhasarman. Of the localities, Kantlieruvati is to be

identified with the modern village of Ranteru, in the Guntur taluk of

the Guntur District. Ylentfiru, probably a corruption of Velanturu,

seems tn be the same as the modern village of Yellaturu, in the Kepalli

t al uka of Hie Guntur District. The village Kombaru is identical with

t lie modern village of Komali in the same taluk.

(iv) The Niduparu plate™

The Niduparu grant registers the fact that Tayasimha granted

the village of Niduparu in the Ganderuvati Visaya, north of the

Vyaghra river, and on the bank of the Vanneru riveT, at a distance of

two ‘GavyiitiV, on the eastern side of the capital at Ganderu

(Ganderu-rajadhanI), to Katisarman, a resident of Asanapura.

Ganderuvati is the same as Iianthern va.fi of the above inscrip-

tion. Niduparu is the modern Nidamarru which is actually about two

gavyutis (i.e. eight miles) to the cast of Kanteru. Ganderu, as it

appears from the inscription, seems to have been the capital of the

southern division of Jayasimha’s kingdom, south of the Kistna.

(v) The Mroparrn inscription .

22

The Mroparrn inscription was issued by Vallabha-Maharaju

Sanasiddhi, who was the son of Yisnuvardhana and the grandson of

Klrtivarman. It evidently belonged to the reign of Tayasimha I. It

records that (he king granted the village of Mroparrn in Canu(rapa)lli

Visaya to a Hrfihinanu, a Mandasannan, a resident of Yanaparru. The

donee was greatly attached (bhakta) to Mahgi-yuvaraja. This Mahgi-

vuvaraja, who later on ascended the throne of Veugi, was the grandson

of Jayasimha's younger brother Indra Bhattaralca.

Nothing definite is known about t lie military achievements of

Jayasimha. His own inscription states that he was one who reduced

the circle of the Samantas, was a diplomat like Brhaspati, disciplined

like Manu, righteous like Yudhisthira, knower of the truth of the

meanings of many Sastras .

23

21 El.
}
XVIII, p. 67.

23 E7., V, p. 127,

22 SE., 1920, p. 99, APP„ A, No. 9.
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Jayasimha's father Visnuvardhana was a vassal of the Western

Calukyas of Baclami. In the 4th decade of the 7th century A.l). the

Western Calukyas of Badami suffered a terrible disaster at the hand

of the Pallavas of Kanci. PulikeSin II, who in the early years of his

reign overran the Pallava dominion, was now violently attacked by

the Pallava Narasimliavarnian I. A series of battles were fought in

which Pulikesin was ultimately worsted. Pulikesin fled away from

his capital, and the Calukya kingdom was plundered by the Pallavas.

Tlie supremacy of the Western Calukyas was later on re-established by

Pulikesin’s son Vikramaditya I. During this period of turmoil

Jayasimha seems to have entirely separated his Kingdom from that

of his uncle. Henceforward nothing is known about the nature of the

relation that existed between the Eastern and Western Calukyas.

The Bezavada Plates24
of Calukya Bhlina I and almost all other

Calukya plates assign Jayasimha I a reign of 33 years. But the

British Museum plates of Ainma II give him a reign of 30 years. An

inscription25 of Visnuvardhana II, son and successor of Indra-

Bhattaraka, who succeeded Jayasimha I, states that he made a grant

of land on Wednesday, 13th March, A.D. 6G4, in the second year of

his reign. It follows from this that he came to the throne before

13th March GG3 A.D. Another record
26

of the same king reports that

he issued a grant on February 17, A.D. 6G8, which is said to be his

fifth regnal year. This shows that Visnuvardhana must have ascended

the throne before February 17, A.D. G64, which date falls in the first

year of his reign. In view of the evidence supplied by this second

grant the king's accession can by no means be pushed back prior to

February 17, GG3 A.D. Thus it may be concluded from these two

records, that Visnuvardhana ascended the throne between February 17,

and March 13, A.D. 663. As Indra-Bhattaraka ruled only for seven

days, Jayasimha I must have closed his reign betwen February 9 and

March 13, A.D. G63. Jayasimha's accession to the throne took place

in GG3 A.D. This gives him a reign of thirty years. He was succeeded

by his younger brother Indra-Bhattaraka.

24 7 A., VII, p. 17.

25. Ibid., VII, p. 186. 26. Ibid., VII, p. 191.
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Indra-Bhattaraka
,
Indraraja

•>,
Induraja, Indravarman

,

Simhavikinma
,
and Tyagadlvenu, 663 A.D.

Indra-Bhattaraka who was also known as Indraraja, Induraja and

Indravarman, 27
bore the titles of Simliavikrania and Tyagadlienu. 28

An inscription of his reign has been discovered. It records that Maha-

raja Indravarman, at the request of the chief Kondivariuan, granted

to Cendisarman, the village of Komi ailaguru, which was hounded

on the north by Mujuranuru, on Ihe east by Pagunuru,

on the south by Cerupuru, and on the west by Irabbali. The executor

was the king's eldest son who also bore the name Iudravarman. The

inscription was written by Kanakarama.

Of the localities, Cerupuru seems to be identical with Cerupuru

of tile Chipurdpalle copper plate of Visnuvardhana I,
39 which was

situated in the Plaki Visaya. The village is to be identified with the

modern Chipurupalle in the Vizagapatam District. Hence Konda-

naguru may be assumed to have been situated somewhere near the

Chipurupalle taluka of the Vizagapatam District. Indra-Bhattaraka

was pretty old man when lie assumed the royalty, as his grand-sou

Zviahgi Yuvaraja was fairly young during the reign of Jayasimha I.'
10

He could not rule for a long time, and died after a reign of only seven

days. 31 He had two sons Indravarman 32 and Visnuvardhana, of whom
the second one succeeded him to the throne.

Dhirendra Chandra Ganguli

27 EL, IV, p, 226; / bid
., XV111, p. 2; .Si/., 1

, p. 58; M., XX, p. 10.

28 EI.
,
VIU, p. 237; XVI11, p. 2. 29 Ihid., XVlil, p. 1.

3U The Godavari grant of the Baja Prthi\imula, the son of the Maharaja

Prabhakarn. states that “Adhiraja India, who joined in a tumultuous combat,

waged by all the kings who were gladdened bv having assembled in the desire to

up-root hr force Indra-Bhattaraka” (J . lio. Hr., vol. XVJ, p. 119). Mr. Fleet!

remarks on this
—“The reference hero seeius to bo to Indra Bhattiiraka of the

Eastern Calukya dynasty; the Adhiraja Indra being possibly the Maharaja

Indravarman of the Gafiga dynasty of Kalingp^agara (Li., vol. XIII, ‘p. 120),

whose territory lay just to the north east of the Eastern Calukya Kingdom.”
(IA., vol XX. p. 97.).

The Kalinga King Adhiraja Indra seems to have nourished much earlier

than the Calukya Indra-Bhattaraka. I agree with Dr. G. J. Dubreuil in identi-

fying Adhiraja Indra*s rival Indra-Bhattaraka with the Vi^ijukundin King of the

same name. DubreuiPs Ancient History of the Deccan Eng. ed., 'p. 91.

91 SIL, vol. I, p. 58. 32 EL, vol. XVII, p. 4.



Raziyya

Raziyya is the only female Muhammadan sovereign who sat on the

throne of Delhi. Hers is a most attractive but also a pathetic figure

in Indian history. Endowed with many qualities and virtues, saga-

cious, just, beneficent, she yet failed to retain the sceptre of Hindustan

for more than three years. Reviewing her career after the lapse of seven

hundred years, we are struck by her boldness and determination, stead-

fastness and courage.

In the following pages we shall attempt to arrive at a just estimate

of the illustrious queen.

Early years of Raziyya

Raziyya was the eldest daughter of Sultan Shamsuddin

Altaonash. We know! almost nothing about her early life.

The contemporary Muhammadan chronicler, Minhaj-i-siraj, tells

us that she enjoyed the esteem of her father and exercised

much authority during his life-time. 1 Muhammad Qasini

Eirishta, who wrote much later says in addition to this that

Raziyya was so immeasurably superior to any of her brothers that her

father appointed her regent of the kingdom while he was absent from

the capital on the occasion of the campaign in Gwalior in 1232 A.D. 2 So

ably did she conduct the administration that the Sultan after returning

victorious from the campaign, declared her his heir-apparent and

ordered Taj-ul-mulk Mahmud, the secretary to write out this decree.

To this proposal the Amirs raised vehement objections, urged upon the

Sultan the impropriety of placing a lady on the throne but the Sult/an

quieted their discontent by giving them a brief hut fitting address. “My

sons’* he said “are engrossed in the pleasures of youth and none of

J ‘iubaqut-i-Xasui (henceforth abbreviated as p. 632.

2 Firislita (henceforth abbreviated as F.)
f

I, p. 218.

Tuhaqitf-i-ALbur

i

(henceforth abbreviated as T.A.), x'. 75 says the same thing-.

“I see my sons indulging in drinking and gaming I do not think that their

administration will be able to support the burden of Empire. Raziyya although

she is in appearance a woman, yet in her mental qualities, she is a man.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1932 4
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them possesses the ability of managing the affairs of the country.

Ifaziyya though a woman has a man’s head and heart and is more than

twenty such sons.” 3 The Sultan therefore set aside the claims of his

sons and nominated llaziyya to be his successor.

Accession of Raziyya

Sultan Altamash died on April 29, 12?Ki. As soon as he closed his

eyes, the comtieis, disregarding li is wishes, raised to the throne a

younger son of the Sultan, Ruknuddiii Firuz.

Firuz was a young lad when lie came to the throne and when he

found himself master of a vast kingdom and all that it could offer, he

gave himself up entirely to pleasures. “He opened,” says the con-

temporary historian, “the doors of the treasuries and began to spend in

the most profuse fashion and in an improper manner.” So wanton was

liis extravagance and so excessive his appetite for pleasure that the

“business of the country, the concerns of the state fell into a state of

disorder and confusion.” His mother Shall Turkan, an extremely

ambitious and power loving woman, conducted the affairs

of the state.
1 Having been oiiginally a handmaid in the

harem, she now began to ill-treat the other ladies of the harem for the

slights she had endured during the period of servitude. She put many

of! them to death and even caused Qutbuddin, a son of the late Sultan to

be blinded and murdered. Her cruelty and tyranny us well as the

profligacy of her son caused wide-spread discontent and rebellion

broke out in every part of the kingdom.

Malik (jrhi\ asuddin Mahmud, brother of the Sultan, rebelled in

Oudli, seized the treasures of Bengal as they were being conveyed to the

imperial treasury ut Delhi and sacked and looted several towns of

Hindustan. Izzuddin Kabir Khau-i-Ayaz of Multan, Saifuddin Kuji of

Hansi, Alauddin Jani of Lahore, Muhammad Salari, governor of

Budaun raised the standard of revolt and formed a confederacy.

When Firuz awoke from the blissful clroam, the conflagration had

spread far and wide. He marched out with an army to crush the hostile

coalition but hardly had he gone beyond the neighbourhood of the capital

3 I, p. 218. 4 T.N . , p. 632.
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when a mutiny broke out amongst his own troop3 . His minister

Junaidi deserted him and joined the camp of the rebels The muti-

nous troops seized the two secretaries of the Sultan, Taj-ul-Mulk

Mahmud and Amir Fakhruddin and killed them along with a number

of Tajik officials.
5

While these things were taking place, the capital, Delhi, itself

became the hotbed of intrigue and was rent by a strife between Shah

Turkan and Raziyya. The contemporary historian tells us that in

November 1230, “Raziyya entered upon open hostility with Shah

Turkan” and Firuz was compelled to come back to the capital. Tt

appears from this that Raziyya was watching events and finding in the

adversity of Firuz her opportunity, she struck the blow. Shall Turkan

had also planned the destruction of Raziyya but at this critical moment

the people of Delhi rose in her defence, destroyed the royal castle,

and imprisoned Shah Turkan. Meanwhile the mutinous Turkish

soldiers came back to Delhi pledged to Raziyya their allegiance and

placed her on the throne. She immediately sent a force against

Rukmiddin. He was seized, imprisoned and put to death on November 9,

123C). Thus within six months of the death of her father she succeeded

in seating herself on the throne of Delhi and making her father’s will

a reality by her tact.

Raziyya's Rule

Riaziyya had triumphed over Firuz but she was only at the thres-

hold of her difficulties. The confederacy formed by the governors of

Hansi, Lahore, Multan, and Budaun had not been broken down and the

confederates refused to submit to the rule of a woman; nor would the

minister, Nizam-ul-Mulk Junaidi, who deserted Firuz, submit to and

acknowledge her as his sovereign.

5 T.A
. ,
F m ,

Mvntakhab-ut-Tawarikh (henceforth abbreviated as M.T.) give

a different story. According to thorn Taj-ul-Mulk Mahmud and other nobles

detached themselves from the main army and returned to Delhi. It is to be noted

that the account given by them is less trustworthy than that given in the Nasiri,

because the latter is the contemporary uccount and has been borrowed by the

later historians like Nizamuddin, Firishta and Badauni. Hence we place our

reliance on Nasiri.
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These rebel governors assembled “from different parts before the

gate of the city of Delhi and commenced hostilities against Sultana

Itaziyya.” Nizainuddin Ahmed, the author of Tubaqa\t-i-Akbari tells

us further that they tried to stir up a general uprising against the

Sultana. They sent emissaries to the heads of the various provinces and

incited them to rise in insurrection against the queen.

At tins juncture, amidst general turmoil and disturbance the queen

remained firm. She resolved to strike the enemy. She had been

besieged but like the Austrian queen Maria Theresa she sent appeals

for help. The gallant Nusratuddin Shah, whom she made governor of

Oudh, responded to her call and came out with an army to help her.

Before he had crossed the Ganges the confederates fell upon, and

defeated him. Nusratuddin worn out by age and illness died soon after.

Baziyya's fortunes now sank to the lowest ebb; her cause seemed

almost hopeless
;
the newly-won sovereignty was about to slip into other

hands. What could not be done by open warfare was now achieved by

the tact and cleverness of the queen. She issued out of the city and

as the contemporary historian tells us “ordered her tents to be pitched

at a place ou the banks of Jun .” 6 Occasional conflicts now took place

between the Turkish Amirs “who served at the stirrup of sovereignty

and hostile Maliks.

”

While these skirmishes went on, Baziyya played her cards so well

that she succeeded iu sowing distrust and dissension amongst the mem-

bers of the confederacy. She won over Izzudtlm Muhammad Salari of

Badaun and Kabir Khan-i-Ayaz of Multan. They went over to the

queen’s side and were even induced to support the arrest and imprison-

ment of their associates. This news ran apace aiul as soon as it reached

the ears of Kuji, Jani and Junaidi they became perplexed and Hod in

any direction they could. The queen sent her cavalry in pursuit of

these rebels. Saifuddin Kuji and his brother Fakhriuldin were seized

and put to death later on. Alauddin Jani was similarly beheaded near

Pael .

7

The Vizier Junaidi fled to the Sirmur* hills and died there.

6 Jumna.

7 Pael, situated 34 miles North-West of the Patiala Town. Imp. Gaz., vol.

XIX, p. 310.

8 Sirmur lying amid the Himalayas between 30° 20' and 31
g

O' N. and
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Thus the rebellion was completely crushed and Raziyya stood without

a peer.

Her administration

Firmly seated on the throne Raziyyn’a first task was to bring- order

into the administration. She conferred the office of Vizier o-n the deputy

of Nizam-ul-Mulk Junaidi. Khawaja Muhazzibuddin and invested him

with the same title while the army was entrusted tc Saifuddin Ibalc who

was given the title of Kauatlugh Khan. Ayaz was rewarded with the

governorship of Lahore in addition to that of Multan.

The provincial governors who had set themselves up as independent

rulers during the mis-government of Firuz wTere now reduced to sub-

mission and as the Ta>lirat -mull- says, even the Malik of Lakhna-

wati became obedient to her authority. Izzuddin Tughrili-Tughan

Khan, governor of Lakhnawaii, sent an embassy to the capital offering

eobmisMon. The queen as a token of her goodwill presented him with

a canopy and flags. Peace and order were restored throughout the w hole

of Hindustan as if by magic. As the contemporary historian says, “the

whole kingdom became pacified and the powder of the state widely ex-

tended. From the territory of Lakhnawati to Dewal and Damriluli all

the Maliks and Amirs manifested their obedience and submission.”

Rising of the Carmathian and Ismailians

Not long after she had taken up the reins of government, a formi-

dable religious rising took place in Delhi. On Friday March f>, 1237

members of the Carmathian and Lsmailian9
sects congregated in Delhi

from various parts of the country and incited by the preachings of one

Nuruddin entered, 1000 strong, armed with sticks and sword, into the

great mosque from two different directions. Their object was to

“destroy the established faith” and set up their own religion. They

77° 5' and 77° 5o' E on the West bank of the Jumna and south of Simla. Imp.

Gas. vol. XXIII, p. 21.

9 The Carmathian and Ismailians are two of the many sects among the

Shiahs. According to tradition a 'poor man, Karmata, was the founder of the

CarmAthian order. Both the sects have a bitter hatred against men of other

religions, specially, the Muhammadans,
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laid their sword upon every follower of the prophet whom they met.

There was a great tumult; in the mean time the picked warriors of the

city having assembled their followers rode forward and slaughtered

them to c man. The strength of the new reign was thus early tested,

by this rising. The queen then turned to the recovery of the places

which had been lost to the Hindus during the short rule of Firuz .

10

Raziyya had made Saifuddin Ibak-i-Bihak the commander of her

armies, hut he died, and Qutbuddin Husain succeeded to his place. The

Queen sent him to relieve tho fortress of Rantlnimbhor which had been

besieged by (lie Hindus since the death of Altamash. At the approach

of Qutbuddin’s army the Hindus retreated; the Muhammadan officers

caine out of the fortress which was ilien dismantled.

Emboldened by tho supperession of the Carmathian fanatics and

the relief of Eanthambhor, Raziyya made innovations in her dress and

mode of life. Hitherto she had governed the realm from behind the

purdah. Now she tore off tlie purdah which hid her from the gaze of

men, “laid aside the female dress, issued out of seclusion, donned the

tunic, assumed the head-dress of a man and appeared among the

people. ” The contemporary historian continues and remarks as if in

a mood of surprise that “when she rode on an elephant, at the time of

mounting it all people used only to see her.” 11 The fearless Queen

made a complete breach with the past. Time-honoured customs she

trampled under foot, religious injunctions she disregarded, public

opinion she flouted and ignored. And she became the wonder not only

of her contemporaries but of later generations as well.

Raziyya seems to have made these changes deliberately. She knew

where she stood, she had occupied the throne after overcoming

tremendous opposition. If she snowed the slightest disposition to weak-

10 T.N
. , p. G40.

11 T.A
,
F.

f
and M.T

.

corroborate the statement. T.4., p. 22 says “Sultana

Raziyya came out of the purdah and wore the dress of a man. She put on the

ICaba on her person and tho Kulah oil her head and sat on the throne; granted

public audience/’ F., vol. I, p. 218 says “Raziyya Begum on her accession changed

her apparel, assumed the imperial robes and every day gave public audience from

tho throne. M.T.
} p. 120 says, “Sultana Raziyya came out from the curtain of

chastity and wearing the garments of men, regardless of propriety used to wear o

tunic and kullali when seated on the throne.”
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ness, the barons would bring back anarchy and disorder.

By these changes she tried to show that she was no more

roi faineant but a strong and masterful ruler who would

brook no opposition. Her innovations were actuated by political

motives but her ambition over-reached itself. She transgressed

the limits and committed a most fatal blunder by openly defying

the Quranic injunctions and the Hadis. She roused widespread dis-

content which was further aggravated by the elevation of a foreigner

Amir Akhur llabshi Yacjut to a very high rank.

The fall of Raziyya

Discontent soon led to rebellion. The first sign of disaffection

appeared in Gwalior. After the reduction of the fortress by Altamash,

Ilashiduddin Alt was entrusted with its command. By the death of

Rishiduddin Ali the command of the fortress fell upon Ziyauddin

Junaidi, a kinsman of the late Vizier. In 1238 he became disaffected

towards the queen. Troops were sent against him and on March 19,

1238 lie along with the historian Miuliajuddin was compelled to come

back to Delhi.

Soon after a more formidable rebellion broke out in the Bunjab.

The queen had rewarded Ayaz with the governorship of Lahore at *he

very beginning of her reign. In 1238 this Ayaz began to display a

hostile attitude and in (lie next year broke out into open rebellion.

Raziyya rose to the height of the occasion; she personally advanced with

an army into the Punjab. Ayaz, not daring to offer battle to

the royal troops retreated towards the Indus. When he reached the

neighbourhood of Sudharah he was faced by the army of Saifuddin

Hasan Qarlugh who ‘driven from liis territory of Kirnian and Glmzni’

was seeking’ an opportunity to carve out a kingdom to the east of the

Indus. 13 In pursuit of the rebel Ayaz, Raziyya pushed on as far as the

bank of the Ravi. Placed between the devil and the deep sea and find-

ing his cause almost hopeless he submitted and implored forgiveness of

the queen. She no doubt pardoned him but deprived him of the lief of

12 T.N., p. 644, l'ii

.



Lahore which was placed in charge of Malik Kara Kush Khan. 13

After suppressing the rebellion Raziyya came back to Delhi, on March

15, 1240. But before a fortnight had elapsed she was compelled once

more to draw the sword. During the absence of the queen in the

Punjab, the courtiers had got up a conspiracy to bring about her ruin.

As soon as the queen came back to the capital, Malik Ikhtiaruddin

Altuniya, governor of Bhatinda, “secretly instigated and abetted by

the Amirs of the court” rose into. rebellion. 14 The Queen inarched out

against him on April 3, 1240, but when she reached Bhatinda the troops

rose against her, slew Jamaluddin Yaqut, arrested and imprisoned her.

Meanwhile in accordance with the previous plan, Muizzuddin

Bahrain Shall was raised to the throne on April 22, 1240. When the

Turkish Amirs and the soldiers came back to Delhi they pledged their

allegiance to Bahrain Shall but on condition of Ikhtiaruddin Aitigin

being appointed regent for one year. Aitigin soon usurped all

the powers of the state and strengthened his position by marrying the

sister of the Sultan.

Malik Altuniya was bitterly disappointed. He found that the

courtiers had reaped all the benefits while he had none. He was not

the man to submit so tamely and began to wait and see. Soon he found

his opportunity. Sultan Bahrain Shah finding that he was a mere puppet

in the hands of Aitigin, wanted to get rid of him. Soon an opportunity

presented itself. Oil July 30, 1240 a discourse was arranged in the

royal castle in which many of the courtiei:: including Aitigin were

present. At the end of the discourse, the Sultan incited two Turks to

stab Aitigin and Nizam-ul-mulk. The former was immediately killed

and the latter was severely wounded. Bahrain then appointed Badiuddin

13 'l'.A.j F.
y
M.T. differ. Kecli oi tlicm says that Ayaz behaved *o admirable

that the queen pleased with him “not only permitted him to retain his office ns

governor of Lahore but added to it that of Multan vacated by the removal

of Mullik Kurragooz.” M.T. (p. 120) says, “Sultana Itaziyya having reduced him

to obedience added Multan also to his Jaigir/’ T.A. says, “Sultana Itaziyya made

over the province of Multan also to Malik Izzuddin.” We reject their

evidence as being much later than that of the Ntttsiri.

14 T.N . ,
p. 646.
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Sunqar Lord Chamberlain! who now assumed the direction of the affairs

of the state.

While Delhi had become the scene of such bloodshed and distur-

bance, Altuniya released llaziyya from prison and married her.w

Taking advantage of the disturbance he marched towards the capital to

reinstall the deposed queen now his wife, on the throne. Sultan Bahram

Shah came forward with an army to check their advance ;*• a battle

took place near Kaithal. 17 Altuniya was defeated. He and his wife

fell captive into the hands of the Hindus and attained martyrdom on

October 14, 1240. 18 Thus came to a tragic and untimely close the career

of one of the most singular characters in history.

Character and Estimate of Raziyya

Raziyya was an accomplished and gifted queen. She possessed many

qualities of head and heart and as we have seen, enjoyed greater esteem

of her father. She possessed a considerable amount of education. She

could read the Quran with correct pronunciation and with a distinct and

sonorous voice.

Her brief reign was Bpent in continual fighting but during the brief

interval of peace that she found after her accession, she revised the

existing laws and confirmed those that had been abrogated during the

misrule of Firuz. A woman she was but she sat on the throne, tried

cases that were brought before her, and administered justice impartially

between the high and the low. 1 * When we examine her many eided quali-

ties, the determination and energy that she displayed during her brief

reign we are led to enquire into the causes of her sudden fall. Indeed the

15 The Taz-Luat-ul-Mulk and some other works say that Altuniya forced

Raziyya into the marriage. See T.A., p. 77n. There is no justification whatsoever

for saying as Elphinstone does, that Raziyya captured Altuniya by her charms.

16 The three works T.A., F., and M.T. say that Bahram Shah himself did not

lead the army. We are however bound to prefer the testimony of Nasiri as being

more trustworthy.

17 Kaithal is a place 38 miles distant from Kama] and about 100 miles north-

west of Delhi lm\K Gaz., vol. 7, p. 309.

18 T.A., F., and M.T., say that Raziyya after the first defeat gathered forces

and fought a second time. It is on this occasion that she was slain by the Hindus.

19 F., p. 218.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1932 6
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melancholy end of such a gifted queen “just, beneficent, dispenser of

justice and protector of subjects” caused surprise to the Muhammadan
historians themselves who flourished after her.

In their eagerness to explain her fall they have most unjustly

tarnished her fair name and cast blots upon her character. Thus the

historian Muhammad Qasim Firishta concludes his chapter on Raziyya

by saying “those reflect on the fate of this unfortunate princess will

readily discover from whence arose the foul blast that blasted her pros-

pects, what connection exists between the office of Ameer-ool Omrah of

Delhi and an Abyssinian slave or how are we to reconcile the inconsis-

tency of the Queen of a vast territory fixing her affections on so unworthy

an object.”20 Ferishta evidently wants to ascribe the cause of her fall

to her undue familiarity and love for Yakut. Similar views have been

expressed by Nizamuddin Ahmad and Abdul Qadir Badauni, the

authors of Tabaqat-i-Akbari and Muiytakhab^uUTawarikh. Thus

Nizamuddin says, Yakut “attained to such a pitch of intimacy (with tho

queen) that when Sultana Raziyya mounted he placed his hands under

her arms and placed her on the animal she rode.” 21 Abdul Qadir

Badauni repeats the statement of Nizamuddin and says that Yakut

“became her confidante and trusted adviser to such an extent

that Sultana Raziyya whenever she rode a horse or an elephant used

to rest upon his arms or his shoulder. ,,aa

While these are the views expressed by historians who flourished

long after her, the contemporary chronicler Minhaj-i-Siraj does not

speak ill of her. He mentions only that Yakut “acquired favour in atten-

dance upon the Sultan.” Throughout his narrative there is not even

an indirect reference to an infamy of Raziyya. According to the strict

canons of historical criticism we ought to rely on Tabaqat-i-Nasiri,

because l abaqat-i-Akbari, Ta\rikhi~Ferislita and Muntakhab-ut-Taicarikh

were later compositions and borrowed the facts of this period mainly from
Nasvri.

It appears after a careful analysis of the evidence that the story

of Raziyya’s love for Yakut has no foundation in fact, but is the inven-

20 p. 222.

22 Ibid., p. 121.

21 T.A., p. 7fl.
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tion of later historians.** Tabaqat-i-Nasiri does not mention it. Then

again no man in his senses could believe that an intelligent woman, the

mistress of a vast empire, would have allowed one of her officers practi-

cally to embrace her in public at the time of raising her on the

elephant. She could have easily indulged herself in the chambers

of the palace if she was so charmed with Yakut. What appears to be

the case is that the simple statement of Minkaj was given a colouring

and exaggerated by the later historians. Moreover her enemies must

have given currency to many rumours and circulated them widely to

bring about her ruin. The upshot was that popular sympathy was

alienated from her, so that the centre contingent which had enthusiasti-

cally cheered and raised her up on the throne betrayed and deserted her

in 1240. The truth is that Raziyya fell not through any weakness or

defect in her character but because of the fact that she wae a woman.

Raziyya by showing favour to Yakut no doubt caused resentment but

23 Sir Welseley Haig, in the C.U.l . , p. 59, holds the same view. He says,

“later historians suggest or insinuate that there was impropriety in her relations

with him but the contemporary chronicler makes no such allegation, and it is

unnecessary to believe that she stopped to such a connection.”

Reverty says “the character of the princess has been assailed without just

cause.”

Thomas on the other hand is extremely severe. He says “it was not that a

virgin queen was forbidden to love—she might have indulged herself in a sub-

missive prince consort or revelled almost unchecked in the dark recesses of the

palaco harem, but wayward fancy pointed in a wrong direction and led her to

prefer a person employed about her court, an Abyssinian.” Chronicles of the

Pathan Kings
, p. 106.

Iswari Prasad in his History of Mediceval India makes a curious jumble. In

the footnote of p. 160, he says that it does not appear that Raziyya’s fondness

for Yakut was criminal. Again in footnote of p. 152 he says “whatever the truth

may be, there is no doubt that Raziyya committed an act of unpardonable indis-

cretion in showing such preference for the Abyssinian. Conduct like this in an

eastern country is sure to excite suspicion. The queen certainly transgressed the

proper limits permitted to a lady of high rank in the east particularly when she

was unmarried.” Elephinstone (p. 368) says, “it does not appear that her fondness

for Yakut was criminal.” Lane-Poole holds that the relationship between Yakut

and Raziyya was perfectly innocent.

Ibn Batuta, the traveller, refers to the story of undue relationship between

the queen and Yakut. But his account on this point must be accepted with an

amount of caution for he must have recorded what he heard amongst the people.
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certainly it was no offence. If she had really to rule she was bound to

raise some nobles and degrade others. There was no other alternative.

Yakut was the superintendent of the stables at the time of her accession

and might have easily earned the favour of the queen by his fidelity and

zealous service. Moreover as superintendent of the stables it was pro-

bably a part of his duty to be present on the occasion when the queen

mounted an elephant.

Considering the circumstances of the case we are bound to admit

that this story of love affair was fabricated by the later historians or

they merely recorded the popular gossip which was current in the

streets and bazars. Raziyya ruled only for three years, six months and

six days but this short duration of her reign is not the real criterion of

her abilities as a ruler. We ought to bear in mind certain facts when

we try to arrive at an estimate of the queen.

In the thirties of the thirteenth century India was in a disorganised

state. The Muhammadans had no doubt conquered the whole of Hindus-

tan from the Punjab to Bengal but they had not yet consolidated their

rule. The Hindus were ever ready to rise in rebellion and recover the

territories that had been taken away from them.

In addition to the opposition of the Hindus the early Muhammadan

rulers had a more difficult task to perform in keeping the turbulent and

unruly Turkish Amirs in check. Like the feudal nobility of Europe

they were ever intent on aggrandisement and intriguing for power.

They submitted only to a strong and powerful ruler. If the ruler

happened to be weak, they would inevitably begin the usual scramble for

pow’er.

Above all her greatest difficulty was the fact that she was a woman.

Her sex was an insuperable obstacle. The Hadis gives defnite injunc-

tions against the choice of a woman ruler. It was this which gave the

Turkish Amirs the rallying cry and brought about her fall.

When we consider this multitude of difficulties we are really

amazed to find that Raziyya could overcome tremendous opposition and

rule even for three years. These three years were not years of rest.

She was kept busy throughout. She crushed the insubordination of her

officers, put down the uprisings of the Hindus and held sway over the

mndiminished empire bequeathed by her father. Among the woman
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rulers of the world, Raziyya certainly occupies an honourable place.

She stands infinitely above Mary Tudor who has disgraced the pages of

history by wanton bloodshed or of Mary Stuart who by her romantic

adventures has scandalised her name. Hers is indeed a most pathetic

figure. So many qualities were in vain only because she was a woman .

42

Nirode Bhusan Roy

24 Firishta (Newal Kishore PreBs) says Sahebi-Najaran Kar .kgahbaju*

Ankh darsaruti-nasuan makluq bud, aibe daru namiaftaud,



Mahanama in the Pali Literature

There are four persons by the name of Mahanama in the Pali

literature of whom one is a king; the second is said to be the resident

monk of the Dlghasanda monastery ait Anuradhapura, to whom king

Moggallana (497-515 A.C.) offered a monastery called Pabbata Viliarn

built by him (Alahavamsa, ch. 39. v. 42); the third is mentioned in the

concluding lines of the commentary on the Patisambhiddmagga m the

author of that work who lived in the reign of Kumara Dhatusena, son

of king Moggallana (515-524 A.C.); and the fourth occurs in the con-

cluding passage of the commentary on the Mahdvainsa as the author of

the original work. The last two of these four Mahanamas were

undoubtedly great Pali scholars. Let us first see who were the three

Mahanama Theras.

The commentator of the Patiumbhidamagga says that he finished

his work in the third year after the death of king Moggallana. So he

must have lived at the time of king Moggallana and his son Kumara

Dhatusena. His reference to the dead king Moggallana but not to the

reigning king Kumara Dhatusena indicates his close association with

the former. So it seems that he was the Thera Mahanama to whom

king Moggallana presented a monastery called the Pabbata Vihara.

Again, as he was a resident of the Dlghasanda monastery he might

have also been, the author of the Mahdvavua as its commentator attri-

butes that work to Mahanama* Thera of the Dlghasanda monastery.

It is, however, difficult to identify these two theras because the thera

Mahanama to whom the Pabbata monastery was presented was living

at the Dlghasanda monastery at the time when that presentation was

made, and afterwards he must have been living at the new monastery

built by the king. But the Thera Mahanama who wrote the com-

mentary on the Patisambhiddmagga lived, according to his own words,

in a monastery known as the Uttaramanti Parivena. It is probable

that the thera Mahanama who resided at one time at the Dlghasanda

monastery left it again for the Uttaramanti Parivena where he wrote

the commentary on the Patisambhiddmagga. It may also be that

thee* two names, Dlghasanda Parivena and Uttaramanti Parivena
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referred to one and the same monastery where Mahanama thera lived

both during the life-time and after the death of king Moggallana.

The commentator of the Mahdvamsa says that Dlgliasanda was a nick-

name of a certain general of King Devanampiya Tissa and that he built

the monastery known after his name.

In the Culavamsa (ch. 38, v. 16-17) it is stated that king

Dhatusena in his boyhood lived as a novice under a thera who was his

mother’s brother and who was residing at the Dlgliasanda monastery.

Here the name of the thera is not given. Is he the thera Mahanama

to whom king Moggallana made a gift of the Pabbata Vihara, and is

he also the author of the Mahdvamsa f

According to a statement in the Culavamsa (ch. 38, v. 59) it seems

that king Dhatusena was a lover of history and he was instrumental

for the compilation of the Mahdvamsa . The statement referred to is

that king Dhatusena at the end of an anniversary celebration held in

honour of the great Mahinda thera, who introduced Buddhism into

Ceylon, ordered the promulgation of the chronicle of Ceylon through-

out the Island, and for that purpose he gave a thousand coins. This

indicates that a new work had come into existence which was not yet

become popular, and this must have been the composition of

Mahanama of the Dighasanda Parivena. All these facts go to show

that the thera Mahanama of the Dighasanda monastery who wrote the

Mahdvamsa and the thera Mahanama of the Dighasanda monastery who

was the favourite monk of king Moggallana, son of king Dhatusena,

and the resident thera of the Dighasanda monastery were one and the

same person. King Dhatusena is said to have come to the throne in

1006 B.E. (i.e. 463 A.D.) and king Moggallana died in 1060 B.E. (i.e.

617 A.D.). Now from the accession of king Dhatusena to the death

of king Moggallana there were only 54 years. King Dhatusena did

not die an old man. He met with an unnatural death at the hands of

his eldest son, king Kassapa of Sigiriya fame. So when Dhatusena

came to the throne he could not have been an old man. Then at the

time of king Moggallana’s death the age of Mahanama thera could be

between 79 and 89.
1

1 1 am, however, not inclined to accept that the thera Mahanama who wrote
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The view that the uncle of King Dhatusena was the author of the

Mah&vamsai could be proved further by the following fact:

The Mahdvamsa stops abruptly in the middle of the 37th chapter

without concluding it in the usual way with a verse in a different metre.

This indicates that the author either could not finish his work owing

to some unexpected trouble or died before he could complete it. Or,

it might have been that the original work in Sinhalese ended there and

he did not add anything to it. He only put into Pali verse what he

found in the original Sinhalese version and stopped there.

The first two arguments cannot be the reasons for this abrupt end-

ing because he had only one verse to compose to conclude it in the usual

way, and this he could have done very easily. If the last one was

the actual reason, it is difficult to understand why he did not finish it

in the usual way. Its commentator also has not given any reason for

this abrupt ending. That the old Sinhalese Mahdvamsa ended just

at the point where the Pali Mahdvamsa stops is proved by the earlier

Pali work, I mean, the Dipavamsa. It also stops exactly at the

same place. His abrupt ending, I think, is due to the fact that

Mahanama thera translated the Sinhalese Mahdvamsa into Pali but as

he wanted to write the chronicle further and bring the history up to

his time he did not conclude it in the usual way. But before he could

do so his benefactor king Dhatusena was put to death by his own son,

Kassapa, and consequently there was much trouble in the country and

the bhikkhus could not fufil his desire and the work remained unfinish-

ed till thera Dhammakltti took up the work after about seven centuries.

This shows very clearly that king Dhatusena was instrumental for the

writing of the Mahdvamsa

,

and the chronicle of Ceylon which

he ordered for promulgation was none but this work. Of course, the

word used for the work in narration is Dtpavamsa. But I do not think

that it was used to indicate the work now known by that name. It

was not used here as the special title of a particular book, but as denot-

ing “the Vamsa of the Dipa,” i.e. the ohronicle of the bland. It

the commentary on the Pafisambhiddmagga was the same person as the author

of the Pali Mahdvamsa because a work of the former kind oannot be expected

Iran such an old parson, however devgr he might have been.
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eould not be that king Dhatusena wanted to propagate that work called

the EHpavamsa because it was defective and the defects were well-

known. And moreover it was already popular inspite of its defects.

So it is certain that the chronicle which king Dhatusena wanted to

promulgate was not the work which we now call Dipavarnsa. There-

fore the Dipavarnsa
t
that is the chronicle of the island, which he want-

ed to propagate was either the Sinhalese Mahdvcmsa preserved in the

Mahavihara or the new work in Pali composed by Mahanama thera.

But, as that Sinahlese work was also already popular surely) it must

have been this new work that he wanted to propagate.

It should bo noted here that the word Mahdvcmsa was also not the

name given to the book written by, Mahanama thera. It was always

referred to by its commentator as the Padyapadoruvamsa. This term

mean the Mahdvamsa in verse (Padyapada= metrical lines and

uruvaipsa^mahavamsa). This name shows also the nature of the

book. It is Mahdvainsa
,
but unlike the then existing Mahdvamsa it

is in metrical form. This shows again that the history of Ceylon that

existed in prose was known as the Mahdvamsa and the new work com-

posed in Pali was given the name of Padyapadoruvamsa just to dis-

tinguish it from the first one. I have found that the commentator has

used this name in no less than 12 places but never the name

Mahdvamsa .

It is noteworthy here that the author of the Pali Mahdvamsa in

his opening verse uses the term Mahdvamsa. But the commentator

says that the author referred by that word to the then existing

Sinhalese Mahdvamsa and not to the one composed in Pali.

E. SlDDHARTHA

I.H.Q. 1932



Was Candragupta lowborn ?

In a paper published in the JBORS. (1918, pp. 91 ff.), I tried to

show that Candragupta, the founder of the Maurya dynasty, was a

high-born prince, being a descendant of the ptlrca-Nandas or Earlier

Nandas, as distinguished from the ?tavo-Nandas or Later Nandas,

Mahapadma and his sons who were base-born according to the Puranas.

This view was adopted by the late Dr. Vincent A. Smith in his Oxford

History of India (Additions and Corrections) and the same scholar, in

the 3rd edition of his monograph on ASoka, published in 1920, abandoned

his former description of Candragupta aB “an illegitimate scion of the

Nanda dynasty” and described him instead as simply “a scion of the

Nanda dynasty.” The older view, thus displaced by wieghty authority,

has recently been pressed again for acceptance by Dr. 0. Stein.
1 I

propose therefore to consider the question once again, and place before

scholars the results of my recent investigations.

I suggested in 1918 that the term vrsala, applied in the Mudra-

Rdksasa to Candragupta, should be read as vrsabha, a reading actually

found in a Ms. of the drama belonging to the Bengal Asiatic Society's

collection.

On further study I find that vrsala is the correct reading. This

follows from two passages in the drama:—

(1) In Act III, just after v. 15, we read

—

where vrsalo’dya is explained* as vrsalafobdena vaditum arhah, and

vrsabho’dya. would not yield satisfactory sense. It is possible that the

text is faulty here, and the real reading is neither vrsalo’dya nor

vrsabho’dya, but something altogether different. Dr. 0. Stein (op. tit

p. 380) adopts the reading (1) tatah sthane’sya (scil. Nandasya)

vrsalo deva4* Candraguptah.

1 Journal of the Czechoslovak Oriental Institute (Prague), vol. I, no. 3,

pp. 354 ff.
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(2) In Act VI, v. 6, we read—

nai Wfpt WfWfWiM fTO |

where vnala goes most consistently with vrsali—a word signifying, by

a double entendre
, (1) consort of vrfala, (2) a woman who leaves her

own husband andjgoes over to another (s.v. Vnail in Sabdakalpadruma)

.

There ore, besides, other passages in the drama, clearly alluding to

Candragupta’s low origin. For instance, in Act II, v. 7, we read

—

sfastf ft qren: jrf*Wf3in tfwm:

sft fog sggtf ?

where the Maurya is distinctly stated to be “of ignoble birth. ” (1) Cf.

0. Stein, op. cit.
f p. 361, n. 2.

We have, moreover, definite references to Candragupta having been

regarded as in some way connected with the Nanda family, though not

as a direct legitimate descendant of the Nandas:

—

(i) In Act I, after v. 13, we find Canakya saying

—

«r$r xn&m Mwgt gfarpi: i a ag qfafcfliH ^gft

g^irggiggfr ggggg qifosg mgtgag graft i gfognatsfr

glfawiqgfl gaping: gsgfafofc: I
and

(ii) in Act II, after v. 19, we find Raksasa saying

—

ggilgw fogi #fggj^$«®ig: i

which seem to show that the Nanda family had been entirely destroyed.

But (iii) in Act IV, after v. 7, we find Bhagurayana saying

—

SBTO5WTR! J^IWW gglgfgft §|5RlftqgI qiKkm.BjgWgg-

JJHg ?EH[ I raKjfofo gHSwsVftfl I

(iv) in Act IV, after v. 12, Raksasa is made to say

—

wtg qg

(t) in Act II, v. 8, we read

—

flgfft MM1! gg ftg*’

gnfefofa 4 gftfog^: \
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(vi) in Act V. v. 5, we read

—

toi gggggjjyn

i% iPWlfainito ffon stared i

(vii) in Act V. v. 19, we read

—

Ms&snfag*
coming from Malayaketu first, then being repeated by fiaksasa.

It must, therefore, be conceded that, according to the drama, the

Nandas overthrown by Canakya were well-bom, and that according to

the drama, Candragupta was a base-born descendant of one of these

well-born Nandas. What value should be set upon this view, we shall

discuss later on. For the present, it may be noted that Dr .Stein (op. cit.
t

p. 360) accepts the Puranic tradition that the Nandas supplanted by

the Mauryas were base-born, as against the view represented by the

Mudra-Raksasa.

(II)

As regards vrsala, however, I do not think it means &faira in the

drama. The royal dramatist, in a drama that is decidedly a masterpiece,

would be guilty of gross impropriety if he made Canakya address his

own king, in season and out of season, as a Svdra. The term vrsala is

significantly applied to Candragupta by practically none of the

dramatis personae except Canakya : an apparent deviation from this

rule occurs in a monologue in Act III, after v. 15, but there, as pointed

out above, the transmitted text ceems faulty, and the reading adopted

by Dr. 0. Stein (vrsalo devafi Candraguptah) precludes any depreciatory

sense being implied by the term vrsala which is combined here with the

very respectful epithet deva. Had vrsala been a term of reproach,

denoting 8udra> the dramatist would surely have put it oftener in the

mouths of characters belonging to the anti-Candragupta party than in

an isolated allusion by Bak§asa, in course of his anguished utterances

(Act YI, v. 6) where, again, as pointed out above, the allusion is needed

only to achieve a double entendre. Most instructive in this connexion is

the dialogue, in Act I, after v. 19, between Canakya and a cara (agent)

:
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i srfq fsrangm hfr: ?

sr:: i 3T***n ^fbr%
gofaspita ^ f^n^ i

Translation

Cunnkya Well, now, tell me how you were engaged yourself;

are the people well-disposed towards Vrsala?

Cara What then? As a result of Your Excellency's having

baffled ail sources of disaffection, the people are firmly

attached to His Sacred Majesty ((leva) Candragupta, of

well-adopted designation (sugrlntanamadheya).

Vrsala, therefore, appears to have been, according to the dramatist,

applied by Canakya to Candragupta as a personal name, his style, on

coronation, being Candragupta

,

with a variant in Candra-Sri ,

2 We are

not called upon to interpret personal names : to take an instance near at

hand, the minister Raksasa need not be connected with the demoniac

progeny of Havana. And it is quite likely that, in reality, Candragupta

had no such personal name: vrsala may have been no more than a 'per-

manent epithet' traditionally applied to him, and the dramatist, or the

tradition he followed, may have converted the epithet into a name.

Jaina accounts point that way. If we trust these accounts and picture

Candragupta as embracing Jainism, we may imagine him being tradi-

tionally described by the orthodox community as a vrsala or a "heretic."

What the orthodox Hindu community understood by the term a few

centuries before the composition of the Mudra-ftakxasa may be gathered

from the Manara Dharmasastra, VIII, Ifi.

fir

2 The author of the Mcdim-lexioon looked upon rrsnta as another name of

king Candragupta.
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Truncation

“The exalted dharma is known as vrsa
;
whoever opposes it would

be known to the devas as vrsala. Hence, dharma should not

be made to vanish.”

Again, in the same Code, X. 43-4, we read

—

fWEtf IRO HKPHnp^ 'T II 0$

W*Nl WIT! OT5R I

MHwtaK famw- w. nw

Translation

“Gradually, by non-performance of ceremonies, and as a result

of not seeing Brahm&nas, the following Ksatriya tribes have

been reduced to the vrsala state:

Paundrakas, Udras, Dravidas, Kainbojas, Tavanas, Sakas, Pahlavas,

Cinas, Kiratas, Daradas and Khasas.”

The process of transformation from the Ksatriya-caste to the

vrnala-%tate is here conceived to be simply through unorthodox living,

away from BrahmanaB. A vrsala
,

therefore, need not have been a

Sudra by caste; he is merely a man who has fallen away from dharma,

that is to say, from Brahmanic dharma . Yet another piece of evidence

pointing in the same direction is furnished by the Kmttlhja Artha-

idstra
,
a treatise for which the latest date proposed is the 3rd century

A.l). In the Kavtiliya
,
III, 20, we are told

qHWiafas#! yi: i

Translation

“ Whoever gives feasts, in ceremonies connected with

the gods and the ancestors, to Sakyas, Ajivikas, etc., who are

vrgalas and ascetics, is to be fined one hundred (panas).”*

3 Shamwastry’ a translation is faulty : it implies a conjunctive particle after

vrjalapravrajitfln
,
which expression, in the text as it stands, is in opposition to

the expression 8aky<lj7vaf;fi(i7n.
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Vy^ala here denotes ‘heretic’ or ‘outcaste* and cannot possibly

mean ‘Sudra* by caste. It is true that, in later usage, the

word acquired the meaning ‘Sudra.* But the Mudra-Rdkjasa

probably belongs to the Gupta period (see. infra

,

p. 8, n. 1)

;

and there is not an iota of evidence to show that the word

vrsala had already changed in meaning from ‘heretic* or

‘outcasts* to ‘Sudra, by caste.*

(HI)

I have so far discussed Candragupta from the standpoint of the

Mudra-Rahsam
,
on the assumption that this drama possibly transmits

genuine tradition regarding the Mauryan monarch. I shall now

proceed to show that this assumption even is not justified.

In the first place, it is a mere drama. The exigencies of art noto-

riously distort facts. Secondly, it is several centuries later than

Candragupta. Thirdly, it has a set purpose, namely, of proving the

superiority of Canakya to every other character in the drama. For this

purpose, even Candragupta, his king, is made to look like an imbecile

—

a puppet in his hands. There is little that is kingly in Vi&akhadatta*s

Candragupta. This fact induces a suspicion. Vi&akhadatta was him-

self a prince; this is a claim corroborated by the general trend of the

drama, the reader’s interest being throughout kept alive by a skilful

exhibition of political intrigue and state-craft hardly feasible in a writer

not born in the purple. He moreover belonged very probably to the

There is a passage in the SuttanipOta (Vasa lasutia, v. 21—v. 27) which runs

as follows;

na jaccil vasalo hoti na jacca hoti brahmano/

kammuna vasalo hoti kammuna hoti brahmano/ /

The statement implies, because it contradicts, an existing opinion that one

could be by birth (juti) a vrsala or a brahmana
;
so that the term vrsala, like the

term Brahinana, must have already come to be regarded as a caste-designation—

a

view taken exception to in this passage. But a scrutiny of the Vasalasvtta as a

whole reveals that verses 21 to 27 are a later addition. The previous verses 1 to

10 all terminate with tayi jafUld vasalo y
ti, the last being

yo buddhaip paribh&sati athava tassa s&vakaiji

paribb&jaip gaha^haip vS tajp jaflfiS vasalo ’ti.
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Gupta period .

4 The Imperial Guptas apparently believed in the great*

ness of Candragupta and could scarcely have believed in his ignoble

origin; for, no less than two of their conquering monarchs are known

to have adopted the style Candragupta . Why was Prince Vitokhadatta

seeking to belittle the Mauryan model of his contemporaries, the

Imperial Guptas? Is it not possible, or even likely, that the princely

dramatist was intent on impressing a moral by telling a tale?

Whatever the author's object might have been, the drama, in its

details, cannot be relied on for a reconstruction of Mauryan history.

It mentions unhistorical royal names, simply to achieve verisimilitude.

It abounds in anachronisms. Numerous peoples are named—Sakns,

Pahlavas, Cinas, Hunas—who could not have, in Candragupta’s time,

Here is attained a climax in the rising series of damning definitions of a

vrsala. Rhetorically, this verse ought to close the series. Its propriety as a

terminal verse will be evident when we remember that the verses defining a vrsala

are alleged to have been called forth from the Buddha himself by the brahmana

Aggika-Bharadvaja abusing him as a vrsala. “Do you know who is a vr$ala,

or what goes to the making of a vr$ala? ,f asks the Buddha. The brahmana

Aggika-Bharadvaja replying in the negative, the Buddha proceeds to explain, with

verses 1 ff., what sinful acts make a person vrsala. Since an abuse of the Buddha

furnished the occasion for the verses, they would most appropriately close on the

the same note—abuse of the Buddha as in verse ID. To clinch the series,

verse 20 is added :
—

yo va anaraha samto arahnm patijanati/

coro sabrnhmake loke esa kho vasaladhamo/

/

Anger has here reached its height; and there should be no more to be said.

Accordingly, we find a half-verse added, by way of summing up tie kho vasaid

ruttd majjd vo ye pakusitfi. There could be no clearer indication that the

\ asnlasiitta, as originally composed, ended here. The succeeding verses (21 to 2?)

must consequently be considered a late addition. It will be observed that, in

the original portion, a vrsala is defined broadly as a sinning man—sinning against

dharma as understood by the Buddhists. This is of a piece with ithe Mdnam
definition, cited above, that vrsa is dharma and he who goes against dharma (as

understood, of course, by the followers of the Manava school) is called a vrsala.

I may add that Mr. Munindra Lai Barua, M.A., first drew my attention

to the I asatasutta and suggested to me that it might have a bearing on my dis-

cussion of the meaning of vrsala. I have used Mr. P. V. Bapat’s edition of the

Siittanipdta (Poona, 1924).

4 fJJiOtttf., 1928, p. 236. A later date, if preferred, will reduce its

evidentiary value for the Manrya period.
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taken part in the conflicts portrayed in the drama. 5 It makes

Hellenistic astrology flourish in Mauryan India. It pictures Surunga

in actual use in the days of Candragupta, a contingency legitimately

ruled out of court by Dr. 0. Stein himself. 5 Finally, it goes against

the Kautiliya Arthaiastra.

The evidence of the Arthasdstra has been conveniently ignored by

Dr. Stein. It was indeed not fully marshalled out in my paper pub-

lished in JBORS ., 1918. But the little that was set forth therein

sufficed to weigh considerably with the late Dr. Vincent Smith. I

have developed the argument in another paper, justifying the conclusion

that whereas pre-Kautiliyan political philosophers, who were partisans

of the low-born Nandas, had avowed preference for a strong, though

low-born, king, with no hereditary right to the throne, Kautilyia

definitely declares himself in favour of a high-born king, with a here-

ditary right to the throne (Artha-s., Bk. VIII, ch. 2). Dr. Stein, it

is true, considers the Kautiliya Arthahlstra to be a production, not from

the pen of Candragupta’s minister, but from the pen of some writer of

a much later date, probably the 3rd century A.D. The problem is too

vast to be envisaged within the compass of this paper and must be

reserved for separate treatment. I may say however that a careful study

of this remarkable book on politics leaves no reasonable doubt that it has

a nucleus of original matter, dating back beyond Asoka, around which

has gathered a mass of accretions of a somewhat later date. Supposing

with Dr. Stein, that the Kautiliya as a whole belongs to the 3rd century

A.D., it must be conceded that the writer, who had opportunities for

looking back upon the careers of Mahapadma Nanda and Candragupta

Maurya and Kautilya, as depicted by the then current tradition,

represented the minister of Candragupta to have been strongly against

low-born monarchs and definitely in favour of a high-born, hereditary

king. Does it not follow that, even as late as the composition of the

Kautiliya
,
Candragupta wan believed to have been a high-born monarch?

For, if a contrary tradition were current, the ‘Pandit* of the 3rd

century A.D., who is supposed to have composed the Kautiliya and to

6 Cf. O. Stein, Op. Cit.
y pp. 354, 359.

6 Zeit. j. Ind . u» iran, 1925, pp. 280 ff.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1932
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have modestly ascribed its authorship to the traditional minister of

Caudragupta and whose intelligence is manifest from the treatise, would

make himself appear utterly foolish, were he to represent that very

minister as supporting the claims of a high-born; hereditary prince,

against a low-born, non-hereditary monarch. It cannot be urged that

the hypothetical ‘Pandit’ is giving here a view that is reasonable per

se
f
not pausing to ponder over the propriety of its ascription to Kautilya.

That he did pause and ponder is clear from the circumstance that he

ascribes an opposite view to the professors who preceded Kautilya and

Kautilya is represented to contradict them—a symptom, not of

carelessness, but of meticulous reflection.

(IV)

Dr. Stein has found fault with me for my reliance on the mediaeval

productions, the Brhatkatlidmaiijan and the Kathdsantsuyara
f

in

reconstructing the history of Candragupta Maurya. Strictly speaking,

since we have absolutely no records contemporary with the founder of

the Maurya dynasty, neither myself nor even Dr. 0. Stein can pretend

to vouch for the accuracy of any particular reconstruction which must

necessarily be based upon later evidence. Although the Brhatkatha-

manjari and the Kathdsaritsdgara were actually composed about 1100

A.D., they claim to be based upon Ounadhya’s Brhatkatha
,
which is

referred to the time of ’’Satavahana,” a dynasty that flourished between

the 3rd century B.C. and the 3rd century A.D. 7 Dr. Stein himself

(
op. cit., p< 358) cites both these “works of fiction” to show that King

Nanda’s Sudra origin was “apparently already a tradition in

7 Keith (Classical Met. Lit., p. 90) finds it “impossible to place Gui>adhya

with any certainty before the fifth century A.D., unless we hold that Bhasa

(fourth century) derived from him, and not from tradition, some of his themes.”

He urges (ibid.) that “Satavahana is a dynastic name which may denote any

several kings” but does not seem to recognise the conclusion of archaeologists

that the last of the ‘several king* belongs to the 3rd cent. A.D. Keith seems

right when he agrees with Bloch, ibid., that the Satavahana* were at first patrons

of Pr&kft and dnly gradually adopted Sanskrit as a court-language
;

so that

Gupidhya may be placed between the 2ml and 3rd Cent. A.D.
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Gunadhya’s time.” Curiously enough after thus appreciating the

evidentiary value of these documents, he sets out to find fault with me
(ibid., p. 360) over my citation of the very same sources in my recon-

struction of Candragupta’a history. On the question of reliability of

Ksemendra's Brhatkathiimanjarl, it is worth noting that Prof. Keith8

believes in the fidelity of Ksemendra to his original inasmuch as his

maftjari of the Malulbhuvata and JRdmdyana can be tested for the epics.

Prof. Levi* also gives excellent grounds for connecting the Brhatkathn,

in point of time, with Ptolemy’s Geography (c. 150 A.D.). In

his Introduction to the German translation of the Kavtiliya 10 Dr. J. J.

Meyer has also reiled on the Brhatkathd .
1!

(V)

Dr. Stein has overlooked Ip. 360) my interpretation of the Puranic

statement:
l
“After the Nandas, the.

kings of the earth will be Sudras.” Had that been the meaning, we

would have to look upon the Brahmanical Suugas and Kanvas, who

succeeded the Mauryas, as Siidras. The statement implies merely that

it was not until Mahapadma (Nando) that a king of Sudra origin sat

on an Indian throne; it contains no implication that the Mauryas were

Sudras.

(VI)

Dr. Stein, in dissecting the evidence afforded by the Brhatkathd

in its two Sanskrit redactions, opines that the expression purva-Nanda-

8 Hist, of Ski. Lit., p. 276.

9 tit lutes dsiatiqves, 25th anniv. of L'ocolo francaise d’extrbme orient.

10 Leipzig, 1927.

11 Both Ksemendra and Somadeva apparently worked with a “Kasimrian”

recension of the Brhatkathii. That recension has added to the original Brhat-

kathii some episodical matter discernible even to an ordinary reader, notably

Books V, VI, IX, XII, XIV, XVI in the Mailjari; there is no reason to suppose

that, so far as the tale of the Nandas was concerned, any considerable modification

had been made,
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suta applied to Candragupta refers to his connexion with the real

Nanda, that is, before his dead body was (as the story relates) possessed

by Indradatta. But, if this were so, how is it that the Brhatkathd-

madjari always refers to the real Nanda simply as Nanda
,
and how

is it that the purva-Nanda is mentioned only in connexion with

Candragupta? Dr. Stein demurs to my drawing a parallel between the

expressions purva-Nanddli and nava-Nandu]i meaning, respectively,

“the Earlier Nandas" and “the Later Nandas." He says (p. 3G1)

:

“The correlative for purva is uttara or para, and never nava which

means in connection with Nanda only: ‘the new Nanda' i.e., the sup-

posed Nanda." But the expression nava-Nanda finds no place in the

Brhatkathd account : it occurs in the dynastic enumeration presented

by some Purdnas and in the Sinhalese Chronicles. Its perverted sense

as “the nine Nandas" did not grow up “within a generation between

the 11th and 12th century A.D.," as I)r. Stein would have me admit

(p. 3G0); it “grew up" much earlier as the Sinhalese Chronicles testify,

but it failed to obscure the tradition, handed down to the Brhatkathd

(2nd-3rd century A.D.) as preserved to us in the Sanskrit redactions,

that Candragupta was a jnlrva-Nanda-suta. It is indeed significant that

the Brhatkathd does not speak of “nine" Nandas; the stream of tradi-

tion represented by it was obviously not yet contaminated by the per-

verted interpretation of nava as “nine". To the mediaeval Sanskrit

redactors of the Brhatkathd
,

that interpretation was probably not

unknown. We must admire their good sense in not permitting them-

selves to import it into the Baisaci account they were working upon.

They found, in the BaisacI original, some expression which, they

thought, could be best rendered as purva-Nanda-suta. We do not know,

of course, what the original expiession actually was. But we have no

reason to doubt that they give us a bona fide rendering, in purva-Nanda-

suta
,
particularly since the rendering is found in Ksemendra as well as

in Somadeva. The context, speaking as it does, of the succession of

Candragupta, the purva-Nanda-suta
,
to a king named simply as Nanda,

condones the inference that Candragupta is alluded to here as a des-

cendant not of Nanda but of a “previous" or an “original" Nanda as

distinguished from the Nanda uprooted by Canakya. It is quite usual

to speak of “previous" kings as purva; the Mudru-Rdkmsa itself (Act
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I, after V. 21) furnishes an example: Canakya : bhoh besthin alam

diamkayd. bhttdh p ftvva-raja-puru&<i

h

dc&antaram vrajanti. The

same drama (Act IV, V. 15) speaks also of : Maurye nave rdjani.

.When, therefore, Mahapadma usurped the throne, he would naturally

be regarded as a new king and hence described as a nava rdjd; while

his predecessors would be known as pftn'O^rdjdnah

.

And, when he and

his successors proceeded to affect the style “Narnia” which his prede-

cessors had adopted, people would naturally distinguish him and his

successors as nava-Nanda-rajanah from his predecessors who would be

described as purva'-Nanda-rajanah . The fame of Mahapadma as a

powerful warrior-monarch added to his ruthless policy towards other

rulers, probably helped to cast into the shade of oblivion the name and

fame of his immediate predecessors
;
it is by a lucky chance that we find

preserved to us, in the Brhatkafhd
,
an allusion to the Earlier Nandas.

We need not be puzzled to explain why Candragupta, although

he belonged to the (Earlier) Nanda stock, did not continue this dynas-

tic style; the style, having been affected by the low-born Mahapadma

and his line, had acquired odious associations. In the same way, in our

own days, the name of the House to which the Sovereign of England

belongs was changed, after the Anglo-German war, from “Hanover”

to “Windsor.”

(VII)

Upon the status of the Mauryas, Buddhist evidence throws some

light which we cannot well ignore. In the Divydvaddna
y for which a

date later than the 3rd century A.D. cannot be proposed, we come across

two stories pointing to a ksatriya-origin for the Mauryas. In one of

them it is related how Vindusara came to marry the Brahmin lady who

was later to become mother of Asoka. Soothsayers had foretold her

imperial dignity. Her father assisted in fulfilling the prophecy by

taking her to Vindusara ’s court. Ladies of the royal harem took due

note of the beauty of this new arrival, grew jealous and conspired in

assigning to her the menial duties of a barber, hoping thereby to create

an insurmountable barrier between her and the king. Even then, the

prophecy must come true. Knowing her future, she improved her hand
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in shaving the king who naturally one day offered her a boon. With

astonishing alacrity, she desired union with him. “How can that beP,"

asked Vindusara, “you are a barber-woman, while I am a king,

a ksatriya, duly anointed. " Thereupon she revealed her history, and

Yindusara made her his chief queen. 12

The other story is to this effect. A6oka was ill, and doctors had

failed. His queen Tisyaraksita, clever and unscrupulous, , requested a

doctor to bring to her any patient who might be similarly affected. The

request is met; and the unfortunate man's stomach ripped open, only

to expose a big worm (tapeworm P). To kill this worm, various pungent

agencies are applied without avail till onion is given a trial, and at its

touch the worm dies. This discovery leads the queen to entreat A6oka

to eat onions and be cured. But the king avows his prejudice: “How
can I, a ksatriya, eat onions?" To this his consort replies with com-

mendable tact : “You can do so, to save your life, certainly. Onion is

here no more than a medicine." The persuasion prevails, and A£oka

is whole again.

It will be observed that, in both accounts allusion is made to the

ksatriya-status of the Mauryas, not aggressively but incidentally, show-

ing that the stories were no more fabrications designed to glorify ASoka

or his ancestors, if indeed caste counted for much in Buddhist eyes.

They have on the contrary the ring of a genuine tradition. They were

at any rate accepted as genuine traditions in Buddhist circles, already

before the 3rd century A.D.

(VIII)

To conclude. The Puranas
,
which betray the age of their redaction

by bringing down the dynastic account to the 836th year after the corona-

tion of Mahapadma (425 A.D.) and no further 13
,
know nothing about

Candragupta's low birth but assert that his immediate predecessors, the

nava-Nandas, were Sudra-born on the mother's side. These nava-

Nandas had, according to the Punmas
,
themselves been preceded by two

12 Of. Rajendralal Mitra, Nepalese Buddhist Literature
, p. 0.

13 JASB., 1925, pp. 211 ff.
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kings named iVancii-vardhana and Maka-'Nandi. Tlxe Brhatkatha, as

preserved in two Sanskrit redactions, agreeably to the Purdnas ,
re-

presents as a Sudra the Nanda king who immediately preceded

Candragupta; but it does not ascribe a Sudra origin to Candragupta

himself who is moreover described as a scion of the purva-Nandas
,
that

is, as I think, the earlier Nanda-liue represented by Nandi-vardhana and

Muha-iVttwd*. The Kaatiliya Arthasd&tra ascribes (Bk. VIII, cli. 2)

to Candragupta’s minister a view highly hostile to low-horn and non-

hereditary nnonarchs. The Divyavadana represents both Vindusara and

Asoka, the son and grandson of Candragupta, (as we know from other

sources) us ksatriyas. Would it be wise to discard these converging

testimonies and pin our faith on a picture drawn in the Mudrfi-Rdksasa,

a drama abounding in historical absurdities? The play makes Candra-

gupta’s immediate predecessors the Nandas, high-born, against every

evidence, a position rightly rejected by Dr. O. Stein. When it makes

Candragupta himself low-born, does it deserve greater reliance? I leave

it to the scholars to judge.

Habit Krishna Dkb



Hindu Theatre

(An interpretation of Bluirata’s second Adhyaya)

In this paperf I shall try to reconstruct the technical architectural

nature of Hindu Theatre as detailed by Bharata. The text of the

Nutyasastra is very much confused and often inaccurate or inadequate,

so is the commentary Ahhinavahharatl,* recently being published in the

Gaekwad Oriental Series. Yet both the text and the commentary to-

gether give us some detailed idea about the professional theatre of those

days.

Dr. 1\ K. Acharya has not given any useful information about

the architecture of the Hindu theatre, in his excellent Dictionary of

Hindu Architecture

*

In the vast architectural literature known to the

ancient Indians, 3 there does not seem to be any work, with the single

exception of Silparatna
, which treats of the theatre and its details. I

shall herein try to describe the theatre, as far as possible, in

Bhiarata’s own words, putting the necessary explanatory notes from

Abhinavagupta within
[ ] brackets : and I shall reserve my discus-

sions and comments for the supplementary notes at the end of this

article. I subjoin three plans of the three varieties of the theatre as

described here.*

t After submitting in January last, this paper xor publication to the editor,

I have come across' an article ‘Theatre Architecture in Ancient India* by Mr. V.

R&ghavan, printed in a recent issue of ‘Triveni’ published in last May or June.

It will be seen that our treatment of the subject runs on independent lines : the

view about the Rahga&rsa taken by Mr. Raghavan, though highly plausible, is

not clearly seen from the text.

1 I have relied upon the edition in the Gaekwad Oriental Series, which also

publishes, lor the first time, a portion of the commentary Abhinavabhdratl

•

2 A Dictionary of Hindu Architecture
,
by Dr. P. K. Acharya, 1927, Allahabad.

(Henceforth abbreviated as DHA).

3 DHA in Appendix 1 notes more than one hundred and seventy works
dealing, more or less, with architecture.

• These were drawn, according to my suggestions, by Mr. K. C. Pandya,
B.E., for which kindness I am indebted to him. I am also obliged to Dr. S. K. De
of the Dacca University for going through this paper and making certain

suggestions.
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The Theatre

There are three types of the theatre (1) Vikrsta

4

, (2) Caturasra and

(3) Tryasra. Each of these types, again, may be divided into Jyestha
,

Madhyai and Avara. Each type may be measured in Hastasor Dandas.

[Abhinava, on the 8th verse, notes two opinions about these

types.' According to one opinion Vikrsta is Jyestha, Caturasra is

Madhya and Tryasra is Avara. Second opinion divides each of the

first types into Jyestha, Madhya and Avara, thus yielding nine types

which when measured in Hastas or Dandas would be eighteen in all.
4
]

Jyestha may be 108 cubits6 in length, Madhya 04, and Avara 32.

Out of these types, Jyestha may be used in the case of gods, Madhya

in the case of kings and Avara in the case of ordinary people.

[Abhinava explains: Jyestha may be used in the case of dramas where

gods are heroes, as in Dima etc., Madhya when kings are heroes as in

Prakarana etc., and Avara when ordinary persons are heroes as in

Bhana, Prahasana etc.]

Out of all these types, Madhya is proper for mortals. It may be

(J4 cubits in length and 32 cubits in breadth. 7 The theatre must not be

4 Vikr^a seems to have been used in the sense of rectangular, for Abhinava

explains the term at p. 50 thus : ‘vibhagena kf$to na tu catarasru dik§u samyena.’

Moreover the measurements given by the Nutyusd&tru also point to its rectangular

nature, for they are in the case of Vikr$tamadhya, 64x32 and so on. Caturasra is

used in the sense of square and Tryasra of a triangle, though Caturasra would

etymologically mean a rectangle. Gujarati, even to-day has ‘Coras' which means

a square and which is a direct evolute of caturasra, the process being, caturasra

=

caurassa= coras.

5 Abhinava accepts this view and looking to the context of the whole Adhyaya,

this view of the nine divisions seems to be the correct one; yet the Ndtyaidstra has

two verses, repeated twice (13-14, 25-26), which, very clearly propound the first

view'. But these verses seem to have been interpolated, as Abhinava has not

commented upon them at both the places.

6 The table of these measurements as given in the text is this—8 a$us = l

raja: 8 rajas=l vala: 8 valas=l liksa: 8 liksas=l yuka : 8 yukas=l yava: 8 yavas

= 1 angular. 24 arigulas = l hasta : 4 liastas = l danda. This list substantially agrees

with the one given in Kautilya’s ArtlutiSxtro.

7 The above-mentioned (note 5) nine varieties will he these: VikrR^ajyestlia=

108 x 64; Vikrijtamadhya^ 64 x 32; Vikr^avara=32x16. Caturasrajye^ha*

108x108; Caturasramadhya=68x64; Caturasravara =32x32. Tryasrajye^tha,
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bigger than this, because otherwise, it will loose its accoustic properties.

If the Mandapa is very extensive, words uttered would become faint

and indistinct.

In constructing such a house, the soil must be first examined. It

must be even, steady, hard and black or white. The whole field must

Tryasramadhya, Tiyasravara. (I have not given the measurements of the Tryasra

type as no clear indication of the same is seen in the text.) All these measurements

given here by me are in accordance with the 10th verse of the text. That verse

explicitly states that Jyes$ha is 108, Madhya is 64 and Avara is 32 cubits in

length, which apparently means that each of the Jyestha types, should begin

with 108 cubits. According to this understanding I have given the measurements

above, but they are quite irrelevant looking to the whole discussion in the paper.

Jn the second Adhyaya, verses 20-90 describe the theatre of 64x32 cubits, which

the author of the Ndtyasdstra calls Vikrsta; and further on the text says that

there must be Madhya type only amongst mortals. Connecting both these state-

ments 1 take this type of 64x32 to be Vikrstamadhya type. Then verses 91-105

describe the type of 32x32, which the author calls by the name of Caturasra

:

this also, 1 take to be Caturasramadhya on the same understanding. But it will

be noted that the measurements given by me above, are not in conformity with

the Caturasramadhya type as just noted. Both these statements can be har-

monised, I think, in only one way. 1 quote three verses in this connection.

WTCflTO 3 WIW l

TOTSRH. I Cl

*ti i

iifitafawRt i XX i

It will be remembered that in two of the verses taken by us as interpolated,

Vikrsta was equated with Jyestha, Caturasra with Madhya and Tra.vsra with

Avara. That statement would be relevant by itself, but if it is taken in con-

nection with these three verses just cited, there will be good harmony in the

whole construction. Verse 9 expressly states that Jyestha etc. are the pramanas

of Vikrsta etc. and verses 10 gives these measurements. Connecting both these

verses we may say that Vikrsta has the Jyestha measurements, which is 108 cubits

;

therefore its varieties should begin with 108 thus: Vikrstajyes^ha= 108 x 64,

Viksrtamadhya= 64 x 32, Vikrstavara=32x16. So also connecting verses 9 and

10, Caturasra will have Madhya masurements i.e. its varieties will begin with 64

thus: Caturasrajyestha=64 x64, Caturasramadhya=32 x 32, and Caturasavara*

16x16. 1 think that this is the only way to harmonise these otherwise conflicting^

statements.
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be ploughed with a plough, and bones, nails, skulls and such other

things must be taken out. Then in Pu§ya constellation, it must be

measured with a white string, which may be made of Karpasa, Balva,

Munja or Valkala and must have no joints.

In dividing the Vikrstamadhya type of 64 x 32 cubits the following

points should be noted. Its entire length of 04 cubits may be divided

into two equal parts. These parts again should be divided into two. In

this last Banga^Irsa* should be constructed.*

Thus after the foundation, walls may be constructed and the

columns may be placed in Rohinl or Sravana constellation. In this (I

understand Rahga by this and not the whole field) in the Agni corner

the Brahmanastambha may be placed at the bottom of which white

8 Abhinava explains Rangesirsa thus
:

('p. 67 prnvifatdm P&tr&ndm

c&ntasthdnam and further on as (p. 63) tatpdtrdnum vUrdntyai dgacchatfan

ca guptyai rangasya Sobhdyai rahga&irah kdryam.

9 This is not quite clear. Abhinava says: After dividing the length of

64 cubits into two, the field of 32 cubits should also be divided into two, thus

getting two divisions of 16x32. Out of these two, dividing the latter division of

16x32 into two, Rangasirsa may be made of eight cubits in length. Behind it

the Nepathyagrha of 16x32 may be made. But if we follow this, we must divide

the portion (in Fig. 1), where I have shown the Nepathyagrha, into two and

make Rangasirsa in the back portion of these divisions and must place

Nepathyagrha itself outside it i.e. outside the field of 64x32. Moreover, according

to this the plan of the audience-hall will be of 48 x 32. All this seems to be

improper; therefore, sticking to the original and interpreting it rather freely, I

have supposed the divisions as shown in Fig. 1. 1, therefore, note here the

original verses and the commentary thereon

:

?UT3I iton&fr 8$* ! SgiRf HPflwT* fiwWHfd I

On the whole the arrangement seems to be like this: 32 x 32 cubits =Ranga.

Then there will be portion of 8x32 which will contain llangapitha (8x16) and

the Mattavaranis (8x8 each). Behind it there will be Ranga6ir§a (8x32) and

behind it Nepathyagrha of 16x32, It will bo noted that further on (verses 91-106)

^
the same plan is followed in Caturasramadhjra type. Thus the arrangement out-

lined here seems to be satisfactory.
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things like milk, gliee etc. may be thrown : in the Nairtya, the

Ksatriyastambha with everything red, like clothes, garlands etc. : in the

Vayavya, the Yai4yastambha with everything yellow and in the l£ana,

the Sudrastambha with everything dark, blue may be placed. Moreover

at the bottom of leach column various metals, too, were to be placed.

Then the columns, doors, walls and the toilet-room may be constructed.

On both the sides of Rangapitha, two Mattavaranis10 may be cons-

tructed (Fig. 1). It should have four columns. [Abhinava explains

:

The Mattavaranis may be square in form and 8x8 in measure. Apart

from these two Mattavaranis, Rangapitha will be 8x16.] These two

Mattavaranis and Rangapitha should be higher (than the auditorium)

by one and a half cubit. 11 After thus constructing the Mattavaranis

10 The text is not clear as to the use of Mattavaranis. Dr. Acharya (I)UA. y

p. 492) has a word ‘Mattavaraya’ which he takes to be ‘entablature.’ But it

does not tit in here. It is quite evident that the Mattavaranis were some special

portions of Rangapitha. They do not servo the purpose of the modern wings,

for that is the sense assigned to Ilarigasirsa by Abhinava as quoted above.

11 In this connection the Nnty^astra has: (2, 67-68a)

qui* g Ws*rr Rwunft i

% wwmmrwft i

Abhinava lias the following to comment

:

wwWt*i (?) «rar *» *nrf

fyrof sjm a sfa ttptt wrwig^-

m3 JUWU<WUift3T?W I'WTTT I

Th© interpretation of the text is rendered doubtful by the woid raiiga-

mandapa’ used in 68a. What does it refer to—rangapitha or the auditorium 'i

Commentary of Abhinava apparently notes two distinct interpretations : according

to one the Mattavaranis were one and a 'naif cubit higher than the Rangapitha;

according to the other view, which seems to be Abhinava’s also, Rangapitha and

Mattavaranis had the same height. This second view on the whole seems to bo

the correct one, for it would be rather unnatural to find Rangapitha, which would

be the centre of all action, to be lower than the Mattavaranis. Moreover, if
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and Rahgapitha fianga£ir§a with six planks should be constructed. 11

[Abhinava explains: In the wall, common to Nepathyagrha and

RahgaSirsa two pillars, having a mufual distance of 8 cubits should first

be placed. By their side two other pillars, with a mutual distance of

4 cubits should be placed. These will be four : and the upper and lower

planks: thus six.) At this place (of six planks) two doors (for the ex-

it to, and entry from, the Nepathyagrha) should be made.

In filling up the ground, earth without logs and grass may be used.

This black earth must be dug with a plough drawn by two white bulls.

The driver and the carriers should not be deformed. Thus the

Bangasirsa should be made. Surface should not be kurmaprstha or

matsyaprstha. Bangasirsa, clean like the surface of a mirror, is praised.

In this (surface of the Bangasirsa) vajras should be paved in the East,

vaiduryas in the South, pravala in the North and gold in the middle.
1,1

After thus completing the Bangasirsa, woodwork may be com-

menced. It must have iiha, pratyuha, sanjavana, various birds and

beasts, salabhanjika, nirvyuha, kuhara, vedika, various other arrange-

ments, yantra, jala, gavaksa, pitha, dharani and kapotali. It should be

decorated by various columns supported on different kinds of pavements.

After the woodwork, the walls should be completed. In doing so

the Rahgapitha and Mattavaranis had the same height, it would fit in with two

other points. The graded seats of the auditorium require the last row of

the seats to be equal in height with the Rahgapitha, according to Abhinava: and

our suggestion that the Mattavaranis may have been used as Kaksas would also

have some value only if wo take it to have the same height as the Rahgapitha.

Incidentally, I note that Ranga^irsa was higher than the Rahgapitha in the

V^ikrstamadhya type and of the same level in the Caturasramadhya type. See

verse 104 (Second Adhyaya).

12 The purpose of Ranga^irsa has alrady boon explained (note 8). Also it

seems that there was no wall between the Rahgapitha and Rangasirsa and that

there was a curtain instead (see above). Moreover in Adhyaya fifth verso seventh

it has been pointed out that musicians also should sit in the Rnhga&rsa thus:

Mardahgika facing the east, between the two doors of the Nepathyagrha : Panavika

on his left: Gayana (ka?) on the south of the Rahgapitha, facing the north:

Gfiyakis in front of him on the north, facing the south, and Vainika on their

left, and on their right two VaipSakarikas. (These places have been shown by

the respective figures in Fig. 1.).

Id For pavement comp. JJUA.
t p. 137.
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it should be noted that neither a column nor a nfigadanta nor a window

nor a kona nor a pratidvara should come just opposite a door. 14

The whole natyamandapa must be cave-like15 and it must have two

ohumis. [There were various opinions about these two bhumis. Accord-

ing to one view they were Rangapltha’s higher and lower portions, like

the modern cellar. (?) Second view was this : there must be another wall

running all round the Mattavaranls, just as there are two walls with

an intermediate passage for circumambulation in a temple. These were

the two bhumis. According to still another view there was another

mandapa on the terrace : while others took it as a dvibhumi, for the

text reads thus: karyah sailaguhdkaro dvibhuviir natyamcendapah.

Abhinava’s view seems to be like this : From the Rangapltha, whence

the seats for the audience commence, to the exit-door bhumis should

be made, each one higher than the former, the last having a height equal

to the height ot the Rangapltha, so that the rows of the seers may not

cover one another.] There must be windows with gentle venti-

lation in the mandapa so that it will be nirvata, and the uttered voice

will be properly heard. After constructing the walls in such a manner

that they may not hinder the accoustic properties of the hall, they

(walls) may be besmeared. 14 Outer side may be white-washed; and

after the inside of the walls is besmeared, sprinkled over, and properly

levelled, paintings may be drawn on them. Males, females, creepers

etc. may be painted thereon.

Thus the Vikrstamadhya theatre 17 should be constructed. Now we

shall discuss the nature of the Caturasramadhya type. 1*

All the sides rnuct be of 32 cubits each. (Fig. 2) All the details

mentioned in the case of the Vikrstamadhya may be resorted to in

the Caturasramadhya too. The walls may be made of bricks. On the

Rangapltha there must be ten columns strong enough to bear the burden

of the mandapa. [Abhinava explains: The whole field (32x32)

14 Comm dvfirena vhidham raxi*irasamm ukJuhhu tamadhyam tut

kurydt .

15 This shape iB apparently preferred for accoustic properties.

16 Cf. Comm, bhittilepo bhanga(Mkha)valakamtikaleM^

17 Of. note 7

18 Cf. note 7
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should be divided, in its length and breadth, in eight parts thus making

04 squares, (4x4 each). In the middle of it, Rangapitha (8 x 8) should

be made. 19 Behind it, there will remain a field, 12 cubits in breadth and

32 cubits in length, out of which Raiiga^Irsa (4x32) should be made.

Behind it there may be made the Nepathyagrha (8x32)] (Fig. 2).

In this, four columns should be placed with regard to Rangapitha,

at its four corners. Then one, four cubits distant from the Agni cor-

ner, on the south of it; and one, four cubits distant from the Nairtya

corner, also on the south of it. Thus two. So also in the north. Then

on the East (of the Rangapitha), two more columns each four cubits

distant from the Isana and Agni corners respectively. Thus ten. (These

ten columns have been shown in Fig. 2).

Outside these columns, seats of wood or bricks, for the spectators

may be arranged like the series of steps. Each row must be one cubit

higher than the preceding one, so that the spectators may have a

complete view of the Rangapitha.

In this Rahga, first six columns and then eight columns should be

placed. [Abhinava explains : Two columns mutually eight cubits dis-

tant and respectively four cubits distant from the two columns placed

on the south of the Rangapitha should be placed. Then one column

should be placed four cubits distant from and on the south of the eastern

column put by the side of the Agneya column. Thus in the north too.

Thus six] (These six columns are shown in Fig. 2).

Abhinava explains the details about the other eight columns thus

:

one column, on the north of the southern wall, four cubits distant from

the wall and the column already placed, should be placed iu the eastern

11) In explaining the view of the Upadhyaya regarding columnation, Abhinava

calls Rangapitha to be of 8x32, which seems to include the Mattav&ranis. But

previously he gives 8x8 as the measurement of the Rangapitha. if now we want

to apply the proportional measurement of Vikrst type to the Cuturasra type

(Cf. verse 92) and if the Rangapitha is to be 8x8, then the Mattav&ranis must

measure 4x8 each. But verse 103 is clear in saying that Mattav&ranis should be

constructed according to the measurement given before (pfirvapramdnanirdist

a

kartavya mattavdrani)* What is this 2^rvaPram^a ? It cannot be the ono

given in the; Vikprta type that is 8x16. I have, however, shown the Mattav&ranis

in Fig. % as I understand them to be.
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direction. So also on the .south of the north wall. Then two columns

according to the parts of the Rahga, four cubits distant from the eastern

wall. Thus eight. 20 (These eight columns are shown in Fig. 2).

The above view about fhe column-arrangement seems to be that of

Sahkuka and others. Abhinava lias also noted that according to some

other writers these last columns should be in the Nopathyagrha. Abhi-

nava, moreover, quotes some verses incorporating tbe view of the

Vartikakrt. : but these verses, as printed, are so fragmentary in character

that it is very difficult to get any clear idea about the columnation

therefrom.

Calling this theatre (preksamandapa) ‘candrusuhodaro', according,

to the view of the Upadliyaya, Abhinava. explains his (Upadhyaya’s)

view about the columnation thus: The theatre is divided in three parts,

adhobhumi 21 rahgapltha and rahga. The first ten columns should be

placed in the adhobhumi. I do not attempt to give its details here as,

once more, the commentary is fragmentary at this place. Then the

next six columns should he placed on the Rahgapltha thus: four

columns, mutually four cubits distant., should he placed at the four cor-

ners of the Rahgapltha, which is 8x82. Then other two. Thus six.

These (six) should be eight cubits distant. Then two tolas should be

made in the Ruhgasirsa which will lie 4x82. In each of these tolas four

columns, mutually eight cubits distant, should he placed. Thus

eight.” 22

Then the Nepal hyugrha may he constructed. Then one door for

entering into Rahgapltha should he placed. Another door for the

20 It will lie soon that this account > tor mx ami not eight columns. We have

shown the .seventh and eighth columns in Lr ig. 2 by interrogative marks.

21 It lias been mentioned before, (cl. note 11) that Uungapitlm and

Alattava ranis must be, higher than the Kauga, and Bahga.vrsa. even higher than

the liarigapithn, and as Kanga (auditorium) is separately mentioned in the

view, 1 take Adhohlifimi to ho Nepathyagrha. But this whole portion of the

commentary is so hopelessly contused that, te.ongh 1 have ventured the above

suggestion, no coherent interpretation seems possible at ibis stage.

22 As the details of the first tmi columns, according to Tpadliyfiya are not

explicit, l have not given a .separate figure lor them. On the whole Abhinava s

first view, according to which we have drawn the 1 ig. 2 seems to be reasonable.

9I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1932
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entrance of the people should be placed in front. The second door should

be in the front of the Rahga .

23

23 The text has this :

'SRwfapfa sRtfg. i

5157 jmR 3 I

at73 id) gfc ?ft jufaf^wiWTw i <?5^a smwfa-

ufon; 7 fafire’ qrasTOtarc* m\ 7 ap^rfa

Tm<j? sstfi&i aTfafasw ffai (3r;j^R ^ satajri

%qwpjfF7 srarforr?: sferfo i jt?jnfwg^r ’jjferi fifftr

f^rf^aiWfWT «mTfk5M^wn. i 735ft ttwiss i

This means that according to Abhimiva’s view there were four doors thus

:

two as explained above (in the nepatliyagrba wall), one by which bluliyiiniCulayu

no tupari ninth jnucisdti and one in the auditorium. This is one view. But

Abhinava also notes another view thus (p. 68)

:

Cfffintfft 75t?t^7 tit* i.?» srj^rsr 7

sftfin 7T ffe HRfH I

The text, I think, should be read thus

%q«77aqm>mnn 75m^ (

i

This view, theu, recognises only three doors,—2 from the Nepatliyagrba and

one in the auditorium.

But let us have a dearer view of the text itself regardless of the commen-

tary. All the views are agreed as regards the two doois in the Nepatliyagrba

wall. Here again, two more doors are proscribed, one as Nalyasastra calls it

‘rarigapitha'pravesunam’ and another i:i the auditorium. Nov/ the ‘rahgapitlia-

pravesanam dvaram’ should mean a door in the wall between ltaugapiUui and

Hahgaslrsa; for the first two doors which are in the wall between Nepatliyagrba

and Kangasirsa, would lead to Raiiga«irsa and not to Itahgapitha
;

but here is an

explicit statement that it should lead to Raiigapitlui, which forces us, I think, to

tfyke i« door somewhere in the wall between Raftgupitha and Kangasirsa. There

is an injunction in the 2V<7tyumstm itself that some characters should enter by

southern door and some by northern door (13-41). To which of two doors does this

refer? Not to the doors in the Nepatliyagrba wall, for they will lead to Raiiga-

slrsa and not to Raiigapitba. Now if we understand one more door in the wall

between Rahgasirsa and Raiigapitba, as above, that will not help, for how can

the actors enter from two different doors as noted above, if there was one door

only, leading to Raiigapitba? Therefore, I venture to make a suggestion. If we

take this singular in ‘eka dvaram’ as a collective use, as is dona by Abhinava,-
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Id the Caturasra, the Raiigapitlm should be of 8 cubits (8x8). Also

two Mattavaranis of the same measure as given before, should be made

by the side of the Vedika. 24 Rangasirsa should be in the Yikrsta

type and even in the Caturasra type.

Now the characteristics of the Tryasra type. It should l>e tryasra

i.e. triangular: in the middle of which the Raiigapilha should be tri-

angular only. In such a theatre, the door also should be in the same

corner : and the other (door) should be made at. the back of the

Rangapitha. With regard to the walls, columns etc. in this type of the

theatre the details as given for Caturasra should be followed.

Side-1 i (jilts

1 It has been noted before that the Silparatna has some discus-

sion about the theatre. But when we compare t lie description given

above with that of the Silparatna, it will, at once, be seen

that tlie paratna tries to describe 1 lie Natyamandapa which was

usually attached to the Royal palace, while the iSatijasCtslm describes

the usual theatres which were mostly meant for the ordinary people.

It is a recognised fact that the rich ancient Indian kings had pleasure

gardens, small theatres etc. attached to their spacious palaces, generally

we may understand two doors which would lead to Raiigapilha. These two doors

would he distinct from the two doors in the Ncpathyagrha wall; and these two

doors loading to Raiignpitha, would most probably bo ' in the partition wall

between the two Mattavaranis and Raiigasirsa (for there was no wall between

the Rangapitha and Raiigasirsa, as it* had a curtain). Thus wo can explain the

two different doors for the entrance of the actors, because at 13, 4L Xfityaxfistni

uses tin* terms juli rrnwinalhoUum ni and jHV'siuutnuun fit duLsiiimn

,

winch would suggest two doors on the two sides evidently leading to tlie two

Alsittavaranis, which formed a part of the Rahgnpitha. This may also explain

Katsii vibhaga (see above.).

If we behove in tin* suggestion made above that the curtain had no place in

our ancient theatre but was added later on, then the view' of three doors to our

theatre would bo the earlier one, as, then, the two doors in the Ncpathyagrha

wall would naturally lead the characters in the presence of the audience. Tin*

view dl five doors-—2 in the Ncpathyagrha wall, 2, in the wall between Raiiga-

si isa, and Raiigapilha, and one in tlie auditorium- would be later i.e. would

refer to that time when <he curtain was added to our theatre.

21 Of. note 10.

• 25 tiilpamtna, TSS., 1920, cd. by T. Ganapati Sastri,
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for the diversion of their queens. That the ftilpamtna describes such

a theatre, is borne out by the following: 28

5TR ^ ^ I

Here nrtta is meant as natya, though often it would seem that only

nrtta was meant. I am appending herewith the relevant verses from the

(HIpa-ratna (See Appendix 1.). Inspite of the text being hopeless, it

will be seen that the general plan described therein corresponds to the

plans as given by the iXdtyamsti a.

2 I have noted three types of theatre as described by Bharata.

The Bharapmliminam
,

however, has the following three types:

Caturasia, Tryasra, and Yrtta. They are defined by Saradiitanaya

thus

:

ci i i

But. no measurements are given in this connection by the author.

Evidently these are the types of theatres attached to Koyal palaces.

3 Lt seems that Manamra** a very comprehensive treatise on

Indian Architecture, lias a chapter on this type of theatre attached to

lioyal palaces. Dr. P. K. Acharya summarises the chapter as follows:

“It (mad hya ra iigav idliana
) is provided with dwarf pillars or

pilasters (anghri-pada) and consists of various members (masuraka, vedi,

nianeka, kuitinia, upapltha ete.) and with eight or sixteen ksudra-

nasl. The upper portion is adorned with figures of leographs (vyali)

26 Loc . tit., p. 199

27 Jihavaprakufana, COS., 1930.

28 Manas&ni, ed. by Dr, P. K. Acharya, 1914,
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and crocodiles (makara). From the last but one verse of the chapter

it is evident that there must lu> a close connection between the mukta-

prapariga, on 1 lie one hand and the siinhfisana, the makara-torana and

kalpa-vrksa, on the other hand, the latter three subjects being* discussed

in the immediately preceding* and the following* chapters.

it will he seen that the materials used for the mukta-

prapahga etc*, are wood, stone, brick (terra-cotta?) and various kinds of

metals (lolia, literally iron).”

The above account however, does not furnish any specific details

about the theatre.

Before concluding th is paper, I wish to place before the learned

world two or three points for clarification

:

1 The question whether our theatre had a roof or it was, like the

Greek theatre, open overhead, has not been touched by the Ndtya-

fasti a; hut there are indications which would force us to

admit the existence of some kind of roof. In the section on

column-arrangement the NCityasCistra requires the columns to be

sastd mandapadhCiranc (2, 94) and drdhCinmandapadhCiravc (2, 97),

which would indicate that there was a roof. This is corroborated by the

fact that Bharata praises a :sailaguhiikara’ (2, 84) theatre, which, too,

would suggest a roof: and Abhinava^in explaining, why the theatre

should not be too wide or too narrow, stresses on the point of its pro-

perties of resounding (anurauuuui, p. 54), which again points to a roof.

The Niitvasastra itself frequently uses the term nCityamandapa for the

theatre. All this, I think, shows that there wus a roof to our theatre.

2 The position of curtain in our theatre is doubtful, for the

i\CityasCis( ra has no specific statement with regard to it. Neither the

term ‘patF nor the term ‘ynvanikiV occurs in the second Adhyaya,

though ‘yavaniluV is apparently, known to the NCityasCistra, as it occurs

at. 5, IM2. Of course this may suggest an earlier character of (lie con-

tents of the second Adhyaya. Though I do not know on what grounds

Keith and others put the curtain between Kangaswsa and Raiigapltha,

I have come across a reference in Abhinava's commentary explaining

its position thus: yavanihCi rahyapith atacch irasormadh ye (p. 212), but

there is no reference which gives it a character of parting from the
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middle*. I think, this character given by European scholars to ‘pati/ in

.
explaining stage-direction ‘apatik&epena’, lias no ground. Moieover it

is believed that tlie word ‘yavaniluV takes its origin from the practice of

using foreign doth for the curtain. In this connection Dr. S. K. l)e

writes to me: “I have found in some Mss. and printed texts of some

Sanskrit '•dramas, the word ‘yavanika’ is given as ‘yamanika’. I sup-

pose Dmt this is the true form of the word, as the word then etymologi-

cally, would mean hi covering or a curtain’ from root yarn, to

restrain.” I think that the above suggestion is probable for there is

no sense in deriving ‘yavanikiV from the above-mentioned practice. If

t lie idea of curtain was not borrowed from t lie Greeks, why should the

material he borrowed? There is, by the way an attempt made to derive

‘yavanikiV from root yu, yunoti avrnoti anaya if
i
(Commentary to

Kuttaainuitam, ed. by T. M. Tripathi, p. 359).

In this connection there is one other doubtful point. Had our

theatre more than one curtain at any time or was the curtain ever raised?

Dumodaragupta in the Kvtianlmatam describes Die performance of

Katnavali, wherein, tlie following occurs: The king with Vidusaka is

on the rangapltha. Two maids come and after much dancing and

delivering the message to the queen, go way hahh uvatur jamnihlntarite).

After that the queen’s entrance is thus described: apamtatirankanm

Into'bhavaiinrpasnla santam cetyri. What does this mean? The com-

mentator says: apartita Pirnsfairinl durikrta peltracchudakajaranika

ifapa tadrsl ahhavat 29

Was the curtain, then, actually durikrta or apanlia? It seems the word

apanita, in the text, is unmistakable. May it be that the curtain was

actually removed wholly at some l
; me in the progress of the act? We

often find in the extant Sanskrit dramas the s l age-dilection ‘nepathye.’

Now if the curtain, which was supposed to lie between the Raiigapltha

and UarigusTrsa, was down all ilie while what would he the propriety of

‘29 Tho NOf ra lias a doubtful phrase, which too. seems to ho pointing to

the curtain being removed or it may even refer to a drop eurtaiu, l am not sure.

Hut here is tlie reference <//</ uvfiyam .snip >itul}Cup pafr vairutniknrjiain(tc)ktli‘ynh

prnvrsnh pntrunCup nCiiulrthniu^sanipbhavuh XI T, and because the absence

of the curtain would also be indicated by tlie practice of the musicians sitting in

\he Haugasirsa: there will he no sense in their sitting behind, the curtain.
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i^e word ‘liepatliye*? Nepathyagrha, as we know, was situated behind

Rahgasirsa; and as Rahgasirsa would be divided from Rangaplllia by

the curtain, it would i)e the place where, it the curtain was down all the

while, speeches from behind ihe curtaiji shunld be uttered. But this

apparently cannot be meant by the word ‘nepaihye’, which must refer

to Nepathyagrha. Therefore the stage-direction ‘nepathve’ must have

come into vogue at a lime when the curtain was raised: or may it not,

more, probably, he reminiscent ot a time when our theatre had no cur-

tain, which then we shall have to take as added later on ? This last

alternative is more probable because according to ihe original plan of

the theatre as given in the second Adhyaya, it had no place in the

theatre, and because the absence of the curtain would also he indicated

by the practice of the musicians sitting in the Rahgasirsa : there will

be no sense in their sitting behind the curtain.

That there was no drop-curtain to our theatre seems to be clear

enough, though the reference from Bliarata, just quoted would suggest

otherwise, from the peculiar ending of the acts in our extant dramas.

Our acts never ended with any incident which may be called dramatic

or sudden as is often the case in our modern dramas. Prof. Hudson

lias drawn attention to the similar condition of the Greek theatre and

the acts in all our Sanskrit dramas end usually by some description

of the time of the day or by some other quiet suggeston to the characters

on the stage to exit. This peculiar time endings of our acts are due to

the absence of the drop-curtain.

*1 There is one passing reference in Xdfyasuslra which puzzles me

to some extent. In 13th Adhyaya, which has been designated by Abh-

inava as Kaksyadbyuya, though in the printed copies we find it called

as Karayuktidhanmvyanjaka, it is stated:

spit vfafejs i

'ispjifwt it

R

nrrfa ^ i

i
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q^n ftfronsRir l

aTlefojjt^ WW«!W*llfM 3T i

^JMWIWsN ^rf®T ^ SRlft ^ I

^ sj% =^rfq i*^ a«n |

fr 3T ?rf5Jfg* 3T ^1*3 I

•j4 nftsr ^ son^swr?^ §& i

qsjFf a w. !

fof g TIpH'^HI

3%>nftipi: fqf

While explaining1 the two doors from Nepathyagrliu, Abhi-

iiawi points out that these should he placed kaksyavibhiigena. What is

this kaksya? Was Hahgaplllm actually divided into certain parts to

represent different places, as enumerated above in verses 4-7 ? Hut

then the third verse which seems to moan that in the absence of kaksa-

vibhagu it should be shown or represented (nirdesya) by means of

circumambulation on the rahgapitliu.or raiiga, which term is here used in

the sense of raiigapllha. The usual Mage-direction ‘parikrnmya’, so fre-

quently seen in our Sanskrit dramas would support this. The same

absence of kaksavibliaga is indicated by verse 8, wherein it is stated

:

‘‘As there are no kaksas, those characters who enter first should

he considered as in the inner apartment, those who enter afterwards

would he in the outer apartments and those who enter still later should

stand facing the south.
M

This too would point to the absence of kaksa.

Also the statement in verse (> that those places should be known by

varnami suggests kaksabbava, but verse 4 again raises a doubt, for

we are to understand gardens etc. by kaksavibliaga. Hut if there

were no kaksas, as it seems, why then does Abbinava p] escribe

doors kaksfivibliagena? Or was the kaksavibliaga imaginary? Or may

it, after all be the function of the Mattavaranls, which were in a sense

distinct from the Karigapltha and yet formed a part of it ? If we accept

Ahhinava’s second view that Rangajutha and Mattavaranls had the

same height this would be rendered possible.
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APPENDIX I

1 I append, here, the relevant verses from the Silpa-ratna (TSS),
p. 201, verses 00-07.

3m riiwj'sw

mrr^i: fsrafasfwri q^rwri gcf

af^HT RSRSTTiit %fe*fc?4 Rrf II ft ||

g'mmm: *Rifgq^Rf?i ?ra^ i

^^rfasFf R^TJRife^wn-

*i<1^i$«it^iqfa^facr (?) ii ft ii

qqN>rg§ f^a? rpr^ s i ^ rirs^

3*7$ ^%rra^qr^rg^5i: gR: |

sprang (?) +Kii)^i

s*n

3

r^rtr PuM<im>wta^ ll ^ 11

t^' ^frfwRF*

l7I%RTfl^q!^f%rITW?TtfR I

?ratsfq rjrt-

sj'qs^TW ^ fwrf^I Pw^RJI ft II

TlfPl 4tofeafa: SRfafa rsr-

3 Rfemrar^ i

^ ^ PT^RWFI fT%R ^TT

RFN §TtpRlPl: || K* II

amqisi^i^^mifeiPrfR: 3* 1

farfiwfa fow^qfoiw r^th% ii ft 11

^mpf ^faprat ri^rjsr 1

rt§to s
R$ffR*5!rt$t Prrair ^wow: 11 ft 11

qtesrtft qs*n rt fqfsT 37*^ i

RI^WRWH FWn^ HtWT 3api%iqjl

1.11.Q. ,
SEPTEMBER, 1932
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2 In tlie course of on r survey we have seen that rich kings had

small I heal res attached to their palaces. $ah<jltcmttnukara has a des-

cription of the seut-ariangement in such a theatre, which will he of

interest in the present paper. 1 therefore, quote below the verses

describing the seat-arrungvmeut. {SahylUiratnCthovu, ASS, VII,

1351-G1.).

JTRlfacfl’-WM II II

^ wl: I;

*g: swm II

?gwt swffPif ^i: n

ll ^3 li

^T: 11

HF37H, l| ||

3 *rfNuri Mfw^u

fassifoit qfcTtarfigrifnT ^ li

g^sft *g: ss^Ft § ll Wk\ li

II ||

arftiiT «n*WFt ^gr?r cnwtwWJ ll

II II

m nr 3 qfrsi: ll

3TfSlfigrf n?: ll

aqp3?T^ sresrcFTC: || ||

#&P1 rwtfli rfaT II II

The arrangement will be somewhat like that as in the annexed chart:
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APPENDIX II

(Here I have given the senses ascribed to various technical terms

used during the course of this paper, mostly according to DllA.).

filia = uppermost portion of a column.

pratyuha = lowermost portion of a column. But uha and pratyuha,

are apparently supplementary to one another e.g. inverse and obverse

sides of a carved lotus may represent film and pratyuha, respectively.

sanjavana =A rectangular shape,

salabhahjika = Statuettes.

nirvyfiha=A cross circle.

kuhara = A window, interior window,

vedikfi — Pedestal.

yantra = An architectural member of the bed-stead, a band, no DHA
,

but here, obviously, it must refer to some other design,

jala- latticed window.

gavaksa = a sort of latticed window, with designs like the eyes of a

cow.

pltha = pedestal, so DI1A, but it seems that there must be some

difference between vedika and pit ha. May not vedika be a portion lower

than pltha?

dharani = a type of pillar, a roof, a tree, a kind of tree of which

pillars are constructed.

kapotali = a pegion-house, crown-work, fillet, gable-edge, cornice,

nagadauta =DHA believes this to be a type of window resembling

the hood of a serpent. Abhinava says: ‘nagadantam stambhordhvanica-

stlmm&ikam putrikadharanurtham gajamukham iti kecit.*

kona = a kind of house, so DHA . (?)

pratidvara==‘avantara dvfira
?

so Abhinava.

stambha = column. For detailed information about stambha see

DI1A
,
under that word.

tula= A balance, a moulding of the column, a mouth, a beam, but

none of these senses is suitable here.

dviira — door, for some interesting details about door see DllA,

under that word.

U. R. Mankad



Krsna and Jarasandka*

In the Malulbharata
,

at. least in its present final form, Krsna, though

not the hero, is the most striking figure. lie appears almost on every

important occasion to help, advise, instruct or console the Pandavas and

most of their important achievements are represented to he due to his

guidance. In fact, lie has been so intricately connected with the

Pundavas that it is now almost, impossible to conceive a form of tlie

Malulbharata without Krsna. To say that he was not present in the

original Mnhdbharata and was added only in the later editions of the

work is merely a guess-work, practically unsupported by the extant

evidence.

However, a close and critical study reveals the absence of a harmo-

nious uniformity in the narration of various details of Krsna’s life and it

appears, however indistinctly, that Krsna has passed through different

stages of development, in the Malulhlulrata. Of course, the aim of the

author or the authors of the Malulbharata in its present form was certain-

ly to represent Krsna as the god of gods and therefore essentially divine,

born amongst men as an incarnation of Visnu, the Supreme God. It

naturally) follows that one of this description must be invested with all

supreme and divine powers and attempts are throughout visible repre-

senting Krsna in such colours. Yet there are in the Malulbharata

descriptions and allusions, though very rare, where Ivrsna appears in a

form which is not cpiite in harmony with (lie supremely divine character

attributed to him and which, in fact, is nothing but purely human.

Perhaps these descriptions and allusions represent the primitive stage in

the development of Krsna in the Malulbharata and it seems that supreme

divinity came to be associated with him only later on. This is, how-

ever, a hypothesis and requires verification by further research.

Naturally enough, such passages are very few in the present

Malulbharata
,
the wonder rather being how' the authors, who were all

ardent devotees of Krsna, could permit even these to remain as they are.

* Tho references, unless otherwise mentioned, are to the MahabhCuata

(Kumbhakonam Edition).
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The story of Jarasamlha and his hostility with Krsna comes from these

rare passages and a brief account thereof is likely to prove interesting.

The Mahabharata account of Jarasamlha comes mainly from three

sources
: (1) The story of his previous achievements and conflict with

Krsna as narrated by Krsna 1 himself to Yudhisthira and also by

Vaisampayana 2
to Janamejaya directly; (2) the account of his slaughter

by Bhlmasena as narrated by Vaisampayana 1 to Janamejaya; and (3)

other details about him gathered from stray references.

The occasion of Krsna ’s narration to Yudhsthira of Jarusamlha’s

achievements etc. is this: Having advised Yudhisthira to perform the

Kajasuya sacrifice witli a view to raising* his deceased father Pfmdu from

the inferior Yamasnbha to the superior regions in the heaven, Narada

leaves
4

for the city of the Dasarhas. Yudhisthira, thinking that the

most proper advice on the matter would come from all-knowing 1 Krsna,

sends his messenger Indrasena to Dvarakii. Krsna readily comes and,

lifter due formalities, Yudhisthira requests him (o say sincerely 0
it

1 II. 14 if. 2 II. 23. 3 li. 20ff.

4 The purpose of this visit oF Narada to Dv.lraltii is not mentioned hero.

The Jlhfuj'inifa
, X. 70, however, refers to it and there Narada i» shown inform-

ing Krsna about Yudhisthira’s decision to hold the ll
r
j:i ;u\a and a«: pressing

him to approve of his decision and to attend the sacrifice.

5 II. 13 42if. where Krsna is referred to as ^ ttflTWig

etc. Further, HIP? t

ls further referred to as
Jp5

He ** thus exalted in the

work almost at every place where he appears or is alluded to.

6 11. G5ft\

gRto wsnijit if ^ %t^=«tT i

arraft fa ira ft grair im: u

qfeRgfw iftrafa frat t?tf* i

m TT3U H ft?$ffl it

fi fTIRJfi 35$: $raHT§: «&ft it l

fra ftfafrart fi$f^rfmT ntg.ii

fcftn «W (%?> 5 $N i

*sroftfrtefmrw* firato u

firaira tfofttu

\ qttrtTra it
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Yudliisthira really possessed the fitness to hold the proposed gigantic

sacrifice, with the remark that Krsna's word would decide the matter*

Krsna replies that Yudhisthira certainly possesses the requisite fitness,

yet he cannot possibly begin the Rajasiiya unless and until he vanquishes

Jariisandha, the paramount monarch of Magadha. Krsna then gives an

account of Jarasandha’s achievements 7 and further, at Yudhisthira'a

query, narrates8
his origin etc. Later9 Janamejaya’s curiosity, too, is

roused as to the cause of the conflict between Krsna and Jarasandha and

Vai&unpayana quenches it by repeating with some changes the account

given by Krsna and supplementing it with an account of the origin etc.

of Krsna himself. The following is a brief account of Jarasandha

based on these passages in the Mahabharata :

He was son of king Brhadratha of Magadha born of his two

queens as the result of a boon granted by sage Candakausika. Each

queen brought forth a half portion of the boy which she, in disappoint-

ment, threw away. Jara, a Raksasi, joined together the two halves to

form a human baby which she delivered over to Brhadratha. Sage

Candakausika is said to have conferred on the boy several boons includ-

ing invincibility in battles, partiality for Brabmanas, extraordinary

liospitability, a personal view
( )

of' God Siva, etc.

Jarasandha then succeeded his father to the throne and set on the

task of subjugating ether kings, ne vanquished all mighty kings

in all directions including the Bhojas, the descendants of Aila,

Iksvaku, Yayati, etc., while some became his dependent allies.

& *3^ * 1

7 II. 141V.

8 II. 17. 1211. The query referred to is

—

W5TW II * ? !l

The query, at least ‘‘‘fijfcfoi: Joes not look appropriate in view of

Yudhisthira's previous admission (11. 15. 7) ol having suilered from Jarasan-

dha 'a terror.

9 II. 23.
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‘Sisupala/ says10 Krsna {o Yudhisthira, ‘relying wholly on (the strength

of) Jarasandha, has become a mighty general ( )• Vakra,

lord of Kariisa, attends on him as a disciple. Two more great valiants,

viz. Ilamsa and Dibika
,

11 have joined liim. Bhagadatta, the aged

mighty king of the Yavanas, a friend of your father, pays liomage to

Jarasandha by words and deeds, though in his heart he is as affectionate

to you as he was to your father The vain Cedi king Purusottama

(Siriupala ?),
12 who was not (or could not be) formerly killed by me as

he had joined Jarasandha, regards himself as the best among men.

Strengthened by the same alliance the Paundraka king Vasudeva

who foolishly puts on my badges 1,1
lias attained supiemacy over the

Vangas, the Pundras and the Kiratas. Similarly has the mighty,

learned and splendidly-equipped king BhTsmaka become an adorer of

Jarasandha out of an offensive disregard for us who are his devoted

relations', always yield to him and do only what pleases him. The

Bhojas, the Pancalas, etc., terror-stricken, are said to have left their

kingdoms and run away to escape in all directions.

Kamsa had married Jarasandha \s two daughters, Asti and Prapti 14

by name. Strengthened by this connection, Kamsa tormented his own

kinsmen and gained power. The elderly Bhojas, subjected to the

cruelty of Kamsa and Jarasandha, entered into a matrimonial alliance15

with Krsna’s party with a view to securing safety to their clan ( jfnffl )•

10 II. 14. 10.

11 Tin* inline appears differently as llivika (IJ. It. 39 etc), llimbika

(11. 14. 13 etc.), Itibhika (II. 20 1 etc.) etc.

12 11. 14. 18ff.

(?) jafti u

Tiie passage is rattier obscure.

13 II. 14. 19.

wtfra: * fan’ =3 flUTO*. etc.

14 This name appears as Priisti in II. 14. 32.

15 The matrimonial alliance was made by giving to Akrura the daughter of

Ahuka (II. 14. 34).
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Krsna says that he and Bajarama have acquitted themselves of this task

by defending the Bliojas, when tormented by Jarasandha and have

besides killed Kamsa and Sunfunan.

Observing Jarasandha ever active in making fresh attacks, the

eighteen families of the Bliojas thought it was impossible for any human

agency to exhaust Jarasandha’s splendid forces and so* they seem to

have decided 16 not to face him in an open contest. “Jarasandha,” says

Krsna, “could not he killed by me dining the course of the eighteen

rigorous battles that I fought with him.” Jarasandha had gathered

further strength in his unparalleled ministers, Ilanisa and J)ibika, who

are said to be i.e., proof against death from weapons.

However, in the eighteenth battle some one uttered 17<IIamsa is slain/

on hearing which Dihiku instantly died in bereavement. On learning

of the occurrence Ilamsa too left tlie field and drowned himself in

the Yamuna and Jarasandha, extremely dispirited at the loss of the

ministers, withdrew and returned to his capital leaving Krsna and

his party to enjoy freely at Madhurfi (
= Mathura).

T1 ie Yadavas, however, could not enjoy his absence for long. Soon

they heard Kamsa’s widow18 urging her father to avenge her husband’s

death. With their past bitter experience of Jarasandha fresh in their

mind they received (he news very painfully and, in accordance with

their previous resolve not to face him on battle-field, decided to

leave Madhura foi safety. Sola they all tied one by one and took

10 II. 14. 37ff.

3 arcrcrFvi i

; it etc.

17 The linos 11. 14. -13-10 are obscure and contradictory as will be shown

in a subsequent footnote.

18 II. 14. 491T.

cqvfc* farf *TT £ irrfNsfaCTT I

|%rr akp* 11 etc.

Only one is mentioned here and not two (Asti and Prasti) as in II. 14. 32.

19 Just below (II. 14. 77), however, Krsna seems to say that they shifted

from Mathura to Dvaraka being alarmed at Jarasandha’s cruelty in confining

otiier kings.

09 w ijfrvwqtqy t
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shelter in the west making their new settlement near Raivataka mountain

at Kusasthali (i.e. I)varaka) which they strongly fortified. ‘Tims*

says Krsna, “we, the offenders of Jarasandlia, left his vicinity, took

shelter in Gomanta (llaivataka?) and have since become strong- on

account of our jointness”. 2a Krsna further gives a description of the

fortifications of Dvaraka and of the strength of the Yadavas and says21

that the Pandavas are ever a great support to his party.

Vaisampayana, however says22 that when Krsna killed Kamsa and

reinstalled Ugrasena as king, Jarasandha raised a huge army, took

Krsna captive and enthroned his daughter's son on the kingdom of

Mathura. Since then Jarasandlia had been offending Ugrasena and the

Vrsnis and this was the cause of the enmity between Krsna and

Jarasandlia.

At the time of Krsna* h narration of Jarasandlia's achievements to

Yudhisihira, Jarasandlia had confined several mighty kings in his

capital Giiivraja with a view to sacrificing tliem in honour of God Siva

whose favour had enabled Jarasandlia to vanquish them. As has

been pointed out in a previous footnote, Krsna in II 14-77 seems to say

that it was this cruelty of Jarasandlia that made Krsna and his party

shift from Mathura to Dvaraka, if the word there is taken

to refer to the time of this incident just mentioned. The Pandavas

too seem to have been frightened by Jarasandha's achievements and

cruelty. 23

In reply to a query of Yudhisthira who is astonished to find Jara-

sandha not having already been slain by Krsna, Krsna says
24 that he

20 IT. 14. 56.

fSlfcfwn: i

RgqTfRRT: II

21 11. 14. 67, wkt smw^cTl ^ i

22 II. 23. 32ff.

23 11. 15. 7ff. Yudhisthira says to Krsna:—

mmni ^ITO II etc.

Here perhaps refers to the Kauravas in general, although they were not

seriously affected by Jarasandlia’s achievements (viilo V. 51. 38ff.).

24 11. 19. 26ff.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER 1932 11
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Had to neglect or postpone action against Jarasandlia for political

reasons, The reasons meant seem to be that Jaiiisandha and I) is allies

uere extremely powerful, his ministers were very highly, skilful in

politics and Krsna’s men (the Kuk litas, the Andhaka.*, the Vrsnis,

etc.), powerful as they weie, did not dare to resist them.

Winding up his narration, Krsna says that Jaiasandha’s supremacy

has 1 1 1 arceplcd on all hands and that Yudliisthira cannot possibly

commence the UiijuMiya until lie vanquishes Jarasandlia. Other

puwoj fill kings like Duryodhana, Sisnjiala etc. are likely to yield to

Yudliisthira out oi their regard for him. Jarasandlia, however, cannot

be math* to do so and therefore it is primarily necessary to kill him

and to rescue the unfortunate kings confined by him in Girivraja

whereby Yudhist liira’s supremacy would be established.

Yudliisthira praises Krsna for bis unique advice but prefers giving

up the proposed plan of the Itajasiiya thinking his forces to be incom-

petent to vanquish Jaiasundha in view of the fact that even Krsna was

frightened by Jarasandlia. Krsna, however, presses, at Arjunaks

suggestion, to try their valour against lariisandha and says that,

Kainsa as well as Ifainsa and Dibika having already been slain, the

time is now quite ripe to kill Jaiiisandha. lie adds that as it is

impossible to kill Jarasandlia on battle Held, Blihna, Arjuna and

Krsna himself should secretly approach Jarasandlia with the challenge

of a combat which be would surely accept and, through vanity,

would elect to have an encounter with Bliima. lie adds that recourse

to tactics 20
is necessary in the (use and assures Yudliisthira about

Bh inn’s competence to kill Jarasandlia in the encounter and ultimately

prevails upon Yudliisthira in sending Bliima and Arjuna with him.

Blessed by Yiulhisthira, the three depart, robed in Kusa garments

as snaiaka Brahmanas, and, after passing through several regions,

reacli the Goratha Mountain whence they can view Ja-rusaudlia’s

capital. The Brahmanas in the capital are brisk in pacifying the

evil omens that have been appearing there lately foreboding disaster

to Jarasandlia. The three enter the capital, snatch garlands from

Jarasandlia 's people in their way and, weaponless as they are, force

25 ll. loir. 20 II. 20. 2ff.
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their way to Jarasandha ’s palace, causing alarm to the citizens. They

forcibly enter the palace, through an unusual passage ( ),

ascend three stories, approach Jarasandha and call on him with the

slighting word . Jarasandha, thinking them to he Brahmana

guests, rises to welcome them. Krsna attributes religious silence to tlie

I wo biothers wlio, he says, would break it in t lie midnight when they

would speak to •Jarasandha.

Jarasandha accordingly rises in the midnight and, though

he smells fraud from their robes inconsistent with theii alleged vow,

oilers worship to them. They reject it, Krsna saying that they cannot

accept worship from an offender and, on Jauisandha’s query, adding

that the offence referred to is his cruel continement of the kings in

Oirivraja. Krsna asks Jarasandha to lelcase the kings instantly and

after revealing the identity of himself and t lie two brothers, challenges

him in an encounter with any of the three iu case lie does not choose to

release the kings.

Jarasandlur 7 icfuse* to liheraie through fear the 'kings he has con-

fined for some religious purpose and accepts the challenge. He makes

leady to fight, installs his son Sahadeva as king and elects to encounter

with Bliluia.
2B

The encounter commences on the first day of Kfalika and goes on

ceaselessly for fifteen days and nights. Observing Jarasandha fatigued

on the night of the fourteenth day, Krsna who has been throughout

27 II. 22. 37fi‘. Tiie verses 27-30 appear as interpolated and are not

in harmony with, the spirit of the* verses 37if. occurring in all recensions. Jarasan-

dha calls Krsna as horn in the race of cowherds, showers abuses on him for having

made a cowardly escape hy shifting from his birth-place to the soacoast, says that

he (i.e. .Jarasandha) is not of the common lank lik<* Kamsa, Pralnmba, Buna,

Mustikn, indratapnmi, Kesi, PiUanii and Kfdayavana slain by Krsna and

expresses delight in having now boon enabled to pay off his debt to his son-in-law

by killing Krsna along with Bhinia and Arjuna. Krsna asks him to cease

boasting and to come to action, saying he lias no doubt about Jarasandha being

killed.

28 11. 22. 1111*. It is said that Krsna due to his regard for BrahnuVs com-

mands, did not want himself to kill Jarasandha, lecolleeting that he was des-

tined to be killed h.v some one else than the Madhus. II. 21. 5., which occurs as

an interpolation, says that Jarasandha refused to light with Krsna as he was a

cowherd and with Arjiinn as lie won a boy.
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guiding Bhiina beckons to him now to exhaust the foe’s energies and

thus to hasten his death. 2y Blrima does accordingly and ultimately

breaks Jarftsandha into two pieces, causing terror to all.

The three leave the dead body at the Kuladvara and Krsna drives

in Jarasandha’s supreme chariot
:30

to the Girivraja prison and sets free

the kings confined there. The liberated kings express their excessive

gratefulness to Krsna and readily agree to please him by assisting

Yudhisthira in his impending performance of the Rajasiiya. Krsna

accepts, though reluctantly
,

31 the jewels conferred on him by the kings

with a view to saving them from disappointment. Krsna then grants

safety to Sahadeva, Jarasandha’s son, who requests Krsna to forget

the past and pays homage tli rough him to Yudhisthira. The three then

return to Indraprastha and Yudhisthira attributes the entire achieve-

ment to Krsna’s guidance. Having thus made Yudhisthira fit enough

to hold the llfijasuya, Krsna leaves for Dvdraka to be able to return

in time to join the Rajasiiya.

(To he continual)

S. L, Katuk

29 Further (II. 25. 1 IF.) Krsna also informs Bhima that Vayu, Bhlma’s

father, has iorecasFed Jarasandha’s death at the hands of Blilma, this being the

reason why Jarasandha survived even Balarama’s strokes end was spared at

Gornanta.

30 11. 25. 25ff. The acquirement of this chariot, which Yudhisthira, on their

return to Indraprastha, dedicates, by way of gratefulness, to Krsna, is regarded

by the three, especially bj Krsna, as a unique achievement.

31 II. 25. 52

fSTOTst q qJM^t sfqq>HT: I
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Some Problems of Sankhya Philosophy and

Sankhya Literature

The subject has been copiously dealt with by eminent scholars

but none of the views offered by them may be accepted as conclusive.

The problems of Sankhya Philosophy are closely connected with

tliose of its literature—so much so, that no treatment of one is possible

without the other. For the sake of convenience I am taking up the

question of the Sankhya literature first.

The difficulty presents itself mainly with regard to its chronology.

That the Sankhya-karika of Isvara Krsna, otherwise known as

Sdnkhya-saptati and Kaiiaka-saptnli
,

Suvarna-sapfati or Hiranya-

saptatii in its Chinese version, is the earliest available as well as

the most popular text-book of the Sankhya school, is beyond any

question. It lias been commented upon by Gaudapadacarya (7tli

century A.D.) and Vacaspati Misra (9th century A.D.), of whose age

and identity there is no contention. But it has got two other well-

known commentaries, viz. the Mathara Vrtti by Mdthardcdrya and

Jaymangald by Sahkaracarya. Aecoiding to Prof. Gopi Nath Kaviraj

the colophon wherein the name Saiikaracarya occurs is an interpolation

and ftinkaracarya is a misnomer for ‘Sankararya’, a man of unknown

age and identity. Leaving aside, therefore, the question of this last-

named commentator for discussion, I may venture to propose that the

Mdthara-vrtti is the earliest known commentary on the Sankhya-

kdrikd
,
as handed down to us. Trof. Sylvain Levi informs us from

Chinese sources that there were three learned men at the court of

Kaniska 1
in the 2nd century A.D. Thus Asvaghosa was his Guru,

Mathara his prime minister and Caraka his chief physician. If that

be so, then it is quite plausible to seek an identification of the Vrttikara

( Mathara’, with the prime minister Mathara of Kaniska, and this iden-

tification seems to be somewhat justified when we see that

Caraka with whom Mathara is said to be contemporaneous, gives a

clear exposition of the Sankhya system in his Sarira-sthduui .

3 Not only

2 Canto XII. 1 .WOKS,, 1923.
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(his: AfSvnghosa also in his linrfrfhu-Cm ita eulogises and omuicia(

the Sahkhya Philosophy through the mouth of a Sahkhya teach*

named ‘AradaV These three learned men, of whom one is an e

pounder of Sahkhya and another its great admit or, flourished at tl

same court and at one and (lie same time. Is it not possible, therefor

that the third man Mathara was no other person hut the Vrttikan.

Mathara, himself? It may he contended, however, that ‘Mathura’ i

hut a Gotra-name, and not t lie name of any person, and lienee any

conclusion on the basis of a Gotra-name would he unjustifiable. In

reply it may he said that like Caraka of the ('mala Samhitu
, Mathura

may he taken as the author of the Mathura- r rtf
i

,

because the existence

of another Mathara is not yet established.

Now this Matharaoaiya refers more than a dozen times to Isvara-

krsna as ‘Bhagavan’. An authority takes a long time 1 efore he re-

ceives a venerable appellation like ‘Bhagavan’ from his successors.

A century may he taken hut the lowest limit. Admitting, therefore,

that Mathara belonged to the 2nd century A.D., Isvara-krsna can in

no way he placed later than the 1st century A.D.'5

I proceed to offer

now another evidence by which my previous statement will be

corroborated.

That Isvaia-krsna received the doctrines of Sahkhya by way of

succession of disciples, is narrated by himself in Karika 71, wherein he

states

:

The hierarchy of teachers, however, is given in verse fill as Muni (i.e.,

Kapila), Asuri and Pancasikha according to succession. In the

Muthara-vrtti
,
however, a succession of Sahkhya teachers is mentioned:

3 Mm. H. P. Shastri— C.A.D.

Dr. Keith—4th C.A.D.

Dr. B. Bhattacharya— Itli C.A.D

Prof. Badhakrishnan—3rd C.A.D.

Dr. BeJvalkur—2nd C.A.D.

Dr. S. S. Das Gupta 200 A l)
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Thus altogether we get 8 names. But the word prahhrtina indicates

that there must have been some oilier teachers anterior to him.

Naiikaracarya in his commentary, on verse 71 adds two oilier teachers

‘Cargn’ and ‘(jrautanm\ Cf

—

(» unaratna, the famous commentator of Sad-darsana-stunvceiiya by

Ilaribhadru Niiri, while enumerating several authoritative works on the

Sahkh\a philosophy, names among others one Aheya-Tanlra
,

presumably a work of Atri. The number of teachers so far arrived at

is 11. (iaudapada, in his commentary, quotes the Rsila rpana-Mantra

a list of Suukhyu teachers, though nut in a chronological order.

Cf. :
—

(jffrraj i

Wgfr: qjfqsarc q^rfti^sn II”

The mimher thus increases from 11 to 15 h\ addition of t !i e names of

Sanaka, Sananda, Sanatana and Bodlm, wlm are all mention-

ed in association with Kapila, Asuri and I’ahcasikha tin* well-

known authorities of Sankhya, wln.se historicity of personage has never

been doubted.

ill the At hat ra-rrda-punsi\hi
y

hi'wever, the. Rsitarpana-Mtnil ra

leads thus:

3rrgfrrg^, i frkift, ?rqqim,

rrfaift, WFH3TP’ J'rqqiw, wti; ^qqim, fiqqift,

cijft frqqrfq 355^ gqqift, 33i fiqqift, gqqift, 3T%T*i

gqqrfa, *A eiqqim, rMlfa, 3rfq qqqim, qW8* gqqift” I

(43. 3, 1-25)

By eliminai ion ol the 15 names already mentioned, the total number

comes to be ^b. The very association of all these, names with Kapila,

Asuri and Baiicasikha is very suggestive. We are naturally

tempted to recognise in them the authorities of Sankhya according to

succession although it is- very difficult (o arrange them according to
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strict chronological order. This temptation is, however, justifiable to

a certain extent if we consider the following facts:

The above-quoted Mantra is known as the Rsitarpuna Mantra : in

other words, the persons mentioned therein are all designated as

Itsis. And we know that Kapila, to whom the foundation of the

Saiikhya system is universally attributed, bore some epithets peculiar

to him, viz. Paravuirsi
,

Adi-vidvan and Muni. We should

naturally expect, therefore, that the followers of his school, too, should,

in order to distinguish themselves from other schools, bear some such

epithets like Rsi or Vidvan, if not Paramarsi or Adi-vidvan

the paramatva and ddi\tva being exclusively reserved for Kapila, the

founder of the school, as a mark of veneration. Curiously enough,

we know them not only as Rsis but one of them viz. Sanatana has

also been clearly styled as Vidvamsam Sandtanam . In the Buddhacaritu

also the Sankliya teachers are designated as vidviimsah .

4

Secondly, the grouping of all these names together has got a

special significance too. In his Ancient Indian Historical Tradition

Mr. Pargiter has shown that the llsis of the Mantra just now cited

all belonged to different Gotras. From the fact that leaving other

Itsis like Durvasas, Yajuavalkya, Visvamitra and others aside,

a certain number of Rsis of different Gotras has been mentioned to-

gether and that also in association with so well-known teachers as

Kapila, Asuri and Paiicasikka, the only significance that can

be deduced is that the group of llsis possibly belonged to a particular

school of Philosophy (which I am inclined to hold as the Saiikhya

Philosophy) and that the Mantra was composed in order to comme-

morate and perpetuate the name of that school. If that is so, then wo

have 26 teachers of Saiikhya in succession before the time of Igvara-

krsna. Let us allow f30 years at least for each teacher. Then the number

of years intervening between Kapila and Isvara Krsna must have been

780, if not more. Now, the first mention of Kapila as the founder of

the fciaiikhya school is found to have been made in the Moksa-dharma -

parvadhyaya of the Sdnti-parva of the Mahdbharata and the way in

4 % filter: qaqssrf wfhfi i wrf rrttf tremtt wrtewimrfi * u

Buddhacarita
,

xii, 33.
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which an account of the Sankhya system is given therein, shows that

the system was then well-established and widely-accepted and that

therefore it must have taken at least a century for its establishment

and wide popularity. The date of that portion of the Mdhdbhdrata in

which the account is given cannot be laiter than the Gtli century B.C.

and the scholars like Winternitz are of opinion that it was possibly

written by the end of the 8th century B.C. Admitting, howTever, for

the sake of argument, that this period was synchronous with the age of

Kapila, let us deduct 780 years (as already deduced) from 700 B.C.,

and thus we get 80 A.D. or 1st' century A.D. as the date of Isvara

Krsna, a date which perfectly accords with the conclusion already

arrived at.

The probable age of Kapila may also be deduced in another way.

That the Sankhya Philosophy is a pre-Buddhistic oue is beyond any

controversy. The word Sankhya as a system of Philosophy occurs

in the LalitavistaraA

The Visuddhimayya chap. XVII also refers to Sankhya in the

same sense. But if the Lalitavistma and the Visuddhimagya are

works of a much later age than the Buddha, we have then another

work of about the (>th century B.C. T mean the MtihCicaatu Avaddna

which uses the word Samkhyu a variant of ‘Sankhya’ in that very

sense.

Besides, the fundamental principles on which the Buddha bases his

Philosophy are the four well known Aryasatya's viz., duhkha,

duhkhasamvdaya
,

duhkhanirodha and duhkhanirot/hopdya. These

four Aryasatyas fully accord with the four fundamental principles of

the Sankhya Philosophy viz., heya
,
heya-sddhann

,
hdna and hdnopaya

or hdnasddhana

\

and are decidedly admitted by all scholars to have been

borrowed from the latter. The Samkhura theory of Buddhism is

uothiug but the samskdra of Sankhya.

All these evidences taken together go to show that the Sankhya

system of Philosophy was held by Buddha himself as one of much

5 ^ elc ettf wsfe

fafawTO CT \ Mpadafsanaparivarta (Lefman’s ed.) p. 156.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1932 12
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importauce and authority, and a system to receive such a high esteem

from such a man like Buddha, must have taken a pretty long time

—possibly not less than two centuries.

In this way, too, the age of ICapila cannot be placed later than

the 8th century B.C. In any case, therefore, the date of Isvara Krsna

comes to be the 1st century A.D.

Thus we see that the Sankhya system is a fairly old one with Kapila

as its founder who, as is generally held, belonged to an age not later

than the 84 h century B.C. and that the system, since its very foundation

grew to be popular and was widely accepted. It had, since the time of

Kapila, continued to retain its popular and universal character in an

unbroken line of teachers up to Isvara Krsna who is just now proved to

have belonged to an age not later than the 1st century A.D. with 25

teachers intervening between himself and Kapila.

This Isvara Krsna has been identified by some scholars with Vin-

dhyavasu or Vindhyavasin on the strength of Dr. Tukakusu’s account of

Paramartlia’s life of Vasubandhu (Of. JftAS., 1905) blit this ground

lias been proved to be extremely fallacious and unacceptable by Dr.

Beuoytosli Bhattacharya in bis Introduction to t he edition of the Tattva

Saityraha. Dr. Bhattacharya, however, although lie knows about

Mathar, the prime minister of Kaniska, denies to the commentator

Matharacarya, the dale of 2nd century A.l). because he places Isvara

Krsna in the 4th century A.D. This assignment of Isvara Krsmi’s date

is based by him upon t lie supposition that in li is lv'irikti 5:

I

he was influenced by Vfdsyayana, the first commentator on the Nyaya-

sutra of Aksapadn. But the date of Vatsvayana is by itself a mystery

that remains yet to be solved. The theory of influence by Vfdsyayana

is nothing more than a mere supposition and dues not, therefore, de-

serve any importance.

About the dates of the predecessors of Isvara Krsna, there is no

materials available at present to establish them as certain. Any opinion,

therefore, that may be formed with regard to their age and identity,

would be but vague and conjectural. But one thing that may be put
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forward on the basis of a plausible ground is related to the Sarira-

sthana of the Carala-samhitd wherein an account of Sdul'hya is given.

Just as we have an abstracted view of a certain school of Sankhya

Philosophy in the Sankhya Kdrild of Isvara Krsmi, so we have perhaps

another abslracted view of the doctrines of another school of the same

Philosophy, in the Curaka-samkitd, and this abstraction may he

presumed to have been made from the Atreya Tantra . already referred

to by me, because here in the Curaka-samhitd, the expounder of the

system is Atri himself. I say ‘another school of tlie Sankhya Philo-

sophy' purposely because the account differs vitally from the account

of Isvara Krsna’s Kdril d. The categories described in Cm al a, are said

to be 24, whereas, the Sdukkyn Kdrild treats of 20 categories including

‘Purusa’ as a separate entity.

In Caraka’s account, however, ‘Purusa’ is not a separate entity at

all hut is, rather, an aspect of ‘ Prod liana * or ‘ Prakrti \ According to

this veiw there are as many ‘Prakrtis* as there are ‘Purusas’; in other

words, the plurality of ‘Prakrti’ is admitted, and ‘Purusa * having

formed a counter-part of ‘Prakrti’ there is no need of admitting

‘Purusa’ as a separate entity. This vital difference between the two

accounts naturally gives rise to a grave suspicion as to whether there

were different schools of Sankhya Philosophy, Gunavatna, the famous

commentator of the Satldarsaya-sawHccaya
,

distinctly mentions two

schools of Sankhya viz., ;ihe ‘Maulikya;’ (i.e. the original) and the

‘Uttara’ (i.e. the later); and what is the difference between the two

schools? He replies:

“ iftfamratem f| oft rati st#i,^
sraRftfe stem 1”

i.e., the followers of the ‘Maulikya’ school believe that there is a

separate ‘Pradhana’ for each ‘Atman’ whereas, those of the

‘Uttara' school hold that there is only one ‘Pradhana
1

in different

individual souls. It may he contended here that this ‘Uttara* is to

be taken to refer to the school of Vijnanabhiksu, the famous commenta-

tor of the Sdiikhya-sutra but then there would be a great error of

chronology. Gunaratna being a commentator of the 14th century A. I).

cannot be supposed to refer to Vijnanabliiksu, a commentator of the
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16th century A.D. It follows, therefore, that this ‘Maulikya’ refers to

a certain school of which we get an account in the outline of Caraka,

whereas the ‘Uttara’ school is represented by Isvara Krsna and his

followers.

Now let us see if we can derive further support to our supposition*

In the Mahdbhdrata (XII, 318), three schools of Sankhya are distinctly,

mentioned viz., first those who admitted 24 categories, secondly those

who admitted 25 and finally those who admitted 2G. The first school

of which a brief outline is obtained in the Caraka-samhitu eveu as late

as the 2nd century A. I)., was propounded by Pahcasdcha as early

as the age of the Mahdbhdrata (XII. 219). According to Paiica^ikha,

‘Avyakta’ is ‘Purusavastlia’ i.e. the ultimate truth is one—the

‘Avyakta’ in the state of ‘Purusa’. The second school which is re-

garded as the orthodox school of the Sankhya Philosophy, explained a

strict dualism by making ‘Purusa’ and ‘Prakrti’ as two separate

entities. The last school, however, admitted a Supreme Being ‘Isvara'

in addition to ‘Purusa’ and this was the 26th principle. This agrees

with the orthodox Yoga system wherein the existence of ‘Isvara’ is

admitted in

$ t’STC I

”

Another problem here arises about the chronology of these 3

different schools. Now the three schools referred to above can be resolv-

ed into two divisions according as they are theistic or atheistic accord-

ing to the notion of Western Philosophy. Both the schools of 24 and

25 categories as denying t he existence of God are to be regarded as

atheistic in character while t lie school propounding 2G categories is

purely a theistic one. We arc to determine, however, which of these

two is earlier. In the Mahdbhdrata « we only find that it denounces tlie

atheistic school i.e., the schools of 24 and 25 categories and advocates

the existence of God as the 2Gth principle. But that does not prove

anteriority or posteriority of either. The problem would have been

more easily solved, had we been in possession of any of the original

works of Kapila, Asuri or Paneasikha but unfortunately all their works

are, in the language of Vijiianabhiksu, kdldrka-bhaksita. As regards

the identity of the author as also the antiquity of the Sankhya-
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pravacana-siitra otherwise known as Svtra-sadadliyayt as also Tattva-

samdsa
,
both of which are attributed to Kapila, grave suspicion has

been aroused by almost all sections of scholars. So for as Asuri is con-

cerned we know nothing else than that his name occurs in some ancient

works like the Satapatha Bruhmana
,
the Mahdbhdrata etc. and that a

verse attributed to him is only found quoted by Gunaratna in his com-

mentary. Fancasikha’s SastiMantra still awaits discovery and who

knows that it has not been lost for ever? The only thing we know

about him is that several self-contradictory and divergent views are

attributed to him by) the Mahdbhdrata, the A hirvudhnya-samhita
,
by

Vacaspati Mi£ra and by the Chinese tradition. We have, therefore, to

fall upon and examine the source or sources of the Saiikhya Philosophy

of which the system is a natural synthesis.

The germs of the Saiikhya Philosophy are certainly to be traced

in the Upanisadic literature, if not even earlier. For the origin of the

three Gun as sattva, rajas and tamas in t lie* Saiikhya Philosophy

we have to go to the conception of the three colours in the Chandogya

Upa n isad which is repeated also in the Svetcisuataropanisad. 6

Then again we have an interesting specimen of how Saiikhya Philo-

sophy was yet in the making at the time of the Kathopanisad

(1. 3. 10-11) when we compare

TO 8*5? 'Ht JRt l

TO UfH TO II

PTO TO W ST TO Ufa: ||

In these two verses is to be found an enumeration of Purusa, Avynkta,

Mahan, Buddlii, or Ahaiikara, Manas and the Indriyas-the categories

which play such an important part in the Saiikhya Philosophy. But

t lie locus classicus of the Saiikhya. however, is the Sretdsratara which

gives us a fuller and more detailed account as understood in those days.

It wavers between (lie atheistic and Ihe theistic view. In one place,

6 qqif dfffi i Chandog. VI.

4. i. qnmffiT stfgaggggqtf i aft: jtstt: a[3WRf srsqr: n Svet. IV. 5. 1 .)
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God is described as bringing to maturity ‘Prakrti’ or ‘SvabhavaL 7

He is also described as the Lord of ‘Pradhann* or ‘Prakrti’, of indi-

vidual souls as well as of Gunas. 8 Like a spider that weaves a web

out of t be material formed wit h in itself, the one Godhead unfolds

himself by means of the Gunas born of ‘Prakrti. 9 The ‘Prakrti’

is merely God’s magic power and God is the great magician. 10 God

is also described as creating the world, while the individual soul is

described as hound in the chains forged for him by God, the Universal

Soul. 11

Tn this way we got a i heist io description of the Godhead who is

endowed with all activity and the power of creation and government.

The verses quoted above are quite sufficient to show that there was a

fusion of the Vedanta, the Sahkhya and the Yoga schools of thought

at the time of the $ velds valaropa nisurf

.

Tt was about this time that the

Sahkhya school was started. Ivapila is universally known as “Adi-

vidvanM and as such he was the first sage to synthesise and formulate

those Upanisadic speculations in the form of a definite system, which

lie called the Sahkhya system. He expounded his doctrine in the Sa sti-

ffultra and started a school of his own with Asuri as his first pupil.

Whether the doctrine of the Sasti-tantra admitted 24 or 25 categories

will be discussed presently but it is almost certain that there was

no admission of a principle of Godhead in his doctrine. The reason

may be this:

Kapila, in his attempt to explain the world-process and the scheme

of salvation, tried to make his system as rationalistic as possible. The

existence of a personal God was therefore found inconceivable and

incompatible with his theory of Prakrti and Purusa and could

not also be proved; for whatever exists must he either bound or free

and God can he neither. We cannot think of him as bound and yet

he cannot, be free like an emancipated soul, for freedom implies absence

7 1 qrsaifa* U

8 l (Ibid. VI. Kf.)

9 sronra: i ewnrat& {Ibid. VI. io)

10 flrqf 3 srsft g n {ibid, vi. io.)

1

1

wroswfl otwt ' {Ibid, VI. 9.)
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of desire and hence of the impulse to create. Moreover, the conse-

quences of good and evil deeds are due to Karma and not to the

government of any God. Such a ruler is inconceivable, for if he

governs the world according to the action of Karma, his existence is

superfluous, and if he is affected l>y selfish motives or desire then lie can

not be free. And if his motive is kindness, is it reasonable to call into

existence, beings, who while non-existent had no suffering, simply in

order to show kindness in relieving them from suffering? Granting

that to show kindness to Ihe world was the motive of creation, a bene-

volent deity like God ought to have created only the happy creatures

and not a mixed world like the one we see. It follows, therefore, that

in no way could a Supreme Being like God be placed in Kapila’s

system consistently with the theory of Prakrti, Purusa and

Karma. Perhaps this was the only departure he made from the

Philosophy of the Upanisads cited above. Hence an atheistic doctrine

was preached and though accepted for a long time by a certain section

of the people, it. had met with a re-action : the thought of a God-less

doctrine, especially in the age of the Upanisads, was intolerable with

another section of the people who started a rival school of it viz., the

Yoga system with God as Hie Fountain head of the whole creation.

The Mahiibhdraia by its repudiation of the former school and advocacy

of the latter bears an infallible testimony to this reaction.

The next question is whether the atheistic school of Sankliya ad-

mitted of 24 or 25 categories. It is very difficult to make any definite

reply. Possibly it was 24 : that this was so may be surmised from

Gunarafna’s nomenclature—the ‘Maulikya’ i.e. the ‘Original’

school. I have already pointed out that according to Maulikya

school Purusa was but another aspect of Prakrti and that the

two formed but one category. Prakrti was conceived of having two

parts Vyakta and Avyakta. The Vikara or the evolutionary

products of Prakrti were known as Vyakta or Ksetra whereas

the Avyakta part was regarded as Ksetrajiia. This Avyakta

or Ksetrajna was Cetana or Purusa. Now if that was so,

and man was the product of a mere combination of the different ele-

ments, there could be no question of salvation at all. Every thing

would liave ended with death—with the cessation of one birth only
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and lienee the introduction of tlie Sastru for salvation would Lave

been meaningless, purposeless and unnecessary. When the doctrine

of 24 categories came to receive an attack on the line of argument as

stated above, a necessity was naturally felt for revising* the whole

doctrine and the necessity of admitting Purusa as a separate entity

from Prakrit was fully realised. The categories then became 25 from

24 thus giving rise to what, is characterised by Gunaratnn as the

Uttara or the Later school of Sahkhya. That there was such an

attack in reality may be gathered from the Hahabhdrain where Pahca-

sikha sometimes explains 24 eategoiies and sometimes 25. This con-

tradiction can in no way be explained unless we assume that he was

wavering between the two problems and could not definitely assert

either. Finally, however, the doctrine was revised by Pancasikha with

the recognition of Purusa as the 25tli principle and that is why we

find in Isvara’s Kdrikd 70.
115 This revised version of the Sasti-tanira

came to he known as the Sasti-ta n iroddhdra—a work quoted by Guna-

latna as one of the authoritative works of the Sankhya Philosophy. 1 ’’

Thus viewed the Karika of Isvara Krsna is to be taken as

representing the doctrines of the Sasti-tantra as revised by Pancasikha

and hence belongs to the Uttara or Litter school of Sahkhya

Philosophy.

Kali Pada Bhattacharya

Gunaratna’s tikd on Saddarhanasa-

muccaya
> p. 109.
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Radha

The earliest mention of the Radhas seems to be in the Aydrangd-

sutta which is one of the oldest sacred books of the Jainas. It is

stated therein that Mahavira 4 *travelled in the pathless countries

of the Ladlias, in Vajjabhumi and Subbhabhfimi” where he was very

tadly treated by the people who struck the monk and made their dogs

bite him. “Such were the inhabitants.” This Ladha has been

reasonably identified with Radha, and Subbhabhumi with the country

of the Suhmas. The graphic description of the Ayardhga-sutta indi-

cates that the Radhas of western Bengal were a very savage and

barbarous people at that time. The tradition about the wildness of

the Radha people is found even in mediaeval Bengali literature;

Mukundarama (c . 1580 A.C.) in his Candi-kavya mentions a Radha

together with a hunter and a cow-killer; another passage of the same

book indicates that a Radha was regarded as a very low-born man

belonging to the Coed caste unfit to be touched by men of higher castes.

Again, in the fifth Jaina Anga called the Bhagavati L&dha is

mentioned as one of the sixteen great janapadas of India; it seems

reasonable to identify this Ladha with the Ladha of the first AAga, the

Aydrdnga-sutta, i.e. the Radha country of later times. In the fourth

Jaina upanga, the Pannavana
,
also Ladha is mentioned as one of the

Ariya janapadas or countries of India with Kodivarisam as its chief

city.

According to tradition recorded in the Ceylonese chronicles, the

Dipavamsa and the Mahavamsa, the first Aryan colonisers of Ceylon

were 'led by Prince Vijaya of La}a who is said to have been the grand*

son of a princess of Vafiga and the great-grandson of a princess of

Kali&ga. The identification of this L&}a has been the subject of some

controversy; some scholars have identified it with R&<jha or western

Bengal, while others are inclined to identify it with La^a in Qujarat.

The name does not occur in the epics or the Buddhist saored books*

I.H.Q., SEJPTEMKBB, 1932 13
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The earliest epigraphic reference to Radha is perhaps to be found

in a Mathura inscription (now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta) which

records the erection of a Jaina image in the year 02 of an unspecified

era (=*140 A.C.P) at the request of a Jaina monk who was an inhabi-

tant of the country of Kara. 1 Scholars have identified Kara with' the

well known Radha or western Bengal. 2 The next reference to Radha is

found in a Khajuraho inscription3
of 1059 Y.S. (=1002 A.C.) where

the queens of Kahci, Andhra, Radha and Anga are said to have been

imprisoned by the Candella king, Dhaiigadeva, whose known dates

range from 954 to 998 £.C. Srldhara Bhatta, the author of the philo-

sophical work Nydyakandali composed in the year 913 S.E.

(=991 A.C.) waB born in a village called “Bhurisrsti” in Daksina

Radha. This reference to Daksina Radha shows that by the tenth

century A.C. Radha was divided into two parts, north and south. It

apparently comprised the whole of western Bengal bounded on the

north' and the east by the Ganges and the Bhaglrathi respectively.

The evidence of the Nydyakandali is fully corroborated by the

Tirumalai rock inscription of the thirteenth regnal year (=1025 A.C.)

of Rajendra Cola from which we know that the Cola emperor invaded

both Takkana-ladam and TJitira-ladam which are but Dravidianised

fonfts o£ Daksina-Radha and Uttara-Radha. 'In the Sanskrit drama

called the Prabodha-candrodaya of Krsna-misra, a contemporary of the

Candella king, Kirtivarman, of Jejakabhukti of whom we have an

inscription of the year 1098 A.C., Daksina Radha is mentioned twice as

the homeland of Ahankara or Pride personified; again Ahankara

declares with his characteristic self-conceit that he hails from

Bhuriiresthika, the best of villages in the country of Radha (evidently

South Radha) which formed a part of the Gauda kingdom.

This Bhurisreethika, the native village of Ahankara, seems to be the

same as the village Bhurisrsti where Srldhara, the author of

Nydyakandalt was bom. Perhaps it was because Bhurisresthika or

Bhurisrsti was the native village of many great scholars like Srldhara,

who were intensely proud of their learning, that Krsna-mi£ra chose

1 JA8B., NS. V, p. 239.

2 B. D. Banerji, Pittas of Bengal, p. 72.

3 XL, l, p. 145.
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this village as the homeland of Ahahkara or Pride. What Bhiiri&resthi

was in South Radha the village Siddhala seems to have been in North

Radha. We know from the Belava copper-plate of Bhojavarman that

Siddhala was a village in Uttara-Radha and that Pitambara Deva-

sarman of Savnrna gotra, the great-grandfather of Ramadeva6arman,

the donee of the grant, was an inhabitant of this village. The

Bhuvanesvar inscription of Bhatta Bhavadeva tells us that “there may

be a hundred villages which .... are the birth-place of Brahmanas

versed in Yedic lore, bom in the illustrious lineage of the sage Savarna;

but the only one that is famous in this world and has adorned the

country of Aryavarta is the village of Siddhala, the foremost of all and

the ornament of the fortune-goddess of Radha”. This Siddhala

of Radha has been identified by scholars with the Siddhala

of Uttara-Radha mentioned in the Belava copper-plate of

Bhojavarman. Hence Uttara-Radha could well be proud of

the village Siddhala, the home of Bhatta Bhavadeva, the

great scholar and author of the Daiakarmapaddhali
, the Prdyascitta-

pmkarana and other works, just as Daksina Radha could be of

Bhurisrsti, the home of Bhatta Sridhara, the author of the

Nyayakandali. Uttara-Radha is again mentioned in the Naihati

copper-plate of Vallalasena as a mandala belonging to the bliukti of

Vardhamana. The same copper-plate tells us that the ancestors of

Vallalasena adorned the country of Radha with their great virtues; we

also know from the Deopara inscription of Vijayasena that

Samantasena, the founder of the royal Sena dynasty of Bengal, took to

religious life in his old age and lived in hermitages on the banks of

the Ganges. Thus it would appear from the combined evidence of the

Deopara and Naihati inscriptions that the ancestors of the Sena kings

settled in Uttara-Radha when they came to Bengal from Karnata. In

the Ddkdrnava Radha is mentioned along with Dhikkari and other

places which are apparently mutually exclusive. If Dhikkari really

represent some place in north Radha then the Radha of the Ddkdrnava

list should perhaps be taken to represent South Radha.

Towards the close of the pre-Muhammadan period Radii

and Varendri were well known divisions of Bengal. Radhiya-

Vafendras are several times referred to in the Brdhmana-sarvasva of
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Halayudha who lived in the Court of Laksmanasena. The

Kenduapatna plates of Narasimhadeva II of Orissa, dated 1217 S.E.

(=1296 A.C.) records that Narasimhadeva I (1238-64) invaded Radha

and Varendri which were at that time under the Musalmans. This is

confirmed by the evidence of the Tabakat-i-Nariri where we find “The

territory of Lakhanawati has two wings on either side of the Gang.

The western side they call Ral (Rarh), and the city of Ijakhanor 'lies

on that side; and the eastern side they call Barind, and the city of

Diw-kot is on that side.”

Brahma

In the lists of the eastern countries found in the Purdnas
,
which

are often hopelessly corrupt, almost invariably occurs the name of a

janapada apparently called Brahmottara. In the Matsya Parana,

however, the reading is Suhmottara, which, Pargiter thinks, is the pre-

ferable reading and which he has taken to mean ‘the people north of

Suhma.’ But this reading also, as he has rightly observed, is hardly

satisfactory in the conspicuous absence of the Suhinas themselves from

the Pauranic lists of the eastern janapadas which is very curious.

Under these circumstances Mr. Pargiter has suggested the emendation

Suhmatkala meaning the Suhmas and the Utkalas.

But there are some reasons to believe that Biahmottara which is

the unanimous reading of all the Purdnas except the Matsya is the

correct reading. Even in the list of the eastern janapadas found in the

Ndtya&dstm of Bharata, which is practically quoted from the Purdnas
,

the reading is invariably Brahmottara. But it is the evidence of the

Kdvyamlmdmsd of Rajagekhara that decides the whole question. In

that work also we have a list of the janapadas of the Purvadesa which

closely follows the Purdnas. In this list also the reading is Brah-

mottara and, what is more important, it is placed just after Suhma,

thus showing that the reading Suhmottara of the Matsya Purdna or

the emendation Suhmotkala suggested by Pargiter cannot be right.

This is further confirmed by another passage of the

KdyyamXmdmsd which mentions “Afiga, Vahga, Suhma, Brahma,

Pundra etc.
19

as the janapadas of the east. Thus there can be no doubt

that Brahima was really the name of a janapada in eastern
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India somewhere in the neighbourhood of Suhma. Now the expres-

sion Suhrna-Brahmottara should perhaps be taken to mean *Suhma
with Brahma (lying) to its north/ If this is correct, then

the Brahma-janapada must have been situated somewhere in the

northern port of the Radha country.

Curiously enough, this seems to be supported by the Pavanadilta of

Dhoyl. In verse 33 of that poem there is a reference to the country

(deiai) in which the river Yamuna (Tapana-t/inaya) in whose waters

sported Brahma women (Brahmahsimar^tini) issued out of the

Bhagirathi. The evident implication of this verse is that the place

known as Trivenl (in the Hughli district) where the river

Yamuna branches off from the Bhagirathi belonged to the

Bralima-deria.

Mr. Cintaharana CakiavartI has suggested the emendation Suhma

in place of Brahma, though in both the Mss. available the reading is

clearly Brahma. It is unreasonable to suppose that the reading

Brahma in verse 33 in both the Mss. consulted is an accidental mistake

on the part of the copyists in the face of the fact that both of them

have (he reading Suhma in verse 27. Not only that, in Ms. (A) the

reading in verse 28 is Suhmad and in the marginal notes it is corrected

into Suhme, but in verse 33 Brahma is retained and is not corrected

into Suhma. Hence it is sufficiently reasonable to think that the

reading Brahma in verse 33 is really the correct reading. The editor's

emendation of Suhma instead of Brahma is probably due to the general

ignorance among scholars about the existence of a desa or janapada

named Brahma in eastern India. But the evidence of the Purdnas

together witli that of the Kdvyamlmdmsd leaves no doubt about the

existence of a janapada of this name in the Radha country. If Raja-

4ekhara was aware of this janapada of eastern India in the 10th

century A.C., Dhoyl, a poet of Bengal and not improbably of Radha,

could well have known it in the twelfth. There are also other reasons

in favour of accepting Brahma in verse 33 as the correct reading in-

tended by the poet himself. From Yayatinagarl (somewhere on the

bank of the Mahanadi) Pavana, the messenger, is asked by Kuvalaya-

vati to pass over to the Suhma-deSa on the Ganges (v. 27); in fhe

following verses (27-32) comes a description of the various important
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objects, such as a temple of Murari (i.e. Vi§nu)> a town named after

Siva, two temples of the snn (RaghukvJaguru

)

and Ardhanari£vara and

a bridge constructed by some king (may be Vallalaeena). After this in

verse 33 comes the request that the Wind-messenger should then (atha)

go to the country (deia) where the Yamuna flows out of the Bhagfrathi.

In verse 27 we ge|t the reference to the country (deia) of Suhma and in

verse 33 we again find a reference to another deia together with the

significant particle aiha. The very manner in which the statement is

made suggests that as soon as the Wind reached the Triveni region it

entered into a different country, different from the Suhm&-de£a. The

name of this new country is supplied by the word Brahma put before

the word simantini distinguishing the women of this country from

those of Suhma.

Hence there can be little doubt that Brahma was really the name

of a jqncrpada or desa in Radha on the bank of the Bhagirathi and that

Triveni in the modern Hughli district formed a part of it.

The messenger is then asked to go to Vijayapura, the skandhaviira

and rujadhanl of Laksmanasena, which' stood on the Ganges and which,

from the description given in the Pavanaduta seems to have been situated

to the north of, but not at a great distance from, Triveni, in the

modern district of Hughli. The identification of this capital city of the

Sena royal family of Bengal has been the subject of much controversy

among scholars. But reasons seem to be in favour of its identification

with Nadia or Navadvipa, which is probably the same as Niidiah, the

capital of Lakhmaniya at the time of the inroad of

Muhammad-i-Bakht>yar. But what is important for our purpose is

that Vijayapura, the Sena royal city, seems from the account of the

Pavanaduta to have been situated not in Suhma-deSa as is generally

supposed by scholars, but in Brahmade£a.

Now if the identification of Vijayapura be correct, then it is evi-

dent that the Brahma country extended along the bank of the Bhagf-

rathi including Triveni in the south and Navadvipa/ in the north and

comprised all the tract lying between them; that is, roughly speaking

the Brahma country included at least parts of the modern Hughli and

Burdwan districts. The Suhma country, on the other hand, lay to the

south of the Brahma country between Triveni in one direction
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and Yayatinagari in another, as is evident front the Pavanaduta .

Suhma also lay on the bank of the Bhagirathi along its lower course

and probably included the modern districts of Howrah and Midnapur.

Thus it seems clear that even during the period of the Sena kings Radha

had two important divisions, viz., Brahma in the north and Suhma in

the south. But it is important to note in this connection that during

the period of the Sena as well as of the Pa'la kings of Bengal two divi-

sions of Radha were generally known as Uttara-Radha and JDaksina

Radha
;
and what is more important to remember is that the two sets

of names of these two divisions of Radha were simultaneously in use

during this period. While in the first part of the tenth century A.C.

Rajafekhara mentions Suhma and Brahma apparently as two divisions

of Radha, Srldharacarya in his Nyayakandall (991 A.C.) refers fo

Duksina-Radha in the latter part of the same century. Of the eleventh

century records, the Tirumalai inscription of Rajeiulra Cola (first

quarter) refers to both north and south Radha while Krsna-Mi6ra in

his Prabodlia-candrodctoja (latter part) mentions South Radha only.

During the twelfth century tli© Naihati copper-plate of Vallalasena (as

also the Belava copper-plate of Bliojavarman) refers to Uttara-Radha,

while Dlioyl, the Court-poet of Laksmanasena mentions both Suhma and

Brahma. Hence it seems reasonable to conclude that Suhma and

Brahma were but the real proper names of South and North Radha

respectively. South Radha and North Radha evidently were not the

proper names of the two divisions of the country
;
they simply describe

the relative positions of those divisions, Suhma and Brahma being

proper names. That Suhma was the proper name of South

Radha is clear from the fact that .the Dusakuniaracarita

refers to Damalipti i.e. modern Tamluk in the Medinipur

district as a city of the Suhmas and also from the descrip-

tion of the Pavanaduta that locates it between Triveni and

Yayatinagari. The expression Suhma-Brahmottara of the Kdvya-

mimdmsd and also probably of the Puranas which apparently means

‘Suhma with Brahma lying to its north' perhaps indicates that Brahma

was the name of the northern part of Radha. This is confirmed by the

fact that Triveni as well as Vijayapura or Navadvipa belonged to

Brahma as we have alredy noticed.
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Indeed it seems that not only during the period of the Pala and

Sena kings but from a very early period Radha was divided into two

parts. The Ayaranga-sutta definitely indicates that I^adha had two

divisions, Subbha and Vajja. Subbha has been reasonably identified

with Suhma. But we have no means to ascertain whether Vajjabhumi

is also a corruption of Brahmabhumi, though it is by no means im-

probable. In the epic account of Bhima’s eastern conquests we find

mention of a janapada named Fra-Suhma along with Suhma. This

name is* not met with anywhere else in the whole range of Sanskrit

literature. The reason for the curious absence of this name everywhere

else is perhajjs that Pra-Suhma is not really the name of any people

or janapada; it simply means ‘a branch of the Suhma people*

or ‘those who lie in front of the Suhmas* or it may mean both. Indeed

the name Pra-Suhma occurs nowhere else, btft everywhere else the word

in its place seems to be Brahma which may really represent, as is very

probable, a branch of the Suhmas.

Prof. Sylvain Levi has shown that the ethnical and geographical

nomenclature of ancient India presents a certain number of terms

constituting almost identical pairs differentiated between themselves

only by the nature of their initial consonants or syllables.

The tribes that inhabited Bengal and its adjacent regions

in ancient times also present such ethnical pairs, e.g. AngaYanga,

Kalinga-Tilinga and Udra-Pundra. But the Suhmas, one of the

five important tribes of ancient Bengal, have not yet been coupled

%ith any other allied peopled. Now, from what has been dis-

cussed above it seems reasonable to conclude that the Suhmas and the

Brfchmas formed a fourth ethnical pai~ living in the territory known as

Ba^hfi western Bengal.

Mr. M. Cakravarti has expressed his surprise that the name

Radha is not traceable in the epics or in any Sanskrit records before

the tenth century A.G. The reason for this fact seems to be that in

all Sanskrit records of this period including the Great Epic the nameB

Suhma and Brahma have always been used to denote the Radha country

which was almost fully covered by these two janapadas.

The Brahma* people Seems never to have been a very powerful and

prominent people and was perhaps only a branch of the greater Suhma
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people. Perhaps this is why nowhere in Sanskrit literature they have

been given as much importance as the Suhmas. Probably this again

explains the omission of the name Brahma from the epic and Pauranic

list of the five eponymous heroes viz., Anga, Vanga, Kalinga, Pundra

and Suhma, representing the five important tribes of Eastern India.

In latter times, however, when the two terms Uttara-Radlia and

Daksina-Radha came to be generally used to denote the two ancient

divisions of western Bengal, their original names Brahma and Suhma

gradually fell into disuse until they disappeared altogether. We have

already seen that up to at least the twelfth century when Dhoyl4

flourished both the ancient proper names as well as the later descriptive

designations of these two divisions were simultaneously in use, though

even at that time the latter were more commonly in use than the former.

But after that time the names Brahma and Suhma cannot be traced in

records, epigraphic or literary, while the designations Uttara-Radha

and Daksina-Radha are in use even now.

Nilakantha in his commentary on the Mahdbhdrata has in one place

observed that the Suhmas are the Radhas (Suhmdh Rddhdh). Such

identifications of two peoples or janapadas (as is generally the case

with Hemacandra, the lexicographer) should always be accepted with

some reservations. The land of Suhma, no doubt, covered the country

of Radha to some extent
;
but it is perhaps a mistake to think that these

two tracts wholly coincided with each other. If what we have discussed

above has any value Suhma must be taken to represent only a part,

namely the southern part, of Radha and not the whole of it. It should

be noted in this connection that Nilakantha has not tried to locate Pra-

Suhma though this name occurs in the epic in close association with

Suhma on which he has commented.

Karvata

Another people who inhabited a part of western Bengal, that is,

Radha in ancient times were the Earva^as. In the MdhdbharaJba Bhima

is said to have defeated the king of the Karvatas in course of his eastern

4 According to the Pavanaduta of Dhoyi, the Court-poet of Lakpnaoasena,

the Suhma country was situated on the banks of the Bhigirath! branch of the

Ganges.
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conquests. Some idea about the location of this kingdom can perhaps

be formed from the fact that it has been mentioned in the epic account

between the kingdom of Tamralipta on the one hand and that

of Suhma on the other. Apparently the Karvatas occupied some tract

in the neighbourhood of Tamluk in the Medinipur district. They are

again referred to in the Brhat Sa?nh\itd of Varahamihira,

5

and here

also they are mentioned along with the Suhmas. In the list of the

eastern janapadas of the Parasava Tantra, as quoted by Bhatta Utpala

in his commentary on the Brhat Samhitd
,
their name occurs between

those of Pundra and Samatata. That Karvata was the name of an

important janapada of ancient Bengal and that it was a great centre

of the Jainas seem to be indicated by the fact that a Sakha of the Jaina

sect belonging to the Godasa Gana was known by the name (Dasi)

Kharbatika (i.e. Karvatika), the three other Sakhas of the same Gana

being Tamraliptika, Kotivarsla and Pundravardhania. 4 In the

Harkandeya Parana (lviii. 12) there is mention of a hill named

Karvatasana
;
this hill seems to have been situated in the janapada of

Karvata, particularly in view of the fact that here it is preceded by

another name Yyaghramukha which in the Brliat Samhitd also precedes

the name Suhma and Karvata. In later times the Karvata-janapada like

Tamralipta seems to have been incorporated within the kingdom of the

Suhmas.

The Cities of Rddhd

We have already seen that the Jaina Upahga, the Pannavand
,

mentions Kodi varisam as a city of iMdha. This city seems to be

identical with Kotivarsa which represented a visuya during the time

of the Gupta and the Pala kings. Kotivarsa has been identified with

Devi-kot (called Dlw-kot in the Tahakat-i-Nasiri)
,
a town on the left

bank of the PuWrbhava river, not far from the town of Dinajpur.

Devi-kot is still the name of a pargand in that district. It is in

Damodarpur of this district that five copper-plate inscriptions have

been unearthed all of which record grants of land in the Kotivarsa-

visaya. If the identification of Kodi varisam with Kotivarsa and DevL

5 Ch. XIV, 5; see aUo XVI. 13.

6 KatpasOtra 6BE., XXII, p. 288.
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kot be correct, then it should perhaps be supposed that the kingdom

of Radha extended northwards so as to include the modern Dinajpur

district in the time to which the Jaina TJpanga refers. In later times

Kotivarsa was included in the bliukti of Pundravardhana (Damodarpur,

Khalimpur and Bangarh copperplates) and was also regarded as a

part of VarendrI {Tabakat-i-Nasiri). In some editions of the Prabodha-

candrodaya is mentioned Radhapuri which some scholars have taken

to represent the capital of Radha and apparently they identify it with

a place called Rara shown in the map of De Barros as standing on the

west bank of the Ganges, opposite Gauro. But in other editions of the

drama the reading is simply Radha tato
,
not Radha-puri. Radha tato

seems to be the correct reading. If Radhapuri is to be taken to re-

present the city of Radha or Rara of the map of De Barros, then it

must have been a city of North Radha
;
hut other passages of the drama

explicitly state that Ahahkara belonged to South Radha; so the Radha

of the verse in question evidently stands for South Radha and thus

cannot be identical with Rara of De Barros or any other place in North

Radha. Secondly, the sense of this verse is that the kingdom of Gauda

contained the country of Radha which again contained the village of

Bhuri Sresthika of which the father of Ahankara was an inhabitant.

The city of Radha could not contain a village; and the reading Radha-

puri instead of Radha tato does not suit the construction of the verse

and the real force of the verse also greatly suffers, while the reading

Rddhd tato is not only required by the construction of the verse but

also brings out the real significance of the whole statement. Hence it

seems that the Pmbodha-ca?idrodaya contains no reference to any city

of Radha.

It seems that Vardhamiina (i.e. modern Burdwan) was an im-

portant city of the Radha country from very early times The country

of the Vardhamanas is mentioned in the Brhat Samhitd of Varaha-

mihira. In the Kiirma-vibhaga of the Atharvaveda Parisista, which

so closely resembles the Kiirma-vibhaga of the Brhat Samhitd, is also

found mention of the country called Vardhamanaka. This shows that

a part of the Radha country or western Bengal was known by the name

of Vardhamana from a very early period. So it is likely that the city

of Vardhamana or Burdwan also has existed from that time. This i*
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fully confirmed by a statement of the Maiijuirl-mula-kalpa viz.—

Kdmarupe tathd deie Vardhamdne purottame (ed. Ganapati Sastri,

part I, p. 89). From the Naihati oopper-plate of Vallalasena as well

as the Govindapur copper-plate of Laksmanasena we know that Vardha-

mana was the name of a bhukti or division of the Sena kingdom <*f

Bengal and Uttara-Radha, as we have noticed earlier, formed a

mandala of that bhukti . It is perhaps not unreasonable to suppose

that the city of Vardhamana was the head quarters of the adminis-

trative division of the same name just as is the case in modern times.

Thus it appears thait Vardhamana, has always been an important city

of the Radha country from the time of the Atharvaveda Pariiixta
,
the

Brhdt Samhitd and the MartjuM-mhla-kalpa.

Of the other cities of Radha mention may be made of Vijayapura,

the capital city of the Sena rulers, and of Tamralipti, the famous port

on the Purva Sagara or Bay of Bengal.

Vajrabhiimi

As we have noticed before, Ladha (i.e. Radha) according to the

Aydrdhga-sutta
,

was divided into two parts Vajjabhumi and

Subbhabhumi. It is not possible to identify or exactly locate Vajja-

bhumi in Radha. From the description of the land given in the Jaina

Anga some scholars have identified it with the rough jungly part of

western Radha. A place called Paniabhumi is referred to in

the Bhagavati-sutra and also in the Kalpasutra in both of which it is

stated that Mahavlra lived sometime in this place in company with

Gosala Mankhaliputta, the founder of the Ajlvika sect. According to

a commentary of the Kalpasutra Paniabhumi is a place in Vajra-

bhumi. A commentary of the Bhagaxvatl restores the word as Panita-

bhumi or Pranitabhumi. The Cola king Karikala is said to

have received some presents from a king of Vajra in course of his

northern campaigns (SUappadhikdram). One scholar has identified

this Vajra with' the Vajjabhumi of the Aydrdhga-sutta .

According to the story of TJpaka, the Ajivika, and Capa, of which

there are several versions in the Buddhist Pali literature, Buddha met

the Ajivika on his way to Benares from Gaya shortly after his

enlightenment, after which Upaka proceeded in the opposite direction
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till he reached a janapada which has been called Vahga in the Sutta-

nipdta version and Vankahara in all other versions. That this

janapada was situated outside the Middle Country and probably some-

where in western Bengal seems probable from the fact that Upaka is

said to have left this janapada after sometime and to have proceeded

towards Majjhimbdesa. Vahgai is well known, but it is not possible to

identify Vankahara satisfactorily, which, however, may be the modern

Bankura region as the phonetic similarity of the names suggests.

Suhma

According to the Ayard?)gasutto
}

as we have just seen, Suhma

formed a part of the Radha country. The epic account of Bhnna’s

eastern conquests makes the country of the Suhmas distinct from

Vahga, Tamralipta as well as the sea-coast region. In Kalidasa’s

Raghuvamsa also Suhma is distinguished from the sea-coast and the

country of the Vahgas lying within the streams of the Ganges .

4 From

these two accounts it is clear that the Suhma country lay to the north

of Tamralipta, modern Tamluk in Midnapur district, a little to the

interior not very far from the sea-coast and to the west of Vahga,

apparently on the other side of the Bhagirathl. But it is not possible

to locate the Suhmas more exactly from these data. But the boundaries

of the Suhma kingdom, like those of all other kingdoms, shifted from

time to time. In the Mahdbhdrata as well as in most other references

Tamralipti is mentioned separately from Suhma. According to the

Jaina Pannavand Tamalitti was included in Vahga. In the Raghv-

vainsa Tamralipti is omitted, but apparently it was then a part of

Vahga which seems to have extended up to the river Kapisa, the modern

Kasai which flows to the west of modern Tamluk. But the

DaJakumdracarita refers to Damalipti as a city of the Suhmas, which

shows that the Suhma kingdom had extended at that time so as to in-

clude that important city. In a later period the name Suhma went

out of use and disappeared in the more comprehensive name of Radha.

Jathara

It seems that a tribe called the Jafharas, though not very im-

portant, inhabited some part of western Bengal in old timeB. In the
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Brhat Samhitd they are mentioned between the Vangas and the

Upavangas on the one hand and the Angas on the other. In

the Markandeya Purdria they are mentioned immediately after Kalinga

and Vahga and the three names form one compound word (Kalinga-

Vahga-Jatharah)

.

The combined evidence of these two works would

seem to show that the Ja^haras were located somewhere near the Vahga,

Kalihga and Ahga janapadas. This seems to point to western Bengal

or Radha. The Jatharas are again mentioned in the MaJuibhdr&ta

(VI. 9) where, however, there is no indication about the location of

this people.

A word of explanation about the word pravijaya found in

the Purdnas immediately after Brahmottara may not be out of place

in this connection. This word occurs in the Vdyu, MaJtsya as well as

Markandeya Puraiias. Tins has led Pargiter to think that this was

really the name of a people, and he has further suggested that they

appear from the context to be the same as the Prdvrseyas of the Maha-

bhdrata (VI. 9. 50). There are, however, reasons to believe that the

text of the Jambuklumdu-mrrndna^parvan of the Malidbhdrata is at

least as corrupt as that of the Purdnas . The word preceding Prdvrseya

in the Mahdbharata is Samantarah which apparently stands for

Suhmottarah of the Matsya and Brahmottardh of the other Puraiias.

Samantardh is apparently a misreading. So is prdvrseydh . The real

word here is neither prdvrseya nor pravijaya as in the Purdnas, but

prabhrtayah meaning et cetera . The Ndfya-idstru) of Bbarata, which

so* closely follows the Purdryts in the matter of the lists of janapadas

of ancient India, has the word prabhrtayah in the place of pravijaydh

This is fully confirmed by the Kdvyamimdmsd of Raja£ekhara which’

seems to have preserved the strings ox geographical names current in

ancient India much better than the Purdnas . So it seems reasonable

that we should dismiss the idea from our minds that the word pravijaya

of the Purdrias and prdvrseya of the Malidbhdrata stand for the name

of any people in Eastern India.

Phabodh Chandba Sen
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Mahasamanta Indrakesi

This lithic record is found in the Gallery of inscriptions of the

Prince of Wales Museum of Western India, Bombay. The stone on

which the grant is engraved is about four feet tall and two broad. The

surface is very irregular, and there are evidences of a crude execution.

The script is ordinarily clear. It belongs to the later style of Kannada

writing, and slants a bit to the right. The text of the inscription is

engraved separately on a slightly sunken surface. The invocatory verse

and the first line of the text stand at the top and are surmounted by

the figures of a cow, a calf, and a man facing them.*

The grant belongs to the year 1060 A.D. (S.S. 982). It refers to

Indrakesi, a Mahasamanta or feudatory under the Calukya emperor

Trailokyamalla-deva. Indraketi governed Belvola 300 and Purikara

300 as well as other districts, assisted by his son Jayakesi. Another

Jayakesi, the father of the donor, is also mentioned. Thus we have

three generations specified.

Jayakesi

Indrak&i

Jayakesi

The first Jayakesi is mentioned in a Hulgur inscription of S.S. 960

(EL, XVI, p. 332). The second one, the grandson, is mentioned in 1142

A.D. in the third of the “Three inscriptions of Lakgmesvar” edited by

Dr. L. D. Barnett in El ., XVI; and also in another of the Hulgur

inscriptions at p. 330, EI., XVI. He appears to have distinguished

• These symbols are somewhat unique aud are seen but rarely inscribed on

lithic or copper records. In a Gupta stone inscription of the G. E. 269, there

are engraved in outline, below the inscription towards the proper right side of

the stone, a cow and a calf standing and nibbling at a small' tree or bush (Corp.

In*. Indicarum, vol. Ill, *p. 274). The similarity of the symbols of these records

is remarkable. (Ed. IHQ).
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himself as a great general. The present record furnishes the missing

link, as it were, between the first and the third generations of these

Manaleras. This is the first inscription of IndrakeSi that has come to

light. His queen is here named Kabbarasi.

These personages belonged to the Manalera family, which is also

termed Manala. There are numerous references to the long line of

kings of this family in early inscriptions. It is traced back to the

time of Gahga king Sripurusa in the eight century. Possibly the

family can be traced back to an earlier past. The Manaleras, before

they transferred their allegiance to the Calukyas, served under the

Gahgas, and have been noticed in EL, XVI at pp. 330 and 332,

Mysore Archmlogioal Reports for 1908-9, and EL> VI, p. 52. The

history and ancestry of the Manalera family have been set forth in

detail at the last mentioned source.

The grant, engraved by Kalloja, records that Mahasamanta Indra-

kesi sent for the forty-two mahajanas (dignitaries, evidently) of the

village of Candivadi in Purikara natji ruled over by General Maularasa,

and gave them twelve maDtars of land, another piece of land for keep-

ing in repairs a drinking well, and an alms-house for feeding twelve

Brahmins. He also gave to Bharasuri (a Jain priest) a freehold worth

a rent of 30 gadydnas and a paddy field worth an annual rent of 60

gadydiias. The occasion for these grants was Vyatipata of the summer

solstice, the full-moon day of the month of Pusya, of the year Sarvari,

S.S. 982. It corresponds to the Christian year 1060.

The province (desa) of Purikara has been mentioned by name;

Purikara is the Sanskritized form of Purikare, Pulikare or Huligere

which has been identified as the modern LaksmeSvar. Siggave,

the capital of these feudatories according to this grant, is no other than

the Sliiggaon of the present day in the district of Dharwar. Shiggaon

has been mentioned in another inscription at p. 257, EL, VI. Two

other places have also been named : the villages of Candivadi

and Manyageri.

These vassals call themselves Mahasamantas, the great feudatories.

Indraketi’s name is associated with a long list of titles. The Manaleras

evidently occupied an important position under the Calukyas.
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Translation

iines l.

it 2-9.

10-13.

,, 13-io.

ir,_in

j f IT.

18-19.

„ 19-21.

Salutation to that Boar who wanders at will, and,

between whose hoofs the Meru mountain vibrates.

While, with his usual titles, the Calukya emperor Trai-

lokyamalla-deva was ruling his kingdom which prospers

and will endure everlasting by his vassal, born in the

Manalera family, the phalanx of his enemy kings broken

with the tip ot his terrible sword, efficient in the gover-

nance of the wheel,—the world, mighty in anger, the

line of his fame spreading all over the world, was lord

JayakeSi.

His son, the husband of Victory, a sun (of destruction)

to the lilies, namely, the wives of enemy kings, the lover

of the woman Fame who eclipses in her brightness even

the sun, 1
a person of heroic and splendid career, a lover

of truth, a lion among respectable people, was Indrakeii

whose kingdom was worthy of being praised by great

men.

The wife of that king, loyal to her husband, charitable,

compassionate, beautiful, immaculate, devoted to the

religion of J'ina, in beauty and greatness greater even

than Janata, was Kabbarasi.

The son of that couple was Jayake^i who, with a sword

in his hand, cut off the ears of his euemies, and whose

fame reached, like a circle of creeper, the elephants in

the four quarters.

Assisted by a sen of such abilities was Indrakeii ruling

in happiness in Siggave.

There was the village ot Mato Candivadi, 2 the crown and

glory of ei'l agrahdras> enjoying the reputation of a holy

place in *he centre of the excellent Purikara.

A bee to the lotus,-tho feet of lord Krsna, the god of the

village, with a host of enemies retreating before him,

1. I fttji not sure of the correctness of mv translation here,

2 Or is it only ObandiviidiP
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and a host of friends approaching him, is General Mania-

rasa an ordinary man (P).

,, 21-24. Bor^i in the family of Brahma (i.e., a Brahmin by birth),

knqjyn the world over, followers of the instructions laid

down in the Vedas, a source of gift and food to the whole

of mankind, bees to the lotus, the feet of the gods, Sun,

Brahma, Visnu and Mahe4vara, who are praised by

Indra, the lord of the serpents and others, were the Forty-

two (mahajanas).

,, 25-2C. They had no peers in judgment supported by the

authority of the Vedas and other sacred sciences, and in

the austere courses of restraint, discipline, study etc.

They were equal to the sage Gautama and others (P).

,, 27-39. Sending for all these forty two mahajanas, the great

vassal, possessor of such titles as—the obtainer of the five

great musical instruments, a Revanta of the modern age,

born in the Manalera family, a lion-like man, lord of the

famous Purikara, a Rudra in battle, Parame4vara, a bee

to the lotus,—the position (or title) Paramabhattaraka,

a mine of virtues, with his arms decorated (? worshipped)

by even mighty Mandalikas, a sun in battle and so on

—

Lord Indrake4i washed their feet, and pouring water on

the occasion of Vyatipata of the summer solstice, the

full-moon day of Pusya of the year Sarvari S.S. 982

gave them, (1) 12 mattars measured by the pole of the

length of 36 cubits (2) - - mattars for (?) the drinking

well which lay to the south of the freehold of the head-

man (urodeva) of the village and in the northwest of his

(IndrakeSi’s) territory, (3) a house situated to the east

of Manyageri to the west of the lecture hall (sabhd-

mandapa) built by Aybi Setti, for the purpose of

maintaining an alms-house (satra) for twelve Brahmins.

,, 39-42. He also gave on the same auspicious occasion to

Bharasuri a freehold for a (P) religious object

(dharma-Vattale) with all the revenues accruing to it,

of the value of 30 (P) Sedhraya gadydnas
,
and a muddy
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paddy-field that fetched him for all times a rent of 60

gady&nas, the (P) accessories (vtmadi) included.

42-45. To those who preserve this gift intact given along with

the five fluids (pancarasa) will accrue the merit of having

given a thousand cow’s to a thousand Brahmins well-

versed in the Vedas in holy places like BaranasI

(Benares), Prayagn, and Kumksetra, and of having

given a pond built with the five gems.

10-47. To> destroy this is 1o destroy oneself, one’s race, worthy

Brahmins, and a herd of cows in holy places like the

confluence of the Ganges and the Jumna, Benares and

Gaya.

47-51. (Usual ending verses and imprecations.)

May it be w’ell. Kalloja engraved this.

B. C. S. SlIARMA



Two new lists of Kalas

A knowledge of what were called the kalas appears io ha ,re

occupied a very prominent place in the cultural equipment of the

citizens of Ancient India. As a matter of fact, an expert knowledge

of these was regarded as essential for all cultured and refined people.

But curiously there does not seem to have ever been a strictly fixed

connotation of the term kala in its cultural aspect.

The Rdvxdyma seems to distinguish between music and dancing

on the one hand and kala on the other. 1 But there are some who in-

clude music and dancing in the list of kalas. The Mahdbharata refers

to three kalas,* which, according io Nflakantha, .refer to

dravya and traddhii. Bhartrhari in his Vakyapadiya* makes n dis-

tinction between kala and iilpa though the latter is given as a synonym

for kala in the lexicons like Ariiarakoto, Vaijayanti Koto and Medini

Koto. Rajafckhara in his Kdvyamimdmsd (Chap. X) calls the kalas

the upavidyds or minor branches of learning and distinguishes them

from what he calls the kdvyavidyds
,
e.g., Rhetoric, Prosody etc. which

are, however, found to have been included in the lists of ka'las by some.

This confusion with regard to the connotation of the term led to the

compilation of different lists of kalas at different periods of time.

But in spite of the great importance of the subject in the cultural

history of India—in spite of the good deal of confusion surrounding

it, the subject of kalas doeB not seem to have been thoroughly studied

by any scholar. The only systematic, but not strictly comprehensive,

treatment of the subject is met with in a booklet of 92 pages written

by Hr. A. Venkatasubbiah in 1911.

1 jftwfipifJWfT 9V9TONT I

VITOTT: 9919m tfafc 'tftftfalT: U I. 9- 8

2 Aframedha Paryan—•89. 3.

3 f?T RflNlM

-^—Vakyapadlya, I, 126.
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Mr. Veiikatasubbiah has given ten different lists of kalas as found

in works belonging to different periods of time. The best known of

these lists that occurs in the Kdmasutra of Vatsyayann as also in some

of the commentaries on the Bhdgamta Parana (X. 46. 35)
4 has also

been dealt with in detail recently by Dr. P. K. Acharya. 5

Besides the lists given in Mr. Venkatasubbiali's work there are

other lists as well. In the present paper we shall deal with two

hitherto-unnoticed lists.

One of these belongs to Ksemendra, the great polymath, and fhe

other is taken from Bhaskararaya\s commentary on Lalitdsahasraridmia .

Ksemendra has given U\o lists of kalas in his Kaldviidsa

(published in Kuvyamala—Prathainu Guccha, Nirmiyusugar Press,

Bombay). The list in the fourth canto of 64 arts of courtezans is

referred to in the JRAS (1914, p. 357).

In the 10th canto of this work is given another list of kala,*

4 It should he noted here that the list as given in the JJanisuddkdni, a

commentary bv Kajaranm on the Vevlmdhdtmyo (XI. 5) agrees with this list.

5 V, 18811’. But curiously Dr. Acharya has made no reference either

to the hook of Mr. Vonkatasubbiah or to the article in the JBAS (1914, p. 355 ff.)

which deals a ith this book. This article is also referred to by Prof. Keith in

his History of Sanskrit Literature (1924, p. 51, f. n. 5J).

6 epsimpfr •*

wfe* SJjrf*TTWT I

*?Tst IWI?* II

^0 fHWqft<TT^nt ftwrsn’IH I

II

StarahuT tarsrar gtitari: i

5fr5rrfsflsrR« w«srorn, u

JTWW faqsnrftl: TOWymBIBW I

«piT«gpffi5TT pfWWWl: *n?WIT BT I

ddTBHni’ll fwT fanWRIffo II

5UTIT! fjflWTfa# I

irrnt >s vm fw*r: «wts it
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which are grouped here under several heads, e.g., dharrnn, artha
,

kdma, moksa
,
sukha, sila, prabhdva (influence) and mdna (respect).

A group of ten kalas, given at the end of the list, is stated to be hhemja

or salutary. In all he gives the number of kalas as 100 (X. 40) though

he incidentally recognises the number sixty four. It will be noticed

that almost all moral, spiritual and diplomatic qualities are considered

by Ksemendra as kalas.

The list of Bhaskararaya, the celebrated author of a good many

Tantra works, is given, as has already been noted, in his commentary,

called Saubhagyabhaskara on the fAilitasahaurandma which is stated

to form a part of the Brahmanda Parana. He gives the list in con-

nection with his explanation of the epithet cotuhsastjkaldmOyl

(verse 109) as applied to the deity Lalita. He gives the list in a

metrical form, which he says is based on the work of Sarhgadhara, the

Kathdkos of Sndhara and the LakxmlpUhikd where the kalas are

stated to have been enumerated in detail.
7 None of these works are

«m3ur: gstfs* (?, 1

'O C\

STTJTSWt OTfur: fTOtflT 9Tm: II

gffafqfqw'wwqrqiitewwq : i

ui TfwM33K*w<J qq^q jrorareq n

qqi: sqT f^pna: ssrafagi'ife: ||

wkfi«i*r Jitpt scsrorfoi tq* i

*rT*f VR 01^3^: II

tffsmm: q?s ^fofcaqqfr jjsjt i

qjfrstwTOfT’* it

% qr«Tf^5 5 i

srwHqtrqirewfq i 11

wPwmraqfe; <$Nrrcqrqinfa * i
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known to have come down. No mention of any of them is made either

in Aufrecht’s Catalogue Catalogorum or in the section of Mr. Venkata-

subbiah’s work entitled The Literature of the Kolas (p. 69f.). 8

This list which may be called the Tantric list, agrees closely with

the tenth list of Venkatasnbbiah which is found in Ramacandra’s com-

mentary on Lakemanakavi’s continuation of the Campuramuyana as

also in the encyclopaedic work Sivatattvaratnakara of Vasavaraja

(17th century) of Keladi. 9

A clear and definite Tantric tinge is lent to the list by the inclu-

sion of the six practices of the Tantras (mdrana, uccdtana etc). And

as Mr. Venkatasubbiah has hinted, many of the topics like the attain-

ment of supernatural power included in this and other lists are really

Tantric in character. Even though all the kalas were not Tantric in

character they were referred to in more than one Tantra work. Com-

mentators on the Bhagavata Purdim like Sridharasvamin and

Viivanatha Cakravarti refer the kalas to Saiva Tantra though they do

not name any particular work. The Laksmipithikd
, one of the sources

on which Bhaskararaya depends for his list, may not unlikely have

been a Tantra work. It is not known if the kalas, of which we are

speaking, were in any way, connected with a category of the same

sngfijwwHUPiTOwr: 11

wfrofwitaT swmagnife: u

Different Mss. of the work record some minor differences and variants in the

list quoted above. Thus the list translated by It. Ananta Krsna Sastri (
lAilitu

-

*ahasranama with Bhaskarartiya’s Commentary translated into English, second

edition, 1925. p. 124) does not include citra and reads drst't for vrsti. In a

footnote Mr. Sastri even refers to a Ms. which gives a different enumeration of

the kalas.

S It is not known, however, if Sdrngadhariyu as mentioned by Bhaskararaya,

is the drama of the same name referred to in the Catalogue Catalogorum (I.

p. 643).

9 Cf. p. 7 of the edition of the work published by B. M. Nath & Co.,

Vepery, Madras.

H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1932 16
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name, born of Maya and recognised iu Saiva Philosophy. According

to the Sai va system of Philosophy kali. is the seat of all enjoyment.'’
1

The lisl of Bhaskararaya has been translated by R. Ananta Krsna

Sastr; in the course of his translation of the entire work. We shall

satisfy ourselves only by adding notes on some of the items.

‘Knowledge of the eighteen scripts* occurs as the first item in tliis

list. Lists of these eighteen scripts are referred to by Mr. Venkata-

subbiah (p. 9). It is not, however, known if astadadalipi referred to a

particular Tantric mantra a3 seems to be indicated by the occurrence

of the word in NaradapaUcardlra (Bib. lnd.
f 3. VI. 21.).

Sastri translates drutanigadita in bahuvidhabhasadrutanigadita as

‘composing versee*. But a better and lateral translation of the whole

expression seems to be ‘repetition of what was heard from poems of

various languages’.

Upavedac .—Different lists of upavedas are met with in differeni

works. Ayurveda (Science of medicine), Dhanarveda (Science

of archery), Gandhctrvaveda (Scierce of music) and Sthaputyaveda

(Science of architecture) are the four upavedas according to the

Bhdgavata Parana. The list as given in Ca^armoyuha (Khanda, IV-V)

and by Madhusudana Sarasvati in his Prasthdnabheda (p. 2 of the

Vanivilas Press edition) puts Arihaddstra in place of Sthapatyaveda.

Arthadastra , again, in the opinion of Madhusudana, is of various kinds

and includes Nitiddstra Advadastra, Silpaddstra
,

Siipakdraddirbra

and Catuftsastikal&ddstra ,
n This is also the view of Nandarama

Tarkavagisa as set forth in his Samkhvaprnkasa. 12 Thus according to

10 TOT I

wtararafa *JTwftsfai wit wrw u

—M&tahgupuram cfaa r&gania

(Bivagainapuripalana Saijisiha, Devakotte)—KaUltatt vapatala

.

11 Separate works dealing with each of these 04 Kal&s as given in the

Ldmasutra are known to have existed as late as the middle of the 17th century

in the Library of Saivavidyanidhana Kavindracarya (
KnvtndrCicdrya Svciwtram

—G. O. B. Series, No. 17, p. 33).

12 Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit. Manuscripts in the India office Library,

ol. IV, No. 2467. The Dadnknmih aenriia too distinguishes the kalis from
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this view it is not the kalas that count the upavedas under them but,

on the other hand, the upavedas comprise the fine arts. It will also be

noticed that this vie^ would distinguish, unlike the ordinary lists of

kalas, between cookery and 5ilpa on the one hand and the kalas on the

other.

6dstrasatka.—It cannot be slated what exactly was meant by this

term. Sestri’s translation is not clear on this point. The Tantratdstra

is, however sometimes called to be of six types.
13 According to the

Ahkasomkhyanighantu the word iasira denotes the number six, though

no mention is made of the names of the six 4astr&s.
u

Angasatka.—This, of course, refers to the six Yedangas.

Kdvydlahkdrandtaka .—It is curious that niitaku that is generally

regarded as a branch of Kavya is treated here separately.

Gatijalavrstydgnydyuaha etc.—3astri connects 6ilpa with the seven

stambhas, e.g., gatisiambha, tfilpn
0

etc. But 4ilpa might well be

treated as a separate item.

Caurya.—Mr. Venkatasubbiali (p. 69) thinks that there are no books

now extant on this subject. But there is a manuscript of a work, the

Sanmvkhakalpa, in the Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The

late Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad SastrT was the first to draw

attention to this work in his Report of the notice of Sanskrit Man us-

criptb (1901-5). Peterson notices one work called the Cauracaryd by

VitthaleSvara in his Fifth Report of operations in search of Sanskrit

Mss. in the Bombay Circle (No. 174). In A. B. Kathavate’s Report

for search of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Bombay Presidency (No. 504)

the work is called Cauryasvariipa. There is also a Bengali work

dealing with the skill of this art in the form of a story. This is the

Cauracakravarti of Vira Ka4i4vara, a ma/iusciipt of which is in the

Arthai&stra
,
Fv rdna

}
Kdvya. etc. (Cf. Chapters V. p. 147 aiu» VlII. p. 188 of

M. R. Kale’s edition—Bombay, 1926).

1 3 ‘jsmnfar tff'STftC * wna
—Fadmatantra, India office Catalogue, vol. IV, No. 3638.

U tS&hitva Far^at Pairika, voi. XXXVI, p. 246.
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Bangiya Sahitya Parisat. The story has been published in popular form

in Bengali in the children’s magazine called Sandeia (1338 B.S.). 14

Dhatuparik$a ,—This is translated by Sastri as ‘knowledge of

pulse.’ But a better rendering would possibly be ‘examination

of minerals’ as the science of medicine, of which ‘knowledge of pulse*

is an important topic, comes under upaveda.

Chintaharan Chakravartj

15 Jt may bq noted in passing that Muladeva whose name is frequently

mentioned in connection with the dissemination of CauryaSdstra is probably the

same person as the Muladeva who describes the Kalas in K^emendra’s Kaldnldsfl

where (canto 1) he is described as on? who is fully versed in all the kal&B^

W lfaqqret ,

and ns one who was taken resort to by the cheats of

all quarters



Ancient coins found in Pancala. Ayodhya,

KausambI and Mathura—a Study

Ancient coins found in Paficala, AyodhyS, KauSambl and MathurS

have been studied by many Indologists from the second quarter of

the 19th century up to the present day. Among these scholars the

names of Prinsep,' Rivett Carnac,* Carlleyle,* Mitra,

4

Cunningham,'

Indraji,® Rapson,* Smith,' Banerji,' Jayaswal, 1 ® and Barua1

1

may

be mentioned. In our present study we shall confine ourselves

principally to the following particulars, viz., (a) the style and fabric,

(b) the paleography of coin-legends, (c) the symbols on coins, (d)

such contemporary inscriptions and (e) the Pauranika accounts of such

ancient Indian dynasties as may have some bearing on the issuers

of these coins. An exact knowledge about the coin-making in

ancient India is necessary for an approximate idea about the anti-

quity of these coins. It is a well-known fact that the most ancient

coins of India, e.g„ the Punch-marked coins were cut from a

hammered sheet of metal and sometimes clipped so as to be adjus-

ted to the proper weight. The cast coins without legend and with

legend, the die-struck coins with square incuse and with round

1 Essays ed. by Thomas, I, p. 418, PI. XXXIV, 19-21 etc,
;

PI.

VIII, 12-15 I Iour• Asiatic Soc. Bengal, 1873, pp. 109, 191.

2 JA SB., 1880, p. 87, PI. X V I XVII.

3 /ASB., l88o,p. 2i. 4 /ASB., 1880, p. 8.

5 Coins of Ancient India, p. 90, PI. IX
; p. 73, PI. V. 7-18 ; p. 79,

PI. Vll
; p. 85

,
PI. VIII, 1 ; p. 87, PI. VIII, 9 ;

p. 88, PI. VIII

,

PI. VIII, 13. Archceological Survey Reports, I, p. 301 ;
III, pp. 14,

39; VI, pp. 165, 1745 X, p. 4, PI. II ; XIV, p. 149, PI. XXXI,

19-25 .

6 /RAS., 1894, p. 553, PI. 1014.

7 Indian Coins, Sec. 44, 49, 52, 53.

8 Cat. Coins, Indian Museum, Calcutta, vol. I.

9 Praclna Mudra, pp. 103-104
; pp. 105-106

; pp, 106-108.

10 fBORS., 1917, pp. 425-485.

11 Old Brahtril Ins, in Kha^agiri and Udayagiti Caves.
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incuse—'these four types of coins, as classes, came successively, the

first being the earliest.

The so-called Ayodhya coins

The ancient city of Ayodhya is well-known in Sanskrit, Pali and

Chinese writings, though now it has lost its importance. Coins which

are popularly known as the Ayodhyh coins are found not at AyodhyS

ptoprr, but at the modern city of Fyzabad, which has replaced, in

some respects, the ancient city of Ayodhya.

Up to the present day some anonymous coins and coins of the

undermentioned kings have been found here. We may classify them,

according to the ending of name', thus :

A. Anonymous coin

B. (l) Dhanadeva (a) Muladeva

(3) Vayudeva (4) ViSakhadeva

C. &ivadatta

D. Kumudasena

E. (1) AjavarmS (a) Madhavavarmi

F. (l) Devamitra (a) Indramitra

(3 ) Satyair.itra (4 ) Saflghamitra

(5) Suryamitra (6) Bahasatimitra

and (7) Vijayamitr*

Cunningham is of opinion that the roins of ViSakhadeva and

Dhanadeva arc ‘certainly not older than the second century B.c.’**

Rapson says that ‘the oldest coins seem to be the cast pieces, the

date of which is, perhaps, before 200 8 c. The square inscribed

pieces, most of which are also cast, may belong to the second

century B.C, The other coins, which bear names ending in -mitra ,

seem to belong to the same and following centuries.’ 1 * Rapson

improves his theory later on while describing the coins cf Kumuda-
sena. He observes that ‘the inscribed coins attributed to Ayodhya
fall into two classes, (1) square cast, and (a) round struck. The
present specimen belongs to the latter, and, like the coins of this

class generally, it has the side bearing the name of the king struck

12 Coins of Ancient India, p. 91,

13 Indian Coins, p. It,
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in incuse, but with this peculiarity, that in this case the incuse is

square while in all other cases it is round. The square incuse is

characteristic of some of the ccins of KauSambT, Mathura and

Paficala, and is probably the result of imposing a jquarr die on a

lump of metal in a semi-molten state. As the earliest form of this

incuse, like the shape of the earliest Indian coins, is square, it may,

perhaps, be assumed generally that coins having a circular incuse

are later in date. If so, our coin must be placed first in the series

of the struck coins of Ayodliya as known at present’. 44

We know from an examination of these coins that those, which

belong to the classes A, B & C, are cast. The coins of the class A are

cast without legend, but the coins of the classes B & C bear the

name of the issuers. The legend of the coin of Sivadatta has been

read by Cunningham as ^iva-datasa, 1

1

and by Smith as simply

{Siva c)datasa.ie No numismatist has given, as yet, an approxi-

mate idea of the dates of the coins of the classes B & C.

The coins of Sivadatta may be given an earlier date on the

following grounds : On the obverse of the coins of Sivadatta there

is a moving elephant and this is to be found on the obverse of

the coins of Muladeva, Vayudeva and on some coins of Dhanadeva.

The elephant is conspicuous by its absence on the obverse of

some coins of Dhanadeva and on the obverse of all coins of

ViSakhadeva, Kurnudasena, MSdhavavarma, Ajavarma, and the

Mitra kings, a humped bull occupying the place instead. Thus the

coins of Dhanadeva form a landmark in the history of these coins be-

cause on the obverse of some of his coins we have the elephant moving

and on some other the humped hull. Perhaps for some cause, not

known, Dhanadeva changed the obverse device and used the bumped

bull in place of the elephant. The coins of Kurnudasena are the first

of the die-struck coins of Ayodhya because the incuse is square. 1 T The

coins of two kings whose names end in -varma are also die-struck with

square incuse while the coins of the kings whose names end in •mitra

are dic-struck with round incuse. Thus the coins of two Varma kings

might, with all probability, be placed between the classes D and F. By

14 /RAt% 1903, pp. 287-88.

1 5 Coins of Ancient India
, p. 93.

16 Cat Coins, Indian Museum, Calcutta, voJ. I, p. 149.

iy Ibid., vol. I, p. 150, nos.14, 15.
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the palxographic test we arrive at the same result. The legends

on the coins of Muladeva and Vayudeva are not distinctly legible

but those on the coins of Dhanadeva and ViSakhadeva are of the

ASokan Brahml type i.e. they belong to the third century b. c.

Palzeographically the date of the legends on the coins of

Kumudasena is later than that of the four kings whose names

end in -deva. In the same way it can be shown that the coins of

the Mitra kings are later than those of the Varma kings and of

Kumudasena. We can now chronologically arrange the coins

thus :

A. Anonymous coin

13 . Sivadatta

C. (1) Muladeva (2) Vayudeva

(3) Dhanadeva (A) Vi&lkhadeva

D. Kumudasena

E. (1) Ajavarma (2 )
Mad havavarma

F. (1) Devamitra (2) Indramitra

(3) Satyamitra (4 ) Sanghamitra

(5) Suryamitra (6) Bahasatimitra

and (7) Vijayamitra

From a study of these coins we can guess that there might have

flourished five dynasties at Ayodhya i.e. the Datta
,

Diva, Sena.

Varma and Mitra .

Smith has described no less than 40 such coins. 1 * It is

interesting to note that all these coins are made of copper, a

few being of brass (cf. no. 4 of Dhanadeva and nos. 10&11 of

Sivadatta). On the obverse of the anonymous, circular, cast coin

(nos. 12 & 13) we find a fish left, Svastika above and on the

reverse tTaurine
,

with a steel-yard below. On the obverse of the coins

of divadatta (nos. 8-1 1), which are cast, an elephant moving left

towards a tree or symbol in railing, BrahmT legend Sivadatasa above

and on the reverse many symbols including the IJjjain symbol

the central device may be a goddess seated on lotus. On the obverse

of the coins of Muladeva we find an elephant moving left

18 Cat . Coinsi Indian Museum t Calcutta, vol. t, pp. 148*151,

nos. 1 -4.
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towards a Buddhist symbol
;
Brahml legend MUladevasa and on the

reverse wreath in centre, snake below, Buddhist symbol above. 10

On the obverse of the coins of Vayudcva, we find elephant mov-

ing to left
;
Brahml legend Vayudevasa and on the reverse four tri-

ratna symbols on four sides of small circle, Bodhi trees on right

and left and snake below. 20 The coins of Dhanadeva are of the types

as noted before. On the obverse of the first type we find the

elephant moving and Brahml legend Dhanadeva and on the reverse

the ‘Ujjain’ symbol. On the obverse of the second type we find

the humped bull standing left facing a peculiar column and Brahml

legend Dhanadeva and on the reverse in centre a solar symbol,

snake below, a tree in railing on each side
;
above a trimla symbol of

the nandlpada form (nos. 3-7). On the obverse of the coins of

ViSakhadeva we find a bull standing and Brahml legend Vibakha•

devasa and on the reverse the above mentioned symbols (i-2a\ It

should be noted that all these coins are cast.

The coins of Kumudasena and Ajavarma are die-struck with

legend in square incuse. The legends and devices are of the same

type as we find on the coins of ViSakhadeva (nos. 14-16).

The coins of the Mitra rulers found at Ayodhya are known

as of the Cock and Bull type because of the fact that on the obverse

of every coin we find a bull standing, Brahml legend inscribing

the king’s name and on the ..reverse a cock standing (nos. 17-36) in

front of a palm tree. Some coins of Vijayamitra are known as

of the Solar symbol type (37-40). All these coins are die-struck with

obverse round incuse

Regarding the Mitra kings we will only say here that some

rulers, as known from a study of these coins, most probably

belonged to the imperial Sunga-Mitra dynasty of Magadha, the

list of which has been found in the PurCinas. We shall enter

into a detailed discussion of the controversies regarding the

attribution of these to the Sunga-Mitra dynasty when we shall

discuss the KauSambl- and Paiicala-Mitra coins. Suffice it to say

that at Ayodhya two classes of these coins are found viz. (1) the

coins of the Imperial Sunga-Mitra rulers and (2) of the Later Mitra

rulers. The following kings, as found from a study of these coins, may

be identified with some rulers mentioned in the Pura^as

19 Coins of Ancient India
,
91-92.

I.H.Q., SEFT1MBXS, 1932

20 Ibid., p. 92.

IT
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A. (i)* Bahasatimitra may be identified with Pu§yatnitra (i)f—c. 1 88 B,c.

(2)

* SQryamitra „ „ Vasumitra (4)t
—*.137 B.C.

(3)

* Indramitra „ M Vajramitra (8)f—c. 114 B.C.

(4)

* Devamitra „ „ Devabhuti (io)t
— c. 66 B.C.

B. The Later Mitras

(1) Satyamitra

(2) Sanghamitra

(3) Vijayamitra

We will not enter into any discussion now regarding nos. 1,3 and 4

under A (See infra).

Regarding the identification of Siiryamitra with Vasumitra

Jayaswal writes on the basis of Jain accounts that some of the

Sungas had double names like the Mauryas. The two Jaina

chronologies give the following double names :

Balamitra = Agnimitra

Bhanumitra = Vasumitra21

Now Bhanu means Sun i.e. Surya. On this ground we are

tempted to identify Siiryamitra with Bhanumitra and similarly with

Vasumitra, the fourth imperial Suriga monarch. We have found

coins of Siiryamitra not only at Ayodhya but also at Paficala and

Mathura. This fact makes our position clearer. Again as these

coins are made of copper, this hypothesis can stand because copper

coins did not travel much from the place of their origin.

There flourished at least 8 kings at Ayodhya before the accession

of Bahasatimitra. If we accept c. 188 B.C. as the probable date of

Bahasatimitra’s accession, then, by allowing 10 years per generation,

Mfidhavavarma, Ajavarma, Kumudasena, ViSakhadeva, Dhanadeva,

VSyudeva, Miiladeva, Sivadatta and the issuer of anonymous

* The numerical figures denote the number of kings whose

coins are found.

t The numerical figures indicate the place of the king in the

succession-list of the Sunga-Mitra dynasty as found in the

Puranas.

ii /BORS.> 1917, pp. 425-485.
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coins should be placed in the period extending from c . 280 B.C.

—

190 B.C., Muladeva and Vayudeva flourishing in c. 260 B.C.—240 B.C.

Thus the statement of Cunningham that the coins of Muladeva

and Vayudeva "are certainly not older than the second century B.C.’
1

is open to criticism.

It is quite possible that when the imperial Sungas were driven

out from Magadha by the Kanvas, thedescendants of the Sungas ruled

there as petty princes. Such parallel cases are not absent in ancient

Indian history.

The so-called Kausambl coins

"This famous old city of Kosambi is now represented by a grand

ruined fort on the Jumna with its two villages of Kosam-Inam and

Kosam-Khiraj or 'Rent-free' and ‘Rent-paying’ Kosam. It is just 31

miles above the fort of Allahabad. It was the capital of the Vat-

sas, and was, therefore, generally known as the Vatsa-pattana, or the

Vatsa city”.22 “The coins tound at Kosam range from the very

earliest punclwnarked bits of silver and copper down to the time

of Akbar. But out of the whole number of 394 coins, only 50

are Muhammadan, or about one-eighth
;

while no less than 100

are the common square cast-coins with the elephant and Buddhist

symbols. More than 30 of the Hindu coins are inscribed,

and all of them in characters of a period earlier than the begin-

ning of the Christian era. Sixteen of them bear the name of Bahasati-

mitra, two belong to Devamitra, one to Asvaghosa and three to

Jebhamitra”.23 The legend, which was read as Asvaghosa by

Cunningham, is certainly Ghosa, as shown by Smith. 24 Smith has

described the coin of another king named Pavata. 26

The four coins described by Smith
4
- 6 are of copper. On the

obverse of the anonymous coin we find a tree in railing, six-arched

caitya, eight-rayed- wheel, the Nandlpada, Ujjain and Svastika

symbols and on the reverse a humped bull. 8 *

22 Coins of Ancient India

,

p. 73.

23 Archaeological Survey Reports
,
Cunningham, X, p. 4.

24 Cat. Coins, Indian Museum Calcutta, vol. I, p. 155, no. 2.

25 Ibid,
no. 3. 26 Ibid, no. 1-4.

27 Ibid, no. 4,
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On the obverse and the reverse of the coins of Bahasatimitra,

Ghoaa and Pavata we find the above-mentioned devices, and legends

of the kings' name.**

Who were these princes ? Were they all local princes as has

been suggested by some numismatists or were some of them identical

with the imperial Surtga monarchs, of whom we find an account in

the Pura^as ? Who was Bahasatimitra ? That Bahasatimitra was

a great ruler is known from the two inscriptions found at Pabhosa,

32 miles south west of Allahabad.

No. I, as read by Dr. Fiihrer, runs thus Rajfio Gopalfputrasa

Vahasatimitrasa matulena GopaJlya Vaihidarlputrena (Asa) Asacjha-

senena lenam karitam (Udakasa) dasame sabachare Kassaplyanam

arahani[ta]nam *...

No II runs thus:—Adhichatraya raflo Sonakflyanaputrasya

Vaingapalasya putrasya raflo TevanTputrasya Bhagavatasya putrena

Vaihidarlputrena Asadhasenena karitam. 8 *

From these two inscriptions we can have the following geneological

table :

Sonakayana of Adhichatra

Vamgapala=Tevanl

Bhagavata^Gopall Vaihidarl

Gopall Asadhasena

Bahasatimitra

Asadhasena dates the inscription No. I in the 10th regnal year of a

king named Udaka (?). Fiihrer has not been able to read this

correctly. According to Jayaswal it is Odraka, This Odraka,

according to the rules observed in recording Indian inscriptions,

must have been the king or the overlord of the place where the

inscription was engraved. The place was apparently outside the

28 Cat, Coins%
Indian Museum

>

I, nos. 2-3.

29 Epigrafhia Indica ,
vol. II, pp. 240 43.
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territory governed by the Rajas of Adhichatra but under the suzerain-

ty of Odraka.

The Pabhosa inscription palaeographically belongs to the SuAga
period. We may take this Odraka as identical with the 5th imperial

$unga ruler who flourished in c, 129 B.c. as shown by Jayaswal.

This inscription was caused to be written in the 10th year of the

rule of Odraka. Thus the date of this inscription is approximately

c. 120 B.c.

Another inscription found at Mora, 7 miles west of Mathura

city, runs thus Jivaputaye RSjabharyaye Brhasvatimita (dhi) tu

ya§a mataye karitam. (Made by order of YaSamata, the daughter (?)

of Brhasvatimita, the king's consort (and) the mother of living

sons'. 30 This inscription which is of the period of the Pabhosa

inscription shows that he was a great ruler because YaSamata was

proud of being his daughter,

In the Hathigumpha inscription of Khriravela the 13th line runs

as follows : ‘magadham ca rajfinani Bahasatimitam pride vamdapayati'

[i.e., (Kharavela) compelled Bahasatimita, the king of Magadha, to bow

at his feet]. As the inscription is in a very bad state of preservation,

scholars differ in their readings. Except one or two scholars, all

read it as Bahasatimitam or some such.

Scholars

Prinsep

Cunningham

Indraji

Jayaswal

Majumdar

Barua

Their readings

Ibahaga sasita

Bahasati sita

Bahu pafcisasita

Bahapatimitram formerly
;

Bahasati'

mitam later.

Bahu pasasitam, but adds that *1 do

not of course deny that the reading

Bahasatimitam might, after all, be

proved to be correct
*

Bahasatimitam 51

Thus we see that the general tendency is to take this as Bahasati-

mita. Jayaswal has shown that this Bahasatimitra was nobody but

30 ]RASs, 1921. p. 120.

31 Old Brahnil Inscriptions in the Khanfyagiri and Udayagiri

Caves, pp. 22-23.
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Pusyamitra because we know that Brha;pati is the deity of the

Pusya Naksatra (SdUk/tayana Grhya Sutra
, i. 26. 6). Both are

identical The coins of Bahasatimitra are found not only at Kaudam-

bl, but also at Ayodhya and Paftcala. All these coins are made

of copper. These coins, being of no great value, were not taken

from one part of the country to another. These two numismatic

evidences make our position much better. ‘On a study of

coins I find’, writes Jayaswal ‘the coins of Bahasatimitra are unmis-

takably earlier than those of Agnimitra. Brhaspatimitra, therefore,

cannot but be identical with Pusyamitra. ,32 ‘The evidence of coins

and inscription, the date and nomenclature, all point to the identifica-

tion of Brhaspatimitra with Pusyamitra and with no one else*. 33

In the Pauranika list of theSunga dynasty we find Ghosa (identical

with Ghosavam) to be the 7th ruler. At KausambT there is the

coin of a king named Ghosa. His coins are also found at Mathura.

These coins, found at KauSambI and Mathura, palaeographically

belong to the Sunga period. On this ground this Ghosa of the

coins may be identified with the king of the same name found in

the Pauranika list. It may be that Ghosavasu is a mistake for Ghosa

made by the copyists. Jethamitra and Devamitra of the coin-types

have been identified with Vasu Jye§fcha (identical with Su-Jyestha)

and Devabhuti respectively of the Sunga dynasty.

We have three successive stages regarding the antiquity of these

coins viz., (1) anonymous cast coins with no legend, (2) the coins of

Bahasatimitra, Ghosa, Jethamitra and Devamitra and (3) Pavata’s

coins, which palaeographically belong in all probability to the Gupta

period. Thus we have :

A. Anonymous coin

B. ( 1
)• Bahasatimitra identified with Pusyamitra (i)t

— c. 188 B.c.

(2)* Jethamitra „ „ Vasu-Jye§$ha or Su»

Jye§tha (3 )t—

H

4 B.C.

C. Pavata.

32 JBORS. x 1917, p. 477. 33 Ibid* p. 480.

* fhe numerical figures denote the number of kings whose

coins are found.

t The numerical figures indicate tne place of the kings in the

succession-list of the Sunga-Mitra dynasty as found in the Puranas,
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(3)

* Ghosa identified with „ Ghosa (7 )

f

—C.117B.C.
(4)

* Devamitra „ „ Devabhuti (io)f

—c

.

66 B.C.

The so-called Paficala coins

Writing about the coins of Paficala, Cunningham remarked,

'as the coins which I am no\V about to describe are found in

Rohilkhand, and chiefly at Ahichatra, Anola and Budaon, it is

quite certain that they belong to North Paficala. It has been sugges-

ted that they belong to the $unga kings, who ruled over North

India after the Mauryas for 112 years, or from b.c. 178 66. Rut the

assignment is uncertain, as only one of the coin names, Agnimitra, is

found in the Pauranika list of the f§ungas I rather incline to assign

the coins. to a local dynasty of princes, as they are very rarely found

beyond the limits of the North Paficala, which would not be the case

did they belong to the paramount dynasty of the 6ungas.»«*ln the

Sanskrit drama of Malavikagnimitra, translated by Wilson, Agni-

mitra, son of Puspamitra, and father ot Vasumitra, is called king of

Vidisa on the Vetravatl, that is, of Besnagar on the Betwa river.

As these three names head the list of the &unga kings, it would

seem that the Sungas were rulers of East Malwa. I conclude,

therefore, that the coins found in Rohilkhand are those of some local

dynasty and not of the paramount Sunga kings/ 34

His contention that the kings whose names end in -mitra and

whose coins are found at Paficala are local princes cannot be accepted
#

as true.

As to the first point Rivett-Carnac and Jayaswal have shown

that several coin-names besides that of Agnimitra may be identified

with those found in the Purmas.

As to the second point I have shown in my discussion regarding

the coins of Ayodhya and Kau&ambT that the Mitra coins are also

found at Mathura.

As to the third point it should be noted that Pu§yamilra, Agni-

mitra and Vasumitra had their capital at Patallputra and not at

Viditia as Cunningham has said. Smith rightly observes regarding

See footnotes in the previous page.

34 Coins of Ancient India% p. 79-80.
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the capital of Pusyamitra that ‘it presumably continued to be, as of

old, Patallputra'. 3 5

It may now .safely be stated that some of these Mitra rulers

belonged to the imperial Sunga dynasty. Moreover we know for

certain that the coins of one king have been found at different places

and that all these are made of copper. The coins of Bahasatimitra

are found at Ayodhya, Kausambi and Paftcala, those of Ghosa at

Kausamb! and Mathura, those of Indramitra at Ayodhya and

Paftcala and those of Devamitra at Kaufiambi and Ayodhya. The

style and epigraphy of these coins are of the Suuga period. 46

Coins of the following Mitra kings have been found here :

—

(i) Agnimitra. (2) Bhanumitra. (3^ Bhumimitra. (4) Brhas-

patimitra. (5) Dhruvamitra. (6) Indramitra. (7) Jayamitra.

(8) Phalgunlmitra. (9) Suryamitra. (10) Vi$numitra. (11) Anumitra,

This Bahasatimitra is identical with the Bahasatimitra whose coins

are found at Ayodhya and Kausambl. Bhanumitra has been identi-

fied with Vasumitra by Jayaswal. 37 Most probably Dhruvamitra

is identical with Vasumitra, because Dhruva being one of the 8 Vasus,

Dhruvamitra might have Vasumitra as a second name. Coins of a

king named Bhadraghosa have been found at Paftcala. Jayaswal

opines that he is the same as Ghoga identical with Ghogavasu, the

seventh Sunga ruler according to the Purdnas. But as we have found

coins of a king named Ghosa at KauSambl and Mathura, we

can reject this statement. BhaHt-aghosa is most probably a different

person.

The Sunga kings may therefore be chronologically arranged on the

evidence of coins found at Paftcala in the following way :

*(1) Bahasatimitra identical with Pusyamitra (i)f

—

c. 18S B.c.

*(2) Agnimitra identical with Agnimitra (e)f—r. 152 B.C.

*(3) Dhruva* or Bhanu- or Surya mitra identical with Vasumitra

(4)t
—c‘ 137 B.C.

*(4) Indramitra identical with Vajramitra(8)f

—

c . 114 B.c.

35 Early History of India
, p. 209.

36 Indian Coins
, p. 13. 37 fbORS.> 1917, p. 477.

* The numerical figures denote the number of kings whose coins

are found.

f The numerical figures indicate the place of the kings in

the succession-list of the $ufiga*Mitra dynasty as found in the

Purdnas,
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There remain five more Mitra rulers to be identified. Most

probably they ruled as petty princes after the overthrow of the

imperial Suriga dynasty. As a corroborative evidence it is to be noted

that the coins of Phalgunlmitra palaeographically is not of the Sunga

period. Visnumitra may be placed as the earliest ruler of this group

because his coins are found not only at Paficala but also at Mathura

while c >ins of the other kings are found only at Paficala. An inscrip-

tion found at M >ra runs thus •••••mitra^a-putrasa-rafio Visnu-

mitrasa dhituldragibhadaye dilative Goiamasa Mnraye danam
thambho.3 * Most probably this Vignumitra is identical with that of

the coin-legend. We know for certainty that he was a prince and

that the name of his father ended in -mitra.

There remains four more rulers to be identified viz. Bhadraghosa,

Rudragupta, Visvapala and Acyuta. We do not know when the

first three kings flourished but we can make the conjecture that they

most probably ascended the throne after the later Mitras. Acyuta

has been identified by Smith with the Acyuta of the Allahabad

Pillar inscription of Samudragupta 39 and thus his date is c. 330 a.d.

Smith has described 33 AL Paficala coins. On the obverse and

the reverse of the coins of Agnimitra we find 3 symbols, Brahml

legend Agnitnitrasa in square incuse and a figure, presumably of

Agni, standing on low railing between two posts
;

five rays proceeds

from his head respectively.40 On the obverse of the coins of

Bhanumitra we find the Brahml legend Bhanumitrasa, with 3 symbols

above and the reverse is defaced. We find on the obverse and the

reverse of all the Paficala coins similar type of symbols. But

the coins of Acyuta differ from this class. These coins which are

of copper have been divided into two classes viz. (1) 'Name' type cast

and (2) ‘Roman head* type die-struck. On the obverse of the coins

of the first type • we find the Brahml legend Acyu- in bold chara-

cters and on the reverse wheel or sun with eight spokes. On the

obverse of the coins of the second type we find head and neck of

king right, as on a Roman denarius, behind head a
,
in front cyu t and

on the reverse wheel or sun with eight spokes. I wish to place the

coins of the second type later because these coins are die-struck and

38 IRAS.

39 Cat. Coins, Indian Mustum, Calcutta* vol. i, p. *86.

40 Ibid

\

p. 187, nos. 1-4.

SEPTEU2SU, 193? 18
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are influenced by Roman culture, while the coins of the former type

are cast and no such influence is to be traced/

From a study of the symbols on the coins of Paricala we can have

an idea .about the religion piofesseJ by these kings. Cunningham

writes, ‘from this detailed examination of their coins, I conclude

that the Rajas of Pane il l were certainly Brahminists, as there is

an entire absence of Buddhist symbols, coupled with the use of

Biahm;«nical names, such as Rudra and Vhnu, Indra, Agni and

Suiya.’ 4

1

The so-called Mathura coins

At Mathura many coins were found up to the present day. The

princes whose coins are found are Balabhuti, Gomitra. Vi$numitra»

Snryamitra, Ghos t, Bhavadatta. Kfimadatta, Purusadatta, Rainadatta,

Segadatta, &sucandradatta, Sivadatta Uttamadatta, Bhumidatta and

Vlrasena. Regarding these coins Smith writes, ‘Cunningham knew

of only three specimens of Ba'abhuti
;

four more are now described,

and three bad specimens have been excluded. The coins of Puruea-

datta are also rare. CarBeyle found a specimen at Bhuila Dih in

Basti district, U. P., to the east of Oudh ( Reports,
XU. 145, i64\

Bhavadatta is new, but see /7MS., 1900, p. 1
1 3. Three are now added

to the five specimens of Uttamadatta previously known. The coins

of Rainadatta are fairly common. CarJleyle found examples associat-

ed with coins of the satraps Rafijubula and Sodasa at Indor Kkera

in the Bulandshar district, U. P. (
Reports

,
XII 43).**

He observes again, •'The coins of Gomitra, Vignumitra, and Surya

(Suya) are,
,
I think, latter than those of the princes previously

mentioned.”43 ( Ibid). This later proposal can be criticised. As it will

be shown, the Mitra coins are undoubtedly earlier than the coins of

the former group. Regarding the coins of Vlrasena, Smith observes,

“the coins of this ruler are most readily procured in the Mathura

bazar, where Cunningham obtained about a hundred. Carlleyle got

thirteen at Indor Khera in the Bulandshar District, while Mr. Burn

and others have collected them in the Etah District, as well as at

Kanauj and other places in the neighboring Farrukhabad District.

41 Coins of Ancient lndia
% p. 84.

42 Cat. of Coins in Indian Museum ,
vol, !, p. 190.

43 ibid.
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It is clear, therefore, that Vlrasena ruled in the Central Doab, between

the Ganges and the Jumna”.14

A chronological order regarding these coins may be roughly

worked out in the following way. The cast coin, winch is found in

the neighbourhood of Mathura and bears the inscription Upaiikya

in Brahml at least as early as the third century B. c., may be lo ked

' upon as the eadiest coin found here. 4 • The coins of Balabhuti h <ve

legends in Brahml script of, probably, the 2nd century B. c,
46

The coins of Balabhuti are also connected with those of Bahasa'i-

mitra by identity of type—a caitya tree—and epigraphy. This tree

is also found on the coins of Agnimitra according to Carlle^ le.
47

Siiryamitra and Ghosa have been already identified with Vasumitra

and Ghosa respectively. The Visnutnitra of Mathura may be

identical with the Visnutnitra of Pancala. The coins of Visnutnitra

are found not only at Mathura but also at Paficala as 1 have aheady

shown, while the coins of Brahmamitra and Gomitra are found at

Mathura only. This fact most probably shows that Vifnumitra was

more powerful than Brahmamitra and Gomitra, and thus earlier

than the other two. At Ghaneshara, a village s tuated some three

miles west of Mathura city to the north of the road to Govardhana,

some inscribed bricks have been found. On one br.ck we find

the legend lGomita\ the same on the second, c— mitamacena*

on the third and *...cena Kohadena 1 on the fourth. If we j»in

these b; icks, we find the following inscription ‘Gomitamachena

Kohadena (karitam) 48
i. e. (made) by Koliada, the minister

of Gomitra. This Gomitra is most probably the Gomitra of the

coin-legends. In this connection the Bodli Gaya Corner Pillar

inscription of the wife of Brahmamitra, viz. NagadevI, should be

noted. Coins have bedn found of g kings whose names end in -datta .

Most probably these kings belonged to one dynasty. Now to

what period are these rulers to be assigned ? We know that the

Sungas ruled for 112 years i. e., c. 1 1 8 B. C.—c. 65 B. C. and the

satraps of Mathura from c. 8o B. c.— 50 A, D. So in the latter

mentioned period there was most probably no Hindu local chief

44 Cat. of Coins in Indian Museum , vo). I, p. 191.

45 Indian Coins
, p. 13. 46 Ibid.

47 Cat. of Coins in Indian Museum
,
vol, I, p. 186.

48 JRAS. % 1912, p. 122.
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at MathurS. Indraji assigned these coins to the period of the decline of

the Saka power at Mathura. Taking the*e controversies into

consideration, we can say that Ramadatta might have flourished before

the satraps but others most probably flourished after the satrapal

rule.

That Vlrasena was a king of the Central Doab between the

Ganges and the Jumna is noted before. An inscription of a king

named Vlrasena has been found at Jankhat in the Tiwa tahsil of

the Farukkhabad District, U.P. The inscription runs thus Svamisa

Virasenasa samvatsara 10 3 gismanam pakse 4 divase 8.. .mime...

(j) ika (va)...ya...tata . ir...naya ..epru (sa)- ni (ma) i.e, in the year

IO & 3 i.e., 13 of Svami Vlrasena, in the fortnight 4 of the hot

season, on the day 8. The date of this inscription, according to

Smith, is c. 335 a.d. On the palaeographical ground it appears

that this inscription should be assigned to a date later than the

2nd century a.d. This fact agrees with Smith's conjecture. It is

probable that this Vlrasena is identical with the Vlrasena of the

coin legend.

To sum up, we can say that there flourished most probably

two types of monarchy—imperial and local— at Ayodhya, Kau6ambi,

Paftcala and Mathura. From c. 280 B.C.—c. 190 B.C. there was local

monarchy prevalent at Ayodhya. In the last quarter of the third

century B.C. the monarchical form of government was also at KauSam-

bf and Mathura. Secondly, during the period c. 188 B.C. — c. 65

B.C. the imperial Sungas established their hegemony over all

these parts of India and also Paftcala. After the over-

thiowal of the Sunga power by the Kanvas in r. 65 B.C. Ayodhj a,

Paftcala and Mathura were mo^t probably iuled by the descendants

of the imperial Sungas as local chiefs for a considerable period of

time. At Mathura afser the decadence of the Satrapal power the

kings, whose names end in •datta, became the rulers and also Vlra-

sena in c. 335 A.D. KauSambl was most probably ruled at this time

by a king named Pavata,

Cijaru Chandra Dasgupta



The Jaina School of Astronomy*

n
The Theory of the two Suns

The theory of the two suns is thus explained in Mahavlra's

SUryaprajftapti :
—“There are two suns : Bharata and Airavata.

They both move through half a diurnal circle in the course

of 30 muhuitas, i.e., in the course of 60 muhurtas or two days*

each of them complete a full diurnal circle. That sun which move9

in the outermost circle in the southern hemisphere is called Bharata,

because lie illumines the Bharatakhanda. The other which moves

through the same outer circle in the northern hemisphere is called

Airavata, because he illumines the Airavata area. The Bharata is

visible to us.” 1

The two suns rise simultaneously and move through half a circle,

one in the north and the other in the south of Meru and passing

to the west go to the ocean or the nether world, as vaiioudy stated

by a number of Tirthas or astronomers. Again the next morning

the Airavata rises in the second circle in the south and the Bharata

in the second circle in the north and they complete the diurnal

circle. In this way they are said to complete 183 circles in each

half year, increasing the day in the Uttarayana t the first half of the

year and decreasing the night at the same time by 6 muhurtas.

Likewise in the Dak§inayana, they complete 183 diurnal circles

together alternately changing places and making night longer and

the day shorter by 6 muhurtas gradually. There were six different

opinions regarding the intervening distance between the two suns.

The first opinion is that the distance is 1133 yojanas
;
the second

is 1134 yojanas
;
the third is 1135 yojana*. A fourth view is that

an island and an ocean separate the two suns from each other,

while the fifth is that there are two inlands and two oceans between

them. The sixth maintains that there are three islands and three

oceans between them. According to the SUryaprajftapti all these

are false
;
the real distance between the first two diurnal circles is

* Continued from IHQ vol. VIII, no. 1, p. 42.

I SUryaprajftapti with Malayagiri's commentary, p. 22.
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Sit yojanas and the distance between any two circles increases at

this rate per two circles from the innermost.* When the Bharata

and the Airavata suns move through the innermost diurnal circle,

then they are separated from each other by a distance of 99,640

yojanas.* The reason for this is given as follows :—Now the dia-

meter of the JambudvTpa is 100000 yojanas, when both the suns

move through the innermost diurnal circle. Thus they make the

total length of the diameter 360 yojanas. Deducting this from

I00
,
0C0 we get 99, 640 yojanas as the intervening distance between

the two suns. When the two suns move through the innermost

circle, then the day is of 18 muhurtas and the night of 12 muhurtas;

when beginning a new year they move through the second inner-

most circle, then they will be separated from each other by a dis-

tance of 99,645 yojanas. Now the second innermost circle is

greater than the first by 2$} yojanas as pieviously stated. Consider-

ing the circle of the two suns, the increase is 2$* X 2 = s| • yojanas.

In a year the two suns move in 366 diurnal circles, e ich moving

through half a circle. These circles are one within the other. Each

circle is imagined to be divided into 1830 parts. Since each day=*

30 muhurtas, the two suns together take 6c muhurtas to complete

the circle of 1830 divisions. Hence in one muhurta =

= y divisions. Therefore, one division is passed through muliftr-

ta. The length of the day will be greater or less than 18 muhurtas

by this amount. Hence the rate of increase or decrease per day

is a

2

i
muhurta. This is when the suns are moving in the second external

or internal diurnal circle. When they are moving in the third ex-

ternal or internal circle, the increase or decrease will be B\ nmhuitas
;

therefore, when they are in the third diurnal circle, the day will

fall from iS to i 8v\ muhurtas; and the night wil; rise from 12 to

12 + muhurtas and so 011 ;
when they move through the out-

most circle i.e. the 183rd circle, then the day will fall by 183X

muhurtas and the night will gain by the same amount. Thus the

longest night is the last 183rd night of the first six months and the

longest day of 18 muhurtas is the last 183rd day of the second six

months. Likewise the shortest day of the first six months and the

shortest night of 12 muhurtas is the last 183rd night of the second

six months.4

2 Suryapraffiapti, p. 25.

4 Ibid., pp. 10, 24.

3 Ibid, p. 26,
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When the increase in the distance between the two suns is 5f}

yojanas, the day will be i8-**t muhurtas and the night 12 +
muhurtas. When they move through the third inner circle the

distance between them will be 99640+2 x 55* =99651^ yojanas

and the day will be 18 —^ muhurtas ami the night i2+ 5
4
, muhurtas.

When they move through the outermost circle, on the 183rd day,

i.eM( the last day of the first Ayana the distance between them will

be 95640+55} X 183 = 99640 f 1020= ico56o yojanas. This will be

reversed gradually when they move towards the innermost circle.

When they are in the innermost circle the distance will be reduced

to 99,640 yojanas and the day will be of 18 muhurtas and the night

of 12 muhurtas.

In this connection it may be mentioned that the Jaina astrono-

mers throughout makes use of the relation </iO :I for ca Iculating

the circumferences of the diurnal circles. Thus, for instance the

diameter of the Jambudvlpa being 1 ,00,000 yojanas, its circumfer-

ence is said to be equal to '/lioooco,; 2 X 10= 316227 approximately.

It seems that all Jaina books take 1 : V 10 as expressing the rela-

tion of the diameter to the circumference,*

Thus when the distance increases or decreases by yojanas,

the measure of the increased or decreased amount of circumference

is x i 0=3 vVfiP)
J = 1755 or 18 yojanas. 6 This will be add-

ed once, twice, and so on to (99040)2 x 10 = 315089 approximately

to get the distance between them in circumference. 7

5 For instance, fwabhigatna Sutra 82,, 109, 112 etc. Jambu

-

dv\paprajfiapti
% 3, Bhagavat\ Sutra > 91 ;

TatCava rthiidhigama satra-

tha§va, iii. 11. Vide a paper on the Jaina School of Mathematics

by Dr. Bibhuti Bhusan Dutt, Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical

Society , vol. xxi, no, 2, p. 131.

6 Compare the jemark in the ancient Jaina work Karana

bhavand : Sat'arasa joyanaim a^tatlmsa ca egattibhaga eyam niccha-

trana sabbaharena puna a$fcarasa joyanaim, i.e.,

SHX‘/io®-/iox 1
Jf

'••• “ I7*t approximately.

7 Sftryaprajliapti, p. 44.
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The Motion of the Sun

Regarding the velocity with which the sun moves in the different

circles, the calculation of the Jainas is very simple. Each daily

circle being described by two suns, each of which travels through

half of it in thirty muhurtas, the whole circle is described by one

sun in sixty muhurtas and consequently, in order to find the velo-

city of the sun the periphery of the daily circle is to be divided by

sixty
;
the quotient is the number of yojanas travelled through

by the sun in one muhurta. The circumference of the innermost

circle is 315089 yojanas. Hence in one muhurta the sun moves

through 3, I5 ,o89-t6c=# 5251-88 yojanas. Now the illuminated area will

be as much as the sun traverses in half a day. Hence, the day

being 18 muhurtas, during 9 muhurtas the sun goes through 9* 525 i|J

”47* 263 IJyojanas. Similarly, the second circle being of 315089+

18-315107 yojanas in circumference, the sun moves through

5, 2514 J yojanas per muhuita. Now half a day in the second

diurnal circle is— muhuitas = -Vr muhurtas. Hence, 5251^8

X-Vt* yojanas will be the distance the sun traverses in half

a day in the second diurnal circle and therefore this is then

the illuminated area. Likewise the velocity, too, becomes more by

78 yojanas per muhurta per outer circle than in the previous circle,

ie., 18 yojanas more than the previous circle. Likewise, each outer

circle gets larger by 18 yojanas. When the sun moves through the

third diurnal circle on the second day of the new year of a cycle,

his velocity per muhurta is yojanas. Now the day measure

on this day is — ^r=W muhurtas. Hence the illuminated

area=»ai-iJ^X-VT
T
- yojanas.

Now in the innermost circle the measure of the visible area is

4726j?r yojanas. This is done in 9 muhurtas. Hence the area

attained in ¥
’
T muhurta is 4^M-L4726:S&-r549-86,y+6^61

yojanas. Now the excess of velocity gained by the sun per outer circle

is ^}th of a yojana per yojana
j
and also the circumference gets

larger by 18 yojanas in each outer circle than the previous circle. Now
on the third day in the second diurnal circle the measure of

half the day is 9-,'T muhurtas= muhurtas. Then the excess

of area multiplied by Vi* gives 2 yojanas+ ^J+6^57 y°janas*
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This being deducted from S6-&+—H— gives 83J5 +_!?_. yojanas
00x61 6jx6i / J

which is taken as approximately. Hence the constants used in

ascertaining the rate of velocity and the illuminated or visible area

in each diurnal circle are (i) and (ii) 84 or 8j-$5*

Now when the circle i< on the outermost circle the sun moves

53°S*3r8 yojanas per muhiirta
;

for the circumference of this

circle is 318315 yojanas. This divided by 60 muhuitas gives 5305^}
yojanas per muhurta. Ihe visible or heated area ,

the distance at which the sun becomes v sible to men
t
is 3183 vojm>ts\

for the day *hen the sun is on the outermost circle is of 12 muhur-

tas. Hence on multiplying by half of day time the rate of y*»jana

per muhurta the area at which the sun becomes visible is obtained

to be equal to 6x 5 ^5^8 = 31831^ yojanas. When the sun moves

on the last outermost circle but one, the velocity U 530pJ} per

muhurta for the circumference of this circle is 318297 yojanas and

this divided by 60 gives = 53045} yojanas. Likewise, the

visible area= half the day x circumference of the circle which is

velocity per muhurta. Hence the day being i2+ 5
*
r muhurtas,

visible area =(6+7,

r)x5-Lff5* lcs 3 I 5 I ^f8 + if yojanas. In the same

way the visible area and the sun's velocity may be ascertained in

other diurnal circles. When the sun goes from outer circle to

18x2
inner circle, the velocity will be less by yojanas per muhurta

per circle and the heated area gets less by 84 or 85 yojanas than in

the previous outer circle.*

In this connection are given particulars about the taflafyetra, i.e.,

that part of the Jambudvlpa which on each day is illuminated. The

shnpe of this tipakqetra is compared to that of a Kalambuka flower

turned upwards. Each of the two sun illuminates a sector of the

large circle formed by the Jambudvlpa. These sectors are, however,

not complete, but a piece is cut off from each by Mount Meru which

standing in the middle of the circle repels by its superior radiancy

the rays proceeding from the two suns and therefore is not included

in the tapakgetra. The interior border of the sectors is thus formed

by a part of the circumference of the Jambudvlpa. Between these

two sectors of light there lie two sectors of shade (andhakara);

whatever part of the Jambudvlpa is covered by the two former

8 SUrfapra/flapti
, pp. 48*64.

X.H.Q., SXFTKIfHXB, 1932 19
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enjoys day at the time while it is night in the regions covered

by the dark sectors. As the two suns revolve, these four

sectors revolve with them, sweeping over the whole extent

of the Jambudvlpa and producing alternate day and night

in all its parts.® On the longest day the two suns together illu-

minate $ of the Jambudvlpa, each of them < v̂ths. Suppose the

Jatnhu ciicle is divided into 3660 parts, of these part*, one sun

illuminates T
*
ff
of 3660 or 1098 parts and the other a similar number

of parts. They together illuminate 2196 parts. Hence or $ of

the Jambu circle or 14^4 divisions will be in the dark. On the

shortest day the two suns illuminate each, together $ of the

Jambu circle. When the suns have entered the second circle and

are moving at a greater distance from the centre, the extent of

the tapakqetra decreases accordingly, so that it then equals to

Y"~ 10XI83
for eachsun or I- -y^Tg.H-Th of the whole

Jambu only. Similarly on the third day one sun illuminates

2

(”“103083) partS tIlC Jam^u anc* ^ie othcr as much. Thus

the illuminated part falls short by 3^3 each day with reference to

each sun. Hence on the 183rd day the decrease amounts to *83

-rV Jambudvlpa for one sun and therefore | of the Jambu-
dvlpa for two suns. The extent of the tapak^etra for the two suns is

then | of the Jambudvlpa, or on all day the constant quantity

illuminated is of the Jambudvlpa for each sun. From this the

absolute dimensions of the tapakqetra are easily derived. 10

SUKUMAR RANJAN DAS

9 This fact is explained at a considerable length by G. Thibaut

in his paper on SUrynprajliapti in /ASB., 1880, no. 3.

10 Vide also the translation of the summary of Mahgvlra’s

BUryapraffiopti by Dr. R. Shamsastry in the Journal of the Mythic

Society, vols, xv, xvi.



Mir Qasim at Monghyr

After settling the affairs of the border districts of Bihar, Mir Qasim

proceeded to Monghyr which he had in the meantime decided to make

the permanent headquarters of his government. On his way back to

Patna, he removed Raja Rajballabh from his office of the Naib of

Bihar, placed him under arrest1 in his own camp, and appointed Raja

Naubat Rai in his place. A really satisfactory explanation of this is

not available. The principal c\arge against Rajballabh was that he

was defaulting2 in forty lakhs of rupees. This is why the Nawab osten-

sibly punished him in such a signal manner. The latter had been in

office since the dismissal of Ramnarayan, and had to all appearances

worked so far quite satisfactorily. In fact, the governor in his letter

to the Nawab dated July 29, 1TG2, fully testified
3 to the good character

of the late Naib, and particularly requested him not to dishonour the

latter. The Nawab, however, absolutely disregarded the mild remons-

trance of Mr. Vansittart, and meted out to the Naib an exemplary

punishment which appeared to be certainly of a vindictive character.

The author of the Muzaffar Namah gives an account of the horrible

tortures to which Rajballabh was subjected.
4 For instance, thorns

were forcibly thrust into his nails so that he might make a confession

of the amount of his total wealth. As a matter of fact, Rajballabh

was deprived of everything he had and as such he shared the fate of

his predecessor whom he had supplanted. Reliable persons were

deputed to Dacca to confiscate all his property there,

5

and a trusted

officer, Aqa Raza, was appointed specially for the purpose of superin-

tending the forfeiture of the entire property of the late Naib.* It is

1 Muzaffar Namah
,

Allahabad University Ms., (henceforth abbreviated as

iUA.), p. 329; also Siyar,
(Lucknow Text), p. 711.

2 Abs. 1
JLH ., 1759-65, p. 14.

3 Trans. I'Ll., 1762, No. 118, p. 62.

4 M.N., p. 333. It is noteworthy, however, that no other chronicle gives

these details.

6 Siyar, p. 711. 6 MJN,, p. 332.
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sufficiently clear that the Nawab would not have avenged himself on

the latter in the above manner for minor reasons only. Rajballabh’s

past connection with Mi ran, the late ‘Chota Nawab’, was a standing

cause for suspicion. He had been appointed in the place of Ram-'

narayan, simply because he was expected to check the accounts of his

rival with special zeal and promptness. The Nawab had aimed at

utilising his undoubted abilities and great experience in order to res-

tore order in the disordered finances of Bihar, and now that a satis-

factory settlement was made there remained no special necessity for

continuing his appointment. Besides, the ex-Naib had certainly given

offence to the Nawab for having been alleged to have written on behalf

of Ellis to the Qalahdar of Monghyr in regard to the European deserters

who were reported to have been in hiding at Monghyr fort.
7 May it not

be the explanation of the Nawab’s unusual persecution of Rajballabh?

In addition, the latter was reputed to be extremely wealthy, and he

was one among many others who fell victims to the Nawab’s rapacity

and oppression on account of their hoarded wealth.

While encamping at Patna the Nawab gave an unmistakable proof

of his hatred for Ellis by indignantly refusing to see the latter. His

attitude was manifestly so offensive to Ellis that he took it as a personal

insult. He had sent on 22nd June, 1762, a chobdar to the Nawab

asking for the permission 8 of an interview, but not only waB the per-

mission refused, even the chobdar was not admitted to the Nawab’s

presence. The Nawab’s peevish attitude can in no way be held

justifiable, and it only inflamed their mutual distrust and animosity.

Ellis had certainly done the right thing by proposing a visit to the

Nawab, and by doing so had shown a conciliatory attitude, but the

Nawab unwisely treated the advance with open contempt, and thus

lost a chance of winning the good will of the Chief. Mr. Hastings in

his letter to the Governor, dated the 24th of June, communicated

7 Trans . PLL y 1762, **o. 45. p. 29; VansittarVs Narrative
,

I, p. 308; II,

p. 9, and Letter from the Nawab to the Governor, dated March 26, 1762.

8 Bengal Public Consultations (henceforth abbreviated as BPC.)
t
5th July,

1762 (vide Letter from Ellis, dated the 23rd June 1762).
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the Nawab’a reasons for refusing the interview sought by Ellis.* The

Nawab had represented to Mr. Hastings that “he could not put on so

much dissimulation as to receive him (Ellis) with kindness, and besides

he feared their conversation might turn upon their grievances, and

end in a quarrel, and to avoid the indignity which such an event would

occasion to him he judged it the most prudent method not to see him

at all”. In short, the Nawab explained his attitude on the ground

that an interview with Ellis would have resulted in a quarrel! The

latter had intended just to pay the respect due from his station to the

Nawab, and it is hardly conceivable that there could have been a

quarrel during a ceremonial interview. Ellis was perfectly right when

he wrote10
to the Governor and Council, “ I did not think he would

have refused an interview which, instead of occasioning a quarrel, as

he absurdly observes, might perhaps have laid the foundation of a

future good understanding”. The Council rightly came to the con-

clusion that the Nawab should not have made public his private

disagreement with Ellis in the interests of his own reputation, and

that of Company .
11

Not satisfied with personally refusing the visit of - Ellis, the

Nawab went to the length of forbidding the new Naib, Naubat Rai,

to pay the usual complimentary visit after his appointment to Ellis .

18

Unaware of its reason, the latter considered the failure of Naubat Rai

to visit him as one more deliberate insult. As a matter of fact, the

Nawab wanted to establish a precedent in the matter. He would not

allow his Naib to pay the first visit to the Chief, as the former represent-

ed him and as such, he thought, his Naib held a higher status than that

of a Chief of the Company's Factory. The Nawab represented to

the Governor that Ellis should first pay a visit to his Naib but on

being pressed by Mr, Yansittart, he allowed Naubat Rai to pay the

first visit to Ellis as a special case, making it clear that this should not

9 6th July, (vide Letter from Mr. Hastings, dated the 24th June,

1762).

10 Letter from Ellis, dated the 23rd July, 1762. Vansittart’s Narrative
,

II,

p. 77.

11 BFV., 8th July, 1762.

12 ibid., (vide Letter from Ellis, dated the 26th June, 1762).
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he taken as a precedent for the future. 1 * The Council, however,

readily yielded on this point, and resolved, 14 “that at Patna, Cossim-

bazar, and Dacca the Chief of our factory shall pay the first visit to

the Naib Subah who, as representative of the Nawab in his particular

district, is entitled to this preference, but we expect that the Naib shall

receive the Chief in the Killah with all due respect and formality, and

that he shall return the visit”. The Governor duly informed the

Nawab of this decision, 15 but made this clear to him that if a faujdar, a

tahsildar
, or a zemindar had any business with the Chief, they should

certainly go to the lattei. Ellis resented this decision of the Council,

and objected that it would be derogatory to the dignity and honour of

the Chiefs, if they were to pay the first vist to the Naib Subah
, and

that this innovation upon former practice would give ample

opportunity to the Subah to look down upon them as mere

gumashtahs. 1 * His objections were, however, disregarded by the

Governor who wrote a long minute strongly criticising the Chief for

having presumed to have claimed an equal status with the Naib

Subah. 17

Towards the end of June, 1762, the Nawab reached Monghyr, 11

and made his entry into the fort with great pomp and eclat,
1 * Mr.

Vansittart had thought that the Nawab would stay there during the

rains only,*
0 but the latter soon showed his intention to prolong his

stay, and make the place his permanent capital. As this has been

generally commented upon as a significant move on the part of the

Nawab to remain purposely at a considerable distance from Calcutta,

it deserves a close examination. The Nawab’s own avowed objects

were as follows:—
(i) As the affairs of Bhojpur, and other border districts of

Bihar had not yet been fully settled, and as the activities

13 m1

, 19th July, 1762. 14 BFC.
t

19th July, 1762.

15 Iran*. FLU., 1762, No. 122. p. 64.

16 Letter from Ellis, dated 3rd August, 1762.

17 BFV.
t
16th August, 1762.

18 Vanstttart’s Narrative
,

II, p. 97.

19 This took place on the 15th of Zilhadj, Tarikh-i-Muzafari . Alld, Univ

Ms., p. 778. Siyar (p. 711) corroborates it.

20 Vaasittart’s Narrative
i

II, p. 97.
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of the exiled zemindars had to be watched, the Nawab con-

sidered his presence near those parts absolutely essential.

The Governor also approved of his remaining at Monghyr

for this special reason .

21

(ii) The province of Bihar had been distracted so far owing to

the continued military operations, and its administration

needed a thorough rehabilitation. The Nawab complained22

that his hold over the province had so far been only nominal,

and he, therefore, wanted to introduce peace and order,

and satisfactory government in order to establish his

authority over this troublous country.

(iii) The Nawab further appeared to think 29
that

Shujauddaulah, the Wazir of Oudh, coveted the province

of Bihar, and might create disturbances, hence he believed

it to be prudent to remain in Bihar in order to guard against

any possible interference.

(iv) Mr. Vansittart also apparently encouraged the Nawab to

settle the affairs of Bihar, and asked him not to be*4 under

any apprehensions in regard to Bengal. Thus, relieved of

his anxiety for the safety of Bengal, the Nawab could

easily transfer his residence to Bihar.

There is no doubt that the above reasons are quite plausible, and

are sufficient to explain away the sudden change of the capital, but

they are certainly neither very convincing, nor adequate, The Nawab

had personally supervised for n few months the regulation of the

border districts, and the subjugation of the rebellious zemindars, had

appointed his own men in different parganaks to collect the revenue,

and guard the entrances into Bengal, and had stationed sufficient troops

all over the frontier, besides coming to a private understanding with

the Wazir in regard to the run-away zemindars. Thus there existed no

more any urgent necessity for staying at Monghyr. If this had been

21 Tmn». PLL, 1762, No. 99. p. 64.

22 Ab». PLM., 1759-66, pp. 9-10.

23 Abs. PLH 1759-66, p. 16.

24 Ab». PLI., 1769-66, p. 24.
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his principal object, he could very well have continued his stay at

Sasseram, or Rohtasgarh. So far as the province itself was concerned,

sufficient order had been introduced by now, and most of the old officials

had eben substituted by his own men who could surely be trusted to

maintain the Nawab’s authority in the country. It is certainly not a

fact that a general supervision or control over them could not have

been exercised from Murshidabad, although it must be admitted that

Monghyr would be a more centrally situated capital for the Subah of

Bengal and Bihar than Murshidabad. The Nawab's apprehension of

a sudden invasion of Bihar by the Wazir was more imaginary than

real, especially when it is known that there existed some secret agree-

ment with the latter. If the need of frontier defence had been the

determining factor, the Nawab should really have stayed at

Murshidabad, in order to ward off the threatened attack of the

Marathas under Sheo Bhat .

25 In fact-, it was more than once appre-

hended that the Marathas would invade Bengal by the way of Visnu-

pur, or Birbhum, 2* and the Governor repeatedly requested the Nawab

to sanction?
2 an armed expedition to Cuttack, but in vain. The Nawab

was “simply” indifferent to this matter, and appeared to be inclined to

placate the Marathas by paying them the arrears of the Chauth
,
but the

Council advised2* him not to pay the Chauth
,
and pressed him to under-

take an expedition against Cuttack, and thus strengthen the South-

Western frontier of Bengal, which was open to +he inroads of the

Marathas. The Nawab gave evasive replies, and did not realise the

necessity and utility of annexing Cuttack, hence the Council had to

abandon the scheme. 2* The Nawab was, however, aware of the fact
10

that the entrance into Bengal from the South-Western side was not

properly safe-guaTded, still it is strange that he paid no attention to it.

It is, therefore, dear that the Nawab was not primarily actuated by

25 Abs. PLB>, 1759-55, 45. Sheo Bhat threatened to invade Bengal, if the

Chauth was withheld any longer.

26 BPO., 8th May, 1761; Trans. PU., 1761, No. 404.

27 Trans. PLI., 1761, Nos. 425-6. Trans. PLI., 1762, Nos. 3, 6, and 34.

28 BPC 16th Jan. 1762; Tran*. PLI., 1762, No. 42. p. 27.

29 BPt\, im Feb. 1762.

30 BPC., 16th Jan. 1762 (vide Letter from the Nawab, 26th Bee. 1761).
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the desire to guard against an attack of Bihar, when he chose to settle

at Monghyr, because the danger from the Wazir was obviously less

serious than the menace of the Marathas to Bengal. In shelving the

proposed Cuttack expedition, the Nawab showed an utter lack of a

grasp of the problems of frontier defence. Lastly, that Mr. Yansittart

did not object to the Nawab’s stay at Monghyr does not mean much.

The Governor had made this his settled policy not to meddle with the

personal predilections of the Nawab, and so he could not have dis-

suaded the latter from removing his residence in consonance with his

policy of non-intervention.

The transference of the head-quarters from Murshidabad to

Monghyr appears to have been due to deeper reasons .

31 In the first

place, the Nawab required a strongly fortified place for his permanent

residence, and Murshidabad would obviously not satisfy him. At

Monghyr, he could have at his disposal a satisfactory fort which by

means of the necessary improvements he could make stronger and more

serviceable. He must certainly have felt the want of proper fortifi-

cations at Murshidabad, and extraordinary cautious and suspicious as

he was, he could never have regarded himself safe in the old capital.

A place like Rohtasgarh would have been too near the frontier 'line.

Monghyr or Rajmahal alone appeared to be centrally situated, and of

the two, Monghyr was decidedly better both in point of its fortifica-

tions, and strategic position commanding the communication between

Bihar and Bengal. It should not be forgotten that the Nawab was

consistently aiming at securing his position, and this fact does amply

explain the sudden preference for Monghyr.

In the second place, the Nawab would be able to start with a clean

slate at a new place where he would be absolutely free from the at-

mosphere of the old capital, its intrigues and corruption. Murshidabad

had been the centre of the late Nawabs, and was still associated with

their names. Mir Qasim's vanity would require some other place

where he could more effectively, and with a greater sense of security

31 (According to MN.
f p. 328) the Nawab was unwilling to go to Murshida-

bad pn account of his “rebellious character.”

X.H.Q., SEPTBMBSB, 1932 20
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inaugurate his new regime. He apparently sought to be original in

all matters, and altered every aspect of the late administration

—

its personnel, policy, and general tone. Is it not, therefore, intelligible

that the Nawab should publicly signalise this change by shifting the

capital itself? In fact, this transference of the capital indicated in

a manner that could not be mistaken, the Nawab's complete emanci-

pation from the English control, and the establishment of his undis-

puted sway over the Sabah. That it had a spectacular side cannot

be denied, lienee the psychological factor should not lie ignored in this

connection.

In the third place, the Nawab had been led to suspect that Mir

Jafar would be restored by the Company sooner or later, and the

attitude of Ellis and the members of the opposition in the Council only

deepened his suspicions. In the circumstances, he may have deemed

it a prudent step to leave the old capital, and settle at a place remote

from Calcutta, so that in case his appointment to the Subahship were

to be annulled byi the Company, he would have sufficient facility, either

for offering resistance, or for quickly escaping to Oudli.

In the fourth place, the Nawab had been considering since his

sojourn in the frontier districts of Bihar the feasibility of annexing

Nepal to his dominions—a project which soon afterwards ended in a

disastrous failure. He may have, therefore, decided to be as near the

northern borders as possiblo, so that he might direct, and superintend

the military operations against Nepal, and control it after its annexa-

tion which he considered to be very easy.

In the fifth place, the Nawab would not feel secure so long as

Ellis who was alleged to be a centre of attraction to all those who were

inimically disposed towards him, continued to remain in Bihar. The

Nawab wanted to prevent the Naib at Patna from gaining a position

of virtual independence as in former days with the support of the

Company's servants, and he was determined to obviate the repetition

of the days of Ramnarayan when Bihar was only nominally subject to

the authority of Murshidabad. This necessitated the Nawab’s presence

as near Patna as possible. At Patna itself, he could not have expected

peace of mind owing to his open estrangement from Ellis', hence

Monghyr would be a suitable place whence he could be able not only
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to control his officers in Bihar, but also keep a vigilant watch over the

activities of the Chief whom he looked upon as his worst enemy.

Finally, there is the usual explanation that the Nawab

deliberately removed his head-quarters simply to remain at a safe dis-

tance from Calcutta, so that he might be less liable to supervision and

interference, and might develop an army without hindrance with a

view to establish his complete independence by ultimately overthrow-

ing the power of the English.

At Monghyr, the Nawab immediately set himself to the work of

repairing the fortifications, and the existing buildings, and commenced

the construction of new edifices to beautify the town .

32 No ugly build-

ings were to remain, and under the orders of the Nawab a large number

of such buildings w ere demolished to be rebuilt in a style liked by the

latter. It is difficult to state how far this expensive programme of

building works was justifiable, but there is no doubt that it was ins-

pired at least partly by vanity and ambition .

33 The Nawab wanted to

make a pompous display of his wealth and power. The old walls of

the town were improved, and new walls were erected towards the north

and the south of the city for more strength and security .

34 The fort

too was soon repaired and the necessary additions and alterations were

made to it. Most of the artillery remaining at Murshidabad had to be

brought gradually to Monghyr ,

38 and new pieces of cannon were also

purchased .

88 In short, the Nawab took great pains to adorn, and

strengthen his present capital .

37

The new regime at Monghyr was marked by the Nawab’s usual

ruthlessness and terrorism. A large number of persons were ordered

to be imprisoned, although they had not been charged with any definite

crime. The Nawab obviously acted in accordance with his policy of

removing all those officials who had been in any way connected with

the previous Nawabs. In pursuance of this object, be bad already

either executed, or imprisoned most of the old officials on some pretext,

32 Siyar
, p. 711. 33 MN., p. 335.

34 Ibid., p. 336. 35 lbul., p. 336.

36 Abs. VLB., 759-65, p. 14. The Nawab offered in July, 1762 to purchase

100 pieces of cannon.

37 Biyazu-s-tialatm (A.S B. Text), p. 381.
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and now he put into prison without any trial whatsoever the principal

mutamddds of the old regime, who were still at large, and confiscated

their property .

38
It is needless to add that these unhappy prisoners

had to endure38 untold sufferings during their captivity, and most of

them were subsequently massacred. Among those who happened to be

thus committed to prison40 were the Bay Rayan, Ummid Ray, his son

Nitta Nand, Kali Parshad, Ram Kishor, Rajballabh and his sons,

Dulal Ray, Ramnarayan, Munshi Jagat Ray, Muhammad Masum,

Shahamat Jang, Muzaffar Ali, Nazr Ali Khan, and Shah Abdullah.

Not content with the confinement of the important functionaries of the

old government, the Nawab seized even some of the powerful zemindars

of Bengal, and had them imprisoned, lest they should defy his autho-

rity, intrigue against him with his enemies, or tyrannise over defence-

less people .

41 In fact, the Nawab made it a principle of his

administration to humble the big landlords of the country, whom he

regarded as his potential enemies. Among the zemindars who had been

condemned to imprisonment42 were those of Dinajpur, Nuddea ,

43

Kharakpur, Birbhum, Rajshahi, and Buncary.

In his new capital, the Nawab took great pains to rule after the

fashion of the Great Mughals, and sedulously imitated their practice,

as if to revive the glories of the Mughal Court. Two days in the week,

he used to sit in the hall of audience, and decide cases after hearing

the parties who were freely allowed to lay their grievances before

him .

44 The Nawab usually consulted men conversant with law before

giving his decisions, and showed his anxiety to dispense even-handed

justice ,

45 Ghulam Husain has paid an eloquent tribute to the

Nawab's personal interest in the administration of justice
,

48 and has

given a picturesque description of the court at Monghyr It is needless

38 MN.
f p. 333. 39 Ibid ., p. 330.

40 MiyazurS-Salatin
, p. 383; Siyar, pp. 713-15; MN.

y p. 330.

41 8iyar
f p. 712.

42 Hiyazu-s-Salaiin (A.S.B. Text), p. 383; p. 330.

43 Abs. ELH., 1759-65, p. 15.

44 Siyar, p. 712; Khulasat (JtiOKS., V, p. 606).

46 Khulasat (JKOtiti., V, p. 606).

46 tjiyar
f p. 712. Kalyan Singh (Khulasat) confirms the account of Ghulam

Husain.
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to add in this connection that the Nawab was anxious to be impartial

only when his own interests were not affected. He could be atrociously

unfair and tyrannical, when he had to deal with persons whom, for

some reason or other, he considered dangerous to himself, and always

gave vent to his innate cruelty when he awarded punishment to such

people .

47 That he used to indict inhuman punishment, is illustrated

by a few cases cited48 by (iliulam Husain himself. A certain young

officer in the army had chanced to offer bis hospitality to the servant

of one whom the Nawab kept in confinement on suspicion, and the

latter got very much annoyed at this, and ordered his nose to be cut

off. Another official suspected to have been in correspondence with the

runaway zemindars of Bhojur was ordered to be bound to an elephant’s

foot, and dragged till death. Some time after his arrival at Monghyr,

the Nawab lost his eldest son 19 whom he had lately kept at Murshida-

bad under the care of his maternal uncle, Turab Ali Khan .

50 The

Nawab’s wrath curiously fell upon the unfortunate physician,

Asadullali Khan, who had happened to treat the prince during his

illness. The physician narrowly escaped death by managing to leave

the capital in the disguise of a faqir.
51 This is a striking illustration

of the Nawab’s arbitrary tyranny.

The Nawab was not satisfied with making Monghyr merely his

administrative head-quarters; lie wanted that the new capital should

also be a centre of culture. He attracted a number of poets, authors,

and pious men of note to his court by munificent 'liberality. Among

the latter, the most honoured was, of course, the famous poet, Shah

Muhammad Ali Hazin whose works were purchased by the Nawab at

a high price, and who was besides awarded a liberal pension .

52 Several

lakhs of rupees were given in charity fo the Sayyids, and other poor

people .

53 All this was done to impress the people with his

magnanimity and piety.

47 MM.
y p. 330. 48 Siyar, p. 716.

49 MJS., p. 331.

60 Trans. 1761, No. 423, p. 214.

61 AfJV., p. 331. There is no mention of this incident in Siyar
,
or in any

other chronicle.

62 Siyar, p. 712. 63 Siyar, p. 712.
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In short, the Nawab did all that lay in his power to glorify his new

regime at Monghyr. He also applied for, and secured from the

Emperor, several titles of honour, although lie was not given the honour

of the Wazirship of the Empire, and the appellation of Asaf Jah,

which he eagerly coveted .

54 Mir Qasim was henceforth known as

Nawab Ali Jah .

55

Nandalal Ciiatterji

54 tfiyar, pp. 713-14.

55 Tarikh-i-M'uzafarl (AUd. Univ. Als.)
} p. 778,



Fire-Arms in Ancient India*

hi

(7) Guns and gun-powder

In Vasistha Dhanurveda (a work of the 12th century) there are

three verses briefly describing naraca, nalika and mtaghna. I

translate them thus : ‘ Those banas which are entirely metallic are

called naraca. Five large feathers are tied to each. Few succeed

in using this arrow. Nalika is a light bana, and is ejected by means

of a tube. They are useful for hitting objects placed very high or

forts situated at a long distance. The wise should place sataghna in forts

for the security of the throne, and a large quantity of raftfaka (gun-

powder) and vati (bullets)/
1 As stated before, naraca and nalika

were metallic arrows, one solid and the other hollow. They were

propelled by a bow. But the nalika of the passage mentioned above

was propelled by means of long distance-tubes. The implement

could not be a blow-gun. 1

There is thus scarcely any doubt that the hand-gun was first

used for shooting short metallic arrows. The idea may have been

originally the same as the blow-gun, and possibly isika-astra

mentioned in the Ramayana and the Mahabharata was a blow-gun.

In course of time, the name nalika was applied to guns.

Sataghna of the above passage is a cannon. It was placed

on the walls of forts in the place cf hataghnis of spiked columns.

The woids raftjaka for gun-powder is still in use. It is a Sanskrit

word, meaning an exciter, from root raft

j

(to glow). The word

vati for bullets is also Sanskrit, as also vatika. The words raft/aka

* Continued from vol. VIII, No. 2, p. 271.

I The blow-gun also called blow pipe is a weapon in common
use among savages in S. America, Borneo and Philippine Islands.

It is a tube, three to fourteen feet long, formed of a reed,

bamboo or wood bored through. The arrows measure about a foot.

The Bhils of Central India are said to use similar blow-pipes.

These are also in use among the Nagas, one of the Hill tribes

of Assam.
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and vatika occur in connection with military drill described in the

Dhanutveda.

A full description of guns and cannon together with the method

of preparation of gun-powder is given in the Sukra-N\tisara. The

probable date of the work is the eleventh century A.D., and the

place of its composition appears to have been somewhere in the

south-west of Rajputana. There has been a great deal of inter-

polation in the extant edition, but if we examine the classification

of arms we notice that the account of guns appears in its suitable

place in the scheme. It is evident that there is no break in the old

tradition and that ndlikd was not a foreign invention.

Let us translate the passage in which guns and gun-powder are

described : “The ndlikd is of two kinds, large and small. The

small are 45 inches long, have a stock of tough wood, and a barrel

of bamboo with a bore of three-fourths of an inch.
,f (The rest of

the description agrees with musket with touch hole placed at the

side and filled with priming-powder). “The small ndlikds are carried

by infantry and cavalry. The larger nalika has no wooden stock,

is made of steel or other metals and carried on wheels. The small

shot for the smaller arms is made of lead or other metals, and the

balls (gold) for the larger are made of iron with or without shot

inside them. The gun powder, agni-curna
}

is composed of 4 or 5

or 6 parts of suvarci lavana (salt-petre), I part of sulphur and I part

of charcoal of Arka ( Ccilotropis gigantea), Stiuhi (Euphotbia nivulia
)

and other trees burnt in a pit so as to exclude air. The ingredients

are to be purified separately, ground to fine powder and then mixed.

The mixture is next soaked in the sap of Arka (Calolropis

)

and

Rasuna (garlic) dried in the sun and reduced to coarse powder like

granulated sugar. There are many kinds of agni curna known to

experts, and they are composed of varied proportions of charcoal,

sulphur, salt petre, realgar, orpiment, calx of lead, cinnabar, iron

filings, zinc dust, shell-lac, blue vitriol, resin of pines, etc. Some

give out white light, like that of the moon/'

The juice of garlic is adhesive. The milky sap of Calotropis

contains gutta, and the object of treating the dry mixture with the

juice is to promote incorporation of the ingredients as well as to

facilitate granulation.

A perusal of the description of ndlikd and its powder takes us

far in advance of the age of agnibana of which there is no mention

in Sukra. The bow had lost its importance, but was still in use.
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There were still beliefs in the efficacy of mantras and secret weapons

of old, but they were no longer forthcoming. Instead, can non “if

properly used” was found <4to lead to victory/* The detailed descrip-

tion of the method of preparing powder and the use of bamboo for

an iron barrel, and the instruction as to the manner of using a gun

leave no doubt on one*s mind that ancient mode of warfare was passing

through a transitional stage, specially in the evolution of the weapons

of offence. What is more striking is the introduction of recipes for

pyrotechnics, which fact reminds us of the use of rockets in the warfare

of former times.

What may be the date of the passage ? The work, Sukranltisara
%

as a whole, underwent revision, at least thrice. The last revision

took place in the eleventh century, and the passage appears to

belong to the same date. The use of the words karpara for karpari

(zinc), suvarci for suvarcala (salt-petre), mil to denote blue vitriol

does not indicate an earlier date.

It seems, there were at least two centres of construction of guns,

one represented by Vasistha, probably of Northern India, and the

other by Sukra of Western Rajputana. For, they u-e names which,

though Sanskrit, are not the same excepting one. The former has

nalika for hand-guns, hataghna fur cannon, raTijaka, for powder, and

vati for balls
;

while the latter has l.tghu nllikd for light guns, brhat

nalika for heavy cannon, agni-cnrna for powder, and gol

a

for balls.

They agree only in the use of the word nalika for guns. The dJiTipa

of the A *ni-Parana and KhadhUpa of Bhatti
,

meaning rockets

is called rafijaka rialikd in Vasistha, reminding us of nala-dipika

of Kaufcilya. The reason of these differences seems to be the absence

of literature on the subject, which for obvious reasons was kept

secret. In eastern India, where was written Trik.iiy]Lai>e$a
J
a gun was

called lauha-nala and even naruca.

(8) The powder and gun are of Indian invention

The history told in the preceding pages will leave no room for

doubt that the evolution of powder and gun has taken place in a

natural way in India. The poets of the Ramayana and Main-

bhdrata might exaggerate the action of the divya astras but could

not invent them without the help of a model in actual use. There

were fire-balls, fiery arrows, and fiery shot ana there were some

such as Brafim i-astra, Nurayan.i-astra l
Pasupata-astra and other

I.U.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1932 21
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rare astras against which armour then in use was no protection

The nala dipika of Kautilya was replaced by dhupa about the fourth

century after Christ and the rockets preceded guns in warfare.

The word, ban i, replaced the word, dhupa
, and denoted rockets and

bombs. The word is still in use in the same sense inmost verna-

culars in India. In the Appendix to vol. VI of his History of India
%

Sir H. M. Elliot tells us that in a. D. 1232 the Chinese defend-

ed themselves against the Tartars by the use of rockets and

that in modern Europe they were in use as early as a. D. 1380.

It seems rockets preceded cannon also in Europe. This

historian further tells us that in the eleventh century an ancient

Sanskrit treatise on fire-arms was translated into Arabic, and a

Persian translation of the latter was made in 1126. This infor-

mation, he says, is recorded in a Persian history named Mujmalu .

Dr. Oppert thoroughly examined the Arabic literature and wrote that

the Arabs weie said to have learnt the manufacture of gun-powder

from India and improved upon it.

At any rate the Arabs did not know gun-powder before their

connexion with India. They knew the use of Manjamk
,
the powerful

propelling engine. According to Elliot it was first used about a. D.

2CO. Muhammad Qasim fixed Manjatilk which required 500 men
to work it in the capture of Daibal (a. d. 711-712). Fiery projectiles

(iatishbazi

)

were used in the capture of Alor which fell shoitly

after Daibal. The historian rejects the story and considers them to

be arrows of naphtha. A little before a. D. I2CO we come to the

d> nasty of the Ghorians, but no mention is made by the Muham-

medan writers of any incendiary preparations. In A. D. 1368

Muhammed Shah Bahmani 1 got 300 gun carriages as spoils from

the Raja of Bijanagar. The historian finds no reason to disbelieve

the statement. Guns were in common use in India before the

first arrival of the Portuguese in A. D. 1498. In A. D. 1 5 25, Babar

wrote 4hat the Bengali soldiers were skilful gunners. In Bijapur there

is still seen a large cannon as a relic of the conquest by Aurangzeb

in a. D. 1687. It was cast in one piece, a feat considered impossible

in Europe a few decades ago. It is known as malik myadan, king

of the fitdd. A man can comfortably lie down in its chamber. But

the field guns were usually made of iron plates about two inches

wide placed longitudinally welded together and encircled with

similar plates. A second layer of longitudinal and upon it a layer

of circular plates were welded with the first. Some of them measured
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thirty to thirty-five feet in length* Smaller guns found in enormous

numbers with their raised bands are known as ganthia
, knotted, and

remind us of the original model of bamboo. On the side of Indian

literary testimony there is Prithviraj Raso composed by the Raja's

court-poet, Cand Bardai, in a. d. 1193 2 But unfortunately there

have been interpolations in the bardic song and the accounts of

fights described have to be admitted with caution. The dates of

the events narrated in the work have been proved to be correct, and

the use of guns cannot be wholly fictitious. We learn that cannon was

used to be carried on the back of elephants instead of on carriages

as told by Sukra. These were called ‘hath-naP or ‘hath-nar* and

also ‘karannal* (kari-nala). (Hath is hathi, and karl means an

elephant). It is said that balls thrown from the cannon, kilkika,

fell at a distance of twenty miles. The word bun has b en employ-

ed to denote rockets, and the word ‘kuhak-bln' perhaps meant shells.

There are words like tupak for the hand-gun and bamwan for

cannon, and kamman-ban for balls. Kamman is a Persian word,

and the poets could have avoided it if they chose, so also, havaP,

for ban.

Of all the Asiatic countries, Persia, possessing salt-petre abundant-

ly as India, could claim the credit of discovering gun-powder. But

history is against it and the Persian words used in connection with

it are also against it. Let us examine a few.

At the outset it may be noted that the words, tbp (canon), banduq

(musket), and barud (gun-powder) find no place in the celebrated

Persian Dictionary by Paul Horn, who evidently thought them to

be foreign. Many conjectures have been made as to their origin,

but they appear to be fanciful. It seems Sanskrit can throw light

on the origin.

The word tbp appears to be a Turkish corruption of Skt. dhUpa.

Persian tupang or tufung originally meant a rocket, exactly as Skt.

dhvpa did. Cand Bardai has tupak for hand-gun. Possibly Skt. dhUpa

used to be called dkUpam in the vernacular of southern India, giving

the Persian form tupang. In Shahnuma
,
tufung means a rocket.

The word banduq has been supposed to be derived from bunduq
t

a bullet. But the origin of the latter is unknown. The old form of

2 I am indebted to Mr. Amritalal Sil for much valuable informa-
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banduq is penink, and it has been suggested that pindak is akin to

Skt. pindaka a ball. We have seen that Skt. blna at first

meant a missile, and became later the name of the implement

for throwing it. Are we to suppose that the same change took place

in Persian also ?

Thus we see that India did not borrow her knowledge of fire-

arms from Persia. She possesses a cunnected history of the evolution

of fire-arms.

Jcgesh Chandra Ray



MISCELLANY

A Note on a passage in the Satapatha Brahmana

The Kdkxka on Panini (IV, 3, 104)
1 informs us tliat Caraka was

the name of VaiSampayana and that owing* to the connection with him,

his pupils are called the Carakas, 2 so that according to the Kasikd his

full name was Caraka Vaisampayana. It is known from the Mahd-

bharata
,

the Taittiriya Aranyuha (I, 7) and all the Purdnas that

Vaisampayana was an Adhvaryu or Yajurvedic priest and professor.

He is also mentioned as the professor of the Mahdblidrata in

the Ahaldyana Grhyasutra (III, 4).

It is also mentioned in the Mahdblidrata (I, 00, 21-23) that Vyusa

Parasarya instructed his pupil Vaisampayana to narrate the old history

of the Mahdblidrata to Janamejaya Pariksita. In the light of these

informations it will now he easy to understand the true meaning of

that passage in the 8a topatha Brahmana which establishes the contem-

poraneity between Caraka Adhvaryu and Yajnavalkya Adhvaryu. The

passage, as punctuated by us, is

:

grcTT eRlfcira 3T*T 2^x4, rPT ? UTOTOM'S-

snni «n mu: ^ n

Mddhyandin. tint. Brd ., Ill, 8, 2, 24.

This pasvsage has been a bit mistranslated by Eggeling. His

translation is

:

“Having offered, lie bastes first the omentum, then the clotted

ghee. Now the Carakadhvaryus, forsooth, baste first the clotted ghee,

arguing that the clotted ghee is the breath
;
and a Caraka Adhvaryu,

forsooth, cursed Yajnavalkya for so doing, saying ‘That Adhvaryu has

shut out the breath, the breath shall depart from him!”

I I Pan. IV, 3. 104.

Kaiika edited by Bala Shastri, p. 346.
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It is evident that the insertion of the indefinite article V just be-

fore ‘Caraka Adhvaryu’ in the above translation is wrong, for had a

certain pupil of Caraka Adhvaryu been intended, there would have

have been a word like cpfgj^or tpRUf: in the original Brahmann passage

quoted above. As there is no such adjunct equivalent to the English

indefinite article V before or after in the original passage,

it is evident that the Adhvaryu priest (or Yajurvedic priest) Caraka

(
= Vaisampayana) himself is pointed out in the above passage. Why

‘a Carakadhvaryu’ inspite of the explicit mention of Carakfulhvaryu

himself? This passage in the Satapatha Brdhmana absolutely

establishes the contemporaneity between the Adhvaryu priest Caraka

Vaisanipayana, the court-historian of Janamejaya Puriksita, and the

Adhvaryu priest Yajnavalkya Vajasaneya. The Mah dbh drain (XII,

318, 17) strengthens this contemporaneity with the information that

Yajnavalkya was the nephew i.e. sister’s son or Bhagineya of Vaisnm-

payanu. The Mahdbhdrata (XII, 318, 19-20) also says that Yajnavalkya

was the pupil of his maternal uncle Vaisampayana with whom he

quarrelled and composed and compiled the White Yajurveda. All the

Paranas unanimously support the Mahdbhdrata in this respect, while

the Visnu and the Bhdgarata add that Yajnavalkya taught the Vedas

to Satanika, the son of Janamejaya whose court-historian Vaisainpayana

was. The Vdyn (99, 250-255) says that Janamejaya performed two

Asvamedha sacrifices according to the rules ard formulas given by

(Vajasaneya) Yajnavalkya while the Matsya (50, 57-04) says that

Vajasaneya (
= Yajnavalkya) officiated as the Brahman priest in these

two Asvamedha sacrifices performed by Janamejya, These- are the two

Asvamedha sacrifices to which Yajnavalkya referred during the debate

held in Janaka’s court by saying “Thither where Asvamedha sacrifices

go” to the sarcastic question “Whither have the Pariksitas gone?” put

to him by Bhujyu Lahyayani (Brliadaranyaka Vpan isad, III, 3, I)

who was a pupil of Caraka.

S. N. Pradhan



Notes on Asoka Rescripts

Dusatilpatipadaye (P.H. I.)—Hitherto the form and the meaning

of this term have not been clearly understood. The passage that

contains the word runs* as follows:—
llidata-pedate dusanipatipadaye anuuita agdya dhain nui-kd rnatdya

agaya pallkhdya etc. etc.— [Ilultzsch, 1ascriptions of Asoka ,

p. 14G,—Nandangarh P.E.I., section C).

Hultzseh has interpreted the expression hidata-pdlate dusarti -

patipadaye as “(Happiness) in this (world) and in the other (world)

is difficult to secure'* (p. 119). The term dusanipatipadaye was long

understood to be equivalent to a 8k.
0
-padyah, a future participle form,

bv AiSokan scholars, and Professor D. R. Bhandarkar also explained

it in the same way in the first edition of his Asoka. The

latter has, however, changed his view as he now thinks that “this is

philologically impossible, as remarked by Michelson” (see his Asoka,

second edihion, p. TTG, n. 1). He prefers to take sampati.pddaye =

sainpratipadayet*
;

that is to say, he wants to make dasanipatipadaye

equivalent *to a finite verb (Optative) prefixed by du-, as is shown also

by his rendering ‘One may with difficulty promote’. But such a

procedure would make the construction extremely unidiomatic. He

has not adduced any instance of such a use of a finite verb with the

prefix du meaning ‘difficult*. At any rate, it is not warranted by the

dialect of the Asoka rescripts. For instance, see R.E.V. .section C,

where occurs the expression so dukarma karoti
,
imstead of so dakaroti

as the Professor’s interpretation would require.

1 think that dusa rnpatipadaye is neither a regular future parti-

ciple nor an optative verbal form. I should like to point out

that the term admits of a striking equivalence with such derivative

adjectival forms in Pali as are made up of the prefix du- or su - and

the stem or formative part of a verb. Compare the italicized words in

the following instances, where the final -aya represents neither an

optative termination nor the future participle suffix -ya, hut is only a

part of the verbal stem :
—

(i) “Pane* ime bhikkhave uppanna dappati vinodaycr.

uppanno rago duppatirinodayo, uppaimo moho duppati-
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vinodayo, uppaniiam patibhanam duppativinodayarp,

uppannam gamikaeittam duppativinoduyam.”—(Ahguttara,

III. pp. 184-85).

(ii) “Plmudaiium capalam ciitaiii diirakkliam ditn/i Ira-

niyam".— (Dhammupada
,
verse 33).

tiii) “Yo duddamayo daineua danto”.

—

(Theragdthd,

verses 5, 8).

(iv) “Vutti susammldnayd" = ‘a living: easy to procure’.

—

Udtaka, III, p. 313, 1. 24).

(v) “Dussanthdpayo gliui
,avaso

,,
--= ‘domestic life is difficult to

settle down to’.—(Fausboll, Dliamvtapada with commewtary
,

p. 199, 11. 10-11 = Norman, Commentary on the

Dhammapada vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 302, n. 4).

Instances of such adjectival forms can he multiplied from 1 he

Pali literature. Again, the Asoka rescripts themselves contain

analogous forms, which, though apparently somewhat different, are

really cases of derivative adjective formed from diH-some formative

part of a verb. For instance, cf. R.E. VJ (section N of Hultzsck,

p. 196):—
Gir. Dukaram tu idain anatra agena parakramena.

Kal. JJukale chu iyam anata agena palakamena.

Shah. Dukara tu kho imam anatra agrena parakramena.

Man. Dakar

e

cha kho anatra agrena parakramena.

Dhau. Dukale chu iyam ariinata agena palakamena.

Jau. Dukale chu iyam ammita agena palakamena.

It is evident from the table that dukale and dukare are not finite

verbs in the optative, but adjective Pmus, ns their variants dukaratn

and dukara show. It is also noteworthy that the passages quoted are,

in respect of construction, exactly on a par with the passage of P.E.I

which contains the term dusampatipadaye. For another parallel cons-

truction with dukale
,
dvkare and dukaram

,
see R.E. X, section E.

Compare also the analogous forms dupativekhe (P.E. Ill, section D)

and duahale (Sep. R.E. I., and my notes in IHQ., June, 1932,

pp. 377-9). All these instances show that dusampatipadaye cannot

be regarded as a finite verb in the optative, as Prof. Bhandarkar would

have it.
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As regards the meaning of the term, different suggestions

have been made by different scholars, e.g. Sen a rt= ‘difficult to

provide*, Biihler= ‘difficult to gain*, Smith = ‘difficult to secure*

(See Bhandarkar, Atoka
,
second edition, pp. 336-7, n. 1). Hultzsch

agrees with Smith, and the latest explanation, offered by Prof. Bhan-

darkar, is ‘One may with difficulty promote* (loc. cit.). The latter also

suggests that in order to ensure uniformity of meaning, sampatipad
, as

it refers to Anoka’s officers and not to his people, “must be taken to

mean ‘cause (people) to attain to* **.

Bu+ such a causal sense of sampatipad is not uniform in the

rescripts, even though it may refer to A4oka*s officers. For

instance, we have in Sep. R.E.I. the non-causal form sampatipajamine

(Dhau. 1. 16) side by side with the causal vipatipadayamine (Dhau.

1. 15) and in the same context, and both in the non-causal sense,

the only difference being that while the former is affirmative, the

lat* negative. It seems, therefore, better to take sampatipadaya

ir general sense, and, if causal at all, then as causal by “svartka”.

lx so, it very aptly suggests the meaning ‘to duly give effect to*, ‘to

bring to perfection*, ‘to fulfil*, ‘to execute properly*, that is to say, ‘to

consummate*. Thus, in the same pillar edict the expression

“anuvidhiyamti sampatipadayamti cha, alam cha palam samada-

payitave (1. 8.)’* would mean “(my officers) are conforming to (my

anusathi) and consummating it (lit. bringing il to perfection), and

(they are) capable of initiating others’*. The same idea of ‘consistent

and successful management or execution* i.e. ‘consummation* also runs

through the term sarnpatipadayitave at Sep. R.E. II. last line:

“Hevam kalamtum tuphe cliaghatha sa ippa t ipadayUa re”
—‘acting

thus (i.e. according to A6oka*s instruction or anusathi), you (i.e. his

officers) will be able to consummate it (i.e. justify the anusathi)*.

Accordingly, the expression hidata-palatc dusampatipadayc signi-

fies ‘the here-and-the-hereafter is difficult to consummate (i.e. to work

out perfectly)*—whether the consummation be through the agency of

the officers or through that of the people, or Anoka’s own offspring.

The fact is that A4oka was anxious to ensure the bliss of hidata-

pdlata not only to his people (as in R.E. VI, IX, XI; P.E. Ill, IV;

M.R.E. I), but also to his offspring (as in R.E. XIII; P.E. VII), hia

i.u.a., September
j
1932 22
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officers (as in Sep. R.E. 1 and II) and his Borderers (as in Sep. R.E.

II), and all of them were expected by him, as these edicts show, to

work out their salvation by conforming to his moral instructions

(anusathi) in theory and practice, whereby alone the course of hidata-

palata could be perfected. Compare also: Hc.vam hi

anupaUpajamtam hidata-palate aladhe hoti (P.E. VII. 1. 31) where

the worker and winner of the bliss is Asoka’s offspring and not his

officers.

Thus, the term dusampatipadaye does not refer only to the officials'

difficulty in causing people to attain to ‘hidata-palata', but it is used in

a general way at the beginning of the rescript to signify the general

difficulty with which any toiler is faced in having to work for ‘hidata-

palata* ; and it is only when ASoka particularly refers to the activity

of his officers in that behalf in any particular context that the term

may assume a bearing that will connect the officers alone with the act.

But no such specification is present in the expression Hidata-palate

dusampatipadaye

.

Sailendkanath Mitra



Kapardaka Purana

In the inscriptions of the Sena Dynasty of Bengal, we have the

reference to a coin called Kapardaka-purana d The village Vallahittliu

mentioned in the Naihati grant of Ballala Sena had an annual income

of 500 Kapardaka-puranas and the Tarpan-dlgln plates of Laksmana

Sena refer to a piece of land which yielded an annual income of 150

Kapardaka-puranas; there are similar other references in the grants of

the Sena kings. 2 We know’ that the purana or the dharana is nothing

but a silver coin of 32 ratis or »58 grains, 3 but there is great uncertainty

about the significance of the term Kapardakapurana.

Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar is justified in stating that the Kapardaka-

purana cannot “denote a Purana which is equal to one Karpardaka

or cowrie in value”. 4 Surely a coin weighing 32 ratis of silver cannot

be equated to a cowrie in value. Prof. Bhandarkar was, therefore, cons-

trained to impose a different significance on this term. He thinks that

a Kapar(laka-purnna is a coin, “a purana, which is shaped like

a Kapardaka or cowrie”. 5 He also points out that the word liiranya

refers to the metallic representations of cowries as Kapardaka.

In tlie Sanskrit lexicon Medini, the word is given two meanings

viz. (a) Sdtakuinbha or gold, and (b) Varata or cowrie. 6 From

these Prof. Bhandarkar draws the conclusion “that when Kapardaka is

given as another word for liiranya
,

tlie former must be taken to signify

a ‘gold cowrie* i.e. a gold coin shaped like a shell cowrie. Hiranya

thus, according to the Medini, signifies idtakumbha i.e. (gold) bullion

and Kapardaka
,
i.e. (gold) cowries”. 7 In support of this hypothesis, he

refers to the Egyptian and Chinese metallic representations of cowries

and appeals to the analogy of the rupya coins of Olbia. The Greek city

of Glbia was situated in the north shore of the Black Sea and the tunny

fish “formed the staple commodity of the communities that lived in

1 Bhandarkar, Ancient Indian Numismatics (The Carmichael Lectures),

pp. 139, 176.

2 Banerjee, Prdchina Mudrd, pp. 14, 16.

3 Bhandarkar, Ancient Indian Numismatics pp. 92-3, 180.

4 Ibid., pp. 139, 176 6 Jhid.

6 ibid., p. 177. 7 Ibid.
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those regions* \* The tunny fish, therefore, came to be used as a medium

of exchange ; and when coins came into use, “the bronzG coins of this

city were shaped like fishes’ * and had two letters inscribed on them

which are taken to be the abbreviation of the Greek word ‘tunny,* the

fish.

But this analogy is not a full explanation of the Kapardaka-purana .

As pointed out by Prof. Bhandarkar himself the bronze coins of Olbia,

shaped like fish, mark one of the stages of the transitional period from

barter to metallic currency. The disadvantages of barter are well-

known; it necessitates a double coincidence and consequently stands in

the way of commercial expansion. 9 So various articles like cow, grain,

ornaments etc. came in to serve as mediums of exchange. 10 At last,

the metals are found to be best suited for the purpose and a certain

amount of metal—gold, silver, copper etc.—came to be weighed out for

purposes of exchange. 11 The final stage is marked by the advent of

coins which are nothing but different weights of metals with devices

impressed on the pieces either by the Stale 12 or by the bankers, 13
testify-

ing as to the weight and purity of each piece. So it is evident that the

system of fashioning a coin after an article which served as a medium of

exchange must be anterior to the origin of coinage in the correct sense of

the word. Consequently, what is true of the transition period previous

to the advent of coins cannot be applicable to Bengal under the Senas

in the 12th century A.D., hundreds of years after coinage had been

evolved in this country.

Frof. Bhandarkar is conscious of the weakness of his arguments,

but he wants to explain it off. Concluding his arguments he says:

“It is true that the instances I have adduced are from the mediaeval

history of ancient India, but as I have already said, forms of money

originating in the early stages of civilisation are preserved down to the

historical periods. There can, therefore, be nothing unreasonable in

8 Bhandarkar, Ancient Indian Numismatics
, p. 136.

9 Jevons, Money and the Mechanism of Exchange, ch. I.

10 S. K. Chakravortty, Ancient Indian Numismatics
, p. 7.

11 7bid., p. 11.

12 Head, Barclay V., Hutoria Numorum
, p. xxxiv.

13 Babelon, Les Originu de la Monnaie etc.
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•upposing that gold and silver cowries came originally to be employed

only when metallic currency was introduced but survived down to much

later times in some parts of India at least”. 14 But the strongest argu-

ment against his theory is that not a single such coin, a purdna

shaped like a kapardaka or cowrie had been discovered in this country.

The current coins of the Pala Dynasty that ruled in Bengal before the

Senas were the pardnas or dharanas
,
the silver coins of approximately

68 ratis as mentioned in the literature and found in various parts of

the land15
;
and in some of the inscriptions of the Sena Dynasty the

coin referred to is the purdna which is evidently the standard coin of

the realm. 16 In the Sena period ICapardak&purdna is not the only

currency in use, but side by side, there are references to the puranas .

There is no reason for thinking that while coins, in the proper sense

of the word, were in circulation in Bengal before the Senas and after

them, they went out of their way to have their coins shaped like

kapardakas; this was not only very difficult as regards fabrication but

decidedly marks a retrogression in the evolution of coinage. So the

interpretation of Prof. Bhandarkar is not very sound.

Kapardaka or cowrie is locally known as kauri or kavadi and is

“the small white shell of Cypaa or Moncta” ,

17
It had been used as

currency from time immemorial in Southern Asia and specially in

China. Masudi (943 A.D.), Marco Polo and other writers refer to its

use in Southern India, the Maldives and Bengal. 18 The cowries are

even now employed in the Dacca town and the demand for these shells

is due to various purposes. These are not only used for currency but

are also needed for adornment of cattle, horses etc. and are used by

females in their indoor games. In 1905-G, 21,405 cwt. of cowries

valued at Es. 81, 710 and in 190G-7, 18, G38 cwt. valued at Es. 68,845

were imported to this country. The major portion comes from East

14 Bhandarkar, Ancient Indian Numismatics, pp. 177-7£.

15 Srrith, Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian Museum, pp. 239-40 (Eastern

or Magadha type, about tenth century A.D.).

16 Bnnorjee, Praclna Mudrd, 14-15: (2) Sundarbana Copper Plate of

Laksmana Sena and (6) Madanpa<Ja Copper Plate df Vi^varupa Sena.

17 Sir George Watt, The Commercial Products of India, p. 9SP.

18 ibtc?.
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Africa and “a considerable local supply is obtained from the Laccadive

and Maidive Islands”. 19 Cowries are referred to in the Jatakas as

nippikdiii

;

20 and the word vata meaning a cowrie came to signify ‘a

coin
1

. It was used as a medium of exchange and became a generic

expression for a coin, just as karmpana of copper came to be a general

expression 21 and signified coins whether of gold, silver or copper. The

use of cowrie for purposes of exchange was a long standing one, and

Bengal had a special predilection for it. vSpecially during the period

under discussion, silver became scarce. In the mediaeval period before the

discovery of America, the world supply of silver was “drawn chiefly

from Central Asia. The rise of the Arab power and the consequent

disturbances in Central Asia interrupted trade between India and the

west by land and sea and must have curtailed, if they did not cut oft

completely, the import of silver from abroad”. 22 The silver coins of

the Pala Dynasty are very few in number and rude in shape. 23
It is

thus possible that under the Senas, the silver currency had been sup-

planted to a great extent by other mediums of exchange, perhaps of

copper and preferably of cowries. The metallic coins were merely a

theoretical currency and must have been very scarce and practically

fallen out. of use in Bengal. This is to he inferred from the statement

of Minlias-us-Siraj, the author of the Tabnqdt-i-Ndsirl
, who visited

Lakhnauti, the chief town of Bengal, in 041 A.H. and writes that

“there was no money current in Bengal till the Muhammadans carried

it down with them on the conquest of the country in A.D. 1203”. 21

The only way hv which we can reconcile this statement with the con-

dition of tilings prevailing in this country is to accept the cowrie as the

principal, and perhaps for all practical purposes, as the only medium

of exchange.

This conclusion is also borne out by the fact that Kalian (the ver-

10 Sir George Watt, The Commercial Products of India
, p. 989.

20 The Cambridge History of India

,

vol. 1, p. 218.

21 Rapson, 'Catalogue of the coins of the Andhra Dynasty etc., p. clxxix;

D. R. Bhandarlcar, Ancient Indian X urn isma tics, Lecture III.

22 C. J. Brown, The Coins of lndia
} p. 53.

23 V. A. Smith, Catalogue of Coins in the Indian Museum

,

p. 239.

24 IS. Thomas, Ancient Indian Weights (Numis. Orient), p. 37, fn. 6.
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nacular word for Skt. Ktmapana and Pali Kahapana, the generic

expression for coin in classical literature) is always equated to a number

of cowries. 25 The minute sub-divisions of a cowrie also point to their

importance and general use as currency. 26 So the only reasonable con-

clusion is that Kapardaka or ‘cowrie’ had become by the time of the

Senas of Bengal the principal, if not the only medium of exchange and

purana the age-old general expression for coin was perhaps a theoretical

standard of value- Payments were made in cowries and a certain num-

ber of them came to be equated to the silver coin, the purana
, thus

linking up all exchange transactions ultimately to silver, just as at

present the rupee, the silver coin, is linked up to gold at a certain ratio.

The correct interpretation of Kapardaka-purdna is that- it refers to a

silver coin which, however, was paid in cowries i.e. purana was merely

u theoretical currency and was linked up with the real currency of the

country, the cowries which changed hands in exchange transactions.

The referene to purana converts the cowrie to a token currency and how

many cowries had to be equated to a purana depended upon the market

fluctuations. “In 1740 a rupee in Bengal exchanged for 2,40 cowries:

in 1840 for 0,500V 27 So the real significance, of Kapardaka-purdna in

Bengal, after a careful consideration of the monetary condition under

the Senas, seems to be that the silver coin purana was the standard coin

of the realm but not in general use, and was equated to, and paid for,

in cowries; it is this latter fact that is pointedly referred to in the word

kapardaka. But when the word purana is mentioned alone in the ins-

criptions, the silver coin was undoubtedly equated to the. prevailing

cowrie currency; and the addition of the word kapardaka
,

therefore,

left no doubt about its correct significance.

Strendba Kisor Chakravorttt

25 A Kalian is equal in value to 10 Punas ot 20 •.intuitu, w cowries each.

See Cunningham, Coins of Ancimt India. pp. 10-17.

26 E. Thomas, Ancient Indian Wtiyhte. p. IP, in. .‘1; ‘ Thus 0 kraut or -i kali

„r r» Bat or I) Dant. or 27 Jau or ;J2 Dar or b(> Til «»r MKI Sano arc? each equivalent

to one Kauri.’’

27 Sir W. Elliot, Coins of Southern India
, p. 59, in. 2.
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It was the endeavour of the writer of the Political History of

Ancient India from the Accession of Pari I* sit to the Extinction of the

Gupta Dynasty, part I (1919), to expose epic and Puranic tradition to

the search-light of Vedio and early Buddhist evidence, and reconstruct

a chronological frame-work for t lie pre-Bimbisarian period which,

though opposed to certain traditional ideas, is in accordance with the

testimony of the earliest literary treasures of the Brahmanas

and Sramanas. The author sought to prove that Janamejaya, son of

Pariksit, and his priests, Tura Kavaseya and Indrota, flourished five

or six generations before Janaka of the Upanisads and his contem-

poraries Uddalaka Aruni and Yajhavalkya. He pointed out that it

was difficult to identify this Janaka with any of the kings of that

name mentioned in the epic and Puranic lists. He noted no doubt the

arguments that might be advanced in support of the view that he was

the original of the legendary Sira-dhvaja whom the Purdnns represent

as the father of Sita. These, however, were not regarded as. conclusive,

and it was further pointed out that, in the absence of external corro-

boration, it was impossible to accept the entire Puranic list of Vai delta

kings from Sira-dhvaja downwards as reliable. The author went on

to suggest that Suhkhayana, who was two generations removed from

Janaka of the Upanisads
,
was possibly a contemporary of Asvalayana

and that Asvalayana was in all probability identical with Assalayana

of Savattlii mentioned in the early Pali texts as a contemporary of

Buddha and of Kakudha Katyayana, one of the leading sophists of

the age.

These results have recently been challenged by Pandit V.

Vedantatirtha (henceforth abbreviated as V.) in the Annals of the

Wumdarkar Oriental Research Institute , April-July, 1932. He urges

that ‘‘although Tura Kavaseya stands at the (Hh step in the series of

teachers above Yajnavalkya and Janaka” Janamejaya himself should

be placed “only a step above Janaka in conformity with several epic,

Puriinie and Vedic synchronisms”. It is not necessary for us to discuss

ihc Puranic synchronisms because V. himself speaks of the Purdnas

thus: “Collateral successions have sometimes been described in the
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Pwrdnas as lineal
;
sometimes orders of succession (have been) reversed,

(and) synchronisms misplaced.” As to the epics it is well to remember

that they refer to ParaSurama as a contemporary of Rama Da£ara{hi

as well as of Bhisma and Karna, and represent Hanuinat and Yibhlsana

as having met Bhnnasena (Mbh., iii. cli. 147-151) and Sahadeva

(Mbk., ii. 31) respectively. A critical study of these and similar state-

ments in the MahCibhdrata and the Rdmdyana would convince any

impartial student that it is extremely unsafe to depend for historical

synchronisms on the uncorroborated evidence of such texts. We shall,

therefore, confine, ourselves tc an examination of the Vedic evidence

which, in the opinion of V., supports the view that “Janamejaya

Parlksita was ... an older contemporary of Janaka Vaideha and

Yajnavalkya Vajasaneya.”

V. observes that the use of lan in the verb him in the interroga-

tion “Kva Pdriksita abhavan” attributed to a contemporary of

Yajnavalkya and Janaka, shows that the death of Janamejaya and his

brothers happened during the lifetime of Yajnavalkya. Bui the

question was not actually framed for the first time by a sage of

Janaka’s Court. He had heard about it and its solution from people

in the Madra country. The passage, therefore, is what is termed by

grammarians and others as a murdhabhisikta uddliarana
f
and it cannot

be regarded as establishing the contemporaneity of Janamejaya and

Janaka. Moreover, persons with a real acquaintance with our ancient

literature know that lan was often used in reference to events that

happened in olden times.
1

Another argument brought forward to prove the synchronism of

i Cp. 9P1CT 5 I

srnrcre qfcsqpirr u

w fenflwifq vm i

mtaqn ffa rnnmq„ti

u.
t.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1932 23
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Janamejaya ami Janaka of the Upanisads is that “a Yedic teacher

named Dantabala Dhaumra was . . . received by king Janamejaya

Pariksita”. ‘Dantabala Dhaumra 1

is represented as the corrupt form of

the name ‘Dantala Dhaumya ,

which occurs in the Jaiminhja Brdhmana

as the designation of a contemporary of SomaSusma Satyayajni and,

therefore, of Janaka. Now, the emendation of the name ‘Dantabala

Dhaumra’ into ‘Dantala Dhaumya 9

is as unjustifiable a.s the equation

of Madhavacarya, the author of the Sarva-darsana-samyrahti, with

Madhvacarya, the Dvaita exponent of the Vedanta. Moreover, as the

reference to Dantabala occurs in the mythical legend of Janamejaya

and the two ganders, its value for chronological purposes may very

well be discounted.

Writers who bring down Janamejaya, the contemporary of

Indrota, to the time of Soma£usma, fifth in the descending line from

that teacher, forget that in the Dine of Drti Aindrota, the son and

pupil of Indrota, Janamejaya was obviously dead and the Kuril

throne was occupied by Abhipratarin Kaksaseni (Vedic Indej-, I, 373).

It will be seen that in his anxiety to support his theory V. has

found it necessary to emend Vedic texts and blink over details that do

not exactly fit in with his notions. But what is more regrettable is

the attribution to the author of the Political History of views which

he did not really entertain. Thus V. coolly suggests that the author

has placed all the Videhas mentioned in the Purdnas from Siradhvaja

to Krti, six generations after Janamejaya PariJcsita. As a matter of

fact, the author, while not oblivions of the possibility of the Janaka

of the Upanisads being the original of the Puranic Siradhvaja, does

not consider the identification as certain and regards the Puranic lists

of later Vaidelias as of doubtful historical and chronological value.

He says distinctly even in the first edition of his work (p. 38) that

“with the exception of Arista and Nemi or Nami none of the kings in

the Puranic lists can be satisfactorily identified with the Videhau

monarchs mentioned in the Vedic, Buddhist and Jaina literature. It

is, therefore, difficult to say how far the Puranic lists are historical”.

The point has been made clearer in the later editions of the Political

History
,
where it is stated that “as the identification of Siradhvaja

with the Vedic Janaka is by no means certain, it is not easy to deter-
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mine which of the kings mentioned in the Puranic lists actually came

after the contemporary of Aruni and Yajfiavalkya’\

The view, however, that has evoked the most bitter criticism is

the identification of Asvalayana with Assalayana, the contemporary

of Buddha, with which is connected the problem of the identity of

KabandhI Katyayana. The identification of Asvalayana with

Assalayana was suggested on the following grounds:—

(1) Identity of names : Asvalayana = Assalayana.

(2) Identity of the place of residence : ASvalayana was a man of

Kosala (Kausalya). Assalayana, too, was a man of Kosala,

being an inhabitant of Savalthi in Kosala.

(3) Connection with the Ktilpa literature : Asvalayana is a great

master of the Kalpa Sutras and his name is associated with

the famous works on ritual known as the Asvalayana

Srauta Sutra and Asvalayana Gritya Sutra. Assalayana,

too, is described as
“Tinnam vcdanam paragu sanighandu

kctuhhanam ” Ketubha is explained as “lappa vikappo

kavinain upakaraya saltham ”, Kappa = Kalpa, ‘the rules

concerning rites, one of the Yedangas.’

(4) Synchronism with the Philosopher Katyayana who is called

Kabandhi in the Prasna Upanisad and Pakudha or Kakudha

in the Pali texts. Pakudha (Kakudha) Katyayana was not a

‘degenerate mediocrity’ but “the head of an order, of a

following, the teacher of a school, well known and of repute

as a sophist, revered by the people, a man of experience, who

has long been a recluse, old and well-stricken in years”

(Sdmanrlaphala sutta*

,
Dialogues of the Buddha

,
I. 66).

Prof. Barua, who accepts the identity of Kabandhi

Katyayana with Kakudha Katyayana, and traces a com-

munity of ideas in their philosophy, puts forward the

suggestion that Kabandhi and Kakudha refer to the same

physical deformity, viz. a hump on the shoulders (.Pre-

Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, 281). But he does not develop

the point. In the Atharva Veda
,

however, Kabandha,

when used in reference to a Pumsa (X. 2. 3), means the part
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of the body that is “four-fold” (catustayam)
,
with ends con-

nected (samhitantam f ) above the knees
(;
jdnubhydmurdham

)

and soft or pliant ([Htliiram). It is sharply distinguished

from the Kusindha or trunk which supports the amsau

(shoulders), and is sudrdha (firm). The Kabandha above

the knees
,
which is four-fold ,

sithira and samhitanta (with

ends connected), and is sharply distinguished from the

Kusindha (trunk, not body) which supports the shoulders,

must be identified, not with the belly or trunk, but with the

sroni and the uni mentioned in the same verse (the two hips

and the two thighs, four in all). And it is well known that

. Kakudmati
,

lit. possessed of Kakud
,

refers, according to

Amara, to the same part of the body (kato na ironl-phalakam

katih sroni kakud-matl)

.

It may also be noted here that in

the Yedas (Rg V, 54, 8), Kabandhin is a special epithet

of the Maruts who, by the way, are often styled gomatdrah

‘having a cow for their mother*
(
Vedic Mythology

, T8) and

to whom the Kakud of the rsahha (“bearing a Kabandha **) is

especially appropriated (Atliarva, IX, 4, 88). In post-Vedic

literature kakud frequently means a mountain peak (cf.

Raghu, XIII, 47). The same idea may be conveyed by the

word Kabandhin
,

‘cloud-capped* for according to Yaska

(X, 4, 1) Kabandha iti megha negate
, and Parvataiaya

,

‘resting on mountains* means clouds and clouds alone accord-

ing to the &dbda~candvika . Megha-sakha, Meghmala and

Meghavat are well known mountain names (Cp. also the list

of Meghanamani in the Nighantu (i. 10).

In this connection it is interesting to note that Kakudha Katya-

yana was a believer in ‘seven things* that are ‘steadfast as a mountain

peak
,
as a pillar firmly fixed*.

Further, the word kakudha is frequently used in Pali literature to

mean a kakudlia-bhanda
,
which literally means a vessel, decoration or

equipage (bhajanadi parikkhara) with a projection or bulge (kakud) and

is specially applied to the unMsa and four other insignia regis . Now,

the word kabandha has also the sense of a barrel, cask or large bellied

vessel and,’ if the etymology of Ksirasvamin (kasya Hraso bandhotra
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kabandhah) is correct, it meant literally an usnis
, rather than an apa-

miirdha kalevara.

Lastly, in the Mahavamsa
,
XV, hakudha is the name of a little

vdpi (reservoir of water). According to Yaska and Amara, kabandha

has the sense of water. So that Kabandhin may also mean a reservoir

of water.

The chief reason why V. finds it impossible to accept the identity

of A6valayana and Kabandhi Katyayana with elder contemporaries of

Buddha, is the apprehension that as a consequence of such identifica-

tions Hiranya-nabha will have to be placed in the sixth century B.C.,

and Yajhavalkya and his contemporaries will be brought down ‘to

only a step above Gautama Buddha’. It should be remembered by V.

that Apastamba (Dli. S.
9
1 . 2. 5. 4-6) clearly refers to Svetaketu as an

avara and that Panini, a writer who knew the Yavana alphabet and

made his mark, according to the Kdvya Mimamsa (p. 65), in the city

of Pataliputra founded after the death of Buddha, does not include

Yajnavalkya’s works among Purana-prokta Brahmanas. (IV. 3. 105

read with Katyayana ’s Ydrttika). Cp. also the commentator’s state-

ment Yajixavalkyadayo hi na cirakald itydkhydnesu varta (Goldstiicker.

Panini
, p. 106). The Samhitds and Brahmanas are not works of

single authors or the products of a single age, and though the bulk of

these works may be very old (purdna-prokta)
,
particular portions may

'C

be late as is suggested by the evidence of Panini and others.

H. C. Rayciiaudhtjbi



Uvvata on Syllabication of Consonants

Consonants are considered to be the dependents of vowels. Gene-

rally the letters are to be seen in words in three different modes:

separate vowels, vowels combined with consonants, and vowels

combined with two or more combined consonants. Regarding the last

two, there arises a doubt about the dependence of a particular consonant

to a particular vowel (the preceding or the following). The settlement of

this is important for accentuation. So Katyayana, in his PrdtUakhya

treats of this subject in six sutras I. 102 to 107. This subject is termed

pa n~ahga-pardnga-cin td

.

(1) The first letter of a samyoya (combination) becomes part of the

preceding vowel.

E.g., Assvah.

Here is a combination of two ‘s’ and one V. So the first ‘s’

becomes part of the previous V, and the latter ‘s' and V
becomes part of the following V. The production of the sound of the

word is thus indicated by asjsvah.

(2) The yamas, with the preceding letter, become part of the

previous vowel.

E.g., Rukhmam.

Here is. a combination of ‘k’,
<yama >

,
and *m\ The letters ‘k’

and ‘yama* are part of the first vowel, and ‘m’ of the second.

(3) The kramaja-letter is also considered to be part of the previous

vowel. Kraviaja (krainaj jata), means a duplicated letter which

follows the first letter of a combination.

E.g., ParHvyam .

Here the letter ‘r\ two ‘4’s, V, and ‘y’ are combined. The V is

the first letter of a combination, the first ‘6*
is kramaja; so these two

form part of the preceding vowel, the second ‘4\ V and V being part

of the latter. The sound-product of this word is parifiryam.

‘Another example

—

Varssy&ya.

Here the letters V, two Vs, and V are combined. Repha is the
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first of the combination, the first V is kramaja; these two are part of

the previous vowel, and the remaining V and V are of the latter.

(4) The next letter of the kramaja is also considered to be part of

the preceding vowel, if it is followed by a mute.

E.g., Parmnya .

Here repha, V, two ‘n’s, and ‘y* are combined. Keyha is the first

letter of a combination, V is kramaja
,
the next to the karmaja is ‘n\

and it is followed by a mute (another V), so the first three become part

of the preceding vowel, and the remaining ‘ n \ and ‘v’ of the last vowel.

This statement of Uvvata (vide sutra, 1. 105,), does not seem to be

correct, because he states that V is kramaja. In the previous sutra he

has described kramaja as a term of the letter which undergoes duplica-

tion. Here V is not doubled. So leaving the letter V, the first V is to

he considered as kramaja and its following letter, the second V, accord-

ing to present rule, fails to become as part of previous vowel, because it

is not followed by a mute, but it is followed by \y\ Therefore

'parmnya 9

is not a suitable illustration for this rule. If the syllabi-

fication alone of the above illustration is changed as
‘pdrssnyd\ there is

no difficulty. The V is the first letter of a combination; the first V is

kramaja; these two with the following letter, the second V (which is

followed by a mute V) these three become part of the preceding vowel,

and the V and V of the latter. The author of the Pratisakhya-

pradipa-siksa also supports this (Sihasamgraha ,
Benares ed., p. 225).

Tt runs as follows

:

3^ wft Wwt ST’R I”

Therefore it is suggested that the commentary of Uvvata on I. 105

might be read with slight modification :

«TOT—M|uW I ^ ^ 1

^IWCS ffST, # f^T

tons,

(5) The letters at the end of a word are also fo be part of the pre-

ceding vowels.
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E.g., Vdk.

Here ‘k* is the ending letter.

TTrk.,

Here repha and ‘k’ are combined, the repha being the first

letter of a combination, and ‘k* being the ending letter, both of them

form part of the preceding vowel.

In sutra I. 107 Katyayana describes the object of these rules. It

is evident that the accents uvea (acute), nlca (grave), and svainta

(circumflex) are the qualities of vowels. There is no special rule any-

where narrating the accentuation of consonants. On the other hand, the

consonant# also undergo the changes of accentuation when they are pro-

nounced. So there must be some decided understanding in the accen-

tuation of consonants. The idea is, that the consonant, which depends

on a particular vowel, should be pronounced in the same accent, as the

vowels.

SR* qfa: SR: m * I

ScTOTOR oq<5R fa

APPENDIX

KATYiYANA-PRATI§AKIlYA (chap. I. JO0-IO7)

(7vith Vvvata's Continental ;

)

|| \ II

an?f: sqssft 5%: Hcfasqqj W--4V | afaspraffcstsa?*'

JKfasqqj W— <5^: I sqsrft I

ywwwfiw : II X II

sntffcfa?!: ssitwrawifc *«n- 3i«| i *wrc-

araira*: wd ^ 6?wrcift

•igsfi
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«wfollfq: II * ii

I *J*n— 3flFU: I $t

TORSI Stefa:
;
asr ffST ^RPTC: WC^lfqj

^K4!W»K«w»m^TKJi-« «wii*nj w—553^1 i toi# tors*

; arot tor: f?«n tortorii^w 1

«ro>re 11 « 11

to: ^nw' *rafo, i tot—jpwtoij torto-

totort: sfefra:
; mw4 >j^r ; tor 1

mi * iu «

Wflisaw’ TOl44frTI^: TOFT «R?TO (s^ttmi 3TO^ rfff SSTOlfiTrjjTO^

tot—qros^i rti il imd tott* torst &frr: 1 to vn:

zwrisz mm: w:,^if\; fefa: tottT toi^torstTtRt^i i

‘TOV it tor^ torsi sfcitn:
;
to TO: *frfrn%: i*tor: aero: <^1R;

TOO tor* TORsfhRTf^l

*rcmnfhif **w 11 1 11

rlRTT^a^TTOgrR' STOti to

'

jafa? *wfa to*t to^ 1 tot—’

T

r^rof,

HTOrd ^ TOR^ TORJ3 *kfrr: I TO Wltnif^ftfa 5*31, TOR:

w^t, arowk* to?t#$ro qskcRsi, «?# fefomi^

TOKafttRTO

*mf*Wt* ll»ll

3?TOTTO?i <^T?W‘

<

TOT— 3Tf, WldssfSW: I TO?'> 3T3 ^K-

^tn:
;
H: sfcifrnf?:, TORterfro:,^ *$TO WWIWHJ

<i^?|f44.lf(^r<||4 l : SCThPWT?—

sqwsiflrw^r HWPJ.II ell

s?jwt ntjro mi&r TOrrosf i

^TOl1»T |

V. Venkatarama Sharma

I.H.Q.j SEPTEMBER, 1932 24



The Besnagar Inscription of Heliodoros

Dr. Hejnchaudra Raychaudhuri in his very interesting paper,

The Mahabhdrata and the Besnagar 1ascription of Heliodoros which

originally appeared in JASB, 1922, Vol. XYIII, p. 209, ftr. and is now

incorporated in his Studies in Indian Antiquities, Calcutta University

1932, has very satisfactorily shown the relation of the Mahabhdrata

with the inscription of Heliodros in which occurs, the following

couplet

:

trial amuta padani (su) anutthkdni

nagamti svaga damn cdga apramada

Dr. Rayehoudhuri has quoted a verse from the Strlparcan of the

Mahabhdrata showing the relation between them. From the same work

two more verses may be quoted in this connection, which have closer

relation to the stanza of the Inscription. They are found in the

Sanatsujiltd Bar ran included in the Udgogaparran
,

in which dama,

tgdga
,
and apramada are much praised. They are as follows:—

Udgogaparran, 43. 22.

Udgogaparran
,
45. 7.

In passing il may be noted that as regards apramada the following

lines of the Dhammapada and the Mahabhdrata are striking:

3m?rq^ ^ i

DhaUimapada
,

I. 1.

mi I i

Udyogaijarvana, 41. 4.

ViDHUSHKKIIARA BHATTACHAHYA



Identity of Vidyaranya and Madhavacarya

The following- few lines are intended to furnish a reply to the

material points raised by Mr. Hama Itao in his article

“Vidyaranya and Madhavacarya” published in the Indian

Historical Quarterly
,
December, 1930 wherein an attempt is made

to disprove the identity of Vidyaranya and Madhavacarya. As re-

gards external evidence the author bases his theory on the fact thai

“if Madhavacarya is identical with Vidyaranya, the fact would have

leaked out in one or the other of the good number of inscriptions”, and

“that the few inscriptions which refer to Madhavacarya (brother of

iSfiyana) never indicate any connection between him and Vidyaranya”.

The whole basis of the statement is unsound as absence of mention

of any fact does not necessarily disprove the fact itself. The identity

in question can only be disproved if there is any positive identification

of Vidyaranya with anybody else or if the inscriptions definitely speak

of the non-identity of the two persons. It must be noted moreover that

it was not customary for a Sannyasin to be referred to by his name in

the “Purvasrama” i.e. pre-Sannyasa stage. It is not understood how

the writer expects any reference to or mention of the name ‘Vidyaranya',

which was adopted by him in his subsequent Sannyasa stage, in the ins-

criptions that might have come into existence in the pre-Sannyasa period

of his life.

As regards the internal evidence, it is stated “that the details about

the life of Madhavacarya found in his own works failed to show any

connection between him and Vidyaranya”. There is no reference to

Madhavacarya in Vidyaranya’s works, because, a Sannyasin is not ex-

pected to make references to his past life and there cannot be any

reference to Vidyaranya in Madhavacarya's works, because the name

Vidyaranya was adopted by him in a subsequent, stage of his life,

perhaps years later.

There is no difference of opinion regarding the authorship of the

first three works of Madhavacarya, viz., Parnsara-smrt /- vyakhya ,

Vyavahara-Madhava and Kala-MudharJya. Regarding Jlvanmukti-

viveka, the very reference in the introductory works to his Guru

Vidy&tirtha, only proves that the author of that work was identical with
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that of Paraiam-smrti-vydkhyd. Though there is no mention of the

author in the colophon in the Mysore Oriental Library Ms., no. 145,

other Mss. of the work noticed in R. L. Mitra’s Notices of Sanskrit»

Mss., vol. 4, p. 82, no. I486; and Stein's Catalogue of Sansk rit Mss. in

the Library of the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir
,
nos. 1989-1992

mention Vidyaranya as the author. Mr. Rama Rao has proved that the

author of the work is Madhavacarya. But we have just pointed out

that Vidyaranya is definitely mentioned as the author elsewhere. So

it automatically follows that they are identical.

The attribution of the Jivan-mukti-viveka to Vidyaranya by the

editor of the Anandasrama edition is not simply a groundless presump-

tion, but is supported by such authorities as Acyutaraya, a

commentator on the same work. It is curious that the writer tries to

disprove the identity of the two names by referring to Madhavacarya

as a householder and Vidyaranya as a Sannydsin as if a Grihasiha can-

not turn to become a Sannydsin at a later stage. The entire argument

falls to the ground when it is made clear that Vidyaranya is the name

adopted by Madhavacarya when he assumed the yellow robe. The

author of the Jivanvwkti-viveka has announced himself in the follow-

ing verse to be the author of the Pardsara-srmrti-vydkhyd also :
—

etesam tu samacarah proktah paraiara-smrtau
/

vydkhydnc ysmdbhir atrayam parahamso vivicyate//

There is no difference of opinion that the author of the

Pardsara-sm rti-vydkhyd is Madhavacarya. It automatically follows

therefore that “Vidyaranya' ’ and “Madhavacarya” are identical.

The next course adopted by the author is an attempt to disprove

Madhnvacarya’s authorship of the Vedic commentaries and foist it on

his brother Sayana. The statement of the Sivatattva-ratndkara and

other evidences cannot be accepted as more reliable proofs are forth-

coming in favour of the identity.

In a subsequent issue of the Indian Historical Quarterly (March

1931) the writer states that Vidyaranya is considered to be the author

of the Veda-Bhasya, and that he should be identified with Sayanacarya

who, he asserts, is alone the author of the Bhdsya. Though the names

of both Madhava and Sayana appear in the commentaries the writer
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givea prominence only to Sayana for the simple reason that only his

name occurs in the colophon.

The arguments advanced to prove that Madhaviya does not mean

the production of Madhava are not very convincing. It is not made

clear why, if Sayana had written them, the term Madhaviya should

have crept in, instead of ‘Sayaniya’ or ‘Bukkabhupaliya*, after the

patron-king.

The same argument could be easily turned against the writer, os

Madhavacarya who had already gained a wide reputation, might have

admitted his brother Sayan a also to a share of the credit. However no

significance need be attached to these presumptions for neither of

these brothers was lacking in scholarship or skill. It is quite

(dear from internal references, that the Bhasya was undoubtedly a

production of the combined intelligence and genius of the two brothers.

References such as “krpdluh Sdyandcdryo vedartham vahtnm

mlyatah and. “Irpulur Madhavdrdryo vedartham valium

ndyatah'\ in the commentaries lead to the conclusion that each of

them devoted his attention to a particular part and produced between

them the great Bhasya.

The writer disposes of Ahobalapandita's authority, as the Panditn

was a recent man of 1700 A.D. and that ‘the information given by

him might have had its origin in a legend*. The Pandita*s statement

should not be so easily disregarded, as he lived in an age not very distant

from VidyiiranyaV The ‘Legends* too were not only prevailing

among eminent scholars of his time, but were found to have been current

oven about Vidyaranya's age.

Kaundapacarya, the author of the Prayogaratnomidld (or the

/Tpasta at h-adhra ra-tantra-ryalh yd) was a contemporary of Vidyaranva

whom he alludes to as the author of the Vedie commentaries:

redd rt h avisad 1ha r ta vedavedahgapa ragab
/

Yidydranyayatir jhatah srautasmartakriyapuraih/
/

It has been admitted that the Bhasyas are the works of either

Madhavacarya or Sayanacarya or both. It therefore necessarily follows

that Vidyaranya must be identical with either Madhavacarya or

Sayanacarya or with both, Since Sayana and Madhava are two different
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persons Vidyaranya could be identical with only one of them. Which

one, evidences cited will prove.

Mitra Misra, the author of the VIraniitrodaya (a digest of Dharma-

8fistras of tile sixteenth century) refers in the VyavhararadhyCtya
,

pp. 583, 672 to Yidvaranya as the author of the

Pamsara-smrti-vydkhyd .

Another author Narasimha by name (who lived from 1360 to

1435 A.D.) in his work Prayogaya rija1a\ makes mention of Vidyaranya

ns the author of the Kala-nirnaya otherwise known as

Kdla-Madhaviya

:

—
Srhnad Vidyaranvamunmdraih Kcdmimaye pratipaditah prakarah

pradar^yate :—tatra Pa it h inasih :—srautasmartakriyah (Prayoga-

pdrijdta
, p. 411, Nirnayasagar Press, Bombay). Since it is now

admitted that the author of the Paramra-sm rtirvydkh yd and the Kitht-

Madhaviya is Madhavacarya he must he identical with Vidyaranya.

The writing of Narasimha (between 1360 and 1435 A.D.) and

Kaundapacarya (of the latter part of the 14th century) referred to

above cannot but be taken as evidences from contemporary authors, and

similarly the waitings of Ahobalapandita and Mitramisra shown above

are evidences from authors who flourished a few centuries immediately

after. These clearly prove the identity of Vidyaranya and

Madhavacarya

.

It is only on such solid grounds that the identity of Vidyaranya

with Madhavacarya was established by a number of ancient scholars of

repute and the Madhava-Vidyaranya theory wras erected thereon by flu*

modern scholars. By a reference to KaundapaV works it lias been shown

in the Sources of Vijayanagar History that the character and descrip-

tion of Vidyaranya. agree point by point with that of Madhavacarya,

the brother of Sayana.

It is obvious from the foregoing discussion that Vidyaranya cannot

but he identical w’ith Madhavacarya, the author of the commentaries.

Other points noted by the writer are not touched as they are either based

on indirect evidences or loose presumptions.

K, Maukandeta Sarma



Natanda Stone Inscription of Yasovarmadeva

(A Rejoinder)

I have carefully read Dr. R. C. Mazumdar's criticism of my note

on Dr. Hirananda Sastri's article on the above-named document- in the

June issue of this Journal but find in it nothing which has not already

been refated. All this is stated by Dr. Hirananda Sastri in the

Annual Report of the Arcltceologioal Survey Department for 1925-20

(p. 131).

If I can understand matters, Dr. Sastri based his original view on

the script of the inscription. Dr. Mazumdar also does the same. Dr.

S. found that the script of the inscription cannot be called late for it is

used in documents which are decidedly early. The name Yasodharman

does not appear to be a cogent one for yasas can hardly be called a

*dharma

'

or ‘quality .

1

Fleet also did not consider it to be a very

reasonable appellation. The quotation which Dr. M. has given does not

improve matters. Dr. S. has noticed it. Had Dr. Mazumdar shown

that the name Ya&xlharman exists elsewhere, or that so-and-so was

called Yasodharniau, there would have been some force in his argu-

ment. The names given by Fleet in the footnote which Dr. M. has

quoted in extenso do end in dharmim and look all right with this ter-

mination. But yams does not. Consequently I agree with Dr. S. that

the name of the king was Yasovarinan and not- Yasixtharman. If Fleet

was against the idea where was the need for him to dilate on the

matter ? Nobody denies that names ending in dhurnutn existed in

ancient India. What has been doubted is the existence of the name

Yasodharniau in earlier times. Let Dr. M. cite an instance showing

that so-and-so was so called.

I think there is another point the importance of which Dr. M. has

not fully appreciated. It is the use of t lie word Sdsti1 in the epigraph.

Dr. S. has given both the views. It is not understood how Dr. M.

calls his translation of the verse containing this word as ‘apt to mis-

lead the unwary* Dr. Vogel's suggestion regarding the interpretation

of Sasta is there and every reader of the article, be he wary or unwary,

will read and consider it. This interpretation does not appeal to me

and it appears that Dr. 8. was also of the same opinion. The idea of
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calling an image of Buddha as of so-and so is
C
un-Buddk£$tic’ and those

who have seen the Buddhists making donations or benefactions of any

kind must have noticed how particular the Buddhists are in making

everybody present touch the gift to make’ it common. The

same idea was prevalent among the ancient Hindus who in

their (Vtutis laid special streets on repeating idam = agnaye idom na

mama—‘it is for Agni and is not mine’. It is doubtful if Baladitya

could call the image as his own = (i.e. the Buddha of Baladitya). It

might be contended that lie did not do so, but the other people.

Besides, is it the Buddha of Baladitya or of anybody else who

resides within, or the Buddha, the Enlightened, the Emancipated Lord,

the exclusive property of nobody that pervades us all according to the

Mahayanists? Which interpretation looks more plausible? The com-

poser of the pmsasti
,
especially when he came in long after Baladitya,

could hardly have paid special regard to the image because of its being

set up by Baladitya. Why should he think of Baladitya who was dead

and gone? Eor a Buddhist of later period it will be immaterial

whether an image was made by a chief or an ordinary fellow so long

as it represents the Lord. On the contrary, if the maker is alive, or

died recently, it might be of some significance. That much could be

conceded, if the royal maker was so egoistical as to call the image after

his own name. But could he not issue a command regarding

its safety? Why should it be said that the sastd of Baladitya is

present in us? Will not Lord Buddha or mere sdscd do? And can he

not punish the offender? It is true that the image is mentioned by

later writers as a piece of history but not as the sustu or Buddha

of Baladitya. Whether this image was made by Baladitya or by any-

body else, Buddha remains the same, it is the order of the king which

is to be respected in such cases. The image is protected because of the

order or the sword behind it. It is this point which goes to decide

the matter to a large exfent.

The question of the alphabet has been fully answered by me and

I need not recapitulate what has been stated already. Every letter can

be a test letter. Earlier forms continue to be retained in later docu-

ments. Could we call them antique on that account P That

an alphabet is used in books or granthas does not implh
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that il is not employed in inscriptions. The tact that the whole variia-

mdld is> given in the Horinzi palm-leaf manuscript is very significant

and its value should not be under-estimated.

I have already explained the use of sasdsa in the record. In fine,

nothing which has so far been found controverts Dr. Sastri's view. On

the contrary liis opinion that Baladitya was probably a vassal of Yaso-

varmadeva would explain the whole question of the part taken by

Baladitya in fighting the Hunas. Perhaps Mihirakula was attacked

by Yasovarman while engaged in an expedition against Baladitya.*

A. K. Miutiiyunjavam

* The controversy is closed.—Ed.
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In a previous paper 1

I dealt with the “Dates of the Cauhan Maha-

rajas of Samhalpur Atjiaragarli”. In this I propose to deal with the

main house of Patna, the first and oldest seat of Cauhan Maharajas

of Mahfi-Kosala.

In the absence of any inscriptional document, we have to depend

entirely on official records and on the writings of later day authors,

both Vernacular and Sanskrit, hut these too are comparatively meagre.

These Sanskrit and Vernacular works are:—(l) Prabodh Candrika2

hy Maharaja Baijal Deva of Patna (ii) Kosaltmanda Malidkdvyam

by Pandit Caiiga Dhar Misra of Samhalpur (iii) Cikitsamanjan3

hy Pandit- Gopmuth Saduhgi of Samhalpur (iv) Adhydtmu Rdmdyana

in 9 lettered Oriya verses by Gopiil Telahgu of Sambalpur (v) Jaya

Candriikd4 (a poem in Hindi) by Pandit Prahlad Dube of Sarangarh.

The first official statement pertaining to the history of the Patna

Raj family is found in the C. R. Gazetteer
,
compiled by C. Bernard.

It gives a complete list of the Patna Cauhan kings, who are desig-

nated as 'Maharajas' . “The following is a list of the Maharajas of

Patna from the time of Ruinail Deo to the present Maharaja, showing

approximately the period that each reigned

:

1 Itumail Deo • • 4 • • • ... 32 years

2 Mahaling G „

3 Baijal Deo I ... 05 ,,

4 Baikraj Deo ... 13 „

f) Bhojinj Deo ... 34 „

(> Pratap Roodra Deo ... 39 „

7 Bhopal Deo ... ... 11 „

1 ItLQ.y September, 1930 p. 568.

2 Found by me at ltatanpur, the ain‘i*j.:t capital of the Haihaya Princes

of Mahakosala. The manuscript was written by Ivrsna llhatta about 100 years

ago.

3 A Palm-leaf manuscript is in possession of ono Ghansyiim Kumbhakdr

a local physician of Padigaon in the Raigarh state.

4 The original manuscript of this poem is in the possession of the Ruling

Chief of the Sarangarh state C. P.
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8 Nagsingh Deo

9 Bikramadit Deo

10 Baijal Deo II

11 Blumjun Hiradhar Deo ..

12 Nursing Deo

18 Chutterpal Deo

14 Baijal Deo III

15 Hirilai Narayan Deo

10 Partap Deo ...

17 Vikramaditya Deo

IS Mukund Deo

19 Balram Deo

20 Hridaysai Deo

21 11a i Sing Deo

22 Prthviraj Singli Deo

28 Ram Candra Deo

24 Bhopal Deo ...

25 llirabhaujjur Deo

20 Sur Pratap Deo
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The total length of years from Rumail Deo to Hiradhar Deo, 11th

Maharaja is 388 and from the 12th Maharaja to the last 354, in all 087

years. If we deduct 087 years from 1800, we get 1179 A.D. as the

approximate date when the Cauhan family first assumed sovereignty

over the Patna State. It was administered by a council of eight

malliks or representatives, otherwise known as the Afh-tnaWk form of

government.

From the Jayacandrika we learn that after the fall of Prthviraj

Cauhan, the last Hindu Kmperor of Delhi, one of his daughters-in-law,

who was then in a state of pregnancy, was sent, to a safe place. Tin's

lady in due course came to the Patna State and gave birth to a son

named ltumail Deo. This must have occurred soon after the battle of

ThaneSvar about 1193-94 A.D. Assuming that Rumail Deo proclaimed

himself as a ruler of Patna State when he was about 20 years, we find

a difference of 14+20=^34 years only. If we omit the period of reign
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oi Nagsing Deo, whoso name does not appear in the list of kings given

by Prahlad Dube in the Jayacandrika the difference vanishes. The

name of Nagsing Deo (no. 8 of C.P. Gazetteer List) is not also mentioned

in the Sanskrit work, Kosaldnanda Kdvyarn which furnishes us with

the following list:

1 Rama Deva reigned for

2 Mahaliiiga5

8

Baijal Deva ...

4 Vatsaraja Deva

fj Bhojaraja Deva

0 Yiramalla Deva

7 Pratapamalla Deva

8 Bhupala Deva

9 Vikramaditya Deva

10 Baijala Deva II

11 Iliradhar Deva

12 Narsingh Deva

52 years*

6 „

65 „

29 „

0 „

30 „

44 „

0 „

34 „

13 „

30 ,,

Instead of Nagsing Deva, this list gives a new name (no. 0)

Viramalla Deva.

The Ratanpur list as given in a manuscript called Ratanpurke

havcil omits two names and reverses the order as shown below

:

1 Ramai Deo

2 Mahalihg Deo

3 Vatsaraja Deo

4 Viramalla Deo

5 Baijal Deo I

6 Bhojraj Deo

7 Vikram Deo

8 Baijal Deo II

9 Hlradhar Deo

10 Narsingh Deo

* This might be the years of his age. 26 years of his region which he would

have begun at his 26th years. But this is more supposition.

ft *v “ .fv N- ,
ftv . % ft** ^

.

s nsrrat i ttwrogn to wwwqp* tot ii cbrj

gar wpfaf•• wjt:^ ggSr i fig: »

?TB=3
5 3*1=4=4312 Kali era.

in 1931, the Kali era is 6032. The sioka refers to 4312 Kali era i.e. back

whether this is the date for the coronation of Hiima Deva or of bis son Mahaling,

is not clear.
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This list is not very reliable, In it Baijal Deva I lias been shown

as the 5th king while all oilier documents mention him as the 3rd Maha-

raja of Patna, who conquered about 72 forts and reduced Bamra,

Gaiigapur, Bonai, Baud, Surguza, Dhenkanal, and Sonepur to

subjection.

Frahlad Dube’s Jayacandriln has:

1 Ramai

2 Mahalihga

3 Baijala Deva I

4 Bhojraj Deva

5 Yikram Deva

11 Rama Deva

6 Pratapamalla Deva

7 Bhupal Deva

8 Vikramajit Deva

9 Baijala Deva II

10 Hlrfidhar Deva

(Narsingli Deva of oilier Lists)

In the absence of any inscriptional record giving the genealogy of

the Caulian Maharajas of Patna, it is very difficult at this distance of

time to say which of the lists is more correct. It may. be that Vatsa-

raja might have assumed the title of I irnviollo ,
and both these might,

mean one prince or ‘Bhupal Nagsing Deva’ representing one name,

might have been taken to he two names.

The Prabodhacanilnka' gives three names Vikrnmarka

(Vikramaditya), Baijala Deva II and lliradhara Deva (father of

Balaram Deva I ruler of Sambalpur).

The only inscription hitherto brought to light, which mentions

Baijal Deva is incised oil a stone slab affixed to the temple at Narsingh-

tt The authorship of this treatise on Sanskrit Grammar, is attributed to

Maharaja Baijal Deva (II) himself. He composed it for the use of his sou

Hirfulhar Deva.

gnawrt mil'Erra atara i

daft * u

fowjfirfe fiwfa: wlfrowni

This known in Bengal and Orissa as or

i

(Lucknow), p. 7o0 vol. IV, No. 48,
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natli, now in the Bora Sambhar Zamindari, Diet. Sambalpur, Orissa.

This inscription is in transitional Oriya characters and has not yet been

published anywhere. It was dated but now the date cannot be

deciphered as it has been worn out.

According to Mr. Beglar, “the date is either 672 or 728 which is

utterly inconsistent with the forms of the characters, if referred to

either the $aka or the Vikrama era. I am therefore inclined

to consider it as a Hijra date.”

In 1904-5, Dr. Bhandarkar visited Narsinghnath but by that time

the date was worn out. But taking other points (Vikarinama Samvatsar,

Caitra Purnima and Friday) into consideration, he. came to the con-

clusion that the inscription was dated in A.D. 1359-60. I, with the help

of Prof. Mahavir Prasad Sribastavya have tried to work out the details

and find that the cyclic year Vikari fell on a Friday with

and sfsj tjfqjqr in the Vikram year 1470= 1413 A.D. March 17th, and

not in A.D. 1359 as shown by Dr. Bhandarkar. This inscription men-

tions that Baijal Deva, son of Bairaj Deva king of Patna built the

temple of Narsingh on the Gandhamadan hill, and to quote Mr. Beglar

“made a gift of one hundred (cows?) coins with village Loisingha. It

was consecrated by Loma Harsan ( P) Panigrahi, Rent by

Baijal Singli. ” In the list of kings we find three Baijal Devas. The

father of the first is named Mahaling and that of the third, Chutterpal

Deva. Now remains the second Baijal Deva the author of Prahodh-

candrika. His father was Vikrainarka or Yikramfulitya Deva. If

Bairajdevaraja (as Dr. Bhandarkar deciphers it and which Mr. Belgar

reads as Baeliha Raja) stands for Vikramaditya, then it is certain that

Baijal Deva of the inscription is no other than Baijal Deva II of the

list, and he must have been reigning about Yikram Samvat 1470 or

1413 A.D.

Mr. Beglar writes:
—“On the southern side of the hill, there is a

temple called
*Deivul Durla ’ after the name of the Rain who cons-

tructed it. Close to the temple is a thatched hut in which the image

of Bhairava is enshrined. On this image, too, there is an inscription

in old characters, from which only the words ‘Patna ami Baijal Deva*

can be deciphered, the rest of the inscription is not readable”.

The above name is also engraved in the ha'll attached to Narsingh

Nath’s temple. (Arch. Svr . Report; 1881-82, vol. XVII).
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While describing the Narsinghnath templeT Dr. Bhamlarkar

says:—
The door-frame on the north ****** Near this door-frame on

its proper left is the standing image of a warrior with hands folded and

with a sword held against the breast between it and the left hand.

Judging from the analogous instances, this seems to have been the

figure of the personage who was principally connected with either the

construction or the restoration of the temple.

L. 1\ Pandeya

7 Text oi the Narsinghanath Temple inscription:—

& **: «frjj*ifT* i *ri** **f«t *l***ft jpwr*ft:

**rn**r* ma*n***fr** ( ***** *t ***** ) ^**m% 5*3* *ft*msft*

m gfe* # «
(In transitional Oriya characters).



REVIEWS

PRAMANASAMUCCAYA of Dinnaga edited and restored into

Sanskrit with Vriti, Tlku, and Notes by II. R. Rangaswamy Iyengar,

M.A., Government Oriental Library, Mysore (Mysore University

Publication).

As observes Dr. Brajendranatli Seal in his Foreword, Dihnaga is

rightly regarded as the father of the medieval school of Indian Logic.

His views are referred to or quoted in order to support or refute them in

the most important works on the subject, whether Brahmanie, Buddhist,

or Jaina. Indeed, no student of Indian Logic can follow its growth

and development without being thoroughly acquainted with the views

of Dihnaga.

Unfortunately his works of which the most important is the

Pramdnasaviuccctya are now not extant in original Sanskrit excepting

some fragments or passages referred to or quoted in different books,

such as the Nyayavdrttika of Uddyotakara, Tdtpanjatikd of Vacaspati-

miSra, Mimdmsd&lokavarttika-t.ikd of Pdrthamrathiviiira
,

Tattvasarji*

grahapanjikd of Kamalaslla, and so on. A number of these passages

has been collected in a book form by Professor Randle. However, the

Pramdnasamuccaya in its entirety, as the other works of Dihnaga, is

still available in Tibetan. Its detailed account has been given by the

late Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. S. C. Vidyabhushana in his History of

Indian Logic. It has been announced that Prof. Stcherbatsky is pre-

paring an edition of the Tibetan text and a translation of the

Pramdiiasaimiccaya-vrtti for the Bibliotheca Buddhica Series. Our

sincere thanks are now due to Mr. H. R. Rangaswamy, (and not

Ramaswcmy as writes Jarl Charpentier in reviewing the present

volume in the BOSS., vol. VI, p. 1031) for publishing the first chapter

of the work in its Sanskrit form. It is complete in six chapters, and

we hope, the remaining chapters will follow in due course. The

Sanskrit text in the volume under review is mostly restored or recons-

tructed from its Tibetan version, while some of the karikas have been

collected from different Sanskrit works in which they are found as quota-
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tions. Generally the karikas of such logical or philosophical books are

written in utmost brevity and as such are not in all cases easy to under-

stand. Hence the authors themselves used to write r ttis, and

Dinnaga, too, wrote a vrtti on his Pramana$amuceoya . In order to

elucidate the meaning of the karikas, reconstructed or original, Mr.

Iyengar has added extracts from this vrtjU in Tibetan along with its

restoration in Sanskrit. In the same way he has given copious extracts

from another commentary called Visdldvtalavati of Jinendrabuddhi.

Besides, there are valuable notes by Mr. Iyengar bixed on different

works closely bearing on the points. That the task before the author

is in no way an easy one can be realized only by those who have some

idea of, or acquaintance with, the work of this nature. v et a perusal

of the volume would evince that Mr. Iyengar is quite fit for the work

he has undertaken, and the students of Indian Logic will ever remain

thankful to him.

There are, however, some cases for correction or modification, or

improvement with regard to the reconstruction or other matters, and it

is hoped it will be effected in the next edition.

Let us quote a karikii (I. 11)) in its Tibetan version:

ses pa gzan gyis nams myoh na
/

thug med de la’h dran pa ste / /

de b£in vul gian la’pho ba/

med gyur de yah mthoii ba nid
/ /

Its Sanskrit as given by Mr. Iyengar is as follows:

Lxeepting the word isyate at the end which, according to Tib.

(mthoii ba nid) must be nothing but iksyate
,

it isi all right. But this

karika is partly or entirely quoted twice by Pdrthasdrathim Lira in his

commentary, Nydyaratndkarci
f
on the Mltndmsdsloka vdrttika of Ruma-

nia (Benares ed., pp. 277 and 321) with different readings, first there

being aivubhave histd tat rapt ca
t
and the a-nubhavo nistas tatrdpi hit

for anubhave’navasthd tatra ca of Mr. Iyengar in the first half. Thai

his restored reading is quite right according to the Tib. text (nams

Tfiyoii nu thug nxed de la* A) is beyond doubt. But the question is with

I.H.Q.* SEPTEMBER) 1932 26
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regard to the two readings referred to in the Nydyaratndkara. That

one of these two is wrong goes without saying. But which is the correct

oneP I think, it is the second with the single exception of hi which

must be ca as in its first reading, and it is supported by Tib. (Vfh),

though the first reading itself requires modification, as we shall see

presently. However, the difficulty lies in accounting for the difference

between the Tib. and this second reading, in accordance with which one

should read docl med for thug med in the Tib. text, but it would be

taking too much liberty. That the word anacasthd (Tib. thug vied) is

here required is quite clear also from Kuinarila’s words (tcutya tasycspi

cdnyena samvittdv astfntir bhavet
,
and cmyena vdnubhave 9

sdv anawmthu

prasajyate
, pp. 277 and 321), in connection of which Parthasai uthimisra

quotes the line. Besides, as the Tibetan version reads it very clearly

we can in no way discard the reading given by Mr. Iyengar in favour

of anubhavo*msta° in the printed text of the Nydynratndkaiu.

Undoubtedly, somehow or other the mistake crept in. The reading

jridndntarendnubhcsve once given by Parthasarathimisra, and literally

supported by Tib. finds further support from the following words of

Kumarila : anyena vdnubhdve. The reading (p. 321) iksyate suggested

by Tib. mthoii ba Hid
,
as referred to above shows that the Skt. Mss.

before the Tib. translator had it for isgate, or lie himself wrongly read

it as iksyate. We wish Mr. Iyengar bad discussed such readings also in

other cases.

We should like to quote one karika more (I. 4)

:

thun mon min pa’i rgyu yi phyir

/

de yi tha snad dbah pos byas/

der don du mas bskyed pa’i phyir/

rah don spyi yi spyod yul can
/ /

Mr. Iyengar reconstructs it thus

:

re n

As regards the second half one may propose to read Utfrupadad

anekarthaih, or preferably utpadandd anekdrthaih even omitting

tatm (der) for tatra naikdrthntotpdddt
y the suffix -td in arthatd being

not required, as it gives a meaning which is not appropriate here. Now
with regard to the first half, strictly speaking, Tib. tha siiad byas
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suggest# vyapadiitam or vyapadiiyate and not vyapadesyarn for which

Tib. would read tha .mad bya. However, the actual reading of the

line, as Mr. Iyengar himself has discovered as a quotation in the

Tattvdrthardjavdrttikn of Bhatta Akalahkadeva, Benares, p. 38, is

amdluirajiahetutvad* ak&ais tad vyapadisyate. Yet he has rejected it in

his restoration without any gTOund. This line is quoted also by Hari-

bhadrasuri in his vrtti on the NyayapraveJa, Sanskrit Text, GOS .,

p. 35 f 1. 23, and it is to be noted that it 1ms been pointed out, though

with some doubt, by Prof. Mironov in his edition of the same work re-

constructed from Haribhadra’s vrtti, which is published in the Towny

Pao
, 1931, 1. 8. With the line under discussion the Benares edition of

the T

a

/ tvarthardjavdrtUka referred to above reads the following as the

first half of the couplet:

pratyaksam kalpanapodham namajotyadiyojaaa.

Evidently the reading -yojaml in ndmajatyadiyoja tul is a wrong

one.

Vidhttsiiekiiaba Bhattachabya

1 KESAVPANDIT’S RAJARAMA-CARITAM OR SRI

CHATRAPATI RAJARAM’S JOURNEY TO JINJI edited by V. S.

Bendrey, published by the Bharat Itihas Sainsodhak Mandal. Poona

1931. Pp. 23 + 80.

2 RISE OF THE PESHWAS by Prof. IT. N. Rinhn, M.A., The

Indian Press, Ltd., Allahabad, 1931, pp. 255.

For the last twenty-five years Maharastra scholars have been

engaged in searching, sifting, editing and publishing original sources

of Maratha History and their devoted zeal and indefatigable industry

have been amply rewarded by important discoveries and valuable finds.

The work of Sane, Rajwade, Parasnis and Khare is widely known to all

students of Indian History. The contributions of the late Mr. S. M.

Divekar, however, still remain inadequately appreciated. It was he

who brought to our notice such contemporary Sanskrit works as fiira

Bharat and Partial Parvat Oralanallyan. These historical poems

were discovered in the famous library at Tanjore. Mr. V. S. Bendrey
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belongs to the same confraternity of scholars as the late Mr. Divekar,

and he has practically made the period of Sambhaji his own. It is to

him that we are indebted for another addition to the Sanskrit sources

of Maratha History. Keriav Pandit’s Rajdrama caritam is written in

the customary Pauranic style and consists of five brief cantos. He
describes Rajaram’s flight to Earnatak and then brings his narrative

to an abrupt end. The editor suggests that the poet probably died early

in 1690 and did not live to add further to his account of the life and

exploits of his hero. In the learned introduction we read that KeiSav

Pandit was a Karhada brahmin of SangameSvar and had served under

Sivaji, Sambhaji and Rajaram. It was under Sambhaji that he

attained some prominence and obtained from that prince a generous

gift. The manuscript was known to Dr. Burnell but he wrongly des-

cribed if as an account of the coronation of Rama, the epic hero. The

error was corrected in the new catalogue and Mr. Bendrey obtained a

transcript of the text. He has published it with a Marathi translation

and notes and added a map to illustrate the campaign of Ram Candra

Pant during the closing months of 1689. The introduction is really

useful and interesting.

Prof. H. N. Sinha is to be congratulated on the handy little volume

he has produced. He ably surveys one of the most important periods

of Maratha history and gives an accurate and reliable account of Balaji

Vi4vanath and his two immediate successors. Wi+h the notable excep-

tion of Mr. G. S. Sardesai few Maharastra scholars have turned tlieir

attention to the important work of synthesis demanded by the fast

accumulating original materials, and as they usually write in Marathi,

the average student in other parts of India hardly derives any benefit

from their publications. His needs should no longer be overlooked as

Maratha history has of late come to its own and forms a recognised

subject of study in moat of the Northern Indian Universities.

Prof. Sinha has not unearthed any new evidence and his examination

is confined mainly to the published sources, Marathi and English. But

his work will be of very great use to those non-Maratha students to whom

Sardesai’s Marathi Riydsat remains a sealed book. Moreover, the

period surveyed by Prof. Sinha is full of intricacies which often be-

wilder the beginner, and a lucid and clear narrative had been a long-
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felt need. University students all over India will be grateful to Prof.

Sin ha for providing them with an excellent fext book.

Rubenjwa Hath Sen

ROCK-CUT TEMPLES AROUND BOMBAY by Kanaiyalal IT.

Vakil, B.A., LL.B., pp. XX + lOO, Plates 59. Published by D.B.

Taraporevata Sons & Co., Bombay.

The celebrated cave temples of Elephanta and the less-famed rock-

cut shrines of Jogeshwari, Kanheri and Mandapeshwnr are made the

subject-matter of study in this neat little volume by Mr. Vakil, well-

known as an art-critic. His book is divided into several parts, the* first

giving general information about these monuments, . such as their age,

their relative importance etc., while the second, third, fourth and fifth

present in some detail the sculptural and architectural features of the

respective rock-hewn structures. In the appendix, the learned author

describes at some length the very interesting stone* reliefs discovered

at Parel (Bombay), and while discussing their iconography and age

emphasises the importance of these new discoveries to the students and

exponents of Indian Art.

The cave shrines at Elephanta, as these are situated in and near

the city, very appropriately called the ‘Gate of India’, are among

the most frequently, visited and described monuments of India.

From mere travellers’ guidebooks to the learned archaeological publi-

cations, dealing with objects of general and antiquarian interest in

this part of the country,—in none of these, have the massive grandeur

and sublime beauty of their architectural and sculptural designs failed

to evoke more than their proper share of admiration and appreciation.

Though such has not been the fate of the three other less known

shrines, still they have also been, in a manner, studied and admired.

But Mr. Vakil’s style of presentation of the essential features

of these noble memorials of India’s past and of showing how to study

and appreci ;te their beauties in their proper perspective has struck a

new line. To put his viewpoint in his own words:—“The current

emphasis on ‘what* is being represented is shifted to ‘bow* it is being
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represented”; thus while taking stock of all the notable contents of

these ancient structures, lie does not set much store by the enumeration

of what according to him seems to be unnecessary architectural and

monographic details, but lays special stress on the manner of representa-

tion of the sculptural and architectural motifs. To refer to a typical

example:—The well-known and much admired relief in Elephanta

depicting the marriage of Siva and ParvatT does not appeal to him

merely on account of the “proportion”, “the careful execution” and

“minuteness” noticeable in individual figures of this relief; ‘these are

not the sole or the best claim of the panel*. ‘The unerring concentra-

tion of the sculptor towards the interpretation of the poetic solemnity

of the main incident of his theme is its unmistakable and indisputable

triumph*. Again, the above relief, when considered in relation to the

one on the opposite side of the panel showing Siva as Kala-Bhairava.

cannot but suggest the idea to an observant mind that the sculptor in

a masterly way has depicted the contrast between the normal appearance

of the great god and his appearance as the lover and the bridegroom.

This contrast has been beautifully described in the immortal lines of

the great Kalidasa, and the learned author’s extremely apt quota-

tion of these from Kamarasambhara emphasises his point. This has

throughout this book been the writer’s attitude in appraising the real

value of the architectural and sculptural themes of these shrines,—each

of which has been discussed in its own proper setting and environment.

Thus, this well-written little volume will be of extreme benefit

not only to the general visitors to these noble monuments, for they are

here fully informed by the writer about what to see and how to see

;

hut also to the earnest and serious students of Indian art for it will

supply them with much food for reflection about the general tenden-

cies of the modern methods of art criticism in relation to the artistic*

heritage of India. One may not, however, see eye to eye with the

author in all matters of opinion expressed by him and exception may

be taken to the severe strictures so frequently passed by him on the

archaeologist’s method of studying these monuments; still it must be

observed that the author lias made the study of these specimens of the

Indian achievements in the domain of art a really fascinating one, and

has been able to do so, because he could approach his subject with
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genuine love and admiration, and with broad, but at the same time,

circumspect vision.

The publishers should be congratulated on the nice get-up of this

brochure. It has a large number of illustrations some of which are very

helpful.

J. N. Banehjea
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Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute)

vol, XIII, pts. iii-iv

Jogendra Chandra Ghosh.—Gleanings from the Udayasundarl-

katha . Socjdhala writing his Udayasundarxkathd in the Ilth

century a. C. has given an account of his family in the first

chapter of the work. The historical facts contained therein

have been culled together in this paper, specially the interesting

information about the Kayasthas. According to the story given here,

the Kayastha caste originated in the eighth century of the

Christian era. It is noteworthy that the author of the Katha

calls himself a Kayastha, and at the same time, claims to be a

K§atriya.

CHINTAHARAN Chakravarti.-—Kuldrnavatantra—Its Extent and

Contents. This is mainly an account of a Ms. of the Kuldryiava-

tantra which differs materially from the published editions

of the work.

Charu Chandra Das Gupta.—Some Notes on the Chronology of

the Sena Kings of Bengal

\

From a study of the inscriptions

connected with the Sena rule, as also of the two works, Dana -

sdgara and Adbhutasdgara

,

the writer has come to the conclusion

that Vijayasena ruled from c. 1095 A.C. to *157 a.C. followed by

Ballalasena’s reign extending up to 1169 A.C.

Adrish Chandra Banerji.— The Mdlavas.

B. N. Krishnamurti Sarma.- On the Date of Srlkantha and the

Brhatsamhita,—Evidences have been put forward in the first part

of the article to show that Srlkantha, the author of the Brahma-

mlmdmsd flourished in the 12th cent. A.C. It has been argued in the

second part that the Brhatsamhita quoted by Madhvawas a F uranic

work no longer extant. Mr. T. R. Chintamani’s view that Srl-

kantha belonged to the 13th century and quoted from Akhantja-

nanda's Tattvadlpana as also his assertion that the Brhatsarrihitd

cited by Madhva was nothing more than an anonymous contem-

porary work, have been vehemently opposed h#re.

Bimala Churn Law. —Pali Chronicles.

A. S. Altekar.—The Date of Har$a*Pulakebin War

\

The date of
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the war between Hargavardhana and Pulakesin II in which the

former could not get the upper hand has been put within the

limit of the years 630 to 634 a.c.

Vanamali VedaNtatirtha— The Age of Janaka and Others. In

comparing some of the results obtained by Dr. S. N. Pradhan

in his Chronology of Ancient India with those obtained by Dr.

H. C. Ray Chowdhury in his Political History of Ancient India,

the writer of this paper supports the former author. It is conten-

ded that the evidences advanced by Dr. Ray Chowdhury to

prove that the Yedic Janaka was separated by six generations from

Janamejaya's time are not convincing.

The evidence of the Brhadaranyaka Upn where Bhujyu

Lahyayani tests Yajfiavalkya by putting to him the question

Kva Parlkqita abhavan—'“Whither have the Parlkgitas gone”

rather tends to make Yajfiavalkya a contemporary of Janamejaya

as maintained by Dr. Pradhan on account of the use of Laii

form of the root bhu. The writer also argues that the un-

tenable identifications of Gunakhya Sankhayana with the author

of the Sankhayana-GrkyasUtra as also of ASvalayana Kau§alya

and Kabandhin Katyayana of the Prasna Up. with Asvalayana

(of Savatthi) and Pakudha Kaccayana of the Majjhima Nikaya

as made in the Political History of Ancient India are at the root

of the error in that work about the chronological relation

between Janamejaya and Janaka.

V. R. RAMACHANDRA DIKSHITar.—The Arthasastra re-examined or

the Culture and Date of the Arthasastra. Against the theories

that the Arthasastra was written between 480 and 510 A.c. with-

in the Malwa territory which was then under the domination of

Greeks, Sakas and Hunas, and that the ideals and culture reflect-

ed in the work are non-Indian, the author of this paper remarks :

The similarities between the passages in the Asoka inscriptions and

the Arthasastra point to the antiquity of the latter and its con-

nection with the Mauryas. The political ideals finding favour

in the Arthasastra are also found in the Tamil ATwfa/ofthe

2nd century B.c. Further, the Sabaras, Candalas and Afavikas

mentioned in the Kaulillya cannot be the monopoly of the Malwa

kingdom. The political theories and institutions noticed in the

Arthasastra have nothing* in them alien to the Hindu ideals on

polity.

B etty Heiman.'—The Philosophical Aspect of Ahiipsa.

I.H.Q.j SEPTEMBER, 1932 27
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Indian Antiquary) July 193a

PURAN CHAND NaHAR.—Antiquity of the Jaina Sects. The writer

deals with some problems connected with the comparative anti-

quity of the two Jaina Sects, the Svetambaras and the Digam-

baras, and regards the latter sect to represent the genuine Jaina

spirit.

Ibid.) Aug., 1932

B. BANNERJEA,

—

An Inquiry into the Position of Women in Hindu

Society . The conclusion of the author is that the status of Hindu

women though in theory not much elevated is not at all inferior

to the position given them in non-Hindu societies.

Journal of the American Oriental Society,

vol. 5*) No. i (March 1932)

AnaNDA K. COOMARASWAMY.— Visnudharmottara, Chapter XLI.

The chapter of the work dealing with painting has been translated

from Sanskrit with comments in English.

Journal of the Anthropological Societv of Bombay

vol/XIV, No. 8

S. C. MlTRA.

—

A Note on Human Sacrifice among the Birkors of Chota

Nagpur .

Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Aviatic Society,

vol. 8, nos. 1 and 2

H. D. VELANKAR.— Vrttajatisamuccaya of Virahaiika, In continua-

tion of ch, 4 in vol. V of the Journal, the 5th and the 6th chapters

of the VfttajUisamuccaya , a treatise on Prakrit metres, have

been edited here with introduction and notes.

Alfred Master.—£0*** Parallelisms in Indo-Aryan and Dravidian

with especial reference to Marathi', Gujarati and Kanarese.
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Journal of Indian History, vol XI, pt. i (April, 1933)

W. H. Moreland.—Pieter van den Broeke at Surat (1620-29). In

continuation of the previous instalment, portions of the

unpublished diary of Pieter van den Broeke who was an im-

portant figure in the early history of the Dutch East India

Company have been translated here with annotations.

SURENDRANATH SES.—Half a Century of the Maratha Navy. This

portion of the continued article describes the activities of Kan-

hoji Angria and Sekhaji Angria in connection with the Maratha

Navy during the years 1798-1633.

V. Srinivasan.—The Dutch in India.

R. A. NlLAKANTHA Sastri.—Early Pandyan Chronology.

Abdul Aziz.

—

History of the Reign of Shah Jahan. The imperial

treasury at the time of Shah Jahan is the subject-matter of this

instalment.

Ibid-, August, 1932.

K. G. Sesha IVER .—

A

Chlra Royal Poet of the SaAgam Feriod,

M. Govinda PaI.—The Gupta and the Valabhi Eras.

Sri Rama Sharma.—Humayun and Maldev.

W. H. MORELAND.—Pieter van den Broeke at Surat (1620-29).

The translation of the diary concluded.

Nandalal CfiATTERjl.— The Beginning of Mir Qasims disputes

with the English.

Journal of Oriental Research, April-June, 1933

K. A. NlLAKANTHA SaSTRL— The Ramayana in Greater India.

Amarnath Ray.— The DakqinamUrti Hymn and the Manasollasa.

This is an attempt to connect the Dai§inamUrtistotra and the

Vartika thereon called Manasollasa with the Pratyabhifha litera-

ture of Kashmir. The Stotta and the Vartika ascribed to

Sankara and his disciple SureSvara respectively may in fact be

the productions of Abhinavagupta and his disciple K?emar3ja.

P. S. Subrahmanya Sastri.—History of Grammatical Theories tn

Tamil.
_

V. RaghavAN.— Writers quoted in the Abhinavabharafl. This paper

draws attention to the names of several writers on Dramaturgy
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noticed by Abhinavagupta in his commentary on the Natya-

kastra.

N. AyyaSWAMI.—Extracts from Jayananda's Commentary on the

Madhyamakdvatara
%
Chap. VI retranslated into Sanskrit from

the Tibetan Version .

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, July, 1933

B. G. Bhatnagar.—Local Self-Government in the Vedic Literature .

RAGHU Vira.— The Ch 'indonukramanl of the Maitrayanl Samhita .

The first section of the work forming a part of the Varahaparibistas

has been edited.

Journal of Urusvati Himalayan Research Institute,

vol, II, 1932

A. E. Mahon.—Recent Archaeological Discoveries in India .

Georges de Roerich.—Studies in the Kalacakra . The Kalacakra

system, the mystic religious order of Tibet so important for the

study of Central Asian Buddhism, has been described in this

paper. The writer proposes to translate certain Tibetan texts on

the Kalacakra doctrine and the Realm of Sambhala, whence the

system is said to have been brought to India in the 10th century

A. C.

Nagaripracarini Patrika (Hindi), vol. XIII, 1 & 2

Kashi Prasad Jayswal.— ( wrftaTTsrtta) The Bharabiva Kings.

after the reduction of Brahmanism to a very precarious position

by the &aka-Ku§ana rulers in the early Christian era, there arose

in India in c. 250 A.C. two dynasties of kings, the Vakafcakas and

the BharaSivas, who helped in the revival of Brahmanism. It

is stated in a Vakafcaka copper-plate that the Bharafiivas establish-

ed their kingdom on the banks of the BhagTrathI and celebrated

the ASvamedha sacrifice for ten times. The well-known holy

place of DaSafivamedha in Benares is said to be associated with

these kings. It is conjectured that the Bharaliva kingdom was

situated near Benares and. Allahabad.

GAURISHANKAR Hirachand &JHA.—(TOWN *T few jfa) The Sirphala-

. dvlpa in the Padmavata . The Simhaladvlpa mentioned In

the Padmavata as the birth-place of PadminI of Chitor cannot be
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taken to be the Island of Ceylon. The place is to be identified

with a village called Singoli situated 40 miles east of Chitor.

Vasudev Sharan Agrawal.—( *WTT WT ) The Buddhist Art

at Mathura .

GURUPRASAD.- ( storeaff
)

Incomplete Pronunciation of

Dipthongs.

Gorelal Tewari.

—

( ) A short History of

Bundelkhand. The paper is concluded in the 2nd issue of vol.

XIII of the journal.

Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society,

vol. XXIII, No. i (March, 1932)

V. Raghavendra Rao.— South Indian Temples. The writer traces

the evolution of temple architecture from the Vedic times and

describes its different styles found in Southern India.

K. NARAYANASWAMI Iyer.'—Srividya. This is an exposition of

Srlvidyd or the knowledge of the highest form of $akti worship

leading to salvation.

N. Subba Rao.—Chikkadevanxja Wadeyai of Mysore and his Succes-

sors (1673-1761).

K. G. SANKAR.—The date of the Eleventh ParipadaU

S. SRIKANLAYA.—Heavenly Mansions of the Hindus.

Philosophical Quarterly, July, 1932

E. Ahmed Shah.—Appearance and Reality. The writer argues

that inspite of Sankara’s efforts to establish the illusory charac-

ter of the world, it has not been conclusively established as

commonly supposed.

ASHUTOSH Sastri.—Is Vedantism Mysticism ?

P. MODI.—Akqara : A forgotten Chapter in the History of Indian

Philosophy . The position of ah§ara (the impersonal Immutable )

described in early philosophical literature as a metaphysical

principle has been dealt with in this paper.

Saileswar Sen,— The Nature of Sabdapraniayia in Vatsyayanofs

Nyayabha%ya .

J. N. Sinha.— The Nature of Prama. The views of the Naiyayikas,

Jainas, Mlmamsakas, $artkara-Vedantist9, Sartkhyas and Buddhists
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about the real nature of valid knowledge have been examined

here.

Sahitya-p&ris&t-P&trika (Bengali), vol. XXXIX, no. a

Nalinikanta Bhattasali.—

(

« tfttSN

3PRI CBteltfw fol* ) The newly discovered Saktifur-Copper plate of

Lakqtnanasena and the Geographical Divisions of old Bengal, The

extent of the Paundravardhana Bhukti and Vardhamana Bhukti

has been ascertained and an identification of the KaAkagrama

Bhukti mentioned in the copper-plate has been suggested.

Brajendra Nath Banerjt.—An Account of the Newspapers of

Bengal {183^57)

Tirumalai Sri Venkatesvara, vol. I
t
no. 1 (August, 1932)

P. V. Jagadisa Iyer.—Places of Antiquarian Interest in South India.

M. Ramakrishna Kavi.—Two Cryptic Words in the Arthasastra.

The word Kharapata which has been printed in the Mysore edition

of the Kautillya as Kharapaita and taken by the translator to be *a

procession of an ass’ has been corrected into Kharapata. By a

reference to the Malayalam commentary and various other texts

containing the word, Kharapata has been settled to be the name

of a work.

The name of a kind of coral is Alakandaka in the Mysore

edition. Bhai$asvamin calls it Alasandraka explaining it to be a

product of the sea Coast of the country named Alasandra in

Barbara, But Bhiksu Prabhumati, author of the Canakyatikd

reads the word as Alaksandraka and explains it as the product

of the region of Alaksandra in Yavana country.

M. DoraSWAMAYYA.—Siitgabhnpala— His Date.

T. A. Venkateswara Dikshitar.—A Reply to Some ofthe Criticisms

of Dr. Thibaut on Sankara*s Interpretation of the Sutras of

Badarayana.

V. Vijayaraghavacharya,— The SilpasUtra of Narada. Edited.
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The Bhakti-Rasa-Sastra of Bengal VaiBnaviem

Among the six immediate disciples of ^n-kpsiia-euiianyn, ihe so-

called six (iosvamius of Yrndavanu, to whom was left the task of

elaborating and defining the doctrines, creeds and practices of Bengal

Vaisnavism, the credit of first systematising its supreme religious

emotion of Bhakti belongs to Kripa Gosvamin. Himself a poet and

rhetorician, as well as a devout scholar and ascetic, he took up for

treatment the emotional aspect of Yaisnava Bhakti, and gave an autho-

ritative exposition of its psychology and rhetoric with all the enthusi-

asm of a scholastic, yet devout, mind.

In Rfipu Gosvamin’s two systematic Sanskrit works on the Yaisnava

Kasa-saslra, viz., the JJhakti-rasfun lia-simllui and its supplement the

fjjjca(a-nila-muni , the religious sentiment of Bhakti has been approxi-

mated to the supreme relish of literary enjoyment, known as Rasa, of

orthodox Sanskrit Poetics. A new turn was thus given not only to the

old Rasa-theory of conventional Poetics but also to the religious emo-

tion underlying the older Yaisnava faith. Rfipa Gosvamin gives an

elaborate exposition of the mediaeval sentiment of Hove, sublimated

into a deeply religious sentiment, by bringing erotico-religious ideas

to bear upon the general theme of literary Rasa, especially the Erotic-

Rasa. His two works, embodying what may he called the Bhakfi-rasn-

sastra, constitute u kind of Rhetoric of Bhakti, with all its psychology,

conceit and imagery. If the medieval Troubadours of France and

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1932 1
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Italy conceived tlic love of Christ as an aspect of ihe Law and wrote

a Grammar of amorous sentiment
,

1 the mediaeval Vaisnavas of Bengal

conceived the love of Krsna as an aspect of Psychology, and wrote a

Rhetoric of the erotic sentiment. As Bhakti is conceived as a Rasa, it

was essentially of the nature of a subjective emotion. The literary

Sahrdaya, as the recipient connoisseur, was replaced by the religious

Bhakta, the devotee of nice sensibility. The love of Krsna (krma-rati

)

was installed as the dominant feeling (sthayi-bhavu) which, through its

appropriate Excitants
(vibhavas), as well as Ensuams (anubhavas) and

auxiliary feelings ( vyabliicdri-bhduas) ,
was raised to a supreme relish

-

able condition in his susceptible mind as the Bhakti-rasa. For the

working out of this novel idea the whole apparatus of orthodox Sanskrit

Poetics was ingeniously utilised, ahhougli the orthodox rhetorician

himself would not regard Bhakti as a Rasa, but as a Bhava .

2 Our poet-

1 Dr. Ganga Charan Kar has already made an ingenious comparative study

of this parallelism in a thesis which wc hope lie will soon publish. There are

three other rhetorical works produced by Bengal Vaisnavism, viz., Xfitak"-

candrikd of Rfipa Gosvamin, Alumkuia kaustubha of Kavikarnapura and Kavyu-

candrikCi of Kavicundra. Although they occasionally bring in Vaisnava ideas and

choose illustrative verses of a Vai^navite character, they are not directly con-

cerned with Bhakti-rasa, but are regular rhetorical treatises composed on con-

ventional lines (vSco my Sanscrit Poetics, i, pp. 264-269). As such they need

not be taken into account here. Jivu Gosvamin also devotes a considerable part

of his Priii-sandarblia (ed. Prana Gopala Gosvamin, Calcutta, B.S. 1337) to the

subject of Bhakti as a Rasa, following in general the analysis of Rupa Gosvamin.

Jiva’s treatment, however, is somewhat different, for lie brings in a great deal of

theological and metaphysical matter to explain the subject. The same remarks

apply also to his Bhakti-S'indarbha, which incidentally refers to the topic-s of

Bhakti as a Rasa. As he keeps closely to Rffpa’s exposition of the subject in its

general outline, it is not necessary for us to analyse Jiva’s treatment in detail

here. We shall content ourselves with noting only striking points from it,

relevant to our subject. Kr?nadasa Kaviraja’s exposition of the doctrine of

Bhakti iu his Bengali Caitanya-caritamyUt
,
Madhya xix etc., is nothing more

than a summary of Rffpa Gosvamin’s two Sanskrit works, and need not, there-

fore, be separately considered.

2 The terms rasa and bhtiva are difficult to translate, but they have been

rendered respectively by the terms ‘sentiment’ and ‘emotion.’ For the distinction,

as well as for tho difficulty of rendering these terms by modern critical vocabulary,

see my Sanskrit Poetics, ii, pfp. 168-70, 326-26 and 349-61. These remarks also

apply to the rendering of other technical terms of the Rasa-l&stra, which often
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rhetorician, who was also au ardent devotee, follows very closely (even

though his peculiar theme makes him depart in detail) the general

outlines of the orthodox scheme of Poetics, adopting its main ideas and

technicalities but making them applicable to the conception of emo-

tional Bh'akti. Not content with theoretical analysis, iliipa Oo.svaiuin

also took the trouble of writing a number of devotional poems and

dramas and compiling an anthology on Krsna-lila for the special purpose

of illustrating liis theme. Every detail of his elaborate analysis is

freely illustrated by more than six hundred quotations from these

works, as well as very largely from current sentimental and religious

literature.

For a proper understanding of this Yaisnava Bhakti-rasn, as

expressed in its literary and religious productions, it would be neces-

sary, therefore, to appreciate the fundamentals as well as the details of

this presentation of Bhakti as a psychological entity, as a literary-

erotic emotion transmuted into a deep and ineffable devotional

sentiment, which is intensely pesonal and is yet impersonalised into

indicate shades of meaning or concepts (or which it is sometimes diificult to find

a modern equivalent. Kuch terms have been translated or explained, as far as

possible, in accordance to their actual definitions in the texts. The question

whether Bhakti is Ka»a or Bhava is more or less academic, hat it lias been dis-

cussed at some length by Jagannatlm in his jRasa-gahgdlham (cd. Kavyamala,

1913, p, 45). In the opinion of orthodox rhetoricians, it is de cadi-vim yd rati and

therefore a Bhava, and not a complete llasa. Some advanced thinkers, however,

would admit tho Vutsalya, Preyas, Sraddlui, and even Bhakti as a Rasa; but this

admission was probably made in later times through the influence of Vaisnava

theory itself. Jagannatlm, one of the latest writers, however, represents tho

general orthodox attitude. He adds further that, being based on Anuruga or

attachment, Bhakti cannot, as some maintain to tho contrary, be comprehended

in Santa Uasa. Replying to this, Jiva Gosvamin (l
J tlti-sandarbha

, p. 673-4)

remarks that the phrase devadi means “ordinary gods” and does not apply to

the supreme Krsna; .and that Bhakti, along with its Vibhavas etc., is in its own

nature alaukika
,
and therefore conforms to tho rhetoricians’ requirements (yat

fu pr&kfta-ratikai msa-somagrl-vimhad bhaktau msatvayi nestani
,

tat khalu

prakfta-devad i-v isayam pva sambhavet tathd tatra kdranddayah svata

evdlaukikddbh u ta-idipat v ena darsitd (tarianhjdi c«). Madhusudana Sarasvati also

discusses this question in the same strain in his Bhagavad-bhakti-rasayana (ed.

Benares, 1927, ii, 75-80), but he adds that Bhakti as a Rasa is wfinvhhava-siddha

and therefore incapable of. direct proof.
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a mental condition of disinterested joy. But the attitude is a curious

mixture of the literary, the erotic and the religious, and the entire

scheme as such is an extremely complicated one. There is an

enthusiasm, natural to the analytic scholastic mind, for elaborate and

subtle psychologising, as well as for developing and refining the in-

herited rhetorical traditions; but the attempt is also inspired very

largely by an antecedent and still living* poetic experience (Jayadeva

and Bilvamahgala), which found expression also in the vernacular

poetry (Vidyapati and Caiulldasa), as well as by the simple piety of

popular religion which reflected itself in the conceptions of such

Puranas as the firimadbhfifjuvata, the fountain source of mediteval

Vaisnava Bhakti. But it goes further and rests ultimately on the

transcendental in personal religious experience of an emotional

character, which does not indeed deny the senses but goes beyond their

pak.

In the following pages we propose to give a general survey of the

Rasa-sastra of Caitanyaism by a rapid analysis of the two works of

Riipn Gosvamin mentioned above, which form the chief original autho-

rities on the emotionalism of Bengal Vaisnaviam. The quaint figurative

title of the first work, which means “The Sea of the Nectar of Devo-

tional Sentiment 9
’ (Bhakti~ra*fimrt(t-$im1hu), is fairly appropriate in

designating an abstruse treatise of bewildering proportions and of

boundless depths of analytical acumen. The quinta essentia of the

devotional sentiment is the Fyjvala or Madhura Rasa, by which

is meant, in terms of Vaisnava emotionalism, the Srngara or Erotic-

sentiment of Krsna as the ideal hero, the term Fjjvala (
= bright)

having been apparently suggested by Bharata’s description
3

of the

Rasa, and Madliura characterising its sweet and intoxicating character.

But sufficient justice could not be done to this essential sentiment in a

work which crowds in its broad scope the various subtle moods and

aspects of Bhakti in all its maze of sinuous detail. The next work, the

Vjjvala-mlamani ,
therefore, is offered as a supplement which strictly

confines itself to this topic of Vaisnava amatory psychology; and its

S The Xofuft'Mdxtra (ed. Grosset, pp, 89-00): tjnt kiOr it Joke iuci medhijnm

ujjvalum ril tnc rh n) gurr /i a go mlynte.,
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strange poetical title, with its obvious pun, indicates that the Ujjvala

Rasa, being the bright sapphire (nllamani) borne out of the depths of

the Sea of the Nectar of Religious Devotion, is to be embalmed as a

name or symbol of the Lord of sapphire-like radiance in a work bearing

this blessed name.

The Bhakf i-rammetasindh

n

The Bhakti-rasameta-simlhu 4
is divided into four parts (rihhuffax),

respectively entitled Piirva, Daksina, Pa£cima and ITttara,—a veritable

quadrangular scheme of a strange world of spiritual experience. Each

part is divided into Laharlx (waves) in keeping with the figurative

title of the work. Like all scholastic writers, Riipn Gosvamin delights

in elaborate definitions, fine distinctions and minute classifications of

the devotional sentiment, in all its moods, phases, adjuncts and situa-

tions; but the master-analyst is seen in the firm grip noi only upon the

subtle details of t lie whole gamut of a peculiar religious emotionalism,

Imt also upon its fundamentals, both in theoretical conception and in

ils practical realisation.

The Purva-vibhaga, consisting of four Lali aria, gives a preliminary

discussion of the different- types of Bhakti. The first Laban discusses

Bhakti in general (Sdvulnya-bhakti)
;
the second gives an exposition of

Sadhana-hhakti (Bhakti attainable by special external Effort) and its

two varieties, Vaidhi ami Raganuga
;
the third deals with Bhava-bhakti

(Bhakti resulting from spontaneous inward Emotion); and the fourth

treats generally of Prema-bhakti (Bhakti ripened into a sentiment of

Love).

. In the first Laliari, the Samanyo-bhakti (Religious Devotion in

general) is distinguished from the Uttamd Bhakti or the highest Reli-

gious Devotion, which is defined ns harmonious (dnvkillyena) pursuit

4 Our references are to the Murshidabatl edition of the work (Radharaman

Press, Berhampore) in Bengali character, published in 1331 B.S. (=1924 A.D.),

with the commentary, entitled Diiraama-sangamatil, of JTva Gosvamin. Vi$va-

nfitha Cakravartin (d. about 1754 A.D.), who himself is said to have composed

a commentary on this work as well as on the Ujjvula-irilamani
,

also wrote

summaries or surveys of these two works, entitled respectively akti-rasflmrta-

mdfnt-bindu and Ujjvaln-v ijnmani-Virana (ed. PranagopSIa Gosvamin, Navadvlpa,

1333 B.S. = 1926 A.D, in Bengali character).
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of Ersna (krxnamtsilana)
, freed from all other desire (anyabkilasa-

hlnya) and unconditioned by cognition and will (jfiaua-larind-

dyandvrta). The commentary of Jivn Gosvamin explains that the

word ‘linrinonimiK* implies that the pursuit should he such as is

agreeable to Ersna and should not be perverse or contrary; that ‘all

other desire’ refers to desire for worldly enjoyment (hhoga-rdtana) and

desire for liberation (mok*a-rdxanu), which are thus excluded;

that ‘cognition’ means the knowledge of the identity of Brahma

and Jlva (niihhcda-bialimannxandhdna) which is hardly suited

to an attitude of Bhakti, and that ‘will’ refers to such

compulsory and occasional duties as are enjoined by the

orthodox Smrtis (xnntyfafyukta-nmmitiikddi), and not the acts of

worship relating to Ersna (bhajantya-paricaryadi). Rupn Gosvamin

himself establishes later on (p. 151f.) that Karma itself is

not an aiiga or means of Bhakti, nor is Jnana or Vairagya. Wealth

etc*, are also not at)gnu, because by themselves they can never produce

Bhakti; nor are the virtues of self-control (yama) or purity (xaci)
%
be-

cause they come naturally to the true devotee. True Vairagya or

Renunciation is that which, without any attachment (andsakla) enjoys

all worldly objects properly (yatbdrha) and results in an eagerness in

relation to Ersna (krxnn-xambtiHdli# trirhandhah); but that is Phnlgu

Vairagya, unsuited to Bhakti, by which one desirous of liberation

(mumvksu) renounces, through piakrta-bvddhi, all objects in relation

to the deity. Neither is worldly attachment ( bhoga), nor liberation

(
moksa) the true object of Bhakti, although neither is in itself incon-

sistent with Bhakti (p. (>1).
:
* The section then proceeds to discuss and

illustrate in detail the six characteristics of the Fttamu Bhakti, viz.,

(1) capacity for removing suffering (hiesaghnatva). Suffering may be

due to sin (papa), to desire, the seed of sin (papa-hlja), or to nescience

(avidyd). The fruits of sin may have either begun to mature

(prarabdha) or not begun (aprarahdlta). All these are removed by

o Jivn Gosvamin goes further and lays down (Tattv'i-rnndavhho, ed.

Mursliidabad, 1910, p. 112) that Jnana and Karma themselves depend upon

Bhakti (jflGnade* tu bhahti-xfiprJixat cu

m

era), i.e. there cannot be any true cogni-

tion and will without Bhakti. Again, he establishes (Bhakti-aandarhha, ed.

Gaudiya Matha. Calcutta, p. ' 6o) : bhalrtyaira jil&nam siddhyati
,
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TJttaiuu Bhakti; (2) capacity for bestowing good (subhadatva)
,
produc-

ing either good qualities (xadguna) or happiness (sukha)
; (3) capacity

for producing indifference to liberation (moksa-layhutd-kdritva)
; (4)

difficulty of attaintment (xudurlabhatva)
\ (5) essential identity with a

particular mood of compact happiness (sdndrdMnda-visesdtmata), which

is infinitely higher than the happiness of attaining Brahma; (0) capa-

city for attracting und keeping under control '(vasikarana

)

Krsna

himself (xrl-krsndkatsana lva) . Of these characteristics, (1) and (2)

belong conspicuously to Sadhana-bliakti, (3) and (4) to Bhava-bhakti,

(o) and (G) to Prema-bhakti; but a:, each of these three forms of

Utiama Bliakti constitutes also stages of realisation, the first four really

belong to Bhava-bhakti and all the six to Prema-bhakti. Although all

beings are eligible for Bhakti (p. G5), the Adhikarin or person fit to

receive it is one who lias faith in Ivrsna (jdta-sraddha) and who is

neither too much attached (ndtixakin) noi too indifferent (nn nirvinna)

to the world.

Of the three forms of Uttama Bliakti, viz., Sadhana-bhakti, Bhava-

bhakti and Prema-bhakti, the next section proceeds to deal with the

first, the Sadhana-bhakti. It is defined as Bhakti realisable by the senses

(krti-xadhya
;
krti= the senses)* and not by bhdra or inward emotion,

of which, however,- it is a means (xddhya-b/idco ,
explained as sddhyo

bhdvo yayd sd). It is said to have been explained in ftrimadbhdyavata
,

vii, 1, and may be either Vaidhi or llaganuga, both of which are forms

of Bhakti attained by extraneous means and ways. The Vaidhi

Sadhana-bhakti occurs where *he impulse to devotional acts comes

0 Lest the word addhy

a

/realisable’ should mislead, Uupu Gosvihnin addh

that Bhakti is uityu-siddlta (eternally existing), but by audit yu is merely meant its

manifestation (nitya-siddluiayu hhdvamja inukatyum hrdi audhyutu). Jiva Gosvamin

explains that Bhakti is wif ya-Hiddha, because it is an aspect of the Svarupa-Sakti

or Intrinsic Energy of the Bhugavat, but this metaphysical explanation which

Jiva Gosvamin dilates upon in his Makti-sundarbha need not concern us here.

What it implies is that tho Sadhana of Bhakti is merely an already existing and

natural impulse of bliss and love in man as a reflex of the attribute of infinite

bliss and love in the Bhagavat* (see Caitunya-cnrHainrta of Krsnadiisa Kaviraja,

Madhya, xxii, 103-4:

uminfit fan wsHafrar i aawwwl swfrihrewii firaftw
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entirely from the injunction of the Vaisnava Sastra (taitircuya

sdsanenaiva) ami where the state of Raga is not reached

(rdgdnuvdptatcdt).

7

Visvanatha Cakravartin explain* that by the term

&a«tra is meant exclusively the Srimadbhiigacata which enjoins acts of

devotion (tac ca histnun bhajana-pratipddakani snbhdgavatam eca).
H

As (his type of Bliakti follows the ridhi or injunction of the Sastra, it

i* sometimes called Maryada-mavga or the Way of Convention- The

Ahgas or means of Vaidhi having already been defined in detail in the

llaribhakti-vildsa
,
Rupa Gosvamin contents himself by a reference to

that work, briefly summarising them as sixty-four in number and illus-

trating them from the scriptures. These are acts like resorting to the

spiritual teacher (<juru-pdddsraya)
;

initiation and instruction by him

(dlkm-siksadi)
;

serving the spiritual teacher with confidence

(cisrambhena guh^sccd); following the example of saintly persons

(sddhu-vai t man near tana)
;
enquiry into the true dhttrma (saddhanmt -

pretihd)
;

renunciation of worldly enjoyment for the sake of Krsna

{hhogudi-tyagah krsnasi/a beta re) ; dwelling in places of pilgrimage

( lirtha

)

like Dvaraka, Mathura or the hanks of the Ganges; abjuring

hooks (with the exception of the scriptures) and of the practice of the

various arts and controversy (bahit-grantha-hilabh ydsa- rydkh yd-rada-

vivarjana); putting on the signs of a Vaisnava (caisnava-cihna-

dhdrana); writing the name of Hari on the body by means of sandal

etc. (hari-ndinaksani-dhdnina)
;

prostrate obeisance (dandaran nutih)
;

worship (arcana); going round the image of the deity (parikramd)
;

repeating (
japa ), singing {glia) or recital (sa niklrtmui) ot the name of

the Lord; partaking of the offerings made to the deity
(
naicedydsvdda

)

and of the water of his holy feet (padydsrada)
;
observing ekadatf or

other days of fasting, attending the Birth-festival (janmdstami) etc.

;

constantly resorting to the Siimadbhdgavata
,

the Tulasi plant,

Mathura and the Vaisnava devotees, all of which are dear to the Lord;

and so forth. Of these the first three ways of cultivation are, however,

declared to be of special value; but Krsnadasa Kaviraja’s Caitanya-

7 iravaiia-kirtan&dlni i&stra-i&sana-bhayena yadi kriyante iadd vaidhi

bhaktih
,
Vi6van&th& Cakravartin’s Bhakti-ras&mrta'-sindhu-vindu , p 11.

8 op. cit. p. 14.
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caritdmvta (Madhya, xxi, 126) distinguishes five, viz., the society of

saintly persons (sadhu-sahya)
, the chanting of Krsna’s name (nCuna-

klrtana), listening to the reading of the dhdgavata (bhdyavaUi-sravuna ),

dwelling at Mathura (niathiud-rdm), reverential service of his image

(x'ri-mtirtir sraddhaye xevana), i.e. fellowship, song, scripture, pil-

grimage and image worship. Any one of these modes, even a little of

the five, can evoke Bhakti. The Vaidlil Sfulhana-bhakti, which con-

sists of these positive acts and pi notices of piety and which is described

as ‘worship by the body, the sens *s and the mind’ (kdya-h rsikantah-

karaniindm itpdsand), also involves, negatively, t he avoidance of the

so-called Secdparddhas (offences relating to worship) and Ndmaparddhas
(offences relating to the name of the Lord). The commentary, gives

(p. 89) a list of thirty-two Sevaparudhas, to which are added twenty-

three more from the Va ralba-purdna and ten again from some other

source. These consist of offences like entering the temple in a convey-

ance, or with one’s shoes on, or 'rithout washing one’s feet; not

observing the festivals ot the ljord; not doing obeisance; eating what

is not ottered to the deity; nut cbseivjng silence during worship, etc.

The N Imapanidhas are the logical result of the theory of the efficacy

of the blessed name (numa-vudiCitmya). They are given as ten in num-

ber by the commentary (pp. 98-94) and include such offences as

unwillingness to listening to the mdhdtmya of the name, equalising the

ndnia-inahdtniya to the merit of other pious acts, instruction in the

subject to persons devoid of faith, etc. Then the section proceeds to lay

down that the Vaidht Bhakti may be ekdiiya, i.e. attainable by means

of one aiiga only (e.g. Barlksit by hearing, Sukadeva by reciting, Arjuua

by friendship, llaiiumat by service, Prahlada by recollection, Bali by

self-surrender, etc., as in Padyd call 58), or it may be anekdhga or

attainable by move than one aiiga (e.g. Ambarisa).

But passionate souls soon pass beyond outward rule and form to

an inner and more esoteric way of realisation. The second type of

Sadhaua-bhakti, named Ragunuga, is so called because it follows

(anugd) the trend of the devotion and attachment. (
Rdydtmikd Bhakti)

of the people of Vraja who stood in actual relation to Krsna. 9 Raga is

9 nrujontlm abhicyuktam invja-viisi-juiiadifu I

mgatmkHm anusrta yd »a rCajanugonjute / / p. 102.

DECEMBER, 1932 2
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defined as the natural, deep and inseparable absorption (sdmsvikl

tanmayi pardvistatd) in the desired object (ista), viz., Ersna. The

Raganuga is distinguished from the Vaidhi (p. 173-75) Inasmuch as in

tlie Vaidhi the realisation is through the injunction of the Sastra, but

here it is through the greed (loblia) of realising the feelings of the

people of Yraja. 10
It consists of devoted meditation or recollection

(smarana) of Ersna and his dear ones (presthci), and living either

physically or mentally 11 in Vraja as a Sadhaka or as a Siddha, follow-

ing the ways of Vraja-loka (vraja-lokdnusdratal/

)

with a desire to realise

the same state of emotion (tadbhdua-lipsa ). One desirous of this way of

realisation will adopt the particular bhdva (e.g. Radha-bliava, Saklii-

bhava, etc.) of the particular favourite of Ersna according to his or

her lila, vesa and svabhava, and live in the ecstasy of that vicarious

enjoyment. The feeling is achieved chiefly by smarana or recollec-

tion (rdgdmigdydm smaranasya mukhyutvam), a concentrated

imaginative process which is supposed to be more effective for a mystic

union with the beloved object. It is indeed not achieved by the direct

injunction of the Sastra, but it does not also arise spontaneously in

one’s own self. It is engendered by imitating the action and effort of

those connected with, Ersna and is thus a phase of Sadhana-bhakti

attainable by extraneous ways- 12 It is, however, governed by no Sastrie

Visvanatha Cakravartin (op. cit. pp. 11-12) explains: nijubhimata-v raja-raja*

nandanasya seva-praiHi-lobhena yadi tdni (~ kro oana-klrtanddini) kriyante tadd

rdgCinuyd bhaktih.

10 Visvanatha Cakravartin (op. tit. p. 15) explains: vtaja-Uld-purikurustha-

krhgdrddi-bhdva-mudliurya. srute Ulani nuundpi bhuyad iti lobhotpatti-kale

sdstra-yuktyapeksd na sydt.

11 kurydd cdsani vraje sada (p. 174). The commentary explains : sdniarthye

sati vraje ka firout vdsani kurydt
,
Ij.dubhdve manasdpityartliali.

12 The Riiganuga Bliakti is explained in greater detail by Visvanatha

Cakravartin in his lidga-vartmaraudrikd (ed. as above), where (p. 69) as an

example of sddhuka, Rupa Gosvilmin himself is mentioned, and as siddha Riipa-

manjari of Vraja, of whom Rupa Gosvamin is supposed in Vaisnava hagiology to

have been an incarnation, and whose hhCiva he is supposed to have realised. In

Gourd-gayoddeko-dlpika (£i. 180-186) we are told that of the beloved Gopis of

Krsna, Rupa-manjari became incarnated aa Rupa Gosvamin, Lavanya-manjari

as Saniitana Gosvamin, Rati-ma/ijarl us Ragliunatha Dana, Gu^a-manjaii as

Gopala Bhatta, Vilasa-mafijarl us Jiva Gosvamin, and Rasa-maiijari as

Raghun&tha Bhatfa. In this way a complete scheme of reincarnation of the
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rules whatever, even if they are not necessarily discarded
;
but it follows

the natural inclination of the heart. The devotee by his ardent medi-

tation not only, seeks fo visualise and make the whole Yrndavana-llla

of Krsna live before him, but he enters into it imaginatively, and by

playing the part of a beloved of Krsna, he experiences vicariously the

passionate feelings which are so vividly pictured in the literature.

As the Ragatmika Bhakti of the ancient people of Vraja is the

model 0* source (Adaria) of Raganuga, it is analysed and explained in

detail. The Ragatmika way arises from desire (kama ,
e g. the Gopis),

enmity (dvesa, e,g. Kamsa), fear (hhaya ,
e.g. Si6upala), ot affection

(.meha, e.g. the Yadavas). But enmity and fear witli reference to

Krsna, being uncongenial, may be left aside; and affection (sneha)

being a form of fellowship
(sakliya

)

would come under the Vaidhi, or

being an aspect of preman (love) does not come at all under Sadhana-

bhakti. Hence, the Ragatmika Bhakti may be either

(i) Kama-rupa, consisting of a desire for enjoyment (sambhoga

-

trsna) inspired by an exclusive effort to please Krsna

(
krsna-saukhydrtham era hevalam vdyrnnah), and resulting

in Preman or love found only in the Gopis ( vraja-devisu).

The attitude of the Kubja is described as kd ma-pmyd (and

not kama-rdpd) rati
,
for (as explained later in the Ujjvala-

nilaviani) the enjoyment here is as much for oneself as for

the pleasure of Krsna.

(ii) Sambandha-rupa, consisting of a sense of relationship (as

father, mother, friend etc.) fo Krsna. It is found, for ins-

tance, in Nanda, Yasoda, the Gopas etc.

Following these two aspects, the Raganuga Bhakti may be either

(i) Kamanuga, which may again be either desire for enjoyment

inspired by a sense of Krsna’s sport (
keli-tatparyavati

Ganas of Krsna as Ganas of Caitanya is elaborated in the work quoted. This

c onception
m
of the prominent Vaisnavas as the incarnations chiefly of the Gopis

of Vrndavana, is based probably on the doctrine which regards Krsna as the

sole male and maintains that worshippers can fully realise passionate devotion

only when they conceive themselves as females. This is indeed a curious develop-

ment of the theory of Kaganugii Bhakti; but of this there is no trace m the

works of the six Gosvatnins themselves,
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satnbltnf/erchmnayJ), nr a desire to realise those particular

Bhavas (Utt-tad-bharecchaiinikit) of particular Gopis,

especially the erotic emotion (blmrtt-miidhitrya-katnita).

The Pndmn-purfma. one of the authoritative works of Bengal

Vaisnavism, is cited to support the view that even men can

follow this way of the love of the Gopis, for in the Mathura-

mfihafmyn of the Purana it is said that the Munis of

Dandaka, out of their curiosity to enjoy the sport of Krsna,

became incarnated as Gopis of Yrndavaua.

(ii) Sambandliannga, in which the devotee seeks to realise the

feelings of personal relationship (e.g. as father, brother,

friend etc.) to Krsna.

The Raganuga Bhakti is sometimes called the Way of Fulfilment

(Pusti-marga), because it seeks the grace of Krsna and his dear oneB.

The third Laharl takes up the second type of Uttama Bhakti, viz.,

Bhava-bhakti, which is really a further maturing of the Sadhana-bhakti

(sadhana-paripakenn
,
as ViSvanatha Cakravartin puts it), hut may also

develop independently through the grace of Krsna or his Bhaktas

(krsna-krpaipj facl-bhakta-krpayd rii). It may, therefore, either be (i)

Sddhandbh iniresaja
,
the Sadhana way of worship being again either the

VaidhI or the Raganuga, as described above, (ii) A”rsna-pmsdda}a
,
due to

the personal favour or grace of Krsna, either through bis word (rdrika),

his bestowal of light (dloka-daiw ), or his cordiality (harda), or (iii)

Krma-hhakta-prasCuhtja

,

due to the grace of the followers of Krsna.

The cases (ii) and (iii) require no special effort, hut they are rarely to

be met with.

This Bhava-bhakti is devotion based on inward emotion (hltdva),

which has not yet reached the stage of the sentiment (rasa) of Love or

Pieman. It may be born of Sadhana-bhakti, but it is not the direct

result of extraneous ways and means, and arises spontaneously as a per-

sonal feeling, although this feeling lias not yet ripened into Prema-

bhakti. It is defined as consisting of a particular pure feeling (suddha-

xattra-visesn ), which partakes of tin* nature of the first dawn of love

(prema-suryam sit-sitmya-bhakY ’ and brings a smoothness of' the mind

33 Explained in the commentary «s innnntth imithnmn-rchari-rupah.
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(citta-viaxrnya-iit), Alining* from relish (ruci). This relish, as the com-

mentary explains, may take (he form of a desire for (lie deity (hhayacat-

praptyahhUfina), for his favour Uad-ftn "killydblrihlsn) or for his friend-

ship (tat-mulidnlabh ilfmt) . The following attendant efforts (<amihhdvus

)

occur as signs whenever there is a sprouting of this form of Biiakti, viz.,

placidity of mind (k&dnti), an effort to apply one's time in the successful

realisation of this feeling (a vyartka-kdlatd)
,
distaste for the objects of

senses (virahti) lack of pride (indva-hlnyatd)
,
bond of hope (/\m-bandha),

eagerness (mmvtkanthn), taste for singing the name of the deity (mlma-

fjdne rucilj), desire for tile recital of the attributes of the deity (tad-gnna-

rydkhydne dmktih ), and pleasure in the place where the Lord lived, e.g.

JIatbura, Vraja etc. (tad-vasati-stlmlc pritih).

The semblance (and not the reality) of this feeling of attachment

(ratydhhdm) is then described as taking the form either of (i) Reflection

or Pratibimba, attainable without much difficulty, where one or two

characteristic signs (like tears etc.) appear, but where the thirst for

worldly enjoyment (hhoya) and liberation (nwksn) still remains, or

(ii) Shadow or Chaya, consisting of a little short-lived curiosity, and

bearing some resemblance to the real rati. But this Abhasa or Apparent-

Feeling, we are told (p. 208), may all of a sudden be converted into the

real feeling. It is also interesting to note that the form of worship which

believes in an essential identity of (lie worshipper and the worshipped

(Bhajamyesa-bliavata or Ahamgraha-upasaiia) and which is affected, for

instance, by the Advaita-vadins, is considered to be an Abhasa only.

The fourth or last Laban of the Pfirva-vibhaga gives a general ex-

position of the third and highest type of Uttamfi Bhakti, viz. Preina-

bhakti, which is really a further direct ripening of the Bhava-bhukti

itself (bhdra-hhakli-paripdka era, Visvanatha). It occurs when the

hhdra or emotion lias developed into (sandrot ma) a sentiment of love

(preman); it makes (lie soul entirely smooth (samyah-wasrna-svdnfa) and

is marked by an exclusive and loving attachment (ananyu-mumatd). It

may develop from either the Vaidha Bhava or the llaganuga Bhava,

but it may also originate from the grace (prasada) of the deity. The

grace may be either pure, i.e. not dependent on any other circumstance

(hernia), or the result of the knowledge of his greatness (muhdtmya-

jildna ), the former being Rfiganuga and the latter following the Vaidha
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Marga. The sequence by which this devotional love or Prema-bhakfi

develops is given thus: Faith Companionship of saintly

persons (8ddhv-sanga)>MtH of worship (6/myVwi^-/ir??/a)>withdrawal

from unworthy objects (awaitha-nivrtti)>ileYote(lne&s (n/«ft/i«)>relish

(Vv<?/’)>attachment (rtStfyfc£i)>emotion (bhdva)>love (preman).

Having thus given a preliminary analysis and exposition of the

different types of Bhakti, the rest of the work proceeds to consider and

analyse Bhakti as a Rasa. The Daksina Vibhaga deals with its sthdyi-

hhdva and describes its development by means of its appropriate

vibhdvas
,
anubhdvas

,
sdttvikas and vyabhicdrins

,
which are described

in some detail
;
the Pascima treats of what are called the five Mukhy3

or Primary Bhakti Rasas; and the last or lUtora Vibhaga is devoted

to the study of the seven Ganna or Secondary Bhakti Rasa, of the

opposition of the Rasas, and of Apparent Rasas or Rasabhasas.

The five Laharis of the Daksina Vibhaga deal respectively with

the Excitants {vibhdvas), the Ensuants (anubhdvas), the involuntarily

expressed feelings (sMvika hhdvas, which in later Poetics are kinds

of anubhdvas)

,

and the Auxiliary Feelings (vyabhicdri-bhdvas)

,

as

well as the dominant or permanent feeling (sthayi-blidva) in relation

to Bhakti conceived as a Rasa. Although orthodox Poetics itself

would not, strictly speaking, regard Bhakti as a Rasa, the nomen-

clature and treatment are borrowed from orthodox Poetics and applied,

mutatis mutandis
,

to the Vaisnava conception of Bhakti as a Rasa.

The technicalities are the same, but of course the analysis in detail is

entirely novel and ingenious. 14

Of this Bhakti Rasa the dominant underlying emotion (sthdyi-

hhdva) is supposed to be the feeling of Krsna himself and his dear ones

14 Jiva 90SV&min in his Priti-sandarbha introduces further refinement into

the accepted theory regarding the origin and development of Rasa. He main-

tains, for instance, that the alankikaiva of Viblulvas etc. and of the ‘Sthayin

is possible only in Krsna-rati, and not in the lavkika Kavyas which deal with

the love of ordinary heroes and heroines. If the Vibhavos etc. appear as

alaukika in an ordinary Kavya, it is not natural, but. is due only to the cleverness

of the poet’s composition (p. 574). He also maintains that in Kr^na-rati, the

locus of the Rasa is not only in the audience (Samajika, here the Bhakta) but

also in the anvkdrya (the deity represented, viz., Kj*§na) and in the nnukartf
,

who may sometimes be the Bhakta himself (pp. 594f.).
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(krsna-iati), which by means of the Excitants (vibhdvas) etc. is raised

to a state of relish (svadyatam

)

in the Bhakta or the devotee, who

stands for the literary Samajika or Sabrdaya. As in the theory of

the Rasa-dvani school of orthodox Poetics, the latent germ of this

feeling (vdsand of sad-bhakti) is presumed in the heart of the Bhakta,

either as acquired from previous births (prdktani

)

or as due to present

experience (mlh uniki)
; and the process of the awakening of Rasa runs

along the familiar grooves of Alamkara expression. Aguinst the nine

conventional Rasas of Sanskrit Poetics, Riipa (Josvamin mentions

twelve, but seven of these are regarded as secondary. Of the five pri-

mary Rasas, he practically gives prominence to one, viz., the Erotic

(Srhgara). In this attitude he resembles Blioja. Unlike Bhoja, how-

ever, our author evaluates it in terms of Yaisnava devotion.

Hence, the definitions of Excitants (vibhdvas) etc. are mutatis

mutandis
, the same. Without going into the detailed technicalities,

a general outline of the scheme of Excitants (vibhdvas

)

etc. may be

given here in a tabular form. There are inevitable departures in the

detailed working out (especially in the analysis and classification of

the Sthayi-bhava and the Rasa), and these, wherever important, will

also be noted.

1. The Vibhdvus (Excitants) which make the dominant emotion (sthayi-bhoai)

Krsna-rati, capable of being relished (rcityusvdda-hetavah).

Tuo kinds: the Substantial (Alambana) and the Enhancing (Uddipana).

1. The Substantial Excitant or Alambana Vibhava of Kj-sna-rati, which

consists of such material ground and object of the emotion as the hero, his dear

ones, hia adjuncts etc., may be represented as follows

:
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The Alambana Vibhava of Krsna-rati

I

Krsna-bhakta as the ground
(udkfim) of the feeling

Kfs.je as the object {vtssaya) ol

the feeling

I

Bvarupa, as he is Anya-rupa, as he

in himself sometimes appeals,

J
e.g. as a boy

Avj-tu, assuming Prilkyta, midis-

disguise guised

His qualities and excel-

lences, as given below.

His assistants or Sahayas
in love. in religion

(dhunna), in war (yud-

d/ui) and in counsel
(mantm)

Bfidhaka, who is Siddha who lias

in the process of attained

attainment
|

Bamprapta-siddhi Nitya-siddha who
who has attained possesses naturally,

completely without the effort

of attainment, qua-
lities of the deity;

e.g. the Gopas,
Laksmana, San-
karsana etc.

by Sadhana or by Krpa
effort or grace

Krsiiu is again conceived as the most complete (intnudama) in Vraja, more

complete {punuduru) in Hathurfi, and complete (pw nut) in Dviirakii. Viewed as

an ideal hero he is, following orthodox Poetics, (i) brave and high-spirited (dhho-

ddtta), (ii) brave and haughty (dhhoddhuta), (lii) brave and sportive (
dliira-lalihi

)

and (

j

v) brave and serene (dhira-pmwntu).

His sixty-lour (oO -i-od-o+4) qualities, physical, menial and spiritual, arc

elaborately defined and illustrated (pp. 22U-332). His fifty qualities arc

:

Susamvaiigu (possessing line .symmetrical limbs), sarva-sallaksananvita

(possessed of all the excellent laksanas or characteristics), rucira (good-looking),

tejasvin (powerful and shining), baJivas (strong), vayo’nvita (youthful), vividha-

dbhutu-bhiisavit (acquainted with many and strange languages), sntya-vae (truth-

i u
I ) ,

priyaipvadu (capable of pleasant speech), vnvadiikn vexpert in conversation),

supanilitya (learned and wise), buddliimat (intelligent), pratibhanvita (possessed

ol genius), vidugdlm (well-\crscd in the arts), catura (ingenious), daksa (dextereous

and quick), krtajfm (grateful), siidn.Ihu-vruU (resolute), desa-kala-supatrajna

(possessing a knowledge of Ht time, place and object), sastra-caksus (acting accord-

ing to the sastra), 4hira (steadfast), suci (pure and purifying), vasin (continent),

Ofmta (capable '>1 suffering), ksamn-sila (forgiving), gambhira (profound),

dhrtinmt (contented and placid), .saina (equable), vadanva (liberal in gift),

dharmika (dutiful), sura (brave), karuiui (compassionate), manya-mana-krt

(respectful), vinayiii (humble), daksimi (amiable and well-behaved), hpimat

(modest), saranfigata-palaka (protector), sukliin (happy), bhakta-suhrt (fiiend ot

the devotee), prema-vasya (controllable by love), sarva-subhankara (beneficent

to all), pratsipin (subjugator of enemies), kirtimat (famous), rakta-loka (popular),

sndhu-samasraya (partial to the good)), nari-gana-manoliarin (charmer of

women), sarvarfnlhya (pre-eminently adorable), samrddliiinat (prosperous), varlyas
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(the pre-eminent) and isSvara (independent and supreme). The live additional

qualities are ; sada-svarupa-sampiapta (unconditioned), sarvajna (omniscient),

mtya-nutana (ever new), .sao-cidniianda-sf'iidraiiga (having a self-existent, self-

conscious, blissful form), sunqi-siddlii-niseviia (possessed of all powers and

perfection). These qualities he shares al-o with kiva and Brahma; but

as N arayan a his live exclusive theological qualities ere: avicintya-maha-sakti (poss-

essed of infinite rind indescr ibuble powers), kof i-?u ahinan^la-vigraha (container

of infinite worlds),
r
avatarAvah-bijn (the seed ol incarnations), hatari-gati-

diiyaka (giver ol salvation to cneimc* killed;* and atinarama-janakarsin (attractor

of the wise). His four special qualities are. lilfi (divine sport), prema-priya-

dliikya (abundance of holoxcd persons obtained by low), venu-iuadhurya (sxveet-

ncss of his iiutc) and riipa-madkiiru, (sv. ti'es.- of his beauty). To these is

added a set of eight inherent o:.» v Helices (sattx a-bheda) on the model of the

eight Sattvika excellent e- ol the literary hero (mv Sanskrit. I'ovik*, ii, 341), only

substituting manga l.vu lor oibhirya. Evon if some of these qualities are

apparently inconsis.ei't xxith each other, they can reside without conflict in

Krsna as a deity (p. 332). He is also free from eighteen great blemishes which

aro also enumerated, dehned and illustrated (pp. 331f.\ Among his qualities

(physical), his adolescence {kon&uni) is extolled as the proper and principal

(aharm in) age for contemplation.

Jiva Gosvamin in his rritt-sanaarbha enumerates 8o Gunas, which lie includes

under the Lddipana-vibltavas. Some ol these relate to Krsna, while some are

also shared by his Avatarus and Jfliaktas. Tlie classifications of the hero in ortho-

dox Poetics into Dhirodatta, Dhira-Ialitu, frhlroddiiata and Dhira-prasantu,

and, as a lover, into Anukfila, Uaksinu, Dhrsta and ftuthu are also applied

to Krsna. Our author also accepts this latter classification and speaks of twenty-

live excellences of Krsna as a lover in his I'jjvalu-nllumuni (see below).

2. The Enhancing Excitant or Pddipana Viblmva of Krsna-iuti, which

includes such conditions of time, place and circumstance 1 * as serve to foster the

emotion, may bo represented thus

:

lo Jiva Gosvamin declares {i'llti-stunlarklM, p. 724) that ol the Eddlpanas,

those which relate to Vrndavana . re the best (c.m in sri-vnulfivcuta-stimbandhinii'*

1u nrvk He classifies the l\h*ipanw-vibh«vas on tbo basis ol Jati (cliaiac-

teristics of a class), Gnna (quality), Kriya (action) and Dravya (subslance) in

reference to Krsna.

DECEMBER, 1932 3
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The Uddipana-vibhava of Krsna-rati

(a) His Guru (b) His Ce,sta (c) His Prasadhnna (d) Other Circum-
stances

(a) His Guna (qualities)

i

Kayika (physical)

Vayah (age)

Vacika (verbal) Manasika (mental)

already described under his qualities

Saundarya (natural Rupa (beauty duo Mrduta (softness)

beauty) to embellishment)

Kaumara (infancy, Pauganda (boy- Kaisora (ado'es- Yauvana (youth,
up to the fifth year) hood, up to the cence, up to the thereafter)

tenth year) sixteenth year)

Adya (commencement)
i

Madhya (middle) Sesa (end)

(b) His Oe^ta (exploits)

Rasa Dusta-vadha (slaying of the wicked) Etc.
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(c) His Prasadhana (embellishments)

I

i

Vasaii* (dress) Akalpa (decoration) Mancjana (ornament)

Yuga (twofold, Catuska (four-

upper and lower fold)*

garments)

I

Bhuyi^tha (mani-
fold, the varie-

gated dress for

festive times)

Kaiicuka
(bodice)

r i

Usnisa Tundaban- Antariyaka

(head-dress) dha (waist- (wearing

band) garments)

Kexa-ban- Alepl (be- Mala CitrT Vifesaka Tambula Kel padna

dha (dress- smearing) (garland) (painting (putting (betel) (toy-lotus)

ing of the ot the tace > tdaka) ete.

Imu)

Sveta
(white)

Pita (yellow) Arunu (red)

l

Vaijayauti (made
of two kinds of

flowers and reach-

ing down to the

knee)

Hatnamaln
(made of jewels)

Vana-sraj (made
of flowers and
leaves and reach-

ing down to the

feet)

Ptindara (grey) Pita (yellow) Karbilra (variegated)

Curia (binding a top- Kavari (binding Juta (binding at the Vem (braid)

knot) with flowers) back cf the neck)

Kirita
(crown)

Kun<Jala
(ear-orna-

ment)
i

Valaya
(bracelet)

Ahguri
(ring)

Keyura
(armlet)

Nupurft
(anklet)

Etc.

•C' ft Catuski (a

§ *5* kind of four

stringed orna-
te ment for the
3 neck)
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(d) Other circumstancesill ; i
I

(snulo) Align- Srnga Kambfi Padanka Ksetra
Smita saurabha (a kind of (conch- (foot- (place of

(fragrance +rumpet shell) prints) sports)
of the made of
body) buffalo-

horns)

Tulasi (the B h a k t a Vfisara V a 111 s a Etc.
« a cod (tlie dovo- (the fast- (wind ins-

plant) toe) days) ivument •

for music)

Venu (about 12 inches
long, one inch thick,

ami having six stops)

Murali (three feet

long, one bore for

the mouth, and four
stops

VaipsI (17 inches
long, 8 stops at an
interval of an inch,
bore at every half-

inch, 9 stops in all,

above and below)

(All these are individually described and illustrated by poetical quotations).

Jl. The Annbhuvas (Ensuants) which follow and strengthen an emotion

and comprise its outward manifestations. In the case of Krsna-rati, they are

given as: Nrtyo (dancing), Viluthita (rolling on the ground), Gica (singing),

KrofSana (loud crying), Tanu-motana (twisting of the body), Humkara (shouting),

Jrmbha (yawning), Svasa-bhuman (profusion of sighs), Lokanapeksitii (disregard

cf popular opinion), Lala-srava (foaming at the mouth), Atta-liasa (loud laughter),

Ghurna (giddiness) and Hikka (hiccough). Each of these, as uaial, is illustrated

by poetical quotations.

III. The SCittvikd-bhavas (external signs of internal feeling). The eight

orthodox Sattvikr. Bh&vas are accepted, viz., Stamblia (stupor), Sveda (perspira-

tion), Romaiica (thrilling of the body), Svara-bhahga (break of voice), Vepathu

(trembling), Vaivarnya (change of colour), A^ru (tears), and Pralaya (loss of

consciousness); but each of these is further analysed, according as it springs

from fear, pleasure, wonder, anger, jealousy, enthusiasm etc. The Sattvikas

are, however, not really Bhrvas or feelings, but external manifestations of them,

and in later Poetics they are taken as kinds of Anubhavas. Of these, as Pralaya

or loss of consciousness would mean inaction, Jiva Gosvvmin (l
JrUi-sandarbhct

f p.

V3Q, point* out that in Krsna-rati, Pralaya causes cessation of outward action

indeed but not inward feeling for Krsna.

Thq most notable departure occurs in the classification of these Sattvikas,

which ia entirely original. They are generally classified into (i) Snigdha (soft),

which may be either directly (mukliya) or indirectly (gauna) connected with

Krsna, (ii) Digdha (saturated), and (iii) Ruksa (harsh), occurring in people who

have no feeling for Krsna. They are again differentiated, with reference to
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the degree of excitement produced b,v the presence of one or more Sattvikas,

into (a) Dhuraayita (smouldering), when there is only one Sfittvika, (b) Jvalita

(flaming), when there are two or throe Sattvikas, (c) Dipta (burning), when there

ore four ir five S&ttvikas, and (d) Uddipta (brightly burning), when six or all

the Sattvikaa are present. The excitement, again, may last a long time (bhfui-

kala-vydpi ), may pervade many limbs (bahravga-vyapi ), or may attain its climax

by ;ts own nature (svarvprna utkarsah).

In this connexion mention is made of Abhasas or semblances of Sattvikas,

which are an innovation. They are (i) those which arise from the .semblance of

Knti (rotydhhdsa-bhdva), (ii) those which arise in feeble-hearted people who are

by nature incapable of them (•'wttvdbhdsa-bhdva

)

e.g. a grammarian or an old

Mlmamsaka, (iii) those which arise from habit in people whose heart is soft exter-

nally but hard internally (nihsattva ), and (iv) those which arise in people who

are hostile to Kpsna (profit*l) e.g Kamsa.

TV. The VyabhicCui-bhtiv'.ts (auxiliary feelings). These, also called Saiicftri-bha-

vas, are subsidiary feelings of a more or less transitory nature which are accessory,

and accompany or interrupt the dominant feeling (sthdyi-bhdca

)

without, how-

ever, supplanting it. They are, likened, in the orthodox manner, to the waves

of the sea, whereby the dominant feeling is understood to be the .sea.

The thirty three orthodox Vyabhicnri-bhfivis are categorically accepted,

defined and illustrated with reference to Krsna-rati. They are: Nirvcda (self-

disparagement), Visada (despondency), Dainva (depression), Glani (debility),

firama (weariness), Mada (intoxication), Garva (arrogance), fianka (apprehen-

sion), Trasa (alarm), Avega (flurry), Unmada (madness), Apasma*a ul,?mented-

ness). Vyadhi (sickness), Molia (distraction), Mrti (death), Alasya (indolence),

Jadya (stupefaction), Yrida (shame), Avahittha (dissembling), Smrti (recollection)

Vitarka (doubt), Cinta (reflection), Mati (resolve), Dhrti (equanimity;, Har^a

(joy), Autsukya (longing), Fgratfi (sternness), Amarsa (impatience of opposition).

Asuyii (envy), Capalya (unsteadiness), Nidni (drowsiness), Supti (dreaming), and

hodha (awakening).

'Thirteen more Vy&bhicari-bhavas are also mentioned (p. 524), but they aro

included in one or other of the above thirty-three. Under individual Rasas in

liook JV some other Vyabhictirins arc mentioned, but they arc special and

peculiar to the Rasas dealt with.

The classification of these Accessory Feelings is peculiar. They are said to

be (i) independent (
sratantra ) where they are developed independently of the

dominant feeling (sthayi-bhtiva), or (ii) dependent on the dominant feeling (
para-

tanti'a). The dependence may be directly (sdksdt) or indirectly (
vyavahita

) con-

nected, or may be subordinated to two different Rasas (ayoro). The independent

may be either rati-Mnya (devoid of any touch of the Sthayin) or raiugandhin

(giving a hint of the Sthayin and incidentally touching it).

After briefly touching upon the question of Contrariety (prdtikulyr) and
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Impropriety (
anaucitya

)

of Bhavas, the section concludes with the treatment of

Bhavotpatti (mere excitement of Bhava), Bhava-sandhi (conflict of two opposing

Bhavas),
Bhava-^abalata (allaying of each preceding Bhava by the succeeding)

and Bhava-Santi (toning down of a highly developed Bhltva).

V. The Sth&yi-bhavas (the dominant feelings). All the elements mentioned

above contribute towards developing the dominant or pre-eminent feeling, the

Sthayi-bhava, into its corresponding state of relish, called Rasa. This Sthfiyi-

bhava or the root-feeling is classified into eight categories in orthodox Poetics:

via. Rati (love), Hiisa (mirth), Soka (sorrow), Krodha (anger), Utsaha (energy),

Bhaya (fear), Jugupsa (disgust), Vismaya (astonishment), to which some would

add a ninth, viz., Nirveda (self-disparagement). To these correspond respectively

the eight or nine orthodox Rasas, viz., Srfigara (the Erotic), Hasya (the Comic),

Kanina (the Pathetic), Raudra (the Furious), Vira (the Heroic), Bhayanaka (the

Terrible), BIbhatsa (the Disgustful), Adbhuta (the Marvellous), and the ninth

Santa (the Quietistic). Rfipa Gosvnmiii accepts all these, hut his classification

and treatment are different.

The Sthayi-bliava or the root-feelmg of the Vaisnava Bhakti-rasa

is taken to be the feeling which concerns Krsna himself (Jrikrma-

vixaya rati), and the nine orthodox Sthayi-bhavas are evaluated in

terms of this. The Krsna-rati, as the Sthayin, may be Mukhya

(Primary) or Ganna (Secondary), according as it is directly or

indirectly related. Thus, Sakliya (friendship) or Vatsala (parental

affection) is Mukhya or Primary, while Hasa-raii (
= Hasottara Rati

or Krsna-rati involving Mirth) is Gauna or Secondary; in the former

the Krsna-visava Rati is direct, while in the latter it subordinates

ifself to Hasa. Under the latter, the septet of orthodox Sthayins

(excluding the erotic Rati and Nirveda) is included, while the former

includes the two excluded Sthayins, (Raii, erotic- love, and Nirveda,

self-disparagement), as well as Priti (grace), Sakliya (friendship) and

Vatsalva (parental affection), which are innovations. The classifica-

tion of Mukhya and Gauna Sthayins is therefore as follows;
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1. Mukhya Sthayin of Kri?na-rati

Svartha, which strengthens itself by
consistent feelings and is weakened
by inconsistent feelings

I

i

Parartha, which accommodates both
consistent and inconsistent feelings
and is characterised by character-
istics of its recipients

Buddha (un-
mixed and
placid)

Prlti (grace) Kakhya (fel- Vatsalya (par-
lowship) ental affection)

Priyatii (erotic,

love), also call-

ed Madhuri)
Rati

Ivevala, unmixed by Sankula, mixed by
mutual touch of such touch
feelings

vSamanya, General

—

found in ordinary
people and in

children

Svaccha, Clear, re-

flecting like a crys-

tal the character of

efforts of different
Sadhakas

Santa Placid and
Undisturbed

2. Ganna Sthayin of Krsna-raii

.Hasa-rati Utsaha- Soka-rati
(Mirth) rati (sorrow)

I

(Energy)

!

in Dana in Yuddha
(in (in battle)

liberality).

Drsta (seen)

Krodha- Bliaya- Visinaya-

rati rati rati

(Anger) (Fear) (Wonder)

f I

in Dayii in Dharma
(in (in

kindness). dutifulness).

Sruta (heard) Samkirtita
(recited)

I

J ugupsa-
l ati

(Disgust; it

cannot have
Krsna as its

Alambana)

l

Anumita
(inferred)

Smita Hasita Vihasita Avahasita Apaliasita Atihasita 16

According' to tlie above classification of Krsna-visaya liati as the

Sthayin, the resulting types of Bliakti-Rasa. (with their respective

coloured figuration and their presiding deities) would be:

16 The llas&rxiava-sudh&kara has also this sixfold classification of H&aa;

but the classification is as old as Bbarata (N&tya-d&atra, ed. K&vyam&li, vi, 62f.).
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1. Mukliya Bhakti-Rasa

tffmta. . PriU
(Quietism), (Fuilhful-
fivcta ness), Ultra
(white) ami (variegated)
Kapila and Miidhava

Prevas
(Friendship),
Annul (reel)

and
Upendra

Vatsalya
(Parent-
sentiment),
Sana (crim-
son) and
Nrsimha

Madlmra or

Ujjvala
("Erotic

Sentiment)
Syama (dark)
and Krsna

2. Glauna Bhakti-Rasa

Ha>ya Adhlmta Vira Karuna Raudra Bhayanaka Bibhatsa
The Comic, The Mar- The Heroic, The The The Terri- The Ablu>-

Pamhira vclous, («aura Pathetic. Furious, hie, Kala rrent, Nila

(greyish Pingala (fair) and Dhurma Rakta (black) and (blue) and
white) and (brown) Knlkin (smoke- (crimson) Variiha Matsya
Balariima and coloured) and

Kurma and lihargava
Raghavu

(The coloured liguration of each Rasa and the attribution of a presiding deity

are in accordance with the orthodox rhetorical tradition).

This concludes (lie Daksimi-vibhiiga of the work. The Pascima-

vibliaga continue? the topic, and devotes its five Laharis respectively

to the consideration of the five Mukliya Uliakti Rasas, which are by

far the most important in Vaisnava Kasa-sastra. Each of these ltasas

is thrown into the five conventional categories of Rhetoric mentioned

above; and their respective Vibhavas, Amibhuvas, Sattvikas, Vyablii-

cari-bhavas and Stbayi-bhavas are named, characterised and illustrated

to the minutest detail. They may be summarised in the following

tabular form:

Santa (Quietistic Devotion). It may be of two kinds, Paroksa (where a

direct beatific vision is not attained) and Saksatkara (where such vision is

attained)
;

accordingly

Its Sthayi-bhavu, which is Suddha Krsna-visaya ltati, may be sama (equable)

or sandra (compact).

Its Vibhavas: (a) Alambaiui—L-aturbhuju Narnyana ai\d the two kinds of

Santas, viz., Atmaramas (ltsis like Sanaka, Banandaiia etc.) and Tapasas

(ordinary ascetics), (b) Uddipana—listening to the Upanisads, residing in a lonely

place, company of the wise devotee etc.

Its Anubhavas: ull acts of a mendicant (Avadhuta), fixing one*s eyes on

one's nose in concentrated meditation, Angu^ha-mudra (different kinds of dis-

position of the fingers in the Pujft) etc.
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Its Sattvikas : thrilling of the body, sweating, trembling, fainting etc.

Its Vyabhicari-bhavas : self-disparagement, equanimity, joy, resolve, recoll-

ection, longing, flurry, doubt etc.

Tlie author notes that although Sama is not admitted in the Drama by

Rhetoricians, it can he accepted as a Rhakti-ra.sa inasmuch as it involves Santa-

rati.

II. Purra (Devotion as Faitum'i.nf.ss). It may be of two kinds: Sambhrnnia-

Prlia, involving the feeling oi being brought up as a younger rclativo

(Lalaniyatva). They are separately treated

:

1. tfumbkrama-rritu. Its Sthayi-bhava : Pnti, affection, due to honour

(muibhrama) or esteem (Cutaru ) towards Krsna as a Master or Lord.

Its Vibhavas: (a) Alambank—Krsna, and his servants (Dasas). The latter

are either Adhikrta (Controlled, e.g. Siva, Brahma, Indra etc.), Asrita (Piotcct-

ed), Parisada (Courtiers or Assistants, e.g. Uddbava, Daruka etc.), and Amiga

(Servitors in Vraja or Dvaraka). .(h) Uddipami—receiving Krsna’s favour

(ainigralia), taking the dust of his feet, eating tlie remnants of his meal etc.

Its Anubhavas : entire application of self, freedom from jealousy etc.

Its Sattvikas ; all the Sattvikas, beginning with stupefaction (stambha).

Its Vyahlncari-bhavas : all excepting the following nine, viz., Mada, Srama,

Trasa, Apasmara, Alasya, Ugratn, Krodha, Asuya and Midrfi, which have hardly

any scope.

2. Uaurava-l'rltu. Its Sthayi-bhava: Priti, affection, due to the sense, of

(lnlonor) personal relationship to Krsna.

Its Vibhavas: (a) Alambana—Krsna and the persons related to him as

Lalanlyas, either us Kanistha (younger brother, e.g. Sarana, Clada etc.), or

Putra (soil, e.g. Pruilyunmu etc.), (b) Lddipana—Krsna’s fondness, his smile etc.

Its Anubhavas: sitting under Krsna, following li is footsteps, obeying his

orders, obeisance {pranCima), humility etc.

Its Sattvikas : sweating etc. as above.

Its Vyabhieari-bbavas : tlio.e mentioned under Sambhrama-Prita. Both

these types of Prita can become Promaii (love), Sneha (affection) and Raga

(attachment), according to the degree of development and the circumstances.

Jiva Cosvamin adopts a slightly more elaborate classification of Prita Rasa

into Asraya-bhakti, Dasya-bhakti and Prasraya-bhakti.

111. Puhyak (Devotion as FKiKNusiur). Its Sthayi-bhava : Sakliya-rati or tho

ieeling of friendship and confidence (
vtsrumhhatmG ).

Its Vibhavas: (a) Alaiubaii:*—Krsna and his friends oi the same age

{vuyasifu), either in Vraja (ftruUiman etc.) or elsewhere (Arjuna etc.). I ho

friend, according to the difference of age and circumstances, may be Sulirt (a

little older in age), Sakha (a little younger in age), Priya-sakha (same age), Priya-

karma-snkha (assistant in lovo-afiuiis). A long list of their names, duties and

« A

i.h.u., decembem, 1932 *
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characteristics is given, (b) Uddipana—age, appearance, flute (veiju),

pleasantry, sport etc.

Its Anubhavas : various sports and pastimes, pleasantry, close companionship,

in sleep and waking etc.

Its Sattvikas: Stambha, Sveda etc. as arc suitable.

Its Vyabhicari-bhavas: all excepting Ugrata, Trasa and Alasya, some appear-

ing during union and some in separation. It may develop into Pranaya, Preman,

iSneba and Kaga.

IV. Vatsalya (Devotion as Parent-,sen’tijignt). Its Sthayi-bhava : Vatsala-

rati or parental affection of kindness and pity (anukampa).

Its Vibhiivas: (a) Alambana—Krsna, and his Elders (Gurus), such as Nanda,

Yasoda, Vasudeva etc. (b) Uddipana—his age, appearance, childishness, smile etc.

Its Anubhavas : touching the head and the body, blessing, ordering etc.

Its Sattvikas : all the eight usual Sattvikas and the flowing of the breasts

(stana-srava) in persons standing in motherly relation.

Its Vyabhicari-bhavas : all mentioned in Prita, along with Apasmfira.

It may appear like Premau (greuumit), Snelia (sndiuvat), and Riiga

(rdgavat).

The author notes (p. 815) that some writers on Dramaturgy admit this Rasa,

and quotes in support Visvanatha {tSdfiiiya-do rpuna, iii, 251); but Visvanatha is

perhaps singular in this respect, and it is possible that his views were themselves

influenced by Vaisnava ideas. See my tiunxkrit Poetics, ii, p. 348. It may be

noted in tins connexion that Rudrata mentions Preyas (Uriendship), which Rasa

is accepted by Rhoja. Even some writers, like llhanudatta, would add fcraddha,

along with Bhakti. These indicate the very reluctant admission of theso Vaisnava

conceptions into the conventional eight or nine categories of Rasa of orthodox

Poetics.

V. Madhura Rasa (Devotion as the Erotic Sentiment). As this topic

is reserved for more detailed treatment in llupa Gosvamin’s next work, Ujjvula-

hilamani, it is only briefly dealt with here. Its classification into Sambhoga (love

in union) and Vipralamba (love in separation) and their further subdivisions arc

only just re :erred to. This is, however, the most important Rasa and is styled

m the latter work as bhakti-iasa-ruj.

Its Sthayi-bhava: Priyata, love, or Madhuta Rati, the sweet feeling, which

inspires the mutual
(
mithah

)

enjoyment (samhhegu} of K>sna and his Gopis.

Jts Vibhiivas: (a) Alambana—Krsna and his Beloved Gopis, of whom Radha

is the chief, (b) Uddipana—the sound of his flute etc.

Its Anubhavas: sidelong glances, smile etc.

Its Sftttvikas : the usual eight.

its Vyabhic&ri-bhavaa: all except Ugrata and Alasya.
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Having* thus given a detailed exposition oi the Primary or Mnkhya

Bhakti-rasas, the Uttara or last Vibhaga of the work proceeds, in its

nine Laharis, to consider the seven Secondary or Gauna Bhakti-rasas,

their mutual relation and opposition as subsidiary or contrary senti-

ments, and lastly the semblance (Abhasa) of these Rasas. Although

Rupa Gosvamin admits a total of twelve Bhakti-rasas, he tells us that

in the authoritative Puranas and other scriptures one finds in fact only

the first five Mukhya or Primary Bhakti-rasas (vastutas tv pumnddau

paficadhauva vilolcyate
, p. 601), that these five are considered to be the

real Bhakti-rasas, and that the seven Secondary Rasa of Hasa etc. are

generally ancilliary to them {ami pancaiva hinttidyft barer bhahfi-raaii

watdh
I

esu hasadayah prdyo bibhrati vyabliiedrUfm
/ /). The septet

of Secondary or Gauna Rasas includes, however, seven out of the nine

conventional Rasas, the remaining two alone being admitted into the

Primary or Mukhya. The exposition, therefore, of the seven Gauna

Rasas follows in the main the treatment of orthodox Poetics, and need

not be summarised here in detail, especially as they are not regarded

ns Rasas of primary importance in Vaisnava Rasa-6astra. They are

secondary, because they are not always present (hfidftcitkodbharatvena ,

Jiva) and because they can become Rasas only when they involve

Krsna-rati, which raises them tio such a status {aniyatadhfirat vat
,
Jiva).

Thus, Heroism is not essential to Krsna-rati, but Heroism which

involves Krsna-rati becomes a Rasa for that very reason. It

is also maintained that these seven Gaunas can be easily included

(antah-pata) in the scope of the five Mukhyns. Tims the Adbhuta

(Marvellous) is included in all the five; the Hasva (Comic)

in the Sakhya; the Karuna (Pathetic) in the Vatsalya; the Vira

(Heroic) in its different aspects, in the Sakhya and the Vatsalya; the

Bhayanaka (Terrible) in the Vatsalya and the Prita (Dasya); the

Bibhatsa (Abhorrent) in the Santa; and the Raudra (Furious)

partly in the Vatsalya and partly in the Mndhura. The conflict and

comity of the Rosas, which constitute the next topic dealt with, can he

easily inferred from this relationship to one another. Of the five

Mukhya Rasas, the Santa and the Prita are mutually agreeable; the

Vatsalya is agreeable to none; the Sakhya and the Vatsalya are neither

agreeable nor disagreeable to each other; the Mndhura and the Prita
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are antagonistic*. Hence, it is possible that more than one of these

Rasas can reside in the same person. Thus, the Sakhya, Prita (Dasya)

and Vatsalya are found in Bolarama; the Vatsalya and Sakhya in

Yudhisthira and Blrima; the Sakhya and Prita (Dasya) in Arjuna,

Cddhava, Nakula and Sahadeva; and so forth .

17 The five Mukliya

and seven Gauna Rasas are supposed to react on the mind in five

different ways. Thus the Santa fills the mind completely (purti); the

Prita, Preyas, Vatsalya, Madhura and Hasya develop (vilam)
;

the

Vira and the Adbhuta expand (vistara) ;
the Karuna and the Eaudra

distract (viksepa)
;
and the Bhayanaka and the Bibhatsa repel (kxobha).

This is a further working out of the attributes of Vistfira (expansion),

Vikasa (pervasion) and Druti (melting) of orthodox Poetics.

The topic of the Apparent Sentiment (Rasabhasa) is next taken up;

but the treatment is original. The Rasabhasa occurs where the

ingredients of the Rasa are either insufficient (angnhwatva) or

improperly developed (aiiga-vairupya). Three cases are distinguished :

(i) Upa-rasa, where the Vibhuvas, Anubluivas and the Sthayi-bha.va

are improper (vinlpatid-prapta)
,

e.g. the Rasa developed in inanimate

beings etc. (ii) Anu-rasa, where the Vibhavas etc. have no reference

to Krsna (Irspa-sa inlandha-varjita), and (iii) Apa-rasn, where the Rasa

is developed in persons hostile to Krsna (tat-p ratipaisa )

.

The learning displayed in the work is indeed varied, extensive and

well digested; but it is of a limited and miscellaneous kind. The

sources are chiefly the Puranas and other authoritative Vaisnnva

scriptures. There is indeed much analytical acuteness, and the scholas-

ticism, which created the Xavya-nyaya at about the same period of

time, is very much in evidence in its zest for formal definitions, nice

and hair-splitting distinctions, elaborate classifications and industrious

collection of suitable poeTical illustrations. But, even if analytical,

the attitude is hardly critical; and in spite of its anxiety to do justice

to facts of actual experience, its extreme formalism cannot be doubted.

Kven if there is psychologising, there is too much of dissection and

17 Prlti-samlathha
, pp. 4411’. Tho Rasabhasa is defined more comprehen-

sively by Jiva Gosvamin as the conflict of tho dominant Rasa with an improper

Rasa, as well as with an improper Vibhfiva, Anublmva etc.
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elusive chasing of protean complexes; and the essentials are sometimes

apt to be smothered by the overwhelming mass of wearisome details.

The concern is no doubt Vith the peculiar psychology of Vaisnava

emotions, blit not a single philosophical work is cited; and as Jhanu in

the orthodox sense is rigidly excluded, philosophical discussions are

naturally out of court. The BhayaradgJtfi is cited only twice; and

there is hardly any reference to other schools of Vaisnava thought. Of

the Pancarafra, only late and apocryphal works like the iVarada-

pmlcardtra is quoted, but not very frequently. The Rdmdyana is cited

only once, the Mahdhhdrata four times and the Haiivatnsa only five

times. Of the classical Sanskrit poets, Mfigha is quoted twice;

Bhartrhari’s Vairdtgyo-Rntaka once; and our author’s taste for poetical

literature is curiously circumscribed to such works as the Xrl-hr.wa-

karndmrta of Bilvamangala (Lllusuka) and the CiJta-govinda of

•layadeva. His own religious dramas and poems furnish many illustra-

tive quotations. Kupa (jfosvamin shows an undoubted mastery of the

principles and technicalities of Sanskrit Poetics, but Ins chief sources

appear to he Bharat a (quoted twice), the Daxardpaka (quoted once),

the Raxa-svdhdkara (quoted once — Rtmdrnara-xudhdkara of Sihga-

hhupuln) and probably Visvanatha’s Sah it ya-fhirpaint, which is

anonymously quoted with approval 18
in one place. With the Puranas

and Upa-puranas he displays an extensive acquaintance, but here again

the largest number of quotations comes from ihe Xnwadbhdgavata

(especially the Pasama), the Raima and the Slanda, the first two of

which are canonically accepted in Bengal Vaisnavism. There are nearly

four hundred poetical quotations in the work, which by themselves cons-

titute an almost encyclopedic anthology of Vaisnava Bhakti-rasa. We

give here a classified index of the works and authors cited in the Bhakti-

18 In his Ailtaka-randrika (ed. Kasaviliari SaniKhya-tirtha, Kasliimbazar,

1907), however, Rupa Gosvamin does not speak favourably ol Vtfvaniitha’s work.

At the outset of this work, lie states that in composing it he consulted the

Bharata-sastra and the Uami-xndhrikaru, and generally rejected the treatment

of the Sdhitya-darpanu as being opposed to Bharata's views. It must, however,

be noted that Rupa has, both in his Jlhalti-rasiimrtu and Ujjrahi-nilamani,

departed sometimes from Bbarata, and sometimes quotes Bharata merely to

criticise him.
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rasavirta-siridhu
,
which will give an idea of the author's erudition and

his literary taste and interests:

(Tho references are by page, as the numbering of the verses in the printed

edition is not regular).

(1) The Epics etc. Mahiibharata 88, 124, 238, 592; Ilamayana 605; Hari-

vamsa 260, 421, 436, 441, 854; Bhagavadgitfi 39, 70.

(2) The Turdnas and Li pa-purCinas. grimadbhagavata (especially the

Dagama.or the Tenth Skandha) 12, 14, 17, 18, 26, 28, 29, 32, 34, 35, 37, 45, 46-

48, 49-56, 59, 60, 68, 69, 70, 71, 78, 83, 94 , 96, 101, 102, 103, 104,114, 115, 124,

126, 129, 132, 135, 138, 140, 142, 147 (praise of the work), 152, 154, 160, 163,

168, 190, 191, 195, 197, 199, 214, 216, 232, 240, 257, 265, 271, 286, 287, 291, 293>

295, 298, 300, 301, 303, 310, 312, 318, 319, 321, 322, 323, 341, 346, 348, 349, 352,

359, 384, 387, 390, 395, 406, 407
,
412, 415, 422, 423, 442, 444, 446, 447 , 448, 453,

457, 465, 467, 473, 478, 480, 484, 485, 486, 490, 491, 499. 502, 505. 506, 511, 513,

514, 534 , 581, 618, 651, 656 , 657 , 659 , 662 , 669
, 675, 676, 687 , 688, 690, 691, 715,

732, 755, 765, 766, 770, 773, 787, 788, 790, 792, 801, 808, 829. 864. 867, 874, 933.

Padma 16. 19, 20, 34, 56, 66, 82. 87, 88, 93, 95, 96, 106, 109, 110, 117, 118,

134, 136, 137, 143, 144, 177, 188, 192, 200, 215, 351, 354. 501.

Skanda 79. 82, 85, 95, 96, 100, 106, 107, 109, 112, 122, 130, 131, 132, 135, 159,

194, 196, 660, 764.

Naradiya 81, 84, 98, 102, 123, 193; Narasimha 109, 117, 130, 211, 669;

Brahma ntfa 98, 133, 167; Visnu 116, 505; Agneya 113, 225; Varaha 89, 112; Adi-

varaha 133; Maha-varaha 333; Kaurma 332; Brhad-vamana 317; Adipurana 13*3,

143; Brahma 83; Brahma-vaivarta 85; Bhavisyottara 98, 113, 137; Lihga 103;

Garuda 114; Maha-kaurma 180; Puranantara 99, 118.

(3) Other Iteligious Texts and Commentaries. Visnndharma 104,

285; Vi$pudharraottara 111, 118, 628, 922; Visnu-rahasya 86, 103;

Visnu-yamaJa 334; Brahma-yamala 79; Vaisnava-Tantra 333; Narada-pancaratra

11, 23, 59, 107; Sri-narayana-pancaratra 218; Paiicaratra 36, 129, 213, 216, 217;

&uka-samhita 195; Agastya-samhita 71, 111, 125; Brahma-samhita 305;

Katyayana-samhita 86; Tantra 21, 24 111, 170, 187; Bhavartha-dipikn 27; gri-

dhara-svamin (author of above) 630; Hari-bhakti-sudhodaya 23, 27, 99, 100, 111.

198, 639, 677, 866; Hari-bhakti-vilasa 72, 129; (Bhagavan-) Nann\-kaumudi 630;

(Hari-) Bhakti-viveka 127.

(4) Utotras. Haya-sirsiya-Narayana-vyuha-stava 57, 58, 182; Apariidlia-

bhanjana 638; Bilvamangala-stava 626; Stavavali 374, 507; Yaiiiunficaryn-stotra

127, 267, 307.

(5) Poetical I iorks* Bhartrhari, Vairagya-6ataka 603; SHupala-vadha 267,

279; (Srikrsna-) Karnamfta 202, 203, 379, 670, 671, 674; Bilvamangnla (author

of above) 296, 386, 456, 472; Gita-govinda 314, 881, 821, 829; Govinda-vilasa 571;

Mukund*m&l& 567.
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Rupa Gosvamin’s own works (poetical and dramatic)

:

Uddhava-sandeSa 885; Hamsa-duta 479, 689, 876; Lalita-madhava 281, 290,

303, 322, 372, 453. 470, 471, 632, 789, 808, 822, 939, 946; Vidagdha-madhava 320,

496, 510, 654, 791, 808, 880, 889, 930, 934; Dana-kelikaumudi 441, 555, 749, 824;

Padyavail 203. 254, 395, 460, 487, 512, C39 , 821, 823, 825, 828, 830, 831.

(6) iihetorical work» and Authors . Bharata 592, 593; Dasarupaka 805;

Babitya-darpana (anonymously) 815 (=41'D, iii, 251); Rasa-sudhakara 451

(- Rasdrnava-sudhdkara of Singabbupala, on ii, 13); Natyacaryah 922.

(7) Authors quoted by name only, creludiny those already indcjrd. llanii-

mat 58; Sudqva 630; Srlmat-Prabhu (-Sanatana Gosvamin) 200.

(8) Anonymous lteferences. Puranantara, see above; Granthan tara 100;

Pracam 454; Natyacaryah, see above; Tantra aud Vaisnava-tantra, see above.

The Ujj cala-n ? Iamon

i

Against this background of a complicated scheme is to he studied

the next work, the Ujjvala-nilaman i,
1 * in which the l

Tjjvala or

Madhura or Sriigara Bhakti-rasa, the Erotic Love of Krsna, among the

five primary Rasas, has been baptised into transcendence. The very

importance of this Rasa is borne out by the fact that it required a

separate and specialised enquiry in a supplementary work which, if it

did not exceed in volume the original treatise, did far outshine it in the

complication of details and profusion of illustiations. As liefore, the

entire theme is planned and modelled upon that of the &riigara Rasa of

Sanskrit Poetics, and the general terminology and main concepts belong

to its current stock-in-trade. The fundamentals of the whole doctrine

of the Erotic Rasa and its rhetorical psychology are worked out from

the point, of view of Krsna as an ideal hero (
ndyala-cCuldmatp); and as

the hero and the heroine in their various moods, aspects and situations

form the ground of this erotic sentiment, the work is really an exhaus-

tive dissertation not only! upon , the sentiment itself, hut also upon the

minutiae of the hero and heroine, their adjuncts and associates, as well

as an analysis of their various attributes and expressions of love.

19 Our references are to the Kavyamala edition (Bombay 1913) of the work,

with the commentaries of Jiva Gosvamin (
Locana-rocanl

) and Vi.4vanatha Cakra-

variin (
Ananda-vandrikd). Visvanatha Cakravartin also wrote a summary of

this work, entitled tjjjcata-nlhimani-kiranci (ed. Prana Gopala Gosvamin,

Navadvlpa 1927), to which occasional references are also made by us,
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The buaic feeling (xtliatji-bliaea) of the Ujjvala or Madhura Rasa

is, as we have already noted, the Priyata or Madliura Rati, the dearness

or sweet feeling' which inspires the mutual (mithah) erotic enjoymeul

(satnbhoga) of Krsna and his Goins. 20 This feeling of Krsna, being

brought- to a state of relish in the heart of the Bhaktas (svddyatdin

hrdi bhaktdndm unite!) by means of its appropriate Vibhfivas, Anubhavas

etc., becomes the erotic Madliura R-asa, which is styled “the chief

among the Bhakti-rasas (bluikti-rum-raj )
’

’
. The work, therefore,

proceeds at once to the detailed analysis of the Vibhfivas etc. of this

ltasa

.

Tlie Aluminum Vibhava, or the material ground and object of this

feeling, is supposed to be Krsna himself and his beloved Gopis

{ rallabltdh )• As the Kayaka or hero of this feeling, Krsna is endowed

with a long list of iwemy-five attributes of a lover, although most of these

are already included in the previous list of his si.Ay-four general ex-

cellences which we have mentioned above. The orthodox classification

of the hero, appearing as the Beloved (kdntutcena spit it ran, Ilvu), into

Dhlrodutla etc. is accepted, 21 but Krsna may figure either as Pati

(husband) or Upa-pati (lover), and it is on the latter aspect that the

excellence of liis love is supposed to rest (atmiva paramotkanah

srnydrattya yrutixthitalj). As an amour with a married woman is hardly

permitted by orthodox theory 2 " to form the dominant theme of a play

or poem, Rupa Gosvfunin cites Bhnrata in support, and states that if

some authorities have spoken lightly of the TJpa-pati, such lemarks

should be understood to have an application to the ordinary hero

(prdkrta ndtjaka), and not to Krsna, who incarnated himself for tasting

tlie essence of the Rasa (rusa-nirya*u~xvadartham acatdrivi). The

ParakJva (
= belonging to another) heroine who is the object of the

20 niithu hat er otryaksydi ca sainbhoyusyadi-kdraimm / iiuid/uirCUHita-puryCiyd

priytdkhyoditd ratih/ / Of the two aspects of the Lllft (or Divine sport)

of Krsna, viz., Aisvarya (power) and Madhurya (sweetness), Jiva Gosvamin, in

liis Frtti-saiidarbka (pp. 704-716) declares the superiority of Madhurya. Hence

ifie supreme excellence of Madhurii Rati follows as a corollary.

21 See my Manuk t it Poetics, ii, p. 339.

22 Rudrata, xiv, 12-13; RudrabhaMa, ii, 40. But Sihgabhupala (Hai&rnum*

sudhukura
, i, 79) classifies the Nayaka into Pati, Upa-pati and Vaitfika.
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TJpa-pati a love, may however be a maiden {kunyaka) or a married

woman (parodha). Lven if orthodox Poetics deprecates love to a married

woman, 23 she is, according to Vaisnava ideas, the highest type of the

heroine, and forms the central theme of the later Parakiya doctrine of

the school, in which the love of the mistress for her lover becomes the

universally accepted symbol of the soul's devotion to God. Krsna as a

Nayaka Ls, again, conceived to be the most complete (purnatania) in

Vraja, mole complete (purnatara) in Mathura, and complete (purna)

in Dvaraka. In their character as a lover, both the Pati and the

Upa-pati may be (following orthodox classification) the faithful

(anukula), the gallant whose attention is equally divided among many

(daksina), the sly (with a) and the saucy (dhrsta). Thus, ninety-six

different aspects of Krsna as the hero are obtained by this elaborate

classification.

The ordinary classification of the Nayika of classical Poetics is

accepted, hut some complication is introduced by conceiving the heroine

as the Beloved of Krsna (Ilari-vallabha) from the devotional point, of

view. The Nayika may be Sviya (one's own) or Parakiya (another’s),

according as the hero is husband (Pati) or lover (Upa-pati). Mention

is made of Krsua’s sixteen thousand wives in Vraja and one hundred and

eight in Dvaraka, although we are assured that the actual number is

infinite. We are told (pp. 41 f.) that the Gopis in Vraja were in fact

married according to Gandharva rites (self-choice), and as such they

should be taken as Sviya heroines; hut they are generally considered

(prdyena risnftdlj) in Kisna’s Prukui[u-lilft (Manifest Sport) as Parakiya

because of the secrecy of their love (pnicchanna-ktinuila) and the un-

certain character of the marriage (avyakUttcad vieaimsgo). 21 There was

23 ltupa Gosvamin explains that this is because the concern in orthodox

Poetics is with the ordinary hero {tat ta sydt pnlkrtu-ksutliv-iuiyakudyaiiu-

sdivtali). Riipa Gosvainin says similarly in his Natuka-candrikCi (si. 11): ncstCi

ytul ahgini rase kabibhih purofUid f
tad yok u Id inbujadrsdm kulain antarenaf

d&amsayd rasavidher a vatalitandm / kamsurind rasika-7nandala~sekharena J J

24 VhSvanatha Cakravartin udds (Kirana

,

p. 34): kiyantyah gokule svlyd upi

pitr&di-iahkaya parakiya vca. Jiva Gosvamin deals in some detail with this

question of the relation of the Gopis to Krsiia in liis l
Jrfti-siindarbha (pp. 676-686,

DECEMBEB, 1932 6
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however no jealousy on the part of the Gopas towards Krsna for sport-

ing with their wives, because through the Maya of Kysna each had an

apparent wife with him (ef. Srimadbhagavata
, x, 3r3, 37) ;

and the

immaculateness of the Vrajadevis is declared by the assumption that

they never had any real union with their husbands (na jtita vraja-

devinum patihhih soha sangamah). Each of these two kinds25 of tlie

heroine, ihe Suva and the Paraklya, is classified again, in accordance

with classical Poefics, inio the adolescent and artless (Mugdha), the

youthful (Madhya), and the mature and audacious (Pragalbha). Of

these, the Madhya and the Pragalbha, according to their capacity for

Malta, may be Dlifrfi (self-possessed), Adlriru (not self-possessed) and

Dhlrfidhira (the partially self-possessed). They are further arranged

ntcording to the eightfold diversity of their condition or situation in

relation to the hero, into (i) the Abhisarika, who goes out and meets the

hero in assignation, (ii) the Vasaka-sajja, who adorns* herself in expecta-

tion of the hero, (iii) the Iltkanthita, who is disappointed by his 11011-

arrival through misadventure or involuntary absence, (iv) the

Vipralahdhfi, who is deceived of her expectation by unfaithfulness, (v)

the Khandita, who is outraged by the discovery of marks of unfaithful-

ness in the hero, (vi) the Italahantarita, who is separated by quarrel,

(vii) the Prosita-bhartrka, who pines for the absence of the hero gone

936). It is differentiated from ordinary sexual relation {gialrtu liana)

and characterised as pure love (iuddha-in cmu n) und the distinction of Sviya and

Parakiya is said to be possible only in Prakata Lila (vastv.tah piuamii-t>vlyii a pi

prakata-llldyani paraUyamdnah 6ri-unijui*evyah, p. 930). In his Srilirsna-

sandarhhn (ed. Prana Gopala Gosvamiu, Nadiya 1925, pp. 547L), Jiva offers the

mystical-philosophical explanation that the Gopls as well as Srlkps^ia’s wives

in Mathura and Dvaraka aie really his Svarupa-saktis.

25 The third kind, the Sadharani Saimanya or Vesyii (Courtesan), is

oinlitted. The Kubja, who is extolled (p. 85) for her feeling towards Ivrsna, is

apparently regarded as Parnkiyu (
bhava-yoyat tu sairanithii puralayaiva

nammaid). But Jiva Gosvamin (
I’riti-sandarblw

, p. 933) would frankly regard

her as Samanya, whose Dasya (annointing His body) was raised iuto Madhura

Rasa. As her desire was for Krsna, it was directed towards a worthy object,

and is therefore praised; but being selfish and frankly sensual, it is deprecated

in comparison with the love of the Gopis, which was free from these traits.
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abroad, and (viii) tlie Svadhlna-bhartrka, who has the hero under

absolute control. They may again, according to the rank each holds in

the affection of the hero, be Uttama (best), Madhyama (middling) and

Kanistha (lowest).

All this follojws pretty closely the older rhetorical convention; but

a further classification from a different theological point of view is

also attempted. This classification of the Beloved of Krsna may be

represented thus in a tabular form :

liar i -vail abhii or tlio Beloved of Hari

I

i i i

Sadhano-siddha Nitya-siddhS Devi
(who has attained re- (who has perpetually (i.e., devayoni, a celestial

alisatiou through effort) attained without such being who became incar-
effort, e.g. Radlifi, Can- nato with Krsna)
dravali etc.)

•Yauthiki (belonging to a Ayauthiki (not belonging to
yutha or combination of such groups)
Sfidimkas, sambhUya ynna-
salt, sadhone nita) I

The Ascetics (Munis who The Upanisads (who became
became Gopis, according to Gopis according to the
the l*adina-j>urana) Puranas)

I

Pracina
(Ancient)

Navya
^Modern)

Of these lludha, as the Vrndavane^vari and eternal consort of

Krsna, is the foremost Beloved. A whole section is devoted to her, in

which she is identified with the Hladini Mahasakti of the Tantra (tantre

jjmtistliita), and a big list is given of her attributes and excellences,

with the final remark that her characteristics, like those of Krsna, are

incapable of enumeration (saiikhyatita). Although the name of Radha

is not found in general literature before Hala-saptaSati
,
an attempt is

made to prove her antiquity by a reference (p. 60) to such late neo-

vaisijava Upanisads as the Go'pala-tupml and to the apocryphal Rk-

parfflita and the canonical Padma-purana. Her five kinds of com-

panions, viz., Saklri, Nitya-sakhI, Prana-sakhI, Priya-sakM and Parama-
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prestKa-sakhl, are then mentioned, and their individual names are

recorded (p. 79).
24

According to their luck in love (mubhagyai), each of the heroine may

he again Adhika (excessive), »Samfi (even) and Laghvi (light). Accord-

ing to her Svabhava (temperament), she may be again Prakharii (sharp),

Madhya (equable) and Mrdvi (mild). According to her attitude to her

rivals, she may be Sva-paksa (interested in herself), Suhrt-paksa

(partial to her friend), Tatastha (indifferent) and Vipaksa (hostile). Of

tliese, the second and the third are not conducive to Rasa, but are

incidentally mentioned; they may be either Tsta-sadhaka (doing good)

or Anista-badhaka (averting evil). The hostile type may be Isia-hara

(an obstacle) or Anista-kara (active maker of mischief). But this

classification on the basis of partisanship also applies to the Sakhi (com-

panion) as a messenger (Duti), according to her attitude to the cause of

Krsna or of RTulh ii.

Of the assistants (saltdya) in love-affair, the Nayaka has his usual

Peta (servant, e.g. Bhangura, Bliriigara etc. in Vraja), Vita

(courtier, eg. Kadara, Bluiratibaiidliu etc.), Pithamarda (comrade,

e.g. Andaman) and Vidfisaka (buffoon, e.g. Madhumangala in Riipu

(josvamin’s Vidagtlha-viadha va)

,

lo which is added a fifth, Priya-narma-

sakha (dear and intimate friend, e.g. Subala and Arjuna). The Sakhi

or companion of the Nayika has already been mentioned above. But

her messengers of love (Duti) and the nature of the message take up an

26 The mmn d'etre of this classification is not mentioned in the text, but

Visvanatha Cakravartin (
Kiramt

, p. 39-40) explains it thus: One who is more

partial to Krsna is Sakhi, but the Nit.va-sakhl is more partial in her affection

to Radhii. Among Nitya-sakhis, those who are the chief are called Prana-sakhis.

The Priya-sakhi is not defined, but among Priya-sakliis the chief are Parama-

prestha-sakhis. In his ItatUitl-kritiut-ftaHndde&a-dlpikil (ed. Radhnraman Press,

Berhampore-Murshidabad, 1323 B.S. = 1016 A.DA, Riipa CJoavfimin enlarges upon

this topic of the anciallae of Riidlm and Kfsnn.
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entire long section of tKe work. The classification of the Diiti may be

tabulated as follows :

Duti (Messenger of the heroine)

I

Svayam 0
(where the person acts

as her own messenger)
The self-effort may take the forms of
gestures, words or looks. The gestures
are of many kinds : cracking of the
lingers, artfully covering up one's
limbs, drawing figures on the ground
with one’s toes, scratching the ears,

dance of the eyebrows, biting one’s
lips etc. The words, consisting of

hints, may be direct or artful, or they
may concern Krsna, himself or to some-
thing relevant etc. The looks are
analysed into smiling with the eyes,
glancing with half-closed eyes, rolling

the eyes, sidelong glances etc.

Apta 0
(where a friend is

employed)

Amitartha Nisrstartha Patraharika

They may be Silpakarl (woman
artisan), Daivajna (woman astrologer),
Lingini (woman ascetic, e.g. Paurna-
masl), Pariearika (maidservant),
Dhatreyi (governess), Sakhi (com-
panion), Vanadevi (the presiding
deity of the forest), etc. (cf. llasar-
yava-svdhakara, i, 160-161).
The message may bo directly expressed
vdeya) or suggested (vyaiigya). The
suggested may be spoken before the
lieroine or behind her, and may bo
either direct (suksGt) or artfully
spoken (vynpndefann) etc.

The TTddlpana Vibhfivas,So much about the Alambana 7ibhavas.

which serve to foster the feeling by condition of time, place and circums-

tance, constitute a much less extensive topic, but involve an equal

elaboration of detail. Fiuler this section come mainly the definition and

classification of the various excellences of Ivrsna and his Beloved OopTs,

as well as such external (tafastha) objects (e.g. spring, cloud, moon etc.)

as wculd excite the feeling of love. The excellences of Krsna having*

been already catalogued and illustrated in the previous work, the present

work confines itself to an elaborate definition and illustration of the

excellences of Krsna’s Beloved, which may be either physical (,kdyika),

mental (
mdnasiha

)

and verbal (vaeika). The mental and verbal

characteristics are dismissed in a few words
;
but of physical excellences,

sucli as beauty (riipa), complexion (Idvanya), softness (mdrdava) etc.,

prominence is given to the description of the three stages of youth

(yauvana), viz., navya (fresh), vyahta (manifest) and purna (complete),

along with vayah-smdhi (adolescence). 27 Other excellences refer to the

peculiarities of Name (nama), Exploit (carita), Sport (Hid), e.g. play-

ing on the flute, milking the cows, lifting of the Govardhana hill etc.,

Mandana (embellishments), and other relevant (
sambandin

)

and related

27 The BasQrriava-sudhQkara (i. 164 f.) speaks of four stages of Yauvana,
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(sannihita) characteristics, including a description of Vrndavana, its

livers, groves, trees, flowers, birds and beasts. The Tatastha Uddlpanas

include the conventional external objects (such as the cloud, full moon,

southern breeze etc.) which excite the feeling of love.

The three kinds of Amibhavns, which consist of such outward mani-

festations of the feeling as follow and strengthen it, are distinguished,

viz., twemy-two Alamkaras, seven Udbhasvaras, and twelve Vacikas.

Of the twenty-two Alainkaras or embellishments, the three physical ones

(Bliava, Hava and HelH) refer to the degree of awakening and manifesta-

tion of love in a nature previously exempt; then there are seven inherent

(sai'tvaja) qualities, such as hiilliance of youth, beauty, sweetness,

courage etc; and eleven natural (svahhdraja) graces, such as Ilia (play-

ful imitation of the beloved), viblsa (playful gestures), ricchitii (decora-

tion), mottayifa (clear expression of desire) etc. conclude the lht. All

this is conventional, 2R but the seven Udbhasvaras, which arc new, include

such gestures or physical expressions of love as unconscious- tiutying of

the knot of the lower garment (nlvi-vimniuana), dropping of the upper

garment (nttanya-skhalana), yawning (jrmblui ), loosening of the liair

(
kem-sarnsnina), etc. These are really aspects of vihlsa and moftriyita

mentioned above, but they are separately treated beacusc they have a

charm of their own. The twelve Vacikas or conversational attributes

are Aliipa (agreeable and flattering talk), Yilapa (lamentation), Samlapa

(dialogue), Pralapa (vain or meaningless words), Anulapa (repetition),

Apalapa (contrary application of a spoken word), Sandesa (message),

Atide&i (taking another’s words as one’s own), Apadesa (hinting),

Upadesa (instruction), Nirdesa (pointed reference) and Vyapadesa

(artful expression of one’s desire).
29

There is nothing novel in the treatment of the Sattvikas which are

really kinds of Anubhavas. The eight orthodox Sattvikas are accepted

and are illustrated chiefly with respect to the heroine. But each is

considered as a result of different subsidiary feelings, e.g. Stupefaction

(Stanibha) is illustrated as caused respectively by fear, wonder, sorrow,

impatience etc. As in tbe previous work, the Sattvikas are classified as

28 Bee my Sanskrit Poetics
, pp, 341-342.

29 This classification of VQcika follows Raiarnaca-sndhakvro (ed. Trivandrum,

220f.).
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Smouldering (Dhumayita), Burning (Jvalita), Brightly Burning

(Dipta) and Flaming (Uddipta).

The section on the Vyabhicari-bhava or Accessory Feeling is a

fairly long one, but the conventional thirty-three of these are accepted

and illustrated, with the exception of Ugrata (sternness) and Alasya

(indolence), which, in the opinion of our author, are inapplicable to

Srngara. As in the case of the Sattvikas, each of these is described as

caused by different feeling, e.g. by fear, wonder, anger, shame,

contempt, sorrow etc.
30 After this, a brief reference is made to the

Commencement (Utpatti), Commixture (Sandhi), Conjunction

(Sabalata) and Allaying (Santi) of different Bhavas.

The work then proceeds to the detailed consideration of the

Sthayi-bhava, the root-feeling, of the Madhura Ba.sa, and the

treatment is entirely original.

The natural or worldly (lauLiku) circumstances which give rise to this

Madhura Rati are, according to the degree of excellence :

(i) Abhiyoga, manifestation of the feeling, either directly or through u

messenger.

(ii) Visaya, objects of the senses, e.g. sound (.iibdu), touch (upturn), smell

(gandh.a) etc.

(iii) Sambandha, sense of glory in beauty, lineage etc.

(iv) Abhimfina, sense of desirability of a particular pleasing object.

(v) Upama, resemblance, however slight.

(vi) Svabhava, nature or temperament, which does not depend upon out-

ward cause. This may again be Nisaiga (instinctive and deep-rootod habit), or

Svarupa (causeless self-accomplished essential). This Svarupa may centre either

on Krsna (krsnu-nuttfui) or on the Gopis (laland-nxstha).

The Madhura Kati, according as the heroine is SadharanI

(courtesan), Svlyii (wife) or Faraklya (a maiden or a married woman)

respectively, may be

:

(a) SadharanI, general, e.g. in the case of the Kubja, where the

enjoyment is entirely for oneself (<dtma~tarpanaiha-tdtpari/a, Jiva). It

extends up io the Premail (see below) stage of love.

(b) Samanjasa, well-proportioned, as in the case of the conjugal

love of Eukmiui etc., where the enjoyment is as much for Krsna as for

oneself. If extends up to the Anuraga stage.

80 This procedure follows that of the Ras&rnava-sudh&kara t
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(c) Samarthii, capable, in the case of the Gopis where the effort is

entirely for the pleasure of Krsna. It extends up to the final Bhava or

Mahabhava stage.

Hie Madhura Bati, in its different aspects or conditions, may again

be, successively, according to its stages of growth or intensity of mani-

festation: 31

I 1 reman, defined as the bond of feeling {bhdou-baiulhund) which
is tin; indesfructihle seed (bija) of love and which aceordir to its degree

may be gm mjlia (mature), madhya (middling) and vuinda (slight).

II Snelui, which is affection sublimated from Pieman and causing

melting of the heart (hrdaya-dnu'ami) in sight, hearing or iccolWl inn.

It may also be the best (srestlui), middling (madlnyama) and the lowest

(kanixtlta)

,

according to its intensity. This Snehu is of two kinds: (a)

Ghrta-sneha, constant fondness, solidifying like Ghee, but impotent in

itself in producing the taste, or (b) Mudhu-sueha, constant fondness, like

honey, strong in itself and potent in producing its sweetness.

III Mana, affected repulse of endearment due to excess of emotion

and causing a variety of amatory feelings. This may be Udattu, the

high-spirited impulse of Ghrta-sneha, or Lalita, the sportive and

tortuous impulse of the Madhu-sneha.

IV Pranaya, friendly confidence ( utinimbha.), which may be

Maitra, friendship characterised by humility, or Sakhya, fellowship

free from apprehension. By a contact with the Udatta and the Lalita

Mana respectively, these two kinds of Pranaya may again be Su-maitra

and Su-sakl^ff. The interrelation or evolution of one from the

other is thus indicated: Sneha>Pranya>Mana, or Snelia>Mana

>Pranaya, the two Pranaya and Mana acting as mutual cause and

effect.

V Baga, erotic transmutation of sorrow into joy, which, in

coloured figuration, mayj be either Nilima (dark-blue) or Baktima

(crimson). The Nilima-raga may again be Nili-raga, indigo-coloured,

unchangeable and not outwardly manifesting itself, or it may be

Syama-raga dark-coloured, accomplished slowly and manifesting itself

31 This classification follows that of the Ras&i'nava-sudh&kara (ii, 109.)

which, however, speaks (in order) of Preman, M&na, Sneha, R&ga and Anuraga,

omitting Bhava or Mahabhava, which is peculiarly a Vaigpava idea.
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a little. The Raktima Raga, on the other hand, may be Kusuinbha-

raga, saffron-coloured, quickly diffusing itself and reflecting other

Ragas, or it may be Manjistka-raga, coloured like madder, durable and

independent .
32

VI Anuraga, love as constant freshness. Its aspects are
:

(a)

Paravasibhava, self-surrender, (b) Prema-vaicittya, loving apprehen-

sion of se])aration, (c) Aprani-janma, desire for birth as inanimate

matter connected with the beloved, and (cl) Vipralambhn-vispliurti,

vision of the beloved in separation.

VII Bhavu or Mahabhava, supreme realisation of love such as

can be realised only by the Gopis of Vraja. It mayi be

:

(1) Itucfha, where the Sattvikas have reached the highest form of excite-

ment '(itpta). Its characteristics both in union and separation are (a) incapa-

city for bearing separation even for a moment (Nhnesasahatu ), (b) exciting the

hearts of all present (&$anna-panatd-hrd-vilo<]lana), (c) appearance of a whole age

as a moment, and of a moment as a whole age (Kulixj-ksunatva, Ksana-kalpatva),

(d) languishment through apprehension of malady even in the presence of happi-

ness (Tat-xaukhye’pyiuti-suhkinju khmnatvum), (e) forgetfulness of self and every-

thing even in the absence of actual fainting (Mohadyahhave' pyatmadi-xarva-

viamaramm),

(2) Adhirutfha, involving a special sublimation of the characteristics ol

Kuctha mentioned above. It is again twofold
:

(i) Modana, involving a special

heightened charm of the Sattvikas (uddlptcisauifthavu), and is found only in the

lladha-group. It deepens into Mohana in separation, which causes a deeper

heightening (•'suddipta
) of the Sattvikas. Its characteristics are : the hero’s

fainting even in the embrace of the heroine (kdntdsihte\pi mure hand), desire for

happiness even by undergoing unbearable buffering (&8ahya-d ulik hu-svlkCirdd apt

lat-suklm-kamita), causing sorrow to the whole world (brahma nda-kxoblui-k&ritvu),

weeping of the animal world (tirsvdui api rodunam ), craving for death for

elemental union with Krsna (mriyu-s clkarat sva-bhutair api tat-saiioa-trsna), and

lastly, divine frenzy (divyonmdda). This divine frenzy may take the form of

various helpless acts and movements (udyliurnti) aud of deeply anxious and resent-

ful words on meeting a friend of the hero (citra-jalpa). The Citra-jalpa may

take ten forms : Prajalpa (spitting out of the hero’s incompetence in contempt

prompted by impatience, jealousy or pride), Parijalpa (display of skill in chiding

the hero’s cruelty), Vijalpa (jealous irony instinct with resentment), Ujjalpa

(proud and jealous declaration of the hero’s deception), Samjalpa (regretful and

32 JdasGrnavasudlidkiu’a (ii, 117f.), following Bhoja, speaks only of

Kusumbha, Nili and Mafiji§tha Raga. See also Sdhitya-darpana iii, 19&-97.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1932 6
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ironical declaration of? the hero’s. ingratitude), Avajalpa (jealous declaration

of the unworthiness of the hero’s love on account of his hard-heartedness, lust and

deception), Abhijalpa (hinting the propriety of giving up the heroes, which

brings sorrow even to birds), Ajalpa (disparaging declaration of the hero’s crooked-

ness, which causes sorrow to self and joy to those who experience his association),

Pratijalpa (honouring the messenger and humbly declaring inseparability from

the hero) and SujaJpa (enquiry, inspired by simplicity, gravity and humility,

after the hero), (ii) Madana, which is pleasant with the sprout of all the feel-

ings {bhavas) and which is always found in Radha only. Its characteristics are

excess of jealousy even when there is no cause for jealousy, and reminiscent con-

templatioir of everything related to the hero even in a state of enjoyment.

This Sthayi-bhava of Madhura Rati becomes t-lie Madliura or

Srngara Rasa, the highest type of Erotic Love. It is twofold according

as it is Love-in-union (Samblioga

)

and Love-in-separation

(Vipralambha ). The Vipralambha may take various forms :

33

(i) Purva-raga, Incipient Love i.e. love before actual union,

consequent upon first sight, hearing, dream, or looking

at the picture of the beloved etc. Its various attendant

feelings and conditions, succeeding each other in order of

intensity and leading even up to death, are minutely des-

cribed and illustrated. It may be either Praudha

(developed), Samanjasa (well-proportioned) or Sadharana

(general). The sending of love-letters (kamu-lekha) is also

incidentally discussed. The ten stages of Praudha Purva-

raga are: Lalasa (ardent desire), TTdvega (anxiety), Jagaru

(sleeplessness), Tanava (thinness of the limbs), Jadima

(stupidity), Vaiyagra (impulsiveness), Vyfidhi (illness),

Unmada (dementedness), Molia (unconsciousness) and

Mrtyu (death). Of the Samanjasa the ten stages are:

Abhilasa (desire), Cinta (reflection), Smrti (recollection),

Guna-kirtana (recital of the qualities of the beloved), Udvega

(anxiety), Vilapu (lamentation), Unmada (dementedness),

Vyadhi (illness), Jadata (stupor) and Mrtyu (death). Of the

Sadharana Purva-raga, the stages consist of the first six of

33 The Itasdrnava-sudhukara
,

following Bhoju, speaks also of four kinds of

Vipralambha, viz. Purvanuraga, Maua, Praviisa and Karuna; but its Karuna is

not the same as the Prema-vaicittya of our author.
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the Samanjasa mentioned above, beginning with Abhilasa

and ending with Vilapa. ,

(ii) Mana,34 llesentmemt as a bar to the realisation of love. It

may be (a) Sa-lietu (having a cause), the cause or ground of

resentment being something seen (
drsta), heard (h'uta) or

inferred (anumita), or (b) Nirhetu (without a cause), or

with Karanabhasa (with the semblance of a cause). The

causeless resentment is easily allayed, but the caused resent-

ment may he allayed by sweet words
(sdma ), offering of

presents (dana), glorification of oneself (hheda) and neglect

{upehso), or by the sudden accession of other feelings (e.g.

sudden fear).

(iii) Prema-vaieitfya, Apprehension of separation, through

excessive love, even in the presence of the beloved.

(iv) Pravasa, the psychological effect of separation due fo the

absence of the hero gone abroad. The separation may be

either deliberate (which may again be present, past or

future)35 or forced
;
and the exodus may be to a place which

is very distant or not very distant. The ten stages of this

condition are : Cinta (reflection), Jagara (sleeplessness),

Udvega (anxiety), Tanava (thinness), Malinangata (paleness

of the limbs), Pralapa (lamentation) Vyadlii (illness),

Umnada (dementedness), Molia (unconsciousness) and Mrtyu

(death). With regard to Pravasa, the author adds that in

Krsna'fl Eternal Sport (A
7

itya-Ula)
,
there is no real separation

of Ivrsna and the Vrajadevis, for their union is perpetual;

but the condition of Pravasa is described according to the

Manifest Sport (Pvakata-lila )
of Krsna, in which he appears

to go to Mathura. In other words, there is an apparent

34 The Mana which looms so large in Vaisnava Padavall has, like the word

‘Rasa,’ hardly any equivalent in modern amatory vocabulary. A curious mixture

of joy and sorrow, fear and hope, pride and anger, love and repulsion, it involves

also an element of Chalavw an indefinable playfulness, which is wayward and

yet alluring. It is not pride, anger, mere displeasure or resentment; it is neither

the French “amour propre” nor the Ten tonic “EmpfindeIei.’ , A psychological com-

posite like this is untranslatable.

35 So in KnsCtrnava-sudhflkara (ii, 216).
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sojourn to Mathura, but the association with Vrndavana is

real and permanent.

The Sambhoga or Love-in-union is either directly (
innkhyd

)

or

indirectly (gamut, as in a dream) fulfilled. Of each of these, again,

four stages*6 are marked in order of intensity: Saniksipta (brief, e.g.

occurring after Purva-raga), Samkirna (mixed with contrary feelings,

e.g. occurring after Mana), Sampanna (developed, e.g. occurring after

return from near Pravasa), and Samrddhimat (complete and excessive,

e.g. occurring after return from distant Pravasa). Its various elements

are sight, touch, words, barring the way, Rasa, sport in the river, steal-

ing of garments, stealing of the flute, kissing, embracing etc., leading

up 1o sexual union.

Tbe number of works cited for poetical quotations in the Ujjvala-

ntlamani is much fewer, and the number of such quotations hardly

exceeds two hundred and fifty, as against nearly four hundred of the

previous work. 37 As the erotic sentiment is its tlieme, there is more

scope here for citations from general literary works and

less from the Sastras. The quotations from the Puranas and oilier

Vaisnava scriptures are indeed not may, but the author strictly con-

fines himself to such general poetical works as possess a decided

Vaisnava leaning or concern themselves with the theme of Itadlia and

Krsna. Thus, works like the Giita-govinda of Jayadeva or ftrikrsna-

harrjdmrta of Lilasuka Bilvamangala are freely drawn upon for illustra-

tion of the different phases of the Rasa, but the largest number of

quotations is supplied by the poetical and dramatic works of Rupa

Gosvamin himself, which appear thus to have been composed with the

special object of illustrating tbe different phases of Krsna-lTla. The

works and authorities cited are

:

('ihe references are by page, as the numbering of the verses in the printed

edition does not facilitate such reference).

36 The Rasarnava-xudhfikara speak* of fcitmksi* ta, Samkirna, Sampanna and

Samrddhimat Sambhoga. Jiva Gosvamin (p. 1071) speaks of four kinds of San^

bhoga occurring after Purva-raga, viz., SandarfSana (sight), Samsparsa (touchy

Sam jalpa (conversation) and Samprayoga (intercourse).

37 Ktipa Gosvamin himself compiled an anthology of Vaisnava poems, the

Padydvall, which appears to have been one of his earliest works. It contains

about four hundred lyrical pieces culled from different sources,
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(1) The Epics and the Purdnas. Harivam^a 40, 253, 432; Srimadbhaga-

vata 40, 44, 45, 46, 47, 50, 254, 264, 265, 272, 283, 285, 290, 290, 297, 307, 308,

311, 312, 336, 342, 357, 381, 384 , 386, 411, 470; Padma-Pnrftna 52, 60, 460; Vianil-

purana 252, 271, 289, 361
;
Brhad-vumana 52.

(2) Other lteligio\is Terts and Commentaiie*. Brahma-samhitn 57; Krama-

dipika 349; GopaJottara-fapam CO; Visnugupta-saniliita 57; Tantra 61; Itk-pari-

sista 60.

(3) Ithctoricul Work* and Authors, Muni (Bliarata) 11, 32; R&sa-fiudh&-

kara 91, 231, 232, 242, 295 ( =Rasiirnava-sml 1 1 \\kara of ftiiigabhupala); Pracina

87; Dascurupaka 30; Prancah 86; Rudra 43.

(4) Poetical and Vmmatic Works* Sapta.<ati (of Hala) 468; Gita-govinda

113, 162, 175, 183, 243. 27^ 276, 284, 287 , 301, 310, 314, 496; (Srikrsna-)

Karnnnirta 493; liilvamaiigaln (author of above) 277
,

285, 435, as Prancah 24;

Vopadeva and his Muktnphala 450; Jaganniitha-vallabha (of Ramftnanda-Raya)

302, 430; Govinda-viliisa 320; Rukmini-svayanfivara (Isvarapuri-krta) 272, 274;

Muktii-caritra (of Raghunatha-Das&) 2G1; Ghandomanjarl (of Gflhgiidasn,

on Prosody) 252, 268. Rupa Gosviimin’s own works : Padyavaii 10,

101, 162, 181, 228, 241, 265, 277, 287, 300, 305. 300, 364, 392, 395,

396, 417, 453, 454. 4C0, 491; Vidagdha-madbava 34, 64 , 68, 69, 95, 108, 160, 182,

184, 187, 222, 235, 236, 230, 251. 254
, 262, 2C5. 279, 282, 283, 289, 292, 296, 299,

303, 304, 305, 310, 311, 319, 322, 323. 371, 417, 420, 421, 423, 424. 426, 435, 443,

450, 489, 492; Lnlita-madhava 37, 77 , 83, 182, 209, 228, 233, 234, 235, 237 , 239,

240, 241, 251, 278', 284, 291, 293, 294, 299 , 302, 304, 309, 318, 333, 388. 395, 451,

453, 474, 485, 487, 493; Dana-keli-kanmudi 161, 222, 231, 234, 256. 270, 321, 358,

360, 373, 375, 410, 484, 488, 492; Uddhava-sandesa 93, 102, 147, 161, 238, 240,

282, 296. 298, 302, 347, 439, 451, 452, 469, 492; Hamsa-duta 189, 236, 304, 309,

316, 324, 454, 456, 470, 484.

The erotic mysticism, which seeks to express religions longings in

the language of earthly passion and which is a characteristic feature of

later, Vaisnavism, is thus seen in its full bloom in these treatises and

indeed forms the basic inspiration of some aspects of Caitanyaism. In

the older works, Bhakti is an ethical and mystical passion of an intensely

personal character, rather than an impersonal intellectual conviction

adduced by mere knowledge. It is often typified by the love of a wife

for her husband, and the term is interchangeable with Prlti, Bhava,

Raga or Sneha as expressions of ardent love and yearning. Knowledge

or belief is indeed acknowledged as a preliminary, and selfless action

is not excluded but they are not identical with if. The mediaeval ex-

pressions of the passion, however, dispense with Jfiana and Karma in

the orthodox sense, and take their stand exclusively upon mystical
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emotional realisation (Rasa). But if also borders definitely upon sense-

devotion, and leans perceptibly and dangerously towards the erotic

passion. In Bengal Vaisnavism it goes a step further, and seeks to

realise, in its theory and practice, the actual passion of the deity,

figured as a friend, son, father or master, but chiefly and essentially as

a lover. The too ardent tendency? of the attitude lapses into sensuous-

ness of" a refined type, but the mystical sensibility is chiefly vicarious.

This fervent quasi-amorous attitude, in spite of its elusive juggling with

psychological complexes, inspires not only its fiastras and professedly

devotional works, but also enlivens its mass of resplendent lyrics in

Sanskrit as well as in the vernacular with a mighty and mystical sex-

impulse. Whatever may be the devotional value of this attitude, the

literary gain was immense. This last reach of Vaisnava Bhakti, trans-

muted in Bengal Vaisnavism into Preman or love, became an unfailing

and rich source of literary inspiration, as well as of religious emotion

;

for it was personal in ardour, concrete in expression and original in

appeal. Along with its metaphysics and theology was also produced a

psychological rhetoric of the endless diversity of the passionate condi-

tion, which reproduced, no doubt, the classical phraseology and ideas

of Sanskrit rhetoric of R&sa, but whose erotico-religious application

and subtilising of eihotional details were novel and inspiring. These

aesthetic and emotional conventions were implicity accepted in the

literary productions. In spite of its psychological formalism, its

rhetoric of ornament and conceits and its pedantry of metaphysical

sentimentalism, there can be no doubt that the inspiration supplied by

such works as those of Rupa Gosvamin (witli their htmdreds of poetical

illustrations) to later Vaisnava literature, especially in Bengali, must

have been of a deep and far-reaching character. Even the abstruse

dogmas, formulas and shibboleths have had their effect on literary con-

ception and phrasing, but there is much in them which possess ah

enduring emotional anft poetical value. The devotional ecstasy, the

romantic idealism and the mystical erotic sensibility lifted the lyric

literature they produced to a very high level of artistic and passionate

expression, which has as much human as transcendental value.

S. K. De
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i Continued from Vol, VIII, p. 331.
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2 BCP., p. 589 ;
Cf. MV., p. 12 ; Mandukyakarika of Gautjapada,

IV, 22.

3 Cf. BCP., p, 555 ;
MV., p. 10, MA„ p. 227.

4 Cf. MV., 225 ; SS., p. 7 ;
MA., p. 222 ; Mandukyakarika of

Gau<japada, IV, 93.

5 BCP,, p. 375 ;
Cf. YuktiiaqtikS, 7.
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6 Cf. MV., p. 272.

7 Cf. l/T.,445. Iine «•

8 BCP.x p. 528. Me. Tib. lit. arthatah (don du ) ;
BCP., Skt.

yatnatah but the Tib. of the latter ayatnatah (’bad.'. wed. par).
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9 Cf. AS., p. 46, line 19 ;
Abhisatnayalavikaruloka, GOS., LXII,

pp. 50, 415 ;
Bhavasarrihrantisutra, Journal of Oriental Research,

Madras, 1932, p. 252.

10 BCP., p. 573-

11 Cf. A S., p. 54, line 4.

12 Cf. MA., p. 228, line 17.

1 3 BCP., p. 52S. 14 Ibid., p. 598.

IS Cf. AS., p, 24 ;
BD., p. 53 ; BCP., p. 416, line 12.
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TIBETAN TEXT «

bsam gyis- mi. khyab* par. bfttod* pa. i

[ 84*
, 6 ]

gan. fig. dnos. po. rten. *byu fi. mams I

no. bo. rned, pa. fiid. du. gsuns, I

[ 7 ]
ye 6es. mfiam. med. bsam. mi. khyab. I

dpe. med, de. la. phyag. ’tshal. lo ll i il

ji. ltar, kliyod. las. theg. chen. la I

fiid, ley is. chos. la. bdag. med. rtogs l

de. bfin. bio. dan, ldan. mams, la l

thugs, rje’i. dban. gis, bstan. pa. mdzod II 2 0

kryen. rnams las. ni, 'brel.
[85 <*, 1 ], byun. ba

|

m .. skyes, legs. par. khyod. kyis, gsuns I

no. bo. fiid. kyis. de. ma. skyes
|

de. phyir. ston, par. rab. tu. bstan n 3 II

ji. ltar. ’di. na. sgra. brten. nas. 1

brag. ca. kun, tu. 'byun. ba. ltar. I

sgyu. ma. smig. rgyu. bfin. du. yan
|

de. bfin. srid. pa. [2] kun. tu.
;byuri ll 4 II

sgyu. ma. dan. ni. smig. rgyu dan I

dri. za’i. gron. khyer. gzugs. brfien. dan |

rmi, lam. gal. te. ma. skyes. na |

*

mthon. ba. la. sogs, dpe. med ’gyur ll 5 II

ji. ltar. rgyu. rkyen. las. 'byun. ba I

de. dag. byas. pa. can. du. bfed 1

de. bfin. rten. 3 las. byun. ba. kun |

mgon. [3] po. khyod. kyis. de. ltar, gsuns 11 6 11
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1 Tanjur, Bstod Tshog?, ka, fob 84 b, 6-8ya, 4 of the Narthang

edition in the Visvabharati Library. See Cordier, II, p. 6
,

no. 19.

2 X rkyen ,
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.
po. med. grub. pas. 1

gfan. las. kyad. ni. ’byud. ba. med II ro 11

ran. did. yod. na. gfan. yod. ’gyur |

gfan. did. yod. na. rad. did. yod 1

de. dag. blto,-. pa. can. du. grub
|

pha. rol. tshu. rol, bfin. du. gsuds nun
[6] gad. tshe. ci. Ja’d. mi. bltos. pa |

de. tshe. gad. la. gad. fig. ’byun |

gad. tshe. rin. la. mi. bltos. b?r

de. tshe. thud. sogs. ga. la. n* is 11 12 11

ji. Itar. gcig. sogs. ma. mchis. pa |

’das. dad, ma. ’ods. la. sogs, pa |

fion. rmons. mams. kyad. de. bfid [7] te |

yad. dag. log. pa'an. rad. las. ci 11 13 11

dnos. gad. rad. las. ma. mchis. na |

de. tshe. thams. cad. ci, fig. mchis I

gfan. fes. brjod. pa. gad. lags, te I

rad. gi. rad. bfin. med. na. min 11 14 n

gad. tshe. gfan. gyi. dnos. med. pa |

de. tshe. ddos. mams. [85 *' 1] ran. bfin med
|

de. gzan, ddos. ddos. ’dzin. pa |

don. gyi. theg pa, ci. fig. mchis 11 15 11

3 BCP» Tib. T. MdOj La. fol. 317* . 6 :

ddos. po. yod. pa. mi, skye. fid 1

med. pa. ma. yin. yod. med. min |

ran. las. min. pa. gfan. las. min 1

.
gfiig, las. min. ji. Itar, skye. fes w

In b X adds yod after med
\
pa .
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gdod. pa. fiid. nas. mflam. gyur, pa |

ran. bfin. gyis. kyafi, mya. nan. ’das |

yan. dag. par. na. ma. skyes. lags |

de. slad. chos rnams khyod. kyis. gsufis || 16 ||

bio. Id an. [2] khyod. kyis. gzugs. la. sogs
|

no. bo. fiid. med. par. bstan. pa |

dbu. ba. chu. bur. sgyu. la. sogs |

smig. rgyu. chu. difi. *dra. ba. lags || 17 II

• dbafi. po. mams, kyis. gafi. dmigs. te I

gal. te. yan. dag. mchis. gyur. na 1

byis. pas. yan. dag. rig. par. ’gyur |

[3] de. tshe. yan*. dag. des. pas. ci II 1 8 li

4

dbafi. po. rnams. ni. bems. po. dafi I

tshad. ma. fiid. kyan. ma. yin. dafi |

lufi. ma. bstan. pa. fiid. dafi. ni I

log. par. yofis. des. khyod. kyis. gsufis a 19 11

gafi. gi [s] ci. fig. ma. rtogs. pa |

yafi. dag. ji. bfin. thugs, chud. nas
|

[4] des„na. ’jig. rten. mi. des. pas |

bsgribs. pa. fes. kyafi. khyod. kyis. gsufis 11 20 11

yod. ces. pa. ni. rtag. par, lta. I

med. ces. pa. ni. ched, par. lta |

des. na. mtha’. gfiis. bral. ba. yi |

chos. de. khyod. kyis. bstan. pa. mdzad 1: 21 II

des. na. chos. rnams. ma. bfi dafi
|

[5] bral. bar. khyod, kyis. bka*. stsal. lags |

mam. des. bya. ba’am. ma. lags la n 22 ll

rmi. lam. mig. ’phrul. las. byufi. dan I

zla. ba. gfiis. la, sogs. mthofi. bfin I

’gro. ba. ’byufi. ba. de. dfios. su I

ma. byufi. de. bfin. khyod. kyis. gzigs || 23 n

Cf BCP.
}
Tib, T. Mdo. La. fol. 220 a

% 1 :

gan. fig. dbafi. pos. gafi. fig, dmigs |

gal. te. de. fiid. yin. gyur. na I

byis. la. de. fiid. rtogs. skye. bas |

de. tshe. de. fiid. des. ci. dgos 11

Cf. also Yukti^Ukakarika^ 7
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ji. ltar. rgyu. las. rmi [6] lam. na I

'byun, ba. mthon ba. de, bfin, du |

dnos. po. thams. cad.
Jbyun. ba. bfin |

'jig. par, de. bfin. bfed. pa lags ll 24 B

de. bfin. tshe, sogs, sdug. bsnal. dan |

'khor. ba. sdug, bsnal, kun. fion. rmons.
|

tshogs. rjogs. pa. thar. ba. yani

[7] rmi lam. 'dra. bar. khyod kyis. gsuns ll 2 5 ll

de. biin. skyes dan. ma. skyes, dan |

'on?, pa. dau. ni, son. ba. yan |

bfin. bcins. grol. ye. Ses. la |

l
is. 'dod. yan. dag. rig. ma. lags ll 26 |

* gan. las. skyes. pa. yod. ma lags |

de. la. mya. nan. Mas.gan. [86 a
, 1] yod

|

sgyu. ma’i. glan. po. Mra. bas. na |

don. du. bzod-nas. i i. ba. fiid II 27 ||

B

skyes. pa. fiid. na'an. ma. skyes. pa |

sgyu. ma’i. glafi. po. ji. bfin. bfed |

de. bfin. thams. cad. skyes. pa. yam |

yafi. dag. pa. ni. ma, skyes. lags ll 28 ll

'jig. rten. mgon. [2] po. dpag med. kyis |

sems. can. dpag. tu. ma. mchis. pa 1

so. sor. mya. nan. 'das. rndzad. kyaii I

de. dag. gis. kyan. gan. ma. bkrol 0 29 ll

thub. chen. gan phyir sems. can. rnams |

ran. las. ma. skyes. de. yi. phyir |

gan. yan. gan. gis. ma. bkrol. fes |

[3] de skad. khyod. kyis. gsal. bar. gsuns ll 30 ll

ji. ltar. sgyu. ma. mkhan. gyis. byas |

dnos. po. ston. ba. de. bfin. du I

byas. pa, thams. cad. dnos ston. bfin l

khyod gsun. de. bfin. byed. pa. po 11 31 11

5 Cf. BCP Tib, T. Mdo, La, fol. 290 a
% 1 :

gafi. las. skye. ba. yod. min. fiid 1

de. la. mya. fian. Mas. gau. yod 1

'gro. ba. sgyu. ma. gsal. ba’i. phyir

dafi. po. nas. fi. 'bad. med. par n

In b X adds la after gaft.
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byed. pa. po. yad, gfan. gyis, bgyis |

byas. pa. can. du. 'gyur. ba. lags |

[4]

yad. na. de. yi. bya. ba. byed I

byed. pa. po’r ni thal. bar. ’gyur il 32 N

’di. dag. thams. cad. mid. tsam. £cs \

khyod. kyis. gsud. ni. bstod. de. gsuds |

brjod. pa. las. ni. gfan. gyur-pa |

brjod. par. 'gyi. ba. yod. ma. mchis ll 33 n®

.* de. pbyir. chos. mams, thams. cad. ni I

[5] rtog. pa. tsam. fes. khyod. kyis. gsuds |

gad. gis. ston. bar. mam. rtog. pa’i I

rtog. pa. yad. ni. med. ces. gsuds 11 34 |
T

ddos. dad. ddos. med. gfiis. 'das. pa.

la. lar. ma. 'das. pa. yad. lags I

ses. pa. med. cin. fie3, bya. ’ad. med |

med. min. yod. min. gad. [6] lags, dad ll 35 *

gad. yan, gcig. rain. tu. ma’ad min |

gfiis. ka, ma. min s gfiis* kvad. med I

gfi. med. pa. dad. ma. gsal. dad |

bsam. mi. khyab. dan, dpe. med. dad ll 36 R

gan. ydd. mi. skye. mi. ’gag. dad |

chad. pa. med. cid. rtag. med. pa I

de. ni. nam. kha’. ’dra. ba,
|_
7] lags.i

yi. ge. ye. ses. spyod. yul. min I 37 ll

6 Abhisatnayalamkaraloka
,
Tib. T. Mdo, Cha, fol. 35 <*t 4

’di. dag. thams. cad. mid. tsam. ste 1

'du, Ses. tsam, la. rab. tu. gnas 1

rjod, par. byed. las. ma, gtogs. pa |

brjod, par. bya. bar. brtag. mi. bya l

See note on Skt, text.

7 ECP., Tib. T. Mdo, La, fol. 310.*, 6 :

de. phyir. gnas, pa. tsam. fiid. du I

chos. mams, thams. cad. bstan.. pa. yin 1

gad. gi. stod, fiid. mam. pa. brtags |

rtog. pa’ad. med par, brjod. pa*i, fes 11

9 Xgcig.8 X yto.
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0
de. ni. rtcn. cih. *brel. bar. *byuh |

de. ni. ston, bar. khyod. bfed. lags |

dam. pa'i. chos. kyan. de. Ita. bu |

de. bfin, gSegs. pa’ah. de dah. mtshuns
|| 38 !!

10

de. ni. de. fiid. don. dah ni |

de. bfin. fiid. dan. rdzas. su. bfed |

de. [86*-, I] ni. yan, dag. mi. bslu. ba
de. rtogs, pas. na. sans, rgyas. brjod II 39 11

1

1

* sans, rgyas. mams. dan. chos dbyins. dan
|

du. na. don. du. tha. med. do 1

bdag. fiid. dan. ni. gz an. mams, dan |

des. na. mfiam. par, khyod. bz'ed. lags n 40 11

13

dhos. po. rnams. las. stoh. gz'an. min I

de. med. par. yan. [2] dhos, po. med |

de. phyir. rten. cih. ’byuh. ba'i-dtios I

ston. ba. lags. par. khyod. kyis. bstan 11 41 11

rgyu. dah. rkyen. las. byun. ba’an. lags |

gz'an. gy is. dban. las. kun. rjob. ste I

gz'an. gyi. dban. fes, rab. tu. gsuns I

dam. pa’i. don. ni. bees. ma. yin 11 42 II

ho. ba. hid. dan, ran. [3] bfin. dah |

yah. dag. rdzas. dhos. yod, pa’ah. lags |

10 Cf. BCP. t
Tib, T, Mdo. La. fol. 290 a$ 2 :

gah. fig. rten. cih. 'brel. bar. 'byuh |

de. ni. khyod. ni. stoh. fiid. bfed I

de. bfin. du. ni. dam. chos. te |

de. dan. mtshuhs. pa. de. bfin. gfegs II

1 1 Cf. Ibid., a
, 3 :

de. ni. de. fiid. kho. na. med. I

de. bz'in. fiid. kyi. rdzas. su. bz ed |

yan. dag. de. ni. mi. bslu. ba |

de. rtogs. pa. ni. sahs. rgyas. brtnd fl

12 Cf. BCP Tib. T. Mdo. La. fol. 319 * s

sahs. rgyas. rnams. dan, sems. can. khams I

don. gyis. de. dah. tha. dad. med |

bdag. Aid. kyafi. ni. gz'an. rnams. kyan |

de. dab. mfiam. par. khyod. bz'ed. lags n

i.h.q., dboexbbb, 1932 8
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brtags. pa’i. dnos. po. med. pa. fiid |

gfan. gyi, dban. ni. yod. ma. lags II 43 It

btags. pa’i. dnos, po. yod. ces. pa |

sgro. 'dogs. lags. par. khyod. kyis gsuns |

byas. pa. chad. nas. med. ces. pa |

chad. [4] pa. lags. par. khyod. kyis. gsuns II 44 II

yan. dag. §es. chad. pa. med I

rtag. pa. fiid. kyan. med. par. bSad I

’gro, ba. dnos, pos. ston. pa. las |

de. slad. smig. rgyu. *dra. bar. bfed II 45 II

ji. ltar. ri. dwags. skom. chu. ni I

chad. med. rtag. pa. yod. ma. yin I

de. dzlm. [5] ’gro. ba. thams. cad. kyan |

chad, med. rtag. pa. med. par. gsuns (I 46 II

gan. Ia. rdzas. dag. skye. ’gyur, ba.

de. la. chad. sogs. 'jigs. pa. ’byuii |

de. la. 'jig, rten. mtha.’ yod. dafi 1

mtha\ med, par, yan, ’gyur. ba. lags 11 47 11

6es. pa. yod. pas. 6es. bya. [ 6 ] bfin \

§es. bya. yod. pas. de. ses. biin 1

gaii. tshe. gfiis. ka. ma. skyes. par |

rtogs. pa. de. tshe. ci. fig. yod II 48 II

de. ltar. sgyu. ma. la. sogs. dag l

snam. pa’i. mchog. gi<. gsal. bstan. nas. I

lva. ba. thams. cad. 'gog. byed. pa'i l

dam. pa’i. chos. ni. bstan. pa. [ 7 ] lags Q 49 |

fio. ba. med. pa. fiid. bstan. pa |

de. ni. yan. dag. dam. pa. lags I

duos. po’i. gnon. gyis. zin. mams, kyi 1

gso. ba. de. ni. bla. na. med II $0 ||

des. na. chos. kyi. mchod. sbyin. pa I

mchod. sbyin. rim. pas. rtag. rgyun. tu 1

’jig rten. gsum. po. sbyin sreg. [ 87 *
, 7 ] mdzad 1

dnos. ’dzin. ’jigs. pa. gcod. bgyid. cln II 51 11

mu. stegs. ri. dwags. ’jigs, bgyid. pa |

bdag, med. sen. ge’i. na. ro’i. sgra I

rmad. byun. de. rli. khyod. kyis, gsuils II 52 II

ston. pa. fiid. dan. ches. zab. pa’i

chos. kyi. rna. chen. brdufi. ba. lags |
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[ 2 ] ho. bo, fiid. med. sgra. bo. che’i i

chos. kyi. dun. ni. bus. pa. lags | 53 11

sans, rgyas. bstan. pa. bdud. rtsi. y is 1

chos. kyi. rdzes. ni. gsuns. pa. lags 1

chos. mams. kyi. ni. ho. bo. fiid I

he*. pa’i. don. te. fes. kyan. bstan if 54 ||

gah, dan. skye, dan. ’gag. Ia. sogs l

sems. [ 3 ] can. srog. la, sogs. bstan. pa I

de. ni. bkri, don, kun. rdjob, tu |

mgon. po. khyod. kyis. bstan. pa. lags
(j 55 II

6e c
. rab. pha. rol. phyin. mtsho. yi. 1

pha. rol. gah. gis. rah. phyin. te I

bsod. nams. yon. tan. rin. chen. phyag I

mgon. khyod. yon. tan. pha. rol. phyin
|| 56 ||

[ 4 J de. ltar. dpe. med. bsam. mi. khyab 1

’gro. ba’i. mgon. po. bstod. pa. yis |

bdag. gis. bsod. nams. gah. thob. des I

’gro. ba. khyod. dan. mtshuns. par. §og
|| 57 ||

bsam. gyis. mi. khyab. par. bstod. pa slob. dpon. chen.

po. klu. sgrub. kyi. £al. sna nas,

mdzad. pa. rjogs. so II

IV

STUTYATITASTAVA

1

SANSKRIT TEXT

Restored from the Tibetan Version

ttjdJoid^dd:

^#^11 \ 11

m urSm wir * 11 r 11
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srgfTOi: Rwwrffcmfcrot i

irspit ^ftrai w n 3 11

itat Rfbr*: fafNf&i: 11 y 11

q^giWIUc^ll ^RT: g: iWWWW^ t

q«r & uwrei^ laH ii s< 11

3c71^ ^ jj q?R#?T saFFTTg^ats*^ I

waaqifaarel % qwhftfaii : 11 \ 11

m: HgEWlfagl fe^rftcqfiwwi^ I

«^ »a«W I^M: anrerfM II V* II

*rc% * fsnft *rW

1

?R RRTCSPIT «HK«fl lft»WW RST: II q II

qfcfeUfflW %f7 *13 fluiteltl I

qaaffownfat *natm a &m 11$. 11

j? ^4 aifa !an?pf * aa aa 1

fon^ia am aa*awiww 11 ^o 11

aiat «t f^j^sa^al apatsaaa 1

iHi3«t*aawi<4 a *teafaM 11 w 11

'SCMl^lf^*) STIR JITR* ^t*a«»^on^|

JlMWfH gafaaJJcai^lf^i ata II K \\
l

>icMI^WI«^ *m aB «&$kM{u| |

<«fofeia,
ya*aiaiaft a II ^ ||*

agraaiqafta saiat 3a foala i

arfeg gfcffr fo%a»reteg<iKa ^fla^ u w n

a$Nf 4VfR^H
[
a$a:

] i

aifffiwwqawwfrw3 *WJJl W II

1 See MK., with MV.', VII, i.

2 Ibid., VII, 2.
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JfWwM ?1gf*IPT WWmIRWHJ

?wi ^swraifo fnroi: n \\ \\

% qsfflTRlft ^ m: i

Ultf * 8: «wn?iwW qffcfcwR* II V II

fiwfoWMIl *m# falsPTP^ I

*lcWH«$l^ *3* 3 tag gwfc^ll ||

q* m ft i

«l?Spi sSNftsft qfUrWfifrW : II ^ I!

II nqWfrpi ljilsfrl q#r:

*3g«fareiq : wm ii

2

TIBETAN TEXT ‘

bstod- pa. las- ’das- par- bstod- pa ’

bla. med, lam. la.* gSegs. pa. yi |

de.
[
87 * , 6 ] b£in. gsegs. pa. bstod. ’das. kyan |

gus. Sid. spro. ba’i. sems. kyis. ni i

bdag. gis. bstod. ’das. bstod. par. bgyi | i |

bdag. dad. gfan. dad. gdis. ka. las |

roam. par. dben. pa’i. dnos. gzigs. kyad i

khyod. kyi. thugs, rje. sems. can. las |

[ 1 J
ma. log. pa. ni. do. mtshar. lags II 2 |

do. bo. did. kyis. ma. skyes. Sid |

tshig. las. das. pa'i. spyod. yul. gyi I

chos. mams, khyod. kyis. gad. bstan. pa |

de. ni. khyod. kyi. do. mtshar. lags. | 3 n

1 Tanjur, Bstod. Tshogs, Ka. fol. 8?a, 5
- 88a, 3 of the Narthang

edition in the Visvabharati Library. See Cordier, II, p. 6, no. ao.

2 Xlas. 3 X las.
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phud. po, khams. dad. skye. mched. rnams |

khyod. kyis. bsgrags [87* , l] par. mdzad. lags, kyad \

de. dag. yorts, su. 'dzin. pa. ni I

slad. kyis. kyan. ill. bzlog. par. mdzad II 4 !!

gad. fig. rkyen. las. de. ma. mchis 1

ddos. rnams. rkyen. las. zi. Itar. skye I

de. skad. mkhas. pa, khyod. gsuds. pas I

spros. pa. rnams. ni. bead. pa. lags.
11 5 II

gafi. dag. tshogs. [ 2 ] las, rab, grad, na 1

tshogs. pa. rgyu. las. *bynu. mthon. ba |

de. dag. mtha. gftis. brten. par. ni |

khyod. kyis. din. tu. gzigs. pa. lags D 6 R

ddos. po. rkyen. la. brten. grub, par |

khyod. ni. din. tu. bfed. pa. lags 1

de. Itar. byas. pa’i. skyon. lags, par I

*di. Itar. [3] ston. pa. khyod. kyis gzigs n 7 II

gad. nas. kyad. ni. mchi. ma. lags |

gad. du. yad. ni. mchis. ma. lags |

ddos. po. thams. cad. gzugs. brdan. dad 1

mtshuds. par. khyod. ni. bz'ed, pa. lags | 8 li

Ita. ba. thams, cad. spad. ba’i. phyir 1

mgon. po. kye kyis. stod. pa, [4] gsuds 1

de yad. yods. su. btags. pa. ste \

ddos. su. mgon. po. khyod. mi. bfed | 9 11

stod. dad. mi. stod. bfed. ma. lags |

gftis. kar. khyod. bgyis. ma. lags, te 1

de. la. brtsod. pa. ma. mchis. par
1

khyod. kyis. gsud. chen. spyod. pa. lags R 10 ll

gfan, min, ddos [5] po. yod. min. fid 1

gfan. min. gftis. min. fes. kyad gsuds I

geig. dad gfan. ftid. spads. pas, na |

ji, lta. bur. yad. yod. ma, mchis | 1 1 11

gal. te. skye. sogs. gsum. mchis. na I

*dus. bya«. mtshan. ftid. mchis. par. ’gyur 1

de. dag. gi. ya.d skye. la, [6] sogs \

gsum. pa. tha. dad. ’gyur, ba. lags | 12 II

X#i
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skye. sogs, gsum. po, so. so, ni \

’dus, byas. las. la. nus. ma. lags I

gcig. la. gcig. tu. *dus. pa, mams |

phran, par. yan, ni. mchis, ma. lags | 13 11

de. ltar. mtshan. gfi, mtshan. ma. mchis |

'di. [7] ltar, grub. pa. ma. lags, pas 1

’dus. byas. grub. pa. ma. lags, na I

'dus. ma. byas. Ita. gn. la. grub |) 14 f

smra. ba’i. sen. ge. de. skad, du I

khyod. fiid. gsuns. ni. 5 sen. ge. yis 1

'bigs. byed. glan. chen. smra. rnams kyi 1

rgyags, pa. bsal. bar. gyur. bfin
|) 15 ti

[88-, 1 ] lam. fugs, gnod. pa. sna. tshogs, dan 1

lta. ba'i. lam. nan. mi. bsten. ltar \

khyod. la. brten. nas. yod. pa. dan }

med. pa. fiid. la'an. brten. ma. lags H 16 II

khyod. kyis. dgons. nas. gsuns. pa. dag6
1

gan. dag. gis. ni. de. ltar. [2 ]
rtogs |

de. dag, khyod. kyis. dgons* gsuns pa 1

phyir. fin. rtogs. par. bgyi. mi. 'tshal II 17 ||

dnos. kun. myan. an, 'das. mtshuns. par 1

de. ltar. ga. gis. mam. §es. pa 1

de. tshe. da. la. ji, lta. bur 1

nar. 'dzin. kun. tu. 'byun. bar. 'gyur 11 18 •

de. ltar. [3] yan. dag. rig. pa'i. mchog 1

de. fiid, rig. pa. khyod. bstod. pa'i }

bdag. gi. bsod. nams. gan. yin. des 1

'jig. rten. yan. dag. rig. mchog. fog |) 19 II

bstod. pa. las. 'das. par. bstod. pa, slob, dpon chen.

po. 'phags. pa. klu. sgrub. kyi. fal. sfia I

nas. mdzad. pa. rjogs. so R

Phadhubhai Patel

5 X,f
na. 6 X., daft.



The Brahnwjala Sutta

(in the light of Ndgdrjuna's expositions)

At and before the time of the appearance of Buddhism, there was in

Northern India quite a large number of religious teachers who offered

according to their lights the solutions of the ultimate problems relating

to the soul, the world and the summum bonum of man’s life, basing

them not so much on reasoning as on intuition or inner experiences

acquired through meditation. The use of logic was not much in evidence,

and if there was any, it was due to the endeavour of the disciples to

establish on a firm basis the theories already propounded by their

respective teachers. Along with the various expositions of the highest

Truth, the pre-Buddhistic religious and philosophical literatures con-

tain a large body of cosmological and metaphysical speculations

together with analyses of the elements composing living beings of this

world as also of the various spheres of existences as conceived in the

Buddhist Cosmology. The analyses also have as their basis the intui-

tion or meditational experiences, or the traditional beliefs handed down

from the hoary past. Though ostensibly Buddhism wanted to offer

a rational solution of the ultimate problems, it did not quite succeed

to keep itself free from the intuitional and traditional exposition of

the metaphysical themes. It inherited a mass of beliefs relating, for

instance, to the origin and form of the universe (tridh&tu), classification

of the worlds and beings (vinnanatthitis) and so forth'. The gradual

evolution of the world (vide Aggafiftasuttanta), the existence of

heavenly beings (see Mohasamayasuttarita), the six mystical realisa-

tions (abhiniid), the mahapurma~laksanas
,
the eight causes of earth-

quake, the seven treasures (vide e.g. MaJidparinihbdnasuttanta), the

causes leading to the origin of castes are a few among the various

beliefs that were inherited by the early Buddhists, if the Digha

Nikdya be regarded as embodying really their doctrines and beliefs.

The Buddhist texts, on the other hand, rendered a service to the cause

of Indian philosophy by laying bare the irrationality of many of the

religions and philosophical views current in Northern India before and
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after the rise of Buddhism. It has been shown in some of the texts that

the views were nothing but inner experiences of persons who had made

some progress on the path of spiritual advancement but were far beneath
1

"the stage at which the highest truth is realised. In the Pali texfs these

views have been summarily dismissed away as untenable without going

into a detailed logical examination of them.

Usefulness of the Brahmaj&la Sutta

A notion has been made widely current by some of the modern

scholars that the ostensible object of the Brahmajalasutta was to give

a birdVeye view of the non-Buddhistic opinions. This notion is

wholly wrong, for the Brahmajdlasutta lia& no presumption of that

kind. The doctrines of the six titthiyas

,

the Akiriyavadins
,
not to

speak of the Upamsadic thoughts, are beyond the purview of the Sutta.

Its main object is to draw up a list of the possible theories about the

world and the soul that might haunt the minds of the monks who, by

meditating according to the Buddhist path of meditation, acquired

certain powers but did not reach the highest state. The so-called sixty-

two views are really a systematic exposition of the experiences of a

Buddhist monk and have very little to do with the then existing non-

Bucldhistic opinions .

1 In this paper, attempt has been made here and

there to suggest ft few possible agreements between some of the sixty-

two views and the well known philosophical tenets embodied in the

Upamsads and other Brakmanic philosophical works, but that does not

go to establish that the Brahmajalasutta was composed with any

reference to them, the cases of agreement being only accidental. The

Sutta, however, has served two important purposes, viz., disabusing

our minds of many deep-rooted current notions about the world, the

soul and their ultimate condition, and cautioning us against interpret-

ing the doctrine of Buddha in the light of our preconceived notions.

( By way of illustration, I may point out that the notion of Atman as

a permanent, immaculate entity existing within our body unaffected

by karma (actions) is likely to distort the true import of the Attd

* 1 See in this connection the remarks of Dr. E. J. Thomas in his Life of

Buddha
, ,

p. 19.

I.H.Q.j DECEMBER, 1932 9
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or Puggala of the Buddhist texts, and in the same way the notion of

Nihilism (IJcchedavfula = Natthattu) may influence the interpretation

of Anattd or Snilnatd doctrine of the Buddhists0
)
The best purpose

that has been served by the Sutta is that it shows us the way to dis-

tinguish Buddha’s doctrines from those that were not his. In the fifth

century B.C. or a little later, it was almost impossible for any Teacli^r

to give out any fresh line of thought without the chance of its being

confused with one or other of the current opinions,. and this confusion

could best be avoided by pointing out the pitfalls, in which the later

interpreters are likely to fall. This has been done in this Sutta to a

certain extent. Then again, Buddha, like the other great Teachers,

had at times recourse to enigmatical language, baffling the attempts of

many an erudite commentator to find out the exact sense. The Buddhist

texts abound in such enigmatic* expressions. This Sutta, in marking

out what Buddhism is not, serves, therefore, as an excellent guide for

the comprehension of the sense of such expressions. Inspite of this

Sutta, the terse sayings did give rise 1o so many Buddhist schools of

thought within a century or two after Buddha’s death, not to speak of

the divergent explanations offered by the present day scholars of

Buddha’s conception of Soul and Nibbaua. Though the Sutta contains

many statements of doubtful value an exposition of it a* a whole may

serve to remove many of our misconceptions.

The Avydkatas explained in the Bra/nnajdla Sutta

Vfhe main purpose of the Brah majdla Sutta is to give an exposition

uf some of the problems said to have been left unanswered (avydkata)

2 A typical instance is given in the Majjhinw Sikuyu (I, pp. 136-137): A

Sassatavadin hears Buddha’s teaching about tho attainment of Nibbana by

the destruction of passion, desire, wrong views et< . and concludes therefrom

that Buddha is an Vrchnluvfidin.

Childers writes in his article on Sibhfiim {Tali Dictionary p. 267): “There

is probably no doctrine more distinctive of 6akyumuni’s original teaching than

that of the annihilation of being (p. 274): Burnouf “is decidedly in

favour of the opinion that the goal of Buddhism is annihilation

3 Tho usual English synonym chosen for avyakata is ‘indetormined.’ It ^

equated to avydkrta
,
which, literally, means ‘not -explained’ or ‘not-determined.

Avyakrta is a Buddhist-Sanskrit form derived from the word Avydkuia. The
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by; the Teacher, the reason assigned for doing so being either that they

relate to topics or notions which have nothing to do with the highest

Truth, or that they divert our attention from the real goal of our life.*

These problems are mentioned almost in the identical language

throughout the Pitaka4 thus:

1. Sassato loko (the world is eternal);

2. Asasmto loko (the world is not eternal)

;

ft. Antavd loko (the world is finite)

;

4. Anantavd loko (the world is not finite)

;

f). Tarn jivam tarn sonram (the soul is identical with the body)

;

(>. An navi jivam annarn sariram (the soul is different from the

body)

;

7. Hot! Tathdyato param maraud (Tatkagata exists after death);

8. Na hath Tathdyato param maraud (Tathagata does not exist

after death)

;

9. Hot'i ca na ca lioti Tdthdgato param maraud (Tathagata both

exists and not exists after death);

It). N'eva lioti. na na hoti Tathdgato param maraud (Tathagata

does neither exist nor not exist after death).

Pali word avyakata may well be taken as corresponding in sense to

Sanskrit avyakta

,

meaning ‘inexpressible’ or ‘unanswerable’ because the

question does not arise, and all answers are inadmissible. It, however,

does not bear the philosophical sense of avyakata which is commonly in use

in Vedanta and Sankhya, but it is quite plausible to hold that Buddha meant

by avyakata, inexplainable in worldly language, i.e., the nature of Nibbana is

as unfit for answer as is the question of the existence of the skv-flower. See

lCliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, l, p. 228.

It is .this avyakata attitude of Buddha to most of the ultimate problems bus

led present day scholars to dub Buddha as agnostic. Prof. Keith goes further

and remarks (in his Buddhist Philosophy p. 46) that Buddha’s “agnosticism in

these matters is not based on any reasoned conviction of the limits of knoweldge;

it rests on the two-fold ground that the Buddha has not himself a clear conclusion

of the truth oil these issues, etc.”

4 See, e.g., Aggi-Vacchagotta-sutta in the Majjhima, l, pp. 157, 426, 483-489,

Avyakata-sarpyutta in Samyutta

,

IV, pp. 376 ff., also III, pp. 214 ff. ; Potfhapada-

sutta in Dtgha, I, p. 191; see also Mildhyamika T’rfti, p. 446 (mentioning 14

problems), 636; and ch. XXII; MaMvyutpatti , 206.
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Of tiie problems mentioned in the list, the six have been

exhaustively dealt with\in the Brahmajala Suita. Though the treat-

ment is not quite philosophical, it gives us a clear idea of what the early

Buddhists had in their minds as to the implication of these problems.

The heads of subjects as arranged in the Brahmajala Sutta ate

as follows;—
1. Four kinds of Sassatavada;

2. Four kinds of Ekaccasassatavada

;

3. Four kinds of Antanantika

;

4. Four kinds of Amaravikkhepika;

5. Two kinds of Adhiccasamuppannika;

0. Sixteen kinds of Sahhivada;

7. Eight kinds of Asaiinivada;

8. Eight kinds of N’evasanninasan&ivada

;

9. Seven kinds of Ucchedavada; and

10.

Five kinds of Ditthadhammanibbanavada.

The correspondences between the two lists are as follows

:

Indeterminable

problems

Problems in the

Brahmajala Sutta

1. Sassato loko

2. Asassato loko

)

1. Sassatavada

2.

Ekaccasassatavada

9. Ucchedavada

[These two are sometimes put as: Sassato loko; Asassato loko;

Sassatasassato loko; N'eva sassato nasassato loko]

3. Antava loko
}
v 3. Antanantika

4. Anantava loko )

[These two are written as: Anfava loko; Anantava loko,

Anatavanantava loko; N'eva antava nanantava loko]

5. .Taxp jivaip tarn sarlraip) 6. SaMividfc

6. Afifiam jivarp aSfiaip
| 7. Asa&!iiv&d&

•arirarp ) 8. N'evasafifiinRsafiftjvadR
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7. Hoti ffathagato parammarana
8. Na hoti Tathfvgato parammarana
9. Hoti ca

v
na hoti Tathagato parammarana

10.

N'eva hoti na na hoti Tathagato parammarana

Nil

4. Amaravikkhepika

5. Adhiccasamuppannika

10. Ditthadhammanibbanavada

The above comparative table reveals the fact that the problems,

which are generally treated in the Pali text as indeterminable and their

exposition as not conducive to the spiritual welfare of persons, have

been explained in as much detail as possible in the Brahvmjala Sutta
,

and therefore the charge of agnosticism usually laid against the

founder of the religion by the present day writers is unwarranted.

[The explanations, however, have been given more or less in the light

of the inner experiences of the Buddhist monks as stated above and

are without any reference to the existing non-Buddhistic opinions, or

any attempt to refute or reconcile them
.J

Nagarjuna, in his Madhyamaka-karikas
,
has shown as logically as

possible what the indeterminable problems signify and how they are

untenable. From the arguments put forward by him, it seems that he

is true to the letter and spirit of the discourse as given in the Pali

texts, and that he penetrates right into the very innermost core of the

problems and brings out what the Teacher had in his mind.

All of these views have been described in the Buddhist texts,

whether Hlnayanic or Mahayanic, as wrong (
micchaditthi

)

and are attri-

buted to people’s natural inclination of adhering to the heresy of

individuality (sakkayadittlU), consisting in regarding the body or any

particular element of it as soul.
5

Speaking about the object of the introduction of this indetermin-

able problems into the Buddhist texts, B’uddhaghosa6 almost echoed

5 See Samyutta, IV, p. 286; also E. J. Thomas, Life of Buddha
, p. 202.

M.Vr.
t pp. 340, 361: Satkftyadrrtyupadam&t sarvadrstyupafomati ;

Samyutta , IV,

p. 287 : imft ditthiyo sakkfiyaditthiyft sati honti. See also Pafis., I, pp. 149-160.

6 Sum. Vih, I, p. 102: Tasmft sabbafifluta-ftfinassa mahantabh&vadaaaana-

ttharp desan&ya oa auflfiatR-pak&aana-bhftvattham
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what, the Mahayaim teachers had said, namely, that they were neces-

sary for the exposition of Smhiatd, by which Buddhaghosa, of course,

meant only Pngyala&uMatu whereas the Mahayanists meant both

Pudga lasu nya tii and Dharmasunyatd .

In this paper we shall follow the arrangement of the problems as

given in the Brah majdhi Sntta adding, where available, the arguments

of Nagarjuna and Candrakirti as detailed in the Mddhyamikavrtti.

Sassoitavada

I. (Four kinds of Sassatavfida (Eternalists), ^i.e. those who hold

that the soul and the world exist eternally .

7

The reason assigned by the Brahmajdla Sntta as the basis of this

view is that some people on account of their spiritual advancement

develop the power (ahhinhd) of remembering Their former births

(pubhenivdsdnnsso t /.) up to a certain number. They may be divided

info three classes in accordance with the number of births that can be

remembered by them. The fourth class refers to those persons who

arrive at the conclusion that the world and the soul are eternal by

means of logic and reasoning only. In short, the memories of the past

and future existences, according to the Sutta, make a person a

Sassatavadin, for he thinks that the world has been rolling on from

eternity and will he rolling on for ever and that he will be born again

and again .

8

Times out of number Buddha was confronted with the

question whether he was a Sassatavadin or not, and every time be had

to say that be was neither a Sassatavadin nor an Asassatavadin because

the question of Sassata or Asassata does not arise in reference to the

highest trutl(J It should, however, be remembered that Sasmta in the

Pali Nikayas does not bear the metaphysical sense in which it is used in

the TTpanisads while speaking of the great Atman. The Snssatavadins,

7 Cf. Samyuffa , IV, p. 10: atthatta.

8 Dlgha
,

III, p. 109-110 : Atitam klio aliam addhanani janaini, samvatti pi

loko, anagatam ca kho almm addhanani jaitami .samvat^issati vii ti.

9 The Truth or Nibbana, according to Buddha, is uncaused and uncondi-

tioned (
ahetu-appaccoyo

) and hence is non-relative, absolute, and is only realisa-

ble within one’s ownself (ixiccattani veflitabho viflftuhi). It cannot be described

by any of the empirical terms, and hence the question of etornality or non-eter-

nality does not arise.
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according to the Nikayas
,

10 are those who take attd or self as one of the

five khandhas or something apart from them, and hold that it continues

foi ever and without any change. It is stated in the Majjhima Nikaya11

that the self (attd), according to the Sassatavadins, is the speaker, feeler,

and enjoyer of the fruits of good and evil actions (kamma), is per-

manent (niccu), fixed (dJiuva), eternal (sassata ), unchangeable

(a rtparind marlham via)
, and is steadfast like the so-called eternal

objects, viz., the Sun, Moon, Ocean, Earth and mountain. The

Buddhists, because of their ksanikavada and the denial of a permanent

entity, are not prepared to admit that the identical being feels the conse-

quences of his action, which, as the iVUIana-Sajnyntta asserts, would

make them Sassatavadins.

Sassata vada cowpared to the Sdmkhya system

The only Brahman ic school of philosophy to which the Sassatavada

bears resemblance is, I think, the Sahkliya. 13

;
According to this school,

there are two distinct eternals, the Purusa and the Prakrti, the former

corresponding to Atta and the latter to Loka
y
(with this difference that,

according to the Sassatavadins, the soul is an active agent while the

Purusa (
= eternal atta) of the Sahkliya is an inactive onlooker, the active

agent being Ahahkara, the principle of individuation, which* however,

issues out of the Prakrti\or matter in its primeval form. The eternal

Loka of the Sassatavadins is the evolved world with its variety.

Four hinds of Ekaccasassatardda

II. Ekaccasassatardda (Partial Eternalists), i.e., those who hold

that one of the three classes of the higher gods exists eternally while

the rest do not do so;or those who contend that the body or the organs

of sense are impermanent while the mind or consciousness (citta =

mano= vinndna - attd) is permanent.

10 Majjhima, 1. pp. l&> tf., 300=111, pp. 17, 188, 227 ;
Samyutta , 111, pp. 98.

182, IV, p. 400.

11 Majjhima
,

I, p. 8; VuihiAcaSudani, I, p. 71.

12 Samyutta
, 11, p. 20: So karoti so patisoi|ivediyatiti kko Kassapa adito

sftto sayarpkataip. dukkhan ti iti vadain sassatam etaip pareti.

13 Cf. Af.1V., p. 344, see infra. See also Franke, Digha (transl.), p. 23.
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The three classes of the higher gods referred to above

are (A) A b ii a s s a r a<, (B) K h i d d a -p a d o s i k a, and

(C) M a n a -p a d o s i k a .

14

(A) A b bass a r a. According to the cosmogonic speculations of

tlie Buddhists, as also of some of the ITpanisadic teachers
,

15
there were

in the beginning no beings and the first to appear were tlie Abhassara,

gods, capable of taking shape at will
,

16 feeding only on joy (//iti), self-

luminous (sayampabha), moving about in the sky and getting all that

they desired .

17
After existing for aeons, there appeared a palace of

Brahma (Bmhma-rimanu). One of the Abhassara gods came to be re-

born in the Brahmavimana or the Brahma-world at the exhaustion of

his merits or the span of his life .

18 But he felt very lonely and wished

for companions. Like him other Abhassara gods also made their

appearances in the Brahma-world .

10 The first Abhassara god, however,

regarded himself as Brahma or Maliubrahma thinking that as it was by

means of his reflection that other beings appeared in the Brahma-world,

he must be their creator. The other beings were also under the impres-

sion that the first Abhassara god, Mali ii-brah mil. having been in

existence before them, must have been their lord and originator

(ismro katta nimmdtd). 2 "

14 Uiyha, I, pp. 17 if.; Ill, pp. 28 If. Cf. Majjli. 1, pp. 320 tf.

15 Sum. Vil., I, p. 110: pakatiya nibbatta-sattanam natthitaya suhham.

Taitt. Up. (II. 7): asad va idam agra a,sit. Tato vai sad ajayata. Seo Brhad.

Up. I, 1-2. Cf. the Egg-legeud in Cha. Up. 19, 1-3. See also itV, X, 129. To

this conception, it seems the f.Vi»7. Up, (VI, 2, 1) refers in the following words:

Taddhaika ahur asad evedam agra as»d ekam eviidvitiyam. Tasmad asatah

saj jayata iti.

16 Sam .
:
jhanamattena nibbattatta tmnomayd.

17 Diglia, III, pp. 84-5.

18 J)lfjha
,

I, p. 17, iiyukkkaya va punnakklniyu. Cf. <»7h7, ix, 21:

Te tam bhuktva svargalokain vi&ilam/

ksine punye martyalokam visanti / /

19 Brahmakayika bhumi, see Sum. Vil., 1, p. 110.

20 Mahabrahma is described in the Pali texts as : abhibhu anabhibhuto

annadatthu-daso vasavatti fssaro katta nimmata settho sanjita vasi pita bhuta-

bhavyanam (the supreme, the unsurpased, the all-seeing, the mighty, the lord,

the creator, the maker, the chief differentiator, the oldest and the father of all

present and future beings).
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The text says further that in course of time, some of these beings

happened to be reborn in the mortal world and through meditation and

such other practices could visualize their former existences up to their

birth in the Brahma world and gave out the view that Mah&brahma,

who had been existing when they were first born, is the creator of all

beings and is eternal (sassata), whereas the beings who were born after

Mahabrahma were created by him and hence impermanent (asassatd).

This doctrine naturally reminds us of the ITpanisadic speculations

about the creation of the world by Brahma, the Primeval Being, who

by reflection produced fire, which in its turn produced water, which

again produced earth (food or matter). Through these three elements

the Primeval Being produced the whole universe. According to the

Chandogya Upanisad the created things and beings are mere

appearances hence evanescent, while the real, i.e. the eternal things

are the Primeval Being and the three above-mentioned elements. 21

(B) K h i d (1 a p a d o s i k a” This class of partial eternalists

holds that the Nimmanarati, Paranimmita-vasavatti and such other

gods, 23 who are not given to excessive pleasure and enjoyment (khidda ),

exist eternally. The reason assigned for such belief is similar to the pre-

vious one, viz., that some of these gods were reborn in the mortal

world, where through meditation and other practices they remembered

their former births up to the Khiddapadosika-deva stage and not

further. This led them to hold the belief mentioned above.

(C) Manopadosik a.
24 This class of partial eternalists believe

that the Catummaharajika gods,
2:5 who do not bear ill-will towards

one another, exist eternally, while those, who are not so, fall from that

state and are impermanent. The reason assigned is similar to the pre-

vious one with this difference that in this case they remembered up to

their existence as Catummaharajika gods.

(D) The T a k k i E k a c e a s a » s a ( i k a s :
• These, cons-

tituting the fourth class, were the logicians who arrive at the condu-

ct See Hanade, Constructive Svrrt tj of UjHtnisadtc Philosophy, pp. 8*5-87.

22 nigha
,

I, p. 19; III, p. 31.

23 Sum. Vil. t I, p. 114,

24 mghu
,

I, p. 21 ;
III, pp. 32-3.

25 Sum. Vil. t I, p. 114.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1932 10
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sion that the soul (= citta= viano= vinndna) is permanent,

unchangeable, steadfast, and so forth
,
while the body is not so. This

naturally reminds us of the Maitri (Jpanimd (II. 3-4) where the soul is

described as pure (iuddha), tranquil (Santa), eternal (idsvata),

great by itself (see manimni), and making the body 'living (anenedam

sariram cetanavat pratisthdpitam)

.

A similar conception is found in

the Kausitaki and other Upanisads .

2<

Six of the eight forms of the .so-called Sassaiavadas and

Ekaccasassatavadas
,

if critically examined, will be found to be based

on one of the six abhinnds (higher powers) attained by the

Arhats, viz., the Pubbenivdsandna (knowledge ot former births). It is

regarded as one of the various but not essential attainments of an Arhat.

This power may be obtained by a person by practising concentration of

mind but without fully developing insight into the truth, which is an

essential condition of Arhathood. These meditators, who have not yet

attained the Arhat stage, but have acquired the power of recalling some

of their former births, think that they have known what is to be known

and give an interpretation of the truth, i.e. of the ultimate beginning

and end of existence, acc6rding to their own experiences.

The remaining two classes of speculators, i.e. the fourth and the

eighth, the former holding the soul and the world to be eternal, and the

latter holding the soul to be eternal but not the body, have been passed

over in the Brahmhjdla Suita witli the remark that these views are some-

times reached by the logicians who depend purely on reasoning and not

on meditation.

Ndgarjuna assails the Sassatavadin

As no attempt has been made in the Brahmajala Suita to refute the

above-mentioned view's, it will be worth while to turn to Nagarjuna’s

Madhyamakarikas
,
in the last chapter of which he take® up for refuta-

tion the various doctrines, two of which are the SdSvata - and

ASdSvata-vadas .

Refuting Sadvatavada, Nagarjuna says27 that if a person of the past

26 See Oldenberg, Die Lehrt der Upanisads, p. 296; Kanade, Constmcti re Sur-

vey of Upanifadic Philosophy
, p. 134.

W M, Vf.> pp # 57«»
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could be shown to be the same as that of the present, then only

SaAvatavada could stand, but this is not possible as it would give rise

to the contingency of permanency (nityatva

)

of a being as also to the

possibility of a being, liaviiig a particular form of existence, to assume

different bodies (lit. different forms of existence).
28 A permanent being

should not be said to transmigrate nor a human being who was formerly

an animal but became a human being through good karma should say

that he was an animal, for, Sasvatavada should insist that a man

must remain a man, an animal an animal, and that is absurd .

29

(One may however question, “Well, how could Sakyamuni say, ‘At

that time I was the Cakravartl king Mandhata', if Sakyamuni was not

the same as Mandhata.'' The object of such a statement, says

Nagarjuna, is (i) to negative the notion of complete separteness

(anyatvapratuedhakam) and (ii) to establish the non-identity

(nmkatva-pratipddakam) of the two existences of a transmigrating

being.) Admitting that Sakyamuni was not totally different from

Mandhata, what harm is there in holding that he was identical with

Mandhata. Nagarjuna's reply is that, besides the objection of

nityatva (permanency), it would land us in the absurd position that

upadana is responsible for the distinction between the two existences

and not atma. The absurdity is shown thus: Let us assume that

atma. and upadana are indistinguishable, and that atma of the pre-

vious existence is the same as the one in the present, from this it would

follow that upadana (having pailcaskandhalaksana) of the previous ex-

28 Ibid., Ehagututhasyapi uunrioaiinmiirhitutvapmsangat . That is, it

would lead to the absurdity of an animal, for instance, (if it is uitya) to become

a man or a god without passing through death.

29 To comprehend the arguments of Nagarjuna, it should bo remembered that

Nagarjuna uses the undermentioned synonyms of the Real and the Unreal in

an absolute sense:

The Real: Nitya=8asvata-=Svabhava = Atma, meaning that which is perma-

nent, remains eternally the same without origin and destruction and never under-

goes the slightest change, something like the so-called eternal Himalaya

mountains, the Sun, the Moon.

The Unreal : Anitya = AsaSvata = Nihsvabhava = Anfctma, meaning that which is

impermanent and undergoes change is really non-existing like the two moons seen

by a person with diseased eye#.
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istence is the same as that of the present. But this is absurd as no

change in upiidana in two existences is admissible. Then again, if

atma and upadana be distinguished as the agent and its object, then

also it is not proper to say that upadana^^object) I. ns changed but not

its agent (atma, i.e., holder, upadMr).
30

(Nagarjuna then points out that atma is inseparable from upadanas,

because it cannot exist apart from the upadanas. If it is upadana

which comes into existence and undergoes change on account of

ignorance, karma, etc., and not atma, then one has to say that the

existence of atma is without any cause (ahetuhatvaprasangdt

)

and that

is impossible according to Nagiirjuna. Hence atma and upadana are

not separable.

Nagarjuna-then attacks the position of the A4aivatav&dins. 31 He

says that if ‘men' and the ‘men reborn as gods' be regarded as

different, like the Neem and Mango trees, then only the A3a6vatavadin.$

can maintain that the soul of the man has been destroyed and

a different soul has come into existence; but to maintain such a dis-

tinction in characteristics as between the Neem and Mango trees goes

against the theory of the characteristic continuity (
samtandnuvrtti

)

of

beings which is admitted to exist between ‘men' and ‘the men reborn as

gods' and so the position of the Asasvatavadins becomes untenable,
j

Nagarjuna, explaining the position of the Saivata&aivatavadins

(Pali. Ekaocasassatikas- Partial Eternalists), says that according to

this class of thinkers, a man when reborn as a god should partially give

up his human attributes and take the divine in their place
;
so by the

destruction of one part of his being he is AJd4vata, and by the retention

of the other, he is Sdsvata. |To hold that one part of a being is divine

and the other human is not proper
;
hence the position of the Sasvata-

da£v&tavadins is untenable

30 For details see infra, pp. 737 f.

31 Though it should have been dealt with along with the doctrines of Ucche-

davada (see infra, pp. 729 f.) we cannot help treating it here in order to realise

the force of N&g&rjun&’s arguments.

\32 N&garjuna, it seems, is evading the issue here. The contention of the

&&£vat&te6vatav&dins is that the soul is divine and immortal while the body is not

§0 * N&gfirjuna here is not distinguishing the soul from the body. He is refut-
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After refilling the three positions mentioned above it becomea easy

for Nagarjuna to disprove the contention of the Naiva4a4vatana-

4a4vatavadms. He says that one may use the expression na saivata

or na didivata only when he has shown that there was something

4a4vata which later on became asaivata. But it has been already shown

that the 4a4vata and a4a4vata nature of beings cannot be established

;

hence there can be no such being as Naiva4a4vatana4a4vata. 83

He now rounds up this refutation by examining whether there is,

in fact, any paddrtha (thing) going about in this beginningless world,

the existence of which (thing) we have supposed on the basis of the

continuous succession of birth and death without any beginning.

If if could be proved that the sarnskdras
,

34
or, the self is leaving one

gati (lit. state of exstence) to go to anothei from this again, it is going

elsewhere, then the samsara (stream of existence) could be proved to be

without a beginning. But this is not possible, because a

thing which is permanent (
nitya

)

or impermanent (anitya) cannot be

said to be coming and going. That being so, is it right to say that the

stream of existence (samsdra) is beginningless only~because of the great

length and non-perception of the beginning of the chain of births and

death (jawmaparamparaya atidlrghatvenudyanupalambhat)? Then

again, when no entity can be shown as transmigrating (samsartur

abhavdt), how can the stream of existence ( samsara

)

be said to have a

beginning or not? So it is quite wrong to hold that, there is something

(kaicit paddrthah) which lias been going about in this beginningless

world and which can be perceived. There is, in fact, nothing eternal

(id$ vata) and so it is meaningless to think of anything as non-eternal

(dsdicata), or both, or neither of the two.”

Antdnantikd

III. Four kinds of Antdnantikd (limitists and unlimitists). The

Antanantika are those who hold that

ing those only who hold that the soul is one of the constituents of the body,

or is at least not distinguishable from the body. This, however, is never accepted

by the Brahmanic 6&4vatavadins.
^

33 Af. Vr., p. 586. 34 M. Vr., p. 586; of. Ibid., p. 529.

35 For Nftgftrjuna’s position see M, Vr.., pp. 537, 591.

LIBRARY )
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(a) the world is limited in extent and circular in shape;

(b) the world is unlimited in extent and is without any end

;

(c) the worid is limited upwards and downwards but unlimited

breadthwise

;

(d) the world is neither limited nor unlimited (in any direction

whatsoever. )*•

The reasons assigned for these conclusions are as follows : Some

meditators who take the finite and circular world as their object of medi-

tation and do not extend it to all the world-systems (<CaJckav&las),
8T

-

arrive at the first conclusion. Those who take all the Cakkavalas as

their object of meditation, arrive at the second/* while those who take

the Cakkavalas limited upwards and downwards but unlimited breadth-

wise as their object of meditation, arrive at the third .

89

These three classes of speculators are, in fact, not concerned about

the ultimate end of the world. They speak about the finiteness and

infiniteness of the shape of the world or the universe. In popular

Buddhism, the universe is believed to be composed of an infinite number

of world-systems, of which one thousand or one million or one thousand

millions form a chiliocosm. The first three conclusions are, according

to the Sutta, nothing but the three kinds of experiences obtained

gradually through meditation. The author of the Sutta wants to show

that those who have one of these experiences but have not yet obtained

the highest conception of Sunnatd ,

40 give out one’s own individual ex-

perience as the true conception of the universe.

36

In the usual enumeration of ditthis , only the first and second arc mention-

ed. See e.g. Pafis*, 1, p. 153.

37

A Cakravala has a Sun and a Moon as also a multitude of stars moving

around Mahameru.

38 See also Patis., I, p. 152-3.

39 As an approach to this view we may point to the theory of the origin

of the world in the Aitareyopanisad
,
where the heaven and the earth are con-

ceived as “encompassed on the upper and nether sides by regions of water.”

Ranade, op. cif., p. 95. In the Buddhist cosmology a chiliocosm consisting of

(.000 or more worlds is encompassed by a gigantic wall. See McGovern, Manual

of Buddhist Philosophy
, p. 48; Hardy, Manual of Buddhism

, p. 89.

40 Cf. Sum. Vil., p. 123 : Imasmim pi Brahmajale heftha difthivasena deean*

ufthitfc, upari sufifiatapak&sanam igatam.
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As regards those who reach the fourth conclusion, the text says that

they are logicians who depend on pure arguments. The Buddhist logi-

cians are evidently responsible for the fourth theory. Their characteris-

tic method of exposition of all metaphysical topics is by the fourfold

process («catuskotika).
41

It is, as a rule, not applied to empirical things.

By this fourfold 1

process it is contended that the worid is non-existent

as the Sunyatavadins hold, or is only a creation of the mind as the

Vijnanavadins assert, and hence The question of the attributes of anta

and arwnta with reference to the world does not arise.

Nagarjuna' $ Comment

The exposition of the four Antanantadi views given above relates

to cosmogony and appears to be a little laboured due, perhaps, to the

expositor’s desire to bring them into line with the previously mentioned

Sasmtadi views and to attribute three of the four views to ecstatic ex-

periences. The exposition of these views elsewhere is of quite a different

nature and sounds reasonable. Nagarjuna has taken up these problems

in his Madhyamaka-kdrikd and has shown how these are untenable.

He first states their four positions thus:

(a) Those, who cannot foresee the future appearance of the self or

the world (dtmano lokasya vd). regard the world as limited {antavdn)

;

(b) Those, who can foresee the future appearance of the self or

the wrorld, regard the world as unlimited (no antavdn)\

(c) Those, who can foresee the future appearance of the self or

the world partially and not fully, regard the world as both limited and

unlimited

;

(d) Those, who cannot foresee the future appearance of the self

or the world either partially or fully, regard the world as neither

limited nor unlimited.

Refuting the above four propositions, Nagarjuna says:

(a) The existence of paralola (after-life or after-world) is admitted

by the Buddhists, hence those who admit it should not say that the self

or the world lias an end because in that case there could not be an

after-life or after-world.

41 Vi*., hoti; na hoti; hoti ea na hoti ea; n’eva hoti na na hoti,

42 M. Vr. f pp. 536, 573, 587-501.
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(b) Similarly if tlie existence of paraloka is admitted, one should

not say that the self or the world has no end (ananta) because in that

case also there cannot be a paraloku.

(c) The third view that the world is both limited and unlimited is

not tenable for the following reasons

:

(i) As for instance, in the case of a man reborn as god, if it be held

that the skandhas of the man had been destroyed at his death (i.e.

anlavan ), then it cannot be said that they have given rise to a god.

They would be like the extinguished lamp with oil but lacking a wick.

As it is admitted that a being reappears after death, it should not be

said that the self or the world is limited.

(ii) Applying similar reason, it can be shown that the self or the

world cannot be said to be unlimited. In the case when a man is reborn

as god, if it be said that the skandhas of the man had not been destroyed

at his death, they could not have given rise to a god . The self or the

world would be endless and indestructible (ananto' vindsi) on account of

not giving up its own form. It is only when the previous skandhas cease

to exist, then as a result of the same, another set of skandhas come into

existence, hence it is not proper to say that the self or the world is

unlimited (
ananta

) as the previous skandhas do not exist any further.

In Buddhism, the transmigration of a being is nothing but the

continuous flow of skandhas (skandhasamtana)
,
the skandhas, however,

having destruction every moment followed by a fresh existence like the

flame of a lamp. In other words, the previous set of skandhas is

destroyed every moment but at the same time it becomes a cause for the

appearance of the next. It happens uninterruptedly and so it is said to

be continuous, though it. is not strictly so. The flame of a lamp

appears to be continuous and even identical, but, in fact, it is not so

because the drop of oil which once fed the flame is exhausted and another

drop of oil takes its place to feed the flame, which therefore cannot be

the previous one. Un account of this apparent uninterruptedness, it is

believed to be continuous and even identical. Hence to a Buddhist

philosopher, the self or the world cannot be both limited and unlimited,

it is ever flowing like a stream undergoing change every moment

(until it reaches Nibbana).

Nagarjuna then takes up for refutation the third view of both
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limitedness and unlimitedness. He says that the adherents of this

view may say that one part of the man (i.e. body) is destroyed, hence

antavdn; while the other part (i.e. soul) remains undestroyed, hence

anantavan . Nagarjuna in reply says that it is absurd to hold that one

part of a being is destroyed and the other is not. He, however, as a

Buddhist philosopher, is not prepared to admit the existence of soul

and body as two separate things. He says that, according to his

opponents then, one part of a being should have decay whilo the other

part a different form of existence, that is, a man, if reborn as god,

should be partly human and partly divine, but this is not possible,

hence the opponents cannot uphold the view of the self or the world

being both limited and unlimited.

He then proceeds to show that this partial identity and partial

change cannot be attributed either to the soul (upadata) or to the

elements of the body (upadana) because it has been established

elsewhere43 that the soul has no existence of its own apart from the

skandhas, hence to speak of a non-existent thing as partially same and

partially different is absurd on the face of it.

(d) When the third position is not tenable, i.e. when it cannot be

said that the self or the world is both limited and unlimited, Nagarjuna

says that no argument need be adduced to refute the fourth view that

the self or the world is neither limited nor unlimited.

'Amaravikkhepika

IV. Four kinds of Amardvikkhepikas (evasive disputants).

There are some thinkers who do not want to draw a line of demar-

cation between good and evil actions, so when they are confronted with

enquires about good and evil, they do not give a categorical answer for

they believe that they may be wrong in their answer and be opposed

by others and that will produce in their mind either conceit and pride,

or ill-will and hatred ,

44 both of which would be a hindrance fo their

spiritual progress. If the opinion of an Amaravikkhepika be contra-

dicted, he will bear ill-will or hatred and this fact establishes that

49 See infra, pp. 739f
. ; but see fn. 32.

44 See Sum. Vil., I, p. 116. Chando=dubbalarfigo; rfi£Otebalava»r&go; doso

•dubbala kodho; patigho= balava-kodho.

I.B.Q., DECEMBER, 1932 u
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he was wrong and guilty of speaking a falsehood, and hence created a

hindrance to his spiritual progress. Should he, however, obstinately

adhere to his own view and not accept the view as corrected by his

opponents, he would have upadana (cause for rebirth) and that will also

be a hindrance to his further spiritual progress.

The third and fourth classes of Amaravikkhepikas are those who

are afraid of facing a well-trained logician with any positive opinion

about good and evil, lest they be vanquished in the dispute and thus

be led to bear an ill-will towards their opponents. This ill-will would

cause hindrance to their spiritual progress.45

These disputants have thus their own good reason for the line of

action followed by them in view of the fact that good (kuiala

)

and evil

(akuiala

)

are relative terms, and no hard and fast line can be drawn

between them. To a Mahayanist or a Yedantist there is utimately

nothing as good or evil, and hence no positive statement can be made

about them, the test course therefore would be either to remain silent

Or evade a positive answer, and the latter course has been preferred by

the Amaravikkhepikas. Whatever may have been the justification for

the disputants becoming Amaravikkhepikas, they were, in the eyes of

the Buddhists, men of weak intellect and deluded, and supposed to

have been generally incapable of being thorough brahmacarins. Hence

they were not regarded as capable of attaining the highest truth.
44

Sanjaya, one of the six heretical teachers, has been classed as an

Amaravikkhepika. The advocates of Navya Nyaya love to indulge in

evasions of issues. It is not improbable that these Amaravikkhepikas

were the fore-runners of the Naiyayikas who very often indulged in

slippery arguments (vitanda).

Adhiccasamuppannika

V. Two classes of Adhiccasamuppannikas (Fortutious Originists).

There are some thinkers who hold that the soul and the

world originate accidently without any cause (adhiccasamupannika)

.

4*

45 See B. M. Barua, Pfe-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, p. 820.

46 Majjhma, I, p. 521.

47 In the Sarpyutta, II, p. 20 it is said that Eaasapa once asked Buddha
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(a) The texts speak thus of one class of such thinkers: There are

some meditators who take up Vdyo~kasina<% for meditation and then

reaching the fourth Jhdna discover that mind is the source of all

troubles, and so they induce a state in which mind does not function.

Should they die while thus meditating, they are reborn as

f
Asahiiasatta’ gods. Some of these again fall from that state by

developing safLUd and are reborn in the mortal world where some of

them practise meditation and develop the power of remembering former

births. Their memory does not go beyond the Sanhuppada stage, i.e.,

the time of their fall from their position as ‘Asanfia-satta* gods, and

so they declare that the soul and the world originate fortuitously.

(b) The second class of Adhiccasamupparikas comprises those who

arrive at the above-mentioned conclusion through reasoning. As a

parallel to this doctrine, we may refer to the Lokuyaiikas or

Bdrhaspatyat who hold that the happiness and misery of persons were

brought about by the laws of nature, and that there is no other cause.

It was by an accidental combination of elements that the living beings

such as a peacock of variegated colours cr a human being is born.

The conceptions of heaven and hell, merit and demerit, and so forth,

according to them, are creations of designing minds. The doctrine of

Makkliali Gosala is similar to what has b:en stated above. According

to him, there is no preceding cause or condition for the affliction or

purification of a person and hence there is no need for exertion. All

beings are powerless and are led by Destiny (
niyati) alone. Every

being has to pass through a fixed number of existences in the different

spheres before he can ultimately put an end to his misery. It is a

mistake to think, he says, that one can change the course of his life by

the observance of precepts or performance of rituals or asceticism .

49

whether misery is uncaused and not due to one’s own and others’ actions

(asayarjikdram apararflk&ram adhiccasamuppannaqi dakkhan ti). See also

JHgha, III, p. 139.

48 bee Vis . M and Man. of Bu. 9 10.

49 lHgha
t

I, pp. 63—54; Sui[iyutta
f

III, p. 211*
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Uddhamaghatanika40

VI. Sixteen kinds of Vddharmgliatanika-sannivddins (those who

believe in the existence of a conscious soul after death)

:

41

(a) Soul is material (rupi)
52 and remains healthy and conscious

after death (arogo param maraud sanni). This view, says Buddhaghosa,

is due to the meditator developing the notion that the soul is identical

with the object of his meditation. He further says that such beliefs

are held by the Ajivikas. From the information collected by Dr.

Barua, it is apparent that the Ajivikas conceived of soul as an entity

absolutely pure in its nature, but there is nothing to show that the

soul, according to the Ajivikas, is material unless we trace some such

idea in Makkhali Gosala's theory of re-animation
(Parinamavada) which

60 In the Digha Nikdya (I, p. 30) the five classes of thinkers including tha

Antanantikas dealt with before are called Pubbantakappikas (i.e. those who

speculate about tho beginning of the universe). In the Mddhyamika-vrtti (pp.

636, 672), however, the Sasvatavadins are only called Purvantikas, while the

Antanantikas are called Apaiantikas (i.e. those who speculato about the future

of the universe) (See also Majjhitna
,

II, pp. 228 ff.
;
Potis., I, p. 155). Buddha-

ghosa remarks in a general way that some of those who have developed the power

of remembering former births (pubbenivdianussati) become Pubbantakapp.kas,

while some who have developed higher vision (dibbacakkhu

)

become

Aparantakapplkas (Sumangala Vilasini , I, p. 119).

The Aparantakappikas, according to the Digha Nikdya

,

number forty-four

from the Uddbamaghatanikas to the Dittha-dhamma-nibbanavadins.

51 Digha
,

I. p. 31; Mojjhima, II, p. 229.

\ 52 Rupi atta. ‘Rupa’ is usually translated as ‘form/ both on the basis of

the connotation of ‘rupa’ in namarupa, I think it should be translated by the

word ‘matter.
1 In the Buddhist cosmological speculations, ‘rupadhatu 1 means

not ‘the world of forms/ but the 'material world/ Likewise ‘Arupadhatu*

means not the ‘world of the formless’ but the 'non-material world/

In the M. Vr., it is clearly stated that ‘niima’ is a collective name of the

four artipinoh skandhd (i.e. immaterial skandhas) while rupa is that which takes

form and offers obstruction (rftpyata iti rupim bddhyota ityarthah). Tho Tib.

rendering of rupyate is gshig tu. run. bus= because it is susceptible of examina-

tion and that of bddhyate is gnod. par. bya. bar. nwtsit is susceptible of being

struck. (See M. Vr., p. 544 fn.) Cf. Another conception of soul similar to this

in the Mahanidana Sutta (Digha, II, p. 64) : Rdpi me paritto attd ti and Rdpd

me ananto attd ti.

It may be observed that if Rdpi means ‘form/ it cannot bo anemia (infinite),

hence rtpl should mean ‘material/
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made the vital difference between the doctrines of Makhali Gosala and

JIahimra.

(b) Soul is non-material (arupi) but remains healthy and conscious

after death. Buddhaghosa thinks that this view’ is due to the medita-

tor reaching the Arupasamapatti stage and confusing the nimitta

(object of meditation) of Arupasamapatti with atta (soul). He attri-

butes to Mahavira a doctrine similar to this. Buddhaghosa seems to

be correct in his suggestion, for the Jainas also describe their soul

(Jiva) as non-material (arupa) and formless (amurta).
53

The next six views are mere or less stereotyped combinations of

rupi and arupi
,
aula and ananta. The soul after death is

(c) both rupi and arupi

(d) neither rupi nor arupi

(e) finite (anta

)

(f) infinite (ananta)

(g) both anta van and anantavdn

(h) neither antavdn nor anantavdn

The soul after death is conscious of

(i) only one object (ekatta)

54

(j) many objects (ndnatta)55

53 See Pro, Buddhistic Indian Philosophy
, p. 3C9. See also Guerinot, La

Religoin Djaina (Paris, 1826), Ch. VI: Dame le djiva, es.t le pr.ucipe de la vie, la

force vitale. Eile possede une serio de quality : elle est imraateriello, amourta
9

sans forme, aroupa ”

The only point to which I want to draw attention is that the word ‘aroupa 1

(arupa) should have been rendered into French by the word ‘immater'eUe’ and

‘amourta’ (amurta) by ‘sans forme.’ Mr. Jaini also in his Outlines of Jainism

(Cambridge, 1916), p. 83, translates amurta by the word ‘immaterial.* In the

Dravyasamgraha (edited by Sarat Chandra Ghosal, 1917, The Sacred Books of

the Jainas Series), pp. 4, 5, 22, amurta is translated by the word 'formless.

*

Mons. Guerinot, however, does not mention the sourco from which he traced

the word ‘arupa.’ From the Vravya-samgraha (p. 22) it is apparent that soul,

according to the Jainas, in its pure state, is invisible and it takes matter (pud-

gala) when it is attacked by passions.

54 Similar to the BrahmakayikS and SubhakinnS gods—2nd and 4th Vififi&-

flafthitis (l)%Qha
>

II, p. 69).

55 Similar to Abhamrft gods—3rd VififiS^atthiti (£!gha 9
II, p. 69).
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(k) limited space or object (partita)

(l) unlimited space or object (appamana).

All the four views are attributed by Buadhaghosa to the

various experiences brought about by ecstatic meditation. He says

that the first (i) view is held by those who have attained the fourth

samapatti,se while the second (j) by those who have not attained any

one of the samapattis. The third (k) and fourth (1) are found accord-

ing as the meditator has for its object of meditation an object or space

or vihnana limited (partita) or unlimited (appamana). 51

The soul after death has

(m) unmixed happiness (ekanta-suklii), e.g., when a being is in

the third or fourth jlidnabhumi;

(n) unmixed misery (
ckanta-dukkhi), e.g., when a being is in hell;

(o) mixture of happiness and misery, e.g., when a human being

is in the mortal world;

(p) neither happiness nor misery, e.g., when a being is in the

Yehapphala heaven.

Buddhaghosa attributes the:e four views to those who form their

conception of soul on the basis of the four different kinds ^future

existences as indicated above.

Uddhamdghdtanika-asannivada

VII. Eight kinds of Uddhamaghatanika-aiuiiiilicadins (upholders

of the existence of unconscious soul afier death).

Among those who are of opinion that the soul remains unconscious

but healthy after death, the following eight conceptions of the soul

were current:

The soul is

(a) material (rupi)

(b) non-material (arupi

)

56 Gf. Majjhima, I, p. 13: Sabbaao rupasafififinam samatikkamo, patigha-

vannanam atthangamo, ndnattasaflMnam amanaslk&ro ananto fikaso ti &kasa-

naficayatan?m upaaampajja vibarati ayarp catuttho rimokkho.

67 Cf. Majjhima, l, p. 229: Etaip va pan* ekesam upativattatam vifiMpa-

katinam eke abhivadanti appam&nam anefijam ; for further elucidation $ee

Majjhima, II, p. 13.
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(c-h) Both rupi and artipi and so forth as stated in connection with

the conscious soul (c-h).
58

Uddhamaghatanika-n*eva-sanninasannivada

VIII. Eight kinds of Uddhamaghatanika-n’evasanninasannivadins
(supporters of the view that the soul after death is neither conscious nor

unconscious).

Among those who adhere to the view that the soul after death re-

mains healthy, but neither conscious nor unconscious, the following

eight opinions exist:

The soul is (a) material (rupi)
i

(b-h) non-material (arupi) and so

forth, as shown under the previous head ‘unconscious soul

after death.*

The opinions placed under the headings ‘Adhiccasamuppanikas'

and ‘Uddhamaghatanikas*, are formed, says Buddhaghosa, according

to the object (kasina) of meditation selected by a meditator. He 6ays

that the meditators sometimes become so much engrossed with the

object of their meditation that they lose their power of judgment.

They are carried away by their ecstatic experiences and give out their

individual feelings as the Truth. In the exposition of the thirty-four

views given above, he points out, as far as possible, how far a kasina is

responsible for a particular view. 59 There were some views, however,

based on the Buddhist notion of heavens and hells, e.g. atta lioti

ekaniasukhi, ekantadukkhi , sukha-dukkhi
}
and so forth.

Ucchedavada

IX. Seven kinds of Vcchedavada (Natthattavddinsl*=Anmhi

lationists). The following are the seven different conceptions of soul

held by the Annihilationiets in a gradual ascending order but the soul,

in any case, becomes extinct after death.

58 See above, p. 727.

69 An instance is given in the Mujjhima Sxkdya (I, p. 21) as to how a

editator is sometimes bewildered by the object of his meditation. See Papciflca-

sudani
, p. 121-2 commenting on the "passage ‘Eke snmahabrahmana rattim eve

samanarp diva ti sanjanati, etc.*

60 Samyutta
,
IV, p. 401.
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(a) The soul has form (r&pava) and is made of the four elements,

and is like the body born of father and mother. In short, its

composition is similar to that of the human being.

(b) The soul is heavcmly* 1 and has form. It remains in the

Kamavacara sphere and is nourished by material food.

(c) The soul is heavenly, has form and is of the same substance as

mind (manomayo). It possesses all the parts of the physical

body, major and minor, as also organs of sense (;indriyas).
ia

(d) The soul is of the same substance as beings of the dkasdnaUcd^

yatana43
i.e. like these beings, it has neither rupasaMd

(perception of material objects) nor patighasjrind (perception

of obstructing objects) and is indifferent to the distinctions

made between one thing and another identifying itself with

infante space (anantakasa)

.

(e) The soul is of the same nature as beings of the

Vinndnanarlcdyatana** Like these beings it can remain be-

yond the sphere of the Akasanaiicayatanupaga gods and identi-

fies itself with ‘infinite consciousness* («anantam vifiMnam).

(f) The soul is like the beings of the Akincahnayatana .

65 Like

these beings, it can stay outside the sphere of the

Yihnananancayatanupaga gods.

(g) The soul is similar to the beings Gf the Nevasannana-

sannayatana," and hence superior to the Akincanhayatan-upaga

gods. This state of the soul is considered the best (panita)

and the most tranquil (santa). It also becomes extinct after

death.

The seven conceptions of the soul are apparently based on the

Buddhistic classification of beings as shown below, namely, the

Kamavacaras subdivided into two classes, the Rupavacaras and the

61 Sum. Vil.
t 1, p. 120 : Dibbo ti devalok* i^mbhdto, ‘by heavenly we mean

that it is produced in one of. the spheres of KamSvacara gods.

62 Sum. Vil., I, p. 120: It is similar to the Hdpavacara gods.

63 i.e. similar to the 4th class of Ardpavacara gods.

64 i.e. similar to the 3rd class of Artip&vacara gods.

66 i.e. similar to the 2nd class of Ardp&vacara gods*

66 i.e. similar to the 1st class of Ardp&vacara gods.
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Arupavacaras into four classes/ 7 The underlying idea of these concep-

tions is that the soul is made of elements that constitute one or other of

the above-mentioned categories of beings. In short, these theories

amount almost to the identification of the soul with the body (tarn jivam

tarn sariram), a theory not accepted by any of the Buddhist

philosophers/*

If we critically examine the views under the head 'Ucchedavada',

wo find nothing but the Buddhist conception of the seven classes of

beings (viMdnatthitis). First, the soul has been identified with the

body, and then it has been shown that as the body of beings may be of

seven different varieties, so also is the soul. The compiler of the

Sutta may have also conceived of the soul as something separate from

the body but of the same nature as the body, and this soul, he wants to

identify with the brahmanic conception of pure soul, viz., Bhutatman

or Lingapurusa or the Antarabhava, a subtle body that, according to

the opinion of the Sarvastivadins and the Sammitiyas, remain in exis-

tence during the interval between death and rebirth/*

Di^thadhammanibbanavada

X. Five classes of Dittha-dhammanibbunuv&dins (theorisers about

the attainment of Nibbana in this life)

67 The subdivisions of the Kamavacara beings, 1 think, are aa follows :
—

(a) Beings of Niraya, Tiracchanayoni, Petaloka, Asurabhavana and Manus-

taloka.

(b) The gods of Catummaharajikadevaloka. Tavatiipsabhavana, Nimm&nara-

tidevaloka and Paranimmitav&savattidevaloka.

Those of the Rupav&cara gods are : Brahmaparisajjadevas, Brahmapurohita-

devas etc. up to Akani^thadevas.

Those of the Arupavacara gods are: (a) Akisananciyatana, (b) Vinfi&nafickya-

tana, (c) Akincanhayatana and (d> Nevasannanasannayatana. For details see

McGovern, Manual of Buddhist Philosophyt pp. 49-50, 60-70; Abhidharmakoia,

Ch. Ill, cf. also ‘Satta VmnSIlat,$hitiyo
, Digha, II, p. 68-69.

68 See Digha, I, p. 167.

69 See Belvalkar and Kanade, History of Indian Philosophy, vol. 2, Creative

Period, pp. 313-5.

See Asia Major
, II, pp. 31, 48, 69, 62; see also McGovern, Manual of Buddhist

Philosophy

,

p. 76.

For N&g&rjnna'a refutation of the A&tfvatavftda (« UcchedavSda), set

ante. p. 718.
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The five classes are as follows :
—

Those who believe that the soul attains Nibbana (perfection)

(a) when it fully enjoys the pleasures of the five senses, viz., rupa,

rasa, Sabda, gandha and sparsa

;

(b) when it, free from desires
(kdma

)

and evil thoughts and actions

(akusalct'dliamma), enters into the first jlidna in which state, there is

reflection (viiakka) and judgment (vicara

)

and a feeling of joy derived

through dissociation from the world;

(c) when it is in the second jhana* becomes free from reflection and

judgment, internally serene, and remain with thoughts concentrated

and in the enjoyment of happiness derived through meditation

;

(d) when it is in the third jhdna, it becomes indifferent to happiness

and unhappiness, conscious of all that is happening, and is pervaded by

a sense of ease
;
and

(e) when it, after dismissing both happiness and unhappiness,

pleasure and pain, is in the fourth jhdna. which is a pure state having

only equanimity (upekklia) and memory (sati).

These five views hardly need any comment'. The first is that of the

worldly man running after worldly pleasures and may well be compared

to the materialistic school of philosophy like the Lokayatikas or the

Barhaspatyas according to whom the summum bonitm of human life

lies in the full enjoyment of the worldly pleasures attainable through

the wealth yielded by cattle-rearing, trade, agriculture etc .

70 The

next four views refer to the fowrjhanas, which are regarded as the

lowest rungs in the ladder of spiritual advancement.

'^Hence those who have reached one of them are far from Nibbana,

but the people, as the Brahmajala Sutta wants to show, are led away

by their own beliefs and aver that- the happy state reached in those

stages must be the highest and constitutes Nibbana in the present

life. These four views are also based like the previous ones, on

ecstatic experiences, and are given out by those only whose highest

attaintment has been one of the jhdnas.

It is evident from the above exposition of the Brahmajdla Sutta
%

70 See 8arva$iddhdntasaAgraha
i

edited and translated by Prera Sundar

Bose, 1929, p. 7.
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that its compiler has spoken more oi the opinions of the imperfect

Buddhist monks than those of the non-Buddhist thinkers existing at

the time of the appearance of Buddhism. \ It enumerates the misconcep-

tions and misinterpretations current among the Buddhist monks after

Buddhism had been in existence for some time.

Whether the Tathagata exists after death or not } J

Of the ten indeterminable problems the six dealt with in the

Brahmajala Sutta have already been discussed in this paper. The re-

maining four relate to the question whether or not the Tathagata

exists after death. Throughout the Buddhist 'literature, whether

Hinayanic or Mahayanic, the problems are thus presented:

(i) Hoti Tathdgato param maraud ti? (Does T. exist after death?)

(ii) Na hoti T. param maraud ti? (Does not T. exist after death?)

(iii) Hoti ca na ca hoti T, param maraud ti? (Does not T. exist and

not exist after death?)

(iv) Neva hoti na na hoti T. param maraud ti? (Does T. neither

exist nor not exist after death?).

Though in the Buddhist texts, the problems have been treated as

avydkata (inexplainable) and not conducive to the spiritual welfare of

the inquirers, we find that in the Samyutta Nildya (iv. pp. 382ff\),

the Madhyamikavrtti and a few ether Mahayana texts, there are

attempts to offer an explanation the problems. These have been, in

fact, utilized in the Mahayanic texts to estabish their contention of

Sunyata or Vijndnamdtra.

^From the available expositions of these problems, it is apparent

that the underlying reason for negating all the four propositions is

that the inquirers, who seek a solution of the problems, labour under

the misconception that the Tathagata is an individual, a composite of

skandhas, and that the only difference between a man of the world and

the Tathagata is that the former is composed of impure (sdsrava

)

skandhas and the latter of the pure (anasrava ). In other words the in-

quirers want to ascertain whether Buddhism has any thing to say about

the existence of the soul (dtman) and its state when a. individual attains

rmkti The four problems hinge on the question whether the
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Tathagata is a person, and whether his personality, which' becomes pure

by constant spiritual culture through ages* continues to exist after

death (which in this case is Nirvana). As Buddhism denies the ex-

istence of personality, the only course open to it is therefore to answer

all questions relating to soul in the negative, as such questions do not

arise. It is like putting the question whether the flower in the sky is

red or blue. Any answer, positive or negative, would be misleading;

hence the four propositions stated above are treated. in the Buddhist

texts as avyakata. The real issue therefore is not the existence of

Tathagata after death, but whether there is atta, and if so, doe9 the

atta of Arhats or Buddhas remain eternally in Nirvana in any form, or

become extinct.

In the Samyutta Ntkdya (iv. pp. 383-384), just after the discourse

that atta should not be identified with one or more or all of the skandhas,

it is shown that the Tathagata likewise should not be identified with

one of the skandhas thus :)

(a) whether rupa or vedana or sanna or Bankhara or vihhana is

Tathagata (henceforth abbreviated as T.)

(b) whether T. is in rupa, vedana etc.

(c) whether T. is something different from rupa or vedana etc.

(d) whether rupa, vedana etc. all taken together are T.

(e) whether T. is devoid of rupa, vedana etc. (arupi, avedano,

asanni, asamkharo, avinnano).

The answer to each of these questions evidently could be nothing but

no h'etam bhante.

What the Samyutta Nikdya has laid down by a few simple state-

ments has been elaborated into a whole chapter71
in the Mddhyamikavrtti,

Nagarjuna (henceforth abbreviated as N.) commences (the chapter) with

the statement that, if the existence of transmigrating beings

(bliavasamtati) in reality be proved then only the reality of the Tatha-

gata, the perfect Buddha, the saviour of the world, can be established,

but as the former not proved, the existence of the Tathagata cannot be

established. If his real existence is to be established, it must be shown

that the

71 Ch. XXII: TathdoataparlJ;#,
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(a) Tatkagata is the same as the skandhas
; or

(b) T. is different from the skandhas; or

(c*) T. is in the skandhas ; or

(d) the skandhas are in T. ; or

(e) T. is possessed of skandhas (skandhavdn)

,

but none of these are

true, and hence there is no T. in reality.

Is T. the same as skandhas ?

N. first takes up the proposition that the T. is something pure and

indescribable and is identical with the skandhas. There are two sets of

skandhas, one being the usual five (viz., rupa
, vedana

,
samjild,

samskdra and vijnana) and the other, the five dkarmas which make one a

Buddha (viz., ilia
,
samaihi

,
prajnd, vimukti and vimuktijfidnadarlana).

As the latter set of skandhas is not found in all beings (avydpaka), he

takes up the question of identity of the first set of skandhas, rupa,

vedana etc. with the T., ard points out the absurdities, to which this

identity would lead. He argues thus

:

(i) If fire be taken as identical with firewood, or Buddha wKh

upadana (= skandhas, i.e. elements which make an individual) then the

doeT, and the thing done, become ore.

(ii) If Buddha (i.e. the Atman of pure being) he identical with

skandhas, then Buddha (or pure Atman) would be subject to origination

and destruction.
7*

Is T. different from the skandhas? ^
j. i..i\

'

N. then assumes that T. i9 different frem the skandhas, and points

out the absurdities, to which this assumption would lead. He says

:

(i) If fire be different from firewood, fire could exist without the

firewood. Again not being dependent on any ether material, it does not

require to be ignited. Ii would be self-existent, proving thereby the

futility of exertion (drambha-vaiyarthavi). (^Analogously it may be said

that Buddha and upadana bcirg different, Buddha is devoid of upadana
,

so he is causeless and is self-exisient from this it follows that no

exertion is needed to become a Buddha,
j

72 8e$ If. VT., p. 434 and infra
, p. 742-3.
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(ii) If Buddha be different from the skandhas, he would he devoid

of the characteristics of the ekandhas. 7 *

It follows then that skandkas cannot be different
(
vyatirikta

)

from

the T. Now, when skandkas and T. are not different entities, the other

propositions, viz., skandhas are in T., T. is in skandhas or T.

is possessed of skandkas, fall to the ground, for this relation can exist

only between two distinct entities.

VThus, Nagarjuna by tlie line of reasoning reductio ad absurdum,

established that the Tathagata can neither be proved to be identical with

the skandhas nor different from them, and hence there is no Tathagata

—

the Tathagata which is popularly supposed to be the ultimate perfect

state of beings. At the same tima. Nagarjuna adds, there is no

transmigrating being (bhava-samtati), who is supposed to become the

Tathagata ultimately.)

N. then says that it may be contended by some that though it has

not been possible to establish the existence of T. directly, it may be

done, at least, indirectly (
yarabhavatah

)
by proving the existence of

the upadanas, and T. as their images. But this also is shown untenable

by N. by his usual arguments reductio ad absurdum.

Docs Tathagata exist relatively ?

Against the argument that the existence of T. can be proved at

least as a reflection of pure skandhas similar to the image of an object

on a mirror, Nagarjuna advances the following arguments:

(a) That which appears by depending on some thing else, e.g. the

reflection on a mirror is andtma (substanceless) and whatever is

anatma is unreal (nihsvabhdva ). Hence, there is no ground for hold-

ing that the so-called T. exists in reality.

(b) Again, if T. had been really existent, then only it would have

been pcesible to establish the separate existence (parabhdva) of

skandhas by showing their apartness (paratvavi) from T. As it has

been already proved that T. is non-existent by its own nature

(svabhavatah), the question of separate existence (para-svabhdva) of

skandhas cannot arise, so it is futile to argue that the existence of T.

73 Ibid., p. 434 for a detailed treatment, see infra , p. 743*4,
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Can be proved at least indirectly (parabhdvatah) with reference to the

skandhas, with which paratva (apartness) and hence parablidvatva

(separate existence) of T. is out of the question.

An object must have either an existence of its own (svabhava) or

at least, its existence can be established with reference to some other

thing (parabhdva) but T. has neither; hence, how can T. be said to

bo real?

Does Tathdyata become apparent by means of skandhas?

Now, it may be contended that T. is not to be spoken of as identi-

cal with, or different from, the skandhas
; lie is known only on account

(upadaya) of the skandhas .

74 Nagarjuna leplies that that position

also is not tenable, the reason being that it implies the existence cf T.

as prior to, and distinct from, skandhas; and that T. had the skandhas

later on, just as we say, Devadatta exists and he later on acquires

wealth. From all considerations, the conclusion that is arrived at is

that T. cannot have an existence before he has taken up the skandhas,

i,e. he cannot exist uncaused (anupadaya) ,
for that would again give

rise to the fallacy that things can originate without cause. That which

does not exist at all
,

75 how can it take up something else,
7 ® in this case,

the skandhas (upaddnas).

From the above it follows that a thing, which is not taken up by

something else, cannot be regarded as upadana. N. says : Now that it

has been established that T. was non-existent before the acquisition

of skandhas, and that T., in fact, did not take up the skandhas, then,

is it proper to regard a thing as a cause of some other thing even if the

latter does not receive the former (in some shape or other). Hence, the

skandhas should not be regarded as the cause of T. A thing when not

taken up by something else cannot be called upadana (cause) of the

latter; in the absence of such cause (upadana), there can be no&ing as

74 The object of the opponents of Nag&rjuna is to say that T. exists for

ever, but only when he takes up the aggregates (skandhas), he becomes apparent

to us.

75 e.g. flower in the sky, son of a barren woman.

76 Just as it is meaningless to say that the flower in the sky has red petals.
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producer (upddatr

)

out of that cause. As there is nothing without

substantial cause (nirupaddna), there can be no Tathagata.77

The T., when examined in the five-fold way (i.e. identity,

difference etc.), has been shown as existing by itself (svabhavatah), or

with reference to the skandhas(=upadanas), i-e* parabhdvatah . More-

over the skandhaB themselves are non-existent, because they are depen-

dency originated (pratitya-samutpannatvdt).
7# Their existence also

cannot be established indirectly (parabhdvatah), meaning by their

relation to something else, i.e. the upaddtr . The existence of updddna is

not possible without an agent (upddatr). Even if the existence of the

agent (upadatr) be assumed, how can the reality of a thing be

established by showing its relation to the agent (or originator) when

the thing itself is non-existent which he has shown in the chapter on

skandhapariksd. Nagarjuna thus concludes that there is neither

updddna nor upddatr™

^We need not follow Nagarjuna any further, for he passes next to

the abstruse conception of Sunyata, which is beyond the scope of this

paper. He is not satisfied with establishing his point that there is no

Tathagata the person—a fact accepted by the Hlnayanists, he goes

further and shows that there are no skandhas, the existence of which

is admitted by the Hlnayanists.

Both the Hlnayanists and the Mahayanists agree in holding that

there is no persisting entity (pudgala) in a being apart from the

skandhas, and any question about the existence of the Tathagata after

his passing away really raises the issue whether there is any persisting

entity in a being, and whether that entity continues to exist after the

77 This may be cleared by the following simile: Earth is normally the

material cause of a jar. But unless a quantity of earth is taken up and con-

verted into a Jar. it cannot be called the cause of the jar. When earth remains

unutilised, it is not the material cause of the jar; and the existence of the jar

cannot be asserted. From this N.’s conclusion is that there is neither the

material cause nor the jar.

73 For detailed arguments see M. Vf., ch. IV.

79 M. Vr., pp. 440-1

:

iqngnwtQWSt (*) war: i

septa ^ jgpto <b4 jppR-swnra: u
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being is thoroughly cleansed of his impurities and passes away for ever.

To put it in another way, does the entity (pudgala) exist in Nirvana

eternally, or not? As both the Hinayanists and the Mahayanists deny

the existence of that entity, the personality of beings, both efuse to

give any answer to the question whether there is Tathagata (thr

person) after he ^ias passed away, for a question like that cannot arise

and hence any answer, if given, would be misleading,^ and so it is safer

and better to leave it as wvydkata or arvjirvacaniya. )

The Buddhist Criticism of the Conception of Soul

^Most of the doctrines that have been so far discussed relate to the

notions current among the imperfect Buddhists and the non-Buddhists

about the nature and existence of the soul. Buddhism wholly, denies

the existence of the soul which is permanent, immaculate, unaffected by

Karma, and in this denial (i.e. Pudyalanairdtmya) there is no difference

of opinion between the llmayanists and the Makayanists. The Pali

texts aver that the belief in the existence of the soul, or in other words,

the heresy of individuality (sakkdyaditthi) is due to the misapprehen-

sion of one of the five khandhas as soul in the following four ways :* 1

)

80 It should be remembered that Nagarjuna denies the existence of Tatha-

gata the person but not oi Tathata, or Sunyata, lor au exposition of which see

my Aspects of SIahdyCum Buddhism, pp. 214-5.

To the Hinayanists, Theravadius and Sarvastivadins, Nirvana exists but is

devo'd of any individuality. It is the sea of one taste, one colour etc. and

in which all rivers of different names, colours, tastes lose their individual

characters.

81 PatisamUhidumagya (1, pp. 143-150) explains how this misapprehension

happens. It says that a person, while meditating sometimes conceives of

(i) the object of meditation (e.g. pathaeikusimt . dpokasina, nihikusinu,

pltakusina) that it is he and he is the object of meditation. It is like identifying

(advayam) the flame (of a burning lamp) with its coolur (j/fi acri so vunno, yo

vanno sd accl tty,

(ii) the khandhas as belonging to the self (atta rupeiui rupavd) just as

some sajr that a tree and its shadow are two separate entities and that one

belongs to the other {mkkho bndya chdydya chdyavd);

(iii) the khandhas as existing in the self (attani rupanx passati) just as one

would say that flower and smell are separate and the smell is in the flower,

(ayam gandho imasmim pupphe etc.);

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1939 19
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(i) atta is the same as rupa, or vedana, or sanna, or sahkhara, or

vinhana (rupam etc. attato samanupassalt)

(ii) atta is possessed of rupa etc. (rupavantam etc. attdnam

samanupassati)

(iii) in atta there is rupa etc. (attain rupam etc. samanupassati)

(iv) atta is in rupa etc. (rupasmim etc. attdnam samaivupassati)* 3

It appears from the discourse in the Milindapanha
,

83 that among

the five khandhas, vinndna was more often identified with atta or jiva

than the rest, but no such distinction is noticeable in the Nikayas. As

a consequence of the identification of Atta with one of the compo-

nents of a being, by the non-Buddhists, the texts aver that it can be

classified like the beings into three types

:

84

(1) atta of beings of the lower worlds, viz., from Avici to

Paranimmita is gross (oldrika);
85

(2) atta of beings of the worlds from Patbamajhanabhumi

to Akanitthabrahmaloka is manomaya
,

86
i.e., material but very subtle

like the mind, and

(3) atta of beings of the worlds from Akasanancayatana-brahmaloka

to Nevasannanasahnayatana-brahmaloka is arupa 87 [non- material).

K According to the Buddhists, atta does not exist, it is only a word

of common usage88 and does not correspond to any reality, hence no

question should arise as to its existence, not to speak of its identification

with one of the khandhas.
)

(iv) the khandhas as the container of the self as a casket is of a jewel.

By rupa etc. I mean the five khandhas, viz., rupa, vedana, saniia, sahkhara

and vinhana.

82 In the M, .Vr.
} p. 432 and elsewhere it is shown that the misapprehension

happons in five ways, the fifth being that the A.itd is something different from

the skandhas; the first four being the same as stated above.

83 Alilindapatlha
,

p. 86.

84 Digha, I, p. 195; see also the commentary on PoWiap&dusMa {UIQ-,

Supplement), p. 23.

85 0]arika =Rhpi catummahabhutiko kabajihkarahara-bhakkho.

86 Manomaya =Rupi manomayo sabbahga-paccahgi ahinindriyo.

87 Arhpa= Arupi sanhamayo.

88 Digha., I, p. 202: lokasamanha lokaniruttiyo lokavoharalokapahhattiyo

;

cf. M. TV., p, 345: namamatrakam evatmanaip.
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^The Milindapafiha raises the question whether atta is something /x

.different from the khandhas and whether it is an active agent living

within the body and acting through the organs of sense. This is refuted

by Nagasena by the argument that as its activity ceases when the

organs of sense cease to work, so it cannot be said to have a separate

and independent existence of its own. 8
® }

The Pali texts refuse to admit the existence of anything in a being

besides the five khandhas. Life
(
jiva), according to them, is dependent

on (iyu (span of life), usmd (heat) and vinnana (vital principle) just as

the sound of a conch-shell has no existence of its own, but is depen-

dent on the blower, his exertion, and the wind blown into it .

90

(In his works, Nagarjuna also takes up the same position as

indicated in the Pali texts, and proceeds in his own way to show that

(itman is not the same as one of the skandhas nor has it a separate and

independent existence of its own apart from the skandhas. The stanzas

on the point in the Madhyavmkdvatura91 runs thus:—

few

m&tti wwi ii

[The soul is not in the skandhas, nor are the skandhas in the soul

;

had they (soul and skandhas) been separate, then one holding the other

could have been imagined
;
but as there is no separateness between the

soul and the skandhas, the statement that one holds the other is pure

imagination (i.e. false)]./

fst JITcJTT

3TRJTI JTTa: |

89 Milindapafitia
,
pp. 55, 86.

90 Vlgha
,

II, p. 338.

91 See M . t>., p. 434.
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[As the soul is not made of rupa (matter), 951
its existence cannot bo

admitted, and for the same reason, it cannot be said that the soul possesses

attributes of its own (vattvarthopayoga). If the soul and rupa be re-

garded as separate, then the relation between the soul and rupa would

be like the cowherd and his cows, and if they are regarded as not separate

(abheda), the soul would be made of rupa, hence neither identity

(tattoo)
93 nor difference (anyaira) of the soul and the skandhas can be

established]

.

I

All the controversies about nita whether in the Pali texts or in the

works of Nagarjuna rest on the fact that the constituents of a being, if

analysed, cannot be shown to have anything called soul, apart from the

five skandhas, which include, as they do, all the elements that compose

a being./

Two lines of argument

The Buddhists therefore take fo two lines of argument, viz., that

the soul should either be identical with one or more or all of the

skandhas or be wholly different from the skandhas, the stock Pali

expression for this is torn jivam tarn sarimrn; arinarn jivam aiinayi

sariram . The Pali texts assert without giving sufficient reasons, that

both the above propositions are wrong (miarhaditthi), while Nagarjuna

has recourse to his usual line of reasoning, viz., reductio ad absurdum

to show that it is absurd to suppose a relation of identity or difference

between the soul and the skandhas. We shall state here conscisely

Nagarjuna’s arguments:

What is the Atman—the basis of the sense of I-ness (Ko’yam

dtmd ndmeti yo’hankdravisayah) ? It should be either the skandhas

themselves (skandhasvabhdva) or something apart from the skandhas

(skandhavyatirikta).\ That is, the relation between the soul and the

skandhas should be either one of identity (ekatoa) or of difference

92 Rdpa here also is not form but matter. It is referring to the skandhas

in general by a concrete instance. The translations given here are in the light

of their Tibetan renderings. See Mddhyamalc&vat&ra (Tibetan ed.), p. 265; M. Vf t

p. 485 fn. 1.

93 See Af. If., p. 439: tattra*ekatva.
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(anyatva).'* Both these positions, according to Nagarjuna, are unten-

able on the ground

zfa *$(&%&** 39?°r: II

[If Atman be the same as the skandhas, it would be subject to

origin and destruction, again if it be different from the skandhas, it

would be without the characteristics appertaining to the skandhas

(phun . pohi mtshon. nid med. par hgyur)], 9*

Hence, it is not possible to establish any relation of identity or

difference between the soul and the skandhas.

Identification of the Soul with the Skandhas how faulty ?

The following are some of the unienable positions that would arise

by the identification of atman with the skandhas:—
(a) atman, which had no existence before, comes into being, so it

becomes an object constituted (krtaka) and hence impermanent, but

atman is known to be unconstituted (
akrtaka

)

and permanent;

(b) atman requires a creator but a creator of atman, apart from the

aima itself, is not known. If the atman be conceived as the creator of

itself, then the contingency arises that the world has a beginning and

that a being which did not exist before can appear, and atman becomes

constituted (krtaka)

(c) atman originates without any cause (sambhuto vapyahetukah).

If it be said that atman had no existence before and there was no

creator, and then if its present existence be admitted, it would be

admitting origination of an object without cause, but this is not

permissible ;

f 7

(d) atman has momentary origination and destruction like the

skandhas or upadana-skandhas, but that is impossible
;

M

94 In the case of anyatva again, the question of the relation of the container

and the contained (Cidhara adheya) arises, via., whether Atman is in the skandhas

or the skandhas are in the Atman. See ante, p. 740; also Mvyut p. 208.

96 M. Vr., p. 840. 96 M. Pr. f p. 681.

97 M. Vf p. 681.

98 Farther, at the moment just preceding Nirv&pa, the destruction and origi-

nation of atm& would take place according to the doctrine of momentary existence
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(e) upadana (the material cause) and vpadatr (the agent) become

one. Upadana requires an agent in order that it may be given a shape.

If the agent be the same as upadana, then it would lead to the oneness

(aikyam) of the agent and the thing produced by the agent, e.g. between

the feller of the tree and the tree, the potter and the pot, the fire and

the firewood; but this is not. admissible

(f) atman is many like the skandhas;

(g) there is no contradistinction (vaiparityam) between the

characteristics of matter
(
dravya

)

and those of atman;

(h) atman is extinct (uccheda

)

in nirvana.

Thus, it follows that it is futile to establish between the atman and

the skandhas a relation of identity (taitva) or difference- (an yatva), or

to give atman the attributes of permanency (:nityatva

)

or impermanency

(anityatva) . To say that atman is permanent (nitya) or impermanent

(anitya) would make one either a Sasvatavadin or an Ucchcdavadin,

both of which views are condemned in the Buddhist texts in unequivocal

terms. Therefore, atman should not be identified with the skandhas

(
upadana-skandhas )

.

Distinguishing the Sold from the Skandhas how faulty ?

Having asserted that atman cannot, be identified with the

skandhas, Nagarjuna takes up the < ounterproposition, viz., whether

atman is different from the skandhas (skandha-vyotiriktah), and shows

*he absurdities to which this would again lead:

(a) If* atman be different from the skandhas, then it must not

have the characteristics of the dependently originating skandhas, viz.,

origin, continuity and destruction (utpada-sthiti-bhanga-laksana). As

these characteristics are absent in atman, being different from

the skandhas, and as it is said to be not dependently originated,

therefore it must be admitted that it is non-existing like the sky-

flower, for no definition can be offered of such atman. It can only be

pointed out as the basis of the sense of I-ness.

(ksamlavada). If the agent has been- destroyed, who* is it that enjoys the fruit?
'

The contingency that arises is that one acts and another enjoys the fruits.

99 21. Vr., p. 576.
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(b) Again each of the live skandbas possesses some characteristics

of their own, e.g. rupa possesses the characteristic of taking forme100

(rupana), vedana and samjna that of ascertaining the cause of direct

perception (anubhavanimittodgrahanu) and vijhana that of having

detailed knowledge of objects. If utman be distinguished from the

skandhas as vijhana is done from rupa, then it should have some

characteristics of its own, e.g., it would he something like mind

(citta) as distinguished from matter (rvpa). If its special characteris-

tics be denied, it is meaningless to say that it has existence as some-

thing different from the skandhas.

^
It may be contended that the non-Buddhists attribute to utman

some characteristics which are different from those of the skandhas,

viz., that utman is not an agent, but au enjoy er of fruits, attributeless

and inactive; it is only when il takes something of the world (yrakrti

)

as support then are its distinctions known .

101
)

\Nagarjuna is not prepared to accept the contention of the non-

Buddhists that a perfectly pure utman exists without the skandhas, on

the ground that any analysis of the constituents of a being does not

furnish us with any proof about its independent existence. It has,

according to N., for its basis a mere notion, to which the non-Buddhists

have attributed existence and qualities.,

ySo lie says that the characteristics, which the non-Buddhists, attri-

bute to atman, are not based on the actual conception of the form of

atman (na svarupata atmcnuimupalabhya ) . They do not understand the

real basis of the notion of atman; it is a mere term. Though

they cannot establish anything, yet, out of fear, they recede

from even the conventional truth and become entangled in pure

conjectures, and being thus deluded, they conceive of an atman and

attribute to il some characteristics. Xagarjuna then quotes a few verses

giving his own idea of the atman. lie says: Just as on account of a

mirror an image, which is not real, is seen, so also on account of the

100 M
%

kr., p. 343 n. : ruppanalakkhanam rupaip; rupa, the object and

instrument of nirOpana.

101 If. Pr., p. 344.
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skandhas, the notion of I-ness, which is unreal, arises.
102 As without a

mirror, an image is not seen, so without the conglomeration of elements

(skandhas), the notion of I-ness does not arise.
103

The topic of anattd forms the subject-matter of Buddha’s second

discourse to his five comrades (Vin. I, pp. 18-14) and constitutes the

keynote of Buddhism. In this discourse, when Buddha denied the

existence of <ttUi
f

i.e., of any permanent substance apart from the

khandhas
, he cannot be expected to solve the ‘indeterminable* (avydhata)

problems, as all of them hinge on the nature and existence of atta. It

is therefore wrong to state that Buddha left the most important prob-

lems unanswered, or that he did not know what to say about them.^

Nalinaksha Dutt

102 The simile is: I = Image on a mirror; skandhas = mirror.

103 M. Vr p. 346:

vwit fe fatfq wm: it

* * vfam ewfa

g| trot WT II

These verses served to remove the. avidya of Ananda and made him an Arhat.



The Puranas : A Study*

Retrospect

Notwithstanding a century of research or more in that important

branch of Indian literature, viz., the Puranas, no substantial results

have so far been reached, nor tangible conclusions arrived at. It has

been the ruling passion of orientalists to cull out history of ancient India

from the Yedic literature, its earliest literary sources. One has to ack-

nowledge not only that magnificent results have been already attained

but also this work is still being conducted with umliminislied vigour.

Though strenuous labour was devoted in this direction, yet there was

not wanting a school of distinguished savants who began to bestow

their attention to the huge mass of the Purana literature.

Wilson's pioneer work

As early as the thirties of the 19th century II.H. Wilson engaged

himself seriously in a close study of the Puranas available to him then

in print and Mss, and his achievement was the heavy volume contain-

ing translation of the Visnu Parana with learned notes and scholarly

introduction and his essay on the Puranas in general

Though no small credit is due to his labour of love, still he laboured

under a wrong impression that the Puranas were sectarian in character

and ‘pious frauds written for temporary purposes in subservience to

sectarian imposture.* In other words, Wilson was of opinion that the

Puranas “are no longer authorities for Hindu belief as a whole. They

are special guides for separate and sometimes conflicting brandies of it

:

compiled for the evident purpose of promoting the preferential or in

some cases the sole worship of Visnu or Siva.’*
1 Since such impression

was firmly rooted in his mind it is but natural for him to think that the

Purana compilation must have been done after the 10th century, at most

* A lecture delivered under the auspices of the University ot Madras.

1 Wilson, Visnu Purdm, I, p. v; Lassen, Ind. Alter., I, 479 ff.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1932 14
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after the 7th and 8th centuries of the Christian era when the waves of

Saivism and Vaisnavism had spread in the land.

Col. Vans Kennedy's contribution

The erroneous position which Wilson took in regard to the character

and age of the Puranas did not go unrefuted by his own contemporaries.

Among them the contribution of Col. Vans Kennedy; may be

prominently mentioned. His reply to Wilson in the form of letters to

the London Asiatic Journal 1840-41 has been printed by the late editor

of Wilson’s Visnu Pxirana as an appendix. He put up an eloquent

defence to the effect that the Puranas were as much the sacred books of

the Hindus as a whole as the Vedic literature, that the exclusive

worship of a deity was not meant by anything that is contained in the

extant Puranas, and that Wilson misunderstood the preferntial worship

inculcated, as the exclusive worship of a particular deity, and the

votaries to be sectaries of either Visnu or Siva. He strongly upheld that

the Puranas were a class of ancient literature, and there was no proof

that they were very late compositions.

Other writers

The next stage in the story of Purana scholarship was the valuable

service rendered by E. Burnouf, 2 Col. Wilford and the compilers of

catalogues of Mss. like Th. Aufrecht (Bodl . Cat.
y pp. 7 if.) and Julius

Eggeling (India Office Cat.
f

pt. VI, Sec. ii, Pauranik Literature, pp.

1184 ff. London, 1896).

Contribution by Paryiter and Kirfel

A considerable time elapsed between the more recent researches on

the Puranas, and the old, More recent researches brought to light a

systematic record of Indian historical tradition preserved in their

dynastic lists. F. E. Pargiter has been successful in his effort to obtain

definite results in his attempt to reconstruct the dynasties of the Kali

2 See preface to his edition and translation of the Phogavata Purana
,
ou

Histone Poetique de Krichna, in 5 volts.
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Age. 3 Mention must be made of the services of Willibald Kirfel of the

German school of orientalists.

4

His Purana PaUcalaksana is another

successful attempt to prove that the five topics of a Purana are not a

mere theory but are commonly dealt with in all the Puranas. The

relevant common passages are collected together in this volume.'

The term P-urdna

The etymology of the term Purana is furnished by the Vayu

Purana (I. 203) thus: JJTJof, that which lives from

ancient times. This simply shows that it means ‘ancient tale’ or ‘old

narrative/ The term was in use long before the Puraiiaa were

compiled.

By the time of the Atharva Veda (XI. 7. 24; also V. 19. 9), how-

ever, it is evident that the Purana assumed some independent form as

a composition . One of the references therein has the implication that

the verse addressed to sage Narada is taken from some Purana.*

The same inference can be drawn from the use of the term in the

Upanisads. That a definite work is meant is seen from the seventh

book of the Chandogyopanhad where Narada says that he had studied

itihdsa and punnui .

7

But il is only when we come to the epoch of the Sutra literature,

we find reference to the contents of the extant Puranas.

The Apastamba Dharmasutra 8 (Mysore Govt. Oriental Library

3 The Dynasties of the Kali Age (1913) and Ancient Ind. His. Tradition

(1922).

4 Das Parana Paftcalaksana, Bonn, 1927.

5 See also E. J. Rapson Cambr. His. of India , vol. I, p. 296 ff. : JRA8. %

1914, pp. 1021-31; ibid., 1915, pp. 516-21 and pp. 507-16; J. N. Farquhar, An

outline of the Religious Literature of India , Oxford (1920), ch. IV, pp. 130 ft.;

ZDMG ., 1902, pp. 654 ff.; V. A. Smith, Early History of India, pp. 22-24 (4th

edition).

6 Cf. SBE., vol. 42, p. 435 where Bloomfield remarks that ‘Narada is the

typical interlocutor in the Puranas.

*

7 Chdndogya Upani^ad. Panini Office, Allahabad (1910) VII ad. I khamja,

mantraa 2 and 4; ibid., VII khand&i mantra 1.

8 I, 6.19.13; I, 10.29.7; II, 9.23.3. Cf. Gautama Dharmasutra, XI (Mysore

Oriental Library Series).
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Series) quotes from the Purana and in one place it is definitely

mentioned that the quotation is taken from the Bhavisyat Parana .•

In conformity to the ancient law treatises, the expression Purana

connoting a particular class of literature and prescribed for a prince as

a principal subject of his study occurs in the Kavtiliya. Arthasdstra of

the 4th century B.C. 10

The Puranas are mentioned by name in the Mahdhhdrala (I. V.

55 f.) both in the special and general sense. The expression in some

places means some legendary lore . In other places (See Bk. XVIII,

VI, 304) there is a definite mention oi‘ the Purana literature as a class

and the eighteen Puranas as handed down by tradition.

There is again a classical definition of the expression Purana given

by ancient lexicographers like Amara who attributes five characteristics

(
Pancalaksana

)

to a Purana treatise. Among the distinguished

early indologists Lassen was perhaps the first to critically examine the

application of the epithet in its reference to the extant Puranas (Indis .

Alter., vol. I, 499). The Pancalaksana or the five topics of a Purana are

Pratisarga = primary creation

;

Sarga = secondary creation

;

Vairria = genealogy of gods and patriarch*

0 According to F. E. rargiter (Dynasties of the Kali Aye), the Bhai'isya-

jmruna was the source of information to the Matysa, Vdya and Ifrahmuiuja

Parana*, so far as the dynastic lists are concerned. Prof. Keith examines this

theory and concludes that by tho term Bhavisya, nothing more than ‘in the

future’ is xneant (see JBAS., 1914, pp. 1021-31: ibid., 1915, pp. 516-21; and pp.

141-7, 328.

^ 1 1 :WB frrfd : I

II II. 9. 24 ,
5-6.

10 Ar. Sd* ., Bk. I, Sec. 5; see also Yajfi

:

1, 3, Brhaspati, I, 23 (S. B. E.)

vol. 33, p. 280 Jolly, Becht und Sifte or Hindu Law and Customs, Trans, pp.

64-65 op. J. J. Meyer Gesetzbuch und Purana (Breslau, 1929) being a reply to

Hans Loach, "Die Ynjnavalkyasmrti : ein Beitrag zur Quellen Ktiende des Indische

Pechts, Leipzig.
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Manvantara .= periods of Manus

;

Vamsanucarita = history of princes of solar

and lunar races and of their

descendants. 11

Thus we see that the Puranas as a whole deal with the evolu-

tion of the universe, recreation of the universe from the constituent

elements, genealogies of gods and seers, groups of ‘great ages' included

in an aeon (halpa), and history of royal families (See Cambridge His-

tory of India, vol. I., p. 296).

Two classes of the Puranas: ancient and later

A close examination of the existing Puranas leaves the impression

on our mind that the Puranas originally conformed to this definition,

but lafer additions, the evidence of which is perceptible, marred it to

such an extent that the Pancalalcsana became more a theory than an

actual fact. Prom this we have to distinguish two classes of the

Puranas, the ancient and the later. In ancient days it may be, there

was one single Purana or perhaps more than one. It was not certainly

eighteen. The classification of 18 Puranas marks a definite stage in the

evolution of the Purana literature. To give an air of antiquity so as

to be acceptable, the redactors of the extant Puranas did not ignore

ancient materials and tried as far as possible to retain them as much as

suited their purpose. Of these Puranas again the fifth section

Vamsanucarita is not found in some of the Pur&nas. That the Puranas

attained celebrity in the latter half of the Yedic period as has been

already pointed out, is evident from the fact that the Upanisads like the

Chandogya and the early Buddhist works like the Suttanipdta (III. 7)

assign to them the status of the Veda; for the Puranas as a whole go

by the name of the fifth Veda.

Origin of the Puranas

The accepted traditional belief is that a certain Vyasa is the author

of all these eighteen Puranas as well as the Mahdbherrata. In the

11 Wilson, Visnu Purdna
}

p. vii; Weber, History of Indian LiU.roturn, p.

190.
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Matsya Parana it is said : Brahma first remembered the Purana and

then revealed the Vedas. Originally there was a single Purana with a

hundred crore of verses. Appropriately to this the Vaya Purana says;

3?^ ^ II i. go

This stanza of the Vaya Parana together with that of the Matsya

Purana gives then the clue that long before the age of the Vedas, the

Purana was thought of and continued to be in existence. This means

that the Vedic literature which contains mythological and legendary

lore must have been traditionally remembered and when the Vedas were

composed these legends were alluded to here and there. Thus there is

the justification for the statement of the Matsya Purana that Brahma

thought of the Purana before he thought of the Vedas. This need not

mean that the Purana as an independent literature grew up before the

Vedic compositions. It means that legendary lore existed from remote

times and was handed down to posterity without interruption. The

Purana or old tales existed but not the Puranic literature as such.

Origin as told by the Visnu Purana

We have then to look for their origin in the Vedic literature itself.

The myths and legends to which allusion is made therein as well as

the particular forms of prayer and worship inculcated, afforded

material for the later compiler of the Purana, viz., sarga and pratisarga

which are intimately connected with the origin of the world. It is not

difficult to believe that the cosmogonic hymns of the Rgveda Samhita

afforded a convenient material to build a literary superstructure. There

is, therefore, justification for the remark of Prof. Macdonell that those

‘cosmogonic hymns of the Rgveda were not only the precursors of

Indian philosophy but also of the Puranas.’ (History of Indian Litera-

ture
, p. 138).

Not only the Samhitas but also the Brahnnanas contain references

to the ancient legends. The Brahmanas deal with sacrifices and their

different rites and ceremonies and contain special spells and prayers.

In these particular forms of worship which are associated with the

narratives and the legends of yore, the foundations of the later Purana
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were laid. The later Purana writer drew upon these sources and ex-

tended their range and character by introducing other miscellaneous

subjects (See Weber, History of Indian Literature (1914), p. 24). Thus

we see a distinct class of works which go by the name of the Puranas

by the beginning of the epoch of the Upanisads.

A fairly clear account of the origin and the evolution of the Puranas

is furnished by the Vi\mu Purdna (III. 6-17-19). According to this

testimony Vyasa the sage originally compiled what is known as the

Purana Samhitd
,
and taught it to his disciple Lomaharsana, the Suta

or the professional chronicler. Lomaharsana was a sage himself. He

had under him six disciples : Agnivarca, Maitreya, SamSapayana,

KaSyapa and Savarni. To them he imparted the Purana Samhitd as

he heard it from his master Vyasa. They were also famous chroniclers

and their versions were respectfully heard in different learned assem-

blies, specially called for on the occasion of the performance of great

sacrifices by the reigning monarch of the realm. In the Agni Purdna

(270. 10-13) again the same version is told but with a slight variation.

According to this authority Vyasa himself had six disciples fo whom he

imparted the Purana lore. Of these six names mentioned in this

Purana, four are common, and these are Sumati, Maitreya, Sam£a-

payana and Savarni. The other two names of the Agni Purdna are

Suta and Lomaharsana. Yet another version Of the origin of the Purana

is given in the Brahmanda and the Vdyu (
Bd ., II, 35, 63-70;

Vd.
y 61. 55-62; cf. Vis.

y
III, 6; Bhdg ., XII, 7) whose texts are com-

mon, and which, according to the conjecture of Pargiter, might have

been originally: one. According to these texts Romaharsana imparted

the Purana to his six disciples Atreya Sumati, Kasyapa Akrtavrana,

Bharadvaja Agnivarcas, Vasistha Mifrayu, Savarni, Saumadatti and

Susanna Samsapayana. Of these Kasyapa, Savarni and Saniya-

payana compiled respectively an independent Purana Samhita, and

these three together with that of Romaharsana formed the mula samhitd

or purva samhitd according to another reading. This means that this

was the original or the first Samhita from which the later Puranas

sprang up. The chief characteristics that distinguished this class of

works from the rest of its kind consisted of four divisions or padas with

different texts but conveying the same meaning. All these except
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that of Sum&apayana contained 4000 verses. Among these again

priority is given to Lomaharsana’s Samhita. Then came Kaiyapa’s,

then Savarnika’s, and lastly Samsapayanika’s. Unfortunately these

versions are lost tliough we have Puranas like the Vdyu and Brahmanda

with four divisions or padas which are stated by Romaharsana as

prakriya, anusaiiga, upodghafa, and upasamhara. (See Vdyu, on

Cainspada 32.07). To these names, however, we must add Ugrasravas,

{he vson of Romaharsana who appears as the reciter in some of the

Puranas like the Padma, Uaricamm etc. It is reasonable to conjecture

that Ugrasravas was a disciple of Romaharsana. Thus one of the dis-

ciples goes by the name of Suta, and is mentioned as distinct from

Lomaharsana or other disciples who were, as a matter of fad, also Sutas.

It is evident, if we are to believe tradition, that Vyasa is the* common

author to whom the S litas owed their knowledge and contents of the

Puranas. {Mat., 53. 70). That they did not merely repeat verbatim

what they heard from their master but that they added something more

and thus enlarged the scope and contents of the Purana is obvious. The

following expressions we meet with in many a chapter bear eloquent

testimony to this fact. These are anususnima, ‘we have been told

thus/ smrtah
,

‘it is thus current/ iti twh srutam
,

‘we have heard

it thus,’ or simply iti hutam
,

/7i srutih
,

‘thus says tradition.’

Again there are other equally significant terms which show other

Puranas extant during their time, and also show their intimate acquaint-

ance with them. Some of these terms are puravid
,
purdnajna

,
paura-

7li/aij punniavidjana
,

pauvCmibajana
,

ramsavid
,

samara msavid,

vamsarittama etc. The last three terms go to prove that ancient India

had historians. Vamsarid and vamsarittama are epithets which cannot

be translated otherwise than as ‘historians of the ordinary type’

and ‘the great historians.* Among these again there were a few special-

ists in certain fields as is evidenced by the expression somdramsarul
,

an authority on the history of the lunar race. The Sutas have further

endeavoured to enrich this class of literature by quoting from

the archives of ancient poetry then extant. These are styled as gathds or

ancient songs sung in honour of a king or a sage by a stray minisfrel

or a wandering bard. These too were handed down as a literary legacy

to posterity, and the Sutas who were supposed to be qualified students
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in every department of literature used them wherever occasion presented

itself, perhaps to exhibit their ingenuity and originality. Collating the

versions of different kinds we are led to the conclusion that the mulct-

mirth itd consisted of four versions, meaning thereby at the outset there

were four Puranas, and the other fourteen grew later on out of these

four. 12

Classification of the Purdnas

Tradition has unanimously accepted the existence of eighteen

Mahapuranas and also eighteen Upapuranas (see Bhdg ., XII, 7.8). The

Upapuranas are very later productions, of a sectarian character and

purely local interest. Their value to a student of history, and even

religion is very little, and therefore we may dismiss them for the time

being. Confining, then, to the Mahapuranas, the other classification m

are one according to the preferential worship of deities like Siva, Visnu

etc., and secondly according to the qualities (guna ), viz., sattva
,
rajas

and tamos which predominate largely in the present books (Padma P.,

eli. XLII; cf. Matsya 1\, eh. LII). From the nature of the subjects

dealt with it is wrong to assume that the ancient Purana literature was

divided into a few water-tight compartments like the Saiva, Vaisnavu

and so on. On this unfounded assumption these works are looked upon

as too sectarian in character and extent. The fact is that every Purana

whatever classification it may come under, speaks of almost all deities.

For example in a Saiva Purana we come across legends of

Visnu, Brahma and other gods, and their heroic exploits. The

Vdyu Purana may be cited as an instance. In the same way in a

Vaisnavu Purana the legends of Siva and other deities also occur. But

some PuTiinas extend the legendary exploits of a particular deity, and

seem to inculcate preferential worship to that deity. That did not and

does not mean that other deities were ignored or condemned, and that

12 It has been contended by some scholars that out ot the one single Purana

others issued. See A. M. T. Jackson, JB13RAS., (1905) extra No. pp. 67 fw.- A

Blue, ZDMG ., 1908, p. 337; Pargiter, Anc. Ir.d. His. Tradition
, pp. 35 ff.

contrast Winternitz, His. of Ind. Lit., p. 521-22.

l.H.Q.
,
DECEMBER, 1932 16
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any sectarian bias was infused in such teachings. 1 * What is more inter-

esting is that every Purana specifies the number eighteen together with

their names. Notwithstanding the variation in the order of enumera-

tion and in the titles of the Puranas, it is remarkable that every

Purana gives the list of eighteen including itself. It do?s

not stand to reason that all Puranas were composed at one and the same

time and afforded the occasion to the compiler of each Purana to mention

the names of the eighteen. The verse or verses containing the refer-

ence to the eighteen Puranas are evidently interpolations introduced at

a later time when all the eighteen Puranas have been completed.

It is difficult to ascertain the time and the occasion when

the Puranas were moulded into their present shape. So far

as the Puranas, which contain the fifth section, go, there is the definite

evidence of revision from the commencement of the Christian era to

the fifth century A.D. Those Puranas, wherein this important section

is found omitted, can possibly be taken as older and therefore compiled

before the Christian era, i.e., sometime about the epoch of

the Upanisads. But what awaits the right solution is the occasion for

such different versions .

14 Orthodox opinion would have it that they

were repeated by the Suta to the sages and seers, the residents of the

Naimisaranya, A certain time was allotted on the sacrificial days to

the hearing of the Purana from the Suta, the only competent authority

to handle that subject. It would be lack of historical sense to accept

this version which narrows down all the IS versions to a certain locality

like the Naimisaranya. At the then busy centres of religious activity

we must look for the locale of the Purana compilations. The eighteen

versions seem to have depended to a large extent on the geographical

distribution of the land. The chief places of pilgrimage where often

thronged a large number of people from all parts of India was the best

fitted avenue for the propagation of this kind of literature. From the

glorification of certain places, we may venture to conjecture that the

particular version of the Parana sprang up in that centre. A Purana

13 See Col. Kennedy’s defence published as appendix to Wilson’s edition of

Vi$nu l
Jurdna.

14 See the Centenary voJ. of the JBIHtAti., 1905, p. 78.
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that deals with the Gaya-mahatmya in extenso may be reasonably taken

to have been compiled in the city of Gaya. Therefore to some such

centre we muBt look for this version or that. To hazard a conjecture

the Padma Purdna was compiled originally at Fuskara, the Vayu

Purana was compiled at Gaya, the Brahma Vaivarta in Orissa, the

Mdrkandeya

,

in the valleys of the Narmada and the Tapti etc.

Their position in Indian Literature

Some scholars have expressed the opinion that the Purana-itihasa

literature of the Hindus was originally permeated by the ancient lore

of Ksatriya tradition, as different from merely Brahmanical. They

hold that ancient India developed two streams of literature and culture,

the Brahmanic and the Ksatriyaic. While the Vedic tradition is

Brahmanic, the epic and Puvanic tradition is regarded as the Ksatriyaic.

One of their arguments is that the Slita, who is the chronicler of these

narratives and the narrator as well, is not a Brahmana by caste.

It is further argued that the Ksatriya literature later on passed

into the hands of the Brahmanas who transformed the contents and

even the diction to such an extent as to give the whole literature a

Brahmanical air as it were .

18

Ksatriya literature and ascetic literature

A tew scholars like Garoe and Rhys Davids took objection to the

practice of labelling all Indian literature as Brahmanical. They spoke

of a Ksatriya literature while the late E. Leumann drew our attention

to what is known as Parivrajaka or ascetic literature in ancient India. 1 *

If we look to the subject-matter of the ancient works, we find that

there is no basis for holding the the opinion that the Indian literature

was divided into two classes, Brahmanic and Ksatriyaic. In almost

all the w’orks we have the glorification of the Brahmanical religion.

Among the royal dynasties, no doubt the Ksatriya monarclis and their

genealogies are fully given. But the section covering this subject

15 Camb. His. of Ind., I, p. 297; Wilson's preface to Visnu Purana

;

Winter-

nitz. His. of Ind
. JJIcr.. pp. 515 f. : Wintemitz, Some Problem * in Ind. List .

(1925), p. 21.

16 Wintemitz, Some Problems of Ind. Lit., p. 21.
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occupies not even one-fifth of thfe extant Puranas. The major portion

of the works deals with fasts and feasts and different forms of worship

of particular deities, besides Vedic cosmogony and Vedanta philosophy.

Fully Brahmanical are the descriptions of the periods of different

Manus and of the genealogies of the Saptarsis and Prajapatis.

Secondly, the existence of a distinct Ksatriya tradition is a mis-

nomer. There was no period in ancient India when the Ksatriya was

not the king and the Brahmana his guru and minister, technically

known as the Puruhita. It lias been realised by very ancient writers

on polity like Kautalya that a healthy combination of sastro (science)

and sastra (arms) results in the progress of the state.

Thirdly, the so-called Brahmanical literature or the Vedic

literature abounds with legends of men some of whom were Ksatriyas

and kings of the prehistorical period. The names of Vedic authors are

found in the Vamsdmiklrtana portion of the Purfina. With regard to

R.g Veda nine families are mentioned of which three, Vaivasvata,

Aila, and Caksusa are Ksatriyas. There are hymns in the Veda whose

authorship is assigned to Vivasvan, Manu, Puriiravas, Yayati, Man-

dhata, Vi^vamitra, Sivi etc., names which are ever the pride of the

Ksatriya community. On this account can we term this portion of the

Vedic literature as Ksatriya literature? Besides the authorship of the

hymns, the legends of kings like Hariscandra, Prthu, Vaideha Janaka,

Nabhaga, Pradyumna etc. are in some cases alluded to and in other

cases fully narrated.

Fourthly, the Puranas call themselves the fifth veda as ihe itihdsas

thus implying that they do not ignore the Vedic or Brahmanic tradition,

that they are the followers of the Vedic school, and that they are rooted

in Vedic literature. Another interesting feature of the whole is that

the so-called Ksatriya tradition, while glorifying the Vedic rituals and

practices like the prayers, sacrifices and iraddlias
,
ignores entirely the

non-vedic religious sects, such as Buddhism and Jainism. Still

Pargiter (An. His . Tra. p. 69) would make the following

remark: “The contrast between the stories about Tri$afiku,

Vasistha and Vidvamitra shows clearly that there were two classes of

tradition, the Brahmanic and Ksatriya.” In the same breath he admits

their chief patrons, and “Ksatriya tradition, even when magnifying the
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• glory of kings does not disparage Brahmanas but acknowledges their

character and position
M

(hid. His. Tra. p. 59). The one test to demar-

cate the two traditions according to Pargiter is that Ksatriya ballad

gives a simple and natural account while the Brahmanical version is a

farrago of absurdities and impossibilities. This means wherever a tale

is told simply i.e. without embellishments of anv kind and therefore

with no supernatural touch in them, it is genuine and it is Ksatriya;

and embellishments centring aro.und the incident's and therefore of a

legendary character are all Brahmanical. Pargiter however seems to.

contradict himself when ho says in the previous paragraph

of the same Chapter (V) in defining Ksatriya tradition that ‘Ksatriya

tales do often indulge in the marvellous, but their marvels are generally

mere exaggeration without any didactic purpose.*

Fifthly, the view that the Ksatriya tradition was preserved by a

class of professional chroniclers, the Sutas, and hence a genuine

Ksatriya tradition was built up is due to the misunderstanding of their

real status. %

The term Suta has three meanings (Fdyi/, 62. 147 ; Padma ,
V. I,

27 ff.): a great rsi and ayonija, a charioteer
,
and a citizen of the Suta

or Anupa country. The Anupa country is said to be on the east of

Magadha. The people occupying that territory were known as Sutas

or Anupas, as in the Magadha kingdom the Magadhao, after the

country’s name. Secondly, there was the Suta of mixed caste

(pratiloma) as referred to in the Mtinavadharma-sastra (X, 11 and 17).

A person born of a Ksatriya father and Brahmana mother was a Suta

by caste (Mahdbhdrata, Virdt ch. 21, 9.13). Our Suta, who is the

narrator of the Purunas and a chronicler of the palace, does not belong to

the mixed Suta caste as the following tradition will show. 17 The first

mythical Suta sprang out of the sacrificial fire of the first king of the

Earth, Prthu, after whose name the earth became known as Prthivi. He

is then a venerable sage and an ayonija. He first chronicled the story of

Prthu (Vayu P., 33, 35). When he appeared in the sacrificial hall,

Prthu called him Suta, and hereafter upto the historical period of the

17 Sflta’s son is called sauti clearly indicating that it is a tiile to the ele*«

of Parana narrators.
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Arthaiastra the Suta held a high sociaLrank, evoking respect from that

,

class of Brahmanas who were partakers of Vedic sacrifices. This is

evident from the way in which he is received by the elite of the assembly,

honoured by the assigning of a special seat, and respected as is evident

from the epithets used medhavi (1*17), vamiakusala
,
kalpajha

,
maha*

bhaga whenever the sages addressed him to solve their doubts. 1 *

By the time the Arthaiastra was composed (cir. 4th century B.C.)

the Suta caste had come into being. Kautalya refers to this class but

hastens to restrict the application of his definition in the case of Suta-

pauranika and his colleague the Magadba by saying that

Paurdnikasto anyas suto mdgadhusca brahmaksatrad vi&csatah."

What is then the position occupied by the Puranas in the ancient

Indian Literature? The whole Indian literature can be roughly divided

into two classes, the Vedic literature and the Itihasa-Purana literature.

The Vedic literature was the monopoly of the few, so the mass had to

satisfy themselves by studying the Itihasas and Puranas only. These

were expounded for their benefit in a common hall of Urn village or

town. Hearing of these incidents and morals formed a course of general

education to the mass mind though even unlettered. It would appear

that even men of letters went to hear these. An instance in point is,

as furnished by the Harsa^carita, ihat Bana went to hear the Vdyu

Parana in his village. While the Itihasas dealth with morals, law and

polity (
Dharmasastras and Arthasdstras) and were didactic in purpose,

the Puranas contained all forms of worship and prayer, superstitions,

a crude knowledge of geography and history, legendary descriptions of

places of pilgrimage and rituals, some knowledge of astronomy and

astrology, different schools of philosophy, easier methods of attaining

salvation, these and other miscellaneous topics of a commonplace

interest. These catered largely to the taste of the common man.

Thus the Puranas were a supplement to the Itihasas. Both combined

contributed to the completion of general culture.

18 See the opening lines of the Adi Prava of the Mbh. KVrmo, p. T; Vi$av.

T. 13; Agni, 1.

19 8ee the Intro, to this edition of the Arthai&stra by the late T. Gana-

pati S&atri, Triv. Sank. Series.
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The Age of the Pur&nas

The composition of the Purana is to be spread over a large expanse

of time covering some centuries. In the epoch of the Brahmanas and

the Upanisadsy we already find some references to a form of com-

position allied to the Purana*. It seems that the earlier Puranas were

composed in the last stages of the Yedic period but what these Puranas

were we cannot say at present with any definiteness.

The earliest of the Dharmasutras, the Gautama and the Apastamba

mention the Puranas. By the time of the Kantiliya Art'hasastra it was

counted as one of the subjects of studies for a royal prince.

That some of the Puranas were prior to the Mahabharata is evident

from the fact that the Puranas in general, with the exception of the

Markandeya and perhaps a few more, do not mention by name either

the Mahabharata or the Ramayana
,
though they are familiar with the

narratives and legends found mentioned therein. The names of Yedic

works including their branches are distinctly mentioned. But there is

no definite reference to the epics by their name. Not only are these

not quoted but the Mahabharata and its supplement the Harivamia
,

30

almost a Purana by itself, definitely point out their indebtedness to the

Puranas.

Again the epic itself contains the implication that Purana was

prior to it in composition. Vyasa makes it clear that after he compiled

the Itihasas and the Puranas, he composed the Mahabharata (Mbh 1,

i. 34-64. cf. VIII, 34, 1498). There is again the mention of eighteen

Puranas in the epic (XVIII, 6. 304), and it is said that one gets the

same spiritual glory by listening to the 18 Puranas. (An. Ind. Trad.,

p. 22). These and other references make it manifest that the Puranas,

at least a good number of them, preceded the Mahabharata , and can

therefore be placed with much reliance at a date anterior to the epic.

But there is no doubt that the later Puranas borrowed their materials

from the epics.

20 I. 66 2660; 196. 7265; V, 179, 7073; XIII. 84; 3990; XVII!, 6,304.
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A study of the Puranas shows that the earlier Puranas were

composed in the period prior to Mahavira and Gautama Buddha, while

the later Puranas were composed in the epoch following the Buddha.

Even among the older Puranas from the terms aihata
,

budliyate,

budhaya, (See Ydyu P., chap. 04. 71 : 97, 172) it was remarked that the

Purana was influenced by these heretical sects. But from the circums-

tances in which these terms occur, we have xo take it that nothing of

the kind is mentioned, and what is after all meant, is their literal

meaning, ‘One who is honoured and one possessing wisdom.
1

These

are addressed to Siva, as one of his names, and have nothing to

do whatsoever with Jainism or Buddhism. According to Pargiter

(op. cit.y p. 68) however the Visnu Puruna\ (III, 17, 8-18, 34, cf. Pad.,

VI, 263, 69-70) lias an account of Buddhism and Jainism. From the

term arhatas who forsook the Veda it is contended that the struggle for

supremacy between the Buddhists and Jains and Brahmans has been

mythologised as a devdsura war. The dispute between the gods and the

asuras was about a divine year when Visnu created Miiyumoha whose

followers became known as Arhatas. From the circumstances in which

this incident took place and considering the place of its occurrence viz.,

the banks of the Narmada, the theory does not stand to reason. For we

know as a matter of fact that the birth-place of these heretical sects was

the Magadha kingdom far away from the Narmada.

The Carana-vyuha, which is reckoned tc be a work of the Sutra

period, mentions five Sakhas or branches of that Veda. In the Puranas

we also meet with some of these branches, and these are Sakalas

Vaskalas and Mandukas. The fact that the Puranas speak of only three

schools of the Rg-veda> and not tht- five as referred to in the Caranavyulw

indicates that the Puranas which mention these schools were compiled

when the other two schools of the Rg-veda have become extinct and

therefore their composition can be assigned to the Sutra period or more

reasonably to the post-Sutra period.

The Puranas constitute a work of various periods in succession.

They are to be spread over a long period covering several centuries.

Thus we have the Puranas belonging to the epoch of the Upani$ad$>

and to the Sutra, the epic and post-epic periods. Therefore every Purana

must be judged by its contents, and its chronology fixed accordingly.
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Their historical value

To the historian of ancient India, the Puranas are an unfailing

source of information. Those Puranas, which speak of the royal

vnasties and their genealogies, are twelve in number, each having the

fifth section entitled the Vam$dnuc&rito
s

the dynastic lists and

narratives. Even in this section we find a confused conglomeration of

legendary and historical events. They give barely the dynastic list.

Hardly they furnish details or incidents connected with each monarch

of one dynasty or the other. Even in this arithmetical enumeration of

the names of the kings, the accounts suffer from want of trustworthi-

ness. In some places inaccurate accounts and in other places wrong

names are given. The historian must test this material in the light of

archaeological, epigraphieal, and other literary evidences.

The version of the Visin/ Parana with regard to the Mauryan

dynasty, and of the Vayu Parana to the early Guptas has found general

acceptance among scholars. The Vayu version of the Gupta rule is

believed to be a description of t lie reign of the Camlragupta I, wlio

ruled Magadha from 320-330 A. 11. (See Ind. Ant., 1890, p. 323).

In the section on royal dynasties, we meet with two lists, earlier

and later. The later list contains those dynasties belonging

to what is known as the historical period. Here in addition

to the enumeration of names the length of the reigns of kings is given.

The later list deals with those royal dynasties in the epoch following

the great war which according to Pargiter is placed about 1100 B.C.

After this war three lines of kings are distinguished. These are the

Purus, Iksvakus and kings of Magadha. There were other contem-

porary dynasties. But these were small and unimportant. The history

of those three dynasties, Purus, Iksvakus and Magadhan formed largely

the history of ancient India. The continuity of' the dynastic lists is

broken when we come to the dynasty of the Andhras. The Puranas

place the Andhras after the Kanva kings, and calculates the intervening

period between these two dynasties to be 157 years. This is to be dis-

credited for there is evidence to point out that the first of the Andhra

kings ruled about 220 or 234 B.C. and was much earlier in date than

the first of the Sunga kings. (See Smith. Early Hi dory df India ,

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1932 16
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pp. 216-17). Again with regard to this dynasty there is another dis-

crepancy. It is still an open question whether the Andhras ever ruled

in Magadha . The Puranas bear ample testimony to this but scholars

doubt their authenticity (Smith, Early History of India, p. 216). For

we do not hear of their activities in Northern India from any other

source. In the absence of a definite data we are forced not to give undue

credence to the Purana version, and only on corroborative testimony

can this position be cleared up.

Several Puranas contain accounts of genealogies of kings. It is

not possible to say which accounts are the oldest, though it is generally

believed that the Vayu
,
Bra It mandat, Brahma

,
and Matsya Puranas and

the Harivamsa belong to this class. Other Puranas which contain the

pedigrees of royal dynasties are the Padma
}
Garuda

,
Agni, Bhagacata

,

Lihga
,
Kurvxas

,
Siva and Markandvya Puranas, An examination of the

lists in the individual Puranas would be of no value to the- historian on

account of corruptions and errors, losses and omissions, and interpola-

tions and alterations. The present Brahmanda does not contain the

latter half of the Anava genealogy, the Paurava genealogy, and a portion

of the dynasties of the Kali Age. These are found in the Vayu (99,

102-290). There is an incomplete version of the North Pancala genealogy

in the Brahma Purana . Further the Brahma account furnishes two

different origins for the Kanyakubja and Kasi dynasties. The incom-

patibility of these origins manifests itself as eironeous. The same error

is visible in the account of the Agni Purana relating to these

two dynasties Kanyakubja and Kasi. The Matsya and the Lihga

Puranas assign six kings to the Iksvaku dynasty but the Vayu Purana

(ch. 99, si. 281-290) gives thirty-one kings. The Kurma contains more

matter for chronicling the king Yasumanas (I, ch. 20) as well as the

Haihaya monarchs Jayadhvaja and Durjaya (ibid., I, chs. 22 and 23).

The Makandeya Purana gives in detail the early history of the Yai^ala

dynasty (ch. 113-36).

The Purana* in Tamil literature

The term Purana meaning ‘semi-legendary and legendary tales*

occurs both in the Silaypadikdram and Manimekalai. The latter (Canto

XVII, 1.98) mentions by name the Visnu Purana as Kadalvcman
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Pur&nam
, an independent testimony as to the antiquity of the Visnu

Purdna . It may be remarked here that the term Visnu does not occur in

the Sangam literature and wherever the name Visnu is mentioned there

we have Kadalvannan, Tirum&l and other epithets. 21
It is also evident

that the author of the Mariimekalai is acquainted with the Linga Purdna

as is seen from the statement 17, 9 nediyon viayangi nilamidaittonri an

incident about Rama’s incarnation occurring in the Liiiga Purana .

Briefly stated the reference is to Visnu taking upon himself the curse

levelled against Ambarlsa by Parvata and Narada and in that mental

delusion (Mayangi) took the incarnation of Rama. The ideas and ideals,

the prescriptions and injunctions laid down in the Puranas together

with myths, were utilised by the Nayanmars and Alvars, the outstanding

patriotic saints who carried the torchlight of wisdom and religion

throughout the length and breadth of the Tamil land. That the Linga

Purdna was well known in the Tamil country in this epoch is evident

from its reference in both the Tevdram and the Tiruvdymoli

.

Lnigapumnattirukkvruntokai is a title of one of the Padikams of Podu

in the Tevaram attributed to the Saint Appar. In the Tiruvdymoli

again 4,10,5 Nannnalvar characterises the Saivas by saying llingattitta

Purdnattiyarum and this expression is followed by Samannrum

Sdkiyarum (the Jains and the Buddhists). This class of literature

became soon popular and evoked keen interest for similar literature.

Hence the Tamil literary school devoted their attention to translating

these original Sanskrit Puranas so as to bring the treasures of know-

ledge embedded in them to the Tamil world. Thus the Puranas were

assigned a place in the republic of Tamil letters. It is difficult to fix

particular dates for each and every Purana so far translated in Tamil.

These are the Siva
,
Lihga

y
Matsya

}
Kurma

,
Bhdgavata

,
Markandeya

,

Devibhdgavatam
,
Visnu and Gar itda. Thus about ten of the eighteen

Mahiipuranas have been translated into Tamil. 22

21 See the author’s article on the ‘Age of the Visnu Purdna 1 IHQ vol. MI,

No. 2, pp. 370-371.

22 For details see the learned introduction by Mr. S. Anavarataviniiyakam

PUlai to the extant edition of the Motsya Purdna (1900) in Tamil,
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Confusion between the Siva and Vayv Puranas

According to the Pihgalandai
, a famous Tamil lexicon of high

antiquity, the following is the list of the eighteen Mahapuranas:

Matsya, Kurma, Varaha, Vamana, Padma,

Visnu, Bhagavata, Brahma, Saiva, Lihga, Bhavisya

Narada, Garuda, Brahmavaivarta, Skanda,

Markandeya, Agni and Brahmanda

From this it would appear the Tamil lexicographer was familiar

with the tradition that the Sira Parana was a Mahapurana. Also it seems

that the Vay u Parana is omitted in the list and has not found accep-

tance as the Mahapurana. There has been a confusion between the

Vdyu and the Siva Puranas as to which comes under the category ot'

the Mahapuranas. In priority of date, style, contents and the peculiar

classification info four padas flic Vdyu Parana can easily be ranked as

the Mahapurana. 2:1

According to the preface of the extant Skanda Parana, and accord-

ing to the Tamil lexicons the following classification the Puranas has

been made, with special reference to the predominating deities glorified

in the respective Puranas. It is as follows:

Deity

1. Brahma

2. Surya,

3. Agni,

4. Siva,

5. Visnu,

Puranas

the Brahma and the Padma Puranas

the Brahmavaivarta Parana

the Agni Parana

the Siva, Skanda, Tanga. Kurma, Vamana, Varaha,

Bhavisya, Matsya, Markandeya and Vayavlya

(Brahmanda)

the iVarada, Bhagavata, Garuda, Visnu.

This seems wholly to he a later addition, and a clear interpolation

introduced by a recent redactor of these Purfma fexts. It was evidently

23. A recent writer on the subject seems to solve this difficulty by recognising

twenty as the actual number of the Mahupurfinas, thus giving the status of

the Mahapurana both to the Vayu and the Siva Pur&nas. He treats the Hari-

vamsa also as a Mahapurana, see J. N. Farquhnr, Outline of the Beligious Litera-

ture of India
, p. 139.
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introduced after the sectarian movements of Vai&navism and Saivism

had spread over the land and come stay as permanent institutions.

The five characteristics of the Parana

The Pancalaksaua of the Puranas which is the definition of the

lexicographer Aniara Simha is faithfully rendered in Tamil, as a stanza

in the translation of the Karma Parana will show.

In other words the five topics of the Purfina are mentioned and

it shows a faithful rendering of Amarakosa’s classification. These are

ulakattorram (Sarga Skt.), odukkam (
Pratisarya Skt.), manvantaram

(Manvantara
,
Skt.), munivarafhirmarapu (Vavisa Skt.) and canttiiranhal

(VamSanvcma ta Skt
.
)

.

Before we close, a word may he said about the translations. They

do not seem to follow the original Sanskrit literally. The translator has

his own way of rendering them. We find the individuality of the trans-

lator in a pre-eminent degree. Comparisons of texts and sections and

chapters between the extant original and translations make this evident.

But still there is every reason to believe that tlie spirit of the

contents is not sacrificed to the least extent and the matter dealt with is

the same, another instance to indicate the healthy contact of the North

Indian culture with that of South India.

Y. R. Ramciiandka Diksiiitar
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ii

We shr 1
! now turn our attention to the other conclusion of Mr.

Sasfrl-—th Harihara I ami Bukka I ‘began slowly to rise in power'

in the time of Ballala III and of lus son, Ballala IV, till about 1340

A.D., and that they “acquired sufficient importance to build forts,

and attract the notice of foreign travellers”. In proving this Mr.

Sastri utilised the evidence from two records according to which in his

opinion :
—

(a) The Hoysala power had so declined that it could not prevent

Bukka I from attacking a Hoysala fown

;

(b) The Hoysala control had diminished so much that it could not

hinder another Hoysala governor from raising the standard of revolt

in 1346 A.D.

We shall re-examine these records. The first epigraph about

Bukka I runs thus :
—

Bvasti Srimat Saka-varsu Sahasraha-vikramada samvatcarada

Caitra Suddha Astarni Adivaradali ra Bakkana

vodeyaramagu Gang Selaru setti halli-pattanakke bandu

Kadidalandu dalavara Ere-permma-nayaka-Muvaru-rayara-gandana-

mayudunu Bantara-bava Paranariya-sahodara Hiriya Nage-nayankanu

^angu-selarana daladali kadi-hidali nadu-dalavara-yere-permma

payakanu a tana tamina Adapada-Nage-nayankenge tana manohutsava-

dinda Banke-Kereyanu net (t) aru-godigeyagi kottaru. etc.
23

Mr. Rice, upon whose version Mr. Sastri has based his remarks,

translates it thus
—“Be it well! On the date specified (? 1100 A.D.)

Bakkanna Odeyar's son Gahga-Selar came to Settihalli-pattana and

fought the watchman Ere-permma-nayaka's (with' various titles)

Nage-nayaka fought in Gahgaselar’s army and fell, on which' the

* Continued from p. 801.

28 EC., Vll^Ci., 65, pp. 468-4 (Text).
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watchman and his younger brother in the joy of their heart, granted

for him Banke-Kere as a nettaru-godige etc.” 24

The evidence from the above inscription cannot in any way be

relied upon to prove that Bukka I, the younger brother of HarihaTa I,

showed his antagonism to the Hoysala authority. The following reasons

invalidate its evidence:—
(1) This is an inscription the date of which, according to Mr.

Rice, is doubtful. It cannot be dated to the early Vijayanagara times.

“The date given is Saka 1000 Vikrama. But this does not correspond

in any way, and must be quite wrong”. 25

(2) The ‘Gahga Selara’ known to history is the ‘Gahga-Salar,

the Turuka of Kaliubarage’, who, according to an inscription dated

1397 A.D. burnt the gopuram of the Belur tei^ple. Mr. Rice identi-

fies this Gahga Salar with the “founder perhaps of the line of the

Bahmani Sultans of Kulbarga” of 1340 A.D. 36
It is ridiculous to

think that Bukka I could ever had a son called Gahga Se'lara in 1340

A.l). or thereabouts, assuming that one accepts the conclusions drawn

by Mr. Rice, who could in 1397 A.D. attack and turn the gopuram of

ihe great Hindu temple at Belur!

(3) Further, this Viragal gives us no clue as regards the identi-

fication of Bukkanna Odeyar; and much less does it enable us to

conjecture that one of the sons of Sangama attacked a Hoysala town in

the life-time of the Hoysalas. The name “Bukkanna” deserves notice.

According to Mr. Rice we have “Vlra Bakkanna Odeyar. The

necessary inference is that he had a son called Gahga Selara by naifre.

The inscription is not so conclusive about this point. It may be

“Bakkanna Odeyar’a son Gahga Selara came to Setti hallipattana”, or

“Bnkkana Odeyar’s son Gahga Selara Setti coming io Hallipattana”.

In either case the reference cannot be to Bukka I. There is no

certainty of a ‘Blra’ (or Vlra) ‘Bukkanna’ Odeyar being mentioned.

The *ra’ before ‘Bakana’ may be indeed the second letter of

a ‘Vlra* (or Blra). Mr. Rice has, however, added ‘Bira’ to the name

‘Bakkana’. This does not improve matters. For the name in the

24 EC., VII Ci., 6.5, p. 191.

25 Ibid., p. 34. 26 EC., VII, Intro, p. 34, O. C.
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records is •'Bakkana* and not ‘Bukkanna*. Admitting that we

accept the reading given by Mr. Rice, we have—“Bakkuna-vodeyara

magu Gahg-Selara Setti hallipattanakke bandu etc.
27 Here we have

a Bakkana Odeyar and Gahga Selara, the latter being given the status

of a ‘Magu’ or child ! Tt is hardly necessary to state that a warrior

or chieftain, such as Gahga Selara is represented to be, would have

been given a higher status than that of a child in a viragal recording

a ‘lietiarugodige*. Moreover there is no positive evidence to prove

the identification of the Gahga Selara of the above viragal with any

of the sons of Bukka hitherto known to history. It may well be that

a more accurate transcript of the viragal might reveal to us the names

of a Bakkanna Gauda, Yerama Gauda, Gahga Selara Setti coming to

Hallipattana, and the fight that followed recording the death of Nage

Nayaka. This is only a conjecture. Tor the present we may rest satis-

fied that nothing definite about the relationship between the Iloysalas

and the founders of Vijayanagara can be determined from this ins-

cription of the 12th Century A. I).
28

We shall now' examine the other ‘facts* referred to by Mr. Sastrl.

He says
—“The fact that Sihgaya Dannuyaka, one of the Hoysala

teudatories at Danayakanakottai, acknowledges the suzerainty of

Ballala III in A.l). 1340, but figures as a semi-independent ruler in

A.D. 1340-47 (Annual Report on Epigraphy

,

1900-7, para 51) also

shows that the Hoysala power had declined by that time, and was

passing into other hands in the interval’

\

2a In so far as Mr. Sastrl

lias guessed at the date 1340 A.l). as the year which marks the change

27 In t lie ti alliteration of the I tmy'U Mr. Kite gives “Maga,” EC., VII.

p. 338; in the Kannada text the world is “Magu” p. 463. For tho us© of

“Maga” in inscriptions, cf. EC., IX, Kn. 32, p. 266 (Text) where Narasanip1

N ayakii is called ftii Narasiuga Rayara maga.” Also EC., VI, Cm. 105, O.C.

;

EC.
f
IX, Bn. Ill, O.C.

28 It is admitted that the name Setti-halh may stand for a real village.

Thus wo have a Setti-hajji in 1563 A.P., E.C., V, Pt. 1, Hn. 2, p. 2. As regards

the name Bukkanna, it seems as if this was also a common name. The younger

brother of General Mangappa was called Bukkanna. An inscription dated 1420

A
#
D. says that Jruynppa and Bukkanna were made highly famous by the abund-

ance of the glory of General Mangappa, EC., II, No. 253, p. 107 (Ed. II).

20 ASH., 1007-8, O.C.
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in power, he is correct, although he adduces no reasons to prove his

statement. It seems that, we are to assume that since in the year 1346

A.D. Singaya Dannayaka became semi-independent, Harihara and

Bukka must have done the same by that time. But there is no

evidence to prove that such was the case. Before 1 go further, it is

better to note the source from where Mr. Sastii has taken the hint for

his conclusion. The ‘Singaya Dannayaka’ mentioned here is not to

he confounded with the ‘Sihgeya Dannayaka’, the brother of the

Hoysala minister Vallappa Dannayaka. Mr. Sastrfs remarks are

based on the observations made by Mr. Yenkayya. The latter in his

Annual Report on Epigraphy for the year 1906-7, says :
—“The earliest

of the inscriptions in the Siva temple at Danayakanakottai belongs also

to the reign of the Hoysala king Vira Ballala III, and is dated in Saka-

samvat 1260, the Pramathin-Sainvatsara, corresponding apparently to

A.D. 1339-40 (no. 437 of 1906). The donor is Madappan Singaya

Dannayaka, who bears a few of the more important tiles of the Ketaya

mentioned above. The name has evidently to be explained as Singaya

Dannayaka, son of Madappa or Madhava. Consequently Singaya must

have been a brother of Ketaya. [n the other inscriptions of the Siva

temple dated A.D. 1346-47 (no. 402 of 1906) and 1347-48 (no. 440 of

1906), Singaya Dannayaka figure* as a semi-independent ruler and does

not mention his over-lord. Nos. 436 and 438 of 1906 register orders by

the temple authorities and therefore do not mention Singaya Dannayaka

though he must have been governor at the time.” 31
' The assumption of

Mr. Venkayya is this that since Singaya Dannayaka does not mention

the name of his over-lord in the year 1346 A.D., he must have been a

semi-independent ruler. In other words, the fact of a provincial gover-

nor not mentioning the name of his suzerain lord is equal to his having

become independent. Mr. Venkayya applies this in reference to Singaya

Dannayaka of Danayakanakottai. Now, let us apply this truism to the

temple authorities of Danayakanakottai. These do not mention in their

inscriptions of the same time-11 the name of the ruler over

30 Annual Report on Epigraphy (.Southern Circle). 1906-7, paras 51 and 81.

“Danayakanakottai is a village 12 miles west-south west of Satyamaiigalam Tftluka

of the Coimbatore District.” Ibid., parn 48.

31 Non. 430 and 438 of 1906.

DEGEMBEH, 1932 17
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Danayakanakotjui. Therefore, according to the theory of Mr. Venkayya,

they must necessarily have been independent. But in this case Mr.

Venkayya would qualify his remarks by saying—‘though he (Singaya

Dannayaka) must have been the governor at the time*. What Mr.

Venkayya is prepared to say in connection with Singaya Dannayaka,

he is not prepared to say in regard to the temple authorities of the same

place. The fact is that such a contention, viz., that if a provincial

governor does not mention the name of his over-lord in a grant or two

he must necessarily be independent cannot be maintained in all ins-

tances. There are examples of grants having been made by

temple authorities as well as by provincial rulers, without mentioning

ihe name of their over-lords, and yet the suzerain power was in exis-

tence all the while. The absence of ihe name of the over-lord in the

last days of the Iioysalas may be explained by saying that the terror

which shook the Hoysala kingdom necessitated the granting of uncom-

mon powers by the king to his provincial governors. Indeed, it is

evident from the peculiar mode in which Vira Ballala III associated

himself with the most powerful nobles of his court, that that monarch

never thought so much of the status of his feudatories, nor of his own,

as of the greater question of saving the land from the merciless enemy

that had already demolished his empire. This explains to us why about

the year 1310A.1). Ballala III is mentioned as having ruled the country

along with the great minister Medagi l)eva Dannayaka, and the great

minister Aliya Macheya Dannayaka. 32 Then again we are told that in

1328 A.D. “the Hoysana strong-armed Vira Ballala Deva, together with

the champions at his side, the strong-armed Bhima-Raya, the prince

Ka{hora-Hara, the prince Simha-Raghunatha, the prince Ealamegha,

the prince Vira Santa, Baieheya Dannayaka Chamupa, who was the

punisher of the famous iladliava Raya of Udevara, the great minister

Ballappa Dannayaka and the great minister Singeya Dannayaka were

in the residence of the city of Umiamale, ruling the kingdom in peace

and wisdom”. 33 Ten years earlier (1318 A.D.) Vira Madhava

32 EC., XI, Cd. 1, p. 2.

33 EC., XI, Cd. 4, pp. 8 and 0 (Text). Mr. Rice had added certain names

which do not appar in the Kannada text of the inscription. He comments on

this inscription as follows:—“Several of the names are very doubtful owing
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Dai^ayaka, viceroy over Terakanambi, was given almost ihe status of

the king himself. 84

The conclusions which may be derived from the above is that in the

days of Vira Ballala III the great nobles were willingly taken into the

confidence of the king, and were given the rank of a ruler. If this is

granted, there is no evidence to prove that the absence of the name of

the over-lord in a grant of a feudatory necessarily, meant the indepen-

dence of the latter. Indeed, the customs of allowing some to issue grants

without mentioning the name of the suzerain power passed from the

Hoysala times to the Vijayanagara age. In 1355 A.D. the authorities

of the temple of Arulala-nadan at Tekkal and Sakkaperumal granted

certain lands and a daily allowance of cooked rice to Tiruvai-moli-da6ar,

the husband of Varadakka”. Then again in 1394 A.D. “in Devalala-

pura, which the Mahamandalesvara, champion over the moustaches of

the world, Kathari Sfiluva Narasiriga Deva Maharaya had granted to

Chikka Allappa Navaka, son of Ilalikare Lacchinayaka. at the time of

making the great gifts prescribed for destruction of all sins, in the

presence of the god Laksmikanta who had been there for thousands of

years, in order to secure all wealth and fortune, we have set up

a dipamfile pillar, and a door etc”.34 To these the following from

another part of the Vijayanagara empire may be added. An inscription

dated Saka 1384 (=1402-3 A.D.) speaks only of a governor placed over

Tujuva, by name Hiriya Bhairava Deva Odeya of Nagirajya. 87 In Saka

1397 (=1475-0 A.D.) Vittharasa Odeya placed over Barakuru-i'ajya

issued a grant without mentioning the name of his over-lord. 88 In all

the above four instances no suzerain power is mentioned. According to

to the inscription being indistinct” (p. 3). In the original we have “Hoysipa

Bhujabala Sri Vira Ballala Rayanu Padeyo)a-ganda Bhujabnla Bhlma-ya-

Narasiipha-Raya Sri Vira-Raya Kuvara Vira Santa R&ya Kuvara-Vira Gakhy&ti-

gan<ja Baicheya Dannayaka bhatu Sri Ma-nmaha-Pradhanaip Bnllappa

Dann&yakaru Sirigeva DanpSyakarn Fnnainale.va etc., p. 6 (Text).

34 EC., IV. Ch. 193, p. 23.

36 EC., X, Mr. 17, p. 160.

36 EC., IV, Ng. 79, p. 133.

87 34 of 1901.

38 Ibid., 1910, No. 116. For other examples of provincial governors issuing

similar grants, cf. No. 34 of 1901 ;
91 of 1901 ;

694 of 1902,
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the moat, liberal computation the foundation of the empire of Vijaya-

nagara can be dated between 1336 A.D. and 1340 A.D., and it is

unanimously held that till the days of Krsnadeva Raya the Great, at

least, the authority of the central power was unchallenged from the

Eastern to the Western Coast of Southern India. Now, if we argue on

the strength of the hypothesis of Mr. Venkayya, the authorities of the

temple of Arulala-nadan ait Tekkaj, the persons at Devalalapura, the

Tulauva governors, Bhairava Deva and Vittharasa were all independent.

This would be going contrary to the known facts of Vijayanagara

history. The Vijayanagara rulers, who were anxious to preserve what

they called ‘former custom’, (Purcada marydde) went even a step

further: they permitted their provincial governors to call themselves

in the highest terms. Iu 1530 A.D. we have Chennaya Balaya Deva,

a descendant of the Cola dynasty ruling from TTraiyur (near Trichino-

poly), and calling himself Maharaja. 39 He refers incidentally to Krsna

Deva Raya in his grant. Hence it will be seen that the evidence from

the inscription of Singaya Dandanayaka of Danayakanakottai cannot

be taken to mean that that provincial ruler was an independent ruler.

When we have understood this, the two ‘facts* upon which Mr. Sastri

based his arguments appear to be wholy untenable. And least of all

can it be maintained that Biikka I attacked a Hoysala town in the times

of the last two Hoysala rulers.

B. A. Saletore

89 Kp. Hepart, 1892 (August), p. 8.
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in

Visnvvardhmui //, Yimmasiddhi, Makaraddh raja and Pralayaditya

(A.D. 663-72)

Visnuvardhana assumed the titles of Visamasiddlii, Makaraddhvaja

and Pralayaditya. 1 One of his own inscription mentions him as the

son of Jayasiraha-Vallabhn, while his other records and those of his

successors state that his father was India Bhattaraka. It is suggested

that Visnuvardhana was treated as an adopted son by Jayasimha I.
1

But I think the word ‘pvtra ' (yon) referring* to Visnuvardhana's

connection with Jayasimha is a mistake for ‘paittra* (grandson). In

the epigraphio records, the errors of this type are not altogether rare.

Pulikesin II of Badami was evidently the son of Klrtivarman I. But

the Kopparam plates of this monarch mention him nr the
*pautro 9

(grandson) of Klrtivarman. 3

Altogether four inscriptions of Visuuvardhana’s reign have been

discovered. These are

(i) The Reyur plate.*

The Reyur plates of Visnuvardhana mention him as the son of

Indra, who was the dear younger brother of Jayasimha. It records that

the King granted the village of Reyur situated in the midst of the

villages of Pasindi, Pamrundiu, Mranumi, Delkontha, and Ravinuyu,

in the month of Caitra, in the bright fort-night, under the

Maghanaksatra, on Wednesday. The date corresponds to 13th

March, A.D. 664. The writer of the grant was Vinavftka, the son of

Era.

* Continued from p. 448.

1 SE.
% 1917, p. 115; EJ.

}
vol. VIII, p. 237. 2 Ibid .

3 EL, vol. XVIII, p. 269. 4 IA. % vol. VII, p. 189.
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(ii) The Pa(nfimu)ku inscription/

The Pa(ntimu)ku inscription records the gift by the King of 12

‘Khandika* of land in the village of Pa(ntimu)ku,- in Varanindu-vit&ya

to a certain Bhavadarman. It was issued in the 3rd year (665 A.D.) of

the King's reign during the lunar eclipse. Varan&$du is probably

identical with Velanandu.

(iii) The Palliv&da inscription .•

The Pallivada inscription registers that Jayasimha granted the

village of Pallivada in the Gudraharavisaya and in the vicinity (diraya

)

of Arutankur, to DhruvaSarman, a resident of Asanapura. The record

was issued in the fifth year of the King's reign in the month of Phal-

guna, on the clay of the new moon, during the eclipse of the sun. The

date corresponds to 17th February A.D. 668.

(iv) The Pantimuku inscription.'

The Pantimuku inscription records the gift of 12 Khandika of land

the village of Pantimuku, in the Varanandu-visaya, to a Brahmin

Kutthisarman, a resident of Okodu. It is undated. Visnuvardhana

ruled for nine years,
8 and closed his reign in 672 A.D. His son

Mangi-Yuvaraja succeeded him to the throne.

Mahgi-Yv vardja Vijayasiddhi and Sarvalok&iraya

(A.D. 672-696)

Mangi-Yuvaraja assumed the titles of Vijayasiddhi and Sarva-

loka$raya.
9 Three inscriptions of his reign have been discovered.

They are as folows:

(i) The Chendalur inscription .

1#

Three copper-plates were found in the village of Chendalur, in the

Ongole taluka of the Guntur District. They do not contain the name

of Mangi-Yuvaraja hut mentions the King as the Maharaja Sarva-

5 8E. t 1917, p. 115.

6 lA., vol. VII, p. 191.

7 8E., 1915, App. A., No. 14. 8 /A., vol. VIII, p. 70,

9 EL, vol. VIII, p. 287. 10 Ibid
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lok&eraya, sou of Visnuvardhana and tiie grand-son of

Indra-Bhatturaku. Tlie seal of the inscription bears the surname

Vijayasiddhi which was assumed by Mangi-Yuvaraja. The inscrip-

lion slates that the King made a gift of the village of Cendarura, in

the Kammarustra, to some Brahmins residing* in Kalura, Vaugra,

Kollipuro (?), Pidenu, Kuriyida, and Kodihki. The executor was

A v(na)!iavarman of the family of Ayvana. The record was issued on

the occasion of an eclipse, on the full moon tithi of VaiSakha, in the

second year of the King’s reign, which corresponds to 6th May,

A.l). i>73.

Of the localities, Cendariua is identical with Chendalur, in the

Ongole taluk, where the record was found.

(ii) The Nutulaparu plates. 11

The Nutulaparu plates also do noi mention the name of Mahgi-

Yuvaruja. They state that the inscription was issued by the son of

Visnuvardhana and tlie grandson of Indru-Bhattaraku, and record

that the King granted a ‘Pndanata’ field in tlie southern quarter at

tlie village of Nutulaparu in Karmmaiustra, and also a Brahmann's

held, in a site called Kevadistana, to a Brahmana, resident of Kraftja.

The grant was made on the occasion of the Utturayana Samkranti, in

the twentieth year of the King's reign, which corresponds io A.l). 692.

Tlie executor was Xksaramiji.

tni) The Tvmmaparam inscription

.

A plate containing an incomplete inscription was discovered at

Timmupuram, in the Survasiddhi taluka of Yizagapaiam District. It
/

stat.e> that Indra-Bhaltaraka was succeeded by Visnuvardlianu who was

succeeded by his son Here the inscription abruptly stops. As the

-eal contains the legend Vijayasiddhi, the inscription seems to have

belonged to Mangi-Yuvaraja.

Mangi-Yuvaraja had foui sons, Ja^uoUnha 11, \ inayadiaavaiman,

Yifciiuvardhana III. and Kokkili Vikramadirya Bhattaraka. Kokkili

Yikraimiditya was younger than both layasimha II and Visnu-

11 IA.
%
vo1. XIII, p. KM. \'2 SE.. 1908. p. 61.
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vardhauu, 13 and was the step-brother of the former. 11 Maiigi-Yuvaraja

closed his reign in A.l). 096*, after a reign of twenty-five years. 13

Immediately after liis death, there seems to have broken out a civil

war among his sons for the throne. Jayasimha succeeded in capturing

the imperial throne of Vehgi. Vinayaditya took possession of

Mudlnuma Kalinga whose chief city was Elamanci, the modern

Ycllamancliili, in the Sarvasiddhi taluka of the Vizagapatam District.
1 *

He assumed the title of Maharaja. His son Kokilivarma-Maharaja or

Kokkuli-Maharaja, who assumed the epithets of Sarvalokasraya and

Auivarita, 17 succeeded him to the throne of Madhyama Kalinga. Two

inscriptions of his reign have been discovered at Munjeru near

Bhogapuram, in the Bimlipatam taluka of the Vizagapatam District.

He is mentioned in them as the sou of Vinayadityavarman and the

grandson of Maiigi-Yuvaraja. 18 The first inscription 1 * records the

grant of the village Bodderi or Bolteri, in Bhogipura-Visaya, situated

in Madhyuma-Kalinga, to a Brahmin, resident of Munjeru, on the day

of the lunar eclipse. It was issued by the King from his residence

(Vnsaka) at Elamanci.

Munjeru is evidently the modern village of the same name where

the record was found. Bhogipura is the modern Bhogapuram, situated

near Munjeru. Madhyama-Kalinga which seems to be identical with

Modoealingae of Megasthenes, 20
is now approximately represented lW

the Vizagapatam District. The grant was engraved by Burama.

The second inscription 21 records the gift of the village Vettuvada,

in the Bhogapura Visaya, to a certain A(4va)sarman, also a resident of

Mufijeru, on the occasion of a lunar eclipse. The donee again distri-

buted the above village among one hundred Brahmans, residents of

Mu&jeru.

Kokilivarma-Maharaja Auivarita enjoyed his royalty till about

A.D. 709, when he seems to have been overthrown by his uncle Koku'li-

Vikramaditva.

13 Ml., vol. i, p. 41. 14 Ibid., LA .
f

voJ. VIII, p. 74.

15 Ibid.

16 BE., 1909, p. 106.

18 Ibid.,

20 M., vol. VI, p. 338.

17 SE., 1909, p. 106.

19 ibid.,

21 SE., 1900, p. 106*
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Jayasimha 11 f Sarvalokasraya atid Sar casiddh

i

(A.D. 696-709)

Jayasimha, who captured Vehgi, assumed the epithets of Sarva-

lokasraya and Sarvasiddhi. 22 An inscription of his reign was dis-

covered. a '* It records the grant of some lands in the village of

Penukaparu in Karma rust ra-visaya hy the King to Kra-Dronasarman,

a resident of Vaugipuru, on the full moon (tithi) of Jyestha. The
land granted was hounded on the north by Masakha. The grant was

issued at the request of Gobbadi, and the executor was Niravadya-

Sakalalokasraya Sri-Prthi-Vlgamundin. Gamundin is probably con-

nected with Gamunda, a tadbhava of Griimakuta. 24

Jayasimha ruled for thirteen years25 and closed his reign in A.D.

709 when his step-brother Kokkuli-Vikramaditya-Bhattaraka ascended

the throne.

Kokkili-Vikramdditya~Bhattdraka, Vijayasiddhi (A.D. 709)

Kokkili-Vikrainaditya seized the throne of Vehgi by superseding the

claim of his elder brother Visnuvardhana. He also seems to have con-

quered Madkyama-Kalinga from his nephew Kokkilivarma Anivarita.

son of Vinayadityavarman. He assumed the epithet Vijayasiddlii. An
inscription26 of his reign was discovered at Munjeru in the Bimlipatam

taluka of the Vizagapatam District. It records that Kokuli-

Vikramaditya-Bhattaraka, son of Mahgi-Yuvaraja and grandson of

Visnuvardhana, granted the village of Munjeru to the residents of

Depudi, on the occasion of his aturakala. Aturakala means the ‘moment

when one is afflicted’. It seems that the grant was made when Kokkili

fell dangerously ill. The village Munjeru is evidently where the ins-

cription was found. Kokkili could not enjoy his sovereignty for a long

time. He had not been on the throne for more than six months. His

elder brother Visnuvardhana III revolted and seized the sovereignty of

Vengi by deposing him from the throne. The deposed King’s son

Mahgi-Yuvaraja who assumed the title Yijayasiddhi, succeeded for

some time in maintaining his regal position in Madhyama-Kalinga. An

22 El., vol. XVIII. pp. 313-i4.

24 El., vol. XVIII, p. 314.

26 SE.> 1909, p. 106.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1932

23 Ibid .

2o SU.
t
vol. I, p. 49.

18
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inscription of his reign was discovered at Munjeru. 27
It records that

Mangi-Yuvariija, son of Kokkuli-Vikramaditya-Bliattaraka, grand-son

of Mangi-Yuvaraja, granted the village of Konduka-Vilangavada

in Bhogapura-visaya, in Ka(li)hga country, to 103 Brahmans of

Mufijeru, on the occasion of a lunar eclipse when the building of n

Siva temple was in progress. Most of the localities, mentioned pbove,

have already been identified.

Nothing is known about the successors of Mangi-Yuvaraja.

Madhyama-Kalinga was reincorporated in the Vengi Kingdom within

a very short time.

{To he ran tinned)

1 ). 0. Oanoui.y

27 8E., 1909, p. 106.



MISCELLANY

The Account of the Buddha’s Nirvana and the first

Councils according to the Vinayaksudraka

Vol. VIII, part 2 of the contains a most interesting article

of Professor L. Finot “
Miihaparinibbana-sutta and Cullavagga” . The

author expresses his opinion to the effect that these two important texts

of the Pali Canon originally represented one work which was subse-

quently dismembered, the motive for this dismembering being the

desire of the compilers to include the part containing the utterances of

the Buddha himself in the Sutta-pitalu
,
whereas the ether part, re-

lating to the events after the Buddha’s death and especially the rules of

monastic discipline were regarded as having their proper place in the

Vivaya-pitaka. 1

The arguments advanced by Professor Finot in support of his opi-

nion are the following: “The events contained in the Cullavagga XI

follow chronologically those which form the subject-matter of the

Mahaparinibbanu-sutta “Besides the unbroken sequence of the

events which they relate the two sections share a peculiar character

suggestive of a common origin, that is their historical, annalistic

garb.” 3 Moreover, Prof. Finot mentions the Sarnyi/k to vast u (Nanjio

N. 1121,) containing an account of both Parinirvana and Councils.

This analogy, says Prof. Finot, makes it possible to suppose that the

Theravadins (just as the Sarvastivadins to whom the Samyuktarastu

belongs) “could have had among their sacred books an historical record

of the same description.
”*

Now, as regards analogies, the Tibetan tradition puts us in posses-

sion of materials according to which it becomes possible to affirm that

Prof. Finot must be unquestionably right in his opinion, as will be

illustrated by the following:

In the Hi p*°rr Buddhism of the celebrated Tibetan scholar Bu-

l Op. eit., p. 243. 2 Ibid., p. 242. 3 ibiu
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ston, Rin-chen-dub (grub), the historical part proper/ begins with an

account of the twelve principal events in the Buddha’s life.
5 The first

eleven, ending with the “First Rolling of the Wheel of the Doctrine”4

are rendered in accordance with the Lalitavistara. The twelfth and

last event, vi2 . the Buddha's departure into Nirvana is borrowed from

the text called Vinayaksudi aka.
7 This text, as preserved in the Tibetan

translation in the Kangyur, consists of three bulky volumes 5 and is in

its greater part devoted to the minuta? of monastic discipline.* The

narrative of the Buddha’s Nirvana which is incorporated by Bu-ston in

his History is contained in the first of these volumes.™ We have the

description of the following events thus,

—

1. The Buddha stops that Biotic Force which keeps the continuity

of his life on earth going on.
u

2. The Buddha's departure to Kusanagara and the precepts

delivered by him on the way there.
12

3. The Buddha's instructions concerning the funeral rites to be

performed after his death.™

4. The conversion of Sunanda14 and of the Parivrajaka

Subliadra 19

5. The last words of the Buddha and his departure into Nirvana. 1 *

6. The message of the Buddha's Nirvana brought to AjdtaJatru. 17

4 Vol. II of my translation, Heidelberg, 1032.

5 Tib. mdzad-pa bcu Qlli*.

0 prathama-dharma-cakra-pravartanu, i.e. the first Benares sermon.

7 Tib., Hdul-ba phran-tshegs. Bu-ston, Xyl. 88 a. 3.-mya-nan-his-hdas-pahi

tshul (Hdul-ba) phran-tshegs biin biad-do. Trans!., p. 72.

8 Kg. HDXJL. (Vinaya). vols.XI (da), XII (na), and XIII (pa).

9 Just as in the Cullavagga.

10 Fol. 247 a.—301 a. of the Derge edition.

11 &yuh-3amskdra=tshehi hdu-byed. Vin-lcsvdr. (Kg. I1DVL ., XI), 247 a.

6—249 a. 5 Bu-ston, Transl., p. 57.

12 Vin.-hifudr.
f
250 b. 6 sqq.—Bu-ston, Transl., p. 57.

13 Vin.-kjudr 275 b. 5—276 a. 3.—Bu-ston, Transl., 59.

14 Rab-dgafc.

15 Rab-baaft. Vin.-k^udr., 279 a. 6—280 a. 5—Bu-ston, Transl., pp. 59, 60,

16 Vin.-lc$udr 287 b. 2—290 a. 6.—Bu-ston. Transl., p. 61.

17 Vin.-kwdr 290 a. 6 sqq.—Bu-ston, Transl., p. 62,
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7. The funeral rites.
11

8. The quarrel about the relics of the Buddha and pacification

by Drona19 Conclusion in verse.

A comparison of Bu-ston's text with the version of the Vinaya-

ksudraka shows a very close correspondence. All the verses are quoted

by Bu-ston at full length; the passages in prose are only slightly

abridged.

Thereafter, having dialated on the meaning of Nirvana and its

interpretation according to lllnayana and Mahayana, etc.,
20 Buston

passes over to the narrative of the first and second Councils. lie does

not indicate his source, but' even at the first glance it becomes quite

clear that this source is no other than the Vinayaksudraka. As before,

the version of the latter appears in a slightly condensed form, all the

verses being quoted at full length. We have here:—
1. The intention of Mdhaka&yapa to assemble a Council of the

Clergy for the sake of rehearsing the Scriptures .

21

2. The invitation of Gavdmpati by Punui. The refusal of Gavdm-

pati to take part in the Council and his death. 22

3. The arrival of the Clergy at Rdjagrha. The expulsion

of Ananda by MahdkdJyapa 2 *

4. Ananda's attainment of Arhatship
,

his return to the Council

and the accomplishment of the First Rehearsal. (Ananda rehearses the

Sutras
, Upali the Vinaya and Mahakaiyapa the Abhidharma).

2A

5. Mahdka&yapa's and Ananda's departure into Nirvana. 2 "'

t). The arrival of Madhyantika in Kashmir. 2 *

7. The Second Rehearsal.—The ten indulgences admitted by the

monks of VaiSali, the arrival of the Arhat YaSas and the excommunica-

18 Vin.-kiudr 291 b. sqq.—Bu-ston, Transl., p. 63.

19 Vin.-kfudr 297 a. 3.—301 a. 3.—Bu-ston. Transl., pp. 65-67.

20 Transl., pp. 67-72.

21 VM.-ftfudr., 301 a. 3—b. 3.—Bu-ston, Transl., p. 73.

22 Vtn.-fefudr., 301 b. 7—303 b. 2.—Bu-ston, Transl., pp. 73-70.

23 Wn.-ftfirtr., 305 a. 6—309 b. 2—Bu-ston, Transl., pp. 77-81.

24 Vin-kiudr., 309 b. 2—316 b. 3.—Bu ston, Transl., pp. 81-85.

25 Vin.-ksudr., 316 b. 7—322 a. 4.—Bu-ston, Transl., pp. 85-90.

26 Ptn.-fcfurfr., 322 a. 4—323 a. 7.—Bu-ston, Transl., p. 90.
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tion of the monks of Vaisali. The place and the date of the second

Rehearsal. 27

So we have the narrative of the Buddha’s attainment of Nirvana

and that of the first and the second Councils actually contained in one

text. And even more:—The story of the Councils begins ju&t on the

same line in which the narrative of the burial of the Buddha finishes**

without any indication whatsoever.

Prof- Finot says that “we June reason to .suppose that the account

of the Councils of Rajagrha and Vaisall once formed the latter part of

a larger historical work.” 2 ®—We may now affirm that such a work

actually exists; it is contained in the first volume of the Vinayaksudraka.

The two parts which were severed from each other in the Pali Canon

appear in the Northern Yinaya text as one whole. 30

Thus it is that Prof. Finot's very illuminating suggestions find a

striking confirmation by the perusal of the Vinayaksudraha and

Bu-ston’s reference to it.

E. Onn.MiLLua

27 Vin.-kfudr., 323 b. 4.—332 a. 2.—DiWon. Tivird.. pp.

28 Fol. 301 ft. 3 (Derge ed.).

29 Op. cit., p. 240.

30 We must remark here that the Northern Canon possc^ea iude^endei:'-l.v

the version of the Mahaparinirvana-sutrn, Kg. \fDO. t voU VTTT, IX nnd X,



St- Thomas Crosses and St- Thomas Tradition

In the IHQ. (VII, 4, p. 7-39) Prof. Srinivasacluiri says at the end

of his note on the St. Thomas Tradition and Recent! Discovery iru

Tnmnirorc lluit “the discovery of this Kadamattam Cross may he re-

garded a* indicating an important landmark in the history of

Christianity as rew up in the Malabar Coast”. But the Kadamattam

Cross is not such an important landmark, nor was it discovered recently.

In my monograph entitled Malabar Christians and their Ancient

Documents (p. 19) I said that “the nature of the mistakes in the

Pahlavi inscription around the Kadamattam Cross proclaims it an imita-

tion” of the so-called St. Thomas Cross with Pahlavi inscription

discovered by the Portuguese in Anno Christ

i

1547. I said also

(loc. cit.) that the Kadamattam Cross “might very well have been

designed hy Mar Kurillos (Cyril), an artistically inclined foreign bishop

who designed the beautifully carved and painted Kadus-Kudsm (Holy

f>f Holies), a wooden shamumu or canopy over the main altar of the

Kadamattam church, which canopy was finished on 17th September

1849 A.D. according io the bishop’s own Syriac inscription on it”-

1 have ascertained later there is a tradition at Kadamattam that the

Cross is the work of that bishop (and not of anybody of “the end of the

ninth century”). On my visit to the church in 1929 the Vicar told me

that this bishop came to Travaneore (from Mesopotamia) in the month ot

Chingam 1022 M.E. and died in Travaneore itself on 20th Chingam

1050 M.E. (A.C. 1874). I recognised the Kadamattam Cross inscrip-

tion to be in Pahlavi in about 1915.

Four other imitations or replicas of the Mount Cross (near Madras)

have so far been discovered in Travaneore, viz., the larger and the

smaller crosses at Kottayam, the damaged cross at Muttucira. and the

recently (1931) discovered cross in Alan had. 1

I Vide my paper tin Mount Cross and its Copies in South India read at

the first Bombay Historical Congress, 1S31, and my article Persian Crosses in

the Hindu Illustrated Weekly of February 7, 1932, with photos of the crosses

in both cases.
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Of these the Muttucira Cross was made in 1580 A.C.* and the

smaller Kottayam Cross seems to be a copy of it made in, or after,

1580 to be set up in the Valiapalli church at Kottayam which was re-

built of laterite stones in 1577 A.C. The larger Kottayam Cross seems

to have been made for the above church about a hundred years ago.

The date of the Alannad replica has not yet been ascertained. As 1

have said in my two papers and in my monograph mentioned above there

were in Malabar, according to Gouvea’s Jornada (Coimbra, 1606 A.C.)

quoted in them, many copies of the Mount Cross in the churches. These

replicas are of course not earlier than J547 A.C., the date of the dis-

covery of the Mount Cross, near Madras. Says Gouvea: “All the

ancient churches were made in the manner of Pagodes of the Gentios”,

(i.e. Hindu temples) “but full, all of them, of crosses after the manner

of the cross of the Miracle of Saint Thomas, which they call St. Thomas'

Cross; “were all of them adorned with these, both in painting and

in sculpture”. (Jornada
t
A.C. 1606, fol. 60 v, col. 1). Two or three of

the numerous stone copies referred to by Gouvea may be among the

five (not three) discovered in Travancore. Many more imitations have

yet to be unearthed- It is rather regrettable that none of the copies seen

painted on walls in Gouvea’s time (circa 1600 A.C.) have yet come to

light. Probably they have all perished.

Now, about the interpretation of the Pahlavi inscription on the

Mount Cross slab and on its five copies in Travancore. The latest inter-

pretation is by Professor C. P. T. Winckworth of Cambridge. It was

communicated to me by the Professor in his letter dated 14th May 1930.

ft is this :
—
MY LORD CHRIST. HAVE MERCY UPON AFRAS.

SON OF CHAHARBUKHT,

THE SYRIAN. WHO RESCUED THIS.

This interpretation was prepared by the Professor at my instance,

and presented by him first before the Seventeenth International

Congress of Orientalists (Oxford, 1928), and was generally accepted by

the Iranian scholars present there.
2

The earliest recorded attempt at deciphering and interpreting the

Vide Kerala Society Papers
,

voi. I, pp. 169-166, 168, 267-9.
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inscription was by a Kanara Brahmin in 1561 *\.C. “as it appears from

the declaration that the Vicar Caspar Coelho ordered to be taken, and

the interpretation of it was sent to the Bishop of that time in Cochin,

Dom Jorge Temudo, who the ne<xt year 562 sent it to the kingdom of

the cardinal Dom Anrique as an authentic instrument as it is related

by the Bishop of Algarve, Dom Hieronimo Ozorio in the third Book

of do Rebus Emmanuelis, at the end of it” (see Esjdendores da

fteliyiao
,
Goa, April 1930, p. 161). A not very accurate translation

(in Portuguese) of the Kanara Brahmin’s Tamil reading of the Pahlavi

inscription is given on the same page. It is not of any use to translate

it here. In a Spanish letter of Er. A. Monserrate, S .*1 •
,
written from

Cochin in 1579 Anno Christ!

,

there is a Romanized transcript of the

Brahmin’s fraudulent Tamil reading. This was, some ten years ago,

deciphered and reconstructed by me from a rotograpli of that letter, and

the text in Tamil and my translation in English are given in my

Malabar Christians and their Ancient Documents. Needless to say that

this translation, though amusing, will serve no useful purpose here as

the Brahmin read the Pahlavi inscription on the fraudulent assumption

that it was Tamil. Kr. Burthey’s interpretation of the nineteenth

century is equally amusing (Vide op. cit ., p. 26).

The first to recognise that the inscription is in Pahlavi seems to

have been Burnell (1873 AT 1

.). 1 1 is interpretation and those of Haug

<L874), Harlez (1892) and others of subsequent years up to Sir »I. J.

Modi’s or Mr. B. T. Anklesmia's aic fairly well known. It ia rather

si lunge that there is a world of difference between the readings and

translations of even the most recent scholars, viz., Sir J. J. Modi and

Prof. C. P. T. Winclnvorth.

Prof. WinckworthV reading- and translation is dependable espe-

cially because the very name Afias son of Chuhuibukht, the Syrian

(‘PR'S Y Stf’RBWHT Y $WRYY'
: Atlas i Chahfirbukht i Suryaya)

appears in the Pahlavi portion of the (Juilon Christian copper-

plate of about 880 A.O. These two Afrases I would like to identify with

Mar Aprot tor Afras) of Malabar Christian tradition. This Persian

Bishop came to Quilon in Travancore in 825 A.C.

We can infer from Prof. Winckworth’s interpretation that Alias

found the Mount Cross (ignoring its copies discovered in Travancore) in

DECEMBER, 1932
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Hie ninth cent. A.C. in a neglected condition and ‘rescued* it, and that

he got the present Pahlavi inscription (about that meritorious act of

his) engraved along the arch of the Cross and, like the Portuguese who

did so some seven centuries later, set it up in a church which he built

for the purpose or which had already been on the Mount, Madras.

So the Mount Cross without the inscription, we may say, was in

existence even before Alfras’* visit to the Mount in about 850 A.C.

But it can never be assigned to St. Thomas, or io any time Anterior to

d2f> A.C., the year of the , Invention of t lie Cross’ by Helena, mother

of Constantine, or perhaps to a date before 485 A.C., the year in which

Nestorianism was established in Persia.

Prof. Srinivasachari mentions (p. 758) the cross “set up by

Maruvan Sapir Iso in the Tarisaipalli Church, which is mentioned in

the Kottayam Plates”. These plates mention the Tarisappalli (i.e. the

Tarisa Christian Church) built by: the Persian merchant prince Maruvan

Sabr-Iso, but no cross.
3 There is no document or tradition which s-ays

that a cross like the Mount Cross was set up anywhere in Malabar by

Sabriso, or Afras, or any one else before the date (1547) of the discovery

of the Mount Cross near Madras.

The Mount Cross seems to have been attributed to St- Thomas, the

alleged apostle of South India, from the very year of its discovery

underground (1547). In 1599 Gouvea saw in Cranguuore (in the Cochin

State) “the Cross of the Christians, having for tradition that St. Thomas

placed it there and made many miracles,” {Jornada, M. 58 r,

col. 2). This cross was presumably a copy of the Mount Cross in stone.

A stone cross in Malayattur (in Travaneore) also is attributed to St.

Thomas. Another stone cross in Xilakknl (in Travaneore) said to have

been set up by St. Thomas is now supposed to he hidden in the forests

there, or to have been destroyed by Hindu Forest Officers. A stone

alleged to be a fragment of it is now kept in Kuvappalli (in Travaneore).

The enigmatic inscription on it was published by me in the Indian Anti-

quary about twelve years ago. A portion of the stone cross said to nave

been set up by the Apostle in Quilou (in Travaneore) is allege to have

3 See my Malabar Ch listtan Cooper-Plates in M aJaysJam, pp. 9-23 lor the

eometed text and translation of the plate*.
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been recovered from tlie sea there by fishermen and preserved in Quilon.

Af Niranam and Kokkamangalam, two other St. Thomas localities in

Travancore, they talk of wooden, not stone, crosses set up by the Saint.

Thomas, Thomas everywhere, but not a scrap of evidence! The St.

Thomas tradition of Malabar, by itself, cannot be taken as evidence for

his South Indian Apostolate. Nor is there other evidence for it as I

have attempted to show in my article ‘St. Thomas in Iothabis, Oalamina,

Kantorya, or Mylapore’ in the Indian Antiquary for December, 1931.

T. K. Josiaut



Bodhicittavivarana

While proceeding with my Studies on the Bodhicitta-texts
,

Tibetan and Chinese , I read with much interest the notes on the

Bodhicittavivarana by Drs. Nalinakdia Dutt and P. C. Bagchi

in the Indian Historical QuUrterly
t

vol. VII. pp. 28 Sff. and 74 off.

The Bodhicittavivarana No. 1 (Tib, byah, chub, serns. kyi,
\
grel.

Us. bya. ba t Cordier II, p. 135, No! 5 ;
Tanjur, Rgyud, Gi, fol. 46 b.

2—49 a. s\ which Dr. Bagchi in his note referred to above identifies

with the text mentioned in the last leaf of the MS. of the

BodhisattvaprcitiniokqasUtra published by Dr. Dutt in the same

journal, pp. 259-286, mentioned above, is not identical with the other

two Tibetan texts of the same title viz. Bodhicittavivarana No. 2

(Tib. byab. chub. seats, kyi. ’grel. ba
y
Cordier II. p. 135, No. 6 ;

Tanjur, Rgyud. Gi. fol. 4t b. 5—46 b. 2) and Bodhicittavivarana No. 3

(Tib. byan, chub. kyi. setns. kyi. rnam. par. bsad. pa
y
Cordier III,

p. 358, No. 93 ; Tanjur, Mdo, Gi, fol. 210 b. 4—216 a. 7).

Now the first text among the three is a pro e commentary on

a prose passage, which defines the true nature of bodhicitta and

is, in fact, identical with a prose passage in the Guhynsatriajatantra

(GOS% Vol. LIU, p. 12).
1 Besides the Tibetan translation, it has also

a Chinese translation named phu-thi sin~kudh-shih (Nanjio, p. 199),

in Skt., as Nanjio would render, Bodhihrdayadhydnavyakhya.

But the same Chinese title may be translated into Skt. as

Bodhicittabhavanavivaranam. 4

The other two texts are two Tibetan translations of one

and the same Skt. work. The original work, like the prose com-

mentary mentioned above, is also a commentary in verse on the

same prose passage referred to above. It does not comment on the

original passage verbatim, but gives an elaborate explanation of it.

Both the translations agree as regards the number of veises, which is

one hundred and ten. The work begins with a prose passage wherein

the author states the purpose of his undei taking to write this

commentary. At the end of this passage the original title of the

work is found to be amplified as BcdhicittabJutvanlivivaranam which

2. See the Alphabetical Index of the Buddhist Trip\taka%

cd, D, Tokiwa and others, Tokyo, 1930, p, 125.
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is supported by the Chinese version of Bodhicittavivara^am No. I,

referred to above.

The Bodhicittavivarana-tika (Tib. brail, chub . sms. kyi. *greL pa'u

mam . par% bsad. pa. Cordier, II, p. 14 t, No. 34 ;
Tanjur, Rgyud, Gi,

fol. 449 fi. 4 ff. '1 , referred to by Dr. Bagchi in his note, is a sub-commen-

tary on Bodhicittavivarana , No. 2. It definitely mentions Guhyasama-

jatantra

3

as the source of the prose passage defining the true nature

of the Bodhicitta .

All the five texts mentioned above, except the Chinese one,

(which is silent qn the point), attribute the authorship of

the original two commentaries to Arya Nagarjuna . The

Subha^itasamgraha (ed. Bendall, p. 20), wherein verse No.

29 of the Bodhicittavivarana No. 2, is cited, supports this

attribution. The author of the Bodhicittavivaranatlk* further

i» forms us that this Arya Nagarjuna was the resident of Sriparvata

and the sacrifica'or of the Nagas. 1 It is not certain whether this Arya

Nagarjuna is identical with the Nagarjuna of the Madhyamika

or the Vajrayana school. The fact that the texts of the Tibetan

versions of these works happen to be it eluded in a volume which

contains many works 5 written by the later Nagarjuna and not a single

work written by the former one, indicates that the author of the two

Bodhicitlavivaranas may be Arya Nagarjuna of the Vajrayana school.

Some verses of the Bodhicittavivarana , No. 2 are cited in different

Skt. works of the Mahayanists, These verses, so far as I have been

able to identify, are given below :

Sacjdarhanasamuccaya of Haribhadra, Bibl. Indica, 1905, p. 46 :

^ II ll 6 a-b ||

Madhyamakavrtti,
Bibliotheca Buddhica, 1903, p. 41 :

nftfaqgyft 3*1 «Mkt: II 12 (I

^ II 13a 11

3 See Tanjur, Rgyud, Gi, fols. 449^.7 anc! 479a. 5,

4 Ibid.

5 See Cordier, II, pp. 134 ff

6 This and similar figures at the end of the verses refer to their

numbers in the work mentioned.
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Sarvadananasamgraha] Government Oriental Hindu Series,

Poona, p. 30.

fUTO 11 1 9 11
7

Subha^itasamgraha, ed. Bendall. p. 20 :

flrcwwfa-l stffirfa qr 5^: 1

raraqfanrw qrarct *am II 26 11

Bodhicaryavatarapanfika y Bibh Indies, 1903, pp. 406, 421 :

^ forf Sg’ rpimt: I

qq qtvan ^ qtfvri n u \\

3TTO?f qtfafM ^ qrtvmqaspn 11 45

Bauddhagan 0 Doha, ed. Haraprasada Sastrl, p. 68

T: flfcnra: II 51 a-h II

Advayavajra$amgraha> GOS., vol. XL, 42 :

jirsrar s&rcfartm 11 56 11

Sarvadarhanasamgraha
, p. 44.

^rcr aMrarat 1

3§*n 3ft jis 11 97 11

nwftdrawfc* *>fa5tarca?on 1

$m ?RPtl5fR5?J0n ll 98 ||

In conclusion it may be pointed out that according to the Tibetan

passage (either wrongly printed or wrongly copied) cited by

Or. Bagchi (IHQ., vol. VII, p. 741), one way read in the Sanskrit

passage published by Dr, Dutt (op. cit. p. 285) Yittabhavana*

7 This Karika is quoted in many works, such as Sarvasidihanta-

whgraha, Madras, 1909. p. t2.
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(sems. sgorn, pa) for
z
citta°

t
°vikatpitah {mam* par. brtags* pa) for

°vitkapitdh
,

tadeva (de Hid) for 'deva° % nirupyate (nes. par.

00) for niruihyate and svacittam (ran sems) for cittam.

P.S. When the above was going through the Press it was found that

the Lak^anavimuktaQ^bodhihrdayasastra tNanjio 1304). 'The treatise

(or discourse) on the transcendentality of the Bodhicitta
9

(vide the Out-

lines of Mahlyana Buddhism by Suzuki, pp. 292, 2gy.\ attributed to

Nagarjuna is nothing but a prose version of the Bodhicittavivarayta
,

No. 2.

Phamittwai Patet,

Vidusaka’s Ears

Vidusaka is interesting figure on the Indian stage, and it is

imaginable that his dress might have been in many respects artificial

and masked. I have come across an interesting passage in Panma-

cariya' of Vimala which, if my ’’nterpretation is correct, indicates that

Vidusaka’s head-dress was a suit of mask, and hr note trooden cots.

The verse runs thus:
e

ft wn *1 forar srcrofa 1

ftrufon n ]. t;>.

According to its colophon Pooma-cariya of Vimala was composed

o30 years after the Nirvana of Mahavlra, i.e. r. 4 A.C. It is imagi-

nable that Vimala might be referring to a contemporary stage conven-

tion, say of the first century of the Christian era. Put one does not

know when this practice fell out of use. Ravisena, who finished his

work Padm a- carita2
in G7fi A.C., which closely agrees in many respects

with Paavw-cariya of Vimala, has perhaps missed the significance,

or by the time of Ravisena the use of wooden ears was a utopiated, of

the original. The 8k. prototype of that verse runs thus:

'•O

3Tsft WfTTOTVnf^ II 1 . 2

A. N. IJPADHYK

1 Published by Jaina Dharmu-piasniaka Sakha, lihavanagar.

2 Published in MSnik Cnmlra GranthnmSlS, Bombay, rol. 29.
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Pariksit as the sole survivor and successor of the Pandavas and

the Kauravas, after the Great War, has come so much into prominence

that no one notes that the Puranas refer to a second Pariksit. This

Pariksit (whom we shall distinguish as Pariksit I from the well-known

Pariksit to whom we shall refer as Pariksit II) was many generations

earlier than the epic Pariksit. The Puranas, when referring to Pariksit,

do not differentiate between the two princes.

In book XX of the Atharva Veda we meet with a mention of

Pariksit. He is there called Kauravya (son of Kuru) which state-

ment, as we shall see later on, is fully corroborated by almost all the

Puranic lists of genealogy. In his realm, that of’ the Kurus, prosperity

and peace abound. ‘People thrive merrily in the kingdom of Pariksit’

(Atharva Veda
,
XX, 127; Bloomfield’s translation). The passage of

the Atharva Veda occurs verbatim in t lie SavMuh/ana Srauta Sutra

(XII, 17). -

This liirlksit cannot be Pariksit II—the son of Abhimanyu. Be-
v>

cause we all know that far from being in peace and prosperity, the

country was then immersed in sorrow after the Great War. Almost

all the well-known kings of India were slain, the five illustrious sons of

Piindu were ou the eve of mahaprasthdna

;

the evil Kali age had already

set in; this is certainly not a condition in which ‘prosperity and peace

abound’, in which ‘people thrive merrily’. Had he been the son of

Abhimanyu, the names of the brilliant victors of the Great War (which

was yet fresh in people’s memory) could not have been reasonabh

omitted. Almost none of the great figures in the War is mentioned

in the entire Vedic literature. Pariksit of the Atharva Veda is, there-

fore, Pariksit I, the son of Kuru, and not Parik§it II, the son of

Abhimanyu. In the Vedic Index (I, p. 494), therefore, it has been

rightly said that “the Epic makes him the grand-father of Pratitfravan

and great grand-father of Pratipa.”

The Mahdbhdrata devotes two chapters to the genealogical list*

of the family of Puru (I, 94-95). In chapter 94, (which gives the list
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down to Santanu only), Ajamidha is put as the 16th in descent from

Puru. He had three wives, one of whom Dhumini gave birth to

Hksa. Itksa's son was Samvarana. During his reign, a great calamity

befell his realm. This was perhaps due to draught and consequent

famine. A Pancala king attacked and defeated him
;
and he was

forced to take shelter with his family and retinue in the mountainous

recesses of the Punjab, protected by the rivers of Sindhu. After a

long exile, however, he managed to legain his territory with the help

of the great sage Vaaistha. Samvarana 1 had a son named Kuru, who

extended the borders of the Kuru country over the forest regions,

which was known, after his name, as Kurujangala. It was due to his

austerities that Kuruksetra became a holy place. Kuru had five sons,

of which ASvavan the eldest, was known as Aviksif. Aviksit had

eight 6ons of which Pariksit was the eldest.

In chapter 95 of the Epic, Ajamidha is described as the 23rd in

descent from Puru. His son was Samvarana who married Tapatl, the

daughter of Yivasvan and got Kuru as his son. Kuru married

Subhangi of the Dasarlia country ; his son was Yidura. Vidura married

Sampriya, the daughter of Madliava, and had a son named Anasva.

Anasva married Amrta of Magadha, and his son was Pariksit.

The Java text of the Mahablmvata makes Ajamidha as the 18th in

descent from Puru, and gives the following genealogy : Ajamidha

—

Dhumraksa (probably u combination of the names of Dhumini his wife,

and Bksa his son)—Samvarana—Kuru—Pariksit. 2

In the genealogical list given in the grant of Vira-coda-deva,

Ajamidha occupies the 22nd position in descent from Puru, and the

genealogy’ is given thus: Ajamidha—his son Samvarana—Sudhaman

(Kuru P)—Pariksit.
a

Thus the different versions of the Great Epic speak of an earlier

Pariksit, who should not be confused with his later namesake.

According to the Hhnt/ovain (oh. IX. 21) Ajamidha is the 22nd

1 For detailed pitriiculnr* of Samvarana, see Fargiter, Ancient Indian

Historical Tradition
, pp. 172, 176; uho JVAS., 1910, pp. 18-49; 1918, pp. 246-248.

2 JHAS., 1913, pp. 0-7.

3 South Indian Inscriptions, I, No. 89, pp. 49-62.

DKCEMBEK, 1932 20
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descendant of Puru, and the genealogy is as follows: Ajamidha

—

Rksa—Samvarana—Kuru—Pariksit.

The Harivamia makes Ajamidha the 21st in descent from Puru,

and gives the following succession: Ajamidha—Rlcsa—Samvarana

—

Kuru—Pariksit (ch. 32). In one sloka, it distinctly says that there

are two Pariksits (ch. 32, 105). In another place, it says

thT?* tub qrdfipw 5 (ch. 30, 9) which undoubtedly makes Pariksit I

son of Kuru.

The Visnu Purana (IV, 19) has Ajamidha in the 23rd place down

from Puru and then gives Ajamidha—Rksa—Samvarana—Kuru

—Pariksit.

In the Matsya Purana (ch. 50, 23), Ajamidha is the 19th in descent

from Puru, and Ajamidha is followed by Rksa—Samvarana—Kuru

—

Pariksit.

In the Vdyu Purdim (II, ch. 37), Ajamidha stands 22nd in descent

from Puru, and Ajamidha is fallowed by Rksa—Samvarana—Kuru

—

Pariksit.

Mr. Pargiter is of opinion that “Ajamidha, Rksa and Samvarana

in the main Paurava line were not three successive kings ;—genealogies

were also intentionally abbreviated/
,

Indeed, in the synchronistic list

drawn up by him, he shows that there were long gaps between these

kings. It may be possible that the princes who intervened in the gaps

were 'lesser potentates with no political supremacy and as they could not

add anything to the glory of the family their names were deliberately

omitted. This omission, however, is systematic and it has been accepted

by all the Puranas.

From the evidences cited above, we can, by no means, ignore the

presence of an earlier Pariksit who preceded his younger namesake by

at least ten or twelve generations.

This Pariksit I was contemporary with Srutayu, king of Videha

and Devanlka, king of Ayodhya
;
while Pariksit II was contemporary

with Vrhatksana, son of Brhadbala, king of Ayodhya, who fell in tin*

Great War. Contemporary with Pariksit I was the great Yadava king,

Vrsni, from whose name Krsna is often called Varsneya; but at the time

of Pariksit II, the Yadavaa were destroyed at Prabhasa; Kr§na hail

passed away to the heaven, and one of his family, Vajra, was installed
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by Arjuna in the neighbourhood of Indraprastlia just on the eve of

their mahaprasthana. 4

Dr. H. C. Roy Choudhuri has devoted a chapter in his Political

History of Ancient India to the Age of the Pariksitas. In this chapter

he has made a confusion between the two Parlksits. He writes :

“It is, however, possible that Pariksit I and Pariksit II were really one

and the same individual, but the Epic and the Puranic poets had some doubts

as to whether he was to be regarded as an ancestor or a descendant of the

Papd&vas That thero was a good deal of confusion regarding the parent-

age of Pariksit and the exact position of the king and his sons in the Kuru

genealogy is apparent from the dynastic lists given by the Great Epic and the

Vi$nu Pura^a.” “This confusion, may have been due to the fact

that, according to one tradition, Pariksit, the father of Janamejaya was the

ancestor of the Pan<Javas, while according to another and a more reliable one, he

was their descendant and that the Epic and the Puranic writers sought to -reconcile

these traditions by postulating the existence of two Parlksits and two Janame-

jayas. The important fact to remember is that Pariksit with whose accession

our history begins should be identified with his Vedic namesake.” (pp. 9-10).

We have already seen that the two kings were separate individuals

and the Epic and the Puranic poets had no doubt as to their separate

identity. Some Puranas, the Harivamia (ch. 32, 105) and the Brahma

(ch. 13, 112-3) distinctly calls them Pariksit I and Pariksit II. We

do not find any confusion regarding the parentage of Pariksit and the

exact position of the king in the genealogical lists as furnished by the

different Puranas, not excluding the Great Epic and the Visnu

Parana.

Nityadhan Bhattacharyya

4 Pargiter, op. rif., also JRAS. (1910).
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LES COMPOSES NOMINAUX DANS LES DATAPATH A

-

BRAHMANA by Helena Willinan-Grabowska. Premiere Pariie:

Index de la Composition Nominale du Satnpathabrahmana
,
avec quatre

Supplements; Second© Partie: Le Role de la Composition Nominale

dans le Satapathabrdhmana. Memoires de la Commission Orientale de

PAcademie Polonaise des Sciences et des Lettres, Nos. 10 and 12.

Pp. XXII + 134 and VI + 266. Krakow 1927-28.

This book incorporates an enormous amount of labour on the

part of the authoress. It is a rich store-house of valuable material and

is doubtless destined to be the basis of many future works on Vedic

philology. The authoress has won by it the gratitude and admiration

of all lovers of Vedic philology.

All the nominal compounds in the Satapathahrahmana of the

Madhyandina recension have been collected and alphabetically arranged

in the first part of this work. Their number is no less than 3004. The

compounds have been reproduced fairly accurately and much pain

has been taken to do justice to the often baffling system of

accentuation in the SB. Every entry in this index is moreover accom-

panied by a French translation, which, however, in our opinion, was

quite unnecessary; for the authoress has not beer, able to make much

improvement on the excellent translation of Eggeling, and moreover,

it is not quite in harmony with the purpose with which the book has

been written, viz., to ascertain the role played by nominal compounds in

the SB. More useful has been the separation of the compounds derived

directly from the Samhitd from those really belonging to the Brdhmana.

Thus we get the statistical data that of the 3004 nominal compounds

occurring in the SB. 590 are derived from VS. and only 72 are common

to both. It will be a revelation to many to nAe that comparatively

so few nominal compounds would be common to these two closely

connected Vedic texts belonging to succeeding ageB. This is surely

one of the most eloquent proofs of the fact that in the age of the

Brdhmanas
,

Sanskrit, was still a progressive and living language.

The authoress has also tried to sift out all the nominal compounds
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which occur only in the SB. and in no other Brahmana. About 800

compounds in the Index are marked with a dot before them, which

is to indicate that the authoress has not found those compounds in

TS.
f

TB.
f AB.

f
and the fragments of the Jaimimyabrahmana as

published by Oertel in JAOS XIV, XV, and XVII, and for which

in the St. Petersburg Dictionary only one reference has been given

and that out of the SB. This, how*ever, does not authorise the authoress

to put a dot before the respective compounds, if in that way she wishes

to mark off the nominal compounds which are peculiar to the SB. alone.

Moreover, with regard to the Jaimimyabrahmana one- may ask, why

only the fragments published by Oeiiel have been consulted and not

the excellent Auswahl of Caland .published already in 1919.

Besides this index of nominal compounds the first part contains

a list of verbs compounded with nouns, a complete list of dmrtditas

occurring in the text of the SB., a list of derivatives of the compounds

and a list of the proper names occurring in the SB. The whole of the

second part is devoted to a detailed discussion of the compounds

indexed in the first pari. But neither the index nor the discussion on

the indexed compounds is quite satisfactory. Such a strictly alpha-

betical index, regardless of all difference of category and meaning,

is not convenient to the serious student of the language, who will

demand some kind of scientific grouping of the material, at least,

according to categories. No such thing has been attempted. Only the

bahuvrihis have been pointed out in the text, parenthetically. In

vain will the reader turn to the second part for a scientific treatment

•of the material collected in the first : the compounds have been arranged

and grouped there according to their frequency of occurrence. The

detailed discussions, to which the whole of the second part has beei

devoted, must, qpfortunately, be characterised as rambling thoughts.

With every page the feeling growrs in the mind of the reader that the

authoress has no definite plan before her, no fixed point of view to

represent, nothing new to offer to the reader. On the contrary, a care-

ful reader will notice a mass of inaccuracies, sometimes of quite an

unpleasant nature.

This much for the methodology of Madame Grabowska. Coming

to the details, however, we have again, unfortunately, to find fault
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with the authoress, who lias bestowed so much labour on tlie work, but

has, as it appears, published the book rather hastily.

From the outset it has been a bold venture to try to reproduce

correctly the accent of the S'/?., of which so much is to be inferred by

comparison and which still remains so obscure. Three great Sans-

kritists, namely Weber (Preface to the &B.), Leumann (
Zcitschrift fur

vergleicliende Sprnchforschung— f\Z, 31, pp. 22-31) and Caland (Intro-

duction to Kdnuhj/f Safapatha
, pp. 7-11) have made the >SZ?.-accent

the subject of their special study and Wackernagel too in his peerless

grammar (vol. I § 232) has thought it worth while to devote a special

section to it. Has Madame Grabovska probed all the difficulties in her

way? It is doubtful.

As is well-known, the manuscripts of the SB. show only one kind

of accent mark, namely that of anudatta in the usual accent system.

But this sign is found in the ^.-manuscripts under those syllables

which elsewhere bear the sign of udatta and to make matters worse,

i lie same sign is used also to designate a syllable preceding a svarita

syllable, the svarita syllable itself being left without any sign like

an amida tta syllable. (To avoid confusion, Weber in his edition of the

SB. has used double horizontal strokes to designate the syllable preced-

ing a svarita sellable.) Now the question arises, whether the hori-

zontal stroke in the &5.-manscripts is the sign of real anudatta or

is it simply a mode of designating udatta and svarita syllables respec-

tively? The authorities are on the whole unanimous so far as the

udatta accent is concerned : it. is admitted that a horizontal stroke

under a syllable in the SB. really indicates the udatta accent of the same

syllable. But opinions diverge on the svarita accent. It is held by

Kielhoni (Ind . St., X, p. 402) Leumann and Wackernagel that the

horizontal srroke under a syllable preceding the svarita syllable

actually denotes the udatta accent (systematically called anudatta in

the Bhdsika Sutra
,
which, however, clearly applies only, to the graphic

representation of the accent mark) of the syllable and has nothing to

do with the svarita of the following syllable. Thus according to Weber

the graphic representation mdmUyesu in the SB. is equivalent to

manufyefu of the other texts, whereas according to Kielhorn, Leumann

and Wackernagel the graphical representation in the SB. as it is.
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reflects the true value of the accent. They therefore take upon them-*

selves the great responsibility of vouchsafing that manusyesu of the

former days was changed into manusyesu in the days of the SB. This

fascinating problem of the svarita accent in the SB. has at last been

solved by Prof. Calami (Introd. to Kdnviya •Satapalha, p. 11), who has

shown that Weber after all has been right. Madame (trabowska has

followed Weber in reproducing the accent of (he SB text, but in view

of the peculiar difficulties attending the task, only a part of which

could be shown in (he short excursus above, she has not been able to

prevent some deplorable mistakes creeping into her work. Thus in

reproducing the word dealt with above she has accented it as vianusya

instead of manusyd. The authoress rightly says that the real

accent of dspdtra (tspttra or asp&tra) cannot be inferred from the text of

the SB. (p. 251). But there are some cases where the real accent can be

inferred, and yet the authoress has not been able to do it. On p. 141

Madame (irabowska has taken some pains to demonstrate wby it cannot

be decided from the SB. text whether purvihuti is to be read as

pfirvii Ihuti or not. Bui the example has been ill-chosen; for it can be

definitely proved that purvihuti is no compound at all and that it has

<o be read as p&rva ihuti. Only live pages below (p. 146) the authoress

quotes the sentence sa yd purvihutih etc. Now this sentence definitely

proves that the so-called compound has to be read as p&rvihuti, for

hearing in mind that of consecutive udutia syllables only the last one

is marked (excepting when too many accent signs have to be suppressed

in this way), we may easily conclude that if there was no accent on

pu-, we would ha\e had sa yi instead of sd yd. The real accentuation

of purvdhuti would therefore be p&rvlhuti and this double accent

urlJier shows that it is no compound at all. It has therefore to be

truck off the index in the first part.

The analysis of the compounds handled in this work is not always

satisfactory. For instance, the compounds with the negative prefix

a jan have been divided into two classes (Pi. 2, p. vii)
: (1) those in

which the negative prefix is connected only with the first component of

the compound, e.g. a-krsta-pacyd ,
and (2) those in which it is connected

with the whole of the compound, e.g. d-nyundtirikta. But a third cate-

gory ought to have been made, viz, of those, in which the negative
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a year of joy or sorrow in ordinary human life, for which the various

seasons of the year are used—a curious instance of pars pro Mo.

Sain vatsard is rather the year personified than merely the period of a

year. If it is used in the latter sense, it is always in connection with

the magical sacrifice or the absolute and abstract period of

a year.

In sa'pvat-ai at..mf, tam ' has.-, certainly nothing to do» with ttimas.

The authoress has indulged in an endless amount of speculation on

the suffix -/•/! in lednuirupin (p. 78) and she often refers to it as a typical

irregular formation. Is she not aware that bahuvrihis are often pleonas-

tieally extended by the suffix in (cf. Wackermigel II, 1 § 53,

pp. 121-2)? Yet she herself lias given a list of compounds extended by

-in on p. 248.

Towards the end of the hook the authoress lias devoted a few short

chapters to the discussion of the compounds from the morphological

point of view (pp. 232-51). But they are superficial and offer nothing

new* to the reader. A discussion on the accent of compounds follows,

in course of wdiich Madame (irabnwska makes the interesting remark

that the change of accent since 1 lie days of the RY. shows a tendency to

move towards the second component in the case of fatpurums and

bahuvrihis (p. 254). An apposite movement, however, is also known;

cf. RV . sapid : SB, sapU*. The juxtaposition of compounds from the

view-point of accent is sometimes very suggestive, hut the authoress has

failed to take the hint. For instance, on p. 25(i both the dvandva com-

pounds aj&vayah and ajdvikd are given. Now the question arises,

whether -fed in ajdvikd is only a compositional suffix or is it derived

from the diminutive form avika. Now in ajavayah we have the pure

stem unencumbered by the diminutive suffix and this would suggest

that in ajdvikd too the pure stem lias been used, -led being only the

compositional suffix. But, on the other hand, as the compositional -ka

is never accented, the reader has to fall back upon the diminutive

avikt. The question can thus never be satisfactorily answered.

Lastly, a word on typographical mistakes: their number is legion,

almost every page is disfigured by them. The Sanskrit quotations have

been often massacred. But that is not t lie worst of it. Such a sentence

at the outset as “Je me suis Buis (tic !) born£e A n'en donner qu'une
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reference par kanda” (Pt. I, p. xvii) is sure to put the render in a

bad humour.

Such are the defects of the l>ook under review—they could he easily

multiplied. Yet
?
even leaving the second part out of consideration,

nobody can deny the usefulness of the material collected in the first.

The authoress is therefore to be congratulated on this work.

Batakbishnv Ghosh

HISTORY OF DHARMASASTRA, vol. I, by F. Y. Kaue,

M.A., ll.m. Bhandnrkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona 1980.

The book is a consistent history of the works on Dharmasastra.

The task undertaken by the author is undoubtedly a difficult

one. Although a great deal lias been said on the history of Vedic

literature, of kavya and drama, Dharmasastra lias hitherto remained

almost untouched. There is no denying the fact that the history of

Sanskrit literature cannot be exhaustive and thorough without a history

of one of its most important brunches, namely, the Dharmasastra.

So we are thankful to Mr. Kane for what lie lias done to remove this

desideratum. He has traversed through an extensive field hitherto

untrodden and his treatment lias been very lucid and clear. He

begins with the definition of ‘Dharma \ a perplexing word, no doubt, and

shows how it has passed through different transitions in meaning.

Tie then dwells on the different sources of Dharma and rightly observes

that though the Yedas do not contain positive precepts on matters of

Dharma in a connected form yet the rales contained in the Dharma-

sutras had their roots deep down in the ancient Vedic tradition. This

eoncluRion he bases upon a collection of incidental references made

in the Vedic literature to the topics falling under the domain of

Dharmasastra. Not only this. JTe predicates also a high antiquity

for the Dharmasastra works and proves that some of them existed

before Gautama and Bodhayann i.e. before 600-300 B.C. He then

gives a very consistent account of the several Dharmasiitras and this

he does with an eye to chronology. He begins with Gautama Dharma-
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siitra which he rightly consider* ns the oldest of Ihe Dharmasutras we

come across and does not omit even the latest ones. There is a theory

started by much eminent scholars as Max Muller and Weber, namely

that once there existed a work called Manava-dliarmasiitra and that

the existing Manu-smrti is only a recast of the same. Mr. Kane doubts

the validity of the arguments put forward in favour of fhis theory

and discards it on weightier grounds.

It is well-known to scholars that there is a sharp controversy re-

garding the time of Kautilya. Some of the European scholars are for

placing him in the 3rd century A.D., while Indian scholars place him

in the 4th century B.C. The arguments advanced by European

scholars have been very successfully assailed by Mr. Kane, and in

doing so he has generally adopted the line of arguments preferred by

Mr. K. P. Jayaswral in his well-known work Hindu Polity.

The author has noticed all the mhandhas and commentaries both

in print and in manuscript. He has also taken notice of the writers

on Dharniasastra such as Yogloka, tfrikara etc., whose works are now

lost but who are referred to by later commentators and digest-makers.

He has not omitted even such works as the Vya rah findoka (of Gopfila

Siddhantavagisa) which quotes profusely the views of Vucaspatiks

Vyavaharaeintdmani and is thus comparatively recent. Kalyanabhattu

has also not escaped his notice. It is truly pointed out that lie has taken

great liberties with the text of Narada. But when we find the word Sastra

explained in Asahayaks commentary ns we should

not see in it any tampering on the pail of Kalyanahhatia.

For Visvarupa here may be taken to mean Visiiu especially when it

has been used with the two great Samhitakaras.

That Vis raniyanihandha is a look of one, Visvarupa by name, who

is other than the author of the IJdlakrhJd is certain, for many views

quoted as Visvariipaks by the later Nibandliakaras such as Mitramism

and others do not tally with those expressed in the BCdakrida. Mr.

Kane has given additional reasons too.

The Dharniasastra character of the Puranas and the Mahahharata

is undisputed. Mr. Kane gives us a list of the topics of Dharma-

Sasfra that are dwelt upon in the Rfnndyana also. It is needless to

mention that this epic is not looked upon in India ns a mere Kavya
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but a great book on Dharma as well. Mr. Kane has not entered info

the vexed question as to the age of the two epics.

The synopsis of the contents, the genera] index, the list of works

on Dharma^astra and the list of authors on RhannaSastra have greatly

enhanced the usefulness and value of the book.

From whatever point of view we look at this comprehensive work

we cannot but praise it. It is a splendid contribution to the

cause of Sanskrit and bears unmistakable marks of patient industry

and profound study of the author. It is an admirable thesis and

students of Sanskrit can hardly do without if.

Amarf.swar Titakur

WORDS IN THE RGVEDA (being an attempt to fix the sense

of every word that occurs in Rgveda) vol. I by Vaijanath Kashinath

Rajavade, M.A. Poona 1932. 8 vo. 368 pp.

In this volume Prof. Rajavade attempts to fix the sense of several

words occurring in the Rgveda. The principle which he follows for

this purpose is enunciated on p. iv. of the preface. There we find :

11Accustomed as we are to the style of Kalidasa and other modern

authors, we expect that each word should have a special import of

its own. But the Vedic bards disappoint us in this expectation.

They indulge in this freak [the repetition of the same idea in

different words in one and the same Rk] to an extraordinary degree.

They play changes on one theme viz. wealth and gtant of wealth for

which they have at hand inexhaustible store of words* Was there a com -

petition among them as to who should cram into the small space of a

single Rk . the largest number of synonyms ?” The italics are ours. 'Some-

times we have a string of epithets having the same sense as in

WfaWJ fas 1.

giver.’'

Prof. Rajavade should have approached the subject with an open

mind and not with his preconceived notion which has made him turn

and twist every word occurring in the Veda to fit in with his idea. The

author's idit fixfe seems to be that every substantive in the Rgveda

means ‘wealth' or ‘gift* and every root means ‘to give.’
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Curiously enough the author has not generally shown us how he

arrived at this conclusion which is, on the face of it, absurd.

In one or two places however, he takes us into his confidence and

shows us how he came to attach the meaning of ‘wealth* to certain

words but those are clear cases of misconception.

Thus on p. 239. the author says :

—

ft top srfar fro: 1 *ryr to 3 * srr w
( ft m art wm qq.fm: st tot to

anivfef I This is a clear instance of

a meaning wealth. fP2f=^t = o donor.1 *

I regret however to point out that Prof. Rajavade quotes the Rk t

incorrectly. In the Rgveda the second half of the mantra runs

thus—mjT TO H W Instead of the word

distinctly occurs there as the accusative, so we fail to see how 3 can

possibly mean wealth here.

Again on p. 233 we read :
—

“ftp ft fwtqfoi n&t Jr *rftrt * aqfct

*!: I! is masculine here on account of

ft and ft”. “*TR: <§£ 5ff??i=cows yield milk that can be turned into

curds. aqf?3 OT=:they yield milk which can be boiled.** Is it not

absurd to say that bulls yield milk ?

In the Rgveda
,
however, there is no 3f in the second verse as it

would be spoiled by the insertion of an additional syllable. As for

ft it cannot be regarded as a correlative of ^ for the simple reason

that it is unaccented and therefore cannot mean ‘those* or

‘they*. Blissfully unconscious of the importance of accentuation

in the determination of the meaning of Vedic words, the professor

often stumbles from one blunder to another.

This is a very well-known Rk. which is often quoted to refute

the of the Vedas and it is astonishing to find a scholar

misquoting it.

Again, on p. 102 we read :

“3*: jprertTOror 3*nift qqfafa g*vmrar 1 srrfta qjTfwrcr
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3Rq?WTg: wrw sngs STCufal- wearing out the

life of all or increasing the wealth of a//,
w On p. 318 we find the follow-

ing supplementary note :
c

5wrofdT=givi»g.

?a:=s+^=?r?ft 1 feu ^rrfe ^nfei^r t 3+3:=^:=

1 ^ng:=v^ 1 r
The reader will find both on p. 102 and on p. 318. Unfor-

tunately for Prof. Rajavade this mantra from one of the most poetical

hymns in the Rgveda does not contain wfel but JTrTR.

Enough of misquotations. We shall now turn our attention to

the other points raised in the preface.

On p. iv we read :
—

“SI is not merely negative in Rv.
;

it has a positive sense... .....

Sayana in his comment on 5ft felTTf WR&I says :

—

tPJBR WI^M P3W. But is 51+Tft ^=to give. ^ct=a gift,

wealth. V+^r=:abundant wealth. too means abundant or

abundant wealth. fe:to give. %3=.i giver/*

The learned author, however, does not make the least attempt

to show why SayanVs explanation is to be rejected in favour of his

own, especially as many scholars also generally support Sayana here.

In the revised edition of GrassmamVs WutUrbuch this very instance has

been quoted under the first sense of SFja—Unrecht, Ungesetzliches,

Lnheiliges (p 40). Prof. Rajavade should remember : o.+ifeft SlfeTT 3

afera errata \

On the page v we find: “Sayana explains ( 1/ 186/7)

by Sjfefe and (
I
/ 1 8/9) by ?* • In the

Padapatha Qdfrl&t is Sofa’s (sic !) But the word is made up of

3+T+fa-K-34-tf
;

0=d=:fid=t9=weulth. *T shows possession wfidCT—

possessed of abundant riches. lira (2/1/1) ;
here 3IW is not

though Yaska and Sayana say so : VJ ^ 3^: ^
«V fe: 1 ftI in ll fids and means wealth.”

The absurdity of the Professor’s derivation ot too patent

to require any refutation. As for not only Yaska and

Sayana but the author of the Paia-pMha as also western scholars
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like Geldner regard it as an instrumental plural. Geldner even

compares bgrt ahnam (5. i. 4-5). Of course, if the Professor

could show that in Sanskrit occurs as an independent word in

the sense of wealth or that it occurs in other Indo-Germanic lan-

guages in that sen e or is derived from a root which supports this

sense, wc could have understood his attitude, but unfortunately he

does not attempt anything of the kind.

On p. vi. we read :

“We find prepositions like Sffa, and roots like $ and \

used as nouns. (8/13/27) according to Yaska

which Sayana adopts, but the latter adds another explanation

viz. so that SRIilis either UTS or JRTCt, that is, . But

B-KSStHRJ is the correct analysis of the word. wealth

JKTgtJ—those who possess abundant wealth. is %—

exceedingly rich/* Here again the reader will find

that our author does not adduce any reason why V anl ^ m

should mean wealth. Nor is it at all clear what is there to prevent

us from accepting the explanation of Siyana and the analysis of the

Padaputha . In the case of Sayana’s explanation

seems to be quite correct, the ?! in f^S^etc. being due

to the analogy of such forms as

What has been stated above will be quite sufficient to demons-

trate the absolutely unscientific character of the entire work. Still

as Prof. Rajavade requests H the reader to begin with to pass

on to ‘who shall etc/ and then to take up and we are

proceeding further in compliance with his request.

On looking up STW we find the first example given 11 rder

is 1. 4. 7. vz I There WHfo*

is explained thus vpi g^RT wfc qw—who has abui dant

wealth.” Sayana explains thus Skanda-

svamin «f: Wtfa W tf 1 Venkata-

madhava :— *»: *SJ‘ Wtfin Apart from the fact that neither

Sanskrit Yajna nor Avestic Yasna means cannot be
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regarded as a Hahuvrihi compound as its final member is accented.

A Bahuvrlhi compound, as a rule, accents its first member (cf. Pan

.

6. 2.1 4? ) Following Sayana we may dissolve it as

a 833^ in which case the final syllable of will be accented

according to fWWW (6. i. 223) or as an 3^ when the rulenfapTC-

(6. 2. 139) will apply.

We leave our readers to judge, whether it is preferable to take

so much liberty with the grammatical rules by taking qjrfatf as a

Vpftfc as well as with the canons of rhetoric by regarding it as

tautologous or to accept the explanations of Sayana and others which

are free from these blemishes.

WWl again is explained by our author :

1” Sayana explains it thus SBrfl^OTWTRRt £*^3^1

Skandasvamin :— *Tg«lT flSrTCRT 3T . Venkata-

madhava :—Iflpiftl * I

Here also the author’s explanation involves the above two defects.

Moreover he cannot suggest even the apology for a ground for re-

jecting the well-known senses of Skt> 3 Gk. after
,

Avesta nere,

Old Lat. nero
%
and Skt. Av. madhaite ,

lat. wider* etc.

qaqrJTcqqqpqqi is explained by l’rof. Rajavade thus 1

\

OTTrt ? qwfil ACT (Indra) is a master,

a ruler. —( I ndra) gives. Soma is the companion of Indra

who rules over wealth and gives it to his devotees.”

Tliis explanation must be rejected as in the case of a

compound the final member i.e. would be accented,

*TOHis evidently a governing compound and one is inclined to agree

with Wackernagel who in his AUindische Grammatik (vol. II, p. 3*8)

regards it as a double compound meaning who ‘causes his friend to

fly and to be glad/

On p. 241 we find :

srhrr ^ $fe3 1 to frorfa

•Jfctrr
( )

x x XXX g^:=^nr=^^=^=^w=^^=ricl ‘ cs

TO interpolated being metrically superfluous.”

22
i.k.u.j vEcmnEit, 1932
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1 must confess here that I have not been able to understand the

author's notions of Vedic metre. The metre here is Brhatl which

is defined thus in the Jlkpratibakhya :

—

qyqy g smi: i

i.e. consists of 36 syllables, and four ver e?, three of eight sylla-

bles each and the third of 12 syllables.

Now in the man:ra if we drop 0 til «ljJT TO, the fpft metre

will be destroyed altogether.

Similarly, on pp. 49*50.

*Tif nfwiji n«iW)

in this desire. The?e two words put in for making

up the necessary number of syllables spoil the metre all the same.

The last quarter is metrically very defective.''

Here again it has to be admitted Prof. Rajavade’s notions of

defective metres differ very widely from the commonly accepted

view. The metre in the above mantra is evidently Tristubhand the

last quarter is quite normal. As Macdoncll points out, the scheme

of the normal verse of eleven syllables is
,
w w —

— w ( Vedic Grammar lor Slu.lents
, p. 441) and this has been

scrupulously observed in the last quarter of our mantra, the of

being prosodically short {Ibuf.
} p. 437).

Again on p. 55 we read :

“fWT^T SFT I

m3 i \m\\

)

;

and spoil the metre and are redundant/*

This is also a fairly well-known Ilk, and Prof. Rajavade has, in

his usual way, misquoted it, lie prints pi: for TO and remarks PlJ

may have been originally TO .
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As for the metre, we have evidently got Sat >brhatl which is

defined thus in the RkprZitmkhya •

W I •TTJt •!• • * * I,, ||

i.e. when the even verses consist of eight syllables and the odd

verses twelve syllables the meire is known as . It is there-

fore difficult to understand how and (by the way

the word is SOT*?, and not W )
spoil the metre.

Similarly, on p. 176 we read

*fi[ snrt s«4 stwww ft stora u ( ciwte

)

metie requires wftin and not I”

(In the first place does not occur in the Rgveda but

Secondly, it does not belong to the 54th hymn of the 8th

Mandala but to the 55th).

Here also the metre is Sato-brhatl and *0 metre requires

and not

Again on p. 137 we find :

“wrn: hw
m Wc*TT I

c3TT

qqfoftqre Jrfe n (

)

... ..Metre requires which then would qualify HV”

Here again the metre being ^5^ the verses should contain eleven

syllables each and so is quite correct, the change of into

si%TO:, far from improving the metre will spoil it by introducing an

additional syllable.

This will suffice for SfTOT. Let us now follow the direction of die

author and turn our attention to ‘‘who shall be our guide in interpret-

ing Rg-veda ?” Under this caption (p. 271) the author at the outset

quotes Rv
, i. 1. 3. “wfimr *ftwraq.<ifttajfi&i^ » ^ as also

Geldner’s and Macdonell’s notes on the mantra and remarks : has

three senses viz, water, food and wealth as given in the Ni^hantu,
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Fame, glory is nowhere its sense in Rv. That is altogether a modern

sense of the word. Every interpreter must bear in mind one thing

viz. the employment of synonymous words in one and the same Ilk.

The present Rk. is an instance in point, ih, and even

mean waalth (?) is dative singular of «r which means both

day and wealth. The dative according to Sayana is ii regular for the

locative. But I think is like etc.

which are results of the gifts received. fafa= for prosperity, that

one may enjoy wealth or prosperity.”

The above explanation bridles with errors and misstatements.

First as to When we find in the sense of fame or glory

in all the commentaries from the Nirukta downwards and when both

Indian and European commentators agree in thinking that means

fame in certain cases, and when this sense eminently suits the

context in this particular case, is it not very unreasonable to

reject this meaning and propose a meaning for the word which would

lay the mantra open to the fault of tautology ? means 'hero* in

Sanskrit, it also means ‘man’ in Avesta and the corresponding word

vir in Latin means ‘manly or heroic man\ The sense of ‘hero*

suits the present mantra. Is it not therefore altogether unwarranted

to attribute an arbitrary sense to the word ?

In the third place fipr is not a dative form at all. It is the

locative singular of fa and so the learned scholar’s speculation as

to the meaning of the dative 1.; entirely uncalled for.

Lastly fa fa and ufa nfe always mean day by day in the Rgveda.

On p. 272 we read : f«f which occurs more than once

in Rv. means 'give (us) wealth’ and not hear our call, w and § have

peculiar senses in Rv. wfe, for instance, consists of tj and fa both of

which mean wealth. w, Wfc w^r, all mean wealth. The Nighaniu

gives Wf and as the two senses of urafl, The word never means

fame in Rv." (p. 272).

This is a string of errors, wfa corre-ponds to Greek kluthi
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and means ‘hear thou.’ Lat. clueo, -ere (later also cluo, ere
) means

to be called. Cognate forms with similar meanings are found in

other IndoGermanic languages also. Corresponding to wfo we have

&urstis in the Avesta. The stem w* found in wfe occurs in Av. Sraosa,

A. S. hlos*nian
t listen, hlyr the hearing whence hlyst an

%

Eng. listen, tro corresponds U Gk. kle(w)os. The root hu gives us

hava, liavas, havana, homan, ivlman etc. all meaning invocation and

the like. We find corresponding forms in the Avesta also—Zavaiti,

Zatana, Zaban etc. in the same sense. It is difficult to understand

how in the face of all these well-known instances the author rejects

the generally accepted meaning and proposes a new one which has

no foundation in facts.

On p. 275 we find: “VCTfSfTff 5 ^ftft ( ) 5 here

qualifies HI = wealth added to wealth = abundant wealth,

is not o.ie word though the says so.”

The author’s knowledge of the rules of accentuation will be

apparent from the fact that the locative plural form i s

regarded by him as two separate words though there is only one

accent.

Again on p. 175 the author explains *T$?tthus—“or,^ O thou

possessed of wealth.” Even admitting for argument's sake that ^
means wealth, ^g^can, by no stretch of the imagination, be regarded

as a vocative as it is accented on the second syllable
;
a id vocatives,

as everybody knows, accent the first syllable when they are accented

at all (Pan. 6, 1. 198, Hirt, Indo germanische Grammatik Vol. v

§ 3l6).

He next (p. 2/S) quotes Rk 2.2.6. H nfiww HHll it

and remarks : “This Rk. leaves no doubt about ft mean

ing to give.” The natural construction of tlie Rk is ?ft

which clearly shows ft here means anything but 'to give’. The Skt.

roottft goes back to I.E. dei, deia and means ‘to shine* and there is

no reason for taking it here in the sense of ‘to give*.

On the same page we find :
... ..The Padakara
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treats fhTWlj as a compound which it is not, just as is not

a compound.”

is not a compound because the two words have two

separate accents. But since in all three places where it

occurs has got only one accent, it cannot, or no <PFBTT, be re-

garded as two separate words. As Pandit Sitaram Joshi points

out, the u<e of the expression 3FHT in Rv„ 3. 49. 4 ns also in ASva-

layana’s SrautasUtra
,

III. 12. 4 : ^ mt
SfnWWW clearly show that cannot mean ‘night* in this

connexion.

On p. 322 Prof. Rajavade writes: “aWlT- riches, has

misled all as they have not been able to forget its modern meaning.

is not the mind though l laboured under that impression for

years, but wealth from foj. to give. 9^1 ifa: ^ qrfeflqttf,

abundant wealth. We must forgot modern

Sanskrit and think in Rgveiic terms. Otherwise our labour must

end in nothing. *5 nowhere means JGJT

We should no doubt be chary of attributing later senses to Rg-

vedic words but is it reasonable to suppose that each and every

word in the Rf-veda must have undergone a change of meaning in

later Sanskrit ?

Skt. Kratuh corresponds to Av. XratuS, Gk. Kratos, Horn. Glc.

Kratus and certainly means ST3JT in some cases. As regards

it is well-known that the root fai means 'to perceive’ and as the

learned professor has not been able to adduce any reason why it

should mean ‘to give’ he would have done well, in our opinion, to

stick to his original view.

On p. 7 the learned scholar says : W\V’ ! WTO

=f*R. This sense is modern, not Bgvedic.” Yet on p. 144 he says

constant.” twfir ftsjtw: am: I

On p. 21 Prof. Rajavade explains «n»^as tafomTWEk his explana-

tlon in English being "what is to be." So he has clearly used
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here in the VfjWWi, but
*J>

as is well known, is read in

the qrrgro ns a root.

On p. 30 we find “tsfoft: ffcfwfts <wH&” and on p. 162 “WgTOptV:

I With all the deference due to the learned scholar, we

must point out that no Sanskrit grammar sanctions the forms

fifaraft: and They ought lo be fijfatfc and I

In direct violation of all rules of grammar, ancient and modern,

Indian and European, our author everywhere regards WIT as a

nom. sing, form even though the context lends no support

to this outrage on grammar. It is well-known that^Gk. nau is

the nom, sing, and WIT the Instr. sing. of*ft. See Wackernagel,

Altindischc Grammatik
,

vol. III § 121, 121 a °t, Meillet et Vendryes,

Traiti de Grammaire Compete des Langurs Classiques p. 96, Hirt,

Indogermanische Grammatik vol. II, p, 66, Caroy, Grammaire de

la Langue Sanscrite, p. So.

On p. 35 is explained Strict grammar

requires Slfarfafa:, by the way should be spelt with a *[•

On p. 41 fa: is explained as This is not correct. means

in the Ki\ (Pan 6. 1. 70). The corresponding form in Younger

Av. is thrl. cf. Lnt. tri ginta
, 30.. Lith. try* lika

,
(vide Wackernagel

III, § 177) a), on the other han l means three times (Pan. 5. 4. 18).

cf. Younger Av. thrii, Gk. tris. (Hirt, Indo-gennanische Grammatik.

Vol. III. §p. 309, 318),

On p. 94 we find “sitjsrci! iriegul.'.r for The wrong foi in

is due to the nearest word (W(nft I sftpfai” and on |>.

IS) “<R( reduplicated becomes ifftirfit, nfftjWP, nfaftNl qfiffRJ.

( )
present participal”.

We would advise the author to let the f'.'rms severely

alone, for they have landed even experts in grammar in disaster.

On p. Ill we find “*% is the and per. sing, imperative.” Is fil

the termination for the imperative ?

On the same page we read “faj[=give, from ( °f This

is repeated on p. 1 12. But why should the 5 of ft? change the radical
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V to f 7 Moreover, in the passage quoted by the author himself on p#

158—finn can fwr by any stretch of the imagina-

tion be regarded as a form ? Does a $5 2nd person form ever

end in W ? The fact is the 9 belongs to the desiderative and not to

On p. 140 vve read W “beyond (the reach of ), the word governs

the accusative or the instrumental ” Does it not govern the ablative

also ? Vide Speyer, Vedische und Sanskrit Syntax § 87, Macdonell,

Vedic Grammar for Students § 201. 4 etc.

On p. 72 we find iDurga),” As a matter of

fact, however, Durga uses the unimpeachable expression I

On p, 126 the learned professor gives us a very interesting

derivation of I J 1 e says : was most probably HR

(a great gift) i.e. tzvo padas and net one.
u The fact that it is

the making of great gifts that brings greatness to a man would

seem to set up a strong presumption in favour of this deriva-

tion ! cf. p[T: VlWHwfol I This highly interesting derivation

reminds us of a similar derivation of “wife”

—

Half of wish, half of fear,

So a partner will appear/'

Similarly on p. 24}. he explains fa*! thus— to give. fiw = what

is given, wealth/' This would seem to explain cleatly how Sanskrit

fsfir, fiwT—

A

v.ftya, Goth,/reis came to mean dear, beloved, and help

us to understand how the English words fiicud, friendship etc., which

are derived from the same r >ot came to acquire their modern

signification !

We took up this volume of Vedic studies from the pen of

an Indian scholar witli high hopes but we have been most painfully

disappointed to find the author without an insight into the funda-

mental principles of Comparative Philology, rules of accentuation,

Vedic metre and scientific method playing havoc with the mantras

of the Rgvec/rt. Well has it been said, fwSWWtfTgsft Slffwfin
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It only remains to maw up a short list of some of the words

which according to Prof. Rajavade mean 'wealth’ or 'to give.’

^=<2=: to give. fatffawealthy ones

a giver (iii.

^srfit=SBTr=Tt='6RJ2 I «i^=?wre=7fe*n9=5<j^=ftft=wi^
,

=into

treasures of wealth. fttlWRx^a^l^gave. aq[+9':=fa=a gift. '59=

wealth, ftft loc. sing, of *M=weaUh. 93[=ft“wealth, SH=^nft=<f=wealtli.

91*1 from ft to give. <|
1 =to give) + 9:=9)w (p. iii)

“Sometimes you have a string of epithets having the same seme

as in sfat: Wtfam fas kfa tpl<t i 9ffa:=W9ffa:=3*=ffa-

giver.” 1=to give *pt=a gift, wealth. Yftptsabundant

wealth. ft»=to give. fa=a giver (iv).

Mfs is equal to «+ffa, W=fal=wealth. This fa forms the last

syllable of twfafe, nftfe, ftfafe and »rft—all of which mean, abundant

wealth, *9fat too has fat at the end fa $9: fa's fa ^fat: (v).

-

i he word [9lf*tOT9,] is made up of «+l+fa+*9 + tf. Q=v=fa=W=

wealth, (p. v)

fa in «tfa: and 9tfa: means wealth, (v)

«H=5=to give, a gift, wealth (v)

TJ=WJ=9T= wealth (vi)

$=9tl=:OT $a§fl=exceedingly rich t.vij

*3 and ^9 both mean wealth (p. 1 1)

mmT=fatTT=by means of our wealth (p. 22).

999 and w*9 mean riches (p. 23).

9= wealth (p. 28)

*K9=wealth. t=*t, 9« and 99 were used to denote wealth (p. 331

Timswith gifts of wealth (p. 42)

59=what is given, wealth (p. 86;

(p. 89)

<Wg:slife, that is wealth (p. 89)

9T+%«9=is given, ftq=to give. (p. 90)

VQsto give, tffat—a gift. (p. 104)

I.H.Q., DECKMBKK, 1932
23
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rich treasure (p. 104)

«gr:=^3:=wealth (p. 10 1)

Hara:=fiinP*:=q5re^:. TO=TOTOIH(p. 106)

^=^(q=:#!i=fTO¥f=givc (p. .07)

s OT-flRg- wealth (p. to8)

5t$g=g -TO =5>g --=wealth (p. 108 )

3? and 3 both mean wealth (p, 108)

Wj-mg^TO^p. 108)

*3, m, ’ara, <roi, ma ••> wealth (p. 1 12)

“Wealth (p. 113)

»R!r- 3BI=^g-?f^=«ftT=«W5 ='at5r:= wealth (p. 114)

fal and both mean wealth (p, 115)

gfof, ^tt, TOW, 13
, *g, «ft, TO and TOW all mean wealth (p. 1 16)

TO> «sg and TO= wealth (p. n6)

*T«fa= with wealth (p. 116)

*TOT=TOWT=wiW(p. 1

1

7 )

mg- strength, wealth (p. 1 19)

TO, nfirai, «*3, T ai d W, all mean wealth (p. 1 19)

SB5 and TO both mean wealth (p. 1 19)

TO, TOW, «*g,TO> e, TOT, 15, TO, 'ft?. fTO, TO and ffapt all mean

wealth (p. 1 56)

TO =mg

-

5151 = TO: - wealth (p. 160)

»tg=^5-TO:=W =535=51:^ TO: = wff TOO = TOW-gi^TO^^-

wealth, (p. 332) etc. etc.

Ksnnisn (Jhamjka Chattexji
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The Indian Antiquary, vol. lxi, Oct., 1932

SIR AUREL Stein.—Alexander's passage of the Jhelum The writer

supports Cunningham’s location of Jalalpur as the place where
Alexander crossed the Jhelum.

A. H, LONGIIURST— The Great Stupa at Nagarjunakonda in

Southern India . This is a topographical account of the site

where the Archaeological Deptt. have excavated the famous

Mahacaitya along with a site-plan and pictures of the stupa, and

those of the locket containing the Lone-relic of Buddha. In

summarising the contents of the inscriptions, the writer re

produces the mistake of Prof. Vogel, pointed in this Journal

(vide IHQ.
t
vol. Vll, pp, 65 iff,). He supports, though a bit hesita-

tingly, the opinion of Dr. IfirananJa Sastri that the Mahacetiya

was originally built to enshrine some corporeal remains of

Buddha.

D. C. G \NGULY.— The llistoty af the Para ftiara-Mahahuma ras. This

is the first portion of a continued article ard contains the

names of the inscriptional sources from which the history of the

Parainara-Mahakumaras may bj reconstructed.

NlHAR RaNJAN Roy.— The Nathlaung Temple and its gods {Pagan,

Burma), This is the last portion of a continued article, dealing

with the images which are opined by the writer as tho.-e of the

Vamana or Trivikrama and of Kalki-avaiara. The paper is

concluded by a dissertation on the art and historical background

of the Nathlaung images.

Ibid-, Nov., 1932

R. R. IIaLDAR,- The GImundl Inscription of the Second Century B.C.

A large portion of the inscription has already been edited in the

J2. /. The present fragment records the construction of a stone

wall round a place of worship for Saukarsana and Vasudeva.

This is important for the history of the Narayana worship.

E. H. JOIINSTON.—Some Further Notes on the above Inscription .

D. c. Ganguly,— The History of the Paraimra Mahakumaras.
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L. A. Sale tore.— The Vijayanagara Conquest of Ceylon, It is

proposed in this continued article to show that Ceylon was under

Vijayanagara during the reign of the Vijayanagara king Virii-

pakfa.

Ibid , Dec.. 1932

NaLINI Nath Das Gupta.-- To the East of Samatata, The writer

supports the conclusions of Pandit Padmanatha Bhattacharya

in regard to his identification of Shift li-ch'-a-to- !o, Kamo lang-ka

and To-lo'po ti (mentioned by Yuan cfnvang) with Sylhet, Comilla,

and Hill Tipperah respectively, but objects to the identification

of other three places.

KaLIPaDA MlTRA,— The Gay-daiiar Festival : The Cult of the

Mother Goddess, This is mainly an account of a peculiar mode

of worshipping Lak9.n1, the corn Goddess as practised in several

districts of Bengal. It is called Garni (a corruption of Garhastkya)

vrata and is observed on the Samkranti day of the mouth of

Karttika.

Jogendra Chandra Ghosii.— The initial Date of the Gahgeya

Era,—The conclusion is that the Gahgeya era was stait^l in

496 A.C.

Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society, July, 1932

M. GOVINDA PaI.—'The Genealogy and Chronology of the Pallavas,

NandaLAL Chattenji.

—

Mr, Vansiltatfs Mission to Mir Qasim,

LANKA SUNDARaM.— 77/* Revernc Administration of the Northern

Sircars {1769-1786).

M. Rama Rao.— The Political History of the Kakatiyas, This ins-

talment of the article deals with the reign of Prataparudra and

his successors.

R. SUBBA RKO.— The History of the Eastern Gahgas of Kalihga,

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society,

Sept, and Dec., 1932, vol. xviii, pt. ii

G. RAMADAS.—Chicacole Plates of Anantavarmadtva's son Madhu-

Kavarnadeva, dated 526 Gaiiga era. The inscription is in Sans-
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krit and written in Nagarl characters with a mixture of Oriya.

Kalifiganagara (mod. Mukhalingam) is mentioned in the grant.

The date of the inscription, Mr. Das writer is very important

as on the basis of the date given in this inscription and with

the help of mathematics, it can be shown that Ganga era started

& 362 and 389. He has prepared a list of the kings of the

Ganga family, showing the duration of reign of each in Saka years.

The facsimiles of the plates are given along with a critical edi-

tion and an English translation of the charter.

R. S. Tripatm.—On the Extent of 11area's Empire. The author

discusses in this paper the following points : (a) the limits of

Harm's paternal kingdom of Thanesvar, which he inherited after

the assassination of Rajyavardhana; (b) the extent of the Maukhari

dominions, which came under Hatsa after his scat o' govern-

ment was transferred to Kanauj
;

(c; the territorial acquisitions of

Harsa as a result of his campaigns and conquests
;
and (cl) Yuan

Chwang's testimony regarding the political status of the coun-

tries he visited, and the relations they bore to Kanauj.

NandaLaL CuaTTEKJI.—M\r Qasim at Patna, i/6i.—In this paper

there is an account of the political affairs that confronted Mir

Qasim in 1761 and the steps taken by the Nawab to consolidate his

position. The writer shows how the Nawab ‘‘got rid of the

Shahzadah, prevented a close alliance between him and the

Company, secured the recall of Carnac and Coote, ruined Riim-

narayan and his associates, established his complete control

over Patna, and finall)' free 1 himself from the control of the

Company’s officials.”

Rai Bahadur Sarat Ciiandr\ Roy. -The Study of folklore and

tradition in India . In this paper the writer points to the need

of comparative and regional study of the folklore of different

races, peoples and countries, and the importance of the science

of Folklore as a handmaid of History. He then dwells on the

importance of Tradition as a source of History where contem-

porary authentic records are wanting.

R. D. Banerji Note on the Puri Plates of Dharmarafo. The

writer contends that the date 512 cannot have referred

to the Saka era. The genealogy shows that Dharmaraja was

much later than Madhavaraja II (619 20 A.B.), hence Dharma-

raja cannot be placed earlier than him.
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R. D. BaneRJI,— The Tekkali Plates of Sotrubhau/a. The facsimiles

of the plates are given along with a tentative edition of the

inscription. The donor, who is a member of the Bhafija family,

grants a village to two brahtnartis. The most important part

in the inscription is the date which is given thus : Samvat 6\ too

Karttiki Sudi <?,

Journal of the Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,

1930, vol. xxxi, no. 83

V. GOLOUHEW.— The Art of India and In io-China with special refer-

ence to Ceylon . Prof. Goloubew holds that the whole peninsula

of Indo-Ch’na, excepting Tongking, had Indian culture. He
then speaks about the Sanskrit and other inscriptions found

there. He shows by dealing with some of the images that the

Cambodian art borrowed a lot of formulas from India, but they

have also have their own traditions. He then refers to an image

of Buddha, a work which he thinks of Cevloneke origin, and

some of the temple architectures of IiukvChin 1 which resemble

those of Ceylon. Lastly he refers to a Cambodian image of a

god found in Ceylon and kept in the Colombo Musuem.

S. PARANAVITA n a.-The Excavations in the Citadtl at Anuradha-

para.

Journal of Oriental Research, July-October, 1932

K. A. NlLAKANTUA Sastki,—MahipCtla of the Camlakausikan. This

is an attempt to establish the view that KsemiSvara produced

his drama Candakamiki in" the beginning of the icth century

A.C. under the pationage of the Gurjara Pratlhara king Malupala 1.

Arguments have been put forward to show that the verse in

the drama which speaks of Mahlpala defeating the Karna{akas

cannot have any reference to Mahlpala of Bengal as that king

cannot be credited with such a feat.

T. N. RamAC 1 1 an duAN.— Vi]aya Kawpavannan. Against the pre-

valent opinion that Kampavarman was a son of the later Pallava

king Nandivarman III, and ruled jointly with Aparajita in the

9th century a.c., the paper points out that he was a son of

Aparajita and was a reigning king from about 907 to 933 A.C.
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P. S.Subrahmanya SASTRI,—History of Grammatical Theories in

Tamil.

T. R. Chintamani.—A New Commentary on the Amarakoha. The
commentary, believed to have been written by an Utkala scholar

some time after the 17th century, mentions 28 works many of

which are unknown or little known. A short account of some

of these works has been given in this paper.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, October, 1932.

R. F. G. MuLLER.—Zum Alter der fruhen Fackuberlieferungen der

indischen Medizin
, der Samhita des Caraka

, Susruta and
Vagbhata . (On the earliest tradition about Indian medicine and

the antiquity of the Samhitas of Caraka, SuSruta and Vagbhata).

The author tries to ascertain the time of Vagbhata by

referring to the various authorities in which he or his work is

mentioned and states that 7th century A, C. can be definitely

accepted as the latest date. The second in the series of writers

on ancient Indian medicine is Susruta. To ascertain his date,

the writer collects the traditions about his life and then tries to

fix the probable period when the science of surgery came into

vogue in India, but he finds difficulty in putting the date of

SuSruta within narrow limits. ITe also examines the evidences

relating to the time of Caraka. His conclusion is that the collec-

tions of writings going under the name of Caraka, SuSruta and

Vagbhata must have been in existence by the middle of the

second half of the first millennium A.C. (before 700).

STEN Konow.—Kalawan Copper-plate Inscription of the year 134.,

This is a Kharo§tln inscription in 5 lines found at Kalawan,

3 miles S. E. of Sirkap in Taxila. The inscription records the

erection of a Stupa containing relics for the acceptance of the

Sarvastivadas by an Upasika in the year 134 of Azes on the 23rd

day of Sravana. Prof. Sten Konow gives his observations about

the Era indicated by the date in the inscription, and draws

attention to the various points of interest in it.

Mahakosala Historical Society's Papers, vol. I

L. P. P.ANDEYA.— The Antiquity 0/ Mahakosala. In this article
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passages have been quoted from ancient works mentioning the

name of KoSala.

V. V. MlRASHI.—Notes on the Bilhari Stone inscription . The ins-

cription describes the early Kalachuri kings of Tripurl beginning

with Kokkala I, and contains an interesting reference to the

celebrated poet RajaSekhara that may help to ascertain how old

he was in a particular year.

D. P. MlSHRA.— The Search for Lanka . The note suggests that

Lanka is to be located on that portion of the Bay of Bengal

which washes the shores of the northern part of the present

Andhra country as then and only then can the description

of the place in the Rdmdyana be appropriate.

L. P. Pandeya.— Mahdkohala in Inscriptions. The article deals

with portions of various inscriptions referring to the country of

MahakoSala.

HtRALAL.— Tuttimdna . This is a desciiption of a village called

Tumana in the Bilaspur District as also of the relics found there.

The place has been identified with the earlier capital of the

Haihayas called Tummana in the inscriptions.

L. P. Pandeya.—Mahdnadx, the famous River of Mahdkokala.

JAGANNATH Prasad.—Ancient Cave Temples for Theatrical Perfor-

mances , The caves of Sitabeiigara and the Yogimara on the

Ramgar Hill in Surguja State are believed to have been used

as pleasure resorts in ancient times. The former used as a

theatre, the latter as a trysting place for lovers. The places have

been described, and the age of the Yogimara inscription dis-

cussed in the paper.

L. P. Pandeya.—Mahdkomla and its History.

/ . • /

Tirumalai Sri Venkate*vara» September, 1932

P. V. Jagadisa Iyer.—Places of Antiquarian Interest in South

India .

T. A. Venkateswar Dikshitar.—A Reply to some of the Criti-

cisms of Dr, Thibaut in Sankara9

s Interpretation of the Sutras of

Bddardyana.

M. Ramkrishna KaVU—Janahraya School of Sanskrit Prosody . The

fandhrayichandooiciti is a work on prosody surmised to have

been written about 600 A.C. by Gagasvamin under the patronage
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ot* king JanaSraya, probably of the Visnukunwjin dynasty of the

Deccan. A number of verses quoted in the work has been traced,

and the convention introduced in its terminology has been ex-

plained,

V. VljAYARAGHACHARlAR.— The edition of the work
continues.

Ibid.« October, 1933

C. V. SUBRAHMANYAM.— Tiruvalluvar and his Kural. In this paper

dealing with the ancient Tamil poet Tiruvalluvar and his work,

the writer examines the views of the previous scholars as to the

personal history and the age of the poet.

M. Dokaswamayya.—Kumaradasa and fanakiharana. From a

newly found Ms. of the fanaklharana
t extra verses have been

supplied in the paper showing that the printed texts of the poem

are incomplete. It has also been shown that KumSradasa quotes

an author of the 6th century and cannot therefore be placed at

a later period.

A. FaumaNabFAU.—Early Dravidian Races.

Ibid., Nov., 1933

C. V. SUHRAHMAN YAM.— Tiruvalluvar and his Kural, This instal-

ment of the paper discusses the myths and legends connected

with the life of the divine poet, also the value of his Kural.

A. PaDMAN AHIAH.—Early Dravidian Races.

M. RamkrISHNA Kavi.—N’ttapara—A type of Drama . It has

b-en shown that the Nrttapara ,
referred to in the Bhagava lajju-

k\ya but not mentioned in the later works on dramaturgy, re-

presents a special type of drama, and was prevalent from the

time of Subandhu till the days of Mahendravikrama.

Printed and published by Sj. Raghunath Sea), b.a., at the Calcutta

Oriental Press, 9, Panchanan Gbose Lane, Calcutta.

I.H.Q., DKCBMBKR, 1032 24
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ii

Prefatorv

v/as w wX
Sfo ZXl:

From the decipherment proposed in

that the people of the Indus Valley

the last article it would appear

worshipped gods and goddesses
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of whom some were local and others Sumerian or foreign. Gaurlaa
,

Ndgesa
, Nagesa, ^isna

i
Hr\ Sri , Kl\ etc., appear to be the names of

deities of the Indus people, Inni
t
Yinr\ Sin t Ntnsianna, Nanna ,

Gag<i
t

Gi or Get etc. on the other hand, are well-known Sumerian gods and

goddesses, which occur frequently in the inscriptions on the Indus

seals. Some, such as Iloih
)

Illu
i

etc., I would class as foreign, but

they are so few in number that their occurrence may be due to a few

traders of Semitic race residing at Mohenjo-daro. The gods and

goddesses of the Indus people continue to figure in the Hindu pan-

theon at the present day. The occurrence of names of Sumerian

deities was a puzzle. With a view to solve it I decided to make a

thorough search in the Pauranik and Tantrik literature for some clue.

The discovery of the text of the goddess Camuruja sheds a new light

on the subject. This text is divided into thirteen adhydyas and con-

tains 701 short mantras. The following table' may give some idea of

the nature of the text :

—

1 I am thankful to the publisher Mr. Arthur Probsthain for kindly

giving me permission to publish the hand-sketches of scripts and other

portions of the illustrations contained in the Mohtnjibdaro and the

Indus Civili*atu>n.
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Further search in the same direction provided me with a link

which unites the Indus religion with that of the historic period in

India Who were these Sumerians ? Why have the names of their

gods and. goddesses been preserved by the Indian people if their

religion and culture were not deeply rooted in the land itself ? These

questions prompted me to examine the marks found on pottery

in the Deccan and Southern India and, to my great surprise, I found

there the names of gods and goddesses like Ka
%
Ra x Ma> lnni% Kl~i

t

fill, Hr\ etc., which were known to me from my decipherment of

the signs on the Indus Valley seals. In the preser-t article 1 shall

deal with following points :

(1) Geographical distribution of the Indus script

(2) Nature of the Indus language and the script

(3) A brief examination of the views advanced by Sumerian

scholars

(4) Religion cf the Indus people

(1) Geographical distribution of the Indus script

In my last article l have stated that a linear script is the basis

of the inscriptions °f Crete, Elam and the Indus Valley. The

pottery marks indicate the use of linear n'gns throughout southern

India. About these marks Dr. E, H. Hunt in his article on “Hydera-

bad Cairn tturials and their Significance" in January, 1924, issue

(vol. liv) of The Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Gteat

Britain and Ireland writes : “Pot Marks, These present a very

interesting problem. Their occurrence is widespread over South

India and they have received various titles, such as potters’ marks

and owners' marks. Largely as a resu’t of these titles, they have

been considered as having no special interest. Now the^e marks

are not part of the pot as originally made, but have been scratched

on afterwards, and often in the most casual manner. They are not

put on by the potter. The expression owners’ marks is equally

open to criticism," (p, 150). He adds: “It is obvious that many of

these pot marks are the work of ignorant p^nons who have attempted

to copy symbols. Tribal owners’ marks they may be, but not the

owners* marks of individuals. The same mark turns up in burials

in the same group, and in group after group, though these be a

hundred miles and more apart. We must presume that centuries

at least separate burials which produce the same marks and combina-

tions of marks
;
and there is a strong probability that they are symbols

of some kind which were of importance in their day.**
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I have already mentioned that a careful examination of these

pot marks shows that the cult of Ka, Ra
t Ma> Inni, Sll, Hr\ Kll

etc., was popular throughout southern India. The cult of Ka and

Ra continued its hold in Egypt for a long time. The god Prajapati

as Ka is frequently mentioned in the Vedic literature of India.

Tantrik texts associate the god Ravta with Ra . The following compara-

tive tables will give an idea of the wide area over which the use of the

linear script extended.

(A)
Signs found mint

INDUS-VALLE1 AND CRETE
COMPfcREO
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(B)
SIGHS FOUND IN THE

INOUS-VAUE'I ANDEUW
COMP&REO.

INDUS £UUA INDUS ElAlA
|
INDUS SLMA

I I ' '.« 5E /L A, a S
1,1

^
J£ u mi qDv ^ 8MI ^ mi X |»7 J
XI »« V Si m 4 am ^ sss urn 3H

ST ",w
‘

V

1MM# cEEr^SH ^ ^ 313

XE
1V» % Sh £00 \ ^ 3»h

M «V ^SSK* ^ 4s <£ sezq «y» ^>5

XK ) ,Si1
) c£>C <*> 32 ^ OwiTi 733

OT »5?)) Y«» a;
)?

Y«« cm &> HW

Ml D s*
y> ffl

IW7 a X^l t ^

XXa )))»« ))))) y 297 H «H >v< g*

® 0 gj H?4 g\ CCCW
ft 2>7 ft

a $> 7*<><> n HU
gg ill &

<33OT ft
ft ft

rrern ® lojb Q g??^v ^ 5«8 ^
|§ II* IglX 13* 4*

CB2B 5*? eg. *320 fj »ut fg H63 (J

CCT ^ *tS8|l 136 ^ 11*4 l}£ cmt
ft 3<*3-¥»ft

C7TT ty*
S15 tw 335 V W V^ X ‘35 +

i
5-1-
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( C )

South Indian Pot*Marks

[ For signs 1-2y see : Indian Ant.

" »» 2876 see: TheJournal of the Royal Anthropological

Institute of Great Britain and Ireland,

Vol. liv
; Jan. 1924. ]

^^ % «.*

rfn f -> -p
74
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Fig. 17 (p. 17) Fig. 18 (p. 38)

Sir Arthur J. Evans writes in his book Anthropology and the

Classics
, pp. 37-38 that “In the south of Spain the chain of evidence

is continued by the ‘written stones* of Andalusia. The signs here

are often painted in red, in a rude manner, on the slabs of

megalithic structures, such as the Piedra Escrita near Fuencaliente,

(Figs. 17, 18). The signs include a variety of men and animals,

symbols of the heavenly bodies, trees, arms, and implements, and

other objects. Amongst some curious analogies that they present

with the contemporary pictographs ot Northern and North-Western

Europe, may be noticed certain figures that resemble linear degene-

rations of the ship and crew signs (see Fig. 17)”.

( E )

Comparative Tables of Linear Scripts

Note :

—denotes that the value is not known independently.

4-37—Sign lists are based on the plates Il-V given by F. Petrie

in his book entitled 'Ihe Formation of the Alphabet.
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a Al > m m 6 1 i 0^5
i* South Indian Pot niarns

fl-

‘VT
J

f€ll0&9
L®1

o
2 •

3*

4*

lodua valley sign*

Proto-Elamite signs

Prehistoric E^gypt

4a

A

t
1

tv

"1

OOY n
n

5*

6*

Prehistoric fcgypi

1st Dynasty

r\

Pi 9
1

l

oo yy n
oo YYnn

7* XJItb Dynasty V X.V A3 D * 1 rs°q y n
0* mnth Dynasty

CH A 9 1 t“/- o ym n
9* XIXth Dynasty

A ¥ PE 1 ** oow n
to Roman Egypt

Sr1 4
it Libya

A Y £ 4£> * t vA OQ y

12 Lydia M-1 E Z*7 y
13 Lykia

A p ¥ 0 YY
14 Cyprus

AP E » 0 V(v;

15 Runes € s 1?U)

16

17

Karia

North Spain
AA
O K 9

re
tu EE <JD

1
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21 Sabaea \ y Y n 0 NK
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A
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A
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A
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v
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1
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8 8 F F P 8 PH V V o
1

*

Pot -marks *
Z * Indus valley signs rm&£8 TT
3* Proto-Elamite signs n A k 4 A A
4 * Prehistoric Egypt ( early)

-J* \l *
5* Prehistoric Egypt ( Uto) 3. F 0 <P uu
6 * 1st Dynasty cp uv ^ VK
7* XI 1th Dynasty ^ raw v r<pw<t)
8 » XVIXIth Dynasty F 1
a* XIXth Dynasty B * c
10 Roman Egypt

ft P \~
<t> v

it Libya 3 3C t r
12 Lydia b pr r * t$
13 Lykie Bb F rn »c« 'kK
14 Cyprus 4 ns id /jv A
15 Runes F k A <
14 Xaxia Cv»b m r 4>oV\Af4<p:
17 North Spain

t> tp <pd> V
18 South Spain p (1) ^T/s>

19 tlabathaea 3 A

20 Thaffiudite 0 4
a Sabaea n 1
22* Crete cn 4><D
23* Phylakopi D P V 'h
24* Lachish 7
25 Phoenicia

9$ n 14
26 lbera C rr rr
27 Volos M p V*u 1
28 Kbrinth M H r rb4><Dv(0l «c
29 Athene

8 r <D m
30 Abusimbel 8 r 4) v*, kr
31 Elio

'

P k rn m v <
32 Kalikamassos B r 4> r
33 Pelasgic Italy B f> Pf> 9 <c
34 feliscai

ir V * D
36 Etruscan

A 1 <P(D V )D
36 Oscan

Tjf
If a n V >»* Lavid

B F p V <c
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1* South Indian Pot marks X •f ir

2 * Indus ffldlay st#\s r'tn^K
V ProU'&LajMU ai^jne

^ ffi x* 4 T c

4 • Prehistoric &gypt l <sar ly

;

‘A ir 4-
1 A L7

•j* Prehistoric Egypt ( latsi a m 4~ T r/\

6 * 1st fynaaty AA CD ffi©V + T TfAT
7* XI Uh Dynasty 0 (Beiifir t T 7' fAXir
8 • xvn 1 th Efynasty A m © 1 + r- r w
9* nxth Dynasty

10 Roman E&rpt &V if) •t r ri\ r
11 Libya & X t >- i
12 Lydia

T vf r
13 Lykia A X T A
14 Cyprus

h ? L
15 Runet & a r
16 Karla

A<} )( If T fa r
17 Korth Spain

A<1 IBQvfiO') x r I'Atr
18 South Spain

(ns © x 0 M
i9 Rabalhaea

<7 h i

2D Thamudite
1 \ «

z] W X + 1

21 Sahaea

n m x M
cz* creio

a m o v) sex +- V 0 A1
23* Phylakopl A 0 x + ttaii
24* Lachish ^ m m x x + T a a t r
25 Phoenicia A^ 0 X f L
26 Thera A ©® T t r-

27 Mrloa A O T r/
28 VfoTir.lh

t>A 0® T

?4 Mhene
t> D 0 © T u

30 AbiiSifnbel

0 0 T A
31 Ult

0 T

32 Kal ikamaeaos A G T A
33 PMasfcic lUly D O ® T t
34 Pali scan

0 4 4
35 Etruscan 0 0) f T 4 J
36 Ofcan

q 4 T >1
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G G H H H KH KH K. Q Q K,

1* South India.* Pot »«*rKS * +

2 * Indus valley si^s z. q^h xt- * ***/*?$ oax
3» Proto-£lanut.e signs X £^^34. ^ >y

< Prehistoric E&ypt ( curly)

5* Prohietorlc F^ypt ( late )

6* Jit Dynasty

7i Xllth Qyneety

8* XHltth Dynasty

9* XIXth lymsty

1C £bman Egypt

11 Libya

12 Lydia

JV'S H >c X

n5 B h * ? XXV
Ss H x x Xjf K 9 xx
'/'S' 0hhvx x Ky ,f vy

**
yn x ><. 9 xEr

H- 't X ??x&*
= -P »

+ K. X/
13 tykia + K V
14 Cyprus

13 FVmee

16 Karla

17 Horth Spain

IB South Spam

19 Kabathae*

20 Thsjrudite

21 Sabaea

22* Crete

23* Phylakopi

24* Lachish

% *
\a mm x<j n fa y
B$ X+ X * •<. ?%Xp 'WWM n XKJKKil XX <v'
£33 H X*k>l9o ‘

€1

% p
4> y 2>

z.BBh x w y <? /$* v
4' Z

H D(
25 Phoenicia

26 Theta

27 Melos

29 Korinth

2$ Athens

30 Abusimtel

31 Elis

32 Hal ikarnassos

Wfl >l 99
B tfc 99

H K

G 4- X K 9
B + x k 9
B y x K 9

K v
H X

33 Pelasglc Italy

34 fal iffcan

35 Etruscan

36 Oscan

37 Latte

3 *+ k <?q Vv
B H Afn

^0 X *
H X

H x.» k 99
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1* South Indian Pot marks

2* Indus valley signs

3* Proto-Elamite signs

4* Prehistoric Egypt

5° Prehistoric Egypt

()* 1st Dynasty

7° Xllth Dynasty

S' XYIlIth Dynasty

9
V XIXth Dynasty

\ o Roman Egypt

1 1 Libya

1 2 Lydia

1 3 Lykia

1 4 Cyprus

15 Runes
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25 Phoenicia
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27 Melos

28 Korinth
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32 Halikarnassos

33 Pelasgic Italy

34 Faliscan

35 Etruscan

36 Oscan
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sew*' 4*.

1* Pot marhS
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5* Proto -Elamite sign*

4* Prehistoric Egypt ( *ar\f

5* Prehistoric Egypt l late'

6* 1st Dynasty

7* XI 1th Dynasty

6* XVlllth Dynasty
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10 Roman Egypt
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14 Cyprus
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QH/Nj'TH TH ^Ph Ara* CIW

About the characters used in the above plate Mr. Lewis Rice

while editing “Chera or Gahga Grants of A. D. 350 and 481° remarks :

“The great peculiarity of this inscription, and what seems to me to

constitute its chief interest, is the primitive old characters, different

from any yet published that I have met with, in which it is mostly
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written, and the singular changes from that to Devanagarl, apparently

without any rule.” [Ind. Ant., vol. vii. 1878, p. 171]. He goes further

and says that “The primitive old character, to which I have referred,

evidently has an affinity to those used in the edicts cf ASoka, but

still docs not correspond with either the earlier or the later alphabets

employed in them.” [Ibid.) p. 171].

(2) Nature of the Indus language and the script

From the above tables it would appear that the linear script was in

use at least between 3000 and 4000 13. C. and continued down to a very

late period in the different countries of Asia and Europe. The Indus

signs resemble the Chinese script in being divisible into two parts,

viz., (1) strokes, and (2) radical signs. As far as my decipherment goes

there is reason to suspect that the language spoken by the people

who used this linear script was of a monosyllabic nature like Chinese.

On this point I may quote the following passage from Dr. Caldwell's

Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Language

“The manner in which various languages deal with their roots is

strongly illustrative of their essential spirit and distinctive character
;

and it is chiefly with reference to their differences in this particular that

the languages of Europe and Asia admit of being arranged into classes.

Those classes are as follows :
—

'

v
i) The monosyllabic, uncompound-

ed, or isolated languages, of which Chinese is the principal example,

in which roots admit of no change or combinations, and in which all

grammatical relations are expressed either by auxiliary words or

phrases, or by the position of words in a sentence. (2) The aggluti-

native languages, in which grammatical relations are expressed by

internal changes in the vowels of dissyllabic roots. (3) The aggluti-

native languages, in which grammatical relations are expressed by

affixes or suffixes added to the root or compounded with it. In the

latter class I include both the Indo-European and the Scythian groups

of tongues. .....Probably all languages consisted at first of isolated

monosyllables” (pp, 19 1-192).

From the above quotation it is clear that Dr. Caldwell thought

that possibly ali the languages of the Scythian and Indo-European

groups were originally monosyllabic like Chinese. Ilis conclusion

would seem to be supported by the tentative decipherment of the

Indus and proto-Elamite inscriptions. The words occurring in these

inscriptions, when joined together, at once suggest well-known

Sanskrit words, as the following table will show.
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Plate [ H ]

1 U Hi
96 t tC# "0
m 'x'o

133 Y tm
H49 fmi
I>7

394 t

14 3 4 5 6

14? L^
-V^ ^

m § -

4»«nf ^

I JL \ H 5 • a j m s <»

95 $tft(ft)ft| *R 195 ifftfts:

& V ?J J> 200 lit ft ?ft ? t TO

449 faft | ^TT 232 ft fts: I m
fti ft 3 5 s*: 252 g ?:

133 lit?:

136 334 lit ft fcf. ft S:

» n ?> ^ W
137 >fr jft 367 sat?ft:ftfs:

iff fts: ft ftar ? ft: ft | s:

sar ? fts ft fer.

181 ftsft^S: 408 ft a?:

394 1 ail a: J,

?sa: 486 ftfts: fta aro Is:

320 ft ?: a: if nhftj » » »

lit *: a: it 203 ft ft: f S:

111 ftgftft*

Note :— In the decipherment given above, three sas

of Sanskrit have not been distinguished.
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The inscription No. 181 in the above Plate [ H ] is in pure

Sanskrit. The reading of other inscriptions also suggests that the

language of the Indus people is very, closely connected with the

Sanskrit language. It differs from Sanskrit in that it is mono-

syllabic in its nature while Sanskrit is polysyllabic. A hint as to

the possible monosyllabic nature of original Sanskrit may also be

obtained from the meanings of Sanskrit words given in the dic-

tionaries. The majority of the words have more than one meaning

assigned to them
;
some have ten different meanings, and others many

more. This characteristic of the Sanskrit language prompted some

poets to write poetical works like the Rugkava-Pandavlya, describing

stories of the two great epics of India in the same verses. The Pafica-nall

of the Naiqadha-carita is another example. Here each verse has got five

different meanings. Among the old Pandita class there is a belief that

Vedic Sanskrit contains an enormous number of yaugika words, i. e.,

words the meaning of which had nothing to do with the current

accepted meanings of those words. Hitherto the only chance of

ascertaining their meaning was to look up to the grammar of Paninl and

the old DJiafuftatha
,
and then make conjectures. The meanings of

certain of the Vedic hymns were not clearly understood as far back

even as the time of Yaska (300-500 B. C.J. Some scholars, like Kautsa,

were ready even to go so far as to say that the Vedas are meaningless,

if not as a whole, at least in part. The Tantrik cult, which seems to

have some intimate connection with the religion of the Indus people,

assumes the language of certain hymns to be monosyllabic. The

interpretation of the Gayatrl hymn may be cited on the point (see

Appendix A). Similarly in the Sitof>anisad of the Saiva cult the word

Situ is explained as a compound word consisting of three syllables,

viz
,
Sa-i-ta (see Appendix B). It is interesting to note that in the

better Sanskrit dictionaries the meaning of each syllable is given,

and in the majority of cases these refer to different gods. We have

also got monosyllabic dictionaries, having such names as Varya-

bijaksarcfkoqa, Ekaksara-kosa^ Matrka-nighantu
,

etc. It is a pity that

oriental scholars have not thrown any light on the origin of the

meanings of these syllables. The technical question of the monosylla-

bic nature of ancient Sanskrit would never have been raised here,

if it were not likely to prove important in future in the decipherment

of the inscriptions on the seals. A monosyllabic language from its

nature requires a complicated system of writing. Take for instance

the Chinese language. According to Mr. H. H, Dubs "It is monc-
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syllabic, tonic, and uninflected, that is, all words are composed of

single syllables, and each word has as an integral part of its

pronunciation a certain inflection of the voice. There are no conjuga-

tion, declension, or definite parts of speech. Such a language is

inherently adapted to a hieroglyphic method of writing. A polysyllabic

language leads naturally to a separation into its phonetic elements,

but a monosyllabic language leads to the representation of each word

by a different symbol. The inflection of a word is inherently

difficult to represent alphabetically” (p. 8). He says further :

“Another result of this monosyllabic character of the language

was the small number of sounds possible. The language does not use

all possible monosyllabic phonetic combinations, but confines itself to

a few, and so has only about 340 monosyllables in actual use, the

actual number of which vari s with different dialects” fpp. 8 9). “In

general the characteristic of written Chinese is that there

is a different written symbol for each different meaning” (p. 9).

I would like to draw attention to the last sentence quoted above,

because it seems possible that the Indus people also used different

signs to express different meanings of words with similar phonetic

values.

(j) A brief examination of the views advaticcd by

Sumerian scholars

The Sumerian scholars, who have contributed chapters on the seals

in the recently published volumes on Mohenjo daro and the Indus

Civilization
,
appear to hold views about the nature of the script differ-

ing essentially from mine. They seem to regard the Indus script as

pictorial in its nature. Messrs. Smith and Gadd write that the signs

"are pictographs, as in all other early scripts” (p. 407). The occurrence

of some pictorial signs cannot be hdd to prove that the script itself

is pictorial
;
nor has this point been discussed in detail. If we regard

the Indus script as hieroglyphic in its nature, the question arises, of

what type is it? Chinese or Egyptian ? In Chinese the signs are

composed of two units, i.e., strokes and radical"-, and generally all the

signs are divisible. Egyptian and Sumerian hieroglyphic signs differ

to a large extent in this respect from the Chinese. The Sumerian

scholars would seem, as far as I can judge, to base their opinion that the

Indus signs are pictorial in their nature on the apparent shapes of

the following classes of signs:—
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(a) Homo-signs,

(b) Fish-signs,

(c) Hire! and scorpion signs.

Let us examine each class and see what the signs may
mean.

(a) Homo-signs.

Messrs, Smith and Gackl write, “It is rather noticeable that, where-

as men in various attitudes are well represented, there are few parts

of the body among the signs
;
seemingly the only exceptions are the

hand and foot, if, indeed, Nos. CCLV, CCXLVII are correctly so

interpreted” (p. 408). Dr. Langdon would identify the homo-sign

with ovals appended as representing a man of the water-carrying clas«,

but he gives no reason why the two ovals should denote water-bags.

My decipherment (see Table No. XII of the first article of the series)

indicates that this sign denoted the word isara or wall. This sign

orten comes after the sign which l dicipher as go. Thus we get the

word godsat or go-ls.ih. In some inscriptions we find another sign

after go
%
the reading of which according to the same syllabary would

be rlsa (see inscription No. 107). When we combine these two we

get the word gorlsa . This is one of the most sacred and popular

names of the Indian god Siva. In s ;me cases a semi-circle, the value

of which, according to my syllabary, is l is added to the homo-sign

(see Inscription No. 1), thus giving the reading golVsara or gollsali.

The change of la to ra has been recognised by Indian grammarians in

the phrase ralayor dalayor abkedah
t

i.e., ra and la
t
and da and /a are

interchangeable, and so are not fundamentally different. From these

readings the conclusion suggests itself that in the Indus script, the

homo-sign indicates some supreme being, and that it does not refer to

any particular class of human beings.

As far as the Vedas and the Upanisads are concerned, they abound

in passages referring to the Supreme Being by words like F urufia,

Adipurma etc. The cult of representing the supreme God by the

homo-sign does not appear to be confined to India. This cult was so

widely spread that it appears to have reached the extreme corner of

Northern Europe on the one side and a corner of Asia, viz., China, on
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the other. The following figure may be reproduced as illustrating

this :

Sir A. J. Evans writes,
c

‘It is interesting to observe that it is

in the extreme north of Europe, where the conditions most approach

those of the Reindeer Period, that purely pictographic methods have

remained the longest. The Lapp troll drums, used as a means of divination

by the native shamans, show a variety of linear figures and symbols

which had a traditional interpretation. Thus in the simple example

given in fig. 9., taken from Scheffer’s Lapponia, we see, in the upper

compartment, according to the interpretation preserved by Scheffer,

four Lapp gods, with rayed heads, one of them identified with the

Norsk Thor, above which are the cicscent moon, twelve stars, indicated

by crossed lines, and seven flying birds—resembling the simplification

of the same figures seen in the Cretan linear script/’

—

Anthropology
,

pp. 28,29.

With the help of Egyptian and Sumerian mythology we might be

tempted to identify some symbols of the Lapp troll drums. For

instance, the symbol according to the Egyptian dictionary

represents the goddess 'Sati*. The symbol below the figure of the sun,

is very like Mushussu as illustrated by Professor
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Langdon in bis Semitic Mythology (see p. 13 1). The figure v .
'

is very like some signs found in the proto-Elamite inscriptions, Nos.

1411-1413.

From the above it should not be regarded as strange if the home-

sign should represent Tsara or liah
t
according to the Indus syllabary.

Similar ideas are associated by the Chinese with the homo-signs found

in their ancient sacred literature.

According to Prof, Suzuki t’ien (heaven) and

t'ai (great) and jen (man) all seem to have developed from

the common source representing a human figure with outstretched

arms, that is ^ To avoid confusion, this archetypal character was

later differentiated into the three forms, while t'ai

(great), retained its original type more faithful 1 than the others
;
for it is

engraved on the ancient vases thus : and finally

^ "(p. 174). He goes on to say that t'ien primarily signified

simply something above, and not something great which is above. Ihe

latter explanation is too philosophical to be the conception of the

natural man. Tien
t

as we have it engraved on the ancient vessels,

appears in the following form (P- 174)-

See A Brief History of Early Chinese Philosophy by D. T. Suzuki.

London, 1914, p, 174.

Further he says that according to Confucius Tien means

Heaven or Heavenly Destiny
( ft & T’ien ming) or the Great

Ultimate . (Ibid. p. 21).

The proposed reading of the homo-sign seems well supported by

the above passages.
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(6) Fish-signs. This term has been used by Sumerian scholars.
Messrs, Smith and Gadd write :

The suggested 'fish' signs are more puzzling, since the modifica*
tions to which the original (?) CCCXXXI is subjected are not parti-

culaily natural as indicating different kinds ot fish, and it is by no
means certain that a fish is intended at all, but the comparison
suggests itself at once, and it is hard to find a better.” (p. 408).

In the Kafi-vilasa tantra, where we find the description of the
script called Dtda (probably an Iranian word) and where the signs

which we find constantly occurring in the proto-

Islamite and Cretan seals and which I have previously identified as in,

and where the Indus goddess Sifijinl is also mentioned, we read PUrvok-

tain kathitam devi likhitam makarasya ca. Makarma ca yatha devi

tathaiva mxna-ketanam meaning : “0 goddess we have already des-

cribed writing of different varieties of ma. Fish-sign is the same

as ma.” 1 he questions as to why ma is written like a fish, and why
the god 3iva is represented by a monogram resembling a man, and

so on, will be dealt with later on.

Since the text is very important, it is given below :

—

sproi foshsw: 11 \ u

3ft 1

qaFSvft <EITOlfM Tiajg: I

IwsW

sRfatorei m ^ ^ vnrft ti k 11

TOf WTO 'h^R^II 1 11

Kama-b\ja
system of

writing MA .
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Manmatha
system of

writing MA .

Fish- sign is

also the same
as MA.

Reci/ca system
of writing.

Writing of

Sri-bi/

a

described.

A iikusa
script

Dicia script

qsgfq?^ g#iqr yifog# fafo II ^ II

fiRa: ?T: TO^ajoi: |

=g aai siftrjpy 11 i!

*n#T: fel: II W H

q5T«Rf^ %RRi xf
I

gqjr^ aar ^fa Hag ata^aaaji \\ 11

1%: I

arq^rgaa 3«f fg^^pyfeflwwj^u ^ 11

ftq?n focai tfw T^aasw: i

3TH:qr aagfaifa ^ ll w 11

aiF^rai a^aia?^ f’srft aw&pn 1

1;^ q^Fwf =a 3^^ a 11
r
<^ 11

a?5%agq| RRaT feat foiaaiftftaqj

3ift: a? qa^arfa ^aiftf a^afafa 11 '<?, 11

afc*q>i?aaaT fear jjfercr asaissroT 1

gfenFaaai ffRai fafajft qpjfeRn 11 ^ 11

arsfapsifow f^Rai fosaa caf^rca a 1

fre^a awrfa?^ ar fa^i^ray gataar 11 yq 11

sfona^ ara^ar gar ^ giftiar gar 1

-g.-afa.-aifore i faar $i f^jaaatfTH^ 11 y$. n

aa asaa at^a: ai'aiai fonwaw 1

faai feyafasiiaal'JiHi anar^fa 11 11

fa^ra aiaa asa sNasjra'arf^a^i

a^a aaa sqa fas 11 ^y 11

sfasfan^aaiaa saf&KW :

qaoj: aaia: I (Lu ^aC & Co -)> pp- 73-74-
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(c) Bird and scorpion signs

The gods and goddesses at the time of the Indus Valley civilization

were represented by animals, birds, trees, etc. Such representation

continued down to a much later period, though in a different form.

For instance, in the Pauranik mythology the gods and goddesses are

represented as having their vMianas (i.e
,
birds and animals upon which

they ride). Since the material on this point is very abundant, I must

reserve discussion thereof for a luture occasion. If, however, the

representations of animals, birds, scorpions, etc., appearing on the

Indus seals are intended merely to supplement the inscriptions by

indicating the particular god or goddess referred to, they cannot be

held to prove that the script itself is pictorial.

Sumerian scholars have shown keen interest in the question

whether the script reads from right to left or from left to right.

Dr. Langdon considers that the script reads from right to left. He

writes, “liut even more conclusive is the internal evidence. The

determinative No. 87 stands at the left end of a large number of line*.

Now if the left were not the end of the line, how can we explain a

text like that in Seal 52, where the material is too much for one line,

and runs over into the second line by one sign ? This is the postfix

No. 87, and stands immediately below the left end.” (vol. II, p. 427).

Dr. Langdon’s argument does not appear tQ support his conclusion.

For instance, if an inscription runs into a second line and the second

line begins immediately beneath the left-hand end of the first line,

this would rather indicate that the inscription reads from left to right.

The practice followed in modern times is that the second and subse-

quent lines begin from the same side from wh'ch the first line com-

mences If, therefore, the sign left over from the first line appears

at the left side in the second line, it would seem to be more probable

that the writing runs from left to right. If the signs are engraved in

different places on a seal, probably each is a separate unit conveying

a particular idea. Since my system of decipherment is based on the

values of the radicals and strokes, I read the script in the direction in

which it seems to present an intelligible reading, which is from left to

right, as in the case of ihe Brahml script, which Dr. Langdon himself

evidently felt was somehow connected with the Indus script. Ordi-

narily writing begins from one side and stops wherever the sentence

or record is complete. So, if a vacant space is generally found on the

right side, this would mean that the script reads from left to right,
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From the above table it is clear that the writing began from the

left, and not from the right, since the vacant space is always on the

right side, except in those cases where the signs are so few that for

the sake of symmetry they are engraved in the middle. As to the

system of writing followed in the proto-Elamite inscriptions we shall

oiscuss this when we take up the question of their decipherment.

(4) Religion of the Indus people

(INDUS)
GODS AND GODDESSES-

“GMRt-KU-KRl-ISAH

The names and symbols on Plates annexed would appear to disclose

a connection between the old religious cults of the Hindus and Jainas

with those of the Indus people. A close and careful examination of
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the South Indian pottery marks would also seem to show that signs

associated with Tantrik cults were used there, for these marks, when

deciphered according to my syllabary, give the names of the well-

known Tantrik deities, Kl\% Sri, Hr\, as well as Ka, Pji
,
Ma, Na, Ni,

Bhu. Innu Egyptian pottery marks, it may be noted, indicate the

existence of the cult of Ka and Ra in that country. Certain signs

found in Spain considered along with signs found on the Indus seals

would suggest the conclusion that the Tantrik cult was very widespread.

Kl\, Sri and Hrl.—These goddesses were held as important by

many theological schools in ancient India. The following twelve

schools, for instance, are recorded in the Tripura»tapiny upanisaj of the

£aiva cult.

(\) (^) stargsr (3) sptagft fMn, (#)

%n (J() %ir (|) ftnr («) wkw font (q)^ foir (O

swretf (^o) qwpt (w) rafta-fttn (?r) fwtff i

The above schools have been explained by the commentator in the

following manner :— .

w i «n(^a«n 3 «? 1

5

1, 53

3 1 3 |f, 3 3 ^ 1

It

#

i w ft

i 3: tfa (\o\ # i 3: $

3

If 53**3 it 3) |gf

| 3: |f 53: 3t| 53: 53 *33 |f 53 53 *53 If S3 m3 If

TOMfen (n) 53 *33 If *3*3 *$3 |f *3 3*3 |f 53

*53 ff *3 $3 If 53 *53 If 3*3 If 53 *53 |f 53 q*3 |f 3*3 |f#

The Tantrik texts also give a prominent place to the Indus

godesses «ft it as would be clear from the following passages

“ ttr v*u (p. 3)

# 3 |t # $ 3 ® a 5331 3&5.11 ” (p. 5)

# |f «ff if JWf 33*fa 3n*r# 35} 33^1 (p. 29)

If ftrorf3...(p. 27)

*f|f *Sf*g 331*1... (p. 14)
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¥ qfofo agsraisri sfer *faraifa...(p. 27 )

& ft slffosswj: | *5 SW|1. . .”(p. 33;

published by HariSaukara SivaSaukara,

Moradabad, 1923

“ ** 5* fatffa § ft feSfKgM 3?^f $3 $3 *91|T II

”

p. 21

Luzac & Co., Tantrik Te%ts> vol. XIV

It is interesting to note that the Puranas and the Jaina religious

books both assign high places to these gods. The following passages

from Jaina religious books will show how Hindus and Jainas agree

in honouring these gods

|f gfefowfsEft I m 3T^R! 3T5trTT” ( 3. )

& If $f 3- U-

& ft srf^mfa a<nm u

& foreran: of vgm, 3. wuc*b<few?<M m ftq^)

| fa H«t: 3. ^q”

“^sff |f$f raiU 3 V(v»”

If «ff# ^‘ 3Tt 3T2H gfq

3t%ei<k;ekh; 3 afas sraim 1 ansm^ii 3 11 m* ftgn 33

ram 1 raimamji * 11

”

a^ten. <jsn 3- ^

& |f a^f *j| | ra...Moreran; 3. I *1 I I *f w—3. ^
‘£05) am: I & If am: I ^ |f aw: |

& ft qrc&rat am: 1 & It nlra^raf aw: I # D | re 1

If C^ i I 1...# If 5* ^5 1—

it m|?wr: 33 1 ... 3* if armpit ?•

.^&|f iifmg^:m§^:if3^...3
'

$S gf |f £ |)r 5: wfa mi « ra...3. vie* aw <*€ Ira 1 9 vfv

& If *f # ms mfa an « m...3* «$.

See also 3. gv», 3.
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The names Kfr, Srl
t
and //rl, moreover) constantly appear at the

beginning of sentences in the Jaina works NaftaUvara-pUjS and 12?/-

mayvfiala-pU/a, and in other works also. From the Jaina religious

texts it would seem that ffrl enjoyed much popularity. It may

also be noted that the inscription on the Indus seal No. 449 reads,

according to my decipherment, finebvara, or Jituiah.

Ka.—The sign for Ka occurs frequently among the South Indian

pottery marks. In Vedic mythology, it will be remembered, the god

Prajapati is called Ka. In the Harihara plates {circa 350 A.D.) the

figure of a pot stands for ka. The passages quoted below throw

considerable light on this association of Ka with the gods and with

a pot.

vmfo'. ftacfld 3^33: l

n, m. 3 3>i. m. n 3j. v.

#5: S3: 35: ft

|
Ln2ac & Co., Tantrik Texts, vol. xv, p. 52 ,

fa*Fi
1 w 11

^ 3^ ftl3: I

#3% 3^®* ||^ ||

3>l«flfo«RWk41, %. qtf.

^ (See Table G)

3* 55OT3^ ftan: 3J«Wlf«Rr: I

1^1 3*3 fewtm 3*1 NIETOS WK II

JBjV g OTTO: OT OTShU 3^?vTO |

( *|*3JC*jg33 7 3,i( Nawalkishore Press, Lucknow, 1926)

Ni or M‘*.—The well-known and most widely spread svasiika

sign appears to me to stand for ’.the name Niti or Nin. Where the

cross represented ka, the reading would be Nilj. otherwise Nin.

According to the KiiX-vilasa-fantra, AU refers to the great eternal

light HtTOtffaftfwd ftpN3« #UM)

Nifu, Inni and SA#.—These are well-known names, which refer

31=
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to the Earth goddess (see the Appendix to my first article, IHQ.

vol. VII).

Seqa, Sisa and Ma.*—These names appear to stand for the serpent

deity, which seems to be connected in some way with the god Siva

and the Earth goddess .

1 The word Mani occurs several times in the

Indus inscriptions. The mythological association of the may* ('jewel')

with the serpent in Sanskrit literature suggests that mani when used

in this connection may also have had an older meaning.

Naga t Nagesa
t

Seqa, etc.—These words are frequently found in

the Indus inscriptions. In fact the worship of serpent deities seems

to have been popular. It is interesting to note that Jaina mythology

also assigns an important place to Nagas and Nagakumaras, etc. In

the following passage from the Traivaryikacfira of Somasena Bhafta*

raka we find instructions for preparing a karna-pibcZcin\^yantra% which,

it will be noticed, resembles an Indus seal. Did the Indus seals

function as yantra-mantras ?

ii 3 II

i...

!R5(T^

& »7”to

& if S 5 $1 &

3W \-4»^ J|Tr| ^5%^ fiwqpf aft

Slf JW: I 45T.”—?.

i w tlwwwifl wlimi^i nfrwut i mwiat/^
a WIWH N ^ II Sarasvati Press, Cawnpore [1924], See p.24.
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It is interesting to find how Tantrik texts kept the Indus tradition

intact

( I )

SRi(Rl$A), NIN <V6. |JSA fLABHO

HRI,KU
J
SUCI.IS^N1H MA KA RA SA.HAGA NA ^I.E Utf^gglNNl

EQ. 4>

in n
HI

<

II
9

1
so.

so.

so.

so

* *

Woo
*0 o

X X
I

/jvts

&
A m

Rxx*

m
TR. * • • m 1 9 TO

TR. PTTTl© M I
TR. m
IN.

uyu n
i

X§J\I\S \n r a % tut

uii

a* f ¥ 0 ft

K Bi
CR. RSQH|+m 9 n \1> [I

i i* 1 i 11
SP. im** 1

fx
i

X J* ||
EG- EfiYPI jS0 5 SO^HERNlNOIA i TR»TRO't;IN:lROOJiCH:CRETE
SP-tfiPAid.
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AbhidharmakoSa, four theories of

parinama in, 431 f.

Abhidharmasutras, authorship of,

2501

Acintyastava. See Catustava.

Adhiraja Indra, Kaliuga king, 448 n*

Afghans, Babar and, 286 f.

Agni-bana (arrow), 268

Agnidatta, king, 249

Ahankara (pride), South Radha as

home of, 522 f.

Ahimsa, doctrine of, 801

Aihole inscription, the Calukyas

and, 23, 25

AjamTdha, descendant of ruru,

795 f-

Ajitasena, 96, icof.
;
capital of, 98

Ajitasena-vyakarana rirdeSa-nama-

mahayana-sutra, account of,

93 f.
;
contents of, 101 f.

Alamkarakaustubha, work of Kavi-

karnapura, 644 n.

Alandatlrtha, identified with

Alundah, 25

Amaravikkhepika, four kinds of,

723 f.

Ancient Coins, 549*64

Ancient India, Fire-arms in, 267-

7h 583-8

AndhradeSa, 26

Antanantika, four kinds of, 719 ;

Nagarjuna's criticism of, 721 f.

Anubhavas (in Vai^navism) 662 ;

kinds of, 680

Apsad stone inscr., 3

Arthafiastra, references to Candra-

gupta’s origin in, 473-4

Aryadeva, 90-1

Aryans in India, views regarding

antiquity of, 151-64

Asafiga, date of, 439 f.

Afioka Rescripts, notes on, 377,

591-4

Assaiayana, identification of Afiva-

- layana with, 603*5

Astronomical work, Chinese, 34

Astronomy, Buddhist
.

attitude

towards, 35 ;
Jaina school of,

3042

Asvaghosa, dramas of, 37vj ;

Saiikhya philosophy in the

work of, 5 10

ASvins, car of, 275-6 ;
home of,

276 ;
legends about, 273*4 ;

opinions regarding identifica-

tion of, 272-3 ;
path of, 276 7 5

sphere of, 275 ;
time of appear-

ance of, 277-8

Atfca, 739 f.

AvalokiteSvara Bodhisattva, figure

of, 333 f.

Avatara, meaning of, 75

Avyakatas, comment on, 798 n.

Ayaraugasutta, Radha mentioned

in, 521, 528

Babar, 279, 282 f.

Bahar Khan, 286

Baladitya, vassal of Ya§ovarma*

deva, 616 f. ;
Buddha-image

set up by, 373
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Ba T
aji, son ot Baji Rao I, 393

Ballala III (Hoysala), 295 f„

298 f.

Ballala IV (Hoysala), 297 f.

BangTya Sahitya Parisad, account

of, 359-64 ;
publications of,

j6of.

Bengal (7U1 cen. A.D.), social and

economic condition of, 18-20

Bengal Vaianavism, Bhakti rasa-

sastra of, 643-88

Bhadra, Brahmin friend of king

Mahapadma, 249

Bhadrabahavt Sanihita, 38-9

Bhadrabahu, author of Bhadra-

bahavl Samhita, 38 9

Bhagavadglta, 71 f.

Bhagavata Parana, domicile of

the author of, 48 53; inter-

polations in, 253-6

Bhaisajyaguru, name of a Maha-

yanasutra, 342 f.
;

its popu-

larity in China and Japan, 345

(see Gilgit)

Bhakti, bhava, 654-5 i
deliverance

through, 74, 644 ;
different

types of, 647 f.
;
conceived as

Rasa, 656 f,
;
sadhana, 651;

ragatmika, 653 ;
raganuga,

654 ;
prema, 653

Bhakti- rasa, mukhya, 666
;
gauna,

666, 669

Bhakti-rasas, tables showing

general outline of, 657 n.

Bliakti-rasamrta sindhu, work of

Rupa Gosvamin, analysis of,

647 f.
;
nature of, 670 f,

Bhakti sandarbha, of Jlva Gosva-

min, 644 n.

Bhakti and prasada, 74

Bharata, types of theatre des-

cribed by, 492

Bharata-muni, NatyaSastra and,

373*5

Bhaskaracarya, 37-8

Bhaskararaya, list of Kalas accor-

ding to, 544 f.

Bhaskaravarman, king of Pragjyo-

tisa ( e Assam), 14 f., 367, 369b

;

Karnasuvarna occupied by,

15-6

Bhava, modern equilvalent of,

644 n.

Bhavas (feelings) in Vaisnavism,

662 4, 670

Bhojadeva I— Indore Museum

plates (V. S. 1079), description

of, 306 ;
facsimiles of, 305,

312 ;
genealogical account

given in, 308f.; identification of

localities mentioned in, 310 ;

text of, 31 1 f., translation of,

3*4 f.

Bhumisparfamudra, figures of

Gautama Buddha'in, 312 f.

Bhurisre§t!y (in Radhfi), 522 f.

Bibliographical Notes, 422-4,

639 -4 *

Bodhicittavivarana, 79C-93

Brahma, name of a janapada in

eastern India, 524 f.

Brahmagupta, 36-7

Brahmajala Sutta, in the light of

Nagarjuna's exposition, 706-

46 : analysis of problems

mentioned in, 712 f,
;

avyfi-

katas explained in, 70.8-12
;

usefulness of, 707-8

Brahml inscr., Macedonian month-

name in, 117-20
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Brhatkathamaiijarl, on Candra-

gupta’s history, 474 f.

Buddhaghosa, 727 f.

Buidhavarinan. See Visnuvar-

d liana.

Buddhism, Sasauka as a persecutor

of, 6-8
;
Taranatha’s history

of, 247-52

Buddhist Council, contradictions

in different versions of, 243 f.

Bukka I, feudatory chief, 395 f.,

768 f.

Burma, Brahmanical gods in, 383^

Caitanya-caritamrta, work of

Krsnadasa Kaviraja, 644 n,

Calukyas (eastern), territory of,

29 origin of, 2 if.

Caudragupta, Mafijusri delivers

teachings to, 252 low-birth,

of, 466-79

Candrajftana Tantra, worship of

sixteen Nityas in, 222

Candranatha hill, Buddhist rem-

nants at, 339 n.

Candraprajfiapti, note on, 381 2

Caraka, contemporaneity of Yajfia-

valkya with, 589 f.

Caraka Samhita, ‘purusa* and

•Prakrti* according to, 515

Carmathian and Ismailians, rising

of, 453*5

Carmanvat! (modern Chambal

river), 309 f.

Catustava, work of Nagarjuna,

Tibetan text with Sanskrit

restoration, 316-31, 689-705

Cauhan Maharajas (of Pa$na), list

of, 6i8f.

Caurya (art of theft), literature

on, 547f.

Cellur plates of Vfracoea, origin

of Calukyas described in, 23

Chittagong, some images and

traces of Mahayana Buddhism

in, 312-41

Coins (ancient), found in Pancala,

559 625 Ayodhya, SSo-55 ;

Kausambi, 555*9 ;
Mathura,

562-4

Colebrooke,on Jaina Astronomy, 33

Cosmography, Jain account of, 31 f.

Culavamsa, Dhatusena mentioned

in, 463

Cullavagga, Mahaparinibbana

Sutta and, 241-6

Cuttack, Marathas in, 567 ;
Mir

Qasim's proposed expedition

to, 576 f.

Deddadevi, parentage of, 368 f.

Deity, Narayaniya conception of,

64 f.

Devapala, Bengal Buddhism

during the reign of, 340

Dhammakitti, later compiler of

Mahavamsa, 464

Dhanurveda, guns and gun-

powders in, 583C

Dharmatrata, Buddhist writer, 440

Dhatuparlksa, meaning of, 548

Dhatusena, son of king Moggal-

lana, 462 f.

Dhoyi, poet of Bengal, 525

Dlgha Nikaya, pre-Buddhistic

beliefs in, 706 f.

Drgnaga, 4401
Dlpavamsa, 464-5

Dijtha-dhammanibbanavadins, five

classes of, 73 1 f.

Divyavadana, origin of Mauryas

described in, 477 f»
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Duti, 679

Early Visnuism, Narayaniya wor-

ship and, 64-84

Eastern Calukyas, 21-9, 442-8

775 '8o

Ekantins, 66

Emancipation, Narayaniya idea

of. 73

Ganitatilaka, work of Sripati, 35

1

Ganjam copper-plate, Madhava-

rajall mentioned as provincial

ruler in, 8

Gilgit. Iluddhist manuscripts at,

93*Ho, 342*50; title and object

of second manuscript (
Bkai-

tajyaguru etc.), 343f. ; its

Chinese translations, 343-4 ;
its

Tibetan translations, 344 5, ;
its

contents, 346?.

Gopala of Nidhanpur Grant, note

on, 367-70 ;
date of, 369!'.

Gorak§anatha, disciple of Mlna-

natha, 362

Gunas, Kuntaka’s conception of,

257-66

Gunadhya, author of Bfhatkatha,

474 ;
date of, 474 n.

Guns, some deadly weapons re-

sembling, 36871

Guns and gun-powder in ancient

India, 585 f,

Gupta Era, 85-92

Gupta inscriptions, table showing

dates of, 91-2

Gurjara, 21 2

Ilarihara I, feudatory chief, 295 f.,

768 f.

Harisena, Vakafaka king, 27

Harga, 113 f.

Harsacarita, 3k

Heliodoros, Besnagar inscr. of

610

Hindu Theatre, 480-99

Hindustan, some features of,

Mughal conquest of, 280-1

Hoysalas, supremacy of, 295 f.

Hoysala kingdom, 295

Hrdayadarpana, quotation from,

1 1 1-3; Rasa-piadipa and, 357*8

Humayun, 2S6 f.

Huvigka, 118 f.

Ibrahim Lodi, 283 f.

Indian inscriptions, modes of dat-

ing in, 1 17 8

Indian philosophy, some problems

of, 425 41

Indra, as mentioned by Panini,

380

Indra-Bhattaraka, brother and

successor of Jayasimha I, 447 f.

IndrakeSi, Prince of Wales Muse-

um grant of, 535-41

Indus civilization, cultural evi-

dence as to authorship of, 148*

50 (see Mohenjo-daro)

Iron, Rgveda refers to articles

made of, 364-6

Istya, Istaka, note on, 376

Isvarakrsna, date of, 514 ;
Sam-

khyakarika of, 515, 5 20 »

antiquity of, 509 f.

Izzuddin Tughril-i-Tughan Khan,

governor of Lakhnawati, 453

Jagannatha, Vaisnava writer,

644 n.

Jainas, conception of devas of,

457 ;
conception of narakins

of, 47-8 j
cosmography of, 43-
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4 ;
geography of, 44-5 ;

some cosmological ideas of,

43-8

Jaina Astronomy, 30 42 ;
antiquity

and sources of, 36 f.

Jainism, 439 ;
aAiupsZ in, 435 n,

;

place of Astronomy in, 35-6

Jambhala, Buddh'st god of riches,

figure of, 333 f
, 33;

Janamejaya, son of Parlk?it, 600

f.
;
ASvamedha sacrifices per-

formed by, 590

Jarasandha, Krsna and, 500-8

;

birth and death of, 502, 507

Jafharas, tribe in western Bengal,

533-4

Jayanaga, king of Gauda, 6 f.

Jayasimha I, inscriptions of,

445 f-

Jayasimha II, son of Mangi Yuva-

raja, 779

Jyoti?a Vedaiiga, 30 f.

Kabandhi Katyayana, identity of,

603 f.

Kakudha Katyayana, Kabandhi

Katyayana identified with,

603 f.

Kalas, two new lists of, 542-8

Kalavada (exposition of lunar

digits) in Tantra, 222

Kalinga, location of, 25

Kamsa, cruelties of, 503*4 ;
death

of, 504*3

Kanifka, learned men in the court

of, 509

Kapardaka Purana (coin), inter-

pretation of, 595.-9

Kapila, founder of Sainkhya

system, probable age of, 512*4;

teachings of, 518 9

Karmata, founder of Carmathian

sect, 453 n.

Karnasuvarna, 156

Karvata5
,

people inhabiting a

part of western Bengal,

529 f.

KaSakrtsna, grammarian, 224*7)

date and identification of,

22 7

Kathasaritsag-.ra, on Candra-

gupta's history, 474 f,

Katyayana, 425 f.

KatySyana-Pratisakhya, some

rules of, 60S-9

Kaundapacarya, author of Prayoga-

ratnamaia and contemporary

of Vidyaranya, 613

Kaufcillya, defects in English

translation of (a rejoinder),

165-220
;
studies in, 54 63

Khajuraho inscr., Racjha mention-

ed in, 522

Khasarpina AvalokiteSvara, image

of, 336

Klrtivarman, son of Fulakett,

23 f.

Kokkili-Vikramaditya-Bbattaraka,

step-brother of Jayasimha II,

779.80

Kf§na. See Jarasandha.

Kr§na-rati, alambana-vibhava of,

658, 674 ;
gaunasthayin, 665 ;

kina’s prasadhana etc., 661-2 ;

mukhyastiiayin of, 665 ;
two

classes of, 644 f.
;
uddlpana-

vibhava, 660, 679

K§etrajfla = Vasudeva 70 f.

Kumara Gupta I, successor of,

35 2

Kuntaka, 257 f.
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Lakgmldhara, commentator of

Saundaryalaharl, 222

Lala,Vijaya of, 521

Lata, 22

Lokatltastava. See Catustava.

Love-affair (in Vaisnavism), assis-

tants in, 678

Macedonian Month-name, 117-20

Madhava, South Indian scholar,

294

Madhavacarya, identified with Vi-

dyaranya, 611-4

Madhavavarman 1, founder of

Vi§nukundin dynasty, 26-7

Madhyama, Vijiglfu's dealings

with, 54 f.

Magadhe§vari, Buddhist goddess,

340

MahabhSrata (Adiparvan), North-

ern and Southern recensions

of, 385 f. ;
Krsna in, 500 f. ;

Jarasandha's account in, 501 f.
;

three Sankhya schools men-

tioned in, 516

Mahabhasya, 430

Mahadeva (Buddhist monk), five

points of, 247 n.

Mahaloma ( Buddhist monk ),

events in time of, 247-9 ;
four

persons bearing the name of,

462 f.

Mahanafcaka, 375

Mahapadma (Nanda), 473, 475!*.
;

events in time of, 249-52

Mahaparinibbana-sutta, omission

of accounts of Councils in, 241 f.

Mahapuranas, number of, 766 n.

Mahavamsa, originally work of

Mahanama, 463^

Mahavlra, 435

Mahayana Buddhism in Chitta-

gong, traces of, 312-41

MahayanaSraddhotpada, 433

Maitreyanatha, 439f.

Malava, Yasodharman of, 2

Malik Ikhtiaruddin, Altuniya,

governor of Bhatinda, 466C

Malik Muhammad Jayasi, author

of Padmavat
,
302-4

Manasara, theatre as described in,

492f.

Matjdala, rules regulating relations

of kings in, 58L

Mangi-Yuvaraja, son of Vi§nuvar-

dhana, fjti. ;
three insers. of

his reign, 7;8f.
;
sons of, 777 8

Manjusrl, 347C
;
figure of, 333f.,

336f.

Mafijusrl-mfilakalpa, historical re-

ferences in, 1-2, 6-7

Mathara, prime minister of Kani-

§ka, 509 ;
identification of

Vrttikaia Mathara with, 5o9f,

Mathura inscr., Rara (-Radlia)

in, 522

MayurabhaJJa, author of Dhatma*

purana, 361

Meghaduta, Carmanvatl (a river)

referred to in, 309C

Milindapafiha, atta in, 741

Mlmamsa Sutra, date of, 425L

Mir Qasim, 57 if.

Moggallana, king of Ceylon, 462b

Mohenjo-daro and the Indus

Valley civilization : agricul-

ture and food, 146-7 ;
animal-

worship, 141 ;
areas, 124

;

sealing from Harappv 138 J

Buddhist remains, 128-9 ;
buil-

dings, 126 ;
copper tablets,
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133-4 $
cotton-spinning and

textiles, 146 ;
early Indus

script, 134-6; disposal of the

dead, 147-8 ;
games, 145 ;

great bath, 127; hot-air bath,

127-8; household articles, 144;

Indo-Aryans and the Indus

civilization, critical examina-

tion of the views on, i48f.

;

non-Aryan character of cult,

138; ornaments, 144; pillared

hall, 128 j
prototype of Siva

on a seal, 138-9 ; religion,

13^-7; religious character of

the people, 142; representa-

tions of animals on seals^f 3 1-3;

sanctity of water, 14 1-2
; Sak

tism, 13940; sealings, 133;
seals, 129*31; statuary, 142-4

;

stratification, 124-5 \
temples,

128 ;
toys, 145 ;

Tree-worship,

140-1
;

weapons, 145 ;
wei-

ghts, 14S

Monghyr, Mir Qasim at, 571 82 ;

removal of Mir Qasim’s head-

quarters to 577^ ;
Mir Qasim’s

policy at, $79f.

Mount Cross slab, Fahlavi inscr.

on, 786f.

Mudra-raksasa, Candragupta as

depicted in, 46671

Mughal conquest, nature of,

279 93

Mughal empire, efforts of rulers in

building of
;
29of.

Muhammad Ghori, invasion of

Hindustan by, 282-3

Muhammad Tughlaq, 294-5

Nagarjuna, 429* 433^, 717k

Nalanda Stone in«?cr„ YaSovar*

man or YaSodharman men-

tioned in, 37 if,

Nanda ( dynasty), 476 7

Nandimitra, Buddhist monk,

96 f.

Nafijaraja, subordinate of Krsnv

raja II, 388

Narad a, his knowledge of astro-,

nomy, 31

Nftrada and Narayana worship,

66 f.

Narasimhadeva II, Kenduapatna

plates of, Radha and Vaiendr!

mentioned in, 525

Narasimhanatha temple inscr,,

62lf.

Narayanlya faith, origin and cha-.

racter of, 81 f.; evidences relat-

ing to, 82f.

NarayanTya religion, pravrtti and

nivrtti in, 77*9; bhakti and

prasada in, 74; pradurbhavas.

and vyuhas in, 68 f., 76 ;
theo-

logy, 64

NarayanTya worship, early Visnu-

ism and, 64-84

NataBhatika vihara, 250

Nataka-candrika, work of Rupa

Gosvamin, 644 n.

Natyasastra and Bharata-muni,

373-5

Nayika, classification of, 675f.

Nazamuddin Ahmed, author of

Tabaqat-i-Akbari, 452

Nidhanpur grant, Gopala of,

367 f.

Nirmanakaya, 68

Nirupamastava. See Catustava.

Nivrtti ( Inaction) in Narayanlya

religion, 77-9
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Nusratuddin Shah, governor of

Oudh,4S2

Padina vat, reference to Sher Shah

in, 302-4

Padyavall, Vai?nava work, 686

Pali literature, Mahanama in,

462-5

Panini, Indra and, 380 ; Tara-

natha’s account of, 247-8

Panipat, battle of, 283 f.

Parlkfit, successor of Yudhisthira,

25S f.

Parfkgitas (two), 794-7

Parinamas, aspects of, 432

ParSvanatha, 43;

Patafijali, 436 f.

Patisambhid&inagga, commentary

on, 462

Patna State (MahakoSala), Cauhan

Maharajas of, 6x8-23

Pavanaduta, work of Dhoyl, 527 f.

Fihgalandai, Tamil lexicon, con-

fusion between Siva and Vayu

Puranas in, 766-7

Pi^apura, 25

Poetry, essential parts of, 258 f.

Prabhakara, author of Rasapra-

dfpa, in f.

Prabodhacandrodaya, authorsh ip

of, 621 n. j Daksina Radha

mentioned in, 522

Pradurbhiva ( Manifestation ),

theory of, 74 i
NSrayanlya list

of, 76-7

.
Prajft.1, converted into Tara, 338 f.

Prasad a, deliverance through, 74

Pravrtti (Action) in NSrayanlya

religion, 77-9

Pre-Buddhist History and Chro-

nology, some problem of, 60>5

Prlti-sandarbha of Jtva Gosvamin,

644 n, 657 n.

Prthivlmula, son of Prabhakara,

Godavari grant of, 448 n,

Pulakeii II, 1 14-5, 447
Pulikefii, Calukya king of Badami,

22 f., 28

Puranas age of, 761-3
;
amended

reading on pravijaya in, 534 ;

antiquity of, 749 ; study of,

747-67 ; avataras in, 253 f.
;

classification of, 755 ; earlier

writers on, 747 -f.
;
five charac-

teristics of, 767; historical value

of, 763 ;
origin of, 751 fi; two

classes of, 751 ; their position

in Indian literature, 757 f.

Puravseri, village in Travancore,

406

Purikara, province, 535-6

Radha, consort of Kjsna, 677 ;

excellences of, 679 f.

Radha, cities of, 530-32 ;
divisions

of, 532-4 ;
earliest references

to, 521 f.
;
Jaina references to,

521 ;
some Janapadas of,

521-34

Rajavallabha, Naib of Behar,

571 f.

Rajput*, Mughals win over, 280*1

Rljyasrl, daughter of Prabhakara-

yardhana, 8 f.

Rajyavardhana, elder brother of,

8 f.

Ramai Pancjit, author of Sunya-

purana, 361

Rana Samgram Singh, 286

Rantharabhor, fortress of, 454
Rasa, modern equivalent of, 641 n.

Rasabhasa, 670
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RasapradTpa, work of Prabhakara

Bhafcta, 357 f-

RasaSastra of Caitanyaism,

survey of, 646 -

Rasas (in Vai§navism), 665

Rati, madhura, 681 f.

Ravisena, author of Padma-carita,

793
Raziyya, 449-61 ; accession of,

450*1 ; administration of, 453 ;

character of, 457-61 ;
early

years of, 449-50; fall of,

455-7 ; rule of, 451-3

Reviews :

Annual Report of the Archaeo-

logical Survey of Mysore for

the year 1929 with its supple-

ment : Excavations of Candra-

vali, 405-6 ; Bibliographic

Bouddhique, pts. i & ii, 407-8 ;

Bodhisattva Doctrine in Bud-

dhist Sanskrit Literature, 4 1 1
-

2 ; Brah mariical Gods in

Burma, 383-4 ;
Catalogue du

Ponds Tibetain de la Biblio

theque Nationals, 408-9 ;

Ilaraprasad Samvardhar,

Lekhamala, 396 8 ; History of

Dharmasastra, 805-7 ; Kalika-

manga la of Balarama Kavi-

sekhara, 404 ; Kesavpandit's

Rajaramacaritam or Sri Cha-

trapati Rajaram’s Journey to

Jingi, and Rise ofthe Peshwas,

627 9 ;
La Femme Bengalie,

390-91 ;
Les Composes Nomi-

naux dans les Satapatha-

Brahmana, 798 805 ;
Malu-

bharata,
, 385-7 ; Nanjaraja-

yasoblmsana of Abhinava

Kalidasa, 388 ;
Natyadarpa-

na of Ramacandra and

Gunacandra, 388-90 ;
Pra-

manasamuccaya of Dinnaga,

624-7 ;
Rock-cut Temples

around Bombay, 629-31 ;
Se-

lections from the Peshwa Daf-

tar, 391-5 ;
Stone and Copper-

plate Inscriptions of Travan-

core with plates, 406-7 ;
Study

in the Economic Condition of

Ancient India, 398 403 ;
Tri-

sastisalakapurusacarita, vol. I,

409 1 1 ;
Words in the Rg-

veda, 807-20

Rg-veda, asi or svadhiti in, 364-5;

ksura in, 365-6 ;
khadt in,

366 ;
samudra in, 353-7

Rg-vedic Age, note on iron in,

3646
Ruknuddtn Firuz, son of Sultan

Altamash, 45of.

Rupa Gosvamin, 669 ; works of,

643 f.

Saivas, Soma or Sauma sect of,

221-3
\
Kapalika sect of, 222

^alaiikayanas, 27

Samantasena, founder of royal

Sena dynasty of Bengal, 523

Sambhoga, 68

Sambhogakaya, 67

Samkhya, antiquity of, 436
Samkhyakarika, Caraka SamhitS

differs from, 515

Samkhya Philosophy, prior to

Buddhism, 513 4 ; three

schools of, 516-7; Upanisadic

conceptions in, 5 15C

Samkhya philosophy and Sam-
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khya literature, some Pro-

blems of, 509 20

Samkhya system, sassatavSda

compared to, 7 13

Samkhya teachers, succession of,

5iof.

Samkhya theory in Theism, 69-71 ;

79

Samudra, its significance in Rg-

veda, 353^
Saugha Raja, Buddhist priest of

Arakan (Alcyab), his reforma-

tory deeds at Chittagong, 341

Sangltaratnakara, verses on

Theatre-stages, 498
Safijaya, 724
Sarasvatl, goddess of learning,

Buddhists worship, 340
SaSanka. as a persecutor of Buddh-

ism, 1618
;

king of Bengal,

1-20, 1 16 ;
probable time of his

rising to power, 2-4 ;
extent

of his domain, 7-8 ;
family of,

4-7 ;
whether Rajyavardhana

was murdered by, 12-3
;

Harsa's expedition against,

13-5 ;
social and economic

condition of Bengal at the

time of, 18-20
;
sources of his

history, 1-2

Sassatavada, four kinds of, 7i2f.,

Nagarjuna's refutation of,

7l6f.

Sastrasa^ka, meaning of, 547

Satapatha Brahmana, note on

passage in, 589-90 ;
identifica-

tion cf VaiSampayana with,

589

Secret weapons, mention of,

¥

Select Contents of Oriental Jour-

nals, 231 240. 413-21, 632-8,

821 7

Sher Shah, character of, 303^,
earliest extant account of,

302 4
Siddhala, village in Uttara-Radha,

523

Siddhasena, 39
Slhabahu, 99
Silparatna, verses on Theatre-

stages, 497
Sinihala, identification of, 99-100

Siinhapura, location of, 99-101

Simhatilaka, commentator of

Ganitatilaka, 351

Siugaya Dannayaka, Hoysala

feudatory, 770b

Singeya Dandaniiyaka, feudatory

chief, 296

Sira-dhvaja, father of Sita, 600,

602

Skanda Gu pta, 352

Skandhas and soul, 739b

Soma or Sauma sect, 221 f., prob-

able relation of iSaiva-vadl sect

of Manimekalai with, 223

Somanatha, god, 299 n.

Soul, Buddhist criticism of, 739b

Srlkrsnakirtana, old Bengali work,

361

£r?pati and his Ganitatilaka, note

on, 351

Statal Circle, 54f.

Sthirabuddhi, arya, 1 10

Sthiramati, follower of Sthavira

Nag a, 249

St. Thomas Tradition, St. Thomas

Crosses and, 785-9

Stutyatitastaya, See Catustava.
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savants, scholars and students of

Indian history becoming an indis-
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exploited with the publication of

two issues in 1963.
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